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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this environmental impact statement is to help DOE decide how to I TE

manage over the next 30 years liquid high-level radioactive, low-level radioactive, mixed, hazardous,

and transuranic wastes generated during 40 years of past operations and on-going activities at Savannah I TE

River Site (SRS) in southwestern South Carolina. The wastes are currently stored at SRS. DOE seeks to

dispose of the wastes in a cost-effective manner that protects human health and tbe environment. 1n this

document, DOE assesses the cumulative environmental impacts of storing, treating, and disposing of the

wastes, examines the impacts of alternatives, and identifies measures available to reduce adverse ITE
impacts. Evahlat ionsof impacts on water qua] ity, air quality, ecological systems, land use, geologic

resources, cultural resources, socioeccmomics, and the health and safety of onsite workers and the public

are included in the assessment.

PUBLIC COMMENTS: In preparit]g this Final EIS, DOE considered comments received by letter and

voice mail, and formal statements given at public hearings in Bamwell, South Carolina (February 21, TC

1995); Coh)mbia, South Carolina (February 22, 1995); North Augusta, South Carolina (February 23,

1995); Savannah, Georgia (February 28, 1995); Beaufort, South Caroii]la (March 1, 1995); and Hilton

Head, South Carolina (March 2, 1995). TC
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FOREWORD

This environmental impact statement (EIS) evaluates alternative approaches to and environmental

impacts of managing wastes at the Savannah River Site (SRS), The U.S. Department of Energy’s

(DOE’s) primary mission at SRS from the 1950s until the end of the Cold War was to produce and

process nuclear materials to support defense programs, These activities generated five types of waste:

liquid high-level radioactive, low-level radioactive, hazardous, mixed (radioactive and hazardous

combined), and transuranic wastes, These wastes are still being generated by ongoing operations,

environmental restoration, and decontamination and decommissioning of surplus facilities. Because

waste management alternatives would be implemented over several years, DOE may issue more than one

Record of Decision based on this EIS.

Four waste management alternatives are evaluated in this EIS, In addition to the no-action alternative,

which consists of continuing current management practices, this EIS examines one alternative for the

limited treatment of waste, another for the extensive treatment of waste, and a third (the preferred

alternative) that represents a moderate approach to waste treatment. The alternatives (except the no-

action alternative) are analyzed based on three forecasts of the amounts of wastes that DOE could be

required to manage over the next 30 years (1995 through 2024) at SRS. This EIS evaluates siting,

construction, and start-up or operation of specific waste management facilities at SRS over the next 10

years, as well as operational impacts for the 30-year forecast horizon. Ten years was selected because

that is approximately the time required to get a project approved, designed, and constructed. In addition,

current treatment processes may be superseded by more effective processes aa technology improves.

Accordingly, it is not appropriate to select technologies now for treatment processes that will not be

implemented in the next decade.

Assumptions and analyses in this EIS are generally consistent with those that are in or expected to be in

the Waste Management Programmatic EIS (DOE/EIS-0200), the Tritium Supply and Recycling

Programmatic EIS(DOE/EIS-O161 ), the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Programmatic EIS

(DOEfEIS-0236), the Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs EIS (DOE/EIS-0203), the

Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning Foreign Research Reactor Spent

Nuclear Fuel EIS (DOEiEIS-02 18), the Long- Ternl Storage and Disposition of Weapons- Useable Fissile

Materials Prograrr?matic EIS (DOE/EIS-0229), the Urgent-Relief Acceptance of Foreign Research

Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel Environmental Assessment (DOE/EA-09 12), the Interim Management of

Nuclear Materials at SRS EIS (DOEIEIS-0220D), the F-Canyon PIutonium Solutions at SRS EIS

(DOEiEIS-02 19), the Defense Waste Processing Facility Supplemental EIS (DOEiEIS-0082S), tbe
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Operations of the HB-Line Faciliy and Frarrze Waste Recove~ Process for Production of Pu-238 Oxide

(DOE/EA-0948), the Cantinued Operation of the Pan[ex Plant and Associated Storage of Nuclear

Weapon Carrponents EIS (DOEIE1S-0225), and the SRS Proposed Site Treatment Plan for mixed waste.

DOE published a Notice of Intent to prepare this EIS in the Federal Register on April 6, 1994

(59 FR16494). Thenotice announced apublic scoping period thatended on May31, 1994, andsolicited

comments andsuggestions onthescope of the EIS. DOEheld scoping meetings during this period in

Savannah, Georgia, and North Augusta and Columbia, South Carolina, on May 12, 17, and 19, 1994,

respectively. During thescoping period, comments were received from individuals, orgmizations, and

government agencies. Comments received during telescoping period and DOEsresponses were used to

TE
prepmean implementation planthat defined thescope andapproach oftllis EIS. The implementation

plan was issued by DOE in June 1994.

TEITranscriptsof b,pu lctestimol~y received during thescopil~g process, copies ofletiers andcomments, tie

implementation plan, and reference materials cited in this EIS are available for review in the DOE Public

Reading Room, located at the University of South Carolina-Aiken Campus, Gregg-Graniteville Library,

2nd Floor, University Parkway, Aiken, South Carolina [(803) 648-6851], and the Freedom of

Information Reading Room, Room IE-190, Forrestal Building, 1000 Independence Avenue, Washington,

D.C. [(202) 586-6020].

DOE completed the draft of this EIS in January 1995, and on January 27, 1995, the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) published a Notice of Availability of the document in the Federal Register (60

FR5386). Thisnotice officially stafied tllepublic comment period onthedrafi EIS, which extended

through March 31, 1995, Publication ofthcdrafi EISprovided anoppotiunity forpublic comment onthe

nature and substances of the analyses included in the document.

TC

DOEhasconsidered comments itreceived during thecomment period inpreparing this final EIS. These

comments were received by letter, telephone, and formal statements made at public hearings held in

Bamwell, South Carolina (February21, 1995); Columbia, South Carolina (February 22, 1995); North

Augusta, South Carolina (February 23, 1995); Savannah, Georgia (February 28, 1995); Beaufoct, South

Carolina (March 1, 1995) ;and Hilton Head, South Carolina (March 2,1995). Comments and responses

to comments are in Appendix 1.

IChanges from the draft EIS are indicated in this final EIS by vectical bars in the margin. The bars are

marked TC for technical changes, TE for editorial changes, or, if the change was made in response to a

vi
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public comment, the designated comment number as listed in Appendix I. Many of the technical

changes were the result of the availabili~ of updated information since publication of the draft EIS.

In May 1995, DOE announced its intention to revise the moderate treatment alternative to include

supercompaction, size reduction (e.g., sorting, shredding, melting), and incineration at an offsite

commercial treatment facility (60 FR 26417, May 17, 1995). The proposed change from the draft EIS

concerned the location of, but not the technology used in the treatment of about 40 percent of the

expected volume of low-level wastes at SRS. DOE provided an opportuni~ for public comment through

June 12, 1995, NO comments were received.

The proposed low-level waste volume reduction initiative is included in this final EIS, and as announced

in the May 1995 Federa/ Register notice, it is subject to competitive procurement practices under

procedures described ill DOE’s NEPA implementing regulations (10 CFR 1021,216). A Request for

Proposals was sent to a selected group of 47 potential bidders on May 22, 1995 with a closing date of

July 20, 1995, Work under any contract awarded would begin no earlier than the start of fiscal year

1996.

In June 1995, DOE published a draft of the Environmental Assessment for the Off-Site Volume Reduction

of Low-Level Radioactive Wastefrom the Savannah River Site (DOEIEA- 1061) for proapproval review

by potentially affected states, The environmental assessment describes a proposed short-term temporary

method of volume reduction for low-level waste by a commercial facili~ in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. This

action would reduce the volume of low-level waste at SRS in an expedient and cost-effective manner

over the near temr (prior to the start of fiscal year of 1996). Because the impacts of the proposed action

would be very small and the proposed action would not limit the selection of alternatives under

consideration, this proposed volume reduction action qualifies as an interim action under the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations (40 CFR 1506, 1).

DOE prepared this EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA, Council on Environmental Quality

regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508), and DOE NEPA Implementing Procedures (1OCFR 1021). This EIS

identities the methods used in the analyses and the sources of information, In addition, it incorporates,

directly or by reference, information from other ongoing studies. The document is structured as follows:

Chapter 1 provides background information, sets forth the pu~ose and need for action, and describes

related actions evaluated in other NEPA analyses.

rc
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TC ] Chapter2describesthea*ternatives, identifies the preferred alternative, and provides a summary

comparison of the environmental impacts of each alternative.

TE I Chapter 3 describes the environment at SRS potentially affected by tbe alternatives addressed.

Chapter 4 provides a detailed assessment of tbe potential environmental impacts of the alternatives.
TE

It also assesses unavoidable adverse impacts and irreversible or irretrievable commitments of

resources, and cumulative impacts.

Chapter 5 identifies regulatory requirements and evaluates their applicability to the alternatives

considered.

Appendix A provides waste forecasts (i.e., estimates of the expected, minimum, and maximum

amounts of waste that could be managed over the 3O-year analysis period at SRS).

Appendix B describes existing and proposed facilities that would be needed to implement the

alternatives.

Appendix C describes the cost methodology and its appl ication in estimating costs for facilities and

processes to treat, store, and dispose of wastes.

Appendix D discusses elnerging or innovative waste management technologies that were considered

but rejected for use on SRS wastes. The technologies are in bench, pilot, or demonstration stages of

de~,elopment and are not likely to be available for implementation in the next decade, but might be

suitable for implementation at some time during the 30-year period addressed in this EIS.

Appendix E furnishes a compilation of supplemental technical data used to prepare this EIS.

Appendix F describes accident scenarios related to the facilities that could be used to manage waste

at SRS. It summarizes the potential consequences and risks to workers, the public, and the

environment from tbe alternatives discussed in Chapter 2.

Appendix G is a compilation of the appendixes included in the Federal Facility Agreement and

provides information on the commitments made by SRS to regulatory agencies to manage wastes and

spills.
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Appendix H compares DOE and Nuclear Regulatory Commission low-level waste requirements.

Appendix I contains copies of letters and hearing transcripts from the public comment period, and

DOE’s responses to those comments.

Appendix J is a copy of the Protected Species Survey prepared in April 1995 in support of the drafi

EIS and agency confirmation that endangered species will not be impacted, I

ix
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SUMMARY

S.1 Introduction

The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) prima~ mission at the Savannah River Site (SRS) from the

1950s until the end of the Cold War was to produce and process nuclear materials to support defense

programs, Theendoftlle CoId Warhasled the United States toreduce thesize ofits nuclear arsenal,

Manyofthe more than 120facilities across tllecoulltW, including SRS, that DOEused to manufacture,

assemble, and maintain the former arsenal -- referred to as the nuclear weapons complex -- are no longer

needed forthese activities and could be used forotller purposes, "Many of these facilities can be

decontaminated alldco!]vefied tonewuses; others must bedecolnmissioned. Inaddition, tbe wastes

generated during tile Cold Warmust recleaned upinasafe andcost-effective manner. DOEmustalso

manage wastes that might be generated ill the future by ongoing operations, including new defense

facilities thatmight belocatedat SRS, Finally, SRSmust be brought intocompliance withthe

environmental requirements enacted during the last 25 years.

DOE prepared this envirol]mental impact statement (EIS) on alternative strategies for managing wastes

at SRS(Figure S-l). This EISevaluates tlle&ffects ofmanaging liquid bigh-level radioactive, low-level

radioactive, hazardous, mixed (radioactive and hazardous), andtrarrsurani cwaste satSRS. It describes

alternatives tllat DOEcould i]nplemellt tomanage these wastes [except alternatives formanaging liquid

high-level radioactive waste, which were addressed in the recently issued Final Supplemental

Environmenta[In?pact Staten?ent, Defense Waste Processing Facili~(DOEBIS-0082 S)]. Itdoes not

consider sanitaW wastes or foreign anddomestic spent nuclear fuel. Inaddition, this EIS describes

studies that were performed to define and evaluate the alternatives,

Tables S-1 and S-2 present summary comparisons of the characteristics and impacts of the alternatives

considered. Tlletables illclL!detlleno-action alterllative, which would betocontinue ongoing activities

and implement ot]ly activities that have already been evaluated under the National Environmental Policy

Act@EPA), andthree action alternatives. Theaction alternatives are based onstrategies to provide

limited (alternative A), moderate (alternative B), and extensive (alternative C) treatment configurations,

all of which would protect human health and the environment, meet applicable storage and disposal

requirements, andusereasoilable storage, treatmel~t, anddisposal tecl~nologies. This summary describes

the alternatives and the basis for DOE to ide]ltify the moderate treatment configuration alternative as its

preferred alternative.
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This EIS provides info~ation on the environmental impacts of the construction and operation of the

specific treatment, storage, and disposal facilities proposed in each management alternative, The EIS is

based on cument waste inventories; present and anticipated sources of new wastes; and existing and

anticipated waste management facilities. The evaluations in this EIS are intended to be consistent with

those in or expected to appear in the Waste Management Programmatic EIS (DOE/EIS-0200), the

Tritium Supply and Recycling Programmatic EIS (DOEiEIS.O 161), the Stockpile Stewardship and

Management Programmatic EIS (DOEfEIS-0236), the Programmatic Spent NucIear Fuel Management

and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

Programs EIS (DOEIEIS-0203), the Proposed Nuclear Weapons NonproIl~eratian Policy Concerning

Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel EIS (DOEIEIS-02 18), the Long-Term Storage and

Disposition of Weapons- Useable Fissile Materials Programmatic EIS (DOEiEIS-0229), the Urgent-

Relief Acceptance of Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel Environmental Assessment

(DOEiEA-0912), the Interim Management of Nuclear Materials at SRS EIS (DOE/EIS-0220), the

F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions atSRSEIS(DOF,IEIS-0219), the Defense Waste Processing FaciliV

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0082S), the Operations of the HB-Line Facili~ and Frame Waste Recovery

Pracess for Production of Pu-238 Oxide (DOEIEA-0948)3 the Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant

and Associated Starage of Nuclear Weapon Components EIS (DOEIEIS-0225 ), and the SRS Proposed

Site Treatment Plan for mixed waste. DOE will use these evaluations to make decisions on waste

management, Because management alternatives would be implemented over the next decade, DOE may

issue more than one Record of Decision following completion of this EIS.

In preparing this EIS, DOE considered the comments it received from organizations and individuals

during the scoping process that extended from April 6 through May31, 1994. The scoping process and

plans for preparing this EIS were described in the Irnp[emerztation Plan Savannah River Site Waste

Management Environmental Impact Statement, which DOE issued in June 1994. DOE also considered

comments it received on the draft EIS issued in January 1995 during a public comment period that

extended from January 27, 1995, to March31, 1995.

In May 1995, DOE announced its intention to revise the moderate treatment alternative to include

supercompaction, size reduction (e.g., sorting, shredding, melting), and incineration at an offsite

commercial treatment facility (60 FR 26417, May 17, 1995). The proposed change from the drafi EIS

concerned the location of, but not the technology used in the treatment of about 40 percent of the

expected volume of low-level wastes at SRS. DOE provided an opportunity for public comment through

June 12, 1995. No comments were received,

TC
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In June 1995, DOE published a draft of the Envirorrrnental Assessment for the Off-Site VolumeReduction

of Low-Level Radioactive Wastefiom the Savannah River Site (DOE/EA- 1061) for preapprovil review

by potentially affected states. The environmental assessment describes a proposed short-term temporary

method of volume reduction for low-level waste by a commercial facility in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. This

action would reduce the volume of low-level waste at SRS in an expedient and cost-effective manner

over the near term (prior to the start of fiscal year of 1996). Because the impacts of the proposed action

would be very small and the proposed action would not limit the selection of alternatives under

consideration, this proposed volume reduction action qualifies as an interim action under NEPA

regulations (40 CFR 1506.1).

DOE has identified the moderate treatment configuration, alternative B, as its preferred alternative based

on the careful consideration of beneficial and adverse environmental impacts, regulatory commitments,

and other relevant factors. The moderate treatment configuration would provide a balanced mix of

technologies that includes extensive treatment of those waste types that have the greatest potential to

adversely affect humans or the environment because of their mobility or toxicity if left untreated (such as

wastes containing plutonium-23 8), or that would remain dangerously radioactive far into the future (such

as wastes containing transuranics), It would provide less extensive treatment of wastes that do not pose

great threats to humans or the environment, or that will not remain dangerously radioactive far into the

future (such as non-alpha low-level waste).

DOE bases its preference of alternative B on the following environmental impacts, regulatory

commitments, and other factors:

.

.

.

Mixed waste technology selections are compatible with the site treatment plan. when a waste in

the EIS 30-year forecast was also included in the site treatment plan 5-year forecast, alternative B

uses the same technology as that identified as the preferred treatment by the proposed site

treatment plan,

Mixed waste technology selections are consistent with DOE’s commitments under the Land

Disposal Restrictions Federal Facility Compliance Agreement with EPA,

Transuranic waste technology selections are compatible with what the final Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant waste acceptance criteria are expected to require, Treatment is provided only for those

transuranic wastes that do not conform to the shipping requirements (i.e., plutonium-238 and

higher activity plutonium.239). All other SRS transuranic wastes are expected to meet the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criteria after repackaging and characterizatiorr/certification.
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Hazardous wastes are treated onsite subject to availability of treatment capacity and compatibility

with technologies required to manage mixed waste.

Alternative B provides the best volume reduction for low-activity waste (7S percent reduction in

alternative B compared to 22 percent for alternative A and 70 percent for alternative C), conserves

space in low-activity waste vaults, reduces the total number of low-activity waste vaults, and thus

avoids expenditures of land and money.

Alternative B also results in the fewest number of additional transuranic and alpha waste pads,

shallow land disposal trenches, and RCRA-permitted vaults.

Alternative B results in the least construction-related air emissions.

Alternative B employs less thermal treatment (technologies generally resulting in higher air

emissions) than alternative C, resulting in smaller radiological air impacts than would occur in

alternative C (e.g., fewer involved worker latent cancer fatalities and lower maximally exposed

offsite individual fatal cancer probability).

In summary, DOE believes that alternative B provides the prefemed configuration of treatment, storage,

and disposal facilities for SRS. It maintains technology selection flexibilities that are not shared by

alternatives based on strategies to provide limited (alternative A) or extensive (alternative C) treatment

configurations,

Different wastes and volumes are proposed for treatment in the Consolidated Incineration Facility under

alternatives A, B, and C. Under the no-action alternative, the Consolidated Incineration Facility would

not operate and the wastes that could have been treated in it would be stored, sent offsite for treatment, or

compacted and then disposed of in vaults. In the limited-treatment configuration (alternative A), the

Consolidated Incineration Facility would bum certain mixed wastes (including mixed waste identified in

the site treatment plan) and hazardous wastes for which incineration is the best demonstrated available or

EPA-specified technology. In the moderate-treatment configuration (alternative B) the Consolidated

Incineration Facility would bum some low-level radioactive wastes in addition to the mixed and

hazardous wastes proposed in alternative A. In the extensive-treatment configuration (alternative C), the

Consolidated Incineration Facility would bum the same wastes proposed in alternative B and a portion of

the alpha waste, but only for approximately 10 years. After that period, two vitrification facilities would

treat those wastes, and the Consolidated Incineration Facility would no longer operate.
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This EIS was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, which

requires Federal agencies to prepare a detailed statement on the environmental impacts of the proposed

action and alternatives to the proposed action for “major Federal actions significantly affecting the

quality of thehuman environment.” DOE's policy istofollow theletier andspirit of NEPAandto

comply fully with the Council on Environmental Qual ity’s Regulations for Implementing the Procedural

Provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1500- 1508) (DOE regulations at 10 CFR

1021, National Environmental Policy Act Implementing Procedures).

S.2 Background

‘E\ DOE’sprimaryrnissionat SRSfromthe l95Os"ntiltheendoftheColdWarwastoproducemdprocess

nuclear materials to support defense programs in the United States. These activities resulted in the

generation of the five types of waste discussed in this EIS. SRS’Spresent mission focuses on waste

management, environmental restoration, and decontamination and decommissioning of facilities that are

no longer needed to produce and process nuclear materials.

DOE is responding to several needs and issues in proposing a waste management strategy for SRS and

preparing this EIS. In addition to the examination of alternative strategies for waste management at SRS,

this EIS presents the results of other analyses of waste management.

The Federal Facility Compliance Act of 1992, an amendment to the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA) (Public Law 102-386, October 6, 1992), requires DOE to prepare a site treatment

plan for SRS that sets forth options for treating mixed wastes currently in storage or that will be

generated over the next 5 years. This EIS analyzes the environmental impacts of the facilities that could

TE be used to treat mixed wastes according to the options presented in SRS’S plan; the DOE Waste

Management Pro~amrnatic EIS alsn examines the possible impacts of treating mixed wastes at SRS and

elsewhere. The alternatives evaluated here and others are consistent with the options presented in the

site treatment plan. However, the plan is limited to options for treating mixed wastes currently in storage

or generated during the next 5 years, This EIS evaluates alternatives for managing mixed and other types

TE
of wastes using existing and new facilities that would be available during the next 10 years. This EIS

also establishes a baseline for assessing options for waste management for the period beyond that of the

site treatment plan, For example, this EIS examines options for storing, treating, and disposing of low-

‘E I level radioactive andhazardo"swastesthatare"otmixedwastealdwhich,therefore,menotaddressed

in the site treatment plan,
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On October 22, 1993, DOE stated that it would prepare this EIS on waste management strategies for SRS I

and identified some of the elements that would be evaluated, DOE committed to evaluate in this EIS TE

both the facilities that might be used to treat mixed wastes, as required by the Federal Facility

Compliance Act of 1992, and the operation of the Consolidated Incineration Facility. (DOE prepared an

environmental assessment [DOE/EA-0400] and issued a Finding of No Significant Impact [Federal

Register, December 24, 1992] on the Consolidated Incineration Facility, which is currently under

construction.) The propnsed treatments of mixed waste would be taken into account in formulating the

alternatives for this EIS. DOE stated that it would evaluate the Consolidated Incineration Facility and

other alternatives (e.g., compacting) for reducing the volume of low-level waste. The cost analysis of

potential alternatives would be based on life-cycle costs (i.e., construction, operatinn, and

decommissioning) of facilities so that the costs of the Consolidated Incineration Facility would be

calculated on a consistent basis for comparison to the facilities for which detailed facility designs have

nnt been developed. The incinerator’s construction would continue on schedule, but trial bums would be

deferred until this EIS is completed and DOE decides on hnw or whether to use the Consolidated

Incineration Facility.

This EIS is intended to meet DOE’s commitments to the public to re-examine the environmental impacts

of operating the Consolidated Incineration Facility; it also provides a basis for future DOE decisions on

operation of that facility.

This EIS incorporates the preferred options proposed in the SW Proposed Sire Treatment Plan for mixed

wastes and evaluates the environmental impacts that may result from management activities for liquid

high-level radioactive, low-level radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes at SRS over the

next 30 years. This EIS includes an assessment nf the cumulative impacts of waste management and

other past, ongoing, and reasonably foreseeable activities at SRS in Section 4,15.

S.3 Purpose and Need for Agency Action

Many of the more than 120 facilities across the country that DOE used to manufacture, assemble, and

maintain its nuclear arsenal – referred to as the nuclear weapons complex – are no longer needed for

these activities and could be used for other purpnses. In addition, the wastes generated during the Cold

War must be cleaned up in a safe and cnst-effective manner. Furthermore, SRS facilities must be

brought into compliance with the many environmental requirements enacted since 1970.

In nrder to convert a number of facilities to other uses and clean-up the Cold War’s legacy at SRS, DOE

needs to develop a strategy for managing existing and future wastes. The purpose of the alternatives
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evaluated in this EIS is to ensure the protection of human health and the environment, and to achieve and

maintain regulatory compliance in a cost-effective manner. This EIS evaluates the potential

environmental impacts of alternative strategies for minimizing, treating, storing, and disposing of

radioactive and hazardous wastes at SRS.

To evaluate strategies for managing wastes, DOE must predict the amount of waste it will manage at

SRS from operations, decontamination and decommissioning, and environmental restoration. Although

the defense mission at SRS has been reduced, continuing and new operations will generate some wastes.

In some cases, the amounts of wastes that will be generated can only be estimated approximately because

final decisions about some operations have not been made. For example, processing high-level waste

intn borosilicate glass, as described in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, Defense

Wasre Processing Facili~, and tbe interim management of nuclear materials would generate secondary

wastes. Estimates of these wastes have been included in the waste forecasts.

It is also dificcdt to predict the amounts of wastes requiring management because DOE does nnt know

the extent of decontamination and decommissioning or environmental restoration that will take place at

SRS. At present, DOE cannot identify all of the facilities that will become SUWIUSnr predict when a

particular facility will no longer be needed to maintain the nuclear arsenal. Thus, DOE does not have a
TE complete schedule of the facilities it will eventually decontaminate and decommission. In addition, DOE

cannot identify at this time all of the contaminated areas at SRS that will require restoration. As a result

of these uncertainties about the amounts of wastes that will be generated, DOE has estimated a range of

waste quantities it could generate at SRS during the restoration of contaminated areas and the

decontamination and decommissioning of surplus facilities, The maximum and minimum forecasts of

TE the wastes generated by restoration and decontamination and decommissioning were used in the analyses

presented in this EIS.

In addition to wastes that have been or will be generated at SRS, SRS may receive and manage wastes

‘E I fromotherDOE facilities. Estimatingtheamounts nfwastestnbereceivedfromotierfacilitiesiseven

more difficult than predicting the amounts of wastes that will be generated at SRS. The mnounts of

offsite waste sent to SRS will depend on activities at other DOE facilities involving ongoing operations,

waste management, environmental restoration, and decommissioning. These activities in turn depend on

NEPA reviews DOE is conducting on: (1) the future needs of the nuclear weapnns complex (2) the

possible consolidation of nuclear materials and wastes at certain facilities; and (3) the Iocatinns nf

treatment, storage, and disposal facilities in the DOE complex. For purposes of this EIS, DOE has

assumed that the wastes SRS will receive from other sites will fall somewhere between the arnnunts it

now receives (included in the expected forecast) and a maximum estimate which includes all wastes that
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have been identified to date as possible candidates for treatment, storage, or disposal at SRS (included in

the maximum forecast).

S.4 Proposed Action

DOE needs to develop a strategy to manage radioactive and hazardous wastes at SRS now and in the

future. DOE proposes to select and implement a waste management strategy for SRS that protects

human health, complies with environmental regulations, minimizes waste generation, utilizes effective

and commercially available technologies for near-term management needs, and is cost effective. There

are numerous technologies available to treat wastes like those generated and stored at SRS. DOE

conducted a thorough evaluation to determine the best available technologies for specific SRS wastes.

The abilities of emerging technologies to decontaminate, reduce the volume of, or stabilize SRS wastes

were evaluated against three general criteria: their ability to treat SRS wastes and meet regulatory

requirements; their safety and environmental risks; and their cost compared to competitive technologies,

The technology evaluation process is illustrated in Figure S-2, Figure S-2 is a general representation of

the process by which specific technologies may be selected over time as new technologies become

available or as waste management issues become apparent. It is not intended to illustrate the structure of

this EIS (references in the figure to this EIS are intended to show where this document serves as a useful

planning baseline). Candidate technologies selected for evaluation include waste minimization,

compaction, incineration, vitrification, macroencapsulation, and containment. Facilities that use these

technologies and were selected as part of one or more of the action alternatives include:

. Consolidated Incineration Facility

. Transrrranic waste characterizatiorr/certification facility

. Containment building for the treatment of hazardous and mixed wastes

● Alpha and non-alpha vitrification facilities

. Offsite supercompactor

. Soil sort facility

Other management facilities and treatments evaluated in the alternatives are listed in Table S-1. The

strategy DOE selects must address minimization, treatment, storage, and disposal of low-level
TE

radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes at SRS. This EIS evaluates the environmental

impacts of three potential action alternatives, in addition to the no-action alternative required by NEPA.
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S.5 Alternatives

In this EIS, the no-action alternative is defined as the continuation of current management practices and

includes building additional facilities to store newly generated waste, as has been done in the past. The

no-action alternative is presented first because its implementation would continue current practices for

treatment and storage of liquid high-level radioactive (including operation of the Defense Waste

Processing Facility), mixed, and transuranic waste; disposal of low-level radioactive waste; and offsite

treatment and disposal of hazardous waste.

The no-action alternative would not meet the need for DOE action. It would leave transuranic and mixed

wastes untreated, in storage, and in forms not suitable for disposal. It could also cause DOE to Im
violate some regulatory requirements and agreements. The no-action alternative provides a baseline

against which the environmental impacts of the action alternatives can be compared. Because it is a

baseline and represents a continuation of cument practices, its impacts were evaluated using the expected ‘E

30-year waste forecast,

Under the no-action alternative, additional storage and disposal facilities would be constructed (shown in

Table S-1) and some treatment facilities currently under construction and planned facilities already

evaluated under NEPA would be completed and, with the exception of the Consolidated Incineration

Facility, operated, Planned facilities that would operate under the no-action alternative as well as in the

three action alternatives include:

. E-Area vaults for the disposal of low-level wastes

o Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vaults

. M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility

. Long-Lived Waste Storage Building

. Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator

. New Waste Transfer Facility

DOE would continue to implement pollution prevention and waste minimization activities, and would

continue to prepare high-level wastes for vitrification in the Defense Waste Processing Facility, as

described in the recent]y issued Final Supplentental Environmental Impact Statement, Deferzse Waste

Processing Faci/i~. DOE would continue to compact low-level waste where appropriate, and dispose of

TE

it by shallow land disposal or in vaults, depending on waste characteristics; DOE would store long-lived

wastes in a long-lived-waste storage building. Hazardous wastes would continue to be recycled for TC

onsite use or sent offsite for treatment and disposal. Storage of mixed wastes would continue in storage
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buildings and tanks onsite; DOE would vitrify limited quantities of mixed waste onsite and would store

TC the treatment residues pending disposal in vaults; DOE would begin to ship radioactive polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBS) offsite for processing and return the residues to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Transuranic and alpha wastes would continue to be stored on transtlranic waste storage pads, the existing

Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility would assay and X-ray

drums of transuranic and alpha waste to verify packaging and content, and newly-generated alpha waste

would be disposed of in vaults. SRS would continue to receive low-level waste from the Naval Reactors

Program.

This EIS evaluates three action alternatives that would meet DOE’s need to manage wastes in a safe and

cost-effective manner. Five criteria were employed to identify the most desirable technologies: process

parameters (including degree of volume reductinn, secondary waste generated, and the efficiency of

process decontamination and decomlnissioning); engineering parameters (including process maturity,

availability, and ease of maintenance); environment, health, and safety factors (public and occupational

risks, environmental risks, and transportation requirements); public acceptance (including regulatory

permitting and schedule considerations); and cost, Although the five criteria were applied in all three

alternatives, the value of each parameter was weighted differently among the alternatives.

Alternatives A and C have one or more parameters skewed toward one extreme or another, while

‘c I alternative B,thepreferredalternative,attemptstobalancetheparameters, Tbefollowingparagraphs

briefly summarize these alternatives:

TE “ Limited Treatment Configuration (Alternative A). This alternative consists of sitiog,

constructing, and operating facilities (shown in Table S-1) and implementing management

techniques that wotild minimize impacts from treatment processes while complying with existing

regulations. For each of the wastes, the treatment provided would be the minimum needed to

meet applicable standards and allow prompt storage and disposal, This would minimize both

worker exposure froln handling and processing wastes, and public exposure to effluents or

elnissions generated by treatment processes. The Iimited treatment processes under this

alternative would produce a safe waste form, but not one that bad undergone the most vigorous

treatment available, so the volumes of wastes would be greater and the potential for impacts in the

future from storage and disposal would be more likely than under the other action alternatives.

Under this alternative, low-level waste would only be treated by existing compactors at SRS, as

appropriate, before storage in buildings or on storage pads or before disposal by shallow land

TE I disposal or in vaults. Hazardous wastes would be recycled, sent offsite for treatment and disposal,

or together with appropriate mixed wastes, treated in the Consolidated Incineration Facility with
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the resulting stabilized ash and blowdown residues disposed of in RCRA-permitted disposal

facilities or shallow land disposal. Other mixed wastes would be treated to pemrit reuse, or sent

offsite for treatment and the residue returned to SRS for disposal. Trmsuranic waste meeting

waste acceptance criteria for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant would be repackaged and stored on

storage pads pending shipment to that site for disposal, and alpha wastes would be disposed of in

onsite vaults,

. Moderate Treatment Configuration (Alternative B). The preferred alternative consists of TC
siting, constructing, and operating facilities (shown in Table S-1) and implementing management

techniques that would provide a mix of cost-effective waste management aud treatment

technologies selected to balance short- and long-term inzpacts.

Under this alternative, the volume of compatible low-level wastes would be reduced by onsite

compactors and sent offsite for supercompaction, size reduction (e.g., sorting, shredding,

melting), and incineration as part of the low-level waste offsite volume reduction initiative. The

proposed bffsite volume reduction initiative in this alternative was announced and public TC

comments were solicited in the Federal Register nn May 17, 1995 (60 FR 264 17); it represents a

change from the drafi to the final EIS. Other low-level wastes would be disposed of without

treatment, treated offsite for recycling or later disposal at SRS, or burned in the Consolidated

Incineration Facility together with mixed and hazardnus wastes. The resulting treatment residues

would be disposed of in vaults or by shallow land disposal. Mixed soil and sludge wastes would

be treated in a non-alpha vitrification facility (after 2006); other mixed wastes would be processed

onsite nr offsite for recycling or disposal. Hazardous wastes would generally be treated and

disposed of offsite, or treated onsite for reuse nr disposal. Transurauic wastes would be stored

until 2008, when a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility and an alpha

vitrification facility became available, these facilities would produce transuranic waste forms

acceptable for transfer to the Waste Isolitinn Pilot Plant, and alpha waste fomrs acceptable for

dispnsal in nnsite disposal facilities,

The moderate treatment configuration would provide extensive treatment for those wastes that

have the greatest potential to adversely affect humans or the environment and limited treatment

for those wastes for which more extensive treatment would not appreciably decrease the

associated impacts. This alternative draws on both the mnre extensive treatments proposed under

alternative C and the limited treatments proposed under alternative A. For example, under

alternative A, all transuranic wastes wnuld be repackaged in accordance with the acceptance

criteria for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant while under alternative C all trausuranic wastes would

TC
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TC

be vitrified. Under alternative B, DCJEproposes that only phrtonium-238 and the high-activity

portions of the plutonium-239 transuranic wastes be vitrified and the remainder of tbe plutonium-

239 wastes be repackaged.

. Extensive Treatment Configuration (Alternative C). This alternative consists of siting,

constructing, and operating facilities (shown in Table S-1) and implementing management

techniques that would minimize environmental impacts from storage and disposal by exteusive

treatment of wastes to reduce their volume and toxicity and to create stable, migration-resistant

waste forms. This alternative would, however, be more likely than other alternatives to increase

short-term impacts because more treatment facilities would be built and there would be more

exposure to radiological emissions from more intensive treatment and increased handling.

Under this alternative, DOE would incinerate low-activity and tritiated low-level waste in the

Consolidated Incineration Facility until 2006, when a non-alpha vitrification facility would begin

operating. DOE would store or compact onsite, other low-level waste, or treat it offsite for

recycling or later disposal at SRS. DOE would burn mixed waste in the Consolidated Incineration

Facility, as appropriate, until a non-alpha vitrification facility became a~,ailable, or otherwise treat

it onsite (offsite for PCBS and lead) to allow reuse or disposal. Hazardous wastes wou[d also be

burned in the Consolidated Incineration Facility until a non-alpha vitrification facility became

available, or otherwise treated onsite (offsite for PCBS) for reuse or disposal. Transuranic wastes

would be characterized and repackaged according to their alpha radioactivity, converted into glass

in an alpha vitrification facility, and stored pending disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,

DOE would burn alpha waste in the Consolidated Incineration Facility until 2006; after 2006,

DOE would vitrify it, and dispose of it by shallow land disposal or in low-level waste or RCRA-

permitted vaults.

DOE evaluated a wide variety of operational scenarios for the Consolidated Incineration Facility, from

no operation to treatment of hazardous, mixed, low-level radioactive, and alpha wastes. DOE believes

that the Consolidated Incineration Facility could play a vital role in an integrated waste management

TC configuration for SRS. DOE also evaluated alternative configurations for reducing the volume of low-

Ievel waste. Application of compaction varies from operating the existing SRS compactors to sending

low-level waste to a supercompactor at another location. DOE believes that both compaction and

incineration are viable components of an integrated waste management configuration.

Three forecasts of waste volumes were developed for each alternative based on the expected, minimum,

and maximum amounts of wastes SRS might need to manage. Because the no-action alternative does not
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satisfy the need for action, DOE evaluated the no-action alternative only with the expected wask

forecast. The intent of them inimum and maximum forecasts was to identify how waste management

activities might change with changes in the amounts of waste, and to identify the differing impacts of the

waste management activities, Under all alternatives, liquid high-level wastes would be managed as

described in the no-action alternative, although the volumes to be managed would vary between the three

waste forecasts.

TE

S.6 Affected Environment

SRS encompasses approximately 800 square kilometers (300 square miles) within the Atlantic Coastal

Plain and includes portions of Aiken, Allendale, and Barnwell Counties in South Carolina. Four

population centers — Augusta, Georgia; and Aiken, Bamwell, and North Augusta, South Carolina — are

within 40 kilometers (25 miles) of SRS, Three small South Carolina towns — Jackson, New Ellenton,

and Snelling — are immediately adjacent to the SRS bomrda~ on the northwest, north, and east,

respectively (Figure S-1). Approximately 69 percent of the SRS land is upland forest, approximately

22 percent is water and wetlands, and about 9 percent is developed. Land within E-Area (the proposed

location of most of the waste management facilities; see Figure S-3) is classified as developed land.

Table S-2 presents the acreages required for the additional facilities proposed for the alternatives.

S.7 Environmental Consequences

This section summarizes the potential environmental impacts of waste management activities, including

the construction and operation of new facilities. Tkis EIS examines impacts to natural resources such as

air, water, and plants and animals, and to human resources, such as the health of workers and the public,

and the social and economic structure of nearby communities. For many parameters, existing

environmental conditions are not expected to change. Im

The evaluation of the environmental impacts of the alternatives considered in this EIS, which bound both

the full range of reasonable waste management strategies and the quantities of waste that might be ] TE

managed at SRS, indicates that many impacts would be very small. Furthermore, the differences in

impacts among management alternatives are small for the same waste forecast. The major determinant

of potential impacts is the amount of waste SRS would be called on to manage. In other words,

differences in waste forecasts are more significant than differences in management strategies with regard

to potential environmental impacts. The amount of waste SRS will manage depends largely on the extent ] TE

of environmental restoration and facility decontamination and decommissioning undertaken at SRS in
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Figure S-3. SRS areas and facilities,
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the future, The receipt of wastes from other facilities and ongoing operations at SRS make much smaller

contributions to waste volume.

In eight resource categories -- socioeconomic, groundwater, surface water, air, traffic, transportation,

occupational health, and public health -- there would be very small impacts, Cleared and uncleared land

would be disturbed to build new facilities, wl~ichwould impact ecological resources, would limit future I ‘rE

land-use options, and might iinpact geologic (soils) and cultural resources. Additional conclusions from

the analyses are summarized below and in Table S-2:

o Impacts and benefits of alternative ways to reduce the volume of low-level waste were evaluated,

Under alternative A, low-level wastes would be compacted, resulting in a 22-percent reduction in

the disposal volume. The size reduction (e.g., sorting, shredding and melting), supercompaction,

and incineration proposed in alternative B would reduce the volume by 75 percent although with

an increased (but still small) impact on the health risks to remote populations. Soil sorting and

vitrification proposed in alternative C would reduce the volume of low-level waste by 70 percent,

● Construction and operation of facilities would be required for each alternative. In general, waste

treatment by facilities proposed in the alternative involving extensive treatment (alternative C)

would produce higher operational impacts than those in the alternative involving limited treatment

(alternative A) because more handling and processing of wastes generaily produces more

emissions and greater worker exposure.

. Conversely, the limited-treatment alternative (alternative A) would require more disposal capacity

and disposal facilities with more sophisticated methods of containment (i.e., more vaults and less

shallow land disposal), because alternative A would not reduce or immobilize wastes to the

degree that alternative C (extensive treatment configuration) would,

. The moderate-treatment alternative (alternative B) uses options from alternative A and

alternative C, depending on the type of waste and its characteristics and physical properties, to

TC

balance the trade-offs between extensive treatment (the basis of alternative C) and extensive

disposal (the basis of alternative A), Variations in the implementation of alternative B would
TE

result in impacts that would fall somewhere between those from the less stable waste fores

produced in alternative A and those from the greater operational emissions produced in TE

alternative C. Impacts would be very small for each of the alternatives. TC
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TC

. The no-action alternative would require more storage facilities at the end of the 30-year period of

analysis than any other alternative. Under the no-action alternative, mixed and transuranic wastes

would not have been treated or disposed of during the 30-year period considered in this EIS,

which would increase the probability of potential environmental impacts, including accidents and

worker radiological exposure, above those of the other alternatives. The impacts would be

deferred under the no-action alternative, not avoided. In addition, some impacts would be

incurred during the 3O-year storage period as a result of normal operations.

. Although this ElS does not establish the amount of waste that SRS would be required to manage

in the future, it evaluates waste management requirements based on minimum, expected, and

maximum forecasts. Managing the maximum amount of waste in any of the alternatives, would

require clearing approximately 1,000 acres. It would be difficult to clear this much land in a

heterogeneous landscape, such as occurs at SRS, without measurably affecting the ecological

resources of the area. The loss of this much natural habitat would result in the loss of large

numbers of individual animals. Although there are 733 square kilometers (181 ,000 acres) of

forested land on SRS, committing 1,000 acres to waste management under the maximum waste

forecast would more severely restrict future land-use options than managing the minimum or

expected waste forecasts, which would require less land.

o Under the various alternatives and wastes forecasts, tritium released to the Savannah River from

groundwater beneath E-Area seeping into Upper Three Runs would reach its highest

concentration in 70 to 237 years. However, the concentration would be very small and would

remain well within drinking water standards under each alternative.

. Groundwater impacts from shallow land and vault disposal would be very small. Exceedances of

health-based standards that were identified in the draft EIS would not occur for two reasons,

First, after the draft EIS was issued, DOE reevaluated the isotopic inventory of wastes and

determined that curium-247 and -248 are not present at detectable concentrations in the wastes,

Therefore, these radionuclides were removed from the waste inventories considered in the EIS

groundwater analysis, Second, the draft EIS groundwater analysis did not account for the reduced

mobility of the stabilized waste forms, such as ashcrete and glass, that might be placed in slit

trenches under alternative A, B, or C, The analysis in this final EIS instead assumes that the

performance of stabilized waste forms would conform with the performance objectives of DOE

Order 5820.2A,
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0 Airborne emissions of nonradiological constituents would not increase appreciably over current

emissions and would remain within applicable state and Federal standards for each alternative.

Radiological emissions and the resulting doses to the public and workers would remain within

EPA standards. Over the 30-year evaluation period, these emissions would increase the risk of a

fatal cancer to the maximally exposed member of the public by less than 2 in 100 million for the

no-action alternative to about 6 in 100,000 under alternative C – maximum forecast,

. Under each alternative, additional commuter traffic and truck shipments on SRS and nearby roads

would not exceed the capacity of these roads,

. Risk to workers at SRS and the public from exposure to toxic chemicals resulting from accidents

would be very small and similar for each alternative. All workers follow stringent Occupational

Safety and Health Act requirements when handling toxic chemicals. Facilities where toxic TC

chemicals are handled are some distance from the SRS boundaries, so the risk of exposure to the

public is minimal.

. Projected facility costs and manpower requirements differ between the draft and final EIS. This is

due to the following factors: a refinement of the parameters that determine operating manpower,

building, and equiplrrent costs; a correction to the scope of no-action alternative costs to make

them consistent with the other alternative – waste forecast estimates; and new initiatives in

alternative B that lowered facility costs for this alternative. In addition, the costing methodology

bases construction manpower requirements on building and equipment costs; therefore, both TC

operating and construction employment differ between draft and final EIS. This, in turn, affects

projections of socioeconomic and traffic impacts. The cost analysis was changed to be consistent

with the Baseline Environmental Management Report developed by DOE to ensure consistent

repotiing or estimating future facility construction and operation costs. Tlris report is used to

establish future budgeta~ requirements for the DOE cnmplex.

. Costs forimplementing eachaltemative wereestimated forcomparison puWoses, Because

detailed designs have not been developed for all facilities, these are only preliminary estimates of ‘TC

the likely costs. However, since they were developed forallalternatives from aconsistent setof

assumptions, they provide areasonable basis for comparisons. Asshown in Table S-3, intemsof

life-cycle costs, the implementation of the moderate treatment alternative for the minimum and

expected waste forecasts would be equal to ilrrplementation of the limited treatment alternative

andmore costly than theextensive treat!nent alternative. Implementation of the limited treatment

alternative for the maximum waste forecast would be somewhat more costly than implementation
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TC
of the moderate treatment alternative, which in turn would cost more than the extensive treatment

alternative.

Table S-2 summarizes and compares the potential environmental impacts of the four waste management

‘E\ alternatives; these impacts wouldresultfrom Iandclearingandtheconstnrctionandoperation ofnew

facilities. Thetable focuses ontheexpected waste forecasq butitalsopresents tieminimummd

m=imumwaste forecasts when this isimpofiant to fully appreciate the impacts. Ingeneral, the impacts

TE vary in proportion to the amount of waste that DOE would handle, but even in the maximum waste

forecast, they are very small.

Table S-3 presents the storage, treatment, disposal, and cost requirements for the four management

alternatives (no-action, limited treatment configuration, moderate treatment configuration, and extensive

treatment configuration) and the three waste forecasts (minimum, expected, and maximum).
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Table S-1. Summary of new waste management facilities proposed for each alternative arrd waste forecast.
AltemmiveA AlternativeB AlternativeC

Facitifyor Ireatfnmt No action Minimum Expected Maximum Mt.imum Expected Maximum Mtnimum Expected Maximum
storage

Long-livedlow-levelwaste 24 7 24 34 7 24
stom~eb.ildincs

34 7 24 34

I
Mixedwastestoragebuildings 291 45 79 757 39 79 652
Transurmicand alphawaste 19

39
3

19
12

652
1,168 2 10 1,168

storagepads
2 11 1,166

I organic wastetanksin S.Area 4
org~ic Wrotefanksin E.~ea 26

‘TC I AqueouswasteIanksin E-k.. 43

Treatment
ConsolidatedIncinerationFacility Mw’, Hwb; MW,HW, MW, HW, MW,LLWd, Mw, tvfW,LLW, MW, LLW, MW,LLW, Mw, LLW,

modifyfor mod~fyfor WW3’FCeffluent HW;modi~ LLW,HW Hw, HW,alpha HW,alpha HW,alpha
soilsand soils and modxfyfor soils forsoils and WWTF
sludge

until until
sludge

until
and sludge sludze efn”c”t vilification is vitrification vitiiflcation

available

I Containmentbuilding
is available is available

MW Mw Mw,m.di~ at MW MW MW; MW,Hw,
Wm

MW,M, Mw,W,
modifyat includeswet includeswet includeswet
WWTF oxide and oxide and oxideand

R&Re R&R R&R
Soil sorl facility MW MW MW LLW LLW LLW NAf NA NA
Trans.ranic wzte Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
chzackrizatiotice fiiftcation

Y,s Yes Y,s Yes

flcility
Smallquantityoffsitetreamc”t of MW,KBs Mw, PCBS Mw, PCBS Mw, PCBS MW, Mw, PCBS PCBS
mixedwasteand PCBS

PCBS PCBS
PCBS

Offsilesmclti”gof Iow-ar,tivify NA NA NA Yes Yes Yes Ye, Yes Ycs
equipmentwaste

TC I OffsileYolumered.ctio” of low. NA NA NA Yes Yes
acfivilywaste

Yes NA NA NA

Non-alphawa.ifevitriticatio” NA NA NA NA MW MW MW,LLW, MW,LLW, MW,LLW.
Sfw Hw Bw

Alphawastevilification NA NA NA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
-. . . . . . .
“,,p.,.,

Sha310wImd disposalfre”ches 29 25 73 644
bw-aclivily wmfeVWIS

37 58
10 9

371 45
12

123 S76
31 1 I

TC
x ? ‘1 .

TC I

Infenncdiak-levelwzte va.lfs 5 2 5
.

31
.

2 5 9 1 2
RCRA.pnniucd disposal 1 21 61

3
347 20 21 96 10 40 Ill

facilities
,!

a MW= mixedwasfe. c. m =W~tewater tiabne”t facili~.
~_ ~

e. WR = mast and retort.
b. SfW= bmdous w-. d. LLW= low-levelwaste. f NA = the faciliWis not pm of the alternative. GE

:G



Table S-2. Summary comparison of environmental impacts of each alternative.

Limited tieatment Moderate treatment Extensive treatment 28
Area of impact No-action alternative configuration (alternative A) configuration (alternative B) contignration (alternative C) ~ ~

Public Health
%=~

.
Expected waste forecasti z

Offsitemra; fatal cancer 4.1X1O-1OC 5.8x1O-9 1.7xlo-8 9.ox1o-8

probability

Offsite Population; fatal

cancersd (1993 baseliie: 0.11)

Maximum waste forecasti
Offsite MEIa; fatal cancer
probability

Offsite populatio~ fatal

cancersd (1993 baseline: 0.11)

Involved worke~ fatal cancer
probability

Involved workeL fatal cancersd
(1993 baseline: 3.3)

3.5x1 o-6

Not applicable

Not applicable

2.8x10-4 7.5X1O-4 0.0050

4.ox1o-8 1.7X1O-7 2.ox1o-6

0.0017 0.007 0.11

I 1
Occupational Health

1.OX1O-5 1.3X1O-5

0.021 0.028

1,5X1O-5

0.032

Accidents (highest risk for each rec

LCFe Ff Rg

Uninvolved worker at 100 0.052 0.02 0.001
meters (328 feet)

Uninvolved worker at 640 9.2x10~ 0.02 1.8xI0-5
meters (2, 100 feet)

MEI 1.7X1O-5 0.02 3.3X1O-7

Offsite population fatal cancers 0.84 0.02 0.017

All values are same as
no action

or)

All values are same as
no action

1.6x10-5

0,034

All values are same as
no action



Table S-2. (continued).

Limitedtre~ent Moderatetceatment Extensive treatment
Area of impact No-action alternative contigoration (alternative A) configuration (alternative B) configuration (alternative C) I

Constm ction

Increase of criteria pollutants

over baseline (in micrograms
per cubic meter); baseline:
[170.63 (standard = 40,000)]
largest increase would be
carbon monoxide (1-hour
standard) reported here

Operations
Offsite MEI dose (millirem per
yea) (see Public Health for
health effects)

T
E

Population dose (3rerson-rem
per year)

Largest increase (in micrograms
per cubic meter) would be
carbon monoxide (1-hour
standard)

co Srmc mln ti
Potential erosinn impacts to
SRS streams

~
Contanrirmnt concentmtions in
Savannnb River (hitirun peaks
in 70 to 237 years)

1,919

1.2x 10-4

2.9xI0-4

24

Very smafl erosion impacts

Very small; substantially beIow
tiig water standards

Air Resources

769

0.01I

0.56

Same as no action

[rface Water Resources

Smne as no action

Smne as no action

673

0.032

1.5

31

Same as no action

Snme as no action

737

0.18

10

Same as no action

Same as no action

Smne as no action



Table S-2. (continued).
~u

Linrited treabnent Moderate treatment Extensive tieabnent ~- g
kea of inrpact No-action alternative configuration (alternative A) configuration (alternative B) configuration (alternative C) Ga

SD

Minimum waste forecast

Expected waste forecast

Groundwater Resources E

Not applicable Pu-239i; 0.24 milltiem
z

Pu-239i; 0.23 pu-239i; 0.15
per year

pu-239i; 0.33 Same as no action Same as no action w-239i; 0.21

Maximum waste forecast Not applicable pu-239i; 0.79 pu-239i; 0.43 Pu-239i; 0.25

;eline: 1995 SRS employment of 20,000)

Expected waste forecast:

Construction
Peak number of jobs

Net change in regional
construction employment

Impact

ODeratiOns

Peak number of jobs

Mode of filling jobs

Impact

Maximum waste forecask

Construction
Peak number of jobs

Net change in regional
construction employment

~
Peak number of jobs

Mode of filling jobs

tnlpact

SnciOecOnnmics

50

No net change

No impact

2,450

Reassignment of existing
workers

No impact

Not applicable

80

Same as no action

Same as no action

2,560

Same as no action

Same as no action

260

No net change

No impact

11,200

3,300 new jobs

Small impact

170

Same as no action

Same as no action

2,550

Same as no action

Same as no action

310

No net change

No impact

10,010

2,110 new jobs

Small impact

160

Sume as no action

Same as no action

1,940

Same as no action

Same as no action

350

No net change

No impact

10,060

2,160 new jobs

Small impact



Table S-2. (continued).

Limited treatment Moderate treatment
Area of impact

Extensive treatment
No-action alternative configuration (alternative A) configuration (alternative B) configumtion (alternative C)

Land Use (impact measured in terms of land required)i

107

TE

TC

g

Not applicable

24 I

Not applicable

141

167

254

775

108 acreslMinimumj waste forecast:
Land requirements in E-Areak

Expectedmwaste forecask
Landrequirementsin E-Area

152

254

802

15s

Maximumm waste forecast:
Land requirements in E-Area

254

756Land requirements elsewhere on
SRS

Ecologicaland GeologicResources (impact measured in terms of acres to be cleared)

Minimum waste forecasti Not appiic.able 73 90 111

Expected waste forecast: 160 96 117 128

Maximum waste forecast: Not applicable 986 940 959

Traffic

Constmction
Peak vehicles per hour arriving
at E-Area (1993 baseline: 741)

788 824 907

819

896

814~
Uninvolved truck uaffIc plus
waste shipments per day (1993
bmeliie 785)

815 817



Table S-2. (continued).

Limitedtreatment
~u

Moderate treatment Extensive treatment
Area of impact No-action alternative configuration (alternative A) configuration (alternative B)

:$
configuration (alternative C) ~ fi

w%

Involved workers

Uninvolved workers

Remote populations

Onsite population

Offsite population

Remotepopulation (enrouteto
offsite faciIity)

a. MM=maximallyexposed individ
b. Valuesreorescnttbe annual o[oba’

TEI; ““’An explmation of scientificnotati
Valuesrepresentthe numberof an

Transportation - Incident free (additional excessfatal cancers). .

0.06 additionalexcessfatal
cancerper year could develop

8.4x10-4additionalexcessfatal
cancerper year could develop

Not applicable

0.12 additional excess fatal
cancer per yew could

develop

8.8x 10-4additional excess
fatal cancer per year could

develop

1.2x 10-6additional excess
fatal cancer per year could

develop

).098 additional excess fatal
cancer per year could

develop

8.9x 10-4additional excess
fatal cancer per year could

develop

3.2x 10-3 additional excess
fatalcancerper year could

develop

Transportation - Accidents (latent cancer fatalities over 30 years)

LCFe Pn Ro

120 2.6x10-6 3,~xlo-4

14 2.6x1 O-6 3.5X1O-5

NAp NA NA

LCFe Pn RO

Same as no action

Same as no action

?.4xlo-6 0.0011 2.5x10-9
I

LCFe Pn RO

Same as no action

Same as no action

0.18 1.6x I0-6 2.9x 10-7

0.079 additional excess fatal
cancer per yew could develop

8.6x 10-4 additional excess
fatal cancer per year could

develop

2.7x 10-4 additional excess
fatal cancer per year could

develop

Same as no action

Same as no action

Same as alternative A

$of an individual(MEIor worker).ontractinz a fatalcancerdue to 30 Yem of exposureto radiationfromw~tc managementactivitiesat SRS,
}providedin Acronyms,Abbreviations,and Useof S~ie”tificNotation:
fatalcancersto a group (offsilepopulationor onsit. involvedworkcn) due to 30 yearsof radiationexposure. Baselineis the numberof annualfatal

I cancersthat could result fromexposureto radiationreleased in 1993.
e. Latentcancer fatalitiesper accident(dose x cancerconversionfactor).
f Frequencyof occurrence(accidcnti pcr yea).
g. Riskdefined s estimatesof incre~ed riskof a latentcancerfatalityper year (frequencyx latentcancer fatalitiesper accident).
h. ValuesZ. peak dose peryear. All would occurmore than 10,000years in the future, No cxcecdancesof 4 millircmper ye%drinkingwaterstandard.
i. Pu= plutonium. Dosedoes not includecontributionfromdisposalofstahilized wale formsi“ slit trenchesor waste in RCRA-permittedvaults. Groundwaterimpactsfromall vaultsand

shallowland disposalwould be less than4 miOiremper yea.
j. Acreageshown is lbe cumulativeamount neededfor constructionactivitiesovertb. 30-yemperiod.
k. Current land-useplans have designatedE-Areaas an zea for wastemanagementfacilities.
1. To co”verl fromares to sq”nrekilometers,multiplyby 0.004047.
m. Acreageshown is the greatestamountneededfor .o”str”ctio” activitiesat any time during(be30-yearperiod.
“. Annualprobabilityof occurrenceover the 30-yearforecastperiod.
0. Rtsk defineda estimatesof annual i“cceascdrisk of Iattnt cancer fatalityover the 30-ytar period(probabilityx latentcancer fatalitiesper accident.)
P. NA = not applicable. (Thereare very (ewoffsitc ra~oactive wasteshipmentsundertbe .o-actio. alternative).



Table S-3. Treatment, storage, and disposal requirements for and cost of each alternative and waste forecast.

Additional treatmen~ storage, and disposal facilities for each altemativea

Alternative Waste forecast

MaximumMinimum

A

STORAGE: ~
7 long-lived low-level waste
45 mixed waste
w
3 transuranic and alpha waste
TRRATMENT Same as expected waste forecast
DISPOSAL:
25 shallow land disposal trenches
9 low-activity w~te vaults
2 intermediate-level waste vaults
21 RCRA disposal facilities
COST: $4.2x109

24 long-lived low-level waste
291 mixed wate
m
19 transuranic and alpha wrote
w
4 organic wate in S-Area
26 organic waste in E-Area
43aqueous waste in E-Area
TREATMENTContinue ongoing and plmned
waste treatment activities
DISPOSAL
29 shallow land disposal trenches
IO low-activity waste vaults
8 intermediate-level waste vaults

I RCRAb disnosal facili~

COST c: $6.;. 1ogd
STORAGE~
)4 Io”z-lived low-level waste
79mi~ed warte
*
12transuranic and alpha waste
rREATMEN~ Continue ongoing and planned
v~te treatment activities treat limited quantities
jf mixed and PCB wrote offsite; operate the
ZO”SOIidated Incineration Facility for hazardous
md mixed waste, modify the facility to accept
nixed waste soils and sludge~ constmct and
~pemtca mixed waste containment building;
:onstmct and operate a mixed waste soil sofi
kility; constmct and operate a transumnic waste
:hamctcrizationlcerd fication facility
)ISPOSAh
‘3shaflow land dispowl trenches
2 low-activity waste vaults
intmediate-level waste vaults

1 RCRAdispmal facilities

;OSY $6.9x 109

14Io”g-lived low-level waste
757mixed waste

u
1,168tramutanic and alpha waste
rREATMENT: Same as expected waste forecast,
:xcept containment building modified to include
vastewater treatment capability to treat spent
Iecontami”ation solutions; treat its sccondq
vaste at the Comol idated Incinemtion Facility
)ISPOSAL
44 shallow land disposal trenches
II Iow-activity wastevaulfi
il intermediate-level waste vaultr
47 RCRAdispoml facilities

;OST $24x109



Table S-3. (continued).
Additional treatmen; storage, and disposal facilities for each alternative (continued) Zo

Alternative Waste forecast
~- g

sa

W Maximum z?

STORAGE Buildines TORAGE ~
G
z

B

Minimum

;TORAGE: Buildin~
r long-lived low-level waste
9 mixed waste

W
!transuranic and alpha waste
rREATMENT: Same asexpected waste forecmt,
xcept no non-alpha vitiltication facility; modify
consolidated Incineration Facility to accept mixed
v~te soils and sludges
)ISPOSAL
17shallow land disposd trenches

low-activity waste vault
! intermediate-level waste vaults
!0 RCRAdisposal facilities
;OST $4.2x I09

24 long-lived low-level waste
79 mixed wrote
&
10 transuranic and alpha waste
TREATMENT Continue ongoing mdplmned
waste treatment activitie$ treat limited quantities
of mixed and PCB wastes offsitq begin volume
reduction of low-activity job-control and
equipment waste offsitc; begin smelting low-
activity equipment waste offsitq operate the
Consolidated Incincmtion Facility for low-level,
hazardous, and mixed wastes; construct and
operate a low-level waste soil sort facili~,
construct fid operate a mixed waste containment
building construct and operate a non-alpha
vitrification facility for mixed wate soils and
sludge$ construct and operate a transuranic waste
characterizatiodccrti fication facility; construct and
operate an alpha vitrification facility
DISPOSAL
58 shallow land disposal trenches
I low-activity waste vault
5 intenuediate-level w~tc vaults
2I RCRA disposal facilities
COST: $6.9x109

4 Io”g-lived low-level waste
52 mixed waste
&
,168 transuranic and alpha waste
‘REATMENT: Same as expected waste forecast,
xcept containment building modified to include
vastewater treatment capability to treat spent
Iecontarnination solution% treat its secondary
vaste at the Consolidated Incineration Facility
)lSPOSAL
71 shallow land disposal trenches
: tow-activily waste vaults
1intermediate-level waste vaults
16RCRA disposal facilities

;OST: $20.109



Table S-3. (continued).
Additional trcatmen< storage, and disposd facilities for each alternative (continued)

Alternative wasteforecast

Minimum

STORAGE: ~
7 long-lived low-level waste
39mixed waste
M
2transuranic and alpha waste
rREATMENT Same as expected waste forecast
DISPOSAL:
!5 shallow land disposal trenches
>low-activity waste vaults
I intermediate-level wutc vault
10RCRA disposal facilities

20ST $3.8.109

~
STORAGE: ~
24 long-lived low-level waste
79 mi~ed waste
W
1I transumic and alpha waste
TREATMENT Continue ongoing and planned
waste treatment activities, treat limited quantities
of mixed md PCB wastes offsite, begin smelting
low-activityequipmentwasteoffsitq operatethe
ConsolidatedIncinerationFacilityfor low-level,
h-dous, and mixed waste until vitrification
facility is availablq construct and operate a
hazardous and mixed waste containment building;
construct and operate a non-alpha vitriticatio”
facility for low-level, hazardous, and mixed wtite;
construct and operate a transuranic waste
cbaracterizationf certification facili~ construct and
operate an alpha vitriticatio” faciliq
DISPOSAL
123 shallow land disposal trenches
2 low-activity waste vaults
2 intermediate-level waste vaults
40 RCRAdisposal facilities
COST $5.6x109

Maximum

STORAGE: ~
)4 long-lived Iow-lev=l waste
552 mixed waste

M
1,166 trans”ranic and alpha wrote
rREAThIENT:Same as expected wrote forecast
OISPOSAL
i76 shallow land dispos?l trenches
f low-activity waste vaults
1intermediate-level waste vaults
:I I RCRAdisposal facilities

20ST $18x 109 TC

a. Facilities identified are in addition to those currently constructed; activities are in addition to ongoing or planned activities.
b. ResourceConservationand Rccove~ Act.
c. Life-cyclecosts xe expressedas presentworthin 1994dollm with 3 percentescalationmd 6 percentdiscountrate (referto AppendixC for details).
d. Source: Cost for no-action (Hess 1995.); cost for other alternatives (Hess 1995f).
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CHAPTER 1. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

The end of the Cold War has led the United States to reduce the size of its nuclear arsenal. Many of the

more than 120 facilities across the country, referred to as the nuclear weapons complex, that the U.S.
TE

Department of Energy (DOE) used to manufacture, assemble, and maintain the former arsenal are no

longer needed for these activities and could be used for other purposes. One of those facilities is the

Savannah River Site (SRS). Many facilities can be converted to new uses through decontamination

processey others must be decommissioned (see GlossaW for definitions of terms). In addition, the
TE

wastes generated during the Cold War must be cleaned up in a safe and cost-effective manner. DOE

must also manage wastes that may be generated in the future by ongoing operations, including new

defense facilities that may be located at SRS. Finally, SRS must be brought into compliance with the

environmental requirements enacted during the last 25 years.

DOE must develop a strategic approach to managing radioactive and hazardous wastes at SRS to achieve

the objectives of cleanup and compliance. The purpose of this environmental impact statement (EIS) is

to evaluate the potential environmental effects of minimizing, treating, storing, and disposing of

radioactive and hazardous wastes at SRS. DOE will use the analyses presented in the EIS to decide on a

strategic approach to managing these wastes.

This EIS examines impacts of managing several types of wastes at SRS: liquid high-level radioactive,

low-level radioactive, hazardous, mixed (radioactive and hazardous), and transuranic, It does not

consider sanitary wastes or spent nuclear fuel, The impacts of managing liquid high-level radioactive

wastes are described here based on the alternative to operate the Defense Waste Processing Facility as

evaluated in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Defense Waste Processing Facilip

(DOE/EIS-O082S) and selected in the Record of Decision (60 FR 18589). This EIS includes wastes that

already exist as a result of past activities, and those that will be generated in the future as a result of

ongoing operations, new projects, environmental restoration (i.e., cleaning up contaminants released into

the environment in the past), and decontamination and decommissioning of facilities that are no longer

needed. The inventory of existing wastes is known; predicting the amounts and types of wastes that will

be generated in the future is difficult, particularly for those that will be generated during environmental

restoration and facility decontamination and decommissioning.

I TE

TC

At present, DOE cannot identify all of the facilities that will become surplus, or when a particular facility

will no longer be needed to maintain the nuclear arsenal. Accordingly, DOE does not have a complete

schedule of the facilities it will eventually decontaminate and decommission. In addition, DOE cannot TE

identifi at this time all of the contaminated areas at SRS that will require restoration. As a result of this
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uncertainty about the amounts of wastes that will be generated in the future, DOE uses a range of

estimates. This range is bounded by estimates of the minimum and maximum amounts of wastes that

may be generated in the future. It is the best forecast DOE can make at this time.

In addition to wastes that have been or will be generated at SRS itself, the Site may receive and manage

wastes from other DOE facilities. Estimating the amounts of wastes to be received from other facilities

in the future is even more difficult than predicting the amounts of wastes that will be generated at SRS.

The amounts of offsite waste sent to SRS will depend on activities at other DOE facilities involving

ongoing operations, waste management, environmental restoration, and decommissioning. These

activities in turn depend on National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) reviews DOE is conducting on:

(1) the future needs of the nuclear weapons complex, including management of the nuclear stockpile and

TE\h t e means of production and location of facilities for tritium supply and recycling (2) the possible

consolidation of nuclear materials and wastes at certain facilities; and (3) the locations of treatment,

storage, and disposal facilities in the complex. For purposes of this EIS, DOE has assumed that the

wastes SRS will receive from other sites will fall somewhere be~een the amounts it now receives and a

~ I maximum estimate(included intlremaxim”m wasteforecast)thatinchrdesallwastesthathavebeen

identified to date as possible candidates for treatment, storage, or disposal at SRS.

The amounts of wastes that are actually generated and managed at SRS will depend on a number of

decisions that have not yet been made, For example, decisions on the ultimate use of land and facilities

at SRS will determine the level of cleanup necessary to meet regulatory requirements for those uses. The

TE I level of cleanup determines the amounts of waste generated during the cleanup; more stringent cleanup

requirements lead to the generation of more wastes, This EIS considers the reasonable range of waste

generation and management at SRS in the future. It evaluates the impacts of this range of wastes to

allow for flexibility in managing wastes in response to changes in the amounts of wastes that may

eventually be treated, stored, and disposed of at SRS.

DOE reviewed a number of options for treating, storing, and disposing of wastes at SRS. These options

included technologies and facilities that already exist, and those that are under construction or

development. This EIS evaluates the 30-year environmental impacts of the construction and operation of
TE

specific waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities that might be developed at SRS during the next

10 years. It also evaluates the treatment of certain wastes by private entities, as well as the treatment and

disposal of wastes at government facilities outside SRS. This evaluation included a detailed evaluation

of new and emerging technologies that could be used to treat tbe wastes. At present, it is not possible to

evaluate facilities that might be built beyond the next decade due to the uncertainties sumounding the

types of wastes that might be generated and the types of new treatment technologies that might be
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available. If DOE requires new treatment facilities more than 10 years in the future, it would conduct

additional technology evaluations to ensure that the best avai Iable technology to treat the waste was

selected. This EIS provides an environmental baseline for analyzing facilities that DOE might build and

other actions to manage wastes that DOE might take after 2005. DOE would evaluate the environmental
TE

impacts of such facilities and activities in additional NEPA reviews that would rely, as appropriate, on

this EIS for background information about SRS’Senvironment, TE

The Federal Facility Compliance Act of 1992, an amendment to the Resource Conservation and

Recove~ Act (RCRA) (Public Law 102.386, October 6, 1992), requires DOE to prepare a site treatment

plan for SRS that sets forth options for treating mixed wastes (i.e., mixtures of hazardous and radioactive

wastes) currently in storage or that wil 1be generated over the next 5 years. This EIS analyzes the

environmental impacts of the facilities that DOE might use for treating mixed wastes as proposed in

SRS’Splan; the DOE Waste Management Programmatic EIS (DOE/EIS-0200), which discusses waste

management throughout the nationwide DOE complex, also examines the possible impacts of treating

mixed wastes at SRS and elsewhere. The alternatives evaluated here are consistent with the options

presented in the site treatment plan. However, the plan is limited to options for treating mixed wastes

currently in storage or generated during the next 5 years. This EIS evaluates alternatives for managing

several types of wastes using existing, planned, and proposed facilities during the next 10 years. This

EIS also establishes a baseline for assessing options for waste management for 20 years beyond that

time.

ITE

I ‘rE

DOE prepared an environmental assessment (DOE 1992) and issued a Finding of No Significant Impact

[57 Federal Register (FR) 61402, December 24, 1992] on the construction and operation of the [ l-E

Consolidated Incineration Facility, which is currently under construction. This EIS responds to requests

from citizens to re-exam ine the environmental impacts of operating the Consolidated Incineration

Facility and provides a basis for future DOE decisions on operation of that facilit y.

On October 22, 1993, DOE stated that it would prepare this EIS for waste management at SRS (Crumbly

1993), and made a number of specific commitments:
I

● The EIS would consider both the facilities needed to treat mixed wastes, as required by the
TE

Federal Facility Compliance Act of 1992, and the operation of the Consolidated Incineration

Facility.
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TE

TE

● The proposed treatments of mixed waste would be factored into the formulation of alternatives for

this EIS.

● DOE would evaluate volume reduction of low-level waste in the Consolidated Incineration

Facility and other volume reduction alternatives (e.g., compaction).

. The cost analysis of potential alternatives would be based on 1ife-cycle costs (i e., construction,

operation, and decommissioning) of existing and planned facilities so that the cOsts Ofthe

Consolidated Incineration Facility would be realistically compared to the conceptual facilities.

. The incinerator’s construction would continue on schedule, but trial burns would be deferred until

this EIS is completed and its Record of Decision issued.

In addition to looking at the environmental impacts of actions that DOE may take over the next decade to

manage wastes at SRS, this EIS also examines the cumulative impacts of the alternatives and past,

present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions at SRS and adjacent areas.

Relationship to Other Environmental Analyses

DOE must clean up and bring into compliance other facilities across the country that were involved in

the production of nuclear \veapons. DOE must address the cleanup of the nuclear weapons complex as

an integrated program in order to reduce risks and restore the environment in tbe most cost-effective

manner. Cleanup requires many decisions at each site, and decisions at one site may influence options

and decisions at other sites.

DOE must formulate alternatives for waste management at SRS that are consistent with tbe alternatives

considered in other EISS that relate to SRS. Consistency among other EISS and this EIS does not mean

that the alternatives evaluated in each must match precisely; such precision is unnecessa~ and would be

impossible to achieve given the broad scope of these EISS and the timing of decisions based on them.

Consistency means that this EIS should reasonably take into account alternatives considered in other

EISS that may impact the management of wastes at SRS.

Several NEPA reviews that have been completed, are in process, or have been proposed examine SRS
TE

waste management or activities that could affect waste management decisions at SRS. These documents

are briefly summarized in Table 1-1,
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Table 1-1. Major NEPA reviews related to SRS waste management as of June 1, 1995.
Site Title NEPA documents Status

SavannahRiverSite Waste Management Activities for Groundwaier DOE/EJS-O120 Final issued
Protection,Swannah River Plant

Consolidated Incineration FaciIi@, Savannah
River Site

Urgent-Relief Acceptance of Foreign Research
Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel

Treatment of M-Area Mixed Wastes at the
Savannah River Site

Defense Waste Processing Facilip
Supplemental EIS

F-Carryon Plutonium Solutions at SRS

Interim Management ofNuclear Materia/s at
SRS

Operation of the HB-Line Facility and Frame
Waste Recoveiy Urritfoi- Production of
Plutonium-238 Oxide

Independent Wasle Handling Facili@, 21 1-F
at Savannah Rivei- Site, Aiken, South
Carolina

Idaho National Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel
Engineering Management and Idaho National
Laboratory Engineering Laboralo~ Environmental

Restoration and Waste M~nagemenl
Programs

Pantex Continued Operalion of the Pantex Plant and
Associated Sloi-age of Nuclear Weapon
Components

DOE-wide WasteManagement Programmatic EIS

Tri(ium Supply and Recycling Programmatic
EIS

Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation
Policy Concerning Foreign Research
Reactor Spem Nuclear Fuel

Long-Term Sioi-age and Disposition of
Weapons- Usable Fissile Materials
Programmatic EIS

Stockpile Stewardship and Management
Programmatic EIS

DoE/EA-0400

DOEIEA-09 12

DOE/EA-0918

DOE/EIS-0082S

DoE/Els-021 9

DoE/EJs-0220

DOE/EA-0948

DOEIEA-1062

DOE/EJS-0203

DOE/EIS-0225

DoE/EIs-0200

DOE/EIS-O16I

DOE/EIS-0218

DOEIEIS-0229

DOE/EIS-0236

December 1987;
RODb issued March
19s8.
FONS1c issued
December 1992.
FONSI issued
April 1994.
FONS1 issued
August 1994,
Final issued
November 1994;
ROD issued April

1995.

Final issued
December 1994;
ROD issued
Febmary 1995.
Draft issued March
1995.
FONSI issued April
1995,

Draft issued June
1995.

Final issued
April 1995; ROD
issued June 1995,

Draft scheduled for
November 1995.

Draft scheduled for
July 1995.

Draft issued
Febmary 1995.
Draft issued April
1995,

Draft scheduled for
December 1995.

Notice of Intent to be
issued,

a. EA=environmental assessment EIS=environmental impact statement; PEJS=programmatic E1S
b. ROD= Record of Decision.
c, FONS1=Finding of No Significant Impact,

TC

TE

rc

I TE
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WASTE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES FOR GROUNDWATER PROTECTION

(DoE/EIs-o120)

In 1987 DOE issued a programmatic and project-specific EIS to support the selection of a programmatic

waste management strategy for SRS and to consider the environmental impacts of several specific

projects, including closure and cleanup of active and inactive waste management sites; establishment of

new waste storage and disposal facilities; and alternative means of discharging disassembly basin purge

water from SRS reactors. A Record of Decision was issued in March 1988. This first waste

management EIS provided the NEPA review for several of the waste management facilities and activities

currently operating or being initiated at SRS. (For more information, see Table 2-21 in Chapter 2.)

Changes since 1988 in SRS missions, the regulatory environment, and other factors have led to the need

to reexamine SRS waste management strategies in the current EIS.

CONSOLIDATED INCINERATION FACILITY (DOE/EA-0400)

As explained above, construction of the Consolidated Incineration Facility is continuing on the basis of

an environmental assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact issued for this facility in 1992. DOE

expects that its decision on conducting trial burns, operating the facility, and the wastes that would be

treated will be based on the analyses in this EIS.

TREATMENT OF M-AREA MIXED WASTE AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE

(DOE/EA-0918)

In 1994 DOE issued an environmental assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact on treating six

mixed waste streams by vitrification in a facility to be built and operated in M-Area by a commercial

vendor. This project is proceeding on the basis of the previous NEPA review, Treatment of additional

wastes in the M-Area vitrification facility is among the actions considered in this EIS,

UPGRADE OF INDEPENDENT WASTE HANDLING FACILITY, 21 l-F, AT THE SAVANNAH

RIVER SITE (DOE/EA-1062)

The facility to be upgraded (21 l-F) is the only facility on SRS that receives liquid low-activity

radioactive waste from remote SRS locations, neutralizes it, and concentrates it to minimize volume

before transferring it to the tank farm for further processing/storage. The facility currently gets support

services, such as electric power, waste transfer capabilities, and instrutrzent air from the F.Canyon

building. After F-Canyon is deactivated, the211 -F facility will need to operate independently in order to
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support SRS facilities, such as the Savannah Klver Technology Center, which produce limited amounts

of low-level radioactive waste as a result of ongoing missions.

TE

Proposed upgrades to the facility will ensure that the 2 11-F waste handling operations are independent of

the F-Canyon processes and services.

URGENT-RELIEF ACCEPTANCE OF FOREIGN RESEARCH REACTOR SPENT NUCLEAR

FUEL (DOE/EA-0912)

DOE prepared an environmental assessment for the urgent acceptance of spent nuclear fuel elements

from eight foreign research reactors andissued aFinding of No Significant Impact. Thespent fuel will

reshipped tothe United States andtrmspotied to SRSfor storage. The Programmatic Sperrt NucIear

Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management Programs EIS (discussed below) evaluates management alternatives for the spent fuel

elements. Theexpected waste forecast inthis EISisconsistent withwaste volumes thatwouldbe

generated from receiving, storing, and handling the spent research reactor fuel, but not from processing

it.

PROPOSED NUCLEAR WEAPONS NO~ROLIFERATION POLICY CONCERNING

FOREIGN RESEARCH REACTOR SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL (DOE~IS-0218)

DOE is preparing an EIS to evaluate the potential impacts of the adoption rmd implementation of a

policy to accept foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel that contains urarrium enriched in the United

States. Under the proposed policy, the United States would accept approximately 24,300 fuel elements

of highly enriched uranium or low-enriched uranium from foreign research reactors in approximately 30

nations during a 10- to 15-year period. The implementation of this policy would result in the receipt of

spent nuclear fuel atone or more United States marine ports of entry and overland transport to one or

more DOE sites (including SRS). The expected waste forecast in this EIS is consistent with waste

volumes that would be generated from receiving, storing, and handling the spent research reactor fuel,

but not from processing it.

INTERIM MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS AT SRS (DOE/EIS-0220)

DOE is preparing an EIS on interim management of nuclear materials that will evaluate in-process and

stored nuclear materials at SRS to determine whether any materials require near-term stabilization to

ensure continued safe management. Wastes incidental to the management activities included in

I

I TC

TC

TC

TC

I TC
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alternative 4ofthedraft Interim Management of Nuclear Materials EIS (March 1995) are considered in

this EISunder theexpected waste forecast. Alternative 4includes processing tonxide, repackaging,

continued storage, andvitrification ofvarious nuclear materials at SRS. Theminimum waste forecast

includes waste volumes associated withalternative 1 (the no-action alternative) of thelnterim

Management ofNuclear A4ajerials EIS, which proposed continued storage of all SRS nuclear materials.

The maximum waste forecast was based on alternative 2, which included more processing and

vitrification of nuclear materials at SRS than that proposed under alternative 4.

F-CANYON PLUTONIUM SOLUTIONS AT SRS (DOE/EIS-0219)

TC \ DOEissuedafinal EISOnplutoniumsolutions currently stored in F-Canyonthatevaluates alternatives

for stabilization of these materials. The alternatives examined are no-action, processing to a plutonium

metal, processing to a plutonium oxide, and transferring the solutions to the high-level waste tanks for

vitrification in the Defense Waste Processing Facility. In FebruaW 1995, DOE issued the Record of
TC

Decision to implement the alternative of processing to metal. Wastes incidental to these activities are

considered in this EIS under the expected and maximum waste forecasts.

DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY (DOE/EIS-0082S)

TC
TE

The Defense Waste Processing Facility is almost complete, and the high-level waste pretreatment

processes and the vitrification process are nearly ready to begin operating, The evaluation of whether to

continue construction and how to operate the Defense Waste Processing Facility was the subject of a

separate NEPA review (DOE 1994). In April 1995, DOE published a Record of Decision (60 FR 18589)

to complete construction and startup testing, and begin operation of the Defense Waste Processing

Facility. Management of the wastes generated by Defense Waste Processing Facility operations is

considered in this EIS under all waste forecasts. The potential environmental impacts from the operation

of the Defense Waste Processing Facility are included in the analysis nf the alternatives in this EIS.

OPERATION OF THE HB-LINE FACILITY AND FRAME WASTE RECOVERY UNIT FOR

PRODUCTION OF PLUTONIUM-238 OXIDE (DOE/EA-0948)

DOE has prepared an environmental assessment addressing future operations of the HB-Line Facility and

the Frame Waste Recovery Unit at SRS to process the remaining civilian inventory of plutonium-238

materials for use as a heat source fuel in space missions. In April 1995, DOE issued a Finding of Nn
TE
TC Significant Impact concluding that the proposed action was not a major federal action significantly

affecting the quality of the human environment and would, therefore, not require tbe preparation of an
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EIS. The waste generated by the processing of plutonium-23 8 materials is considered in this EIS under

all waste forecasts.

PROGRAMMATIC SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT AND IDAHO NATIONAL

ENGINEERING LABORATORY ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AND WASTE

MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS (DOE/EIS-0203)

In April 1995, DOE issued the final programmatic EIS which addresses alternatives for complex-wide

management of existing and projected quantities of spent nuclear fuel until 2035. The alternatives

considered in the programmatic EIS include variations on several components: number of storage

locations; amounts of spent nuclear fuel shipped; fuel stabilization methods; numbers and types of new

storage facilities; and scope of research and development efforts related to spent fuel management

technology. The programmatic EIS could have lead to a decision to maintain, increase, or decrease the

amount of spent nuclear fuel managed at SRS, Among the options considered was renewed processing

of spent nuclear fuel at SRS, which would generate additional high-level waste. The preferred

alternative identified in the final programmatic EIS and selected in the Record of Decision (60 FR

28680), regionalization of spent fuel management by fuel type, will consolidate the management of

aluminum-clad fuel at SRS. This will involve a moderate increase over current levels of the fuel

currently managed at SRS; implementation of this alternative might involve fuel processing at SRS,

pending future decisions. The maximum waste forecast here is consistent with the waste volumes

associated with the selected alternative for this spent fuel EIS including wastes generated during

processing of aluminum-clad fuel from within the DOE complex. The impacts of the programmatic

alternative with the greatest potential impacts to SRS (i.e., the centralization of all DOE spent fuel

management, including processing, at SRS, not the selected alternative) are included in the cumulative

impacts analysis of this EIS. Aspects of the management of liquid high-level radioactive waste are the

same under each alternative, thus volume changes due to decisions made as a result of the programmatic

spent fuel EIS will not affect the selection of alternatives here,

CONTNED OPERATION OF THE PANTEX PLANT AND ASSOCIATED STORAGE OF

NUCLEAR WEAPON COMPONENTS (DOE/EIS-0225)

DOE is preparing an EIS that addresses the proposed continued operation of the Pantex Plant and

continued current nuclear component storage activities at various DOE sites. SRS may be considered as

a possible location for the recycling of tritium and plutonium from the Pantex Plant. The maximum

waste forecast in this EIS is consistent with the waste volumes incidental to the activities included in

DOE’s preliminary proposed action for the Pantex Plant.

I-9
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TE I WASTE MANAGEMENT (DOE/EIS-0200)

TE

DOE is preparing a programmatic EIS to evaluate complex-wide and site-specific alternative strategies

and policies to maximize efficiency in DOE’s waste management programs. DOE has attempted to

coordinate this EIS with the programmatic EIS so that the alternatives considered in this EIS are as

consistent as possible with the DOE complex-wide strategies to be analyzed in the programmatic EIS. If

necessa~, DOE will supplement this EIS to maintain consistency with future DOE-wide programmatic

waste management decisions. The strategies and policies to be considered in the programmatic EIS

include the possible transfer of some waste types from other DOE sites to SRS for treatment and

disposal, and the possible transfer of some SRS wastes to other DOE sites. Those possible waste

transfers are also considered in this EIS, under the maximum and minimum waste forecasts, respectively.

T, I TWTIUMSUPPLYAND ~CYCLING(DOE~IS-0161)

DOE is preparing a programmatic EIS to address reconfiguration of the nuclear weapons complex. DOE

intends to separate the reconfiguration proposal into two parts and will prepare a programmatic EIS on

each part (S9 FR 54175, October 28, 1994). The first programmatic EIS is the Trilium Supply and

Recycling Programmatic EZS,which addresses alternatives associated with new tritium production and

the recycling of trhium recovered from weapons retired from service. The EIS analyzes alternative

technologies for producing tritium at five candidate sites, including SRS. It also assesses the same five

sites as alternative locations for tritium recycling, which is cumently done at SRS. Wastes from

continued recycling of tritium at SRS are considered in this Waste Management EIS under all waste

forecasts. The maximum waste forecast in this Waste Management EIS is consistent with the collocated

tritium sl]pply and recycling at SRS alternative (based on the advanced light water reactor technology

which generally would produce the largest waste volumes). The maximum forecast includes all waste

associated with that alternative except for spent nuclear fuel (approximately 23 cubic meters per year)

and liquid low-level wastes (5 million gallons per year) associated with the operation of a potential

tritium supply.

TE I STOCmILESTEWA~SHIPAND MANAGEMENT(DOEmIS-0236)

The second programmatic EIS related to the reconfiguration of the nuclear weapons complex is the

Stockpile Stewardship and Management Programmatic EIS. Stockpile stewardship includes activities

TC
required to maintain a high level of confidence in the safety, reliability, and performance of nuclear

weapons in the absence of underground testing, and to be prepared to test weapons if so directed by the
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President of the United States. Stockpile management activities include dismantlement, maintenance,

evaluation, and repair or replacement of weapons in the existing stockpile. The Stockpile Stewardship

and Management Programmatic EIS will analyze the environmental impacts of alternatives for the

missions necessary to carry out DOE’s stockpile stewardship and management responsibilities.

Decisions made based on the StockpiIe Stewardship and Management Programmatic EIS could result in

generation of high-level waste that might be immobilized at the Defense Waste Processing Facility.

LONG-TERM STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS-USABLE FLSSILE MATERIALS

(DOE/EIS-0229)

TC

TE

DOE is preparing a programmatic EIS to assist in the development of a comprehensive national pol icy

for the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials. The tem weapons-usable tissi le I TE

materials refers to a specific set of nuclear materials that could be used in making a nuclear weapon, but

does not include the tissile materials in spent fuel or irradiated targets from reactors. I
TE
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CHAPTER 2. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ALTERNATIVES

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) proposes to implement a waste management strategy for the

Savannah River Site (SRS) that is protective of human health, complies with environmental regulations,

prevents pollution, minimizes waste generation, uses effective and commercially available technology,

and controls cost. The strategy must address minimization, treatment, storage, and disposal of liquid

high-level radioactive [dealt with more fully in the Defense Waste Processing Facility Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS) and supplemental EIS], low-level radioactive, hazardous, mixed (low-level

radioactive and hazardous), and transuranic wastes at SRS. Such a strategy may be structured in several

ways, depending on the elements that are emphasized, and may include both onsite and offsite

applications Ofthe technOlOgies selected. This chapter describes the no-action alternative and the three

action alternatives that DOE has proposed as waste management strategies; the action alternatives place

different degrees of emphasis on treatment, storage, and disposal. These alternatives encompass the full

range of reasonable alternatives, In addition, this chapter summarizes the results of studies that were

necessary to define the alternatives and to evaluate them consistently. Finally, this chapter presents a

summary comparison of the alternatives and their potential impacts.

TE

I ‘t-E

The analyses of the alternatives are based on forecasts of the amounts of wastes that DOE could be

required to manage over the next 30 years (1995 through 2024). Section 2.1 presents tbe forecasts of

waste volumes; the radiological, physical, and other characteristics of each waste type; and their

requirements for handling and management.

DOE used inforrrration available in spring and summer 1994 to forecast the expected, minimum, and

maximum amounts of waste that would require management. Several factors make it difficult to predict I ‘E
the types and amounts of waste that will be managed over the 30-year period considered in this EIS.

These factors are the result of a number of uncertainties. One uncertainty is the future mission of SRS.

DOE is evaluating alternative missions in several programmatic EISS (see Chapter I), Future decisions

based on these ongoing EISS may include changes in operations at SRS and transfers of waste to SRS

from tbe Department of Defense and between SRS and other DOE facilities. The decisions on SRS’S TC

future operations will affect the amount of waste SRS will manage. Another source of uncertainty is the

future decisions regarding the extent of environmental restoration and decontamination and

decommissioning at SRS which would substantially affect tbe amount of waste generated onsite over the

30-year analysis period. There is limited data on the waste types and volumes from environmental

restoration and decontamination and decommissioning because specific cleanup criteria have not yet

been established. Not all of the existing waste sites have been sufficiently characterized to determ ine

how much or what type of remediation is necessary and, hence, how much remediation waste would be
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produced. Similarly, estimates of the waste that “wouldbe generated by the decontamination and

decommissioning program were extrapolated from data based on inspections of a limited number of

surplus facilities and, therefore, are uncertain.

Section 2.2 describes the no-action alternative, under which DOE would continue cument practices for

treatment and storage of liquid high-level radioactive waste, mixed and transuranic wastes, and low-level

waste (primarily long-lived); disposal of low-level radioactive waste; and treatment and disposal of

hazardous waste offsite. The no-action alternative provides a baseline for comparing environmental

impacts of the alternatives. Because it is a baseline and represents a continuation of current practices, it

is based on the expected 30-year waste forecast (Section 2.1.3).

For all but the no-action alternative, DOE investigated various combinations of waste minimization,

pollution prevention, and technologies for treating, storing, and disposing of all waste types except

high-level waste. The availability, advantages, and disadvantages of tbe potential technologies to treat

the wastes must be understood before reasonable treatment, storage, and disposal systems for managing

four of the five types of waste considered in this EIS can be determined. Note that the treatment and

disposal options for high-level waste remain the same for all alternatives. Section 2.3 describes the

technology evaluation process and the reasonable technologies that were chosen in developing the

alternative systems of treatment, storage, and disposal. Under each alternative, DOE selected a mix of

technologies which favorably met five criteria: process parameters (including degree of volume

reduction, the amount of secondary waste generated, and the efficiency of process decontamination and

decommissioning); engineering parameters (including process maturity, availability, and ease of

maintenance); environment, health and safety factors (public and occupational risks, environmental risks,

and transportation requirements); public acceptance (including regulato~ permitting and schedule

considerations); and cost considerations,

DOE constructed two bounding waste management strategies that provide direction for choosing

treatment, storage, and disposal options for the various types of waste. The bounding strategies

considered in this EIS and described in this chapter include:

. Limited treatment configuration (alternative A) (Section 2.4) - This strategy seeks to provide the

mioimum treatment required to meet applicable storage and disposal standards.

. Extensive treatment configuration (alternative C) (Section 2.5) - This strategy applies to treatment

technologies that minimize the volume and toxicity of wastes and create highly migration-

resistant waste forms.
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Under alternative A, DOE would select technologies that provide the minimum treatment required to

meet applicable storage and disposal standards and expeditiously store or dispose of the wastes in a

manner that prevents or minimizes short-term releases to the environment. Although this strategy

focuses on the narrow objective of minimizing short-term impacts, it uses reasonable technologies

analyzed in Section 2,3. DOE believes that this strategy establishes one end of the range of alternatives

that meets the purpose and need for action as described in Chapter 1.

The other bounding strategy, alternative C, is based on applying proven treatment technologies that

reduce the volume and toxicity of waste and create a highly migration-resistant waste form, In general,

construction and operation of new treatment facilities would result in greater short-term impacts than

options presented for alternative A, but would provide a greater margin of safety against adverse

long-term effects of the waste after disposal.

. Moderate treatment configuration (alternative B) (Section 2.6) – This mix includes limited treatment

of some wastes and extensive treatment of others, depending on the particular characteristics of the

waste.

DOE has identified the moderate treatment configuration, alternative B, as its preferred alternative based

on the careful consideration of beneficial and adverse environmental impacts, regulatory commitments,

and other relevant factors. The moderate treatment configuration would provide a balanced mix of

technologies that includes extensive treatment of those waste types that have the greatest potential to

adversely affect humans or the environment because of their mobility or toxicim if left untreated (such as

wastes containing plutonium-23 8), or that would remain dangerously radioactive far into the future (such

as wastes containing transuranics). It would provide less extensive treatment of wastes that do not pose

great threats to humans or the environment, or that will not remain dangerously radioactive far into the

future (such as non-alpha low-level waste).

DOE bases its preference of alternative B on the following environmental impacts, regulatory

commitments, and other factors:

● Mixed waste technology selections are compatible with the site treatment plan. When a waste in

the EIS 30-year forecast was also included in the site treatment plan 5-year forecast, alternative B

uses the same technology as that identified as the prefemed treatment by tbe proposed site

treatment plan.

I TE
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● Mixed waste technology selections are consistent with DOE’s commitments under the Land

Disposal Restrictions Federal Facility Compliance Agreement with EPA.

. Transuranic waste technology selections are compatible with what the final Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant waste acceptance criteria are expected to require. Treatment is provided only for those

transuranic wastes that do not conform to the shipping requirements (i.e., plutonium-238 and

higher activity plutonium-239). All other SRS transuranic wastes are expected to meet the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criteria after repackaging and characterization/certification.

. Hazardous wastes are treated onsite subject to availability of treatment capacity and compatibility

with technologies required to manage mixed waste.

● Alternative B provides the best volume reduction for low-activity waste (75 percent reduction in

alternative B compared to 22 percent for alternative A and 70 percent for alternative C), conserves

space in low-activity waste vaults, reduces the total number of low-activity waste vaults, and thus

avoids expenditures of land and money.

● Alternative B also results in the fewest number of additional transuranic and alpha waste pads,

shallow land disposal trenches, and RCRA-permitted vaults.

● Alternative B results in the least construction-related air emissions

● Alternative B employs less themral treatment (technologies generally resulting in higher air

emissions) than alternative C, resulting in smaller radiological air impacts than would occur in

alternative C (e.g., fewer involved worker latent cancer fatalities and lower maximally exposed

offsite individual fatal cancer probability).

In summary, DOE believes that alternative B provides tbe preferred configuration of treatment, storage,

and disposal facilities for SRS. It maintains technology selection flexibilities that are not shared by

alternatives based on strategies to provide limited (alternative A) or extensive (alternative C) treatment

configurations.

Throughout the public comment period, DOE continued to consider many of the issues addressed in the

draft EIS. As a result of these considerations, DOE identified improvements in the management of its

wastes and modified the alternative configurations accordingly, particularly the moderate treatment
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alternative (alternative B) for low-level waste. Table 2-1 describes the most significant changes between

the draft and final EIS, the alternatives they affect and the sections that describe the modifications and

their benefits in greater detail, Additional changes be~een the draft and final EIS, including changes to

align the technologies proposed for mixed wastes with the preferred alternatives presented in the

proposed site treatment plan, are discussed in the appropriate sections for the affected alternatives.

Table 2.1. Major changes in alternative configurations between the draft and final EIS,

Facility Alternative Discussion

Trans”m”ic and No-action,
Alpha Waste A, B, and C

Draft EIS: lnthedraft EIS, DOEassumed thatgenerators could not
distinguishbetween transuranic waste (greater than or equal to
100nanocuries pergram) andalphawa~te (less than 100nanocuries per
gram andsuitable foronsite treatnrent and disposal). Under the no-action
alternative DOE would continue to store transuranic and alpha waste.
Under alternatives B and C, DOE proposed to store the transuranic and
alpha waste until a tmnsumnic waste characterization/certification facility
cmddbec onstmcteda ndbeginoperation. The facility would have treated
tmnsuranicandalphawaste. Alpha waste would have been disposed of
onsite and transuranic waste would have been stored pending the
availability of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

FirralEIS: DOE believesthat generatorsoftrmsuranic wasteswill have
tbecapability toidentify newly-generatedalpha waste. Inallaltematives
in the tinal EISnewly-generatednonmixed alpha waste would decertified
bythegenerators fordisposal inthelow-activi& waste vaults. In
alternativesA, B, and Cnewlygenerated mixed alpha waste would be
treated and certified for disposal in the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) vaults when they become operational in 2002.

Reference Sections: 2.2.6, 2.4.6,2 .5.6, and2.6,6

Offsite Low-level B Draft EIS: Under alternative B in the draft EIS, DOE would have treated
Waste Volume approximately 50 Percent Ofthe low-activity job-control waste and
Reduction tritiated job-control waste in the Consolidated Incineration Facility;

treated about 40 percent in a newly constmcted onsite supercompacto~
and the remaining 10 percent placed directly into vaults. DOE also
proposed to send 50 percent of the low-activity equipment waste to the
onsite supercompactor.

Final EIS: In the final EIS, DOE would still treat 50 percent of the Iow.
activity job-control waste and tritiated job-control waste in the
Consolidated Incineration Facility; the remaining tritiated job-control
waste would be sent directly to disposal vaults. DOE would ship
50 percent of the low-activity job-control waste to a commercial facility
for volume reduction and return it to SRS for further treatment or
disposal. DOE would solicit proposals from commercial facilities for
reducing the volume of low-level radioactivity waste in the future, and
would require the facilities to supply information that DOE would use to
prepare additional environmental reviews as required by 10 CFR
1021,216. For purposes of analysis in the final EIS, it is assumed that the

TC
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Table 2-1. (continued).
Facility Alternative Discussion

OffsiteLow-level B waste would be treated offsite as follows: 60 percent supercompacted;

Waste Volume 20 percent reduced in size and repackaged for treatment in the

Reduction Consolidated Incineration Facility; 10 percent incinerated, the resulting

(continued) ash supercompacted, 5 percent reduced in size and repackaged for
disposal; and 5 percent melted, with the melt residue supercompacted
DOE would also ship 50 percent of the low-activity equipment waste to a
commercial facility to be supercompacted. For purposes of assessment, it
is assumed that the offsite treatment facility would be located in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.

Reference Section: 2.6.3

Offsite Treatment B Draft EIS: Under alternative B in the drafi EIS, DOE proposed to ship
and Disposal of approximately 89 percent of its hazardous waste offsite fo~treatment and
Hazardous Waste disposal and to treat composite filters, paint waste, organic liquids, and

aqueous liquids in the Consolidated Incineration Facility; some aqueous
liquids would have been treated in the M-Area Air Stripper.

Final EIS: DOE would increase the amount of hazardous waste that
remains onsite for treatment in the Consolidated Incineration Facility.
Fifty percent of the inorganic, organic, and heterogeneous debris groups
and 100 percent of the organic and inorganic sludges would be incinerated
onsite, in addition to the wastes proposed for incineration in the draft EIS.

Reference Section: 2,6,4

Treatment of Alpha C Draft EIS: In the draft EIS under alternative C, DOE assumed that alpha
Waste in the waste would be stored on site and treated in the alpha vitrification facility
Consolidated after it became operational in 2008.
IncinerationFacility

Final EIS: In the final EIS, DOE would bum 50 percent oftbe alpha-
waste (botb mixed and nonmixed) in the Consolidated Incinerating
Facility from 1996 to 2005, then discontinue incineration and begin
vitrifying these wastes at the alpha vitrification facility in 2008.

Reference Section: 2.5.6

Vitrification of B Draft EIS: In the draft EIS, DOE assumed that all of the plutonium-239
High-Activity waste would be acceptable for shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plmt
PlutOnium-239 Waste after repackaging.

Final EIS: DOE believes that it would be necessary to vitrify the
high-activity fraction of plutonium-239 waste to eliminate unacceptable
levels of gas associated with the higher-activity material. In alternative B
of the final EIS, DOE would treat the high-activity plutonium-239 waste
in the alpha vitrification facility.

Reference Section: 2.6.6
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On May 17, 199S, DOE published a notice in the Federal Regisfer (60 FR 264 17) describing these

improvements and soliciting comments through June 12, 1995. Modification of tbe treatment of low-

level waste proposed in the draft EIS would change the location, but not the treatment technologies, for

the treatment of approximately 40 percent of the expected volume of this type of waste. In the draft EIS,

alternative B included onsite incineration, supercompaction, or direct disposal of low-level waste, The

final EIS includes onsite incineration or direct disposal, and supercompaction, size reduction (e.g.,

sorting, shredding, and melting), and incineration at an offsite commercial treatment facility, All

residues from offsite treatment would be returned to SRS for future treatment or disposal. This

modification is more advantageous than the original proposal because it provides immediate utilization

of commercial volume reduction capacity, and negates the need for DOE to construct a supercompactor,

~ls is not only cost-effective, but saves existing disposal capacity,

In addition to tbe changes described in detail in Table 2-1, volumes and treatments for some mixed

wastes were modified between the draft and final EIS to make the EIS compatible with changes to the

proposed site treatment plan. These changes dealt with smaller volumes of waste and are described in

the mixed waste sections of the alternatives.

DOE proposed a short-term, tempora~ method of volume reduction for low-level waste in the drafi

Environmental Assessment for the Offsite VolumeReduction of Low-Level Radioactive Wastefiom the

Suvarrnah River Site (DOE/EA-1061). The proposed action, by a commercial facility in Oak Ridge,

Tennessee, would reduce the volume of low-level waste at SRS in an expedient and cost effective

manner over the near-term (prior to the start of fiscal year 1996). Because the impacts of the proposed

action would be very small and the proposed action would not limit the selection of alternatives under

consideration in this EIS, this proposed volume reduction qualifies as an interim action under National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations (40 CFR 1506.1).

DOE developed expected, minimum, and maximum waste forecasts for each waste ~pe based on

mid- 1994 information about the disposition of the various wastes stored throughout the DOE complex.

DOE evaluated the differences in waste management decisions that would result from the different

volumes under the alternatives that meet the purpose and need for action as described in Chapter 1.

Because the no-action alternative does not meet this pm’pose and need for action, DOE bases the

no-action alternative solely on the expected waste forecast, The intent of the minimum and maximum

waste forecasts is to identify how waste management needs would change within an alternative with

different waste amounts, and to bound the impacts that might result from potential changes in the amount

TC

of waste SRS could be required to handle as a result of decisions based on other NEPA evaluations I TE

currently underway and described in Chapter 1.
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Based on the results of analyses in Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences, Section 2.7 summarizes and

compares the environmental impacts of the alternatives (i.e., no-action, limited treatment, extensive

treatment, andmoderate treatment). Itsintent istoclearly identi@ thecritical issues forthepublic andto

provide asoundbasis forreview bythe decisionmaker. Cumulative impacts were assessed only forthe

moderate treatment alternative (alternative B) with the expected waste fOrecast since the impacts fOrthis

alternative generally fall between the other two action alternatives, and since the impacts do not vary

greatly between alternatives. Despite solnevariation inilllpacts, tllisapproacll allowed DOEto assess

the Iikely magnitudes of the culnulative impacts of the other alternatives based on the cumulative

impacts oftbe moderate alternative. Tl]is EISpresents tlleno-action alternative first, followed by

alternative A (Iinrited treatment), alternative C (extensive treatment), and alternative B (moderate

treatment).

Fouralternatives andtllree waste forecasts areultimately col]sidered inthis EIS. Tohelpguidethe

reader, the stacked box synrbol (Figure 2-1), is used throughout Chapters 2 and 4 to indicate the

alternative arrdwast eforecas tbeingdiscussed. Sbading indicates thealternative and forecast under

consideration. Specific examples ofthissyrnbo laresllownbelow.

TEl Fig”re2-1. E Ixp anation of grid sylnbol used in the SRS Wasfe A4anagen~errtEIS.

Alternative Amount of wasteto be managed
Minimum Exuected

I Continuecurrentwaste
No action Imanagement practiceswiththe I

expected estimate of waste
A Limited treatment Limited treatment configuration; Limited treatment

configuration; minimum expected estimate of \vaste configuration; maximum
estimate of waste estimate of waste

B Moderate treatment Moderate treatment Moderate treatment
configuration; minimulrr configuration; expected estimate configuration; maximum
estimate of waste of waste estimateof waste

c Extensive treatment Extensive treatment Extensive treatrrrent
configuration; minimum configuration; expected configuration; maxinmm
estimate of waste estimate of waste estimate of waste

For example,
M,,,.EXB.Max.

,rl~ ,Ffi

Alternative A, expected Alternative C, maximum
waste forecast waste forecast
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2.1 Waste Forecasts

This section describes the waste types and treatment categories discussed in this EIS. It provides

estimates of the volumes of each of the five waste types: liquid high-level radioactive, low-level

radioactive, hazardous, mixed low-level radioactive, and transuranic, DOE made assumptions regarding

the future waste volumes to create a potential forecast for analysis, See Appendix A for these waste I
TE

volume forecasts. The variations between the anticipated waste volumes in the forecasts are primarily a

result of differences in assumptions about the environmental restoration and decontamination and
TE

decommissioning activities.

The assumptions DOE used to develop the waste forecasts were based on mid-1994 information from

throughout the DOE complex, DOE recognized that the information available to predict the volumes and

kinds of wastes that would be treated at SRS was subject to continual change as the DOE complex as a

whole developed a waste management plan. For this reason, DOE tried to anticipate what might be

treated at SRS, develop forecasts that it believes would encompass the most likely options, and analyze

impacts for maximum and minimum waste forecasts, as well as what was considered most likely (or

expected) at the time the forecasts were developed. However, if future decisions affect the waste

volumes SRS anticipates treating so dramatically that the impacts fall outside tbe maximum-minimum

envelope, DOE will prepare additional NEPA evaluations,

2.1.1 WASTE DESCRIPTIONS

Liquid high-level radioactive waste includes the highly radioactive material resulting from the

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. This waste contains a combination of transuranic elements or

isotopes and highly radioactive fission products in concentrations requiring permanent isolation, and

hazardous constituents regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act [RCRA). DOE

uses the F- and H-Area them ical separations plants to separate and puri~ plutonium-238 and plutonium-

239 and to reclaim fissionable material (uranium-235) from onsite and offsite sources (e.g., research

reactor fuel) for recycling. These processes dissolve fuel and target elements in nitric acid and separate

them into (1) a solution of plutonium, uranium, and neptunium and (2) liquid high-level radioactive

waste. Further processing separates and purifies the metals in solution, converts the plutonium to solid

form for shipment, and prepares the other materials for shipment, storage, or reuse. The liquid high-level

radioactive waste is stored in carbon steel tanks in the F- and H-Area tank farms.

TC

I ‘rE

Low-level radioactive waste is radioactive waste that is not classified as high-level waste, transuranic

waste, or spent nuclear fuel, and does not contain waste designated as hazardous by RCRA. Typical
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sol id low-level radioactive waste includes operating and laboratory wastes (e.g., protective clothing,

plastic sheeting, gloves, analytical wastes, decontamination residue), contaminated equipment, reactor

and reactor fuel hardware, spent lithium-aluminum targets from which tritium has been extracted, and

spent deionizer resin from reactor areas. Liquid low-level radioactive waste includes tritiated oil (oil

contain inated with tritium), process waste, evaporator condensate, and some storm and cooling waters.

Numerous facilities listed in Table 2-2 and waste management, environmental restoration, and

decontamination and decommissioning activities (including surveillance, maintenance, recovery,

cleanup, and stabilization) generate 10w-level radioactive waste at SRS. Small amOunts Ofadditional

low-level waste (less than 3 percent of the expected forecast low-level waste volume) are received at

SRS from other DOE facilities and nuclear naval operations. The offsite low-level wastes consist

primarily ofjob-control wastes and naval hardware but may include other materials such as soils and

equipment or construction debris generated as a result of decommissioning activities.

Table 2-2. Major facilities and types of waste generated at SRS.a
Facilities Function WasteQpes

Analytical Laboratories

Defense Waste Processing Facility

F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility

Analytical services and testing

High-level waste vitrification

Treatment of routine process effluent
and wastewater

LLWb, MWC, TRUd —

LLW, HWe, MW

LLW, HW, MW

F/H-Area High-Level Waste Tanks

Reactor Materials (M-Area)

Reactors

Receiving Basin for Offsite F[!els/ Resin
Regeneration Facility

Replacement Tritium Facility

Separations (F- and H-Areas)

Savannah River Technology Center

Z-Area Saltstone Manufacturing and
Disposal Facility

Storage and treatment of high-level
waste supematant, sludge, and saltcake

Fuel and target fabrication

Production reactors currently in
standby (K) or shutdown cnndition
(C, L, P, and R)

Storage and packaging of offsite fuels,
cleaning targets for processing, and
processing deionizes

Tritium separation frnm targets

Chemical and physical processing of
nuclear materials

Research and development activities

Sahcrete processing and disposal

LLW, HW, MW

LLW, HW, MW

LLW, HW, MW

LLW

LLW, HW, MW

HLWf, LLW, HW, MW>
TRU

LLW, HW, MW, TRU

LLW

a. Source: WSRC (1994a).
b. Low-level radioactive waste.
c. Mixed waste.
d. Transuranic and alpha waste.
e. Hazardous waste.
f. Liquid high-level waste.
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At SRS, low-level waste is segregated into several categories to facilitate proper treatment, storage, and

disposal. Twelve such categories were defined for the five waste classes of low-level waste (Hess TE

1994a), as follows:

Long -lived low-level waste

(1) Long-1ived spent-deionizer resins are low-level waste from purification systems for reactor

moderators. They have less than 10 curies of tritium per container and large curie quantities of

carbon- 14, which has a half-life of 5,730 years.

(2) Other lone-lived low-level waste, such as offgas filters from chemical separations areas,

contains large quantities of long-lived radionuclides.

Tritiated low-level waste

(3)

(4)

(5)

Tritiated iob-control waste contains tritium in quantities greater than 10 curies per 2.55 cubic

meters (90 cubic feet),

Tritiated equipm ent is large equipment (i.e., too large to be packaged in standard containers)

contaminated with tritium in quantities greater than or equal to 10 curies per 2.55 cubic meters

(90 cubic feet).

Tritiated soil is contaminated with tritium in quantities greater than or equal to 10 curies per

2.55 cubic meters (90 cubic feet)

Bulk low-level waste

(6)

(7)

Naval hardware consists of large nuclear-ship-reactor components that are shipped from the

Naval Reactors Program to SRS.

Low-activi~ equ iDment produces a radiation dose of less than 200 millirem per hour at

5 centimeters (2 inches) from an unshielded container.

TE

TE
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Lo w-level waste soils

TE
TC

TE

(8) Susuect soil consists of soils and construction debris excavated from a radiological materials

area that is potentially contaminated and that cannot economically be demonstrated to be

uncontaminated.

(9) Low-activitys oil consists of soils and construction debris that produce a radiation dose of less

than 200 millirem per hour at 5 centimeters (2 inches) from an unshielded container.

Job ontrol waste-c

(lo)

(11)

(12)

Offsite iob-control waste isgenerated byother DOEsites and bynuclear naval operations, It

iscompacted, containerized, andsllipped to SRS for disposal. Job-control waste consists of

plastic sheeting, paper, small pieces of wood and metal, glass, gloves, protective clothing, and

pieces of small equipment that was used in a radioactive process.

Low-activitv job-control waste produces a radiation dose rate of less than 200 millirem per

hour at 5 centimeters (2 inches) from an unshielded container and is comprised ofjob-control

waste.

~ job-control waste contains beta or gamma emitters that produce a dose

equal to or greater than 200 millirem per hour at 5 centimeters (2 inches) from an unshielded

container and iscomprised ofmaterials sucllas contaminated equipment from the separations

facilities or waste management facil ities, spent lithium-aluminum targets from tritium

operations, equipment from F- and H-Area tank farm operations, reactor scrap, and irradiated

reactor hardware that does not contain fuel.

Radioactivity in low-level waste generally consists of beta- and gamma-radiation-emitting radionuclides

which decay to near-background levels within several hundred years, and therefore pose very small

Iong-term risks tothe environment. Alpha-emitting low-level wastes arediscussed sepmately if the

alpha-contamination level insufficient towarrant special handling practices. Low-level wastes with

transuranic nuclides at concentrations of 10 to 100 nanocuries per gram, called “alpha waste” in this EIS,

are managed in a manner similar to transuranic wastes at SRS and are discussed in the transuranic and

alpha waste sections ofthis EIS, Tllemanagement of''non-alpba waste' '(waste with less than

10 nanocuries per gram of transuranic contamination) is addressed in the low-level waste sections of this

EIS,
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Waste is classified as hazardous waste if it exhibits a characteristic of a hazardous waste (ignitability,

corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity), is identified as such and listed by the U ,S. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) or South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC), is a

mixture containing a listed hazardous waste and a solid waste, or is derived from the treatment, storage,

or disposal of a listed hazardous waste. Hazardous wastes include materials such as lead, solvents,

paints, pesticides, and hydrocwbons. For purposes of analysis in this EIS, hazardous wastes are

categorized into the following primary treatability groups: organic liquids, aqueous liquids, organic

debris, inorganic debris, heterogeneous debris, metal debris, glass debris, organic sludges, inorganic

sludges, and soils. Wastes with unique treatment requirements or specific management practices (e.g., a

waste managed in accordance with an approved RCRA variance to land disposal restrictions treatment

standards) are categorized separately. Facilities listed in Table 2-2 and waste management,

environmental restoration, and decontamination and decommissioning activities generate SRS hazardous

waste. Hazardous waste is subject to regulation under RCRA. Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) wastes

regulated under the Toxic Substances Control Act have been included in the hazardous waste analyses of

this EIS.

Mixed low-level radioactive waste contains both hazardous waste subject to regulation under RCRA

and low-level radioactive waste subject to the Atomic Energy Act. Mixed low-level radioactive waste

includes materials such as tritiated mercu~, tritiated oil contaminated with mercu~, other

mercu~-contaminated materials, radioactively contaminated lead shielding, equipment from the tritium

facilities in H-Area, and filter paper take-up rolls from the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility.

Mixed wastes are categorized into the same primary treatability groups as listed above for hazardous

wastes. The facilities listed in Table 2-2 and waste management, environmental restoration, and

decontamination and decommissioning activities generate SRS mixed low-level radioactive waste.

Radioactively contaminated PCBS regulated under the Toxic Substances Control Act are included with

mixed waste in this EIS.

Transuranic waste is waste containing alpha-emitting radioactive isotopes of elements above uranium

(“transuranic”) on the periodic table (atomic number greater than 92) that have half-lives greater than

20 years (several abundant transuranic nuclides have half-lives greater than 10,000 yeara) at

concentrations exceeding 100 nanocuries per gram. Alpha radiation emissions typically have very high

energies but low penetrating power. A number of alpha-emitting radionucl ides, when inhaled or

ingested, are cleared from the body very slowly and can cause substantial radiation exposure to specific

organs of the body (e.g., bone surfaces, hmgs) over long periods of time. Transuranic waste nomally

takes a long time to decay to background levels; thus it requires the same sort of long-terra isolation as

high-level waste. Duetotl~e non-penetrating nature ofalpha paflicles,litile ornoshlelting isrequired,

ITE
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but some transuranic waste does require shielding and remote handling when mixed with large quantities

of beta-gamma emitting radionuclides. SRSalso manages low-level radioactive waste with transuranic

radionuclides at concentrations of 10to 100 nanocuries per gram (called alpha wasteat SRS) in a manner

TC similar totransuranic waste. Duetothe similarity intheir management practices, alpha waste (which

consists of low-level and mixed low-level wastes) is discussed in the transuranic waste sections of this

EIS. The facilities listed in Table 2-2andwaste management, environmental restoration, and

decontamination and decominissioning activities generate transuranic and alpha waste.

ITransuranic and alpha wastes can be segregated into four waste classes based on their treatment, storage,
TE

anddisposal requirements (Hess 1994a), as follows:

Low-activity with processing

TE

TE

(1)

(2)

(3)

Mixed alDha iob-contro I waste is similar to alpha job-control waste but includes hazardous

wastes and is, therefore, also subject to RCRA (portions are in the burial ground complex).

Transura nic iob-co ntrol waste with less than 0.5 curie Der drum would be accepted at the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant if it meets waste acceptance criteria.

Mix tran u nit’~ is the same as the third

treatability group but contains hazardous waste and is subject to RCRA (portions are in the

burial ground complex).

High activity

(4)

(5)

~ rie drum contains higher

concentrations of transuranic isotopes than the third treatability group and would be sent to the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

M.
ran r ni -c~ ie rum issimilar tothe fifth

treatability group but includes hazardous waste that makes itsubjectto RCM (portions arein

the burial ground complex).
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(6)

(7)

(8)
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Transuranic earriDm ent is bulk waste generated primarily by process modifications or

decontamination and decommissioning activities that would be sent to the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant. The quantities of transuranic isotopes require special control of airborne

contamination, heat load, and criticality.

Mix d tre ansrrranic equipment is similar to the seventh treatability group but includes

hazardous waste,

Remet e-bandied transuranic and mixecl-transuranic is job-control or bulk waste that emits a

radiation dose rate greater than 200 millirem per hour at 5 centimeters (2 inches), and requires

remote handling to protect workers, This waste would be sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant.

Low activitv without processing

(9) AIDha iob-control waste is generated incidentally to transuranic processes; activity level is too

low to warrant &~sposa\in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, but the waste does require treatment

and disposal.

Burial eromrd comule x — Includes 50 percent mixed alpha job-control waste, 40 percent mixed

transuranic job-control waste with less than 0.5 curie per drum, and 10 percent mixed transuranic job-

control waste with greater than 0.5 curie per drum.

In view of the uncertainties in the various factors potentially affecting the amounts of wastes to be

generated and managed, DOE developed estimates of amounts of waste for an expected, a minimum, and

a maximum waste forecast. A summary of each 30-year forecast, by waste ~pe and year, carr be found

in Table A-1 of Appendix A. Several refinements have been made to tbe waste forecasts since the draft

EIS was published. In March 1995, DOE published the SRS Proposed Site Treatment Plan (WSRC

1995), which included revised estimates of mixed waste generation for the periorl 1995-1999. The mixed

waste forecasts were updated to be consistent with the revisions to the site treatment plan. Table A-2 of

Appendix A provides a summary of the forecast revisiuns that were incorporated in the mralyses of the

EIS. The net effect of these chauges is a slight increase (approximately 4 percent) in tbe expected

amount of mixed waste to be managed over the 30-year peIiod considered in tti)s EIS.

TC

TE

TE

TC

TE
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2.1.2 TREATABILITY GROUPS

DOE categorized wastes into treatability groups, which are based on waste characteristics that affect how

the wastes can be treated. Treatability groups were developed based on three parameters: radiological

properties, physical and chemical characteristics, and hazardous constituents. Wastes within a

treatability group can generally be treated with similar technologies. Different treatability groups often

require different technologies.

2.1.2.1 Radiological Prorrerties

The radiological parameters reflect the level and nature of the radioactivity of the waste and influence

the design and operation of facilities in order to limit releases and worker exposures. These parameters

are based on the isotopes present (e.g., plutonium-238 versus plutonium-239), the curie content (a

measure of the radioactivity of the material), and whether the radiation is penetrating (e.g., beta-gamma)

or non-penetrating (e.g., alpha). The radiological categories of waste (as described in Section 2.1.1 and

defined by DOE Order 5820.2A, “Radioactive Waste Management”) determine treatment, storage, and

disposal options. Other radiological parameters include handling requirements (e.g., can be handled

directly by workers or must be handled remotely by machine) and transuranic alpha content, Generally,

workers can handle most low-level waste without massive or bulky shielding around the waste; however,

some form of worker protection may be required. Such wastes are referred to as contact-handled.

Containerized wastes producing radiation levels greater than 200 millirem per hour at the surface of the

container in the form of beta particles, gamma rays, or both, are usually handled remotely at SRS.

Transuranic waste typically requires special handling to protect }vorkers from inhaling or ingesting the

material and to prevent releases to the environment, Because transuranic isotopes are primarily alpha

emitters, external radiation exposure is usually low, and controls focus on preventing the inhalation of

alpha particles, Controls also seek to minimize the potential for accidents that could result in airborne

releases. Some transuranic wastes emit so much beta and gamma or neutron radiation that they cannot

be directly handled. These remote-handled wastes have radiation levels that exceed 200 millirem per

hour at the surface of their storage container. In disposing of transuranic waste, the objective is to isolate

the waste and allow its radioactivity to diminish, The long half-lives of most transuranic isotopes make

permanent isolation in a facility like a geologic repository the only suitable location for disposal.

The most prevalent isotopes in high-level waste are cesium- 137 and strontium-90; this waste also

contains transuranic isotopes, Because high-level waste contains high concentrations of beta-gamma-

radiation-emitting isotopes (50 to 100 curies per gallon) and is in liquid form, controls are directed at
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radiation shielding, dissipation of the heat produced by the radioactive decay, and containment of the

liquid. Due to the high radiation and prese!lce of long-lived transuranic isotopes in high-level wastes,

permanent isolation in a geologic reposito~ is required. At SRS, liquid high-level waste is stored in

underground steel tanks shielded by concrete and earth. Newer tanks have complete seconda~

containment and are much less likely to leak into the soil than older tanks with different containment

configurations, Although the tanks use multiple leak detection systems, a risk of leaks will remain as

long as the waste is in liquid form. High-1evel waste management is directed at processing the liquid

wastes to stable solid forms (i.e., a borosilicate glass form encased in a stainless steel canister) for

storage pending the availability of a geologic repository for disposal.

Nuclear processes at SRS generite low-level wastes that are generally packaged in 55-gallon drums or

90-cubic-foot metal boxes. While most low-level wastes contain short-lived radioisotopes, some may

present an appreciable ratitatimr hazard, The radiation from low-level wastes maybe sufficient to require

shielding for worker protection during handling and shipment, However, most low-level wastes will

decay over a few hundred years and do not require permanent isolation in the manner required for

transuranic and high-level wastes.

Mixed wastes are mixtures of hazardous and high-level, low-level, or transuranic waste components,

which require management in accordance with the particular risks presented by the radioactive

constituents they contain, as described above, in addition to the risks of their RCRA or Toxic Substances

Control Act hazardous constituents. In this EIS, high-level and transuranic mixed wastes are evaluated

with the nonhazardous radioactive wastes of those rad[ation types because the management requirements

for these wastes are primarily determined by their radiological properties. The mixed waste category

considered in this EIS is 1imited to low-level non-alpha mixed wastes.

2.1.2.2 Phvsical and ChemicaI Characteristics

Since the radioactive constituents account for only a small fraction of the waste volume, the physical and

chemical characteristics of a waste determines its overall form. These characteristic affect both

regulatory requirements and the applicability of specific treatment technologies. Wastes were grouped

for a particular treatment based on the similarity of their physical and chemical characteristics. The three

primary categories are liquid waste, solid waste, a!ld mlique waste. The liquid and solid categories have

particular handling characteristics or requirements by virtue of their physical form. For example, liquids

can be pumped via pipelines and are more readily subject to chemical processing (e.g., ion exchange),

while solids require conveyor or containerized transfer systems and are processed, if at all, by physical

means (e.g., compaction). Each category of unique wastes includes materials that have unique treatment
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or handling requirements. For example, radioactively contaminated lead is subject to specific RCRA

treatment requirements and is categorized as a separate form of solid waste. Similarly, elemental

mercury is subject to specific RCRA treatment requirements and is categorized as a separate form of

liquid waste.

2.1.2.3 ~

Hazardous constituents determine the treatment required to manage the hazardous properties of a waste

from both a technical and a regulatory perspective. The prima~ categories are organicy metals; and

ignitable, reactives, and corrosives. Organics and metals are classes of contaminants, while ignitability,

reactivity, and corrosivity refer to the characteristics that a material may possess.

‘fE I Tlle@peoflazardouscostituentswiIlofiendictatetheregulatoWrequirementsappIicabIetotreating,

storing, and disposing of the waste. The principal regulatory programs are RCRA and the Toxic

Substances Control Act.

Hazardous wastes are defined and regulated under RCRA, A waste is a hazardous waste if, because of

its quantity, concentration, or physical and chemical characteristics, it may pose a substantial present or

potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, or

disposed of or otherwise mmaged.

Materials regulated under the Toxic Substances Control Act include PCBS and asbestos. The presence of

these contaminants imposes specific requirements on the management of waste. PCB-contaminated

materials are subject to treatment standards that specifi more stringent destruction and removal

efficiencies than those applicable to hazardous wastes under RCRA. Asbestos is an inhalation hazard

and asbestos-bearing materials must be handled and packaged to avoid exposure to asbestos fibers by

inhalation. Non-radioactive asbestos is outside the scope of this EIS, but radioactively contaminated

asbestos-bearing materials have been included in the waste forecasts, Because asbestos does not

generally have specific treatment or disposal requirements, asbestos-bearing materials have not been

categorized into separate treatability groups in this EIS.

The technical requirements for waste treatment depend on whether the hazardous constituents can be

destroyed (e.g., thermal destruction of an organic contaminant), extracted from the waste (e.g., removal

nf metal contaminants via ion exchange), or must be immobilized (e.g., stabilization of metal-bearing

wastes with a binding agent). A waste can contain more than one constituent if it does, a series of

treatment processes could be required, For example, an ignitable 1iquid with metal contaminants could
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be incinerated to eliminate the ignitable fraction, residues from the incineration would then be stabilized

to immobilize the metals. For reactive and corrosive materials, treatments such as neutralization can be

used to eliminate the hazardous characteristics.

Tables A-3 through A-6 of Appendix A summarize the expected, minimum, and maximum 30-year waste I TE

forecast for low-level, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic waste by waste classes and year. Liquid high-

level radioactive waste is considered as a single waste clasy hence, it is included only in Table A-1

(30-year waste forecast by waste type) of Appendix A.

2.1.3 EXPECTED WASTE FORECAST

Thirty-year forecasts (based on fiscal years, not calendar years) of waste at SRS were developed for the I ‘E
types ofwastes addressed inthis EIS. Foreach waste &pe, three forecasts weredeveloped tocreatean

expected, minimum, andmaximum estimate of volume, Each forecast is based onwastes generated by

thethree major activities at SRS: (l)operations, (2)decontamination anddecommissioning, and(3)

environmental restoration. DOEmade assumptions regarding each of these activities to create three

potential waste forecasts for analysis. This section presents theamounts ofwaste thatcould result from

each activity forthe expected forecast. Sections 2.1.4and 2.1.5describe changes in operations, I TE

decontamination and decommissioning, and environmental restoration that would produce the minimum

and maximum amounts of waste.

The expected forecast is based on reasonable assumptions regarding waste generation over the next

30years. Itisassumed that SRSwould continue to beagovemment-owned andcontractor-operated

facility. Itisalso assumed that defense material processing andenvironmental management activities

(e.g., disposal and monitoring of waste materials that remain onsite) would continue to be consolidated

within thecentral portion of SRS(Figure 2-2). Surphrs defense material facilities located beyond the

central pofiion of SRSwould cease cooperate and bedecontaminated and decommissioned. The

expected waste forecast reflects this change in the DOE mission.

The forecast assumes that 658 SRS facilities will be scheduled and funded for decontamination and

decommissioning during the30-year analysis period. The SRSDecorrtamination and Decommissioning

Program Facilities Plan (WSRC 1993a)repotied these facilities ashaving some fomor combination of

radiological, chemical, and/or asbestos contamination. These facilities include the Separations

Equipment Development Facility at the Savannah River Technology Center, a tritium manufacturing

facility (Building 232-F), the Beta-Gamma Incinerator (Building 230-H), and the Heavy Water

Components Test Reactor.
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II Legend:

Source WSRC(1994a).
. . . . . .

Dl,. c . .r m.”-..

Figure 2-2. ~ecentral SRSdefense processing mdenvironmental management weas.
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Table 2-3 lists the 12 major facilities that are expected to continue to operate beyond 2024 and that,

therefore, will not be decontaminated and decommissioned during the analysis period. A list of the SRS

facilities that will cease to operate during the forecast period ( 1995 through 2024) is provided in
TE

Table 2-4, The assumptions regarding when these facilities would cease to operate in the expected,

minimum, and maximum waste forecasts are included in Table 2-4.

Table 2-3. Major SRS facilities that would continue to operate beyond 2024.a I ‘rE

Facilities Function

Defense Waste Processing Facility

Z-Area Saltstone Manufacturing and Disposal Facility

F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility

In-Tank Precipitation

Savannah River Technology Center

Replacement Tritium Facility

Type 111Liquid High-Level Waste Tanks

New Special Recovery Facility of 221 FB-Line

484-D Powerhouse Facility

483- lD Water Treatment Facility and support buildings

Consolidated Incineration Facility (under alternative C would only
operate until 2006)

Analytical Laboratories (excluding Building 772-D)

a. Source: WSRC ( 1994a).

High-level waste vitrification

Saltcrete processing and disposal

Treatment of routine process
eftluent and wastewater

Removal ofradionuclides from
highly radioactive salt solution

Research and development activities

Tritium separation from targets

Storage of liquid high-level waste,
sludge, and saltcake

Plutonium scrap recovery

Coal-tired power generation

Treatment and discharge of
powerhouse effluent

Incineration of specific hazardous
and radioactive waste

Analytical services and testing

The forecast assumes tllatenvironmental restoration activities would rescheduled for all 129 units

identified in Appendixes Canal Hofthe Federal Facili& Agreement for SRS (EPA 1993a) and listed in

Appendixes G,] and G.20fthis EIS. Theremediation mayconsist ofin-place methods or stabilization

andcapping, andhence would notresult in waste removal. Some form ofremediation isalsoscbeduled
TE

for a portion of the 303 units identified in Appendix G of the Federal Facility Agreement for SRS (and

Appendix G.30fthis E1S). Theselection ofenviron]nental restoration activities will be made in

accordance with the Federal Faci Iity Agreement and its supporting Comprehensive Environmental

Response, Compensation and Liability Act and RCRA documents,
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TE I Table 2-4. SRSfacilities tiatwill cease cooperate under theexpected, minimum, and maximum waste forecasts during tie analysis period (1995 ~u
~- g

through 2024).a Za

Expected and minimum Maximum case
:?

g
SRS facility Function case shutdowo shutdown .

Reactors

D-Area

Reactor Materials (M-Area)

Building 772-D

TNX

H-Canyon

HB-Line

F-Canyon

FB-Line

Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuels/ Resin
Regeneration Facility

235-F Plutonium Fabrication Facility
(PuFF)

Thoria Line

Plutonium/tritium production foI
national defense

Heavy-water reprocessing

Fuel and target fabrication

Analytical semices and office space

Research and development testing

Chemical and physical separation
operations for reactor products

Plutonium-23 8 separation operations

Chemical and physical separation
operations for reactor products

Purified plutonium-solution processing

Storage and packaging of offsite fuels,
cleaning targets for processing, and
processing deionizes

Phrtonium-238 oxide fabrication and
encapsulation

Thorium separation operations

1997

I997

1998

1998

1999

2005

2003

2003

2003

2005

2013

2013

1997

1997

1998

1998

1999

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

a. Source: WSRC(1994a).
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The expected waste forecast assumes that waste minimization programs will proceed in accordance with /m

the Savannah River Site Waste Minimization PIan (WSRC 1990). DOE does not assume major

technological developments that would substantially decrease the waste generation. Other specific / TE

assumptions include:

. Nonradioactive PCB wastes are categorized as hazardous waste and radioactively contaminated

PCB wastes as mixed waste.

. Radioactively contaminated oils are categorized as mixed waste, and only half of the radioactively

contaminated oil will need RCRA-permitted storage.

2.1.3.1 SRS O Derations and Offsite Waste Receiests

The first component of the expected waste forecast is the waste generated by routine SRS operations

within the 30-year period of analysis, Individual SRS waste generators provided detailed estimates of TE

their operation’s waste generation for a 3-year period (1995 through 1997). The generators also provided TC

a general estimate of waste generation for the next 27 years (1998 through 2024). These long-term

estimates are representative of the types and volumes of wastes generated by SRS operations and are

hased on historical data, anticipated operations, and assumptions about each existing facility. The waste Tc

to be managed includes the forecast of waste generation ill Appendix A and existing waste in storage,

such as liquid high-level wastes stored in the F- and H-Area tank farms, transuranic waste stored on the

transrrranic waste storage pads, and mixed wastes stored in the mixed waste storage buildings, For this

analysis, all facilities are considered to be in a safe inactive status (i.e., liquid waste and chemicals would I ‘fE

have been removed, systems flushed and drained, and storage warehouses emptied) before

decontamination and decommissioning. Waste volumes associated with reaching a safe storage

condition have been included in the operations forecast. Wastes from ongoing environmental restoration

operations (investigation-derived wastes such as waters purged from groundwater monitoring wells

during sampling) are also included. Wastes generated from decontamination aad decommissioning and

planned environmental restoration projects are discussed in Sections 2.1,3.2 aad 2.1.3.3, respectively,
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TE \ Ass"mptionsspecifictotheoperatiospotiionoftheexpectedwasteforecastinclude:

.

.

TC

.

.

.

.

TC
I

Secondary waste from the Defense Waste Processing Facility, In-Tank Precipitation, and

Extended Sludge Processing operations addressed in the Final Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement Defense Waste Processing Fucili@ is accounted for in the operations forecast.

High-level waste volumes are closely aligned with the selected option identified in the Record of

Decision for F-Canyon Plutonium Solutions Environmental Impact Statement and the Interim

Management of Nuclear Materials at SRS Environmental Impact Statement.

High-1evel waste volumes do not include wastes that may result from future nuclear materials

processing decisions, such as concentratiorr/stabil ization of plutonium residues or enriched

uranium denaturing.

RCRA regulations would require that solne investigation-derived wastes be handled as hazardous

waste (less than 20 percent of the soils and mud generated from routine environmental restoration

activities).

Purge water from well sampling would be handled as hazardous waste; however, it is assumed

that monitoring well sample volumes could be reduced by 50 percent of current volumes.

Continued receipt of small amounts (less than 3 percent of the forecast) of low-level waste from

other DOE facilities and nuclear naval operations.

IThe total quantity of waste generated by operations in the expected waste forecast during the next
TE

30 years is approximately 6.03x105 cubic meters (2. 13x107 cubic feet). The percentage that each waste

type contributes to the total operations estimate is shown in Figure 2-3. The operations estimate is

TC I dominatedbylow-level andliq”idhigh-level wastes. ~nfact,theoperatiorrsestinrateinchrdes 1.31x105

cubic meters (4.63 x106 cubic feet) of liquid high-level waste already accumulated in storage at the

F- and H-Area tank farms. During the 30-year period, about 22,000 cubic meters (7.77x105 cubic feet)

of additional liquid high-level waste would be generated. Beginning in 1996, when the Defense Waste

Processing Facility is scheduled to begin operating, the liquid high-level waste will be reduced through

treatment. Low-level, mixed, transuranic, and hazardous wastes will continue to be generated by

defense-related operations and waste treatment activities, such as the Defense Waste Processing Facility.

After a peak in volume in 1996, the quantity of operations waste would decrease until 2004 due to

facility closures (Table 2.4) and then remain constant through 2024.
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Operationsa
Total - 6.O3X1OSms

(2.1 3X107 ft3)

Total - 2.41x105 ma
(6.52x106 ft3)

TRIJ

LLW
57%

Decontamination and Decommissioning

Environmental
Restoration

HW 2% Total - 4.71x105 ms

E
Legend:
ft3=~u~~f~~,
HLW. liquidhigh-levelwaste
HW. hazardous waste
LLW. low-levelWaSte
~3 . ~“~,~ ~~,~r~
MW. mixed waste
TRU = transuranic waste
alncludes waste currently in storage. Source WSF

(1.66x107 ft3)

TRU LLW
<I 0/. 60/.

LLW
45%

PK56.

TC

Figure 2-3. The 30-year expected waste forecast by SRS activity.
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Figure 2-4 charts the estimated changes in waste volume from operations, environmental restoration, and

~E I decmrtaminat Ion and decommissioning in the expected waste forecast during the 30-year period of

analysis. The quantities of operations, environmental restoration, and decontamination and

decommissioning waste fluctuate from year to year, as shown in the forecast, because of the assumptions

made about the types of operations; environmental restoration, and decontamination and

decommissioning performed and the amount of waste generated in a given year. Detailed plans for these

three SRS programs are not known for the entire 30-year period, so estimates of waste generation
,

become less reliable beyond the 5-to- 10-year planning window,

2.1.3.2 ~g

TE I Thesecondcomponentofthe expectedwasteforecast isthe3O-yearforecastforwastege"eratedby

decontamination and decommissioning. The Thiry Year Decontamination and Decommissioning Waste

Generation Forecastfor Facilities at SRS (WSRC 1994b) was derived from a detailed 5-year forecast of

53 typical SRS facilities scheduled to be decontaminated and decommissioned during the next 5 years

(1995 through 1999). The 30-year estimate is an uncertain projection of the 5-year forecast; it estimates

the wastes for 658 SRS facilities that are assumed to be scheduled and funded for decontamination and

decommissioning during the period covered in this EIS,

TE I DOEwoulddecontaminate anddecommissio" facilitiesas"ecessa~ too"eofthefollowi"gcleanup

statuses: greenfield, foundation, gutting, or removal, To estimate volumes of waste that would be

generated during decontamination and decommissioning, the average waste volume generated per

facility was estimated. Tbe volume does not include the sanitary waste that would be generated. Tbe

waste volume estimates are based on information extrapolated from the estimates for the first 53

facilities scheduled for decontamination and decommissioning, The range and distribution of sizes of the

first 53 facilities were considered to be a reasonable basis for estimating the average size of the

remaining 605 facilities. The methods that will be used to decontaminate and decommission facilities to

a particular cleanup status at SRS are described in the following paragraphs.

“Greenfield refers to the removal of tbe facility, its foundation, and contaminated soil under the

foundation. It is estimated that on average 0.6 meter (2 feet) of soil would be removed from beneath a

building’s foundation. For purposes of the forecast, it was estimated that 15 percent of the removed soil

would be contaminated and be transported to a treatment, storage, and disposal facility. The remaining

soil would be used as backfill. If more than 15 percent of the soil were’contaminated, then remediation

‘E I wo”ldbeconducted atthefacility(in place treatment). Thetotalwastevoiume generated by
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decontaminating and decommissioning an average facility to a greenfield state is estimated to be 1,434

cubic meters (50,600 cubic feet).

“Foundation” refers to tbe removal of the building to its foundation. Tbe foundation and soil would

remain in place. The total waste volume generated by decontaminating and decommissioning an average

facility to its foundation is estimatedtobe717 cubic meters (25,300 cubic feet), 50 percent of the

greenfield waste volume.

“Gutting” refers to the removal of materials, equipment, ductwork, and process tanks from the building,

and decontaminating the remaining structure. The building could be used for other purposes, such as

storage. The total waste volume generated by gutting an average building is estimated to be 179 cubic

meters (6,300 cubic feet), 13 percent of the greenfield waste volume.

“Removal” is the elimination of the major sources of contamination (either hazardous or radioactive)

such as process equipment or storage tanks that contain product or waste, and decontaminating the

remainder of the facility to levels that require only minimum monitoring and maintenance. The total

waste volume generated by removal from an average building is estimated to be 90 cubic meters

(3,200 cubic feet), 6 percent of the greenfield waste volume.

High-level waste tanks without adequate secondary containment would be stabilized in place.

Associated equipment and buildings would be removed. The canyon and reactor buildings would be

cleaned, but the buildings would remain in place. The decontamination and decommissioning forecast

does not ensure that the volume of wastes will be reduced by volume reduction activities, compaction,

treatment, or recycling (i.e., operations activities prior to decontamination and decommissioning). A

total of658 facilities are scheduled to be decontaminated and decommissioned during the next 30 years,

pending available funding, The assumptions regarding the level of decontamination and

decommissioning required are presented in Table 2-5.

Table 2-5. Decontamination and decommissioning of facilities during the analysis period resulting in
the expected waste forecast (1995 through 2024).

1995 through 1999 2000 through 2024

Inside central area Outside central area

53 to foundation 182 gutted 423 to foundation

Source: WSRC (1994a).
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The total quantity of waste forecast from decontamination and decommissioning under the expected

waste forecast during the next 30 years is estimated to be 2.41x 105 cubic meters (S,51x 106 cubic feet).

The percentage of each waste type that contributes to the total decontamination and decommissioning

forecast is depicted graphically in Figure 2-3. Based on the forecast assumptions, low-level and mixed

wastes would dominate the decontamination and decommissioning forecast for the expected waste

forecast.

Figure 2-4 charts the changes in decontamination and decommissioning waste estimates during the

30-year period of analysis. The forecast waste volume would initially be small (1995 through 1999) due

to the number of facilities addressed (i.e., 532), and would then increase and remain constant during the

years 2000 through 2024 as the remaining 605 facilities are decontaminated and decommissioned. The

quantities of decontamination and decommissioning waste fluctuate from year to year in the forecast

because of the assumptions made about the number and types of facilities that would be decontaminated

and decommissioned in a given year. Liquid high-level waste would not be generated during

decontamination and decommissioning.

2.1.3.3 Environmental Restoration

The third component of the expected waste forecast is the 30-year estimate for waste generated by

environmental restoration. The estimate for enviromnental restoration was derived from estimates for

units (i.e., facilities, spills, miscellaneous) that would undergo restoration during the next 9 years (1995

through 2003). The 9-year waste estimate was averaged over the units undergoing restoration during this

period to create an average volume of restoration waste of 3,292 cubic meters (1.16x 105 cubic feet) per

unit, This value was extrapolated to estimate the annual waste volume from environmental restoration

for each year. The estimated volume for remediation of each area contaminated by spills would be

10 cubic lneters (350 cubic feet) per spill unit. Of the 432 units identified in Appendix G of this EIS,

two-thirds are assumed to have no radioactive contamination, and one-third are assumed to be

radioactively contaminated. Assumptions were made about the types of waste that would be generated

depending on whether a facility was assumed to have or lack radioactive contaminants (i.e., the

percentage that would be low-level, mixed, hazardous, or transuranic waste). Large tracts of land that

require environmental restoration, such as the Mixed Waste Management Facility in E-Area, would have

their wastes treated in place without removal from the waste site, or the units would be capped. The

distribution of environmental restoration waste into treatability groups was based on tie assessment in

the Thirty-Year Solid Waste Generation Forecast by Treatability Group (WSRC 1994c).

I TE
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TE I The expected waste vohrmes resulting from environmental restoration activities (Table 2-6) were

developed based on the assumptions regarding the various types of units listed in the SRS Federal

FaciliW Agreement (and presented in Appendix G of this EIS).

TE I Table 2-6. Assumptions from the SRS Federal Facility Agreement that were used to develop forecasts
of environmental restoration activities resulting in the expected waste forecast.

AppendixesG.1 and G.2 AppendixG.3 (non-spills) AppendixG.3 (spills)

Inside central Outside central Insidecentral Outsidecentral
poflion of SRS portion of SRS poflionof SRS portion of SRS

7 of 36 units 93 of 93 units No units would 43 of 143 units 67 of 134 spill units would have
would have would have have wastes would have wastes removed
wastes wastes removed wastes (50 percent)
removed removed removed

(I9 percent) (100 percent) (30 percent)

Source: WSRC(1994a),

TE I Thetotalquanti& ofwastethatwould beproducedbyenvironmentalrestorationundertheexpected

waste forecast is estimated to be 4.71x 105 cubic meters (1.66x107 cubic feet). The contribution of each

waste type to the total waste is depicted in Figure 2-3, Based on the forecast assumptions, environmental

restoration waste would be dominated by hazardous waste.

Figure 2-4 charts the changes in environmental restoration waste during the 30-year period of analysis.

The quantities of this waste fluctuate from year to year because of assumptions about environmental

restoration activities in a given year. The forecast has four major volume peaks that can be attributed to

TE \ afewSRSunitsgeneratirrg largevol”mesofwaste. These units irrclude: SilvertmrRoadi” 1998the

Metal Burning Rubble Pit in 1999, the D-Area Ash Basin and K-Area Sludge Land Application in 2001,

and the Par Pond Sludge Application and Par Pond Groundwater Operable Unit in 2003. Liquid

high-level wastes would not be generated by environmental restoration,

2.1.4 MINIMUM WASTE FORECAST

TE I 2.1.4.1 S~

DOE made assumptions regarding projected waste volumes to create a potential minimum forecast for

analysis. There are limited changes intheassumed operating status of SRS facilities for this minimum

waste forecast. Minimum Processing, maintenance, andupgrades would beusedto maintain thesafe~

of the liquid high-level waste tank famr facilities, Other assumptions for the minimum waste forecast are

the same as for the expected waste forecast.
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The minimum forecast assumes that small quantities of additional low-level waste (less than 4 percent of

the low-level waste volume) would continue to be received at SRS from other DOE facilities and Naval

Reactors Program sites.

Variation be~een the expected forecast and the minimum forecast for operations would occur because

of presumed changes in requirements for handling wastes generated from environmental restoration

activities (investigation-derived wastes). Theminimum forecast assumes tiatonly 5percentoftie waste

(i.e., sOiIand mud) generated by routine environmental restoration activities would need to be managed

as ha2ardous waste (versus an estimate of slightly less than 20 percent for the expected waste forecast).

It was also assumed that purge water from well sampling would be treated as hazardous waste only if its

contamination was greater than 10times theapplicable maximum contaminant limits as established by

the Safe Drinking Water Act.

The total quantity of the waste from operations under the minimum waste forecast is approximately

5.06x105 cubic meters (l.79x107 cubic feet), Thepercentage thateach waste typecontributes tothe I ‘c
total operations, environmental restoration, and decontamination and decommissioning minimum waste

forecast isshown in Figure 2-5. Therelative percentages of thewaste ~pesdonot change substmtially

betieen theexpected andlninimum waste forecasts foroperations waste. Figure 2-6charts the

estimated changes in the operations, environmental restoration, and decontamination and

decommissioning minimum forecast during the 3O-yearperiod of analysis,

2.1.4.2 Decontamination and Decommissioning

A total of 658 facilities are scheduled to be decontaminated and decommissioned during tie 30-year

analysis period, pending available funding. Theassumptions regarding thestate ofdecontamination and

decommissioning required under the minimum waste forecast are presented in Table 2-7, I ‘rE

Table 2-7. Decontamination anddecommissioning of facilities during theanalysis period resulting in
the minimum waste forecast (1995 through 2024).

1995 through 1999 2000 through 2024

Inside central area Outside central area

53 to foundation 182 by removal 338 gutted
85 to foundation

TE

Source: WSRC(1994a).
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Figure 2-5. The 30-yea minimum waste forecast by SRS activity,
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The total waste volume during the next 30 years from decontamination and decommissioning under the

TC minimum waste forecast is expected to be 1.06x105 cubic meters (3.74x106 cubic feet), less than half the

volume of wastes generated by decontamination and decommissioning in the expected waste forecast.

The contribution of each waste type to the total decontamination and decommissioning estimate is

depicted in Figure 2-5. For decontamination and decommissioning, the relative percentages of the }vaste

TC I types arenotsubstantially differentbetween theexpectedandminimum waste forecasts, Figure 2-6

charts the estimated changes in the decontamination and decommissioning waste during the 30-year

period of analysis.

2.1.4.3 ~

The minimum estimate of wastes resulting from environmental restoration activities (Table 2-8) were

developed based on the assumptions regarding the various types of units listed in the SRS Federal

Facility Agreement (and presented in Appendix G of this EIS).

TE
I

Table 2-8. Assumptions from the SRS Federal Facility Agreement that were used to develop forecasts
of environmental restoration activities resulting in the minimum waste forecast.

AppendixesG.I and G.2 AppendixG.3 (non-spills) Appendix G.3 (spills)

Inside central Outside central Inside central Outside central
pm’tion of SRS pmtion of SRS pmtion of SRS pcationof SRS

No units would 23 of 93 units No units would 3 of 143 units 40 of 134 spill units would have
have wastes would have have wastes would have wastes removed (30 percent)
removed wastes removed wastes

removed removed

(25 percent) (2 percent)

Source: WSRC (1994a),

The minimum forecast for environmental restoration during the next 30 years predicts 2.21x105 cubic

meters (7.8x 106 cubic feet) of waste, roughly half the volume of environmental restoration waste in the

expected case. The contribution of each waste type to the total forecast is shown in Figure 2-5, For

environmental restoration, the relative percentages of the waste types dn not change substantially

‘E / between theexpectedandminimum waste forecasts, Figure 2-6chartstheestimatedchangesi”

environmental restoration waste during the 30-year period of analysis,
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2.1.5 MAXIMUM WASTE FOMCAST

2.1.5.1 SRS Op erations and Of fsite Waste Receints

The maximum waste forecast assumes that SRS would be required to manage additional waste due to: I l-E

(1) changes in the SRS mission or additional nuclear materials processing that would increase the

anticipated generation of waste, and (2) a small increase in the receipt of wastes from other DOE TE
facilities, Seven major SRS facilities would continue to operate until 2013 (Table 2-4) and would

continue to generate job-control waste. The wastes that DOE assumes it will receive in this forecast are

identified in alternatives being considered in other EISS, Sources of increased wastes volumes are: I TE

o Aluminum-clad spent nuclear fuel would come to SRS for processing in accordance with the DOE

Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory TE

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs EIS.

● Plutonium and tritium would come to SRS for recycling between 199S and 200S in accordance

with DOE’s plan to continue to operate the Pantex Plant as described in the Continued Operation

oj the Pantex Plant and Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components EIS.

. An additional 6,440 cubic meters (2.27x 105 cubic feet) of Io}v-level, 1,5 cubic meters (53 cubic

feet) of mixed, and 9 cubic meters (320 cubic feet) of hazardous wastes would be generated at

SRS from new or expanded DOE operations annually beginning in 2005 and continuing beyond

the 30-year analysis period in accordance with the tritium supply and recycling alternatives under

the programmatic El S on reconfiguration of the nuclear weapons complex (now being considered

in a separate tritium supply and recycling programmatic EIS), The forecast did not include spent

nuclear fuel (approximately 23 cubic meters per year) or liquid low-level wastes (5 million

gallons per year) associated with the operation of a potential tritium supply at SRS.

TC

. Other wastes from elsewhere in the DOE complex as proposed in the working draft analyses of

the Waste Management Programmatic EIS. I TE

. Low-level waste received from the Naval Reactors Program was assumed to double due to the I TE

closure of the Bamwell commercial low-level radioactive waste disposal faci Iity,

. Mixed waste from other DOE sites proposed for treatment at SRS in the SRS Proposed Site TC
Treatment Plan.
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It is anticipated that additional trmrsuranic waste containing appreciable quantities of pIutonium-238

would come to SRS. SRS was the primary producer of plutonium-238. The maximum forecast assumes

the receipt of 127 cubic meters (4,490 cubic feet) per year of mixed plutonium-238 waste from other

DOE operations over the 30-year period.

The maximum waste forecast assumes that additional low-level waste (approximately 30 percent of the

low-level waste volume) would be received at SRS from other DOE facilities and nuclear naval

operations. SRS would also receive limited quantities of mixed waste from other DOE facilities and

Naval Reactors Program sites in accordance with the site treatment plan and other evaluations

(approximately 3 percent of the mixed waste volume).

Another variation between the expected and maximum waste forecasts for operations is the result of

presumed changes in requirements for handling wastes generated by environmental restoration

(i.e., investigation-derived wastes). The maximum waste forecast assumes that all waste (i.e., soils and

mud) generated by restoration activities would be handled as hazardous waste [versus estimates of less

than 20 percent in the expected waste forecast (and 5 percent in the minimum waste forecast)]. Purge

water from groundwater monitoring wells would be managed as hazardous waste.

The total quantity of waste from operations in this forecast during the next 30 years is estimated to be

1.43x106 cubic meters (5.05 x107 cubic feet), roughly twice the volume in the expected forecast. The

percentage of each waste type that contributes to the total operations forecast is shown in Figure 2-7.

The relative percentage of high-level waste decreases and low-level waste increases substantially

between the expected and maximum forecasts, Figure 2-8 charts the estimated changes in operations

waste during the 30-year period of analysis.

2.1.5.2 D~g Decom issionin

All 423 facilities outside the central portion of SRS scheduled for decontamination and decommissioning

between 2000 and 2024 would be cleaned up to greentield status (compared to foundation status in the

expected waste forecast). Facilities within the central portion of SRS would be taken to their foundations

(compared to gutted in the expected waste forecast).

A total of 658 facilities are scheduled to be decontaminated and decommissioned during the 30-year

analysis period, pending available funding, The assumptions regarding the level of decontamination and

decommissioning required under the maximum waste forecast are presented in Table 2-9.
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Figure 2-7. The 30-year maximum waste forecast by SRS activity.
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Table 2.9. Decontamination and decommissioning level of facilities during the analysis period resulting ~C
in the maximum waste forecast (1995 through 2024).

1995 through 1999 2000 through 2024

Inside central area Outside central area

53 to foundation 182 to foundation 423 to greenfield
I

TC
I

Source: WSRC (1994a).
I

The total quantity of waste generated by decontamination and decommissioning during the next 30 years

in the maximum waste forecast is estimated to be about 5,24x 105 cubic meters (1.85x 107 cubic feet),

more than twice the volume in the expected waste forecast. The contribution of each waste type to the
TC

total forecast is depicted in Figure 2-7. The relative percentages of the waste types do not change

substmstially between the expected and maximum waste forecasts. Figure 2-8 charts the estimated I TC

changes in the decontamination and decommissioning waste during the 30-year period of analysis,

2.1.5.3 E nviron mental Restoration

The maximum estimate of waste volumes from environmental restoration (Table 2- 10) was based on the

assumptions regarding the various ~pes of units listed in the SRS Federal Facility Agreement (and

presented in Appendix G of this EIS),

Table 2-10. Assumptions from the SRS Federal Facility Agreement that were used to develop forecasts
of environmental restoration activities resuIting in the maximum waste forecast,

AppendixesG,1 and G.2 Appendix G.3 (Non-spills) Appendix G.3 (Spills)

Inside central Outside central Inside central Outside central
portion of SRS pofiion of SRS pmtion of SRS portion of SRS

36 of 36 units 93 of 93 units No units would 101 of 143 134 of 134 spill units would have
would have would have have wastes units would wastes removed
wastes wastes removed have wastes (100 percent)
removed removed removed

(100 percent) (100 percent) (71 percent)

TE

Source: WSRC (1994a).

In the central portion of SRS, 20 percent of the Burial Ground Complex in E-Area and 5 percent of the

Mixed Waste Management Facility in E-Area would be removed for treatment and disposal. The

remainder of the wastes at each of these facilities would be treated in place. As a result of the more

intensive forms of environmental remediation (e.g., removal of previously disposed waste), the amount

of each waste type would be greater than in the expected waste forecast. \ TE
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TE I Thetotalquantity ofwastefromellvirolmelltalrestorationiltlemaximumwasteforecastduringthe

next 30 years is estimated to be 1.65x106 cabic meters (5.83x107 cubic feet), roughly three and one-half

TE I timesthevolumeoftheenvironnentalrestorationwasteitheexpectedwasteforecast. The percentage

of each waste type that contributes to the environmental restoration forecast is depicted graphically in

Figure 2-7. The relative percentages of tmnsuranic and mixed wastes increase and hazardous waste

TEld ecreases substantially between the expected and maximum waste forecasts. Large volumes of

transuranic and mixed waste result from the removal of previousl y disposed waste in the Burial Ground

Complex and Mixed Waste Management Facility dnring the years 2000 through 2005. The large volume

TC ( ofwasteisinadditiontotlewastefrontloseunitspreviouslydiscussedintheexpectedwasteforecast.

Figure 2-8 charts the estimated changes in the environmental restoration waste during the 30-year period

of analysis,
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This section describes how each waste would be handled under the no-action alternative. For this EIS,

the no-action alternative is defined as the continuation of current practices and includes the need to

construct additional storage and disposal facilities to manage additional wastes, as has been done in the

past,

Section 2,2,1 discusses the current waste minimization program at SRS and its goal of reducing the

amounts of waste generated. Waste reduction is an essential aspect of the no-action alternative. The

waste minimization program reduces the amounts of liquid high-level radioactive, low-level radioactive,

hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes and would be applied under each alternative, including the no-

action alternative, Sections 2,2.2 through 2.2,6 each describe a specific type of waste and how that waste

is handled under the no-action alternative. Section 2.2,7 presents a summary of the treatment, storage,

and disposal options applied to each waste type under the no-action alternative. See Acronyms, TE

Abbreviations, Use of Scientific Notation, and Explanation of Number Conversions for a discussion of

how numbers were treated.

2.2.1 POLLUTION PREVENTION/WASTE MINIMIZATION

2.2.1.1 Introduction

The pollution prevention program at SRS began as isolated efforts to reduce waste, In 1985, DOE

developed a hazardnus waste minimization plan (Roberts 1985) in response to the Hazardous and Solid I TE

Waste Amendments of 1984 (P.L. 98-616). A sitewide approach to waste minimization for each waste

type began in 1990 with the development of the Savarrrrah River Site Waste Minimization Plan. This

more comprehensive approach was required by DOE Order 5400.1, “General Environmental Protection

Program.”

Since 1990, DOE expanded the waste minimization program with a dedicated management group and

annual funding of approximately $1 million. The waste minimization program is part of SRS’Spollution

prevention program under the Department of Ener~, Savannah River Site Waste Minimization and

Pollution Prevention Awareness Plan, FY 1995 (WSRC 1994e).

Waste reduction is achieved through (1) source reduction or (2) recyclitlg. Source reduction decreases or

eliminates wastes before their generation and inchldes recycling lvithin a process, material substitution,

process modification, administrative controls, and good holjsekeeping practices. Recycling is the use,
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reuse (return of a material to a process as input), or reclamation (recovery of a useful or valuable

material) ofa material. Waste minimization activities arepati ofpollution prevention, which also

includes energy conservation, source reduction and recycling of wastewater, and source reduction of air

emissions.

2.2.1.2 Annrral Reductions inthe Generation of Waste

Since 1990, DOEhasmade substantial progress toward reducing wastes generated at SRS. The amounts

ofalltypes ofwaste havedecreasedsince 1991, with thegreatest percentage reductions inh=ardousmd

mixed wastes. Reductions inhazardous andmixed wastes were accomplished mainly by material

substitution. Forexample, hazardous solvents used fordegreasing have been replaced by nonhazardous

ones. Table 2-llpresents theamounts ofeachwaste @degenerated inl99Othroughl993.

TE I Tab1e2-11. Wastegeneratedfrom ,990thro”gh 1993 (cubicmeters).ab

Waste type 1990C 1991C 1992 1993

High-level 2,400 3,200 1,680 1,560

Low-level 25,480 22,090 12,500 14,200d

Hazardous 170 90 100 70

Mixed NAe 33 20 4

Transuranic 760 660 570 390

a. Source: Boyter (1994a).
b. Toconvert tocubic feet, multiply by35.31.
c. Based on quarterly averages.
d. The1993increase intl]eatnount oflow-level waste isatiributed toenvironmental restoration

activities. However, even tllougll tllealnount oflow-level waste illcreased, approximately
1,200 cubic meters (42,400 cubic feet) more waste would have been generated if waste minimization

TE I activities had not been implemented (Boyter 1994b).
e. NA=not available.

2.2.1.3 W S~ als

Thecurrent goals forwaste minimization arepresented in Table 2-l2. Thegoals arereviewed at least

annually forappropriateness to SRS’swastes, Progress istracked and repotted quarterly.

A goal for the low-level waste m inimization efforts for 1994 kvasto avoid generating at least 1,870 cubic

meters (66,000 cubic feet) of waste, By August 1994, SRShadachieved 50percent ofthis goal,
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eliminating approximately 935 cubic meters (33,000 cubic feet) of low-level waste generation (Stone

1994a).

Table 2-12. Waste minimization goals.a

Implement waste minimization activitiesto avoid generating at least I ‘E
1,870 cubic meters (66,000 cubic feet) of low-level waste by
December 31, 1994.

Reduce generation of high-level, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic
wastes by 10percent of fiscal year 1994 totals by September 30,
1995.

Reduce total releases of toxic chemicals and offsite transfers for
treatment and disposal by 50 percent (based on the first year the

chemical wasrepofied ona TRIReportb) by December 31, 1999.

Reduce the volume of newly generated low-level, hazardous, mixed,
and transuranic waste (excluding decontamination and
decommissioning and environmental restoration waste) by
50 percent by December 31, 1999.

a. Source: WSRC(1994e).
b. TM Repoti= Toxic Release Invento~Repofi required bythe Emergency Planning and Communi~

Right-to-Know Act.

2.2.1.4 Waste M inimization Practices and Initiatives

Major sourw reduction and recycling practices and initiatives are briefly discussed below and are

summarized in Table 2-13.

2.2.1.4.1 Source Reduction

Radioloz ical Controls

SRS currently has more than 0.4 square kilometer ( 100 acres) of radiological materials areas within

which waste isroutinely categorized as low-level waste. DOEwasable toreduce thesizeof such areas

andthereby reduce thevolume oflow-level waste. lnaddition, SRSisimplementing, onatrial basis,

new waste segregation methods that could further reduce the amount of waste classified as low-level

because it was generated in a radiological materials area.

SRS has implemented new radiological control procedures that eliminate some protective clothing

reqrsirements inradiological materials areas. In 1993, radiological controls kept approximately

540 cubic meters (19, 100 cubic feet) of low-level waste from being generated as a result of changes in
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Table 2-13. Waste minimization activities under the no-action alternative.a
Annual

minimization
Minimization activity Waste amountb,c

Implementing new radiological controls (reducing size of Low-level waste 540

radiologicalmaterials areas, eliminatingprotectiveclothing
requirements,using new waste segregation control protocols)

Using prefabricatedradiologicalcontrol structures Low-levelwaste

Substituting for hazardous materials Hazardous and mixed waste

Offering excess chemicals for reuse Hazardous waste

Modifying process and procedures at F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Low-level waste

Facilityh

Modifying process at M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facilityh Mixed waste

Reusing lead shielding Mixed waste

TC
I

Recycling cadmium-plated filter frames Mixed waste

Replacing wooden pallets with reusable steel pallets Low-level waste

Maximizing waste burial container volume Low-level waste

Using metal waste as burial containers Low-level waste

Using “suspect” snils for backfill Low-level waste

Recycling spent photographic fixative Hazardous waste

Recycling scrap lead Hazardous waste

Recycling refrigerant chlorofluorocarbons Hazardous waste

Recycling solvents Hazardous waste

TE
I

Recycling lead-acid batteries Hazardous waste

Decontaminating tools and equipment Low-1evel and mixed waste

TE
I

Recycling contaminated steel equipment Low-level waste

TE I a. Sources: WSRC (1994 e); Hess (1995a).
b. Amount given in cubic meters; to convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.
c. Amount given is based on historical waste forecast records, unless otherwise indicated.
d. Proiected annual waste reduction amount.

ssod

~~e

5.69x 104f,g

NAi

34

NA

1ook

370d

NA

415

NA

2

2.72xlo4f

NA

4

2,6701

NA

6.551m

e. Wa~te reduction from 1992 to 1993, which was due primarily to material substitution. Waste reduction amount
exclusively attributable to material substitution not available.

f. Amount given in kilograms; to converi to pounds, multiply by 2.2.
g. Waste minimization amount since 1992.
h. Example of a process improvement.
i. NA = not available,
j. Reduction over a 2.year period.
k. One-time recycling activity.

TC 1. Number of batteries recycled,
m. Amount to be recycled over a 3-year period.
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protective clothing requirements and the implementation of these controls (WSRC 1994e). These control

procedures include the use of prefabricated radiological containment huts and windbreaks that can be

checked for contamination and reused if not contaminated, Prefabricated glove bags were also

introduced to eliminate the use and subsequent disposal of special protective clothing. Use of these

prefabricated radiological control devices is estinrated to reduce low-level waste generation by up to

850 cubic meters (30,000 cubic feet) per year (WSRC 1994e),

Mate rial Substitution and Chemical Product Management

Since 1990, SRS has implemented programs to reduce the use of products that generate har,ardous or

mixed waste by substituting those that do not contain hazardous components and therefore would not

produce a hazardous or mixed waste, These substitutions have decreased the amounts of hazardous and

mixed waste. Under the new chemical management program, SRS has centralized efforts to find

substitutes for products containing hazardous ingredients and to ensure that those substitutes are

purchased whenever possible (Stone 1994b). For example, DOE substituted tbe nonhazardous Engine

Clean for the hazardous organic solvent Engine Brite previously used to clean machine engines; the

nonhazardous Safetap fluid for the Rapid Tap cutting fluid that was up to two-thirds trichloroethylene;

and the nonhazardous Decon-Ahol for a xylene-based organic solvent called Magrraj7m SKC-HF

Spotcheck, used for cleaning welds during metal fabrication work.

SRS’Scentralized chejn ical management uses comlnodit y management. The intent is to use procurement

controls to minimize the amomlt and toxicity of chemicals entering SRS and to minimize the amount of

chemicals disposed of as waste by marketing excess chemicals both onsite and offsite (Stone 1994b).

Before chemicals are purchased, procurement requests are reviewed by the Chemical Commodity

Management Center, excess chemical inventories are checked for the chemicals, and less toxic material

substitutions are evaluated.

Chemicals that are no longer needed by the organization that purchased them are designated as excess.

Once a chemical is designated as excess, an alternate onsite user is sought. If no onsite user is identified,

offsite users are sought. Offsite users are solicited by procurement and through government and school

donation programs. Since 1992, the excess chemical program has reduced the amount of hazardous

waste disposed of by SRS by approximately 56,900 kilograms (1.25x105 pounds) (Larkin 1994; Tuthill

1994; Hess 1994b).

I TC

SRS sells used lead-acid batteries to a vendor for recycling. Approximately 1,600 (in 1992), 2,670 (in

1993) (Boyter 1994a), and 550 (through June 1994) (Stone 1994c) batteries have been sold to recyclers,
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Nlscellaneous Process Imrrr ovements

Numerous process improvements have been implemented to reduce waste generation. Process

improvements are suggested by employees, imported from other DOE sites, mrd produced by in-depth

studies of processes to evaluate minimization opportunities. Two examples of recent process

improvements are:

. Moditicatiolls to process piping and procedures at the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility now

allow for backflushing of large carbon filter beds. This process improvement at least doubles the

life of the filter, reducing the amount of low-level waste generated by the facility (Stone 1994b).

. Disposable filter paper take-up rolls used at the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility were

replaced with reusable, cleanable filter belts. As a result of this process improvement, 33 cubic

meters (1,200 cubic feet) less mixed waste will be generated by the facility over a 2-year period

(Stone 1994b).

In-Process Recvclinp

SRS continues to reuse witbin its radioactive processes lead shielding that has been contaminated,

provided that it is below a certain level of radioactivity. If the shielding is no longer needed in a

particular location, it is surveyed for contamination and, if the levels are low enough the lead is

reinstalled where needed within tbe process. Lead that is too contaminated to reuse is considered mixed

waste and managed accordingly.

Wte rial and Wa ste Packaging Imnrovement$

To minimize the amount of waste needing disposal, SRS has reduced material rmdwaste packaging.

Materials and equipment are unpacked before entering radiological materials areas so the packaging does

not have to be treated as low-level waste. Wooden pallets are being replaced with steel pallets that cm

be surveyed with more confidence and decontaminated if necessary. Replacing the wooden pallets will

result in a low-level waste savings of approximately 370 cubic meters (13,100 cubic feet) in 1994 (Stone

1994b).

Improvements in waste packaging have been implemented to maximize use of disposal containers and

save space in disposal facilities. Some low-level waste destined for disposal containers is no longer first

packaged in cardboard boxes. Elimination of the cardboard boxes increases the amount of waste that can
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be packed in each container (Stone 1994b), DOE converted low-level metal materials such as piping into

burial containers, Reuse of these metal wastes as burial containers saved approximately 415 cubic

meters (14,700 cubic feet) of disposal space in 1993 (Stone 1994b).

In addition to packaging improvenrents, SRS implemented a program to use soil that is suspected of

being contaminated (called “suspect soil”), rather than fresh soil, in waste disposal. Soil that has been

removed from a site because of radiological contamination is suweyed for radionucl ides and sorted as

radioactively contaminated or suspect. Instead of disposing of the suspect soil, SRS uses it as the

backfill for the engineered low-level waste trenches where the contaminated soil and other low-level

radioactive waste is disposed of (Stone 1994b). [m

2.2.1.4.2 Recycling

SRS reclaims some hazardous wastes onsite, including spent photographic fixative, scrap lead,

refrigerant chlorofluorocarbons (Freon@), and paint solvents.

Spen t Photograrrhic Fixative

Silver is reclaimed from spent photographic fixative generated by SRS’Ssilk screening and x-ray

operations. The silver recovery unit is described in Appendix B.24, Approxilrrately 2 cubic meters

(70 cubic feet) and 2.5 cubic meters (88 cubic feet) (Stone 1994c) of spent photographic fixative was

recycled in 1993 and through June 1994, respectively. The unit’s cartridge filters captore the silver, and

the remaining nonhazardous solution is sent to an SRS sanitary treatment facility (Harvey 1994a). When

a cartridge filter is fdled, it is sent to the U.S. Department of Defense for recovery of the silver.

SC aD Lr ead

Scrap lead that is not contaminated with radioactivity is recycled at SRS by melting the lead and

fabricating it into a useful form, Approximately 9,980 kilograms (22,000 pounds), 27,200 kilograms /m

(60,000 pounds) (Boyter 1994a), and 16,100 kilograms (35,500 pounds) (Stone 1994c) of lead were

recycled in 1992, 1993, and through June 1994, respectively. The residue from the lead melting process,

a hazardous waste, averages 2,450 kilograms (5,400 pounds) per year (Harvey 1994a).
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Hrant Chlorofluorocarbons (Freon@)

Portable recovery units are used at SRS to recycle chlorofluorocarbons used in refrigeration and air

conditioning units. Theunits areclosed-loop systems thatallow recovery andreuse of the existing

refrigerant without escape to the atmosphere.

Appendix B,24.

~

Information on these recycling units is provided in

Spent paint solvents from construction operations are distilled in five distillation units at SRS (described

in Appendix B.24). Approximately 2cubicmeters (71 cubic feet), 4cubicmeters (140 cubic feet)

(Boyter 1994a), and 1 cubic meter (35 cubic feet) (Stone 1994c) of spent paint solvents were recycled in

1992, 1993, andthrougll June 1994, respectively. These amounts represent 100percent of thespentpaint

solvent generated byconstruction operations. Since 1993, thedistillation units haveyielded

approximately 4 cubic meters (140 cubic feet) of reclaimed solvents (Hnrvey 1994b) for construction

projects. Approximately 22Okilograms (48Opounds) ofresidue indisposed ofashazardous waste per

year(Harvey 1994a), Inaddition topaint solvents, SRSalso plans todistill clllorofluorocarbons usedas

solvents.

Rad ioactivelv Con taminaterl Tools and Eauipment

SRS minimizes disposal of radioactively contaminated tools and equipment by collecting them for

decontamination andsubsequent reuse. Tools arecollected andsent toastaging meain C-Area for

segregation, Contaminated tools aredecontaminated at facilities located in C-or N-Areas. In N-Area, a

vacuum stripping process, which is similar to a recycling sandblaster, uses aluminum oxide as the grit.

SRS plans to implement carbon dioxide blasting, which is less erosive than vacuum stripping but highly

effective, asthelnain decontamination technology beginning in 1995. Carbon dioxide blasting has no

secondaW wastes; only thecontaminants tlIelnselves arelefi for disposal, Inaddition, beginning in 1995

a Kelly Decon Machine@, using superheated steam, will clean larger, more intricate equipment (Miller

1994). More information ondecontamination technology ispresented in Appendix B.24.

~~

Recycling opportunities exist for the large amount of scrap metal generated by the decommissioning of

equipment. Tllebefleficial reuse prograln demonstrates theviability of thedecontamination ofmetalst0

levels where they can be smelted and fabricated into waste containers.
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demonstration with private firms. Tllisdelnonstratioll would conveti approxilnately 54metric tons

(60shofitons) ofradioactive scrap metal towaste containers overa3-yearperiod (Hess l994b). Ifitis Im

successful, it could lead to the recycling of large amounts of radioactive scrap metal into waste

containers, eliminating the Ileed to dispose of the contaminated metal as low-level waste and the need to

obtain anequivalel~t number ofnewwaste containers (Boefiillger l994a). Approximately 6,600 cubic.

meters (2,33x 105 cubic feet) of low-level waste in the form of 68 scrap heat exchangers would be

convetied towaste containers and beneficially reused (Boetiinger 1994b). Other types of contaminated

scrap stainless steel would also be available for conversion.

mmi.m-Plate d Filter Frames

I
DOE will recycle approximately 100 cubic meters of cadmium-plated high efficiency particulate air filter

I
frames using anoffsitevendor. Tllevetldor will remove the filter media from the frames priorto

processing the remaining metal. Filter media that are removed will be returned to SRS for disposal as

low-level radioactive waste. This wi II be a one-time recycling activity because all of the cadmium-

plated filters have been removed from service and replaced by nonhazardous stainless steel framed filters

(WSRC 1995; Blankeahom 199S),

2.2.2 HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

The no-action alternative for 1iquid high-level waste would coutinue current management practices,

Figure 2-9 shows the management practices for high-level waste from receipt and storage of liquid high-

Ievel waste in tanks to preparation and processing into forms suitable for final disposal. As cumently

planned, liquid high-level waste would be removed from the storage tanks and processed through the

Defense Waste Processing Facility into borosilicate glass sealed in stainless steel containers. The major

components of th is plan have been analyzed separately in the Final Supplemental EnvironmerrtaI Irrrpact

Statement Defense Wa$teProcessing FaciIi@. The remaining components of the plan, including storage,

evaporation, wastewater treatment, and waste removal operatiol]s are considered in this EIS.

TC
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Specific management practices for liquid high-level waste included under the no-action alternative are

listed below,

. Continue receiving and storing liquid high-level waste in the F- and H-Area tank farrna.

. Remove from service tank systems and components that do not have complete secondary

containment.

. Continue operating existing evaporators.

● Continue removing waste from tanks and preparing it for treatment in the Defense Waste

Processing Facility.

. Continue operating the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility,

In addition, under the no-action alternative, DOE would:

. Continue to construct and then operate the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator.

. Implement final construction, stafiup testing, and operation of the New Waste Transfer Facility.

2.2.2.1 Continue Receiving and Storin~ of Liquid Hizh-Level Wast e in the F- and H-Area T~ I TE

w

Under the no-action alternative, the tank farms would continue to receive waste from the chemical

separations facilities (F- and H-Canyons), the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel, the Savannah River

Technology Center, the H-Area Maintenance Facility, and reactor areas, Two additional facilities, the

Defense Waste Processing Facility and Extended Sludge Processing, are expected to send recycled

wastewater to the tank farms during the next 30 years.

The tanks currently contain approximately 1.31x105 cubic meters (3 .45x 107 gallons) of high-level waste

and are at more than 90 percent of usable capacity (WSRC 1994b, ~. Approximately 22,000 cubic I TE

meters (5.8 1x106 galIons) of high-level waste would be received in the tank farms during the remaining

years of the high-level waste program, which would continue until 2018. According to current operating

plans and projected funding, by2018 DOE expects that the high-level waste at SRS would have been

processed into borosilicate glass, and the tanks would be empty (Hess 1994c). This forecast assumes the
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expected amount of waste would be generated and that current waste management practices and

stabilization options being considered for existing site inventories of nuclear materials would continue.

Decisions madepursuallt tootller NEPAallalyses could extend tlleperiod ofwaste generation, The

effect of additional waste generated by future progranls would primarily mean an extended period of

waste storage and treatment, not treating larger volumes of waste within the next decade (Hess 1994d).

The no-action alternative assumes that DOE would continue to receive waste from the F- and H-Area

separations facilities, store it in tanks with full secondary containment (Type III) in the tank farms (see

Appendix B. 13), operate the existing evaporators to reduce the volume of waste, complete construction

and begin operation of the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, and build no new tanks.

If the tank farms atld evaporators operate as projected, tank space can be maintained at acceptable levels

(Bignell 1994a). Tllisprojection assumes successful statiup andoperation of In-Tank Precipitation,

Extended Sludge Processing, the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, the New Waste Transfer

Facility, and the Defense Waste Processing Facility, which are IIecessary to process the waste into

borosilicate glass.

Approximately 3.03 x104 cubic meters (8.OX106 gallons) of liquid high-level waste would continue to be

stored in Type I, II, and IV tanks (older tanks with a greater potential for releasing waste into the

envirollmellt) ulltilwaste removal operations were colnplete(BigI]ell 1994b). Additional tank capacity is

resewed asacontingellcy incasescl]eduled suweillances reveal Ieaksin tanks orifa catastrophic failure

were to occur, Sllould asituation arise tllatwarranted it, altertlative storage options, including

constructing new tanks, would also reassessed andsubjected toappropriate NEPA review. A detailed

description of the tank farms is presented in Appendix B.13.

2.2.2.2 Waste Removal

In the Federal Facility Agreement (an agreement between DOE, EPA, and SCDHEC), DOE committed

to removing wastes from older tanks that do not meet secondary containment requirements (Tanks 1

through 24), The high-level waste removal operations described in this EIS would comply with the

proposed plan and schedule provided under the Agreement, Under the no-action alternative, DOE would

continue to remove waste from the older ta!~ksthat have the greatest potential for releases to the

environment. All tanks would be empty by 2018. Under th is alternative, activities would include

removal of waste, water wash i[lg, and transferring tanks to a decontamination and decommissioning

program. Completion of several key activities is necessary before waste removal can begin. These

include putting the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator into operation, restarting and operating
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Extended Sludge Processing, and starting up and operating the New Waste Transfer Facility, In-Tank

Precipitation, and the Defense Waste Processing Facility. A detailed discussion of waste removal

operations as currently plamled is presented under the tank farms facility description in Appendix B. 13,

2.2.2.3 Continue Operating Existinp Hirh-Level Waste Evaporators

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would continue to operate the 2F and 2H evaporators. The prim~

goal of operating the two evaporators would be to reduce the current backlog of waste and ensure that

there would be at least 1.14x104 cubic meters (3.01x106 gallons) of available tank space to receive

recycled wastewater from the Defense Waste Processing Facility when that facility begins operating and

maintain 4,900 cubic meters (1.29x 106 gallons) of available space that is required to be held in reserve

should a tank fail, After the Defense Waste Processing Facility begins operating, the 2F and 2H

evaporators could not process waste fast enough to keep pace with the generation of recycled Defense

Waste Processing Facility wastewater and other new waste. As a result of this shortfall in evaporation

capacity, available space in the tank farms would decrease until the Replacement High-Level Waste

Evaporator begins operating (targeted for May 1999) (WSRC 19949. A detailed discussion of the

existing evaporators is presented in Appendix B, 13,

2.2.2.4 Continue Orreratin~ the F~-Area Effluent Treatment Facility

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would continue to operate the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment

Facility to support high-level waste processing. This facility discharges treated effluents to surface water

in accordance with a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit and transfers concentrated

waste to the Saltstone Manufacturing and Disposal facility for treatment and disposal. Additional

treatment capacity would not be required for the additional wastes from treatment of high-level wastes

over the 3O-yearperiod. Appendix B. 10 describes the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility in detail.

2.2.2.5 co ntinue Co nstructinv and Begin Oneratirrg the Rerrlacement High-Leve] Waste

Evaporator

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would complete construction of and operate the Replacement

High-Level Waste Evaporator. A detailed discussion of the capabilities of the Replacement High-Level

Waste Evaporator is presented in Appendix B.25. Operation of the Replacement High-Level Waste

Evaporator would not be substantial y different than operations of the existing high-level waste

evaporators. The annual quantity of overheads processed and the characteristics of the materials handled

would be similar to those of the existing evaporators.
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Based on the 30-year waste forecast, the Replacement High-Level waste Evaporator or another method

of reclaiming tauk space is needed to support the long-term operation of DOE’s high-level waste

program. Without the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, the tank farm would run out of the

tank space required for the Defense Waste Processing Facility to recycle wastewater within a few years

of its startup (Davis 1994).

2.2.2.6 m letCo p e Construction and Beti n Oneratin~ the New Waste Trans tyfer Facili

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would complete construction of and operate the New Waste

Transfer Facility, which allows trausfers between the H-Area tank farm and the Defense Waste

Processing Facility. Appendix B. 17 presents a detailed description of the facility.

The New Waste Transfer Facility was built to replace an old diversion box and would operate in a

manner similar to existing pump pits and diversion boxes used for waste transfers in the F- and H-Area

tank farms.

2.2.3 LOW-LEVEL WASTE

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would continue management practices for low-level waste that are

in effect now and initiate those in current DOE plans (Figure 2-10). At SRS, low-level waste is

segregated into several categories to facilitate proper management (see Sections 2.1.1 and 2.

Management practices for low-level waste under the no-action alternative are listed below.

.

.

.

.

.

,2).

Contiuue to compact some low-activity waste to redtlce its volume,

Continue to dispose nf low-activity waste in the low-activity waste vaults.

Continue to dispose of suspect soil in the engineered low-level trench until its capacity is reached,

then send suspect soil to shallow land disposal in slit trenches.

Continue to dispose of intermediate-activity waste, both tritiated and nontritiated, in tie

intermediate-level waste vaults.

Continue to store Iollg-lived process water deionizes and other long-lived wastes in the long-

lived waste storage buildi)lg,
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Figure 2-10. Low-level waste management plan for the no-action alternative,
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. Continue to store naval hardware on the storage pads ill E-Area pending completion of the

radiological performance assessment and subsequent shallow land disposal.

‘rE I D0E0rder582O.2A(RadioactiveWasteManagement)establislesperformanceobjectivesforthe

disposal of low-level wastes. A radiological performance assessment is required to ensure that the waste

inventory and the proposed disposal method provide reasonable assurauce that the performance

objectives of DOE Order 5820.2A will be met. The performance objectives list specific dose limits and

protect humau health The performance assessment projects the migration of radionuclides from the

waste to the environment and estimates the resulting dose to people. DOE completed the radiological

performance assessment for the current low-level waste vault design and incorporated tbe results into the

waste acceptance criteria to define maximum radionuclide inventory limits for disposal (Martin Marietta,

EG&G, and WSRC 1994). Prior to 1988, DOE disposed of naval hardware by shallow land disposal.

Since 1988, DOE has stored uaval hardware pending completion of a radiological performance

assessment. DOE has also completed a radiological performance assessment for trench disposal of

suspect soils as part of the radiological performance assessment for the E-Area vaults. DOE anticipates

that naval reactor hardware would also be deemed suitable for shallow land disposal after additional data

on the composition and configuration of the waste forms is obtained and can be incorporated in the

radiological performance assessment. The long-lived waste storage buildings are designed to provide

long-term storage for low-level wastes containing isotopes that exceed the performance criteria for

disposal.

For purposes of analysis in this EIS, low-level wastes that are not stabilized prior to disposal (except for

suspect soils and naval hardware, as discussed above) would be certified to meet the waste acceptance

criteria for disposal in tbe low-level waste vaults. Stahi Iized waste forms resulting from the proposed

treatment activities would be evaluated against DOE Order 5820.2A performance objectives.

Radiological performance assessments for these stabilized low-level wastes (e.g., wastes in which the

radionuclides have been immobilized in a cement or glass matrix or encapsulated) are expected to

demonstrate that shallow land disposal achieves the objectives. For purposes of analysis in this EIS, it

has been assumed that stabilized waste forms would be sent to shallow land disposal, The following

sections discuss the treatment, storage, and disposal of low-level wastes under the no-action alternative.

2.2.3.1 Dispnsal of Low-Activitv Waste

TE I

Under the no-actio]l alternative, DOE would continue to compact low-activity job control waste to

extend disposal capacity, Refer to Appendix B,4 for a description of the compactors. Compatible

low-activity waste ill 2 l.iuch cardboard boxes would be placed in steel containers and compacted at one
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of two low-level waste compactors. Some compatible low-activity waste in plastic bags would also be

placed in 2 l-inch cardboard boxes and compacted in the L-Area compactor. Low-activity waste that

cannot be compacted or does not meet compactor waste acceptance criteria would he placed in steel

boxes (WSRC 1993b). Approximately 1.19x105 cubic meters (4.20x 106 cubic feet) (25 percent of the

forecast low-level waste) would be compacted over the 30-year analysis period. This waste volume

represents the maximum operating capacity of the three existing compactors,

Containerized low-activity waste was disposed of in engineered low-level tienches in the Low-Level

Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility in E-Area until March31, 1995 (WSRC 1994g). To date, three

engineered low-level trenches have been filled. The fourth engineered low-level trench is cumently

receiving suspect soil only (Hess 1995b). In September 1994, DOE began to use concrete vaults

(referred to as the low-activity waste vaults) for disposal of containerized low-activity waste. The same

wastes that had been disposed of in the engineered low-level trenches would be disposed of in low-

activity waste vaults, One low-activity waste vault has been constructed and additional vaults would be

constructed as needed. Refer to Appendix B.8 for a description of the low-activity waste vaults.

Operation of low-activity waste vaults would be similar to the engineered low-level trench operation for

low-activity waste.

The 30-year waste forecast indicates that approximately 4.11 x105 cubic meters (1.45x 107 cubic feet) of

low-activity waste is expected over the next 30 years, Assuming that the engineered low-level trench

would receive suspect soil only and all containerized low-activity waste is being disposed of in a low-

activity waste vault, it is expected that tbe existing vault would reach its capacity by the year 1997. A

new vault would need to be constructed every 2 to 4 years for the remainder of the 3O-yearperiod, for a

total often additional vaults (Hess 1995c),

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would send suspect soil to shallow land disposal (Hess 1994e).

See Appendix B.27 for a description of shallow land disposal. Currently, soil that is suspected of being

contaminated (suspect soil) is transported to E-Area and used as backfill material in the engineered

low-level waste trench, which is expected to be full in early 1995. In this EIS, a slit trench serves as the

prototype for future shallow land disposal. It has usable dispnsal capacity of 1,100 cubic meters

(38,800 cubic feet). Based on this capacity, it is estimated that 29 slit trenches would be required to

dispose of the forecast 3Ox 104 cubic meters ( 1.06x 106 cubic feet) of suspect soil over the 3O-year

analysis period (Hess 1995c),
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L2.3.2 Dispo sal of Inter media te-Activitv Waste

DOE has disposed of intermed iate-activity waste in two types of greater confinement disposal facilities,

ooreholes and engineered trenches, in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility in E-Area.

Existing boreholes have reached capacity and no further borehole construction is anticipated. Refer to

Appendix B.27 for a description of greater confinement disposal boreholes and engineered trenches.

DOE disposed of intermediate-activity waste (reactor scrap metal and bulk materials) in the greater

confinement disposal engineered trellcb until March 31, 1995 (WSRC 1994g). The current engineered

trench has a capacity of 3,400 cubic Ineters (1.2x105 cubic feet) and is filled to 75 percent of capacity

(Hess 1994~. There is 850 cubic lrreters (30,000 cubic feet) of capacity remaining however, DOE has

no plans to place ally additional interlmediate-activity waste in the greater confinement disposal

engineered trench (Hess 1995b). In February 1995, DOE began to use concrete vaults, referred to as the

intermediate-level waste vaults, for disposal of containerized intermediate-activity waste. Refer to

Appendix B.8 for a description of interlnediate-level waste vaults.

Under the IIo-actio!l alternative, DOE would dispose of intermediate-activity tritiated and nontritiated

wastes in the inter!nediate-level waste vaults. In the past, separate intermediate-level tritium arrd

nontritiutrr vaults were constructed ~vithtritium vaults having two cel1sand nontritium vaults having

seven cells. h) the future, all itltertnediate-level waste vaults would have nine cells, but interrnediate-

activity (tritiated and nolltritiated) waste would still be segregated for disposal; tritiated and nontritiated

waste would be disposed of in separate cells in the same vault (Hess 1994e).

The expected waste forecast indicates that 22,000 cubic meters (7.77x1 05 cubic feet) of nontritiated

intermediate-activity waste and 6,600 cubic meters (2.33 x 105 cubic feet) of tritiated intermediate-

activity waste would be managed over the next 30 years, A small percentage of this waste would be bulk

equip jrrent disposed of in slit trenches. The current slit tre!lch has a capacity of 2,700 cubic meters

(95,300 cubic feet) mld would reach capacity in 1995, Additional slit trenches would be constructed as

needed to accommodate bulk equipment that is intermediate-activity waste. However, disposal of bulk

intermediate-activity waste in slit trenches would not appreciably decrease the required vault capacity

(Hess 1995c).

The existing interjnediate-level tritiLltnvault would reach capacity by 2000 and the intermediate-level

nontritium vault would reach capacity by 1999. DOE would construct intermediate-activity waste

disposal capacity equivalent to a Iline-cell inter[nediate-level waste vault approximately every 5 years for

the remainder of the 30-year period, for a total of five additional vaults (Hess 1995c).
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2.2.3.3 $tora~e of Lone-Lived Waste

Under the no-action alternative, DOE plans to store long-lived waste such as process water deionizes

from reactors in long-lived waste storage buildings in E-Area. One storage building has been

constructed. Refer to Appendix B.8 for a description of that long-lived waste storage building. DOE

would construct additional buildings as needed,

Over tbe next 30 years, 3,333 cubic meters (1,18x105 cubic feet) of long-lived waste is anticipated under

the expected waste forecast. Based on this forecast, tbe current storage building would reach capacity by )TE

2000. DOE would construct a new storage building approxilnately every year for the remainder oftbe

30-year period, A total of 24 additional long-lived waste storage buildings would need to be constricted

(Hess 1995c).

2.2.3.4 Storace of Naval Hardware Waste

Under tbe no-action alternative, DOE would continue to store naval reactor core barrels and other

components from offsite pending demonstration that the waste form meets performance objectives and

aPProval fOrshallOw land dispOsal. DOE currently stores these materials on gravel pads in E-Area.

Refer to Appendix B.27 for a description of naval hardware waste storage pads,

Approximately 1,190 cubic meters (42,000 cubic feet) of naval reactor waste is currently stored at SRS.

The current gravel storage pad has a remaining capacity of 174 square meters (1,900 square feet) (Hess

1994~. Capacity to accommodate naval reactor waste would require two additional slit trenches, or

equivalent shallow land disposal capacity, during the 30-year analysis period.

Under tie no-action alternative, DOE would dispose of approximately 92 percent of low-level waste in

low-level waste vaulty 7 percent would be sent to shallow land disposal; less than 1 percent would be

stored pending disposal.
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2.2.4 HAZARDOUS WASTE

The no-action alternative for Ilazardous waste as defined in Section 2.1 is to continue waste management

practices that are ,Iow iu effect and to il,itiate those that are currently planned (Figure 2- 11).

Management practices for hazardOus waste uader the no-action alternative are listed below.

.

.

.

.

.

Continue to receive and store hazardous waste in six existing storage facilities.

Continue to treat and dispose of hazardous waste offsite.

Continue to treat and dispose of PCB waste offsite.

Continue to collect hazardous waste for recycling or resale.

Continue to treat aqueous liquids generated from grouadwater monitoring well operations

(investigation-derived wastes) ill the M-Area Air Stripper.

DOE would continue to store hazardous waste in three storage buildings that have RCRA permits and on

three solid waste storage pads with RCRA iaterim status. (Refer to Glossary for the definition of interim

status.) The hazardous waste storage buildings and storage pads located in B- and N-Areas are

collectively known as the Hazardous Waste Storage Facility and are used to store wastes generated at

various sites across SRS (WSRC 1993c).

Both hszardous al]d mixed wastes generated in M-Area are currently stored in a building in M-Arem that

practice would colltil]ue (WSRC 1994h). Hazardous wastes that are currently stored in the Hazardous

Waste Storage Facility or tile M-Area storage building would continue to be stored until they are

transported offsite for treatment and disposal. Because DOE would continue to send hazardous waste

offsite for treatment and disposal as it is geaerated, the existing Hazardous Waste Storage Facility and

M-Area storage buildiug would provide sufficient short-term storage capacity over the next 30 years.

In addition to hazardous wastes that are stored until they are sent for offsite treatment and disposal, DOE

crsmently accumulates several types of hazardous wastes for recycling 011-and offsite. Under the no-

action alternative, these recycling practices (described in Section 2.2.1) would continue.
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DOE would continue to treat hazardous aqueous liquids collected from groundwater monitoring wells

(investigation-derived wastes) intlle M-Area Air Stripper. Oncetreated, theliquids would bedischarged

toanoutfall inaccordallce with National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System criteria. Because DOE

would continue to treat and discharge these liquids, additional storage capacity would not be necessary

for these aqueous wastes over the next 30 years.

2.2.5 MIXED WASTE

Management practices under the no-action alternative for mixed waste (which includes radioactively

contaminated PCB wastes regulated under the Toxic Substances Control Act and nonhazardous

radioactive oil) are listed below and shown in Figure 2-12.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Continue to receive and store mixed waste in existing storage buildings, existing tanks, and on

existing storage pads.

Continue to receive, store, and treat by an ion exchange process the aqueous mixed waste in

existing storage tanks at the Savannah River Technology Center.

Continue to receive and store mixed waste (PUREX solutions) in the existing solvent storage

tanks in E-Area until these tanks are replaced with new tanks in H-Area and solvent wastes are

transferred to new tanks.

Continue to store mixed waste in tanks at the M-Area Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage

Facility.

Store benzene in the Defense Waste Processing Facility Organic Waste Storage Tank.

Continue to store low-level PCB wastes until they are shipped offsite for treatment of the PCB

waste fraction.

Continue to accumulate radioactive oil at inrJividual sites throughout SRS where it is generated,
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Figure 2-12. Mixed waste management plan for the no-action alternative.
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. Continue to treat aqueous liquids collected from gromrdwater monitoring well operations

(investigation-derived waste) in the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility.

. Treat tilters generated at In-Tank Precipitation by acid leaching and placement in specially

designed boxes that meet disposal criteria in accordance with the EPA-approved treatability

variance.

Management practices for mixed waste in the no-action alternative would consist of implementing the

following activities.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Construct and operate the M-Area Vendor Treatmeljt Facility for vitrification of certain wastes

generated by M-Area electroplating operations.

Receive and store nrixed waste in the most recently col]structed mixed waste storage building

(which has not been used to date).

Construct additional mixed waste storage buildings as necessary to meet the demand for mixed

waste storage,

Dispose of nrixed waste in the planned RCRA-pernlitted disposal vaults that will be constructed

once the permit is approved.

Continue constructing the Consolidated Incineration Facility,

Construct additional Defense Waste Processing Facility organic waste storage tanks as necessary

to meet the demand for benzene storage,

Dispose of residuals returned from the treatment of radioactive PCBS by shallow land disposal.

Receive and store organic and aqueous liquid waste in planned storage tanks, with additional

tanks constructed as necessary,

2.2.5.1 Containerized Storag~

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would continue to store Inixed waste ill four mixed waste storage

buildings and on three mixed waste storage pads. One storage building has a RCRA permit, while
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permits for the remainil]g facilities have been applied for and the buildings are operating under interim

status. The existing storage facilities would reach capacity in 1998. DOE would have only limited

capacity to treat mixed waste under the no-action alternative; therefore, approximately 1.84x 105 cubic

meters (6,50x 106 cubic feet) of containerized mixed waste would be placed in RCRA-permitted storage

over the next 30 years if waste generation proceeds as expected. To accommodate future storage needs,

DOE would construct additional storage buildings as needed. The most recently constructed storage

building, Building 643-43E, serves as the prototype for additional storage buildings in this analysis. It

has usable capacity of619 cubic meters (21,900 cubic feet). Based on this capacity, it is estimated that

291 additional buildings would be needed over the next 30 years to accommodate the expected amounts

of mixed waste (Hess 1995c).

TC

I TC

DOE would continue to store low-level PCB wastes in one of the mixed waste storage buildings. DOE is

completing arrangements to treat the PCB component of this waste at a commercial facili~, Once

treated, the residuals would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal. Refer to Section 2.2.7.3 for

projections of low-level waste disposal capacity over the next 30 years,

DOE would continue to generate radioactive oil and store it in containers in the areas where it is

generated. Radioactive oil is not a mixed waste, so there are no RCRA requirements for its storage

(i.e., it does not need to be stored in a permitted storage facility); it can continue to be stored wherever it

is generated, For this reason, there would be sufficient storage capacity for the next 30 years.

2.2.5.2 Treatment and Tank Storape

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would continue to receive, store, and treat aqueous wastes at the

Savannah River Technology Center, Because DOE treats the waste as it is generated, tank capacity

would not be exceeded and additional tanks would not be required.

DOE would continue constructing the Consolidated Incineration Facility, which is expected to be

completed by September 1995 (Crook 1995).
m

The 568-cubic-meter (150,000-gallon) interim status Organic Waste Storage Tank would be used under I TE

the no-action alternative for storing mixed organic waste generated at the Defense Waste Processing

Facility. Based on the expected waste forecast, the tank’s storage capacity would be reached in TE

approximately 5 Years. The 110-actiOllalternative assumes that the Consolidated Incineration Facility

does not operate. Thus, DOE would need to build four additional organic waste storage tanks similar to
TC
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the existing tatlk to accomulodate nlixed organic waste generated at the Defense Waste Processing

Facility over the 30-year period (Hess 1995c).

Under the no-action alternative, two of the 95-cubic-meter (25,000-gallon) solvent tanks in E-Area

would continue to be used for mixed waste until October 1996 when these tanks reach the end of their

service life (WSRC 1994i). Replacement tanks would be required to extend storage capacity. Currently,

DOE plans to construct four 114-cubic-nreter (30,000-gallon) solvent tanks in H-Area to replace these

‘E I tanks (WSRC 1993d). Based oltlleexpectedwastef orecast,tlleses olventta~,kswouldprovide

sufficient storage capacity (Hess 1995c),

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would also need to construct two additional 114-cubic-meter

(30,000-gallon) storage tanks in E-Area in 1995, one for aqueous liquid waste and one for organic waste.

These tanks would be similar to solvent storage tanks proposed for H-Area. DOE would add new tanks

as needed to accommodate expected aqueous and organic liquid waste over the next 30 years. DOE

‘c I 'stimatest1,at43 aque0uswasteand260rganic waste st0ragetankswouldbeneededundertieno-action
alternative.

Under the no-action alternative, the tanks at the M-Area Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage

Facility would continue to store concentrated mixed wastes from the M-Area Liquid E~uent Treatment

TE I Facility. DOEplanstotreatsixkinds ofM-Areawastes(identifiedinAppendixB.l5)storedintie

Process Waste Interinl Treatment/Storage Facility tanks and the M-Area storage building by vitrification

in the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility. The potential effects of vitrifying these wastes were

considered in an enviromrrental assessment (DOE 1994b); a Finding of No Significant Impact was issued

in August 1994, Additional storage capacity would not be required, and the existing tanks would be used

‘E I forfeedpreparation a]dtotrasferofigas-sc rubber-bIowdown(ex llaustresidue)wastefromtie

vitrification process to the M-Area Liqllid Effluent Treatment Facility. DOE submitted an application

for a wastewater treatnrent perlnit to SCDHEC for the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility. DOE pkirrs to

place the vitrified waste in containers and store it on a storage pad in M-Area until RCRA-permitted

disposal capacity becomes available (see Section 2.2.5.3), DOE has submitted a RCRA permit

application requesting interim status for this storage pad. Additionally, DOE plans to petition EPA to

have the vitrified waste delisted as a RCR.4 hazardous waste. If the delisting petition is successful, DOE

would then be able to dispose of these wastes as a low-level waste.

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would continue to treat aqueous liquids collected from

groundwater nlonitoring wells in the F/I+-Area Effluent Treatment Facility. Once treated, the liquids
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would be discharged to an outfall in accordance ~vith the facility’s National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System permit,

DOE submitted a petition for a land disposal restrictions treatability variance for the filters used at

In-Tank Precipitation (WSRC 1991). The petition requested that DOE be allowed to treat the filters by

acid leaching followed by placement in specially designed containers. EPA approved this variance on

October 1, 1993 (EPA 1993b), Under the no-action alternative, DOE would treat In-Tank Precipitation

filters by the method prescribed in the treatability variance, After treatment, the hr-Torrk Precipitation

filters in their containers maybe temporarily stored on waste storage pads prior to RCRA-permitted

disposal (see Section 2.2.5.3). A similar treatment and disposal, method would be used for the Defense

Waste Processing Facility late-wash filters, which are similar to the In-Tank Precipitation filters.

2,2.5.3 DisDosal

DOE submitted an application to SCDHEC for a RCW permit to construct 10 Hazardous Waste/Mixed

Waste Disposal Vaults, A radiological performance assessment will be prepared to determine the

performance of the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vault design and establish waste acceptance

criteria defining the maximum radionuclide inventory limits for disposal. Based on the results from the

radiological performance assessment, DOE may determine that alternative disposal methods meeting the

RCRA specifications would also achieve the performance objectives of DOE Order 5820.2A for certain

SRS mixed wastes, It is anticipated that mixed wastes that are not stabilized prior to disposal may

require disposal in the RCRA-permitted disposal vaults, Stabilized waste forms resulting from the

proposed treatment activities would be evaluated against tbe DOE Order 5820.2A performance

objectives. Radiological performance assessments for these stabilized wastes (e.g., wastes in which the

radionuclides have been immobilized in a cement or glass matrix or encapsulated) are expected to

demonstrate that shallow land disposal, in facilities conforming to RCRA design requirements, achieves

the performance objectives.

For purposes of analysis in this EIS, RCRA-permitted disposal capacity has been based on the current

design of the Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vault. Under the no-action alternative, RCRA-

permitted disposal capacity would be used only for the disposal of mixed waste. Mixed waste that would

be sent to RCRA-permitted disposal includes vitrified waste from the M-Area Vendor Treatment

Facility, gold traps, safety/control rods, In-Tank Precipitation filters, and Defense Waste Processing

Facility late-wash filters. Since all hazardous wastes are sent offsite for treatment, storage, or disposal

under the no-action alternative, RCRA-permitted disposal capacity would not he needed for the disposal

of hazardous waste treatment residuals. Due to the limited amount of treatment conducted under the no-

TE
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iction alternative, a siugle vault would be sufficient to meet SRS RCRA-permitted disposal capacity

requirements.

2.2.6 TRANSURANIC AND ALPHA WASTE

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would perform activities required to achieve regulatory

compliance for alpha and transuranic waste storage. The no-action alternative wnrdd cnntinue the

transuranic and alpha waste management practices now in effect or currently planned, as follows

(Figure 2-13):

.

.

.

.

.

Store transurauic and alpha waste on transuranic waste storage pads.

Retrieve the drums of transuranic waste stored in earthen mounds on Transuranic Waste Stnrage

Pads 2 through 6.

Assay containers at the Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification

Facility following upgrades to the facility.

Construct additional storage facilities (new transuranic waste storage pads) to accommodate the

projected waste volumes.

Dispose of ]Iewly generated nonmixed alpha waste in the low-activity waste vaults.

2.2.6.1 Storage

The waste generators would handle and package transuranic and alpha wastes in accordance with

existing administrative procedures, III the draft EIS, DOE proposed to continue to store all alpha waste

(1Oto 100 nanocuries per gram), However, to reduce the amount of additional storage capacity required,

DOE will now use the low-activity waste vaults for dispnsal of alpha waste that can be certified to

comply with the vaults’ waste acceptance criteria, under the no-action alternative, DOE wnuld manage

newly generated nonmixed alpha waste by segregating these materials and certifying the waste for

disposal in the low-activity waste vaults, The existing inventory of nonmixed alpha waste and all mixed

alpha waste would be managed ill the same manner as the transuranic waste (greater than 100 nanocuries

per gram). Waste coutaillers would be placed on the existing transuranic waste storage pads.

Appendix B.30 describes these waste storage pads and how the wastes are handled.
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Figure 2-13. Transuranic waste management plan for the no-action alternative.
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DOE has committed to SCDHEC to rearrange the wastes stored on Transuranic Waste Storage Pads 14

through 17 by 1998. Under the no-action alternative, DOE would implement a transuranic, alpha, and

low-level mixed waste storage strategy to maximize the capacity of the transuranic waste storage pads.

For purposes of analysis in this EIS, it is assumed that the low-level non-alpha mixed waste cumently

stored on Transumnic Waste Storage Pads 7 through 13 would be removed and placed on Waste Storage

Pads 20 through 22. Transllranic Waste Storage Pads 18 and 19 would be used for mixed transuranic

waste storage. DOE would retrieve the wastes on Transuranic Waste Storage Pads 2 through 6 from

mounded storage becallse they are abol!t to reach the Iimit of their original 20-year retrievable life. DOE

would not disturb the transuranic containers on Transuranic Waste Storage Pad 1 because the waste is

inside concrete culverts, which are expected to provide adequate storage for the next 30 years. DOE

would rearrange the transuranic and alpha waste stored on Transuranic Waste Storage Pads 2 through 13

to maximize the container storage capacity. Large steel boxes and culverts would be placed on pads

without covers. Dmms on the covered pads 14 through 17 would be stacked three high in rows with

aisles between them to provide the ability to inspect containers (WSRC 1994j).

As part of DOE’s storage strategy for the transuranic waste storage pads, DOE would consider the R- and

P-Reactor Areas as well as other locations to determine if they could provide suitable alternative storage

so that additional transuranic waste storage pads would be unnecessary (WSRC 1994j).

DOE plans a retrieval project to safely recover the drums from the earthen mounds over Transuranic

Waste Storage Pads 2 through 6, overpack them in larger drums, and restnre them in a safe configuration

on tbe transuranic waste storage pads. The overpacked drums would have an activated carbon filter vent

to prevent gas accumulation, The project would begin in 1997 or 1998. Appendix B,30 provides a

detailed description of the retrieval project (WSRC 1994j).

As part of the no-action alternative for transuranic waste, the existing Experimental Transuranic Waste

Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility would require minor upgrades and would assay and x-ray

drums of transuranic and alpha waste to verify packaging and content. The facility, which is not

currently operating, was designed to assay transuranic waste (greater than 100 nanocuries per gmm) for

certification in accordance with Revision 3 of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criteria.

Appendix B,9 describes in detai I the Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facil ity/Waste Certification

Facility.

Additional storage space would be required Lmderthe no-action alternative to accommodate transuranic

and alpha wastes, The current volume of stored transtiranic and alpha waste represents 44 percent of the

30-year transuranic waste forecast. Based on the waste forecast, DOE would need to construct
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19 additional transuranic and alpha waste storage pads during the 30.year analysis period. The first pad [ ‘l-c

would be needed in 1998 (Hess 1995c), DOE would model the transuranic waste storage pads after

existing Transuranic Waste Storage Pads 14 through 17 and locate the pads within E-Area, I TE

2.2.6.2 Disposal

DOE would dispose of newly generated nonmixed alpha wastes (approximately 5-percent of the forecast

waste) in the low-activity waste vaults, This disposal would reduce the amount of additional storage
TC

capacity required under the no-action alternative by the equivalent of 3 storage pads (Hess 1995c), Refer

to Section 2.2.7 for projections of low-activi~ vault disposal capacity over the 30-year period.

2.2.7 SUMMARY OF THE NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE FOR ALL WASTE TYPES

The siting of the proposed waste treatment, storage, and dispnsal facilities in this EIS was cnnducted on

WO levels. The first level identified the most likely candidate site based on its proximity to major SRS

waste generating operations and the existing and planned waste management facilities, The second level

evaluated the available land within that site to identify specific areas suitable for development that would

comply with applicable regulations and minimize the impacts to ecological resources, archaeological

resources, and threatened and endangered species. The following discussion explains the rationale by

which candidate sites were selected for the proposed facilities evaluated in this EIS (Ucak and Noller

1990).

/TE

I

TC

DOE proposes to consolidate several waste processing facilities in a waste treatment complex, The close

proximity of the facilities would allow sharing of some equipment and infrastructure. Utilities such as

water, process steam, and electrical supplies, and emergency response capabilities such as stand-by

power supplies, spill cleanup equipment and persnnnel, and supplies of water for fighting fires could be I TE

shared to eliminate redundancies and provide economies of scale. In addition, secondary waste treatment

(such as wastewater treatment capaci~) could be provided to meet the needs nf facilities located in the

waste treatment complex. TE

Potential siting nf the waste treatment complex involved identifying candidate sites based on their

proximity to the existing waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities and to the waste generators,

The siting evaluation then considered additional criteria including the available acreage, possibility of

acquiring SRS site use approval (permission tn use the site for waste management facilities in lieu of

other potential uses for the same location), and topography. The available acreage needs to be sufficient
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to accommodate current needs and future growth. Site topography was evaluated for engineering

TE preparation, drainage, and forest clearing requirements.

TE I ~e600-acresitenofih andwestofF-Areawas selected onthebasisofitscloseproximi~toexisting

SRS facilities and infrastructure and because surveys bad determined that it had no archaeological

resources or threatened and endangered species (Ucak and Noller 1990), E-Area includes the past and

current SRS waste disposal facilities and is anticipated to remain under DOE control. Contaminated

soils and groundwater associated with past disposal activities in this area are being addressed under the

environmental restoration program.

By siting the facilities in E-Area as close as possible to existing facilities that are currently generating the

waste, DOE would minimize the potential exposure to workers and the general public, Most of the SRS

TC
I waste is in E-, F-, and H-Areas. Siting new facilities close to these areas would minimize the potential

for an accident and for occupational exposure by reducing the distances that wastes would be transported

and limiting most of the transportation to dedicated roadways. E-Area is centrally located within SRS;

hence, conducting activities there minimizes exposure to the general public. The roads and railroads

serving this location have already been constructed and the area contains approximately 70 acres of land

that has been previously cleared, graded, stabilized, and fenced. This area is large enough to construct

facilities to manage most of the waste volume under the expected waste forecast.

‘E I RCWregulationsthatgovem siteselectionforhazardousandmixedwastemanagementfacilities

include restrictions relatiug to seismic considerations, floodplains, and recharge zones (40 CFR 264, 18).

SCDHEC has promulgated Hazardous Waste Management Location Standards (R.61-104) pursuant to

the South Caroliua Hazardous Waste Management Act that impose additional restrictions on the siting of

hazardous and mixed waste management facilities at SRS. DOE must demonstrate compliance with the

siting standards under RCRA and R.61-104 as part of the permitting process for hazardous aad mixed

waste management facilities, DOE has submitted a location standards compliance demonstration for the

Hazardous waste/MixerJ Waste Disposal Vaults for SCDHEC’S review and approval. The 600-acre site

north and west of F-Area has also been considered in two other SRS location standards compliance

demonstrations.

TE I Inselectingsites forthefacilities, eveWeffotiwasmadeto avoid wetlands, sensitivespecies, steep

slopes, exceptional wildlife habitat, established forest, and archaeological sites. In some instances this

could not be done, Some 70-year-old upland hardwood sites would be required to provide sites for

sediment catchment basins and stormwater management ponds downslope from the facilities, Some
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facilities would be placed in 60-to 70-year-oId Iongleaf pi!le stands and would result in the loss of the

habitat and those species currently inhabiting those sites.

Under the no-action alternative, which continues current practices to manage waste, DOE would:

● Continue waste minimi=tion wtivities asdescribd in Sectial~2.2.l.

. Continue receiving andstoring liquid higll-Ievel waste intlle F-and H-Area tank fares

● Remove from sewicetank systems andcotnponents thatdonot havecnmplete second~

containment.

● Continue operfiting exisfing evaporators.

. Continue removing high-level waste from tanks andpreparing it fortreatment intie Defense I ‘fE

Waste Processing Facility.

. Continue operatillg the F~-Area Effluent Treatment Facility.

. Continue toco]~struct andthen nperatetlle Rep}acelnent High-Level Waste Evaporator.

. Implement final construction, statiup testing, andnperation of the New Waste Transfer Facili~.

● Continue tndispnse ofsuspect soils intheengineered low-level trench until itscapaci~is
TC

reached, then send suspect soil to shallow land disposal in slit trenches.

● Continue tocompact somelow-activity waste toreduce its volume.

c Continue todispnse oflow-activity waste intl~elow-activity waste vauIts.

. Continue todispose ofilltermediate-activi~ waste, bothtritiated andnontritiated, inthe

intermediate-level waste vaults.

. Continue tostore long-lived process water deionizers alldother long-lived wastes inthe long

lived waste storage building.
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. Continue to store naval hardware on the storage pads in E-Area pending completion of the

radiological performance assessment and subsequent shallow land disposal.

. Continue to receive and store hazardous waste in six existing storage facilities,

. Continue to treat and dispose of hazardous waste offsite.

. Contimretotreatan ddisposeof PCBwasteoffsite

. Continue tocollect hazardous waste forrecycling orresale.

. Continue to treat hazardous aqueous liquids generated from groundwater monitoring well

operations (investigation-derived wastes) in the M-Area Air Stripper.

. Continue to receive and store mixed waste in existing storage buildings, existing tanks, and on

existing storage pads.

. Col]tinue toreceive, store, andtreat byanion exchange process theaqueous mixed waste in

existing storage tanks at the Savannah River Technology Center.

. Continue toreceive alldstore lnixedwaste (PU~Xsolutions) intheexisting solvent storage

tanks in E-Area Lllltiltile Canksare replaced with J]ewtanks in H-Area andsoIventwastesae

transferred to the new tanks.

● Continue tostore mixed waste illtal]ks attlle M-Area Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage

Facility,

. Store benzene intlle Defellse Waste Processing Facility Organic Waste Storage Tank.

s Continue tostore low-level PCBwastes until theyare shipped offsite fortreatment of the PCB

waste fraction. Dispose ofresiduals returned from thetreatment ofradioactive PCBsbyshal1ow

land disposal.

. Continue toaccumulate radioactive oilatthe individual sites throughout SRSwhere itis

generated,
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“ Continue totreat mixed waste aqueous liquids collected frolllgroundwater monitoring well

operations (investigation-derived waste) in the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility.

“ Treat filters generated at In-Tank Precipitation byacidleaching andplacement in specially

designed boxes that meet disposal criteria in accordance with the EPA-approved treatability

variance.

- Constmct andoperate the M-Area Vendor Treatlnent Facility forvitrification ofcefiain wastes

generated by M-Area electroplating operations.

● Receive andstore mixed waste inthemost recently constructed mixed waste storage building

(which has not yet been used),

● Construct additional mixed waste storage buildings asnecessa~ tomeetthe demmd formixed

waste storage.

● Dispose ofmixed waste intlleplanned RCRA-permitied disposal vaults that will reconstructed

once the permit is approved.

. Continue constructing the Consolidated Incineration Facili@

● Construct additional Defense Waste Processing Facili@ organic waste storage tanks asnecessaW

to meet tbe demand for benzene storage.

. Receive andstore organic andaqueous liquid waste unplanned storage tanks, with additional

tanks constructed as necessary.

. Store transuranic andalpha waste ontransuranic waste storage pads,

. Retrieve thedmms oftransuranic waste stored ineaflhen mounds on Transuranic Waste Storage

Pads 2 through 6.

● Assay containers atthe Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Cefiification

Facility.

● Cedifynewly generated nonmixed alpha wastes fordisposal inthelow-activi~ waste vaulta, I TC
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. Construct additional storage facilities (new transuran ic waste storage pads) to accommodate the

projected waste volumes.

2.2.7.1 -

DOE would continue to store wastes at the following facilities:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1 long-lived low-level waste storage building in E-Area

3 hazardous waste storage buildings in N- and B-Areas

3 hazardous waste storage pads in N-Area

4 mixed waste storage bui Idings in N-, M-, and E-Areas

3 mixed waste storage pads in E-Area

2 solvent storage tanks in E-Area (to be replaced by 4 solvent storage tanks in H-Area)

1 organic waste storage tank associated with the Defense Waste Processing Facility

10 Savannah River Technology Center mixed waste tanks in A-Area

10 mixed waste storage tanks in M-Area

1 proposed mixed waste storage padi!l M-Area

19 transuranic (and alpha) waste storage pads in E-Area

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would need to construct add itimral waste storage facilities to

accommodate the forecast 30-year waste generation. These facilities include:

.

.

.
TC

.

.

.

24 long-lived low-level waste storage buildings

291 mixed waste storage buildings

19 transuranic (and alpha) waste storage pads

4 organic waste storage tanks associated with the Defense Waste Processing Facility

26 organic. waste storage tanks in E-Area

43 aqueous waste storage tanks in E-Area

2.2.7.2 Treatment

DOE would continue ongoing or planned waste treatment at the Savannah River Technology Center,

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, M-Area Air Stripper, Defense

Waste Processing Faci Iity and associated high-level waste management facilities, and the three existing

low-level waste compactors.
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2.2.7.3 Disyosal

Under the no-action alternative, DC)Ewould construct disposal facilities for mixed and low-level wastes.

To accommodate the forecast 30.year waste generation, the following additional facilities would be

required:

“ 29slittrenches [l,lOOcubic meters (38,800 cubic feet) ofusablecapaci~]

“ 10low-activity waste vaults [30,500cubic meters (l. 08xl 06cubic feet) ofusablecapaci~]

● 5intemediate-level waste vau1ts[5,300 cubic meters (187,000 cubic feet) ofusab1ecapaci~]
TC

- lRCW-permitted disposal vault [2,3OOcubic meters (81,200 cubic feet) ofusablecapaci~]

Figure 2-14 shows a timeline for the on-going or planned waste management activities that would occur

under theno-action alternative. Forallwaste ~pesexcept high-level waste, theongoing md planned

waste management activities that would occur are shown in Figure 2-15.
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Hazardous Waste Recycling Units Reuse
)

Haardous Waste Permitted Storage Offsite Treatment a“d
Disposal

Hazardous Waste M-Area Air Stttpper NPDES OUttall
L

Low-Level Waste
Long-Lived Waste

Storage

Low-Level Waste

Vault Disposal

Low-Level Waste 1

Low-Level Waste Shallow Land Disposal

Mxd Waste
lncor~rated

SRTC Ion Exchange into another
waste type

Mixed Waste M-Area Vendor RCRA USpO~l

Mixed Waste Permitted Storage RCRA DiS~Sal

Mixed Waste Permitted Storage

Mixed Waste
F/H-Area Effluent
Treatment Facili~

NPDES Outfall

Mixti Waste Off?,iteTreatment ~ Shallow Land Disposal

Experimental

Transuranic Waste
Transuranic Waste

Assay FacitityIWasie
Certification Facili&

Alpha Waste vault Disposal
L 1

E

Legend:

NPDES = National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination
System

SRTC = Savannah River
Technology Center

SoUrC% He= (1994e, 1995a).
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Figure 2-15. Summary of waste ~agement activities in the no-action alternative
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2.3 Screening and Selecting Waste Management Technologies

This section describes the processes and methodologies used to evaluate and screen various technologies

for treating, storing, and disposing of low-level radioactive, transuranic, mixed, and hazardous wastes

that SRS may manage in the 30-year period from 1995 through 2024. DOE must evaluate and select

technologies because continuation of current waste management practices (i.e., the no-action alternative)

would not allow DOE to comply with environmental requirements. DOE did not evaluate alternative

technologies to treat, store, or dispose of liquid high-level radioactive waste because, as identified in

Section 2.2, vitrification of high-level waste in the Defense Waste Processing Facility was analyzed in

the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Defense Waste Processing Facili@.

Section 2.3.1 presents the technologies assessed for potential application to the treatability groups of

various low-level radioactive and transuranic waste.

rhe evaluation of mixed wastes (both low-level and transuranic) in this EIS is an extension of the

process of evaluating treatment options as documented in the SRS Proposed Site Treatment Plan. The

site treatment plan addresses the treatment of mixed wastes over the next 5 years only, as required by

RCRA and the Federal Facility Compliance Act (P,L. 102-386). This EIS, however, evaluates a 30-year

period, and thus must consider both wastes and potential technologies not considered in the site treatment

plan. For example, large volumes of soils containing mixed waste are forecasted to be generated from

environmental restoration (1995 through 2024) in this EIS, but only limited quantities of these soils were

forecast in the 5 years ( 1995 through 1999) considered by the site treatment plan. Furthermore, DOE did

not evaluate technologies to treat transuranic mixed wastes in the site treatment plan. The plan does

describe the various transuranic waste treatment studies that are under way to evaluate potential

technologies, but does not specifically evaluate these technologies to identi~ a preferred option to treat

transuranic mixed wastes to meet the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criteria. Alternative

technologies to treat, store, or dispose of the transuranic waste treatability groups (including mixed

transuranic and mixed alpha wastes) are evaluated in this EIS. The Treatment Selection Guides (DOE

1994c), which document the overall technology selection process used by DOE in developing site

treatment plans, guided the further screening of technologies considered in this EIS for these wastes, as

presented in Section 2.3.2.

Hazardous waste is currently transferred to and managed at permitted treatment and disposal facilities

outside of SRS, and this practice would continue, except for hazardous wastes amenable to processing in

onsite facilities that treat mixed wastes with similar hazardous characteristics and have excess capacity

and thus can accept these wastes. Section 2,3,2 identifies these facilities.
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Although technology assessments first focused on specific waste treatability groups, DOE realized that

some technologies were applicable to a range of groups. Futihermore, applying these technologies, in

either existing or new facilities, to several waste groups would provide both economic and environmental

advantages. Section 2.3.3 presents the derivation of and bases for these associations of waste groups for

treatment by specific technologies,

2.3.1 SCREENING PROCESS FOR LOW-LEVEL AND TRANSURANIC WASTE

DOE used a structured, three-step screening process to identifi possible technologies, select potential

candidates, and choose reasonable technologies for various low-level and transuranic wastes. Wastes

were aggregated into groups having common treatment, storage, and disposal requirements.

Section 2,3.1, I describes the process for identi~ing the possible technologies. The methods and criteria

DOE used to assess them are presented in Section 2,3.1.2 for low-level waste and Section 2,3.1.3 for

transuran ic waste,

The screening process examined many technologies capable of remediating the individual treatability

groups, and identified those that were viable from the perspectives of safety and environmental risk, cost,

regulato~ compliance, ability to meet functional need and performance expectations, and public

acceptance. DOE then assembled for integration the technologies identified for low-level waste with

similarly identified technologies for mixed and hazardous wastes. Figure 2-16 shows the screening

process DOE used to identify the “menu” of reasonable technologies for low-level waste treatability

groups. Although Figure 2-16 is based on low-level waste treatability groups, DOE screened the same

technologies to select potential and then reasonable technologies for groups of transuranic waste,

2.3.1.1 Identiti cation of Possibl e Technologies

Tbe first step in the screening process was to identify possible technologies to treat, store, and dispose of

low-level and transuranic wastes. A group of experts participated in an intensive brainstorming

workshop. The group included representatives from all areas of SRS: facility managers, scientists from

the Savannah River Technology Center doing research on remediation, engineers, technology developers,

and technology consultants. DOE also consulted with various experts at other Federal agencies, state

governments, universities, and the private sector, as appropriate.

The workshop generated a list of 85 possible technologies for managing these wastes. Table 2-14

identifies tbe 85 technologies. This list includes “storage” and three direct disposal technologies
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PK56.

Figure 2-16. Technology screening process forlow-level waste treatability groups. The same
technology screening process was applied to transuranic waste treatability groups.
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Table 2-14. Possible technologies to manage low-level and transuranic waste.a

Abrasive blasting

Absorption

AciOase digestion, solids dissolution

Activated sludge

Advanced electrical reactor

Aerobic bio treatment

Air stripping

Alkali metal dechlorination

Alkali metaJ/polyethylene glycol

Alkaline chlorination

Amalgamation

Anaerobic digestion

Asphalt-based microencapsulation

Bio-reckunation

Blast furnaces

Carbon adsorption

Catalytic dehydro chlorination

Cementation

Centrifugation

Chelation

Chemical hydrolysis

Chemical oxidationlreduction

Chemical precipitation

Circulating bed combustion

Compaction

Crystallization

Dissolved air flotation

Distillation

Electrodia}ysis

Evaporation

Filtration

Flocculation

Fluidized bed incinerator

Heavy media separation

High pressure water steam/spray

High-temperature metal recovery

Industrial boilers

Industrial kilns

Ion exchange

Lime-based poz.zolans

Liquid injection incinerators

Liqui&liquid extraction

Macroencapsulation

Microwave

Molten glass

Molten salt destruction

Neutralization

Oil/water separation

Oxidation by H202

Ozonation

Phase separation

Plasma torch

P01ymeri7ation

Pyrolysis

Recycle

Repackage/containerize

Reverse osmosis

Roastin#retorting

Rotary kiln incineration

Rotating bio contractors

Scarification/grindin#planing

Sealing

Sedimentation

Shallow land disposal

Shredding/size reduction

Smelting

Soil flushing/washing

Solvent extraction

Sorption

SOtiing/reclassif’ying

Spalling

Steam stripping

Stnrage

SuperCompaction

Supercritical extraction

Supercritical water oxidation

Themal resorption

Ultraviolet photolysis

vault disposal

Vibratnry finishing

Vitrification

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant disposal

Water/washing spraying

Wet air oxidation

Whke rot fungus

I TC

a, Source: WSRC(1994k).
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(shallow land disposal, vault disposal, and Waste Isolation Pilot Plant disposal) in which the waste is sent

directly to a disposal unit without treatment. Table D. I of Appendix D describes the 8 I possible

treatment technologies. The follnwing sections describe the evaluation of these technologies for low-

Ievel and transuranic wastes.

2.3.1.2 Selection of Potential and Reasonable Technolo~ies for Low-Level Was et

Before the technologies could be matched to low-level wastes for evaluation, DOE combined low-level

wastes into groups that had common treatment, storage, and disposal requirements. Twelve waste

categories were detined for low-level waste, as described in Section 2.1 (WSRC 1994k). Table 2-15

presents the application of the 85 possible management technologies to the 12 waste categories. Note

that each of tbe potential treatment technologies accomplish one (or more) of three functions:

“decontamination” to separate the radioactive constituents from the other components of the waste;

“volume reduction” to reduce tbe size of material requiring managemen~ and “stabilization” to

immobilize radioactive materials. DOE screened the technologies to determine which had the best

potential for success; a technology bad to meet the following criteria to be deemed a potential

technology:

. It could reasonably be expected to work on SRS wastes and meet regulato~ requirements.

. It would pose acceptable safety and environmental risks.

. Its costs were comparable to other possible technologies.

Application of these criteria eliminated most of the technologies, many of which are emerging

technologies not suitable fnr detailed evaluation at this time. The other reason for eliminating

technologies in the potential technology screening step was that they would be ineffective for either

decontaminating, reducing the volume of, or stabilizing low-level waste. Table 2-15 identifies 20

potential technologies that were selected based on the criteria. In certain instances, these potential

technologies are subsets of the same source technology (e.g., compaction and supercompaction); in other

instances, the source technology is expanded to meet the needs of the treatability group (e.g., storage was

expanded to storage/venting for tritiated soils). As another example, decontamination could be achieved

by applying one of several technologies, such as distillation, reverse osmosis, or steam stripping. Some

technologies (e.g., vitrification) could be applied to many low-level waste treatability groups, while

others (e.g., decontamination) have limited applications (Table 2-15).
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Offsite job-control waste Low-activity job-control waste Intermediate-activity job-control waste

Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable

Acitiase dieestion Shallow land disposal Acid/base digestion Cementation (3) Acitiase digestion Cementation

CementatiOn-
Compaction
Supercompaction
Microwave
Plasma torch
Incineration
Shallow land disposal

(after stabilization)
Smelting
Vault disposal
Vitrification
Washing

(after stabiliza~ion) (1) Cementation-
Vault disposal (2) Compaction

Supercompaction
Microwave
Plasma torch
Incineration
Shallow land disposal

(after stabilization)
Smelting
Vault disposal
Vitrification
Washing

Supercompaction (4) Cementation Supercompaction

Incineration (5) Compaction Incineration

Vitrification (6) Supercompaction Shallow land disposal

Shallow land disposal Microwave (after stabilization)

(after stabilization) Plasma torch Vault disposal

Vault disposal Incineration Vitrification
Shallow land disposal

(after stabilization)
Smelting
Vault disposal
Vitrification
Washing

Long-lived spent deionizer waste Other long-lived waste
Y

Tritiated job-control waste

R Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable

Cementation Cementation Cementation Cementation Acidbase digestion Cementation
Shallow land disposal Storage (7) Shallow land disposal Storage Cementation Supercompaction

(after stabilization) (after stabilization) Vitrification Compaction
Storage

Incineration
Storage

Vault disposal
Supercompaction Shallow land disposal

Vault disposal Microwave Vault disposal
Vitrification Vitrification Plasma torch Vitrification

Incineration

Shallow land disposalc
Smelting
Vault disposal
Vitrification
Washing



Table 2-15. (continued). g~
Suspectsoil Low-activitysoil

m
Tritiatedsoil Gb

Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable %?

Cementation
E

Cementation Cementation Cementation Cementation Cementation G
Repackage/Containerize Soil washing(8) Repackage/Containerize Soil washing Incineration Shallowland disposal
Soil washing Shallow Imd disposal Soil washing Shallow land dispDsal Repackage/Containerize

Shallow land disposal

(after stabilization)
Vault disposal Shallow land disposal (after stabilization) Soil washing Vault disposal

Vault disposal (after stabilization) Vault disposal Shallow land disposal

Vitrification Vault disposal Vitrification (after stabilization)

Vitrification Storage/venting
Vault disposal
Vitrification

Tritiated equipment Naval hardware Low-activity equipment

Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable

Cementation SuoercOmDactiOn Cementation Shallow land disposal Cementation Cementation

Supercnmpaction
Plasma torch

v
Recycle%
Repackage/Containerize
Shredding/size reduction
Shallow land disposal

(after stabilization)
Smelting
Storage
Vault disposal

Sh~ed/size’reduction/ Decontamination
cementation (9) Repackage/Containerize

Shallow land disposal Shreddin#size reduction
(after stabilimtion) Shallow land disposal

Vault disposal Smelting
Storage
Vault disposal

Vault disposal Decontamination Supercompaction
Supercompaction Smelting (10)
Repackage/Containerize Shallow kmd disposal
Size reduction (after stabilization)
Shallow land disposal Vault disposal

(afier stabilization)
Smelting
Stnrage
Vault disposal

a. Source: WSRC(1994k).
b. Numbers in parentheses show the 10 reasonable technologies chosen.
c. Indicates shallow land disposal without prior stabilization of waste.
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Many of the innovative technologies that were not selected are undergoing full- or pilot-scale

demonstration programs and could provide additional options for waste management in the future.

Appendix D summarizes innovative and emerging technologies that were eliminated from detailed

mnsideration at this time. Many of these technologies were eliminated because they are not

commercially available, have not been proven to work on the waste types at SRS, or are not

economically or technically viable at this time. This EIS supports future sitewide programmatic

decisions based on a 30-year forecast of waste generation, hut the analyses performed support project-

Ievel decisions on the construction and operation of specific treatment, storage, and disposal facilities

only within the near term (10 years or less), Some of the emerging technologies may prove viable in the

future (i.e., beyond the next 10 years) and maybe chosen for more detailed design and operations

analyses later.

In the next step, DOE screened the 20 potential technologies for their appropriateness for low-level and

transuranic waste treatability groups using more detailed evaluation criteria. The process consisted of

scoring each of the remaining 20 technologies based on selected attributes of five criteria, Each attribute

of each criterion was weighted in a way similar to that used in the site treatment plan, and the technology

was assigned a score based on how well it meets the goals of the attrihrrte of each criterion. The attribute

weight was multiplied by the technology score to get a net score for each attribute for each technology

The net scores were then summed, with the higher scores identifying the more desirable technologies.

The weighting and scoring guides are shown below:

Weight
of each

Criteria: Attribute elements 3

Process Parameters:

Volume alteration

Secondary waste forecast

Decontamination and
demobilizationefficiency

Engineering Parameters:

Systemimplementability

I Availability

I
Maintainability

I

3

2

3

2

1

1

Decreased

Minimal

Decontaminated
and demobilized

In full-scale
operation

Exists onsite

Simple or no
maintenance

Score

2

Maintained

Treatable

Reduces
contamination or

mobility

Not in fill-scale
operation

Other DOE site
or vendor

Less than 25%
downtime

I

Increased

Untreatable

No change

Not evaluated for
treatabilitygroup

No full-scale
operating facility

Morethan 25%
downtime
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~Environment, Safety, and Health:

Risk to offsite population and
Environment

Operational worker health and
safety considerations

Transpofiation risk

Public Acceptance

cost

Weight
of each

3

2

1

3

4

3

Lower third of
technologies

evaluated

Less than 10
workers

No transportation

Acceptable

Lower third of
technologies

evaluated

Score

2

Middle third of
technologies

evaluated

10-20
workers

Onsite
transportation

Neutral

Middle third of
technologies

evaluated

1

Upper third of
technologies

evaluated

More than 20
workers

Offsite
tmmportation

Not acceptable

Upper third of
technologies

evaluated

a, Theweight ofeachelement isaqualification of therelative impotiance ofeachatiribute. Fot
example, volume alteration, decontamination and demobilization efficiency, risk to offsite
population and environment, and public acceptance are equally important, and each is more
important than any other attribute exceDt cost.

Source; WSRC(199~k).

As an example, Table 2-16 applies the scoring procedure to the incineration of intemrediate-activity job-

control waste.

Application of these additional criteria resulted intheidentification oflOreasonable technologies. The

10 reasonable technologies are identified in Figure 2-16 and Table 2-15 and are described in greater

detail in Appendix B. Reasons foreliminating cefiain technologies forpafiicular treatability groups

included immature technology (e.g., plasma torch for tritiated equipment), a large or untreatable

secondary waste stream (e.g., vitrification of long-lived spent deionizer resin), and being ineffective for a

particular waste stream matrix (smelting of offsite job-control waste),

2.3.1.3 Selection of Potential~e

Table 2-17 presents the 85 possible waste management technologies and their application to transuranic

waste treatability groups. DOEcombined thetransuranic wastes into nine waste categories basedon

their a]phaactivity levels, their curie content, andthetype ofwaste (e.g,, job-control waste), After

characterization (a process of reexaminating and analyzing the contents of packaged transuranic wastes

cumentl y in storage), much of the waste that is currently managed as transuranic waste would be
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TabIe 2-16. Example ofscoring theincineration technology forintermediate-activi~ job-control waste.a
In-depthoptionsanalysisfor reasonableoptions

Wastecategory: intermediate-activityjob-controlwaste Processbeing evaluated: Incineration
Weighting

CritcrialAttribute Fa;tor Score Net Score DiscussionlNotes

Process Parameters

Volume alteration 3 3 9 Assumed 8 to 1 reduction in initial wste volumes after stabilization of both
treated and secondq w~tes.

Secondary waste generation 2 3 6 Secondary waste easily treated using currently available technologies.

Decontamination and demobilization 3 2 6 Nodestmction orremoval ofcontaminmts. Decreased mobility due to
eficiency stabilization of both treated and secondary wastes.

Engineering Parameters

Svstcm imvlcmentabilitv 2 3 6 Incineration of intermediate-activity job-control waste is a well demonstrated. .
arrd proven technology.

AvailabiliV 1 3 3 Facility being built onsite. Commercially available incinerators exist offsitc

Maintainability t 1 1 Assume 50 percent downtime for maintenance and batching of waste.

Environmental, Health, and Safety

Risks to offsite populationlenvironment 3 I 3 Increased potential foraccidents. lnvcnto~control minimizes impacts ofa
release ductoarr accident. Ranks inuppcr third oftechnologies evaluated.

Operational worker health md safety 2 1.5 3 More than 20 workers; increased handling and processing and incre=ed
system complexity.

Transportation risk 1 2 2 Onsite transportation rcquird.

Public Acceptance

Public acceptance 3 1.5 4.5 Concern because treatment is a high-temperature process, yielding emissions,
though minimal.

CostConsiderations

Costs developed according to draft site 4 2 8 Cost of technology is in the middle third for technologies selected for this
treatment plan waste.

Total 25 51.5

Total Technical Weighted Score

Actual score excluding cost [43.5] x

Factor to adjust max score to 100 [100] +

Max possible score excluding cost [21.3] = 69.05

Total Weighted Score

Actuat score [51.5] x

Factor to adjust mm score to 100 [loo] +

Max possible score [25x3] = 68.67

a. Source: Hess( 1994a).



Table 2-17. Potential andreasonable technologies fortransuranic waste.a Zu
qg

Transuranicjob-controlwastelcssthanO.5curicper Z R
Alphajob-controlwaste Mixed-alphajoh-controlwaste drum :=

~

I

&
0

Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable G

Acid/base digestion Cementation (l) Acid/bwe digestion
z

Cemcntatio” Acid/base digestion Cementation
Cementation

(Characterize)/repackage

Compaction
Decontamination
Incineration
Plasma torch
Shallow land disposal

(after stabilization)
Supcrcompaction
Vault disposal
Vitrification

Supcrcompaction (2) Cementation
(Characterize)/repackage (3) (Characterize)/repackage
Incineration (4) Compaction
Shallow land disposal (after Decontamination

stabilization) (5) Incineration
Vault disposal (6) Plasma torch

Vitcitication (7) RCRA disposal

Storage

Supercompaction

Vitrification
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

disposal

(Characterize)lrcpackagc Cementation
Incineration (Characterize)/repackage
RCRA disposal (8) Compaction
Storage (9) Decontamination
Vitrification Incineration
Wmtc Isolation Pilot Plant Plasma torch

disposal (10) Storage
Supcrcompaction
Vitrification
W=te Isolation Pilot Plant

disposal

(C~aract.~ze)/repackage
Incineration
storage
Vitrification
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

disposal

Mixed transuranic job-control waste Tratrsuranic job-control waste greater than 0.5 curie per Mixed transuranic job-control waste
less than 0.5 curie per drum drum greater than 0.5 curie per drum

Potential Remonable Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable
Acid&ase digestion Cementation Acid)base digestion Cementation Acid/bme digestion Cementation
Cementation Supercompaction Cementation Supercompaction Cementation Supercompaction
(Characterize)/repackage (Characterize)/repackage (Characterize)/repackage (Characterize)/repackage (Charactcrize)lrepackage (Characterize)lrepackage
Compaction Incineration Compaction Inci”ccation Compaction Incineration
Decontamination Storage Decontamination Storage Decontamination Storage
Incineration Vitrification Incineration Vitrification Incineration Vitrification
Plasma torch Waste Isolation Pilot Pbutt Plasma torch Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Storage disposal

Plasma torch Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
storage disposal Storage disposal

Supercompaction Supercompaction Supercompaction
Vitrification Vitrification Vitrification
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Isotation Ptlot Plant

disposal disposal disposal



I

Table 2-17. (continued).
Transuranicequipment M)xedtransumicequipment Remotelyhandledtrmsurmicand mixed transuranic

Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable Potential Reasonable
Acid/base digestion Cementation Acidibme digestion Cementation
Cementation

Acidhase digestion Cementation
Supercompaction Cementation (Charact.rize)/repackage Cementation Supcrcompaction

(Characterize)lrcpackage (Characterize)/repackage (Characterize)lrepackage Incineration (Characterize)lrepackage
Compaction Incineration Compaction

(Characterize)/repackage
RCRA disposal Compaction Incineration

Decontamination Shallow land disposal Deco”kuninatio” Storage Decontamination
Incineration

Storage
(after stabilization) Incineration Vitrification Incineration Vitrification

Plasma torch Vault disposal Plasma torch Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Plmma torch Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Shallow land disposal Vitrification RCRA disposal disposal Storage
(after stabilization)

disposal
storage Supercompaction

Supercompaction Supercompaction Vitrification
Vault disposal Vitrification Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Vitrification Waste Isolation Pilot Plant disposal

disposal

a. Source:Hess(1994a).
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reclassified as alpha waste or mixed alpha waste because the characterization will confirm that the

wastes have activity levels behveen 10 and 100 nanocuries per gram (referred to as “alpha waste” in this

EIS). Nine waste categories were defined for transuranic and alpha waste (WSRC 1994k), as described

in Section 2.1.

The evaluation process described in Section 2.3.1.2 was applied to transuranic and alpha waste categories

to select pntential and reasonable treatment, storage, and disposal technologies. Again, most of the

technologies were eliminated in the first screening step. Table 2-17 identities 14 potential technologies.

Of the potential technologies, acid~ase digestion, compaction (but not supercompaction),

decontamination, and plasma torch were eliminated in the selection of reasonable technologies, Many of

the reasonable technologies for transuranic waste, which are described in greater detail in Appendix B,

are the same as those selected for low-level waste (Tables 2-15 and 2-17).

There is little difference in the reasonable technologies for transuranic waste among the categories,

except for the method of disposal. The alpha waste would be disposed of as low-level waste by shallow

land disposal or vault disposal. Mixed alpha waste would be disposed of onsite in a RCRA-pemitted

disposal facility (e.g., shallow land disposal or vault disposal), The fractions of job-control waste that

contain greater than or equal to 100 nanocuries per gram would be treated to meet waste acceptance

criteria and shipped to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant for disposal.

2.3.2 SCREENING PROCESS FOR MIXED AND HAZARDOUS WASTES

This section describes the screening process used to identify possible technologies, select potential

technologies, and select reasonable technologies for the treatment of mixed and hazardous wastes.

DOE based the screening process for mixed wastes primarily on the analyses done for tbe SRS Draft Site

Treatment Plan (DOE 1994d), which identifies treatment options for 59 waste streams. Prior to

evaluating options for the site treatment plan, DOE detemined that a number of wastes required no

further evaluation. Twenty-five wastes already had existing or planned treatment programs in the SRS

waste management plan. Three wastes were consolidated for pu~oses of options analysis and four were

deleted. Fm’themore, DOE did not evaluate possible technologies for the three transuranic-mixed and

two alpha-mixed waste categories. Alternatives for these transuranic and alpha wastes are addressed in

this EIS, as discussed in Section 2.3.1.3. This technology screening process identified 22 low-level

mixed wastes for which further analysis of treatment options was required. The following section

describes the in-depth evaluation of the remaining 22 low-level mixed wastes.
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2.3.2.1 0 Dtions Analys is in the Site Treatm ent Plan

The SRS draft site treatment plan describes a three-step process for evaluating options for treating mixed

waste: identifying feasible options; screening these options; and analyzing the most promising options in I TE

depth. The first step, identification of feasible options, resulted in a list of existing and planned facilities

that were capable of treating mixed wastes. Technical personnel from each candidate facility and a

group of SRS engineers and scientists evaluated these options.

The initial screening assessed the maturity and complexity of the technology used in each feasible

option. This assessment favored simple and well-established technologies. A success-factor score was

assigned to each technology and the highest-ranking options based on those scores were analyzed

further; low-scoring options were rejected. The rejected technologies were unproven and could not be

recommended at this time.

After identi~ing the better options, the in-depth analysis identified the preferred option for a given waste

using a model that assigned numerical scores to a set of criteria and requirements. The options analysis

model was developed from the Treatment Selection Guides and the Draft Site Treatment Plan

Development Framework (DOE 1994e). The model assigned numerical scores to each attribute and

applied a weighting factor based on the relative importance of the attributes to provide an overall score to

rank the option. These scores were used to reduce the list of possible options to a more manageable

number for further analysis and review. The final step of the options analysis was an engineering

assessment that considered less quantifiable factors than those assessed by the model to identifi the

preferred option for each waste.

Details of the options analyses and the preferred options can be found in the SRS draft site treatment

plan. DOE continues to refine the option analyses performed for the draft site treatment plan and to

incorporate additional mixed waste streams as they are identified. The Options Analysis Team was

formed by DOE to evaluate the preferred treatment options proposed in individual sites’ draft treatment

plans from a complex-wide perspective. This evaluation encompassed considerations such as

requirements to develop similar treatment capability at more than one DOE site that could be met by the

implementation of a single mobile treatment unit, and economies of scale in the construction and

operation of treatment facilities. As a result of refinements and additions to the draft site treatment plan

options analyses, the SRS Proposed Site Treatment Plan incorporated the changes described below.

The Options Analysis Team’s Proposed Changes to the Draft Site Treatment Plan Mixed Waste

Treatment ConjWrution (DOE 19940 recommended alternate preferred treatment options for two SRS
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mixed-waste streams. DOE is investigating the potential for a small quantity (less than 1 cubic meter) of

calcium metal waste to be treated using a mobile unit located at the Los Alamos National LaboratoW. In

addition, DOE is considering a mobile unit using a packed bed reactor technology at SRS for the

treatment of tritiated oil. Tritiated oil is not amenable to treatment using any currently available

technologies and, in this EIS, was proposed for continued storage pending further technology

development.

In-depth options analyses were not performed for mixed alpha waste streams in the draft site treatment

plan. However, DOE conducted analyses for two mixed alpha waste streams for the proposed site

treatment plan. The preferred options for these waste streams are consistent with the alternatives

considered in this EIS.

Twelve new mixed-waste streams were identified after the development of the draft site treatment plan:

.

.

.

.

.

Four new investigation-derived wastes; the volumes and characteristics of these waste streams

and their preferred treatment options would be established at a later date as part of the

RCRA/Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act remedial

decisions.

Off-specification mercury reclaimed from the Defense Waste Processing Facility that may

potentially be classified as a mixed waste. The small volume (approximately 0.2 cubic meters

over 5 years) could be managed like the elemental mercury waste considered in this EIS.

Liquid high-level waste sludge and supematant-contaminated debris from F- and H-Area tank

farm operations (approximately 1,065 cubic meters over 5 years) that could be treated by acid

washing at an existing SRS containment building, followed by vitrification of the spent acid

solution.

Three additional mixed waste streams (a total of approximately 24 cubic meters over 5 years) that

could be treated at the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

Noncombustible debris contaminated with toxic constituents. Small volumes of these wastes

could be macroencapsulated (coated with a polymer) at the facilities that generate them or they

could be accommodated by the containment building for treating mixed wastes considered in this

EIS.
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● One mixed-waste stream that conforms to the RCRA land disposal treatment standard for

macroencapsulation in the form in which it is generated.

o One additional mixed-waste stream that could be macroencapsulated (welded into a stainless steel
TC

box) under a treatability variance.

Details of the options analyses and the preferred options for these wastes can be found in the ,SRS
TC

Proposed Site Treatment Plan.

The changes and additions described here were incorporated in the analyses presented in this EIS. DOE I TC

anticipates that many of the newly identified wastes will be generated in very small volumes The

characteristics of the additional wastes are not substantially different from wastes considered in the draft, I ‘rE

The proposed treatment technologies are consistent with mixed waste technologies considered within the

alternatives of this EIS, The following section describes how these preferred options were used in this

EIS to identify reasonable technologies for managing mixed wastes.

2.3.2.2 Selection of Rea sonable Technologies for Mixed and Haza rdous Wastes

DOE used the options analyses performed for the SRS site treatment plan to develop the list of potential

and reasonable technologies for hazardous and mixed wastes evaluated in this EIS, The preferred

options identified in the SRS Proposed Site Treatmenl Plan correspond to the technologies evaluated in I TE

alternative B.

DOE aggregated the mixed waste into treatability groups that had common management requirements.

These treatability groups consist of mixed wastes that maybe managed at SRS but did not appear in the

5-year forecast used in the SRS draft site treatment plan. In other words, these new groups represent

mixed wastes that SRS may manage between 2000 and 2024. The analyses performed for the site

treatment plan were applied to these new treatability groups. Table 2-18 presents a summary comparison

of the new treatability groups, the corresponding mixed wastes in the site treatment plan and the

preferred options, and the technologies selected for consideration in this EIS. The following paragraphs

describe the treatability groups and technology selections for which there is not a direct correlation

between the site treatment plan and the EIS.

I TE
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Table 2-18. (continued).
EIStrcatability

EIStr..tabilitygr..p grOUP,.bc.tegOri., PSTPa wastestreams PSTP preferred optionx Resonable EIS tcchnologie$
Orgmic liquid Ail other organic liquids including Not considered none Incineration

streamssDecitically c.11.d out in the V,trificatio”
PSTP
DWPFdBenzene DWPFBenzene Incineration l“ci”eratio”

Vitrification

PUREXesolvent Tribulylphosphateand .-Paraffin Incineration Incineration
Vltritication

Radioactive oil Not considered .0.. Incineration
Vitrification

Rad-contaminatedfsolvent Incineration Incineration
W,xcd wasteoil Vltrificali.n

Paint waste Paint and Krnncr Incineration Incineration
Vitrification

ComDOsitctilters Not considered none Incineration
Vitrification

Tritiated oil Tritiated oil with mercury storage same

Aq.eO.$ Iiq.ids All other aqueousliquids including Not considered ..”. I“ci”.ration
thoseSDeCifi.a!lYcalled 0.1 in the Vitrification
PSTP

Aqueousmercuryand lead Ion Exchange Smc
Mixed waste from laboratory Incineration Inci”. ratio”

samples V itii ficatio”

Wastewater from TRUg dwm
d.watering

SRTCh .llUeOUS SRTC Iow-activify waste Ion Exchange same
SRTC high-activity waste

Aqueous liquids from groundwater Not considered “one IQ. exchange
monitoring well operations
(investigation-derivedwrote)

Soils Soils from spill remediation Vbrilication Vitrification

Organic sludge
Incineration

Not considered no”. V,trifi calion
Incineration

Inorganic sludge All inorganic sludge including Not considered none Incineration
streamsspecifically called out in the Vitrification
PSTP

Tank E-3-1 clta”-o”t material Stabilization Stabilization
Vitrification

PCBS Not considered “one Offsitc Ireatmentlonsile disposal
M-Area wastes M.A,ea plating-line sludgefrom Vit,ilication same

supematanttreatment
Mark- 15 tiltercakc
M-Area sludgeVeatabiliv samples
M.Area high-nickel plating-line

sludge

TC



Table 2-18. (continued).
EIStreatabili~

EIStreatahilitygroup groupSubCatcgO~eS PSTPawastestKems PSTPpreferredoptions ReasonableEIS technologies
~u
~- g

M-Arc.wastes(continued) Plating-line sumpmaterial Gb
N,ckel plating-line solution x?
Uraniundch[omium solution

E
Elemental mercury Tritium-contaminated mercury Amalgamation same z

E1.mental (liquid) mer..w
DWPF mercury

I Silver saddles Silver-coated packing material Macro. ncapsulation same

Gold t,.PS Gold lraps No teatment required same

TC Sour..: WSRC (1994c); DOE (1994 d); Hess (1994eL Hess(1995a).
a. Proposed Site TreoInient Plan.

b. h-Tank Precipitation.
c. Consolidated Incineration Facility.
d. Oefense Wrote ProcessingFacility.
e. P1.tonium-Uranium Extraction.
f. Radioactively contaminated.
g. Transur?.ni..
h. Savm”ti Rtver Technology Center.
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The site treatment plan includes several treatments for low-volume wastes at the individual facilities

which produce them. These wastes would be treated by the facilities that generate them ratherthan as a

part of the sitewide waste management program. DOE did not consider management alternatives for

these mixed wastes in the EIS.

DOE evaluated radioactive oil and low-level PCB wastes in the options analysis for this EIS because

management of these materials at SRS is similar to that of mixed wastes. Reasonable technologies were

identified for the radioactive oil based on its treatability group (organic liquids). The quantities of low.

level PCB wastes that require treatment are not large enough to economically justify applying the mOre

stringent regulato~ requirements of the Toxic Substances Control Act (which governs PCB treatment) to

the technologies selected for mixed wastes treated onsite, Accordingly, DOE determined that existing

offshe treatment would be the reasonable alternative for both radioactive and nonradioactive PCB wastes

for the 30-year period considered in this EIS.

The change from weapons production at SRS to decontamination, decommissioning, and environmental

restoration is expected to generate appreciably larger volumes of some treatability groups than those

considered in the 5-year forecast used in the site treatment plan. For those wastes, DOE would modify \ Tc

the technology proposed in the site treatment plan to accommodate the larger volume, For example, the

plan proposes a temporary vitrification process to treat a fixed and relatively limited quantity of soils and

sludges, In this EIS, DOE proposes to use the temporary vitrification process during the first 5 years, but

would replace it with a permanent vitrification facility to treat the increased volume of soils and sludges

anticipated in years 6 through 30. Similarly, DOE would construct the containment building proposed in I TE

this EIS as a stand-alone facility to accommodate quantities of waste too large to be managed within

existing SRS facilities, or wastes for which there is no existing facility that conforms to RCRA standards, I TE

Many of the treatability groups of debris generated by decontamination, decommissioning, and

environmental restoration are less well defined than the wastes addressed in the site treatment plan

because these wastes have not yet been generated. This EIS identifies multiple technologies to

accommodate the anticipated variability of these wastes.

DOE proposes that it continue to send hazardous wastes to offsite treatment and disposal facilities,

except for wastes amenable to treatment in onsite facilities that have excess capacity. Hazardous wastes

were assumed to be managed by the same technologies evaluated for mixed wastes of the same

treatability group.
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The method of disposal is dictated by the treatment technologies and the hazardous constituents of the

waste, Mixed and hazardOus wastes listed under RCRA (40 CFR 26 1.D) must be managed in accordance

with RCRA after treatment. Mixed and hazardous wastes that exhibit a RCRA-regulated characteristic

(ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity) maybe treated to eliminate the characteristic; if the

characteristic is eliminated, the treated waste need not be sent to a RCRA facility. The reasonable

technologies for disposal of mixed and hazardous wastes were identified based on the composition of the

treatability groups with respect to listed and characteristic wastes.

2.3.3 SYSTEM EVALUATIONIOPTIMIZATION FOR THE ACTION ALTERNATIVES

Upon completion of the options analysis for each treatability group, the higher-ranked technologies for

each group were compiled in a single list of candidate technologies for the waste management program

DOE reviewed this list to identifi technologies capable of handling a wide range of wastes. Application

of such technologies, either in existing or planned facilities, to several waste groups would provide both

economic and environmental advantages over the construction of numerous specialized treatment

facilities. With that goal in mind, the candidate technologies were ranked according to tbe following

criteria:

.

.

.

.

.

technologies with facilities cumently existing onsite

technologies with facilities under construction or planned at SRS

technologies that had been identified in the draft site treatment plan as preferred options to treat

mixed wastes

technologies proposed for treating transuranic waste to meet the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant waste

acceptance criteria

technologies proposed for treating low-level wastes

The first two criteria promote efficient use of existing and planned capabilities and resources. The

remainder address the specificity of the regulatory requirements applicable to each waste.

RCRA imposes specific requirements on waste management. In its site treatment plan, DOE proposed to

the State of South Carolina several technologies to treat the various groups of mixed waste at SRS.

South Carolina, in conjunction with DOE, will select the technologies for mixed wastes that will be used
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at SRS. The technologies identified as preferred options for mixed wastes in the draft site treatment plan

and their corresponding facilities will form the foundation of the SRS waste management program. To

this foundation, DOE will add those technologies necessary to accommodate the types of mixed wastes

that will he generated beyond 5 years.

DOE is committed to ensuring that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Carlsbad, New Mexico, will comply

with all applicable requirements so that DOE can place its transuranic wastes, including those at SRS, in

that reposho~. The waste acceptance criteria for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant will establish

requirements to ensure the safe handling and preparation of transuranic waste for transportation to and

placement in the reposito~. The technologies and facilities needed to treat transuranic wastes (primarily

wastes containing plutonium.238) to meet these waste acceptance criteria were considered as necessa~

elements of the SRS waste management program. Because of the specific handling precautions for

alpha-emitting wastes, these technologies should be located in separate facilities.

Additional factors used to refine the list of technologies included capacity of existing and planned

facilities, life-cycle costs, and stability of final waste forms. Treatment by commercial vendors (such as

offsite treatment of PCB wastes), direct disposal (disposal without treatment), and long-term storage

were considered as alternatives when appropriate. Table 2-19 identifies the criteria used in the system

evaluation and optimization process, and summarizes the results for the facilities considered for

inclusion in the SRS waste management program.

Once the technologies had been ranked in accordance with tbe criteria outlined above, tbe treatability

groups within each waste type were assigned to a specific facility until each facility reached its capacity.

New facilities were added as necessary to meet capacity requirements and to provide technologies not

currently available at SRS. Mixed and transuranic wastes were assigned to their respective facilities

first. Hazardous waste amenable to treatment in onsite facilities that treat mixed waste were assigned to

these facilities Afier mixed and hazardous wastes were assigned to specific facilities, low-level wastes

that could be treated in the same facilities were identified. This process continued until each waste had

been assigned to a treatment, storage, or disposal facility. In the final step, secondary wastes provided by

the various treatments were identified and evaluated to determine which technologies were suited for

their treatment and disposal.

TC

Table 2-20 identifies the management technologies and facilities selected for each of the alternatives I TE

considered in this EIS. Tbe technologies selected for alternative B were identified as potential

technologies for alternatives A and C as well. These potential technologies for the two alternatives were

evaluated against the objective of each ahemative: for alternative A, that objective was to provide a
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Table 2-19. System evaluation/optimization criteria.a
Criteria ZU

Deslr.ction MeclsRCFLA
.- g

C.nstmctton volume ca~abjlityfor treatment Ltach resistanceof Cost to Waste disposal %$

Consolidated Under
Incineration Facility construction

onstte

Incincrationl Existin~offsitc
supercompaction

Size reductiant Existin~affsite
repackaging

MeI#lmelU Existingloffsite
s.percompaction

Smelter Existingloffsitc

Non-alphavitrification Plan.ed/onsite

Tra”suranic waste Planncdlonsite
characterization
certification

Co”tainmc”r building Pki”nedlonsite

MWI soils
LLWk soils

MW/HW[ liquids
LLW liquids
MW/HW soils
M W/HW job-control
LLW job-control
Alpha job-control
Mnxed alpbajob-control

LLWjob-.o.lrol
LLW bulk

LLW job-control

LLW job-co”uol

LLW job-control

LLW bulk

MW/HW soils
LLW soils
MW/HW liquids
LLW liquids
MW/HW job control
LLW job control
MW/HW bulk
LLW bulk

TRUm (pu.239)nj0b control

TRU (P..238)n job control

Mixed alphapjob contiol
Alpha job w“trol
TRU (Pu.239) bulk
TRU (PII.238) bulk
Mixed alpha bulk
Alpha bulk

MWMW Bulk

. . .. . . . . . . .. . .... . .. . . ... ........ 0

2
2

7
7
7
7
7

10
10

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

7
7
6
6
7
7
8
8

8
10
8
8
9

10
8
8

4

NN No
NoNA

‘to:1
40 I

1:3
8:1

11:1
11:1
8: I

8:1
8:1

Ioo:l

1.41

201

101

1.2:1
1.2:1
75:1
75:1
15:1
15:1
15:1
15:1

1,4:1
1.4:1
1.4:{
L4:I
1.4:1
1.41
1.4:1
L4:I

1:1.2

Ye,
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No

No

No

No

No

Ye,
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No

No
NA

Yes
NA
Y,,
Yes
NA
NA
Yes

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
NA

Mecls WIPP/WACQ
No
Yes
NA

Meets WIPPIWACO
No
Yes
NA

Yes

No
No

Moderate [Cement)
Moderate (Cement)
Mode,atc (Cement)
Moderate (Cement)
Moderate (Cement)
Moderate (Cement)
Moderate (Cement)

Poor (Unstabilized)
Poor (Unstabilized)

Poor (Unstabilized)

Poor (Unstabilized)

Moderate

Best available
Best availeble
Best available
Best available
Best available
Best available
Best availsble
Best available

Poor (Unstabilized)
NA-tceatment Req.
Poor (Unstabilized)
Poor (Unstabilized)
Poor (Unstabilized)
NA-treatment req.
Poor (Unstabilized)
Poor (Unstabilized)

2
2

6
6
8
8
8

10
10

2
2

8

6

8

5

8
8
7
7
8
8
9
9

8
10
8
8
8

10
8
8

6

NA-treatment req. s
.

I

5
3
7
5
3
7
7

3
3

3

3

3

5

5
I

3
1
3

10
NA-treatment ,.q.

5
10

NA-treatment req.

5

5



Table 2-19. (continued).
Criteria
Destruction MeetsRCRA

Construction volume capabilityfor freatmcnt Leach resistanceof Cost to Waste dismsal

Plannedlonsite

Shallow land disposal

Vault disposal

WIPP disposal

Existinglo.site

Existing/o”site

Existing/o”site

Existi”gJoffsitc

~ ~, Source: Hess (1994g, 1995d).

8 b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g
h.

Mtxed alpha Iiq”ids
Alpha liquids
TRU Iiq”ids
Mfixed alphajob CO.WOI
Alpha job confrol
TRU job canfrol
Mtxed alpha bulk
Alpha bulk
TRU bulk

LLW

LLW
Alpha wasfe

~wmw
Wtxed alpha waste

TRU

8
8
8
9
9
9

10
10
\o

Facifily: Status Flexibilifyb COSF alteratio.d organicse requiremenlsf final waste fomg operate. costsh

Alpha vitrification 8 8

2

4
4

5
5

NA

Denotesfhe waste types and mabices that could be managedat tbe facility
Cost scoreswe on a I to 10 scale wifh 10 bein8 tbe mostexpensive,
Denotes fbe ratio of tbe incoming waste volume to tbe post-tieatme”twastevolume.

75:1
75,1
75:1
15:1
15:1
15:1
15:1
15:1
ISI

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Y,,
No
No

No

No
No

No
No

No

Ye,
NA
Yes
Yes
NA
Yes
Yes
NA
Yes

No

No
No

No
No

No

Best available
Best available
Best mailable
Best available
Best available
Best available
Best available
Best available
Best available

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

8 8
8 8
9 9
9 9
9 9

10 9
10 9
10 9

3 NA

3 NA
4 NA

3 NA
4 NA

NA NA

Denotts whether OICfacili~ Wovides a dcsfmcfio. and removal capability for organichazardousconstituentsfhat mcels RCR4 incinerationstandards(i.e., 99,99 percent).
Denotes whefhcr lhe facility providestreatment lhat mee!sRCRA land disposalrestrictionsfandards.
Ranks tbe stability oflbe final wrote form provided by the tecbn0108y(ies)usedat each facility,
Scorezthe cost 10disposeof tie freatmentresidualsand secondq wasteson a 1 to IO scalewifb 10 being the mostexpensive.
fvfixedwrote.
Not applicable.
Low-level waste.
Hazardous waste.
Trans.ranic wrote.
P1.toni.m-238, -239.
W25te Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptancecriteria,

i.
i.
k.
1.
m.
n.
0.
p, Waste containing behvcen 10 and 100’nanocuriespergram of Oansuranicradionuclides.
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TC I

TC I

TC

~ lble 2-20. Treatabili~ groups ( the proposed management facilities for each altemative.a

I
Treatment,storage,anddisuosalfacilit~

waste
ovf-level

Ow.level

Ow-level
OW.level

,Ow.level

,ow-level

,ow-1ev.1

,Ow-le”el

,Ovf-level

.ow-level

.ow-level

.ow-level

:ransuranicl
Alpha

dixed waste

&,xed waste
Aixed waste

$,xed waste

K!xcd waste
Wixed waste

X,xcd waste

Mixed wrote

Mixed wale

W,xcd waste

Mixed waste

W,xed waste
M,xed \,aste

Mixed waste
Mixed wrote

Mnxed waste

Mixed waste

Mixed waste

Hazardous waste

Hzardous w=te

Hazardous waste
Hazardous waste

Hazardous \YmIc

Hazardous waste

Hzardo”s w%tt

Hazardous wastt

Hazardous wast<

Hazardous wastt
Haz%dous w~t,

Categories

.ong-lived

;pent deionizes
;ritiated equipment

rriliated job-control
Wate

rritiated soil

4aval hardware

.aw-activity
cq”ipmcnt

)ffsite job-control
Wate

.ow-activity
job-control waste

;“tenncdiate-activiv
job-control ~vastc

Suspect soil

Low-activity soil

Alpha job-control
wale

Glassdebris
Heterogcneo”sdehri!

Lead
Inorganic debris

Organic debris

Mixed waste needing
size reduction

DWPFe benzene

Organic liquid
Radioactive oil

PUP.SXf solvents
Paint wastes

Composite filters

Aq.cous liquids

Soils
Organic sludge

I.organic sludge

Mercury-
contaminated
materials

Tritiated oil

Composite falters

Paint wastes

Organic liquids

Aqueous liquids
Inorganic debris

Heterogeneousdcbri

Glas debris

Organic sludges

Inorganic sludges

Soils

Organic debris

Vaull
disposal

,Itemative

\B

iB

iB

\BC

\B

kB

4B

B

4B
4B

bllow land
iisposal

Itemative

B

B

B

c

—

Storaee

(Oemativc

BC

BC

ABC

:ompaction;

fsite ve”dord

41ternativc

B

,B

o“-alpha
Irification

Itemative

c
c

c

c

c

c

c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
(
(
(

B(
B(

B(

(

(

(
(

(

(

{

(
(

1

(

cineration

,Itemative

B

B

[

B

B

B
AB

AB

AB
AB

AB

AB

AB

AB
A

A

A

AB

AB

AB

AB
B

B

B

B

B
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:able 2-2o.

waste
Low-level

rransuranicl

Alpha

Transuranicl
Alpha

lransuranic

lransuranic

rransuranic

lrans.ranic

rra.s.rmi.

rrans.ranic

W,xed wste
Uixcd waste

Mixed waste
Uixed wate

Mixed wate

K,xed waste
Wixed waste

W,xed waste
Mixed waste

tiixed waste

tiixed waste
W,xed waste

Mixed waste
Mixed waste

Mixed wrote

W,xed waste
Uixed waste

Mixed wzte

flazardouswastt
<azmdouswaste

+azadous waste

ontinued).

Categories

Low-activity
equipment

41phajob-control
waste

Mixed alpha job-
control waste

:0.5 curie TR~
job-control
Wastt

<0.5 curie mixed
TRU iob-
contr;l waste

>0,5 curie TRU
job-control
waste

>0.5 curie mixed
TRU job-
control wrote

rRU cq.ipment

rRU equipment,
mixed

Xemote and
mixed remote
TRU

tlass debris
tietal debris

3ulk
.ead

~eteroge”eous
debris

,norganicdebris

Jrganic debris

:omposite filters
?CBS

ZIcmcntalmere.IY
Naste site soil

Jraniumfchromium
M-Area waste

;ilver saddles

>old traps
$afetylcontrol rods

Tpk Fijter~

‘recess cquipme”t

‘CBS

“organic debris

<eteroge.eous
debris

Metal debris
3.lk equipment

;Iass debris

)rganic sludges

WIPP
disposalh

Alternative

4B

4B

4B

4B

Alpha
vitrification

Alternative

c

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

Treatment. storaze. and d,,
-

Smelting

dtemative

BC

-
Iontai”men!

Buildtng

Alternative

A

A
A

A
A

A

A
A

B

BC
BC

B

B

B

B

c

c
c

al facililvg
-

M-Area
vendor

Alttmativ<

ABC

ABC
ABC

Offsite
treatment

Altemativc

ABC

ABC

AB

ABC
AB

AB

AB

AB

AB

A

RCUi
disposal

41tema1ive

<B

(Bc
\BC

iBC

\BC

(BC

I TC

I TE

TC
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Table 2-20. (continued).

Treatment,storage, and disposalfacilityg

WIPP Alpha Containment M-Area Offsite

disposalh

RCRAi
vitrification Smelting Building vendor treatment disposal

Waste Categories Alternative Alternative Alternative Alternative Altemadvc Akemative Alternative

Haardous wrote Inorganic sludges A

Hazardous waste Soils AB

Hazardous W=te Organic debris AB

Hzardous waste Lead c AB

a.
b.

c.
d.

TC

e.

f.

g.
h.
i.

j.
k.—

source: Hess (1994e, 1995d).
Storage includes wastes stored for radioactive decay and wastes stored pending fuflher analysis to determine
their ultimate disposition.

Disposal includes wastes sent directly to a disposal unit without treatment.

“Compaction” refers to the use of the existing onsite compactors under alternative A for low-activity job-conmol
waste. “Offsite vendor” refers to those technologies to be used under alternative B for low-activity job-control
and equipment wastes as a result of the request for proposal for low-level waste volume reduction. For purposes
of analysis in the EIS, these technologies are assumed to include supercompaction, size reductiotirepackaging,
incinerationlsupercompaction, and metal meltlsupercompaction.
Defense Waste Processing Facility.
Plutonium-uranium extraction.

Note change in header to show different waste treatment, storage, and disposal processes from first page.
Waste Isolation Pilot Plmt.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.
Transuranic.
In-Tank Precipitation.

TE I

limited treatment configuration; for alternative C, it was to provide an extensive treatment configuration.

The treatability group was then assigned to the technology most suited to that treatability group, in

keeping with the overall objective of the alternative. For example, mixed waste in the treatabili~, group

“heterogeneous debris” would be macroencapsulated (see glossary) at the containment building (see

Appendix B.6) in alternative A, incinerated or macroencapsulated in alternative B, and vitrified in

alternative C,

2.3.4 NEPA ANALYSES FOR FACILITIES CONSIDERED IN THE SRS WASTE

MANAGEMENT EIS

The no-action alternative described in the Notice of Intent to prepare this EIS for Waste Management at

SRS (59 FR 16494, April 6, 1994) indicated that DOE would “analyze a no-action alternative that would

cnntinue waste generation and current management practices. DOE would continue ongoing activities

and implement planned actions, including high-level radioactive waste management, for which National

Environmental Policy Act review has been completed and decisions made.” The proposed actiOn wOuld

include “the no-action alternative activities plus programmatic and project-level actions to enhance waste

management operations” at SRS.
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on this basis, DOE foj-mulated a no-action alternative and three “action” alternatives; the action.

alternatives could fulfill DOE’s need for a waste management strategy. This EIS provides information

for decisions DC)E will make in its Records of Decision following publication of the EIS. Table 2-21

lists existing and planned facilities that are included in the no-action and the action alternatives. In

addition, the table identifies the NEPA basis for including planned activities in the no-action alternative,

facilities that could be constructed and operated under decisions based on this EIS, and facilities that

might require further NEPA evaluations,

Table 2-21. NEPA review of facilities in the ,S~ Wasfe Management EIS.

Facility NEPA review Discussion

Containment Building
(Hazardous Waste/Mixed
Waste Treatment
Building)

Low-Level Waste Soil
Sort Facility

Consolidated Incineration
Facility (CIF) -
COns~ction

Consolidated Incineration
Facility (CIF) Operation

Replacement High Level
Waste Evaporator
(RHLWE)

New Waste Transfer
Facility (NWTF)

M-Area Vendor Treatment
Facility

This EIS

This EIS

Consolidated Incineration
Facility (DOE/EA-0400) and its
Finding of No Significant Impact
(57 FR 61402)

This EIS

Categorical exclusion,
September 24, 1990

Categorical exclusion,
September 18, 1991

Additional waste streams-this
EIS

Constmction of the CIF would continue under the
no-action alternative.

The action alternatives explore a wide range of
operational scenarios for the CIF. Decisions on
whether to operate and what wastes to treat would
be based on this EIS.

The NWTF, a replacement “valve box” located in
H-Area, receives waste from both the Defense
Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) and other

F- and H-Area operations.

The original M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility
was addressed in Environmental Assessment,
Treatment of M-Area Mixed Waste at the
Swannah River Sife, which assessed the treatment
of six mixed wastes. In this EIS, DOE proposes
to use this facility for the treatment of two more
mixed waste streams that were identified in the
SRS Draft Site Treatment Plan. The treatment
technology would be vitrification,

TE

I TC
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Table 2-21. (continued).

Facility NEPA review Discussion

M-Area Air Stripper Ongoing activity

F/H-Area Effluent

Treatment Facility

Hazardous Waste/Mixed
Waste Disposal Vaults

High-Level Waste Tank
Farms

TC

E-Area Vaults

Shallow Land Disposal

TC I

E-Area Burial Ground
Solvent Tanks

Memo-to-File, F/H E@uenl
Treatment Facility (ETF),
August 12, 1986

Final Environmental Impact
Statement, Wasie Management
Activities for Groundwater
Pro(ec(ion, DOEiEIS-O 120 and
its Record of Decision
(53 FR 7557))

EISS on high-level waste include:
Final Environmental Impact
Statement, Waste Management
Operations (ERDA- 1537); Final
Environmental Impact Statement,
Double-Shell Tank for Defense
High-Level Radioactive Waste
Storage; and Final
Environmental Impact Statement,
Defense Waste Processing
Facili~, DOE/EIS-0082 and its
Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-

0082S)

DOE/EIS-0120 and its Record of

Decision (53 FR 7557)

ERDA- 1537 and subsequent
confirmation in DOEiEIS-O 120

Ongoing activity

Transuranic Waste Storage Ongoing activiW
Pads

TC
I

The M-Area Air Stripper treats the M-Area
groundwater plume that is contaminated with
organic solvents as part of environmental
restoration. Under the fouraltematives, DOE
would continue to treat, inthe M-Area Stripper,
the waste withdrawn from monitoring wells
during sampling (investigation-derived waste).

The NOI for the DWPF SEIS (59 FR 16499,
April 6, 1994) states that operation of the ETF
will be included in the Waste Management EIS.
NEPA was completed under then-current DOE
NEPA Guidelines.

The EIS assessed RCRA landfills and vaults for
disposal of hazardous and mixed waste. Specific
project-level actions listed under Decision in the
Record of Decision included constmction and
operation of new storageldisposal facilities for
hazardous and/or mixed waste.

Vault design was one of several project-specific
technologies considered for new disposal/storage
facilities.

Shallow land disposal has continued in the
operating burial ground and would continue in
E-Area for a portion of SRS low-level waste (e.g.,
suspect soil).

Existing solvent tanks store spent solvent
generated by the plutonium-uranium extraction
(PUREX) process.

Under the no-action and the action alternatives,
DOE would construct additional pads to increase
the storage capacity. The number of pads needed
would be greatest under the no-action alternative
and least under alternative A.
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Table 2-21. (continued).

Facility NEPA review Discussion

Mixed WasteStorage Categoricalexclusion,
Facilities October5, 1990

M-AreaLiquidEffluent Ongoingactivity
TreatmentFacility(LETF)

Savannah River Ongoing activity

Technology Center Mixed
Waste Storage Tanks

Experimental Transuranic Ongoing activity
Waste Assay Facility/
Waste Certification
Facility (ETWAF)

Hazardous Waste Storage ongoing activity
Facilities

Compactors Ongoing activity

Long-Lived Waste Storage
Building

Transuranic Waste
Characterization/
Certification Facility

Non-Alpha Vitrification

Under the no-action alternative, hazardous wastes
would continue to be sent offsite for treatment and
disposal, Therefore, additional hazardous waste
storage would not be required.

Under no-action and alternative A, the existing

compactors operate over the full period of
analysis. Under alternatives B and C, they would
be replaced by other volume-reducing
technologies.

DoEiEIs-o120

Would require further NEPA The transuranic waste characteri~tion/

evaluation cetiitication facility would provide extensive
containerized waste processing and certification
capabilities. The facility would have the ability to
open various containers (e.g., boxes, culvetis, or
dmms); assay, examine, sort, decontaminate the
alpha and transuranic wastes; reduce Iwge wastes
to 55-gallon-dmm size; weld; and certify
containers for disposal.

Would require further NEPA The non-alpha vitrification facility would provide
evaluation treatment for liquid, solid, soil, and sludge wastes,

primarily resulting from environmental restoration
and decontamination and decommissioning
activities, for which treatment capacity is not
otherwise available at SRS,

For the expected waste forecast, the facility would
be constructed and operated under alternatives B
and C. Because conceptual designs have not been
developed, DOE believes that further NEPA
evaluation might be required.

TE

TC

I TC
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Table 2-21. (continued).

Facility NEPA review Discussion

Alpha Vitrification Would require further NEPA The alpha vitrification faciliry would provide
evaluation treatment of non-mixed and mixed alpha waste

(1Oto 100 nanocuries of transuranics per gram of

waste) and nonmixed and mixed transuranic waste
(greater than 100 nanocuries of transuranics per
gram of waste). The facility would have the
ability to open drums of wastes, perfom size
reduction, produce a glass waste form suitable for
disposal, and treat secondary wastes.

The facility would be constmcted and operated
under alternatives B and C. Similar to the
non-alpha vitrification facility, the alpha

TE I vitrification facility is in a pre-concepwal design
stage and DOE believes that further NEPA
evaluation would be required.
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2.4 Alternative A – Limited Treatment Configuration

AS described at the beginning of Chapter 2, DOE bases alternative A on a strategy to provide limited

treatment, generally the minimum treatment required to meet applicable storage and disposal standards,

This section discusses the activities and facilities that would be used under ~lternative A and the

expected waste forecast, and discusses the changes in such activities and facilities that would be required

to accommodate the minimum and maximum waste forecasts. Under alternative A, DOE would use

technologies that provide the minimum treatment required to meet applicable storage and disposal

standards and would expeditiously store or dispose of the wastes in a manner that prevents or minimizes

shmt-term impacts.

Alternative A is identical to the no-action alternative with respect to the management nf liquid high-level

and low-level radioactive wastes. This section discusses only changes, if any, for these wastes necessa~

to accommodate the minimum and maximum waste fnrecasts. Alternative A would use several treatment I TE

facilities for mixed and transuranic wastes including the Consolidated Incineration Facility, a mobile soil

sort facility, the containment building for mixed wastes, and the transuranic waste I TE

characterization/certification facility for transuranic and alpha wastes. Small quantities of hazardous

waste would be treated onsite at the Consolidated Incineration Facility. By implementing these

treatments, DOE would appreciably decrease tbe amount of additional storage capacity for mixed and

transuranic wastes from that required under the no-action alternative. Mixed waste storage would peak

in 2005 and transuranic and alpha waste storage in 2006; the required number of storage facilities would I TC

then decrease as new treatment facilities begin operations, Small quantities of mixed and PCB wastes

would be sent offsite for treatment, and transuranic wastes would be sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant for disposal when that facility becomes available. The waste volumes sent to shallow land disposal

and to RCRA-permitted disposal facilities would increase from those projected for the no-action

alternative, due to the increased volume of treatment residuals. Sections 2.4.4, 2.4.5, and 2.4.6 discuss

tbe proposed treatment, storage, and disposal activities for hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes

under alternative A. Section 2.4.7 summarizes the activities and facilities under alternative A and

compares them to those that would be required under the no-action alternative. I TE
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Min. E.,, Ma%
No
Action

A

B

@

2.4.1 POLLUTION PREVENTIONmASTE MINIMIZATION

c

The ongoing waste minimization activities described for the no-action alternative (Section 2.2, I) would

continue in each waste forecast under alternative A. DOE would also initiate activities to reduce the

amounts of lead and contaminated soils. Table 2-22 summarizes waste minimization activities that

would occur under alternative A beyond the ongoing (no-action alternative) activities.

Table 2-22. Waste minimization activities for alternative A.a

Estimated amount
Waste of reduction (cubic

Minimization activity Treatability group forecast meters)b

Reuse decontaminated lead Mixed waste lead Expected 2,408
Minimum 1,053
Maximum 6,140

Sort soil to divert for beneficial reuse Mixed waste soils Expected 35,332
Minimum 9,549
Maximum 176,024

a. Source: Hess ( 1994e, 1995c).
b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.

Min. EXP. Max
N.
Action

A

B

@

2.4.1.1 Poll “rr Pre nin~t ion – ected
c

e Fore

DOE estimates that 3,010 cubic meters (1.06x 105 cubic feet) of radioactively contaminated lead (a

mixed waste) would be generated and available for recycling over the next 30 years (Hess 1995c). Lead

that cannot be decontaminated (i.e., lead that is radioactive throughout its volume due to activation rather

than contaminated only on its surface) would be treated and disposed of onsite rather than recycled

because the onsite lead smelter can only be used for uncontaminated lead.

Lead with surface contamination would be sent offsite for decontamination at an existing commercial

facility (see Appendix B.2 1). After decontamination, the lead would be checked for radioactivity, Lead

that had been adequately decontaminated would be sold to private industry for reuse. Lead that was not
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adequately decontaminated would be returned to SRS for disposal. The small amount of waste generated

during the decontamination process also would be disposed of at SRS. It is estimated that more than

80 percent [2,408 cubic meters (85,000 cubic feet)] of the lead generated over the next 30 years could be

recycled (DOE 1994d).

The volume of soils containing mixed waste would be minimized by separating the contaminated

materials from those in which the contamination cannot be detected. An estimated 88,331 cubic meters

(3. 12x 106 cubic feet) of mixed waste soils would be generated over the 30-year period, An estimated

35,332 cubic meters (1 .25x1o6 cubic feet) of this material is expected to be below detection limits

(Hess 1995c), Material free of detectable contaminants would be used at SRS for backfill. The soil sort

facility is described in Appendix B,28.

Min. Exe. Mm.
No
Act,..

A

B

2.4.1.2 Pollution Preve ntiOrsiWast e Minimization – Minimum an d Maximum
B Waste Forecasts
c

For alternative A – minimum and maximum forecasts, lead with radioactive contamination limited to the

surface would be recycled as in the expected forecast, but the volume of throughput and decontaminated

lead available for reuse would vary, as indicated in Table 2-22.

Mixed waste soils would be sorted to divert uncontaminated material for beneficial uses. The estimated

amounts expected to be free of detectable contamination and available for reuse in the minimum and

maximum waste forecasts are presented in Table 2-22.

Min. Exp. Max
No
Action

A

@

2.4.2 HIGH-LEVEL WASTE – EXPECTED, MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM
B FORECAST
c

Under alternative A, DOE would treat liquid high-level radioactive waste as it would be treated under the

no-action alternative (see Section 2.2.2, Figure 2-9). For each waste forecast, DOE would continue

current management activities, from receipt and storage of liquid high-level waste in tanks to

preparation, processing, and treatment into fonus suitable for final disposal. The high-level waste

volumes that would be generated over the next 30 years (Table 2-22) in addition to the existing inventory

I Tc

TC

TE

I TE

I TE
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of high-level waste currently in stOrage [approximately 1.31x105 cubic meters (3 .45 x107 gallons)] (DOE

1994d) are given in Table 2-23.

Table 2-23. Thirty-year liquid high-level waste volumes for the expected, minimum, and maximum
waste forecasts.a

Waste forecast Volume

Expected 22,000 cubic meters (5,81 x1o6 gallons)

Minimum 12,000 cubic meters (3.17x I06 gallons)

Maximum 27,000 cubic meters (7,13x I06 gallons)

a. Source: Hess (1994d).

These volumes are not additive, because newly generated waste volumes would be reduced

approximately 75 percent via evaporation. These volumes would not require construction of new high.

level waste tanks or facilities. Instead, DOE proposes to continue current management practices and to

manage waste with the objective of emptying tbe tanks and immobilizing SRS’Sinventory of liquid high-

Ievel wasteby2018 (DOE 1994a).

DOE would not change proposed high-level waste management practices as a result of tbe smaller

volumes forecast in tbe minimum waste forecast (45 percent less than the expected waste forecast), The

only difference in management practices as a result of the larger volumes forecast in the maximum waste

forecast (23 percent more than tbe expected waste forecast) would he to operate the existing evaporators

at higher rates to maintain adequate reserve tank storage capacity.

2.4.3 LOW-LEVEL WASTE

Min. EXP. Max
No n
Action

A

a

@
2.4.3.1 Low-Level Wast e – ExDect ed Waste Fore cast

c

For alternative A – expected forecast, DOE would process low-level waste in a manner identical to the

no-action alternative discussed in Section 2.2.3. Figure 2-17 summarizes these proposed activities to

manage low-level waste.

Under alternative A, DOE would store process water deionizes from reactors (less than 1 percent of tbe

forecast low-level waste) in long-lived waste storage buildings in E-Area, The existing building would
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Treatabilitv Group StoraaelTreatm ent DiSDOSal

Naval Hardware Storage

(Staged inE-Area)

Suspect Soil
“m

Low-Activity
Job-Control Waste

a’

Storage

Low-Activity Soil

Low-Activity
Job-Control Waste

Offsite Job-Control
Waste

Tritiated Soil

Fritiated Job-Control
Waste

Tritiated Equipment

ntermediate-Activity
Job-Control Waste

Low-Activity
Equipment

Low-!
b Interme

vault 1ityor
e-Level
posal

Source: Hess (1994e).

Note This figure does nOtinclude shori.term or transition activities.

PK56

TC

TE

Figure 2-17. Low-level waste management plan for alternative A expected waste forecast.
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reach capacity by 2000, and 24 additional buildings would be needed over the 30-year period (Hess

l-c I 1995C).

DOE would compact low-activity job-control waste to more efficiently use capacity. For purposes of

analysis in this EIS, it is assumed that approximately 1.19x105 cubic meters (4.22x106 cubic feet)

~ I (22perce"tofthe low-level waste forecast) would becompactedoverthe next3Oyears, See Section

2.2.3,1 for additional information. Compacting the waste would decrease needed disposal capacity to

~ I 78percentofthatrequired ifwastewere"otcompacted(Hess 1995c).

TE I Table 2-24 liststhedistribution oflow-levelwaste amongthevarioustreatmentanddisposaioptions,

TE I Table 2-24, Low-level waste treatment and disposal options for alternative A expected waste

forecast.a,b

TC Disposal options Treatment options

93 percent to vaults 22 percent to compactor

7 percent to shallow land disposal

TE I a. Source: Hess (1995 c).
b. Percentages are approximate.

TE

TC

DOE would continue to dispose of suspect soils in the engineered low-level trench, Under alternative A,

DOE would dispose of low-activity waste, which comprises approximately 86 percent by volume of the

low-level waste that would be disposed of, in the low-activity waste vaults, The material disposed of

would include low-activity waste equipment resulting from the decontamination of mixed waste

(discussed in Section 2.4.5.1 .2). The existing vault would reach capacity by 1997 (1-Iess1995c).

Additional vaults would be constructed as needed. See Section 2.2.3.1 for additional information.

Under alternative A, DOE would dispose of intermediate-activity waste, which comprises approximately

7 percent of the waste that would be disposed of, in the intermediate-level waste vaults. The existing

vaults would reach capacity by 2000, and additional vaults would be constructed as needed (Hess 1995c),

See Section 2.2.3.2 for additional information,

Under alternative A, DCJEwould dispose of suspect soils and naval hardware that meet waste acceptance

criteria, which would comprise approximately 7 percent of the low-level waste to be disposed of, by

shallow land disposal (Hess 199sc). See Sections 2.2,3,1 and 2,2,3.4 for additional information.
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Min. Exp, Max.
N.
Action

A

B

B

2.4.3.2 Low-Level Wast e – Minimum and Maximum Waste Forecasts
c

For alternative A – minimum and maximum waste forecasts, DOE would change the way it manages

some low-level waste in the expected case (see Figure 2-17). The changes from waste management

practices described under the expected waste forecast are primarily attributed to the larger volume of

soils in the maximum waste forecast (48 percent of all low-level waste, compared to 9 percent for the

expected waste forecast). The existing compactors would operate at maximum capacity for the duration

of the 30-year period and would process approximately 30 percent of the total volume of low-level waste

in the minimum case and 7 percent in the maximum case. Less than 1 percent would be placed in storage

buildings pending disposal (Hess 1995c). Table 2-25 describes the percentage of low-level waste

distributed among the various treatment and disposal options under the minimum and maximum waste

forecasts.

Table 2-25. Low-level waste treatment and disposal options for alternative A minimum and maximum

waste forecasts.a,b

Minimum waste forecast Maximum waste forecast

Treatment options Treatment options

30 percent to compactors 7 percent to compactors

Disposal options Disposal options

95 percent to vaults 69 percent to vaults

5 percent to shallow land disposal 31 percent toshallow land disposal

a. Source: Hess(1995c).
b. Percentages areaDDroximate.

[ TE

I TC

ITC

Min. Exn. Ma,
N.
Actio.

A

B

2.4.4 HAZARDOUS WASTE – EXPECTED, MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM I TE
B WASTE FORECASTS
c

For each alternative A waste forecast, DOE would manage hazardous waste in a manner similar to the I TE

no-action alternative for hazardous waste presented in Section 2.2.4. The only difference would be to

incinerate a few treatability groups onsite rather than sending them offsite for treatment and disposal.
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Figure 2-18 presents these proposed hazardous waste management activities. In general, DOE would not

construct new facilities or implement new onsite treatment processes solely for hazardous wastes.

Rather, hazardous waste management alternatives would be based on the alternatives suggested for

mixed waste. If DOE constructs a facility or implements a method of treatment for mixed waste that can

also be applied to hazardous waste, DOE could use it for hazardous waste to the extent excess capacity is

available.

hr addition to the management practices for hazardous waste under the no-action alternative

(Section 2.2.4), under alternative A DOE would:

. Complete construction of and operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility, including

incineration of selected hazardous wastes.

o Construct RCRA-permitted disposal vaults to dispose of stabilized ash and blowdown waste from

the incineration process, or send them to shallow land disposal.

Under alternative A, DOE would continue to accumulate hazardous wastes for recycling, both onsite and

offsite. DOE would continue to manage aqueous liquids generated from groundwater monitoring wells

(investigatiOn-derived wastes) at the M-Area Air Stripper, as described in Section 2.2.4. DOE would

also continue storing hazardous waste in the three RCRA-permhted hazardous waste storage buildings,

the M-Area storage building, and on the three interim status solid waste storage pads. DOE would

continue to send most (89 percent for expected, 93 percent for minimum, and 91 percent for maximum

waste forecasts) of the hazardous waste offsite for treatment and disposal, However, several hazardous

wastes (composite filters, paint waste, organic liquids, aqueous liquids) would be treated in the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, assuming it begins operating in 1996, These wastes represent

approximately 4 Percent Ofthe hazardOus waste quantities forecast for the next 30 years. The stabilized

ash and blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration Facility would be sent to onsite RCRA-permitted

disposal or shallow land disposal. It is estimated that 70 percent of the stabilized ash and blowdown

would require RCRA-permitted disposal and 30 percent would be sent to shallow land disposal

(Hess 199SC).
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2.4.5 MIXEDWASTE

Min.EXP, Ma..
No n
Action

A

B

““m -

2.4.5.1 Mixed Wast – cted Waste Forecast
c

For the expected forecast of waste generation, DOE would manage mixed waste to include activities

under the no-action alternative presented in Section 2.2.5. In addition, under alternative A, DOE would

implement limited mixed waste treatment activities necessary to provide a final waste form that would be

suitable for disposal. Figure 2-19 summarizes the proposed mixed waste management activities under

this alternative. In addition to the waste management practices for mixed waste under the no-action

alternative, under alternative A DOE would:

.

TC
.

TC .

.

.

Store tritiated oils to allow time for radioactive decay.

Send elemental mercury and mercury-contaminated waste to the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory for treatment residuals would be returned to SRS for RCRA-perrnitted disposal or

shallow land disposal.

Send calcium metal waste to the Los Alamos National Laboratory for treatment; residuals would

be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Send radioactive PCB wastes offsite for treatment residuals would be returned ‘for shallow land

disposal at SRS.

Send lead offsite for decontamination and recycling; residuals would be returned for

RCRA-perrrritted disposal at SRS,
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In addition, under alternative A, DOE would:

TE I

TE I

TC

TE I

.

.

.

.

.

Construct a containment building to decontaminate mixed wastes (mostly debris) and

macroencapsulate contaminated debris and lead wastes.

Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility and bum certain mixed wastes, such as benzene

generated by the Defense Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes,

contaminated soils, spent decontamination solutions from the containment building, PUREX

(plutonium-uranium extraction) solvent, paint waste, radioactive oil, and organic and inorganic

sludges.

Construct RCRA-pemitted disposal vaults to dispose of stabilized ash and blowdown from the

incineration process or send them to shallow land disposal.

Construct and operate a soil sort facility to separate soil with undetectable contamination from

contaminated soil. Contaminated soil would be burned in the Consolidated Incineration Facility

and soil without detectable contamination would be used onsite as backfill material.

Construct and operate the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility to vitrify wastes generated by

M-Area electroplating operations and the specific wastes identified in the SW Proposed Site

Treatment Plan.

2.4.5.1.1 Containerized Storage

For alternative A – expected waste forecast, DOE would continue to store mixed waste in the three

mixed waste storage buildings, the M-Area storage building, and on three waste storage pads. The

non-alpha mixed waste (i.e., waste with less than 10 nanocuries per gram of transuranics) that is now

stored on the transuranic waste storage pads would be transferred to the mixed waste storage pads. To

allow for storage of m ixed waste while treatment facilities are being constructed, DOE would build

additional mixed waste storage buildings as needed, Based on the usable capacity of Building 643-43E

described in Section 2,2.S. 1, DOE estimates that a maximum of 79 additional buildings would be

required by 2005 (Hess 1995c), Due to their small size (Building 643-29E) or remote locations

(Buildings 645-2N and 3 16-M), DOE would no longer use the existing mixed waste storage buildings

after their waste inventories were removed for treatment and disposal. If these existing mixed waste

storage buildings were used for future storage needs, their combined storage capacities would offset the

need for approximately one new storage building.
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DOE would continue to store mercury-contaminated tritiated oils generated by SRS tritium facilities in

the mixed waste storage buildings. Due to the high tritium content of these oils, DOE detemrined that

the tritiated oil would need to be stored for an extended period to allow the tritium (with a half-life of

about 10 years) to decay to manageable levels. DOE is investigating the possibility of treating the

tritiated oil with a mobile packed bed reactor currently under development at Los Alamos National

Laboratory, The reactor is a mobile unit that DOE could transport to SRS and operate within a

containment building. DOE would continue to store the tritiated oil for decay pending Los Alamos

National Laboratory’s development of the packed bed reactor or other technology (WSRC 1995). For

purposes of this EIS, it is assumed that DOE would continue to store radioactive oils with high tritium

content for the duration of the 30-year analysis period.

In the draft EIS, DOE proposed to send job-control wastes contaminated with solvents and enriched

uranium to the Consolidated Incineration Facility. DOE has determined that this treatment could

concentrate the uranium in the incinerator ash at levels that could result in an unplanned nuclear reaction.

DOE is currently investigating alternate treatments for this waste, such as reprocessing the materials to

recover the uranium or macroencapsrrlat ion. Additionally, the initial characterization of these materials

was conservative and DOE believes that chemical analyses and further review of documentation

regarding the composition of the waste may result in reclassification as nonhazardous low-level waste

rather than mixed waste (WSRC 1995). The EIS assumes that this material (approximately 260 cubic

meters) will remain in permitted storage pending recharacterization or the development of an appropriate

treatment technology.

TC

TC

2.4.5.1.2 Treatment and/or Tank Storage

For alternative A – expected waste forecast, DOE would continue treatment and tank storage practices I TE

for Savannah River Technology Center aqueous wastes and PUREX solvent waste, as described in

Section 2.2.5.2. In addition, the 568-cubic-meter ( 150,000-gallon) Organic Waste Storage Tank would

be used under this case for storing mixed organic waste generated by the Defense Waste Processing

Facility. DOE would treat this waste at the Consolidated Incineration Facility, assuming it begins

operating in 1996. Assuming the Consolidated Incineration Facility operates, additional tank storage

capacity would not be required.

DOE would continue to use the M-Area Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks to store

concentrated mixed wastes from the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility. DOE plans to treat six

types of waste currently stored in the Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks (as listed

in Appendix B. 15) and the M-Area storage building by a vitrification process in the M-Area Vendor I TE
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Treatment Facility. The M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility was identified as the preferred option for

~ I twoadditionalwastes (listed in Appendix B.15)intheSMProposedSire TreatmentPlan, ,4clditiomil

tank capacity would not be required; the existing M-Area Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage

Facility tanks would be used for feed preparation and to transfer blowdown waste from the offgas

scrubber from the vitrification process to the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility. DOE has

submitted a RCRA permit application requesting interim status for a pad in M-Area to store the vitrified

wastes and the stabilized ash and blowdown wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

For the expected forecast, DOE would construct and operate a containment building for decontaminating

TC I approximately 34percentoftheexpected mixed waste forthe3O-yearperiod(glass,metal,organic,

inorganic, and heterogeneous debris; bulk equipment; and composite filters). The decontamination

process would consist of such technologies for the removal of hazardous constituents as decreasing,

water washing, and frozen carbon dioxide pellet blasting. Decontaminated debris and equipment would

be managed as low-activity waste equipment (see Section 2.4.3). Materials that could not be

TE ) decontaminated would bemacroencapsulated inweldedstainless steel boxes orinapolymercoating,

Secondary wastes from tbe decontamination process would be collected for incineration in the

Consolidated Incineration Facility. It is estimated that 80 percent of the materials would be

decontaminated. Spent decontamination solutions are estimated to constitute 50 percent of the original

volume of the materials to be decontaminated (Hess 1994e). DOE would also macroencapsu late lead

wastes in the containment building, The lead would be placed in a polymer coating in accordance with

RCRA requirements. See Appendix B,6 for a description of the containment building.

DOE would construct and operate a soil sort facility to separate contaminated soils from soils with no

detectable contamination, Under alternative A, the soil sort facility would be mobile, Approximately

TC I 39percentoftheanticipatedmixedwasteconsistsofsoilsthatwou}dbeprocessedatthisfacili@. It is

estimated that 60 percent of the incoming soils would be contaminated and require treatment prior to

disposal (Hess 1994e). Contaminated soils would be incinerated in the Consolidated Incineration

TE I Facili@,andsoilswith nondetectableco"taminatio"wouldbeusedasbackfilI. See Appendix13.2.8 fora

description of the soil sort facility.

DOE would begin operating the Consolidated Incineration Facility in 1996 to treat approximately

TC I 33 percentofthemixedwasteanticipatedintheexpectedforecast,incl"dingbenzenewastege"eratedby

the Defense Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes, PUREX solvent, paint waste,

radioactive oil, contaminated soils, and organic and inorganic sludges. Cettain mixed wastes (e.g., filter

media from the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility and solvent-contaminated rags and wipes)

TC I wmddberedu dce m size or repackaged to conform to the Consolidated Incineration Facility’s waste
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acceptance criteria (i.e., solid wastes must be packaged in 2 1-inch cardboard boxes) prior to incineration.

The Consolidated Incineration Facility would also treat approximately 2,000 cubic meters

(5.30x 105 gallons) per year of spent decontamination solutions from the containment building,

Stabilized ash and blowdown waste from the Consolidated Incineration Facility would be sent to

RCRA-permitted disposal or to shallow land disposal, It is estimated that 70 percent of the stabilized ash

and blowdown would be sent to RCRA-permhted disposal and 30 percent would be sent to shallow land

disposal (Hess 1994e).

DOE would begin shipping small quantities of elemental mercury and mercu~-contaminated waste for

treatment at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Waste Experimental Development Facility, as

identified in the SRS Draft Site Treatment Plan. The elemental mercury would be treated by

amalgamation, and tbe mercury-contaminated waste would be stabilized in a grout matrix, The treated

wastes would be returned to SRS for disposal. See AppendixB.21 for a description of the offsite

treatment activities,

DOE would begin shipping low-level PCB wastes offsite for treatment of the PCB fraction. The

radioactive residuals from treatment would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

DOE would begin shipping lead to an offsite commercial facility for decontamination. It is estimated

that 80 percent of the lead would be decontaminated (Hess 1994e). The commercial facility would return

radioactive residuals from the decontamination process and the portion of the lead waste that could not

be decontaminated to SRS for disposal. For pu~oses of assessment, the commercial facility to be used

for the treatment of mixed waste lead was assumed to be located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In terms of TC

transportation distance and surrounding population, this location is representative of the range of

possible locations.

DOE would make a one-time shipment of calcium metal waste to the Los Alamos National LaboratoW

for treatment by the Reactive Metals Skid, a mobile wet oxidation unit. The radioactive residuals from TC

treatment would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal (WSRC 1995).

2.4.5.1.3 Disposal

DOE submitted an application for a RCRA perrnit to SCDHEC for 10 Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste

Disposal Vaults. For purposes of this EIS, DOE based its proposed disposal vaults on the design of its

cument Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vault.
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As described in Section 2.2.5.3 under the no-action alternative, DOE would construct and operate

TE I RC~-Pe~itted vaults for disposal of mixed wastes, In addition, for the alternative A – expected waste

forecast, DOE would manage hazardous waste in these vaults and would also dispose of 70 percent of the

stabilized ash and blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration Facility; treated elemental mercury

from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory; and macroencapsulated debris, bulk equipment, and

lead from the containment building in the vaults. The first of the RCRA-permitted disposal vaults would

begin accepting wastes in 2002, and DOE would construct additional vaults as needed (Hess 1995c).

Refer to Section 2.4.7 for mixed waste disposal capacity projections over the 30-year period.

Mixed wastes subject to RCRA because they exhibit a hazardous characteristic maybe treated in a way

that eliminates the characteristic (e.g., toxic metals may be immobilized). If mixed wastes are treated in

this manner, they need not be disposed of in RCRA-perrnitted facilities and DOE would dispose of them

as low-level wastes, DOE would send 30 percent of the stabilized ash and blowdown from the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, stabilized mercury waste horn the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, stabilized residuals from treating radioactive PCB wastes, and calcium metal treatment
TC

residuals to shallow land disposal (Hess 1994e, 1995a). Refer to Section 2.4.7 for projections of

low-level waste disposal over the 30-year period.

M,., EXP. Max
No m
Ac, >..

A

B

m

2.4.5.2 ~ Waste Forecasts
c

For the alternative A – minimum and maximum waste forecasts, DOE would manage mixed waste

somewhat differently than under the expected waste forecast (see Figure 2-19). These changes in waste

management practices described for the expected waste forecast are attributed to the volume of soils

anticipated in the minimum (27 percent) and maximum (54 percent) forecasts, compared to the expected
TC

(39 percent) forecast, In addition, because of the large volume of debris that would be decontaminated at

the containment building for the maximum forecast, a wastewater treatment unit would be constructed to

treat spent decontamination solutions (see Appendix B,6 for a discussion of the wastewater treatment

unit). Limited quantities of liquid and solid residuals from the wastewater treatment unit (approximately

6 percent of the influent wastewater volume) would be burned at the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

Table 2-26 describes the percentage of mixed waste distributed among the various treatment options for

the minimum and maximum forecasts.
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Table 2-26. Mixed waste treatment options for alternative A minimum and maximum forecasts,a,b

Minimum waste forecast Maximum waste forecast

27 percent to soil sort facility 54 percent to soil sort facility I
46 percent to containment building 34 percent to containment building I ‘c
33 percent incinerated 36 percent incinerated I

a. Source: Hess (1995 c),
b. Percenta~es areaooroximate.

2.4.6 TRANSURANIC AND ALPHA WASTE

Min. Exp. Mm.
No
Aefio.

A

B

@

2.4.6.1 Transuranic and AIDha Waste – Exrrected Waste Forecast
c

For alternative A – expected waste forecast, DOE would provide the treatment (primarily packaging) / TE

essential to allow disposal of alpha (10 to 100 nanocuries per gram) and transuranic (greater than

100 nanocuries per gram) wastes.

Figure 2-20 summarizes management practices for the proposed alpha and transuranic waste under

alternative A, which include the waste management practices under the no-action alternative as described

in Section 2.2.6 and the following:

. Construct and operate a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility to characterize,

treat, repackage, and ceflify waste for disposal.

. Construct facilities to dispose of nonmixed and mixed alpha waste onsite in the low-activity waste

vaults or RCRA-permitted disposal vaults.

. Return Rocky Flats incinerator asb currently in storage for consolidation and treatment with
TC

similar wastes at that facility.

. Dispose of transuranic waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Hess 1994e, 1995a), I TE
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4.4.0 .1.1 storage

DOE would continue to accumulate alpha and transuranic waste as described in the no-action alternative

(Section 2.2,6), DOE would package and store containers on transuranic waste storage pads to await

processing, retrieve drums from mounded storage on Transuranic Waste Storage Pads 2 through 6, and

construct new pads as needed.

To meet RCRA storage requirements for newly generated waste, DOE would construct 12 additional

transuranic storage pads by 2006 (Hess 1995c).

For pm’poses of this EIS, it is assumed that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant would operate from 1998 to

2018 and would accept SRS’Stransuranic waste (WSRC 1995). Transuranic waste processed by the

transuranic waste characterizatioticertification facility (Appendix B,3 1) after 2018 would remain in

storage at SRS until a new geologic repository became available. DOE would require 2 transuranic

waste storage pads to store the transuranic waste processed and packaged between 2019 and 2024

(Hess 1995c). DOE has not yet determined how these wastes will be disposed of.

2.4.6.1.2 Treatment

DOE would return a small amount (O.1 cubic meter) of incinerator ash from Rocky Flats that is currently

stored at SRS to Rocky Flats for consolidation and treatment with similar wastes. The SRS Proposed

Site Treatment Plan concluded that it was not cost effective to develop treatment at SRS forth is smal I

quantity of material. Rocky Flats is currently investigating alternatives for management of the ash and at

this time it is not known what the final disposition of the material will be,

From 1995 to 2006, the Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility

(Appendix B.9) would process for disposal 6 percent of the 30-year forecast waste volume. The facility

would operate at an average capacity of 118 cubic meters (4,200 cubic feet) per year during this period.

The facility would characterize and ceflify newly generated nonmixed and mixed alpha waste (4 and

2 percent of the forecast waste volume, respectively) for disposal in low-activity waste vaults and

RCRA-perm itted disposal vaults, respectively. The facility would handle only drummed waste and

would need to be modified to encapsulate mixed alpha debris waste by welding shut the lids of drums.

DOE would request a treatability variance from EPA so that the non-debris portion of the mixed alpha

waste (less than 5 percent) could be treated in accordance with the land disposal restrictions standards for

hazurdous debris. Macioencapsulation in welded containers would be the preferred treatment for the

TC

TE

TC

I TE

TE
TC

I

TE
TC
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mixed alpha waste that did not meet the RCRA definition of debris (Hess 1994e). Further details on this

TE I tQpicarefoundinAppendix B.9.

For the purposes of this EIS, it is assumed that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant would receive a

no-migration variance (DOE 1986): A no-migration variance means that the disposal facility has been

shown to be protective of the environment because migration of hazardous constituents from the facility

would not occur while the waste remains hazardous. As a result, wastes sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant would not need to meet RCRA requirements for land disposal. DOE would perform very little

TE I treatment on the transuranic waste and would package it to meet waste acceptance criteria for the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant.

DOE would construct and operate a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility to perform

TE ( assays andcharacterizetheexistingwastei"drums,culvefls,andboxesstoredontransuranicwaste

storage pads. The facility would begin operating in 2007 and would segregate the waste into one of the

TE I following four categories based on its radiological and RCRA characteristics (Hess 1994e):

. ~ nmix lpha te ( 10 to 100 nanocuries per gram) consist of job-control and bulk wastes

TE that do not meet the DOE definition of transuranic waste. DOE manages this waste as transuranic

waste because the generating facilities did not have the capabilities to test them to demonstrate

that they have less than 100 nanocuries of transuranic contamination per gram,

. ~r ( 10 to 100 nanocuries per gram) consists of job-control and bulk wastes that

TE I also contain RCRA hazardous waste. Because of the presence of the hazardous constituents, this

waste must meet RCRA requirements.

. Plutonium-238 Waste (greater than 100 nanocuries per gram) is contaminated predominantly with

the plutonium-23 8 radioisotope, Plutonium-23 8 is difficult to ship because of the heat and gas

generated by its radiological decay, DOE would reevaluate its curie loading limits for shipping

containers used to package phrtonium-238 to determine whether this waste could be transported
TE

safely (Hess 1994i), DOE would characterize the plutonium-23 8 waste separately to

accommodate modifications to the shipping requirements for this waste.

. ~e (greater than 100 nanocuries per gram) is contaminated predominantly with

the plutonium-239 radioisotope. Decay heat and gas generation do not generally present problems

for shipping this waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in the current containers, Higher-activity

2-J30
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p]utonium-239 waste may require treatment to eliminate gas generation that would impede

shipment of this waste,

From 2007 to 2024, the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility would process 94 percent ) l-c

of the forecast waste volume, The job-control and bulk waste would be sorted according to its

radioactive and hazardous constituents and repackaged into 55-gallon drums, This EIS assumes the

following distribution among the four categories of transuranic waste: 17 percent nonmixed alpha,

3 percent mixed alpha, 64 percent plutonium-238, and 16 percent plutonium-239. It is further assumed

that the facility ~vouldreduce the volume of the alpha waste by 30 percent through processing and

repackaging (Hess 1994e). In the draft EIS, DOE assumed that a 30 percent volume reduction w,ould be

realized for transuranic wastes. However, due to shipping constraints (i.e., curie loading restrictions of

the transuranic waste transportation vehicle) imposed on transuranic wastes containing organic materials

that could generate gas, DOE no longer be]ieves it would be possible to achieve more efficient

packaging, and thereby increase the curie loading, of the transuranic waste drums that would be shipped

to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Therefore, no volume reduction was assumed for the transuranic

waste processed be~een 2007 and 2018. A 30 percent volume reduction is assumed to result from the

processing and repackaging of transuranic waste between 2019 and 2024 as this waste would not be

shipped to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

The nonmixed alpha wastes would be repackaged for disposal in the low-activity waste vaults. DOE

would macroencapsulate mixed alpha waste in accordance with tbe treatability variance from EPA for

the non-debris portion as described for the Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste

Certification Facility (Hess 1994h). The macroencapsulated mixed waste would be sent to

RCRA-permitted disposal vaults. Transuranic waste would be repackaged according to the predominant

radioisotope content (i.e., phrtonium-238 or -239) to meet shipping requirements and the waste

acceptance criteria for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Hess 1994i). Further details on this

topic are found in Appendix B.31.

2.4.6.1.3 Disposal

Under alternative A, it is estimated that volumes for disposal would be reduced 7 percent through

operation of the transuranic waste characterization/cefiitication facility. During the period between 1995

and 2006, nonmixed and mixed alpha wastes would be disposed of in the low-activity waste vaults or

sent to RCW-permitted disposal (4 and 2 percent of the processed volume, respectively) through

certification by the waste generators that would be verified through operation of the Experimental

Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility (Hess 1995c).

TC

TE

TC

TC

I TE

ITE

I TC

TC

TE
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During the period between 2007 and 2024, nonmixed alpha waste(12 percent of the processed volume)

would be disposed of in the low-activity waste vaults, treated mixed alpha waste (2 percent of the

processed volume) would be sent to RCRA-pemitted disposal, and transuranic waste (77 percent of the

processed volume) would be sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (until 20 18) (Hess 1995c).

Transuranic waste not sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant by 201 8(3 percent of the processed

volume) would remain in storage on 2 transuranic waste storage pad until a new geologic repository

became available. DOE has not evaluated how it will dispose of this waste.

DOE would ship 1,345 cubic meters (47,500 cubic feet) per year of transuranic waste to the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant between 2008 and 2018. The Waste isolation Pilot Plant Land Withdrawal Act

{P.L, 102-579, October 30, 1992) authorizes a total of 1,76x105 cubic meters (6.2x106 cubic feet) of

waste in this repository. By 2018, DOE would have shipped a volume of waste equal to 9 percent of the

total capacity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Hess 1995c).

M,.. EXP. Max.
N. —
Act,..

A

a

“m

2.4.6.2 Tr n urani and~
c

Despite smaller volumes anticipated in the minimum waste forecast, DOE would continue management

practices for transuranic and alpha wastes, as shown in Figure 2-20. To accommodate the transuranic

waste storage pads and newly generated waste, DOE would need three additional pads by 2006 for

alternative A – minimum waste forecast. By 2024, DOE would need only one pad to store the remaining

processed and packaged transuranic waste.

rhe Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility would process newly

generated alpha waste until the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility began operating in

2007 (Hess 1994e). Following characterization and repackaging, the nonmixed alpha waste (15 percent

of the processed volume) would remain at SRS for disposal in low-activity waste vaults. Mixed alpha

waste (5 percent of the processed volume) would be macroencapsulated and sent to RCRA-permitted

disposal. The transuranic waste (79 percent of the processed volume) would go to the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant. One percent of the processed transuranic waste volume would remain in storage on one

trarrsuranic waste storage pad, DOE would ship 975 cubic meters (34,400 cubic feet) per year of

transuranic waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant during the period between 2008 and 2018. By 2018,

DOE would have shipped for disposal a quantity of transuranic waste equal to 7 percent of the total

capacity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Hess 1995c).
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2.4.6.3 Transura nic and Alnha Waste – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

For alternative A – maximum waste forecast, DOE would change transuranic and alpha waste

management practices because of the substantially larger volumes of transuranic waste (25 times the

expected waste forecast), In addition, there would be a larger volume of mixed alpha waste (45 percent

of the total volume compared to 16 percent for the expected waste forecast) for processing and disposal,

The larger volumes would result from extensive environmental restoration such as exhuming previously

disposed waste, Environmental restoration during the period 2000 through 2005 would account for

93 percent of the forecast waste volume.

DOE would require 1,168 additional tmrrsuranic waste storage pads by 2006 for the alternative A – I ‘c
maximum waste forecast to store the anticipated waste volumes. By 2024, DOE would need only

two transuranic waste storage pads to store the remaining processed and packaged transuranic waste I
TC

(i.e., that which had not been disposed oo (Hess 1995c).
TE

DOE would manage mixed alpha waste somewhat differently under the maximum waste forecast than

under the expected waste forecast, In the expected forecast, most of the mixed alpha waste would be

macroencapsulated by the waste generators or in tbe Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay I TC

Facili@/Waste Certification FaciliW, however, in the maximum case, most macroencapsulation would be

conducted in the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility. DOE would need

macroencapsulation capacity 375 times that required for the expected forecast to manage mixed alpha

waste.. DOE would need approximately 160 times the disposal capacity as well.

From 1995 through 2006, nonmixed and mixed alpha waste would be placed in low-activity waste vaults

or sent to RCRA-perrrritted disposal, respectively (each less than 0.25 percent of the processed volume), I l-c

through the operation of the Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility/Waste Certification Facility

(Hess 1995.). I TE

For the maximum waste forecast, the operation of the transuranic waste characterization/

certification facility would reduce the waste volume for disposal by 17 percent. The facility would

process most of the waste (99 percent of tbe forecast waste volume) for disposal. The waste TC

characterization assumed the following distribution among the four categories: 17 percent nonmixed
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alpha, 41 percent mixed alpha, 34 percent plutonium-238, and 8 percent phrtonium-239 waste (Hess

1995a, c).

During the period between 2007 and 2024, nonmixed alpha waste (14 percent of the processed volume)

would be disposed of in low-activity waste vaults. Treated mixed alpha waste (35 percent of the

processed vohrme) would be sent to RCRA-pemitted disposal, and most of the transrrranic waste

(5o percent of the processed volume) would be available for shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

Less than one-half percent of the processed volume of transuranic waste would remain in storage on

two transuranic waste storage pads (Hess 1995c).

For the maximum forecast, DOE would have available for shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

approximately 19,197 cubic meters (6.78x 105 cubic feet) per year of transuranic waste between the years

2008 and 2018 as a result of the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility’s operations.

This transuranic waste volume is more than 30 percent greater than the total capacity ( 1.76x 105 cubic

meters or 6.2x106 cubic feet) authorized for the repository under the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Land

Withdrawal Act. The only alternative to transfer of this material to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant would

be storing it at SRS beyond the 30-year period analyzed by this EIS. The volume of transuranic waste in

excess of the maximum capacity authorized for the repository would be the equivalent of approximately

120 storage pads. Therefore, the limited treatment configuration proposed under alternative A is

incompatible with the transuranic waste volumes anticipated in the maximum waste forecast.

Min. EXP. Max.
No
Act,..

A

B

@

2.4.7 SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE A FOR ALL WASTE TYPES
c

Under alternative A, DOE would continue the activities to manage waste at SRS listed for the no-action

alternative (Section 2.2.7), including construction of additional storage capacity for mixed waste and

transuranic and alpha wastes, but less than is required under the no-action alternative. In addition, DOE

would:

.

.

.

.

Construct and operate a containment building to process mixed wastes.

Operate a mobile soil sort facility.

Treat small quantities of mixed and PCB wastes offsite.

Burn mixed and hazardous wastes in the Consolidated Incineration Facility.
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. Construct and operate a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility.

. Store transuranic waste until it can be sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,

Figure 2-21 presents a timeline for the ongoing and proposed waste management activities for

alternative A. DOE would operate the existing and planned waste management facilities until the

proposed facilities could be designed, constructed, and begin operating. For all the waste types except

high-level waste, the ongoing and planned activities that would occur from 199S to approximately 2007

are shown in Figure 2-22. The proposed waste management activities after 2007 are shown in

Figure 2-23. Table 2-27 presents the additional storage, treatment, and disposal facilities under

alternative ,4 and a comparison to those required under the no-action alternative.

The largest impacts to land outside of E-Area would occur under the maximum waste forecast.

Approximately 802 acres would be required for waste storage facilities until treatment begins in

approximately 2006. However, by 2024, most of the waste would have been treated and disposed of and

the land needed outside of E-Area would be only 248 acres. It is highly unlikely that the technology

used to store the waste volumes under the minimum and expected forecasts would be suitable for the

maximum forecast. However, to compare the different treatment configurations among the alternatives

of this EIS, the comparison was made assuming the same technology would be applied for all three waste

forecasts. For example, DOE would likely construct the 12 additional transuranic waste storage pads

required for the expected case; however, DOE would probably elect not to use the same technology to

build 1,168 pads required for the maximum forecast,

The large volumes anticipated in the maximum forecast would become reality only if all of the

assumptions in the maximum forecast prove true. The waste volumes in the maximum forecast are

dominated by large amounts of transuranic and mixed wastes from the exhumation of waste previously

disposed of in the Burial Ground Complex and Mixed Waste Management Facility. lf future remediation

decisions regarding those units were to determine that waste removal of the magnitude assumed for the

maximum forecast were in fact required, additional NEPA evaluation might be required to identify the

appropriate technologies fOrthis amount Ofwaste. It is doubtful that the hundreds of acres estimated in

this EIS would be used. DOE would examine alternatives such as using surplus facilities across SRS to

store waste while the treatment facilities were being built.

I TC

TC

I TE
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Figure 2-22. Summary of waste management activites in alternative A until approximately the year 2007
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Table 2-27. Comparison of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities under alternative A and the no-action alternative. I TC

I No acdon

A

STORAGE: ~
7 long-lived low-level waste
45 mixed wrote
m
3 transuranic and alpha waste
TREATMENT: Same as expected waste forecast
DISPOSAL
25 shallow land disposal trc”ches
9 low-activity waste vaults
2 intemediate-level waste vaults
2I RCW disposal facilities

24 long-lived low-level wste
291 mixed waste

M
19 transuranic and alpha waste

M
4 organic waste in S-Area
26 organic waste in E-Area
43 aqueous w~te in E-Area

TREATMENT: Continue ongoing and planned

waste treatment activities

DISPOSAL:
29 shallow land disposal trenches
10 low-activity waste vaults
5 intenned]ate.le,el waste YaUIIS
I RCRA disposal facility
STORAGE ~
24 long-lived low-level waste
79 mixed waste
&
12 transuranic and alpha waste
rREATMENT Continue ongoing and planned
waste treatment activities; treat limited quantities
>fmixed and PCB w=te offsite; operate the
Consolidated Incineration Facility for hazardous
md mixed waste> modify the facility to accept
mixed waste soils and sludge$ construct and
>perate a mixed waste containment building,
mixed waste soil son unit, and transuranic waste
:haracterizationlcertitication facility
DISPOSAL:
73shallow land disposal trenches
[2 low-activity waste vaults
5 intermediate-level waste vaults
$I RCRA disposal facilities

Maximum

TOWGE: ~
4 long-lived low-level waste
57 mixed waste
U
,168 transuranic and alpha waste
‘REATMENT Same as expected waste forecast,
xccpt containment building moditicd to include
rastewater treatrne”t capability to treat spent
eco”tami”ation solution% treat its secondary waste
t tbe Consolidated Incineration Facility
IISPOSAL:
44 shallow land disposal trenches
1 low-activity waste vaults
I intermediate-level waste vaults
47 RCRA disposal facilities
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2.5 Alternative C – Extensive Treatment Configuration
c

TE \ AsdesCribedillthe begi111i11g0fClapter2, ~OEbasesalter]ative~ot proventreatmenttecl1nologie~

that would mirrin]ize the volume and toxicity of waste and would create a highly migration-resistant final

waste form. This alternative would comply with applicable regulatory requirements and would

implement technologies and practices that emphasize treatment for stabilization or destruction of

hazardous constituents to ensure protection of the environment,

Alternative C is identical to the no-action alternative with respect to the management of liquid high-level

waste. This section discusses only the changes, if any, necessary in alternative C to accommodate the

minimum and maximum forecasts of high-level wastes. Alternative C includes several treatment

facilities for low-level, mixed, and transuranic wastes, inclnding an offsite smelter, the Consolidated

Incineration Facility, and the non-alpha vitrification facility for low-level waste; the Consolidated

Incineration Facility, containment building, and non-alpha vitrification facility for mixed waste; and the

TC I transuranic waste characterization/certification facility, Consolidated Incineration Facility, and alpha

vitrification facility for transuranic and alpha wastes, Hazardous waste would also be treated onsite at

the Consolidated Incineration Facility, containment building, and non-alpha vitrification facility, By

implementing these treatments, DOE would appreciably decrease the amount of additional storage

capacity for mixed and transuranic wastes from that required under the no-action alternative. Mixed

waste storage would peak in 2005 and transuranic and alpha waste storage in 2006; the number of

storage faci Iities would then decrease as new treatnrent facilities begin operations. Small quantities of

mixed and PCB wastes would be sent offsite for treatment, and transuranic wastes would be sent to the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant for disposal when that facility becolnes available. The waste volumes sent to

shallow land disposal and to RCRA disposal facilities would increase fronl those projected for the

no-action alternative due to the increased volume of treatment residuals, Sections 2,5.3, 2.5.4, 2.5.5, and

2.5.6 discuss the proposed management activities for low-level, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic and
TC

alpha wastes under alternative C, Section 2,5,7 summarizes the activities and facilities under alternative

C and compares theln to those required under the no-action alternative.
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2.5.1 POLLUTION PREVENTION/WASTE MINIMIZATION
c

The waste minimization activities described for the no-action alternative (Section 2.2. 1) would continue

under alternative C, Only the waste throughput and recycled product output volumes would change. In

addition to ongoing activities, DOE would initiate other waste minimization activities addressing

low-level, hazardous, and mixed wastes, Table 2-28 summarizes the waste minimization activities that

would occur under alternative C in addition to the ongoing (no-action) activities,

Table 2-28. Waste minimization activities for alternative C.a

Waste
Minimization activity

Es;~;dr;ron I ~

Treatability group forecast

Sonrce reduction Low-level job-control waste Expected 850
Minimum 850
Maximum 850

Recycle into waste containers Low-activiV metal waste Expected 10,501
(beneficial reuse) Minimum 5,894

Maximum 27,556

Decontaminate for salvage Hazardous metal waste Expected 10,994
Minimum 3,182
Maximum 19,460

Reuse decontaminated lead Mixed waste lead Expected 2,408
Minimum 1,053
Maximum 6,140

Sort soil to divert for beneficial reuse Mixed waste soils and concrete Expected 35,332
Minimum 9,549
Maximum 176,039

Sort soil to divert for beneficial reuse Low-activity and suspect soil Expected 19,333
and small concrete pieces Minimum 5,733

Maximum 301,469

a. Sources: Hess (1994e, 1995c),
b. To convert to cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.

TC

TC

TC

I TE
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2.5.1.1 ~t

c

Source reduction efforts would be initiated to prevent the generation of an estimated 850 cubic meters

(30,000 cubic feet) of low-level job-control waste. One such effort would eliminate the use of cardboard

boxes for packaging certain low-level wastes for disposal. Another would be to minimize the number of

mop heads going into the low-level job-control waste stream by replacing the current mop heads with a

more efficient, longer-service-life mop head or a Iaunderable mop head (Stone 1994d).

DOE would build on the beneficial reuse integrated demonstration program (Section 2.2,1.4.2) and help

private industry establish a facility to recycle radioactively contaminated steel (Boettinger 1994a). The

beneficial reuse program would recycle stainless steel and carbon steel from low-activity equipment

waste. An estimated 10,501 cubic meters (3.71x105 cubic feet) of low-activity equipment waste would

be recycled under this program (Hess 1995c). The low-activity equipment waste would include metal

debris and bulk equipment that was originally mixed waste but had been cleared of hazardous

constituents in the contain me]lt bllilding, (One of the facilities proposed for alternative C is a mixed

waste containment building where some hazardous wastes would also be treated, See Sections 2,5.4 and

2.5.5 and Appendix B.6 for more details.) Like tbe demonstration, the full-scale program would use an

offsite smelter to decontaminate the steel; the steel would be fabricated into waste disposal containers for

return to and reuse by DOE. The offsite recycl ing process is described in Appendix B. 19.

The containment building ~vould also treat the following hazardous wastes: metal debris, bulk

equipment, and waste equipment classified as hazardous due to lead content. The metal debris and bulk

equipment would be decontaminated of hazardous constituents. The lead-bearing waste would be

separated into pieces by metal type, The various scrap metals resulting from the decontamination and

separation processes would then be reused by SRS as is, sent (if scrap lead) to the onsite lead melter for

fabrication to a useful form (Section 2.2,1.4.2), or be sold as scrap metal to offsite recyclers. An

estimated 13,743 cubic meters (4.85 x 105 cubic feet) of hazardous waste metal debris, bulk equipment,

and lead-bearing material would be decontaminated or sorted, yielding an estimated 10,994 cubic meters

(3.88xIOS cubic feet) (80 percent) of scrap metal for recycling (Hess 1995c).

Lead with surface radioactive contamination would be recycled. It is estimated that 3,010 cubic meters

(1. 10x105 cubic feet) of radioactively contaminated lead would be decontaminated, and an estimated

80 percent [2,408 cubic meters (85,000 cubic feet)] would be available for reuse (Hess 1995c),
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Mixed-waste lead that could not be decontaminated would be treated and disposed Ofonsite rather thm

recycled (DOE 1994d). See Section 2.4,1.1 for more information.

DOE would sort soil and associated rubble, including small pieces of concrete to reduce the amount of

soils and concrete that would be disposed of, After separation, the contaminated soils would be disposed

of rather than washed. Although considered as a treatment option, soil washing was not chosen for

several reasons, including the fact that the contaminants would be transferred to the wash water. The

secondary waste, contaminated wash water, could not be as easily treated and disposed of as other

secondary wastes. Also, soil washing would be more expensive than other technologies, but would not

result in a proportional decrease in the environmental risk posed by the residual waste and soil (Hess

1994j).

DOE would minimize the volume of low-activity soils, suspect soils, small pieces of concrete, and mixed Im

waste soils and concrete that would require disposal by sorting them in the non-alpha vitrification

facility. The sorting process (described in Appendix B, 18) would divert the materials with nondetectable I TE

levels of contamination to beneficial uses at SRS, The throughput is estimated to be 1,26x 105 cubic

meters (4.43 x106 cubic feet) [37, 179 cubic meters (1,3 x106 cubic feet) of low-level waste and

88,331 cubic meters (3.12x 106 cubic feet) of mixed waste]. It is estimated that a total of 54,665 cubic I TC

meters (1,93x106 cubic feet) [19,333 cubic meters (6,83x105 cubic feet) from the low-level wastes and

35,332 cubic meters (1.25x 106 cubic feet) from the mixed wastes] would be diverted for beneficial uses TC

(Hess 1995c). Beneficial uses include backfill for shallow land disposal, TE

DOE would not recycle large pieces of contaminated concrete as aggregate in construction or

road-building projects because SRS would not have a need for the volume of aggregate that would be

generated. The limited construction projects would have a large volume of uncontaminated concrete to

draw from for “concrete to aggregate” recycling programs that DOE could initiate. Furthermore,

recycling concrete would not pose a lower risk to the environment than disposing of the concrete, and

recycling would be costly (Beaumier 1994).

DOE would also use waste minimization techniques to reduce the amount of waste generated by the

waste management facilities. Liquids generated by the offgas systems in the non-alpha and alpha

vitrification facilities would be recycled back into their processes in closed-loop systems. The features

of these facilities are further described in Appendixes B. 1 and B. 18. These liquid wastes would be I TE

treated and disposed of as mixed waste if they were not recycled into the process.
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For the minimum and maximum waste forecasts, DOE would continue to support the beneficial reuse

program. Theestilnated volulnes oflow-activity equipment waste available forrecycIing under each

waste forecast are indicated in Table 2-28,

DOE would implement decontamination and sorting processes for hazardous metal wastes (metal debris,

bulk equipment, and waste equipment that are classified as hazardous due to lead content) to allow the

recycling ofscrap metal. These processes would yield scrap metal that would beoffered for resale or

reused onsite, as indicated in Table 2-28.

DOEwould also recycle lead with surface radioactive contamination. Theestimated volumes of

radioactively contaminated lead that would be available for recycling under each waste forecast are

indicated in Table 2-28,

DOE would minimize the volume of low-activity soils, suspect soils and concrete, and mixed waste soils

andconcrete thatwould require disposa]. Tlleestimated volumes that would beavailable for beneficial

reuse from the low-level and mixed waste soils are indicated in Table 2-28,

Min. EXP, Mu.
No
Action

A

a

c
@

2.5.2 HIGH-LEVEL WASTE –EXPECTED, MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM

WASTE FORECASTS

Under alternative C, DOE would treat liquid high-level radioactive waste as it would be treated under tbe

no-action alternative (see Section 2.2.2, Figure 2-9), For each waste forecast, DOE would continue

current management activities, from receipt and storage of liquid high-level waste in tanks to

prepmation, processing, andtreatment into forms suitable for final disposal, Thehigh-level waste

volumes that would be generated over the next 30 years in addition to tbe existing invento~ of high-

Ievel waste in storage [approximately 1.31x 105 cubic meters (3.45x 107 gallons)] are given in

Table 2-23.
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These volumes are not additive because newly generated waste would be reduced approximately

75percent viaevaporation. These volumes would notrequire construction ofnewhlgh-level waste treks

or facilities. I"stead, DOEproposes toconti"ue cumentmanagement practices andtomanage waste with

the objective of emptying the tanks and immobilizing SRS’S inventory of liquid high-level wasteby2018

(DOE 1994a).

DOE would not change the proposed high-level waste management practices as a result of the smaller

volumes anticipated intheminilnujn forecast (45percent less than the expected forecast). The only

difference in management practices as a res~lltof the larger volumes anticipated in the maximum forecast

(23 percent more than the expected forecast) would be to operate the existing evaporators at higher rates

to maintain adequate reserve tank capacity,

2.5.3 LOW-LEVEL WASTE

Min.Ex~.Mu,
No
Action

A

B

@

2.5.3.1 Low-Level Waste - Expected Was
c

te Forecast

For alternative C – expected forecast, DOE wonld process low-level waste as in the no-action alternative

presented in Section 2.2.3. Under alternative C, DOE also would implement extensive low-level waste

treatment activities. Figure 2-24 sumlnarizes the proposed management practices under alternative C,

which are listed below.

. Decontaminate and recycle low-activity equipment waste (metals) offsite. Treatment residues

would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal,

o Complete construction of and operate the Consolidated Incineration Facili~ to incinerate

low-activity and tritiated waste from 1996 through 2005.

. Construct and operate a non-alpha waste vitrification facility to replace the Consolidated

Incineration Facility in 2006. The faci1ity would include a soil snti capability to separate soil with

contamination below detect inn Iitnits from contain inated soil (contaminated soil would be treated

in the vitrification process and clean soil would be used onsite as backfill material).

TE

TE
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PK56-17

Figure 2-24. Low-level waste management plan for alternative C expected waste forecast,
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For the expected waste forecast, DOE would store process water deionizes (less than 1 percent of the [TE

forecast low-level waste) in long-lived waste storage buildings, as discussed in Section 2.2.3,3. The

existing buildings would reach capacity by 2000, and 24 additional buildings would be needed over the

30-year period (Hess 1995c). Im

DOE would use various treatments to reduce and stabilize the low-level waste. DOE would begin

operating the Consolidated Incineration Facility in 1996 to incinerate combustible low-activity and

tritiated job-control waste until the non-alpha vitrification facility began operating in 2006. DOE would

incinerate approximately 15 percent of the forecast low-level waste. DOE would send stabilized

incinerator ash and blowdown wastes to shallow Ia]ld disposal (Hess 1994e, 1995c), Refer to Appendix I ‘TE

B,5 for a description of the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

DOE would construct atld operate a non-alpha vitriticatinn facility to vitrify low-activity and

intermediate-activity wastes. Because vitrification provides a more stable long-term waste form,

vitrification would replace incineration when the non-alpha vitrification facility began operating in 2006.

DOE would vitrify low-activity and intermediate-activity job-control wastes from both onsite and offsite;

low-activity equipment; tritiated soil; tritiated job-control and tritiated equipment wastes; and low-

activity and suspect soils, These wastes constitute 54 percent of the forecast low-level waste and would

be treated at the non-alpha vitrification facility (Hess 1994j, 1995c).

TC

TE

The non-alpha vitrification facility would provide a sorting capability to separate contaminated and

uncontaminated soils. It is assumed that 60 percent of the incoming low-activity soil rmd 40 percent of

the incoming suspect soil would be contaminated and would be vitrified, Uncontaminated soil (4 percent

of the low-level waste) would be used onsite as backfill. Vitrified wastes would be sent to shallow land

disposal (Hess 1994e, 1995c). Refer to Appendix B. 18 for a description of the non-alpha vitrification I TE

facility,

For alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would ship low-activity equipment waste (metals) to a

commercial facility for decontamination by smelting. This material would account for only 2 percent of

the forecast low-level waste. DOE anticipates that the offsite smelter would decontaminate 90 percent of

the low-activity equipment waste for recycle and return 10 percent of the original waste volume to SRS

for shallow land disposal (Hess 1994k). Refer to Appendix B. 19 for a description of the smelter. For

purposes of assessment, the facility was assumed to be located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In terms of

transportation and surrounding population, this location is representative of the range of possible

locations.

TE

TC
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JOE would compact low-activity waste (approximately 4 percent of the total 30-year forecast low-level

waste generation) in existing compactors from 1995 through 2005, as discussed in Section 2.2.3.1. DOE

would operate compactors at maximum capacity in 1995 but reduce capacity in 1996, when the

consolidated Incineration Facility would begin operating. It is assumed that only 10 percent of the

low-activity job-control waste generated each year from 1996 to 2005 would be compacted prior to

disposal (Hess 1994e, 1995.).

A 70-percent reduction in disposal volume would be realized from the proposed treatment activities for

alternative C – expected waste forecast. Suspect soils, naval hardware, stabilized ash and blowdown

waste from the Consolidated Incineration Faci Iity, smelter residuals, and vitrified wastes would be sent

to shallow land disposal (33 percent of the disposed waste volume). All other low-level wastes would be

disposed of in low-activity or intermediate-level waste vaults.

For this forecast, DOE would send naval hardware to shallow land disposal, as described in

Section 2.2.3.4. DOE would also send stabilized ash and blowdown wastes from the Consolidated

Incineration Facility and stabilized residuals from the offsite smelter to shallow land disposal. DOE

would also send suspect soils to shallow land disposal from 1995 to 2005 until the non-alpha vitrification

facility is available. After 2006, DOE would send the vitrified wastes from the non-alpha vitrification

facility to shallow Ialld disposal (Hess 1994e).

DOE would continue to dispose of suspect soils in the engineered low-level trench, as described in

Sections 2.2.3.1. DOE would dispose of low-activity waste and intermediate-activity waste in the

existing low-level waste vaults, as described in Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2. The existing low-activity

and intermediate-activity waste vaults would reach capacity by 1998 and 1999, respectively. Additional

vaults would be constructed as required, DOE would not dispose of low-level wastes in vaults after

2006, At that time, low-level wastes would go to shallow land disposal afier treatment at either the non-

alpha vitrification facility or the offsite smelter (Hess 1995c).

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

2.5.3.2 Low-Level Waste – Mlrrimum and Max
c

imum Waste Forecasts

Fnr alternative C – minimum and maximum forecasts, DOE would change the way it manages some low-

level waste (see Figure 2-24). The changes from waste management practices described under the

expected forecast are primarily the result of the larger volume of soils in the maximum waste forecast.
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Soils would comprise approximately 48 percent of the anticipated waste in that forecast (compared to

9percent forthe expected forecast). A70-percent reduction indisposal volume would berealized from

the proposed treatment activities in the expected forecast, a 71-percent reduction in the minimum

forecast, anda61-percent reduction inthe maximum forecast. Table 2-29 describes thepercentageof

low-level waste distributed among the various treatment and disposal options under the minimum and

maximum forecasts,

Table 2-29. Low-level waste treatment anddisposal optiolls foralternative Cminimumandm~imum

waste forecasts.a,b

Minimum waste forecast Maximum waste forecast

Treatment options Treatment options

4 percent to compactors 1 percent to compactors

15 percent incinerated 5 percent incinerated

55 percent vitrified 50 percent vitrified

2 percent to offsite smelter 2 percent to offsite smelter

Disposal options Disposal options

71 percent to vaults 32 percent to vaults

29 percent to shallow land disposal 68 percent to shallow land disposal

a, Source: Hess(1995c).
b. Percentages are approximate.

2.5.4 HAZAHDOUSWASTE

Min. EXP. Max.
No
Action

A

@

2.5.4.1 Hazardous Waste –ExDected Waste Fnrecast
B

c

Alternative C represents a more extensive application of treatment and stabilization than alternative A.

As discussed in Section 2.4.4.1, DOE does not plan to construct facilities solely for the treatment of

hazardous wastes. However, facilities that DOEplans tousefor mixed waste could beused for

h=mdous wastes totlleextent excess capacity is available. Figure 2-25 summarizes the proposed

hazardous waste management activities for this alternative.
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Figure 2-25. Hazardous waste management plan for alternative C expected waste forecast.
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In addition to the managelnent practices for hazardous waste under the no-action alternative

(Section 2.2.4), for alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would treat hazardous wastes onsite as

follows:

- Construct and operate a containment building for decontamination ofdebris/metals for use onsite

or to be sold as scrap.

● Treat a small quantity of reactive metals by wet chemical oxidation in the containment building.

- Cnmplete construction of and operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility from 1996 to 2005 to

treat selected hazardous wastes before the non-alpha vitrification facility is available.

- Construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility.

● Construct RCRA-permitted disposal vaults or use shallow land disposal tn dispose of stabilized

ash and blowdown waste from the incineration process and vitrified waste from the non-alpha

vitrification facility.

Fnr alternative C – expected forecast, DOE wnuld continue to accumulate hazardous wastes for recycling

onsite and offsite. DOE would also continue to store hazardous waste in the three RCRA-permitted

hazardous waste storage buildings, the M-Area storage building, and nn the three interim status snlid

waste storage pads. Most hazardous waste (approximately 46 percent of the forecast hazardous waste)

would be sent offsite for treatment and disposal frnm 1995 tn 2005. The only hazardous waste that

would be sent offsite for treatment and disposal after 2005 would be PCB wastes, for which onsite

treatment capability would not be available.

DOE would treat several hazardous wastes (composite filters, paint wastes, organic liquids, aqueous

liquids) at the Consolidated hlcineration Facility, assuming it begins operating in 1996. The stabilized

ash and blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration Facility would be sent to RCRA-permitted

disposal vaults or shallow land disposal. For purposes of this EIS, it is assumed that 70 percent of the

stabilized ash and blowdown would require RCRA-permitted dispnsal and 30 percent could be sent tn

shallnw land disposal (Hess 1994e, 1995c).

For the expected waste forecast, DOE would construct and operate a containment building, primarily to

decontaminate mixed wastes, but hazardous waste (metal debris and bulk equipment comprising

aPPrOximatelY3 Percent Ofthe fOrecast hazardOus waste) wmsld alsObe decontaminated in the facility
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(see Appendix B.6). Decontamillated metals would bereused onsite, decreasing therequirements for

TE I

TE I

TEl

TE I

TE I

TE
TC

newproducts, orwould besold as scrap. Materials that could llotbedecolltalninated would be sentto

thenon-alpha vitrification facility fortreatnre!lt. Itisassll!ned tl)at80 percel)t oftllematerials wouIdbe

decontaminated. Spelltdeconta!nination solutions areassumed tocollstitute 50percent of thevolumeof

the incoming waste feed and would be treated at the non-alpha vitrification facility (Hess 1994e, 1995c).

The containment building wnuld also segregate and decontaminate lead components from disassembled

equipment, asdescribed in Section 2.5.l.l. Lead components thatcouldn otbesegregatedor

d=ontaminated would besentto tl~el~o!~-alphavitrificatiol~ facility fortreatment. Duetothe limited use

of chemical decontamination methods, the spent decontamination solutions are assumed to constitute

10 percent of the volume of the incoming lead waste (Hess 1994e).

DOE would construct and operate a vitrification facility for non-alpha wastes (see Appendix B. 18).

Hazardous waste metals that could not be decontaminated, spent decontamination solutions from the

containment building, and other hazardous wastes (approximately 47 percent of the forecast hazardous

wastes) (with the exception of aqllemls liquids sent to the M-Area Air Stripper and PCB wastes) would

bevitrified inthe new facility. Thel~ol)-alpl]a vitrification facili~would haveadedicated wastewater

treatment unit fortreatiilg scrubber alldquetlcl] waters. This ciosed-loop system would return treated

wastewater totllevitrificatio!l facility to beusedin tlletreatmellt process. Vitrified waste would be sent

to RCRA-permitted disposal orshallow land disposal. Forpurposes ofthis EIS, itis assumed that

50 percent of the vitrified wastes would require RCRA-permitted disposal and 50 percent would be sent

to shallow land disposal (Hess 1994e, 1995c),

Because the metal decontamination process and the non-alpha vitrification facility would not be

operational until 2006, DOE would continue to send hazardous waste either offsite or to the Consolidated

Incineration Facility for treatment and disposal until 2006.

Mill. Exp Max,
No
Action

A

B

@

2.5.4.2 Hazardous Waste –Minimumand Maximu m Waste Forecasts
c

For alternative C – minimum and maximum forecasts, DOE would change the way it manages some of

thehazardous waste (see Figure 2-25). Intl~ell~ilti~nun~forecast, al~~~ost80percent oftlle anticipated

30-year waste volu]l!e woLtldbe generated prior to2OO6(WSRC 1994d). Most ofthis hazardous waste

(75 percent of the minimum forecast) would he treated and disposed of offsite because onsite treatment
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capability would delimited atthattime. Inthemaximum forecast, most of the hazardous waste TE
(57percent) would retreated atthenon-aIpha vitrification faciIiV. Thischange isdue primarilyto TC

increases inthequantiV ofcontaminated soils by approximately 10,000 cubic meters (3.53x105 cubic

feet) per year over the expected forecast.

Table 2-30 describes the percentage ofh~ardous waste distributed among the various treatment options

under the minimum and maximum waste forecasts,

Table 2-30, Hazardous waste treatment options foraltemative Cminimum and maximum waste

forecasts.a,b

Minimum waste forecast Maximum waste forecast

75 percent sent offsite 34 percent sent offsite

3 percent incinerated 1 percent incinerated

17 percent vitrified 57 percent vitrified TC

a. Source: Hess(1995c).
b. Percentages areapproximate.

2.5.5 MIXED WASTE

Mi.. Exp. Mm.
No
Action

A

a

@ M ‘te-ctedeFOt

2.5.5.1 ixed Wa – Exsre Wast recas
c

For alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would manage mixed waste as it would under the

no-actimr alternative presented in Section 2.2.5. Under alternative C, DOEaIso wouId implement
TE

extensive treatments that stabilize and immobilize mixed waste to minimize Iong-terrn impacts to the

environment. Figure 2-26 summarizes theproposed management practices for

alternative C – expected waste forecast, which consist of the following:

.

.

Store tritiated oil to allow time for radioactive decay.

TC
Send radioactive PCB wastes offsite for treatment; residuals would be returned to SRS for shallow

land disposal.
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Figure 2-26. Mixed waste management plan for alternative C expected waste forecast.
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“ Send lead offsite for decontamination and recycling; treatment residuals would be returned for

RCRA-permitted disposal at SRS.

In addition, DOE would:

.

.

.

.

.

.

Construct a containment building to decontaminate metal debris and bulk equipment.

Roast and retort contaminated process equipment to remove mercury and treat mercury by

amalgamation at the containment building.

Oxidize a small quantity of reactive metal waste at the containment building,

Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility from 1996 to 2005 to incinerate certain mixed

wastes until the non-alpha vitrification facility begins operating, including benzene generated by

the Defense Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes, PUREX solvent,

radioactive oil, and organic and inorganic sludges.

Construct and operate a non-alpha waste vitrification facility to replace the Consolidated

Incineration Facility in 2006, The facility would include the capability to separate soil with

nondetectable amounts of contamination from contaminated soil (contaminated soil would be

treated in the vitrification process and clean snil would be used onsite as backfill material).

Construct and operate the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility to vitrify wastes generated by

M-Area electroplating operations and the specific wastes identified in the SRS Proposed Si/e

Treatment Plan.

2.5.5.1.1 Containerized Storage

For alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would continue to store mixed waste in the three

mixed waste storage buildings, the M-Area storage building, and on three storage pads. The non-alpha

mixed waste (i.e., waste with less than 10 nanocuries per gram of transuranics) that is now stored on the

transuranic waste pads wnuld be transferred to the mixed waste storage pads. To allow for storage nf

mixed waste while treatment facilities are being constructed, DOE would construct additional storage

buildings as needed. Based on the usable capacity of Building 643-43E, DOE estimates that a maximum

of 79 additional buildings would be required by 2005 (Hess 1995c). See Section 2,4.5 .1.1 for additional

information.

TE

TC
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DOE would continue to store low-level PCB wastes in one of the mixed waste storage buildings pending

treatment of the PCB component of the wastes at an offsite commercial facility. Once treated, the

TE I residualswouldbe returnedtoSRSfors[allowl anddisPosal( Hess lgg~e).

DOE would continue to generate radioactive oil and store it in containers in the areas where it is

generated at SRS. There would be sufficient radioactive oil storage capacity over the next 30 years. See

Section 2.4.5.1.1 for additional information.

DOE would continue to store mercu~-contaminated tritiated oil generated by SRS tritium facilities and
TC

job-control waste contalninated with solvents and enriched uranium at the mixed waste storage facilities

for the duration of the 30-year analysis period. See Section 2.4.5.1.1 for additional infomration.

2.5.5.1.2 Treatment arrd/or Tank Storage

‘rE I ForalternativeC-expected forecast, DOEwo"ldcontin"etreatmentandtankstoragepracticesfor

Savannah River Technology Center aqueous wastes and PUREX solvent waste storage, as described in

Section 2.2.5.2. In addition, the 568-cubic-meter (150,000-gallon) Organic Waste Storage Tank would

be used to store mixed organic waste generated at the Defense Waste Processing Facility. DOE would

begin to treat this waste at the Consolidated Incineration Facility, assuming it begins operating in 1996.

If the Consolidated Incineration Facility begins operating, additional tank storage capacity would not be

required.

DOE would continue to use the M-Area Process Waste Interim TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks to store

concentrated mixed wastes from the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility. DOE plans to treat six

TE I types of wastes (listed in Appendix B. 15) currently stored in the M-Area Process Waste Interim

TreatmentiStorage Facility tanks and the M-Area storage building by a vitrification process in the

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, The M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility was identified as the

~ [ prefemedoptionfortwoadditionalwastes(listedinAppendixB.l5)intheS~Propo$edSiteTreaimenl

Plan. See Section 2,4.5.1.2 for additional information. DOE has submitted a RCRA permit application

requesting interim status for a pad in M-Area to store the vitrified wastes and stabilized ash and

blowdown wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

TE I For alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would construct and operate a containment building

for decontaminating mixed metal debris and bulk equipment comprising approximately 10 percent of the

forecast mixed waste generation. This facility would begin to operate in 2006, Decontaminated debris

and equipment from which hazardous constituents were removed would be managed as low-activity
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equipment waste. Materials that cou Id not be decontaminated and the secondary wastes from the

decontamination process would be transferred to the non-alpha vitrification facility for treatment. It is

assumed that 80 percent of the materials could be decontaminated. Spent decontamination solutions are

assumed to constitute 50 percent of the original volume of the materials to be decontaminated (Hess

1994e). The containment building would also treat mercury-contaminated process equipment hy I ‘rE

roasting and retorting (i.e., beating the equipment to drive off the mercury as a vapor and collecting and

condensing the mercury back to a liquid form), The mercury removed from the process equipment and

elemental mercur’ywastes would be treated by amalgamation (i.e., alloying the liquid mercury with

inorganic reagents such as copper, nickel, gold, or zinc to create a semi-solid amalgam). See

Appendix B.6 for a description of the containment building.

DOE would begin operating the Consolidated Incineration Facility in 1996 to treat approximately

7 percent of the anticipated mixed waste volume, including benzene waste generated by the Defense 1:

Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes, PUREX solvent, paint waste, radioactive

oil, and organic debris. Stabilized ash and blowdown waste from the Consolidated Incineration Facility

would be sent to RCRA-permitted disposal or shallow land disposal. For purposes of this EIS, it is

assumed that 70 percent of the stabilized ash and blowdown wotdd require RCRA-permitted disposal and

30 percent would be sent to shallow land disposal (Hess 1994e, 1995c). See Section 2,4.5.1.2 for I TE

additional information.

DOE would construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility to treat approximately 55 percent of I TC

tie forecast mixed waste, including glass, heterogeneous, inorganic, and organic debris; contaminated

soils; organic and innrganic sludges; mercu~-contaminated materials; composite filters; benzene waste

generated by the Defense Waste Processing Facility; organic and aqueous liquids; PUREX solvent paint

waste; radioactive oil; organic and inorganic debris; and lead. Because the non-alpha vitrification

facility would produce a more stable waste form, it would replace the Consolidated Incineration Facility,

assuming the non-alpha vitrification facility begins operating in 2006 (Hess 1994e, 1995c). DOE would
TE

request a treatability variance to allow lead to be vitrified to produce a more stable waste form than

would be achieved through macroerrcapsuhttion, the specified technology for lead under the land disposal

restrictions treatment standards. This facility would provide a soil sort capability to separate

uncontaminated and contaminated soils and concrete. It is assumed that 60 percent of the incoming soils

snd concrete would be contaminated and would require treatment by vitrification prior to disposal,

Uncontaminated soils (16 percent of the forecast waste generation) would be used onsite as backfill

material (Hess 1995c). Liquids from the offgas system would be sent to a dedicated wastewater [TE

treatment unit and the reclaimed water would be returned to the offgas system for recycling. The

vitrified waste would be sent to RCRA-permitted disposal or shallow land disposal. For purposes of this
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EIS, it is assumed that 50 percent of the vitrified waste would require RCRA-permitted d]sposal and

50 percent would be sent to shallow land disposal (Hess 1994e). See Appendix B. 18 for a description of

the non-alpha vitrification facility.

DOE would begin shipping low-level PCB wastes for treatnrent of the PCB fraction by a commercial

facility. The treated residllals would be rettmled to SRS for shallow land disposal.

DOE would begin shipping lead to an offsite commercial facility for decontamination. It is assumed that

80 percent of the lead would be decontaminated. The commercial facility would return residuals from

the decontamination process and the portion of the lead waste that could not be decontaminated to SRS

for disposal (Hess 1994e).

2.5.5.1.3 Disposal

DOE submitted an application for a RCRA permit to SCDHEC for 10 Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste

Disposal Vaults. For purposes of this EIS, DOE based its proposed disposal vaults on the design of its

current Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Vault, See Section 2.2.5.3 for additional infomration,

As described in Section 2.2.5.3 for the no-action alternative, DOE would construct and operate

RCRA-pernritted vaults for disposal of mixed wastes. In addition, under the alternative C expected

waste forecast, DOE would manage hazardous wastes in these vaults and would also use them to dispose

of 70 percent of the stabi 1ized ash and blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration Facility, and

50 percent of the vitrified waste from the non-alpha vitrification facility. The first of the

RCRA-permitted disposal vaults would begin accepting wastes in 2002, and DOE would construct

additional vaults as needed (Hess 1994e, 1995c), Refer to Section 2.5.7 for mixed waste disposal

capacity projections over the 30-year period,

Mixed wastes subject to RCRA because they exhibit a hazardous characteristic maybe treated in a way

that eliminates the characteristic (e.g., toxic nretals lmay be inrnrobil ized), If mixed wastes are treated in

this manner, they need not be disposed of in RCRA-permitted disposal vaults, and DOE would dispose of

them as low-level wastes, DOE would send 30 percent of the stabilized ash and blowdown from the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, 50 percent of the vitrified wastes from the non-alpha vitrification

facility, and stabilized residuals from the treatlnent of radioactive PCB wastes to shallow land disposal

(Hess 1994e, 1995c). Refer to Section 2.5.7 for projections of low-level waste disposal capacity over the

30-year period.
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Min. EXP, Max
No
Ado.

A

B

&

2.5.5.2 ~
c

For alternative C – minilnuln and Inaximum waste forecasts, DOE would manage mixed waste somewhat

differently than fortheexpected waste forecast (see Figure 2-26). Tbenon-alpha vitrification facility
TE

would play aiarger role i[ltl~e minimum waste forecast (approximately65 percent of the forecast waste TC

volume would be vitrified) and a smaller role in the maximum forecast (approximately 49 percent of the

forecast waste volume would bevitrified) than inthe expected forecast. Table 2-31 describeslhe

percentage of mixed waste distributed alnong the various treatment options under the minimum and

maximum waste forecasts.

Table 2-31. Mixed waste treattnellt options foralternative Cminimum andmaximum waste
forecasts,a,b

Mini!nunr waste forecast Maxilnum waste forecast

27 percent to soil sort facility 54 percent to soil sort facility I

65 percent vitrified 49 percent vitrified

13 percent to containment building
TC

11 percent to containment building

12 percent incinerated 9 percent incinerated
I

a. Source: Hess (1995c).
b. Percentages are approxi]nate.

I
2.5.6 TRANSURANIC AND ALPHA WASTE

Min, Exp. Max,
N.
Action

A

B

@

2.5.6.1 ~
c

For alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would perfor~n more aggressive treatment activities to

achieve the most stable long-term waste forms for alpha and transuranic waste. Figure 2-27 summarizes

the proposed alpha and transuranic waste management practices under alternative C, which include the
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wrote management activities under the no-action alternative described in Section 2.2,6. The additional

management practices are:

- Construct and operate a transaranic waste characterization/certification facility to characterize,

treat, repackage, and certify waste for disposal.

● Construct and operate an alpha vitrification facility to vitrifi alpha wastes ( 10 to 100 nanocuries

per gram) and transuranic wastes (greater than 100 nanocuries per gram).

● Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility from 1996 to 2005 to burn some newly generated

alpha wastes rmtil the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility and alpha TC

vitrification facility begin operating.

● Construct facilities to dispose of nonmixed and mixed alpha waste onsite in the low-activity waste

vaults, RCRA-permitted disposal vaults, or shallow land disposal.

$ Return Rocky Flats incinerator ash for consolidation and treatment with similar wastes at that
TC

facility.

● Send transuranic waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Hess 1995a).

2.5.6.1.1 Storage

For alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would continue to accumulate alpha and transuranic

waste in the sanre manner as described for the no-action alternative (Section 2.2.6). In the draft EIS,

DOE assumed that alpha wastes generated between 1995 and 2006 would be stored for processing at the

transuranic waste characterization/certification facility. Ho+vever, facilities would be available during

that time period that could accept these wastes. DOE proposes to use these facilities to treat or dispose

of alpha wastes and reduce the need for additional storage capacity. Under alternative C, DOE would TC

bum 50 percent of the alpha wastes (botb mixed and nonmixed) generated each year from 1996 to 2005

in the Consolidated Incineration Facility. The remainder of the mixed and nonmixed alpha waste

generated each year would be certified for disposal “inthe RCRA-permitted disposal vaults and low-

activity waste vaults, respectively. DOE woald package and store containers on transuranic waste

storage pads to await processing, retrieve drums from mntmded storage on Transura}lic Waste Storage

Pads 2 thrnugh 6; a!ld construct new pads as needed. As a result of the reconfigl]ration of the transuranic
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TE

TC

TC

TE

TE

TC

waste storage pads (see Appendix B.30) and the addition of newly generated waste, 11 additional

tiansuranic waste storage pads would be required by 2006 (Hess 1995c).

DOE assumed that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant would operate from 1998 to 2018 and would accept

SRS trallsurallic waste (WSRC 1995). The transuranic waste stored on transuranic waste storage pads or

generated after 2018 would be vitrified and returned to a single pad for storage (Hess 1994e, 1995c),

The disposition of these wastes Ilas not yet been determined.

2.5.6.1.2 Treatment

DOE would return a small amount (O.1 cubic meter) of Rocky Flats incinerator ash currently stored at

SRStotl~at facility forcot~solidatio]) andtreatment witl!silnilar wastes. The SRSProposed Site

Treafrrrent Plan col]cluded that it ~vasnot cost effective to develop treatment at SRS for this small

quantity of material. Rocky Flats iscurrently investigating alternatives formmagement oftie ash.

Under alternative C, DOE would burn 50 percent of the mixed and nonmixed alpha wastes generated

each year from 1996 t02005 inthe Consolidated incineration Facility. These waste constitute

approximately percent Ofthe anticipated waste. Forpurposes ofthis EIS, itisassumed that70 percent

of the stabilized ash and blowdown from treatment of mixed alpha wastes would require RCRA-

permitted disposal al]d30percent would besentto shallow land disposal. Allstabilized ashand

blowdown from incineration of nomnixed alpha wastes would be sent to shallow land disposal,

DOE would construct and operate the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility to perform

assay sand intrusive cbaracterizatio}lsoftlle waste indrums, culvefis, and boxes stored ontransuranic

waste storage pads. Tllefacility would begin operating il12007to characterize tbewaste for separation

into fourcategories (describedin Sectiol) 2.4.6 )tofacilitate treatment anddisposa1. Bulkwaste would

bereduced i!lsize to fitil]to 55.gallolldrunls. The facility would process theentire inventow of alpha

and transuran ic waste, al I newly generated trat]suranic waste, and alpha waste generated after 2007 to

meetthe waste acceptance reqllireme!lts oftllealpha vitrification facility, These wastes constitute

approximately 94percent of the forecast volume (Hess 1994e, 1995c).

It is assumed that the trallsuran ic waste characterization/cer-ti fication facility would reduce the overall

waste volume by30percellt asaresult ofprocessing andrepackaging (Hess 1994e). Waste

characterizatioll woLlldsegregate tl]eillcolning wastes (17percent nonmixed alpha, 14 percent mixed

alpha, 55percent pluto11iuln.238, and 14percerlt pltltotlium-239) sotl]ealpha vitrification facili~ could
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properly blend tllewaste forvitrification toachieve ahigh-quali~ vitrified form, Frsrther details onthese

topics arein Appendix B,31 (Hess 1995a). \ ‘rE

Beginning in 2008, DOE would vitrify the alpha waste before disposal because vitrification substantially / ‘rC

reduces thevolume of waste. Thealplla waste would be blended witlltransuranic waste during

vitrification, andmost oftbevitrifiedw aste would declassified astransuranic waste. DOEwould seeka

treatability variance for vitrification of mixed alpha wastes when vitrification did not comply with the

land disposal restrictions treatment standards (e.g., lead waste subject to specified technologies other

than vitrification), Tllevariance would have todelllonstrate that vitrification achieved afinalwastefom

equivalent tothatotherwise required (Hess 1994e), ]TE

The vitrified waste produced by the alpha vitrification facility would be returned to the transuranic waste

characterization/cetiificatio1lfacilityfordisposalcetiification, Tbefacility would certify the vitrified

waste forms asllolllnixed alpl?a, nlixedalplla, ortransuranic (Hess 1994e), Adetailed description of the I ‘fE

alpha vitrification facility can be found in Appendix B. 1,

2.5.6.1.3 Disposal

A 92 percent reduction in transuranic and alpha waste volume would be realized for alternative C –

expected waste forecast. Nollmixed alpllawaste (3Operce!lt oftlleprocessed volume) would be sent to

shallow land disposal orlow-activity waste vauIts(5 and25 percent oftbeprocessed volume,

respectively), and treated mixed alpha waste (18 percent of theprncessed volume) would be sent to

RCRA-permitted disposal. Halfoftlle waste [73cubic meters (2,6OOcubic feet) peryear] wouldbe

shipped totbe Waste Isolation Pilot Plant fordisposal mvitrified transuranic waste stafiingin2008 and

ending in2018, By2018, DOEwould have shipped fordisposal aquantity oftransuranic waste equal to

TC

lessthan lpercent of thetotal capacity oftlle Waste Isolation Piiot Plant. Twopercent of the processed I TC

volume would becetiified astransuranic waste andremaill stored at SRS ononetransuranic waste

storage pad(Hess 1994e, 1995c). I TE
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2.5.6,2 Trams uranic aud Aloha Waste – Minimum Waste Forecast

c

Because of the smaller volumes anticipated in the minimum waste forecast, DOE would manage

transuranic andalpha waste inaslightly different manner than intheexpected waste forecast. To

accommodate thetransuranic waste inventory and newly generated waste in alternative C minimum

waste forecast, DOEwould need twoadditional transuranic waste storage pads by2004 (Hess 1995c).

The characterization, treatment, and disposal methods would remain the same as in the expected waste

forecast; however, by 2018, more transuranic waste (57 percent of the processed volume) would have

been shipped tothe Waste Isolation Pilot Plant fordisposal. By2024, DOEwould have stored the

remaining vitrified transuranic waste (2 percent of the processed volume) on one transuranic waste

storage pad(Hess 1995c).

DOE would ship 53 cubic meters ( 1,900 cubic feet) per year of transuranic waste to the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant between 2008 and2018. The Ivastevolume disposed ofunder this alternative would

constitute less than 1 percent of therepositoW’s total capacity (Hess 1995c).

Min. Exp. M=.
No
Action

A

B

@

2.5.6.3
c

Transuranic and AIDha Waste – Maximum Waste Forecast

In alternative C – maximum waste forecast, DOE would manage transuranic and alpha waste differently

because of the dramatic change in the volume of the transuranic waste (25 times that in the expected

forecast) from increased environmental restoration. DOE would also experience an increase in mixed

alpha waste (45 percent compared to 16 percent in the expected forecast) for processing and disposal as a

result of the assumptions in the maximum forecast (WSRC 1994c).

By 2006, DOE would require 1,166 additional transuranic waste storage pads to store the newly

generated waste. The treatment and disposal methods would be the same as for the expected forecast;

however, the waste characteristics would differ from the expected forecast (9 percent non-mixed alpha,

47 percent mixed alpha, 35 percent plutonium-238, and 9 percent plutonium-239). Most of the waste
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would be disposed of as transuranic waste (85 percent of the processed waste volume) (Hess 1995c),

DOE would ship 2,164 cubic meters (76,400 cubic feet) per year of transuranic waste to the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant from 2008 through 2018. The transuranic waste volume disposed of under this case

would constitute 14 percent of the repository’s total capacity (Hess 1995c). By 2024, DOE would need

only one transuranic waste storage pad to store the remaining processed and packaged vitrified

transuranic waste,

TC

TE

Min. Exp, Mz
N.a m
Action

A

B

a

2.5.7 SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE C FOR ALL WASTE TYPES
c

Under alternative C, DOE would continue the waste management activities listed in the no-action I TE

alternative (Section 2.2.7), including construction of additional storage capacity for mixed, transuranic,

and alpha wastes. Less storage capacity would be needed for this alternative than is required for the no-

action alternative. In addition, DOE would:

.

.

Construct and operate a containment building to treat mixed and hazardous wastes,

Roast and retort contaminated process equipment to remove mercury and treat mercury by

amalgamation at the containment building.

Oxidize a small quantity of reactive metal waste at the containment building.

Construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility for hazardous, mixed, and low-level wastes

to replace the Consolidated Incineration Facility in the year 2006. The facility would include

low-level and mixed waste soil sort capability to separate soil with nondetectable amounts of

contamination from contaminated soil (this would replace the mobile soil sort facility in

alternative A).

Decontaminate and recycle low-activity equipment waste (metals) offsite. Treatment residues

would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Send radioactive PCB wastes offsite for treatmen~ residuals would be returned to SRS for shallow

land disposal.
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.

Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility for mixed (benzene generated by the Defense

Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes, PUREX solvents, radioactive oil,

and organic and inorganic sludges), hazardous, alpha, and low-level wastes until the non-alpha

and alpha vitrification facilities became operational.

Construct and operate a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility to characterize,

treat, repackage, and certify waste for disposal.

Construct and operate an alpha vitrification facility to vitrify alpha wastes ( 10 to 100 nanocrrries

per gram) and transuranic wastes (greater than 100 nanocuries per gram).

Dispose of transuranic wastes at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

Construct RCW-permitted disposal vaults or use shallow land disposal to dispose of stabilized

ash and blowdown waste from the incineration process and vitrified waste from the non-alpha

vitrification facility.

Store tritiated oil to allow time for radioactive decay.

Construct and operate the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility to vitrify wastes generated by

M-Area electroplating operations and the specific wastes identified in the SRS Proposed Sire

Treatment Plan (WSRC 1995).

Construct facilities to dispose of nonm ixed and mixed alpha wastes onsite in the low-activity

waste vaults, RCRA-perm itted disposal vaults, or by shallow land disposal,

The largest impacts to land outside of E-Area would occur for the maximum waste forecast

(approximately 775 acres for alternative C), This land would be required for storage facilities until

treatment begins in approximate y 2006, However, by 2024, most of the waste would have been treated

and disposed of and the land required outside of E-Area would be only 4 acres under alternative C, It is

highly unlikely that the technology used to store the waste volumes under the minimum and expected

forecasts would be suitable for the maximum forecast. However, to compare the different treatment

configurations among the alternatives of this EIS, the comparison was made assuming the same

technology would be applied for alI three waste forecasts. For example, DOE would likely construct the

11 additional transuranic waste storage pads required for the expected case; however, DOE would

probably elect not to use the same technology if it called for 1,166 pads under the maximum forecast.
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A timeline for the ongoing and proposed waste management activities for alternative C is provided in

Figure 2-28, DOE would operate the existing facilities until the proposed facilities could be designed,

constructed, and begin operating, For all the waste types except high-level waste, the activities that

would occur from 1995 to about 2006 are shown in Figure 2-29, The proposed waste management [ ‘rE

activities as they would occur after 2008 are shown in Figure 2-30,
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The additional management facilities under alternative C and a comparison to those required under the

no-action alternative are provided in Table 2-32.
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Table 2-32. Comparison oftreatment, storage, anddisposal facilities under alternative Candthe no-action alternative.
~ -
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24 long-lived low-level waste

No action

29 I mixed waste
&&
19 transuranicand alpha waste

m
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26 organic wase in E-Area
43 aq.caus w~te in E-AI..
TREATME~ Continue ongoing and planned waste
treatment activities
DISPOSAL:
29 shallow land disposaltrenches
10 low-activiw wztc vaults
5 i“tenncdiate-level waste . ..16
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2.6 Alternative B – Moderate Treatment Configuration and
c DOE’s Preferred Alternative

As described at the beginning of Chapter 2, DOE bases alternative B on a moderate treatment

configuration that would balance the short-term and long-term impacts of waste management at SRS.

This is DOE’s preferred alternative. DOE believes that alternative B offers the best combination of

treatment, storage, and disposal technologies to ensure cost-effective protection of the environment.

This section discusses the activities and facilities that would be used for alternative B – expected waste

forecast, and discusses changes in such activities and facilities that would be required to accommodate

the minimum and maximum waste forecasts.

Alternative B is identical to the no-action alternative with respect to the management of liquid high-level

waste. This section discusses changes, if any, necessary in alternative B to accommodate the minimum

and maximum forecasts of this waste. Alternative B includes several treatment facilities for low-level,

mixed, and transuranic wastes, including an offsite smelter, offsite volume reduction and repackaging, a

mobile soil sort facility, and the Consolidated Incineration Facility for low-level wastes; the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, containment building, and non-alpha vitrification facility for mixed

wastes; and the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility and alpha vitrification facility for

transuranic and alpha wastes. Hazardous waste would also be treated at SRS in the Consolidated

Incineration Facility and containment building. By implementing these treatments, DOE would

appreciably decrease the amount of additional storage capacity for mixed and transuranic wastes from

that required under the no-action alternative, Mixed ~vastc storage would peak in 2005 and transuranic

and alpha waste storage in 2006; the number of storage facilities would then decrease as new treatment

facilities begin to operate. Small quantities of mixed and PCB wastes would be sent offsite for

treatment, and transuranic wastes would be sent to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant for disposal when that

facility becomes available. The waste volumes sent to shallow land disposal and to RCRA disposal

facilities would increase from those projected for the no-action alternative due to the increased volume of

treatment residuals. Sections 2,6.3, 2.6,4,2.6.5, and 2,6,6, respectively, dtscuss the proposed treatment,

storage, and disposal activities for low-level, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic wastes under

alternative B. Section 2.6.7 summarizes the activities and facilities under alternative B and compares

them to those required under the no-action alternative.
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2.6.1 POLLUTION PREVENTION/WASTE MINIMIZATION

The ongoing waste minimization activities described under the no-action alternative (Section 2.2.1)

wouId continue under alternative B for each waste forecast, In addition to ongoing waste minimization

activities, DOE would initiate other activities to reduce low-level and mixed wastes, as summarized in

Table 2-33,

Table 2-33. Waste minimization activities under alternative B,a
Estimatedamount of

Waste reduction
Minimizationactivity Treatabilitygroup forecast (cubicmeters)b

Sourcereduction Low-leveljob-control waste Expected 850
Minimum 850
Maximum 850

Recyclemetal into waste containers Low-activitywaste metal Expected 17,965
(beneficialreuse) Minimum 9,838

Maximum 53,7’92

Reusedecontaminatedlead Mixedwaste lead Expected 2,408
Minimum 1,053
Maximum 6,140

Sort soil to divert for beneficialreuse Mixedwaste soils and concrete E~pe~ted 35,332
Minimum 9,549
Maximum 176,024

Sort soil to divert for beneficial reuse Low-activity and suspect soil Expected 25,214
and smallconcretepieces Minimum 9,980

Maximum 403,888

a. Sources:Hess (1994e, 1995c).
b. To convertto cubic feet, multiply by 35.31.

Min. W. Mu.
N. —
Ac60n

A

m ‘-”

2.6.1.1 llrrtion i a
. .

ization –
B

c

The SRS high-volume disposable task team would initiate source reduction to prevent the generation of

an estimated 850 cubic meters (30,000 cubic feet) of low-level job-control waste (Stone 1994d), as

described in Section 2.5,1.1.

DOE plans to build on the beneficial reuse integrated demonstration program (Section 2,2.1.4.2) and help

private industry establish a facility to recycle radioactively contaminated steel (Boettinger 1994a).

Under the beneficial reuse program, stainless steel and carbon steel from low-activity equipment waste
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would be recycled. An estimated 17,965 cubic meters (6.34x105 cubic feet) of low-activity equipment

waste would be recycled under this program (including low-activity waste from the decontamination of

mixed waste metal debris and bulk equipment) (Hess 1995c). See Section 2,5.1.1 for additional

information.

An estimated 3,010 cubic meters (1.10x105 cubic feet) of lead that has radioactive contamination on its

surface would be available for recycling (Hess 1995c). Because the recycling initiative is also part of

alternative A, the reader can find additional information in Section 2,4,1.1.

DOE would minimize low-activity waste soil, suspect soil, and small pieces of concrete, and mixed

waste soils and concrete by sorting and diverting the materials with contamination in amounts that

cannot be detected to beneficial uses at SRS. A mobile unit would sort for low-level waste, and the

non-alpha vitrification facility would use another process to sort for mixed waste (see Appendixes B. 18

and B.28 for the descriptions). The throughput is estimated to be 136,820 cubic meters (4.83x106 cubic

feet) [48,489 cubic meters (1.7 1x106 cubic feet) of low-level wastes and 88,331 cubic meters

(3, 12x1oCcubic feet) of mixed wastes]. DOE estimates that a total of 60,546 cubic meters

(2. 14x 106 cubic feet) [25,2 14 cubic meters (8.9ox1o5 cubic feet) from the low-level and 35,332 cubic

meters (1 .25x 106 cubic feet) from the mixed wastes] would be diverted for beneficial reuse

(Hess 1995c).

DOE wouId not recycle large pieces of concrete with radioactive contamination (i.e., low-level wwte) by

reusing it as aggregate in construction or road-building projects. DOE would use waste minimization

techniques to reduce the amount of waste generated by the waste management facilities. See

Section 2.5.1.1 for additional information.

Min.EXP. Max
No

@

2.6.1.2 llu ‘ n ni~
Action

A Waste Forecasts
a
c

For alternative B – minimum and maximum waste forecasts, DOE would continue to support the

beneficial reuse program. Table 2-33 presents the estimated volumes of low-activity equipment waste

available for recycling under each forecast.

DOE would also recycle lead with radioactive contamination on its surface. Table 2-33 presents the

estimated volmnes of radioactively contaminated lead that would be available for recycling under each

forecast.
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DOE would minimize the volume of low-activity waste soil, suspect soil and concrete, and mixed waste

soils and concrete that would require disposal, Table 2-33 presents the estimated volumes that would be

available for beneficial reuse from the low-level and mixed waste soils,

Min. &p, W.
No
Action

A

B

c
@

2.6.2 HIGH-LEVEL WASTE – EXPECTED, MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM I ‘fE

WASTE FORECASTS

, DOE would treat liquid high-level radioactive waste as it would under the no-actionUnder alternative B,

alternative (see Section 2.2.2, Figure 2-9), For each waste forecast, DOE would continue current

management activities, from receipt and storage of liquid high-level waste in tanks to preparation,

processing, and treatment into forms suitable for final disposal. The high-level waste volumes fiat

would be generated over the next 30 years in addition to the existing inventory of high-level waste

[approximately 1.31X105cubic meters (3.45x 107 gallons)] are given in Table 2-23, / TE

1 These volumes are not additive because newly generated waste would be reduced approximately

75 percent via evaporation. These volumes would not require construction of new high-level waste tanks

or facilities, Instead, DOE proposes to continue current management practices and manage waste with

the objective of emptying the tanks and immobilizing SRS’Sinventory of liquid high-level waste by 2018

(DOE 1994a).

DOE would not change the proposed high-level waste management practices as a result of the smaller

volumes anticipated in the minimum waste forecast (45 percent less than the expected forecast). The

only difference in management practices as a result of the larger volumes anticipated in the maximum TE

waste forecast (23 percent more than the expected forecast) would be to operate the existing evaporators

at higher rates to maintain adequate reserve tank storage capacity.
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2.6.3 LOW-LEVELWASTE

TC

m

M“. EXP, M=.
No
Action

A

@

2.6.3.1

B

c

Low -Level Wast e – Exrrected Waste Forecast

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, low-level waste would be managed in a manner similar to

theno-action alternative presented in Section 2.2.3. Under alternative B, DOEalso would implement

moderate low-level waste treatment. Themanagement practices proposed under alternative Bofthe

drafi EISaresummarized in Figure 2-31. Inthedraft EIS, DOEproposed toconstmct andoperatea

supemompactor at SRS to compact some low-activity equipment, low-activity job-control waste, and

tritiatedjob-control waste, DOEproposed tocontinue operating theexisting compactors from 1995to

2005, until thesupercompactor began operating in2006. Theexisting compactors andproposed

supercompactor would have received 4percentand21 percent, respectively, of the waste volume

expected under alternative Bofthedraft EIS. Low-level wastes thatcould not reaccepted atthe three

existing compactors before the supercompactor began to operate, such as bulk equipment and

job-control waste in excess of the available compactor capacity would have been disposed of in low-level

waste vaults. Appendix B,29provides adescription of thesupercompactor, thewastes that itwould have

processed, and impacts associated with operation of the supercompactor as proposed under alternative B

in the drafi EIS,

DOE has determined that low-level waste volume reduction technologies such as supercompaction are

available at commercial facilities. Immediate utilization ofcommercial capaci~in lieu of construction

of a supercompactor at SRS would enable DOE to reduce its needs for low-level waste disposal vaults.

Offsite waste treatment could also be used during maintenance periods of onsite treatment facilities,

DOEwould notusecommercial capaci~to reduce thevolume oftritiatedjob-control wrote, These

wastes would be placed directly into intermediate-level waste vaults and DOE does not anticipate

shortfalls invault capacity toaccommodate these wastes, Theprocessing oftritiatedjob-control waste

wasthemajor contributor tothe emissions from low-level waste supercompactionat SRS as evaluatedin

thedraft EIS, Sucllemissions could beagreater concern atanoffsite location because tie facili~would

likely becloserto thesite boundaW than itwould have been at SRS. DOEnowproposes toship only

some low-activity job-control and equipment waste to a commercial facility for volume reduction

beginning intiscalyear 1996, These low-activi~ wastes would retreated bysupercompaction, size
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Figure 2-31. Low-level waste management plan for alternative B – expected waste forecast in the
dmft EIS.
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reduction (e.g., sotiing, sl~redding, melting), andinciiIerati0n. Figure 2-32 summarizes ~epro~sed

management practices for low-level waste as modified, which are listed below:

.

.

.

.

Decontaminate andrecycle low-activiv equipment waste (metals) offsite. Treatment residues

would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Operate a mobile soil sort facility to segregate uncontaminated soils for beneficial reuse.

Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility to incinerate low-activity and tritiated wastes.

Reduce the volume of low-activity job-control and equipment waste at commercial facilities

residuals would be returned to SRS for further treatment or disposal.

Under alternative B, DOE would store process water deionizes and other long-lived wastes (less than

1 percent of the forecast low-level waste) in long-lived waste storage buildings in E-Area, as discussed in

Section 2,2.3.3, The existing building would reach capacity by 2000, and 24 additional buildings would

be constructed over the 30-year analysis period (Hess 1995c).

Under alternative B, DOE would ship low-activity job-control and equipment waste (which constitute 36

and 5 percent, respectively, of the forecast low-level waste) to a commercial facility for volume

reduction beginning in fiscal year 1996. Uncompacted wastes already in the low-activity waste vault

would be retrieved and sent to a commercial facility. For purposes of assessment, the facility was

assumed to be located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In terms of transportation and surrounding population,

this location is representative of the range of possible locations, These low-activity wastes would be

treated by volume reduction technologies. For purposes of analysis in the EIS, it is assumed that the

waste would be treated offsite as follows:

.

.

.

60 percent supercompacted

20 percent reduced in size and repackaged for incineration in the Consolidated Incineration

Facility

10 percent incinerated; the resulting ash would be supercompacted
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Figure2-32. Low-1evel waste management plm for alternative B – expected waste forecast.
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. 5 percent reduced in size and repackaged for disposal

I
. 5 percent mehed, the melt residue would be supercompacted

TC
After treatment, the wastes would be repackaged and returned to SRS for further treatment (e.g., burned

at the Consolidated Incineration Facility) or disposal. Treatment residuals would be placed in vaults for

disposal, except for residuals from metal melting, which would be sent to shallow land disposal. Refer to

Appendix B.20 for a description of commercial volume reduction and associated impacts.

Assuming operation of the Consolidated Incineration Facility in 1996, DOE would incinerate

combustible low-activity and tritiated job-control wastes, which constitute approximately41 percent of
TC

the forecast waste, including low-activity wastes repackaged by a commercial facility. DOE would send

stabilized incinerator ash and blowdown wastes to shallow land disposal. Refer to Appendix B.5 for a

description of the Consolidated Incineration Facility, the projected low-level waste throughputs, and the

projected impacts of their treatment at that facility,

Under alternative B, DOE would operate a mobile soil sort facility to separate contaminated and

uncontaminated soils. In the drafi EIS, DOE proposed to begin operating the soil sort facility in 2006.

TC However, since the soil sort facility would be a mobile unit, and such units are currently available, DOE

now proposes to begin operating the facility in 1996, The facility would process low-activity and suspect

soils, which constitute approximately 9 percent of the anticipated low-level waste. DOE would send

suspect soil to shallow land disposal and low-activity soil to vault disposal in 1995, until the soil sort

facility begins operating. It is assumed that 60 percent of the incoming low-activity soil and 40 percent

of the incoming suspect soil would be contaminated and would require management as low-level waste

(Hess 1994e). It is also assumed that 30 percent of the contaminated soil would require vault disposal

TC because of radiological performance assessment restrictions, and 70 percent would be sent to shallow

land disposal (Hess 1994e), Uncontaminated soil (5 percent of the low-level waste forecast) would be

TE reused onsite as backfill, Refer to Appendix B,28 for a description of the soil sort facility.

TC I UnderaiternativeB, DOEwouldsbiplow-activity equipmentwaste(me@ls), constituting3 percent of

the low-level waste forecast, to a commercial facility for decontamination by smelting. DOE anticipates

that the offsite smelter would decontaminate 90 percent of the Iow-activity equipment waste for recycle

and return 10 percent of the original volume to SRS for shallow land disposal (Hess 1994k), Refer to
‘fE

Appendix B. 19 for a description of the smelter.
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A 75-percent reduction in low-level waste disposal volume would be realized from the treatment

activities under alternative B.

DOE would send naval hardware to shallow land disposal, as described in Section 2.2.3,4. DOE would

also send suspect soil to shallow land disposal in 1995 until the soil sort facility is available. Afier 1996,

DOE would send a portion of the contaminated soil from the sort facility to shallow land dispnsal. DOE

would also send stabilized ash and blowdnwn wastes from the Consolidated Incineration Facility and

stabilized residuals from the offsite smelter to shallow land disposal.

DOE would continue to dispose of suspect soils in the engineered low-level trench as described in

Section 2,2.3.1. DOE would dispose of low-activity waste and intermediate-activity waste in the existing

low-level waste vaults, as described in Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2,3.2. As a result of the low-level waste

volume reduction initiatives that would be implemented under alternative B, the existing low-activity

waste vault would not reach capacity until the year 2011. The existing intermediate-level waste vault

would reach capacity by 1999. Additional vaults would be constructed as required. DOE would dispose

of intermediate-activity job-control waste, offsite job-control waste, tritiated soil, and tritiated equipment

withnut treatment for the entire 30-year period, DOE would also dispose of a portion of tritiated job-

control waste without treatment, Compacted and supercompacted wastes wrmld also be disposed of at

the low-level waste vaults.

Min. EXP.Max
No
Acti,n

A

B

@

2.6.3.2 Low-Level Waste – Minimum and M
c

aximum Waste Forecas@

For alternative B – minimum and maximum waste forecasts, DOE would change the way it manages

Inw-level waste (see Figure 2-32), The changes from waste management practices described for the

expected forecast are primarily the result of the larger volume of soils anticipated in the maximum

forecast. Low-activity and suspect soils would constitute approximately 48 percent of the maximum

forecast (compared to 9 percent in the expected forecast). DOE would realize a 75 percent reduction in

disposal volume from treatment in the expected waste forecast, a 79-percent reductinn in the minimum

waste forecast, and a 64-percent reduction in the maximum waste forecast. Table 2-34 lists the

percentage of low-level waste distributed among the various treatment and disposal options under the

minimum and maximum forecasts.

I TC

TC

TC

TC
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Table 2-34. Low-level waste treatment and disposal options for alternative B minimum and maximum
waste forecasts .a,b

Minimum waste forecast Maximum waste forecast

Treatment options Treatment options

1 percent to compactors <1 percent tocompactorsc

45 percent volume reduced offsite 19 percent volume reduced offsite

46 percent incinerated 20 percent incinerated

5 percent to soil facility 49 percent to soil facility

Disposal options Disposal options

69 percent to vaults 47 percent to vaults

31 percent to shallow land disposal 53 percent to shallow land disposal

a. Source: Hess (1995 c).
b. Percentages are approximate.
c. “z” is read as “lessthan.”

2.6.4 HAZA~OUSWASTE

Min. fip, MM.
No
Action

A

B

@

2.6.4.1
c

Hazardous Waste - EXDected Waste Forecast

As discussed in Section 2,4.4.1, DOE does not plan to construct facilities solely for the treatment of

hazardous wastes, However, facilities that DOE plans to use for mixed waste could be used for

hazardous wastes to the extent excess capacity is available. Figure 2-33 summarizes the proposed

hazardous waste management practices under alternative B, In addition to the management practices for

hazardous waste under the no-action alternative (Section 2.2.4), under alternative B DOE would treat

hazardous wastes onsite as follows:

. Construct and operate a containment building for decontamination of debris/metals for use onsite

or to be sold as scrap.

● Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility and incinerate selected hazardous wastes,
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Figure 2-33. Hazardous waste management plan for alternative B – expected waste forecast,
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TC

TC

TC I

TE

‘J-E

In the draft EIS, DOE proposed to burn only filters, paint waste, organic liquids, and aqueous liquids in

the Consolidated Incineration Facility. To more fully use the treatment capacity of that facility, DOE

proposes to also bum organic and inorganic sludges and 50 percent of the organic, inorganic, and

heterogeneous debris under alternative B.

Min. Exp. M=.
No
Action

A

B

@

2.6.4.2 Hazardous Waste – Minimum and Maximum Waste Forecast?
c

For alternative B – minimum and maximum forecasts, DOE would manage hazardous waste the same as

in the expected waste forecast. Most of the hazardous waste would continue to be sent offsite for

treatment and disposal (85 percent for expected, 89 percent for minimum, and 87 percent for maximum

waste forecasts). However, several hazardous wastes (composite filters, paint waste, organic liquids,

aqueous liquids; inorganic, organic, and heterogeneous debris; inorganic and organic sludges) would be

treated in the Consolidated Incineration Facility, assuming it begins operating in 1996. These wastes

represent approximately 8 to 9 percent of the hazardous waste quantities forecast for the next 30 years

for all cases (Hess 1995c).

2.6.5 MIXED WASTE

Min. Exp, Max
No -
Act,..

A

B

“m

2.6.5.1 Mixed Waste - Expected Waste Forecast
c

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, DCJEwould manage mixed waste as under the no-action

alternative presented in Section 2.2.5, Under alternative B, DOE also would implement moderate mixed

waste treatments as summarized in Figure 2-34, which consist of the following:

.

.

Store tritiated oil to allow time for radioactive decay,

Send elemental mercury and mercury-contaminated materials to the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory for treatment; residuals would be returned to SRS for RCRA-perrrritted disposal or

shallow land disposal,
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Figure 2-34. Mixed waste management plan for alternative B – expected waste forecast
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.
TC

.
TE

.

Send calcium metal waste to the Los Alamos National LaboratoV for treatment; residuals would

be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal,

Send radioactive PCB wastes offsite for treatment; residuals would be returned to SRS for shallow

land disposal.

Send lead offsite for decontamination and recycling; treatment residuals would be returned for

RCRA-permitted disposal at SRS.

In addition, under alternative B DOE would:

.

.

.

.

.

TE 1“

Construct a containment building to decontaminate mixed wastes (mostly debris) and

macroencapsulate contaminated debris and lead wastes.

Complete construction of and operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility to bum certain mixed

wastes such as benzene generated by the Defense Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous

liquid wastes, decontamination solutions from the containment building, PUREX solvent, and

radioactive oil.

Construct disposal vaults for stabilized ash and blowdown from the incineration process.

Construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility to treat soils and organic and inorganic

sludges. This vitrification facility would include a soil sort capability to separate clean soil from

contaminated soil, Contaminated soil would be treated in the vitrification process and clean soil

would be used onsite as backfill material.

Construct disposal capacity for vitrified waste from the non-alpha vitrification facility.

Construct and operate the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility to vitrify wastes generated by

M-Area electroplating operations and the specific wastes in the SRS Proposed Site Treatment

Plan.

TC I
2.6.5.1.1 Containerized Storage

TE I ForalternativeB-expected waste forecast, DOEwouldcontinueto storemixedwaste inthethree

mixed waste storage buildings, the M-Area stnrage building, and on three storage pads. The non-alpha
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mixed waste (i.e., waste with leSS than 10 nanocuries per gram of transuranics) that is now stored on the

transurarric waste pads would be trarrsfemed to the mixed waste storage pads. To accommodate future

mixed waste storage needs prior to the availability of treatment facilities, DOE would build additional

mixed waste storage buildings as needed. Based on the usable capacity of Building 643-43E, DOE

estimates that a maximum of 79 additional buildings would be required by 2005 (Hess 1995c). See 1:
Section 2,4.5 .1.1 for additional information.

DOE would manage low-level PCB wastes, radioactive oil, mercury-contaminated oil, and job-control TC

waste contaminated with solvents and enriched uranium as described in alternative A (Section 2.4.5.1.1).

2.6.5.1.2 Treatment and/or Tank Storage

DOE would manage aqueous wastes in the Savannah River Technology Center tanks and the solvent [m

tanks in E-Area, and aqueous liquids from groundwater monitoring wells as described in the no-action

alternative (Section 2,2.5.2).

DOE would manage organic waste generated at the Defense Waste Processing Facility and wastes

currently stored in the M-Area Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage Facility tanks and M-Area

storage building as described for alternative A (Section 2.4,5.1.2).

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, DOE would construct and operate a containment building TE

for decontaminating approximately 23 percent of the mixed waste (glass, metal, organic, inorganic, and TC

heterogeneous debris; bulk equipment) forecast. Decontaminated debris and equipment from which

hmmrdous constituents were removed would be managed as low-activity equipment waste (see

Section 2.6.3). Materials that could not be decontaminated would be macroencapsulated in welded

stainless steel boxes or in a polymer coating and sent to RCRA-permitted disposal. Secondary wastes I TE

from the decontamination process would be collected for incineration at the Consolidated Incineration

Facility. It is assumed that 80 percent of the materials could be decontaminated. DOE assumes that

spent decontamination solutions would constitute 50 percent of the original volume of the materials to be

decontaminated. The containment building would also provide macroencapsulation for lead wastes. The

lead would be macroencapsulated in a polymer coating in accordance with RCRA treatment

requirements (Hess 1994e, 1995c). See Appendix B.6 for a description of the containment building. I TE

DOE would construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility to treat approximately 26 percent of I Tc

the forecast mixed waste, including contaminated soil and organic and inorganic sludges. The vitrified
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waste would be sent to RCRA-permitted disposal or shallow land disposal. See Section 2.5.5.1.2 for

additional information.

DOE would begin to operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility in 1996 for the treatment of

TC I aPPr0ximatelY20 PercentOfthemixed wastesa"ticipated undertheexpected forecast, including benzene

waste generated by the Defense Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes, PUREX

solvent, paint waste, radioactive oil, and heterogeneous, inorganic, and organic debris. Organic and

inorganic sludges would be incinerated until 2006, when the non-alpha vitrification facility began to

operate. The Consolidated Incineration Facility would also bum approximately 1,360 cubic meters
TC

(48,000 gallons) per year of spent decontamination solutions from the containment building. Stabilized

ash and blowdown waste from the Consolidated Incineration Facility would be sent to RCRA-pemitted

disposal or shallow land disposal. See Section 2,4.5.1.2 for additional information.

TC I DOEwouldmanageelemental mercuW,mercu~-contaminatedwaste,calciumme@lwaste,low-level

PCB wastes, and lead as described for alternative A (Section 2.4.5.1 .2).

2.6.5.1.3 Disposal

DOE submitted an application for RCRA permit to SCDHEC for 10 Hazardous WasteM4ixed Waste

Disposal Vaults, For purposes of this EIS, DOE based its proposed disposal vaults on the design of its

~ I current Hazardous Waste/Mixed WasteDisposalVault. See Section 2,2.5.3 foradditional information.

As described in Section 2,2.5,3 for the no-action alternative, DOE would construct and operate

RCRA-permitted vaults for disposal of mixed wastes, In addition, under the alternative B – expected

waste forecast, DOE would manage hazardous waste in these vaults and would also use them to dispose

of 70 percent of the stabilized ash and blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration Facili~, 50 percent

of the vitrified wastes from the non-alpha vitrification facili~, elemental mercury waste from the Idaho

National Engineering Laborato~, lead residuals from offsite decontamination; and macroencapsulated

debris, bulk equipment, and lead from the containment building, The first of the RCRA-pemritted

disposal vaults would begin accepting wastes in 2002, and DOE would construct additional vaults as

~ I needed(Hess 1994e, 1995c), RefertoSection2.6.7 formixedwastedisposalprojectionsovertie

30-year period.

Mixed wastes subject to RCR.4 because they exhibit a hazardous characteristic maybe treated in a way

that eliminates the characteristic (e.g., toxic metals may be immobilized). If mixed wastes are treated in

this manner, they need not be disposed of at RCRA-permitted facilities, and DOE would dispose of them
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as low-level waste, DOE would send 30 percent of the stabilized ash and blowdown from the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, 50 percent of the vitrified wastes from the non-alpha vitrification

facility, stabilized residuals from the treatment of radioactive PCB wastes, calcium metal waste, and I ‘l-c

stabilized mercury waste from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory to shallow land disposal

(Hess 1994e, 1995c). Refer to Section 2.6,7 for projections of low-level waste disposal over the 30-year I TE

period,

Min. hp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

2.6.5.2 Mixed Waste – Minimum and Max
c

imum Waste Forec~

For alternative B – minimum and maximum waste forecasts, DOE would change the way it manages

some mixed waste. These changes from waste management practices described for the expected waste TC

forecast are attributed to the volume of soils anticipated in the minimum (27 percent) and maximum TE

(54 percent) forecasts, compared to the expected (39 percent) forecast, Figure 2-35 shows the proposed

management activities for the minimum forecast. Smaller quantities of mixed waste soils and sludges

would mean that construction of a non-alpha vitrification facility might not be necessary. DOE would

modify the Consolidated Incineration Facility to accept these types of materials.

In the maximum forecast, because of the large volume of debris that would be decontaminated at the I TE

containment building, DOE would construct a wastewater treatment unit to treat spent decontamination

solutions (see Appendix B.6 for a discussion of the wastewater treatment unit).

Limited quantities of liquid and solid residuals from the wastewater treatment unit (approximately

6 percent of the influent wastewater volume) would be burned at the Consolidated Incineration Facility.

Table 2-35 describes the percentage of mixed waste distributed among the various treatment options

under the minimum and maximum waste forecasts.
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Figure 2-35. Mixed waste management plan for alternative B – minimum waste forecast
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Table 2-35. Mixed waste treatment options for alternative B minimum and maximum waste

forecasts.a,b

Minimum waste forecast Maximum waste forecast

27 percent to soil sort facili~ 54 percent to soil sort facility

30 percent to containment building 23 percent to containment building

49 percent incinerated 14 percent incinerated

a. Source: Hess(1995c).
b. Percentages are approximate.

2.6.6 TRANSURANIC AND ALPHA WASTE

M“. EXP, Max
No

Action

A

@

2.6.6.1 Transuranic and Alpha Waste – Expected Wa ste Forecast

B

c

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, DOE would provide moderate treatment that would allow

disposal of alpha (10 to 100 nanocuries per gram) and transuranic (greater than 100 nanocuries per gram)

wastes. Figure 2-36 summarizes the proposed alpha and transuranic waste management practices for

alternative B, which include the waste management practices under the no-action alternative described in

Section 2.2.6 and the following:

.

.

.

.

.

Construct and operate the transuranic waste characterizatiorr/certification facility to characterize,

treat, repackage, and certify waste for disposal,

Construct and operate the alpha vitrification facility to vitrify mixed alpha waste (1Oto

100 nanocuries per gram) and plutonium-238 waste (greater than 100 nanocuries per gram).

Return Rocky Flats incinerator ash for consolidation and treatment with similar wastes at that

facility.

Dispose of nonmixed alpha waste in low-activity waste vaults and macroencapsulated mixed

alpha waste metal debris at RCRA-permitted disposal vaults.

Dispose of the vitrified and repackaged transuranic waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (Hess

1995a).

TC

ITE

I TE

TC

I TE
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2.6.6.1.1 Storage

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, DC)Ewould continue to accumulate alpha and trsmsuranic

waste in the same manner as described under the no-action alternative (Section 2.2.6), In the draft EIS,

DOE assumed that alpha wastes generated between 1995 and 2006 would be stored for processing at the

transuranic waste characterization/certification facility. However, facilities would be available during

that time period that could accept these wastes. DOE proposes to use these facilities to dispose of alpha

wastes and reduce the need for additional storage capacity. Under alternative B, DOE would certify

newly generated mixed and nonmixed alpha waste for disposal in the RCRA-permitted disposal vaults

and low-activity waste vaults, respectively. DOE would package and store containers on transuranic

waste storage pads to await processing; retrieve drums from mounded storage on Transuranic Waste

Storage Pads 2 through 6; and construct new pads as needed. To meet RCRA storage requirements for

storage of hazardous constituents and to accommodate newly generated trarrsuranic waste, 10 additional

transuranic waste storage pads (see Appendix B.30) would be required by 2006 (Hess 1994e, 1995c),

For purposes of this EIS it is assumed that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant would operate from 1998 to

2018 arrd would accept SRS transuranic waste, Transuranic waste processed by the transuranic waste

characterizatiorr/certification facility after 2018 would remain in storage at SRS. DOE would require one

transuranic waste storage pad to store the processed and packaged transuranic waste remaining in 2024

(Hess 1994e, 1995c), DOE has not determined how these wastes will be disposed of.

2.6.6.1.2 Treatment

DOE would return a small amount (O.1 cubic meter) of Rocky Flats incinerator ash currently stored at

SRS to that operations office for consolidation and treatment with similar wastes. The SRS Proposed

Site Treatment Plan concluded that it was not cost effective to develop treatment at SRS for this small

quantity of material. Rocky Flats is currently investigating alternatives for management of the ash,

DOE would construct and operate the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility to perform

assays and intrusive characterizations of the waste in drums, culverts, and boxes stored on transuranic

waste storage pads. The facility would begin operating in 2007 and would process 94 percent of the

alpha arrd transuranic waste. DOE would segregate waste into one of four categories: nonmixed alpha,

mixed alpha, phrtonium-238, or plutonium-239. After segregation, the mixed alpha waste and

plutonium-23 8 transuranic waste would each be further divided into metallic and nonmetallic waste

categories. Of the characterizedwaste, the mixed alpha waste (14 percent overall) would contribute

11 percent nonmetallic and 3 percent metallic, respectively. The plutonium-238 waste (55 percent of the
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characterized waste) would contribute 33 percent nonmetallic and 22 percent metallic respectively to the
TC

overall total (Hess 1995a). Theplutonium-239 waste would be futiher segregated into high-red

low-activity categories. Bulk waste would bereduced illsize to fitinto 55-gallon dmms. The

transuranic waste characterizatiorr/certification facility would reduce the overall waste volume by

TC 30percent byprocessing andrepackaging. Waste characterization would segregate theincoming waste

TE categories sotllealplla vitrification facility could properly blend the waste forvitriflcation to achievea

TC high-quality vitrified waste form. Futiher details onthese topics areinthe description of thetransurmic

TE waste characterization/certification facility in Appendix B,31,

The nonmixed alpha and metallic pIutonium-238 waste would be repackaged at the transuranic waste

characterization/cetiificationfacilityandcetiifiedfordisposal. Thenonmixed alpha waste worddbe

disposed ofinlow-activity waste vaults. Themetallic plutonium-238 waste andlow-activi~

plutonium-239 waste would be packaged and certified for disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in

accordance witllthat facility 'swaste acceptance criteria. Themetallic mixed alpha waste would be

packaged into 55-gallon drums andmacroencapsulated bywelding thelidontothedmms. DOE

recognizes that a portion of the metallic mixed alpha waste would not meet the definition of hazardous

debris and would request a treatability variance from EPA to treat this waste by macroencapsulation.

Themetallic mixed alpha waste would becetiified foronsite RCW-pemitied disposal. The

nonmetallic mixed alpha waste and nonmetallic plutonium-23 8 waste would be packaged for vitrification

TE I inthealpllavitrification facilitY (Hess 1994e),

Tllealpha vitrification facility would begin operating in2OO8. Only nonmetallic mixed alpha,

nonmetal licplutoniuln-238, andhigll-activity plutounium-239 wastes would bevitrified(3l percent of
TC

the forecast volume). DOEwould vitrify tllemixed alpha waste because of the substantial volume

reduction (95percent) thatwould reachieved. Themixed alpha waste would be blended with the

plutonium-23 8 and plutonium-293 wastes during vitrification and the vitrified waste form would be

classified astransuranic waste. Thevitrified waste produced bythealpha vitrification facili~wouldbe

returned to the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility for certification and disposal at the

TE I WasteIsolat Ion Pilot Plant (Hess 1994e, 1995c), Adetailed description of thealpha vitrification facili~

is in Appendix B.1.

2.6.6.1.3 Disposal

A 58 percent reduction in transuranic and alpha waste volume would be realized under alternative B

TC from repackaging and vitrification of the nonmetallic mixed alpha, nonmetallic plutonium-238, and

high-activity plutonium.239 waste, Nonmixed alpl]awaste (38percent of theprocessed volume) would
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be disposed of in low-activity waste vaults and the macroencapsulated metallic mixed alpha waste

(llpercent of theprocessed volume) would besentto RCM-permitied disposal. Approximately half of

the waste (48 percent of the processed volume) would be shipped offsite for disposal as transuranic. waste

(vitrified nonmetallic mixed alpha, nonmetallic phrtonium-238, high-activity phrtonium-239, and

repackaged low-activity phrtonium-239 waste) at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant starting in 2008 and

ending in 2018. DOEwould ship 39Ocubicmeters (13,800 cubic feet) peryewoftransurmic waste to

tbe Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. By2018, DOEwould have sbipped fordisposal aquati@oftransuranic

waste equal to approximately 3 percent of the total capacity of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

(Hess 1995c), Three percent of the processed waste volume would remain in storage at SRS on one

transuranic waste storage pad (Hess 1995c).

Min. Exp. M=
No
Action

A

B

@

2.6.6.2 Trmrsuranic and Alpha Waste – Minimum W aste Forecast
c

Because of the reduced volumes in the minimum waste forecast, DOE would make a minor change from

the expected waste forecast in the way it manages transuranic and alpha waste (Figure 2-35). With the

reconfiguration of the transuranic waste storage pads (see Appendix B.30) and newly generated waste,

two additional pads would be needed by 2005. By 2024, DOE would require only one tmnsuranic waste

storage pad to store the remaining processed and packaged transuranic waste (Hess 1995c),

The characterization, treatment, and disposal methods would remain the same as in the expected waste

forecast; however, by 2018, DOE would have disposed of more transuranic waste (52 percent of the

processed volume) at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Due to the accelerated treatment of transuranic

waste, only 1 percent of the processed volume would remain in storage on one transuranic waste storage

pad. DOE would ship 284 cubic meters (10,000 cubic feet) per year of transuranic waste to the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant between 2008 and 2018. In 2018, DOE would have shipped for disposal a quantity

of transuranic waste equal to approximately 2 percent of the total capacity of the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant (Hess 1995c).
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Min. EXP,Mu.
No

Action

A

@ “’”U

2.6.6.3 ranic and Al~ha Waste – Maxi~
B

c

For alternative B – maximum waste forecast, DOE would manage transuranic and alpha waste somewhat

differently than in the expected forecast because of the dramatic change in the volume of transuranic

waste anticipated (25 times the expected waste forecast). DOE would also experience an increase in

mixed alpha waste (45 percent compared to 16 percent in the expected waste forecast) for processing and

disposal as a result of the assumptions made in the maximum forecast. By 2006, DOE would require

1,168 additional transuranic waste storage pads to store newly generated waste (Hess 1995c).

For alternative B – maximum waste forecast, DOE would use the same treatment and disposal methods

as for the expected waste forecasq however, the waste characterization would differ (9 percent nonmixed

alpha, 47 percent mixed alpha, 35 percentplutonimn-238, and 9 percent plutonium-239 waste). DOE

would send a slightly larger percentage of transuranic waste (50 percent of the processed volume) to the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Less than 1 percent of the processed volume would remain in storage on one

transuranic waste storage pads at SRS (Hess 1995a, c).

DOE would ship 7,819 cubic meters (2,76x 105 cubic feet) per year of transuranic waste to the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant between 2008 and 2018. The waste volume disposed of in tiis forecast would

constitute 53 percent of the repository’s total capacity (Hess 1995c).

2.6.7 SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE B FOR ALL WASTE TYPES

Min. Exp. Max.
No

Action

A

a
c

@

Under alternative B, DOE would continue the waste management acdvhies at SRS listed for the no-

action alternative (Section 2.2,7), including the construction of additional storage capacity for mixed
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wastes and transurmric and alpha wastes. Less capacity would be needed for this alternative than would

be required for the no-action alternative. In addition, DOE would:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Construct and operate a containment building to treat mixed waste

Construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility for mixed waste soils and sludges.

Sort mixed waste soils at the non-alpha vitrification facility to separate uncontaminated soil for

reuse,

Operate a mobile low-level soil sort facility to separate uncontaminated soil for reuse and

low-activity and suspect soils for disposal.

Decontaminate and recycle Invf-activity equipment waste (metals) offsite. Treatment residues

would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Treat small quantities of mixed and PCB wastes offsite. Treatment residuals would be returned to

SRS for disposal.

Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility for mixed (benzene generated by the Defense

Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes, decontmrrination solutions from the

containment building, PUREX solvent, radioactive oil, sludges, and debris), hazardous, and low-

level wastes.

Treat low-activity job-control and equipment wastes offsite; residuals would be returoed to SRS

for incineration at the Consolidated Incineration Facility or for disposal.

Construct and operate a transuranic waste characterizatiorr/certification facility

Construct and operate an alpha vitrification facility,

Dispose oftransuranic wastes at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

Store tritiated oil to allow time for radioactive decay,

I Tc

TC
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0 Send elemental mercury and mercury-contaminated materials to the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory for treatment; residuals would be returned to SRS for RCRA-pemritted disposal or

shallow land disposal.

I o Send calcium metal waste to the Los Alamos National Laboratory for treatment residuals would
TE

be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

. Send lead offsite for decontamination and recycling; treatment residuals would be returned for

RCRA-permitted disposal at SRS.

o Construct disposal vaults for stabilized ash and blowdown from the incineration process (Hess

1995a).

TC

The largest impacts to land outside of E-Area would occur in the maximum waste forecast

(approximately 756 acres for alternative B). This land would be required for storage facilities until

treatment begins in approximately 2006. However, by 2024, most of the waste would have been treated

and disposed of and no land would be required outside of E-Area for alternative B. It is highly unlikely

that the technology used to store the waste volumes under the minimum and expected forecasts would be

suitable for the maximum forecast, However, to compare the different treatment configurations among

the alternatives of this EIS, the assumption was made that the same technology would be applied for all

three waste forecasts. For example, DOE would likely construct the 10 additional transumnic waste

storage pads required for the expected case; however, DOE would probably elect not to use the same

technology if it called for 1,168 pads under the maximum forecast.

Figure 2-37 shows a timeline for the ongoing and proposed waste management activities for

alternative B. DOE would operate the existing waste management facilities until the proposed facilities

could be designed, constructed, and begin operations, For all the waste types except high-level waste,

TE the waste management activities that would occur from 1995 to 2007 are shown in Figure 2-38.

Figure 2-39 shows the proposed waste management activities as they would occur after 2008.

ITable 2-36 shows the additional management facilities under alternative B and compares them to those
TE

required under the no-action alternative.
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Figure 2-38. Summm’y of waste management activities in alternative B until the year 2007.
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Figure 2-39. Summary of proposed waste management activities in alternative B after year 2008. m
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Min. EXD, Max.
No
Action

A

B
&

Table 2-36. Comparison of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities under alternative B and the no-action alternative.
~ - ~

STORAGE: ~
24 long-lived low-level waste
291 mixed waste

w

19 frmsuranic and slpha waste

M

No action 4 organic waste in S-AX.

26 organic wrote in E-Area
43 aqueouswrote in E-Ar.a
TREATMENT Continue ongoing and planned waste treatment

activities

DISPOSAL:
29 shallow land disposal trenches

10 low-activity wrote v,uIB

5 intermediate-level WXIC vaulh

1 RCRA disposal facility

STORAGE: ~ STOWGE: ~

7 Io”z-lived low-level waste 24 long-lived Iow-level waste

139 m;xed waste

TREATMENT Same asexpected waste forecast,
except “o non-alpha vitrification facility, mod!fy

Consolidated Incincralio” Facilify to accept mixed

B waste soils and sludges

DISPOSAL
37 shallow land disposal trenches

I low-activity waste vault

2 intermediate-level waste vaulls

20 RCRA disposal Fa.ilitics

79 mixed waste

w

IO tra”s.ranic and alpha waste

TREATMENT Continue ongoing and planed waste treatment

activities; treat limited quantities of mixed and PCB wastes offsite;

bcgi. volume reduction of low-activity job-control ad equipment
wasteoffsite; begin smelting low-activity equipment waste .Nsile;
operatethe ConsolidatedIncineration Facilify for low-level,
hazardous, and mixed waste% construct and operate a low-level

waste soil sort facil iv, construct a“d operatt a mixed waste
containmentbuilding, constructand operatea non-alpha
vitrification facilify for mixed wzte soils and sludges construct

and operate a transucmic waste ch~acterizatiodce fiification

facility; construct and operate an alpha vitrification facili~

DISPOSAh
S8 shallow land disposaltrencbcs
1 low-activity waste vault
5 intermediate-level waste vaults
2 I RCRA disposal facilities

STOWGE: ~
34 long-lived low-level waste
652 mixed W%lC

w
1,168 fransuranicand alpha waste
TREATMENT Same as expected w~te forecst,

except containment building modified to include
wastcwater treatment capability to treat spent
deconmination solution%treat its secondw waste at
the Consolidated Incineration Faciliiy
DISPOSAL
371 shallow land disposaltrenches
8 low-activity waste vaulls
9 intcnncdiate-fevel waste vaults
96 RCRA disDOsa!facilities
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2.7 Comparison of Environmental Impacts

ThisEIS examines alternatives for managing several types of wastes at SRS: liquid high-level

radioactive, low-level radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and transuranic, The impacts of those management

alternatives are summarized in this section,

The EIS considered various configurations of volume reduction technologies for low-level radioactive

wastes. These configurations included the continued compaction of low-level wastes in the no-action

alternative and in alternative A, soil sorting and vitrification in alternative C; and soil sorting,

supercompaction, size reduction, and incineration in alternative B. These configurations would result in

the following volume reductions and disposal distributions for low-level wastes (Table 2-37):

Table 2-37. Volume reductions achieved for low-level waste.

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

22 percent reduction in disposal 75 percent reduction in disposal 70 percent reduction in disposal
volume volume volume

93 percent of waste volume 68 percent of waste volume 67 percent of waste volume
disposed of irr vaults disposed of in vaults disposedof irrvaults

7 percentof waste volume sent to 32 percent of waste volume sent to 33 percentof waste volume sent to
shallowlanddisposal shallow land disposal shallow land disposal

Table 2-38 summarizes potential environmental impacts and costs of waste management activities,

including the construction and operation of new facilities. For many parameters, existing environmental

conditions would not change. Table 2-38 shows environmental impacts to various categories of

resources. The evaluation of the environmental impacts of the alternatives considered in this EIS, which

bound both the full range of reasonable waste management strategies and the quantities of waste that

might be managed at SRS, indicates that many impacts are very small. Furthermore, the differences

among management alternatives are minor for the same waste forecast. The major determinant of

potential impacts is the amount of waste SRS would be required to manage. In other words, differences

in waste volumes are more significant than differences in management strategies. The amount of waste

SRS will manage depends in large part on the extent of environmental restoration and facility

decontamination and decommissioning undertaken at SRS in the future. The receipt of wastes from

other facilities and ongoing operations at SRS make much smaller contributions to waste volume.

TE

TC
TE

TC

TE

In eight resource categories -- socioeconomic, groundwater, surface water, air, traffic, transportation,

occupational health, and public health -- there would be very small impacts. Cleared and uncleared land

would be disturbed by new facilities, which would impact ecological resources and future land-use
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options andcould impact geologic and cultural resources. Specific impacts that would occur under each

alternative include:

.

TC

.

.

.

TE

.

Impacts and benefits of alternative ways to reduce the volume of low-level waste were evaluated.

Under alternative A and the no-action alternative, low-level wastes would be compacted, resulting

ina22percent reduction inthe disposal volume. Thesize reduction (e,g., sorting, shredding, and

melting), supercompaction, and incineration proposed inaltemative B would reduce the volume

by 75 percent, although with an increased (but still minor) impact on the health risks to remote

populations. Soil sotiing andvitrification proposedina ltemativeC wouldreducet hevolumeof

low-level waste by 70 percent.

Construction andoperation of facilities arerequired foreachaltemative. Ingeneral, waste

treatment by facilities proposed for the alternative involving extensive treatment (alternative C)

would produce higher operational impacts than those for the alternative involving limited

treatment (alternative A) because more handling and processing of waste generally produces more

emissions and greater worker exposure,

Conversely, the limited treatment alternative (alternative A) would require more disposal capacity

and disposal facilities with more sophisticated methods of containment (i.e., more vaults and less

shallow land disposal), because alternative A would not reduce or immobilize wastes to the

degree that alternative C (extensive treatment configuration) would.

The moderate treatment alternative (alternative B) uses options from alternative A and

alternatiI,e C, depending on the type of waste and its characteristics and physical properties, to

balmcethe trade-offs be~eenextensive treatment andextensive disposal, Variations inthe

implementation of alternative B would result in impacts that would fall somewhere between those

from the less stable waste forms produced under alternative A and those from the greater

operational emissions produced inalternative C. Impacts would beverysmall foreach of the

alternatives.

The no-action alternative would require more storage facilities at the end of the 30-year period of

analysis than any other alternative. Under theno-action alternative, mixed andtransuranic wastes

would not have been treated or disposed of during the 30-year period considered in tiis EIS,

increasing the risk of potential environmental impacts, including accidents and worker

radiological exposure, above those of the other alternatives,
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the no-action alternative would be deferred, not avoided, In addition, some risk would be incurred

during the 30-year storage period as a result of normal operations,

Managing the maximum amount of waste in any of tbe alternatives would require clearing

approximately 1,000 acres. It would be difficult to clear this much land in a heterogeneous

landscape, such as occurs at SRS, without measurably affecting the ecological resources of the

area. The loss of this much natural habitat would result in the loss of large numbers of individual

animals. Although there are 181,000 acres (733 square kilometers) of forested land on SRS,

committing 1,000 acres to waste management under the maximum waste forecast would more

severely restrict future land-use options than would managing the minimum and expected waste

forecasts, which would require less land.

Groundwater impacts from shallow land and vault disposal would be very small. Exceedances of

health-based standards that were identified in the draft EIS would not occur for WO reasons.

First, after the draft EIS was issued, DOE reevaluated the isotopic inventory of wastes and

determined that curirsm-247 and -248 are not present at detectable concentrations in the wastes,

Therefore, these radionuclides were removed from the waste inventories considered in the EIS

groundwater analysis. Second, the draft EIS groundwater analysis did not account for the reduced

mobility of the stabilized waste forms, such as ashcrete and glass, that might be placed in slit

trenches. The analysis in this final EIS instead assumes that the performance of stabilized waste

forms would conforrrr with the performance objectives of DOE Order 5820,2A.

Tritium releases to the Savannah River from groundwater beneath E-Area seeping into Upper

Three Runs would reach their highest concentrations in 70to237 years. However, these

concentrations would be very small and would remain well within drinking water standards under

each alternative.

Airborne emissions of nonradiological constituents would not increase appreciably over cument

emissions and would remain within applicable state and Federal standards for each alternative,

Radiological emissions and resulting doses to the public and workers would remain within EPA

standards. Over the 30-year evaluation period, these emissions would increase the risk of a fatal

cancer to the maximally exposed member of the public by less than 2 in 100 million for the no-

action alternative to about 6 in 100,000 under alternative C maximum waste forecast.

Under each alternative, additional commuter traffic and truck shipments on SRS and nearby roads

would not exceed the capacity of these roads.
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● Mskofexposure toradiation from faciliW accidents tothepopulation within 8Okilometers

(50 miles) of SRS would be very small and similar under each alternative.

. Rlsktoworkers at SRSandthe public from exposure totoxic chemicals resulting from accidents

would beverysmall andsimilar for each alternative. Allworkers follow stringent Occupational

Safety and Health Administration requirements whenhandling toxic chemicals. Facilities where

toxic chemicals are handled are some distance from the SRS boundaries, so the risk of exposure to

the public is minimal.

. Projected facility cost andmanpower requirements differ between thedrafiand final EIS. This is

duetothe following factors: arefinement of theparameters thatdetemine operating manpower,

building and equipment costs; a correction to the scope of the no-action alternative costs to make

them consistent with the other alternative – waste forecast estimates; and new initiatives in

alternative Bthatlowered facili~costs fortllis alternative. Inaddition, the costing methodology

bases construction manpower requirements on building and equipment costs; therefore, both

operating andconstmction employment differ beWeendrafi and final EIS. Tbis, intum, affects

projections ofsocioeconomic andtraffic impacts. Thecost analysis waschanged to beconsistent

with the Boseline Environmental Management Report (DOE 1995) developed by DOEto ensure

consistent repofiing onestimating future facili~construction and operation costs, Tbis report is

used to establish future budgeta~ requirements for the DOE complex.

. Costs forimplementing each alternative were estimated forcomparison pu~oses, Because

detailed designs have not been developed for all facilities, these are only preliminary estimates of

the likely costs. However, since theywere developed forallaltematives from aconsistent setof

assumptions, they provide areasonable basis forcompmisons. Asshown in Table 2-38, in terms

of life-cycle costs, the implementation of the moderate treatment alternative for the minimum and

expected waste forecast would be equal to implementation of the limited treatment alternative and

more costly than theextensive treatment alternative. Implementation of the limited treatment

alternative for the maximum waste forecast would be somewhat more costly than implementation

of the moderate treatment alternative, which in turn would be more costly than the extensive

treatment alternative.

Table 2-38 summarizes and compares the potential environmental impacts of the four waste management

alternatives; these impacts result from land clearing and construction and operation of new facilities.

The table focuses on the expected waste forecast, but it also presents the minimum and maximum waste

TE I forecastswhenit isimpofiantforafull appreciationofthe impacts,
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Table 2-38. Comparison of the impacts of each alternative on environmental resources.

Additiond treabnen~ storage, and disposal facilities for each dtemativea

Alternative Waste forecast

~ Max imum

STORAGE ~

24 long-lived low-level waste

No action

A

~inimum

STORAGE: ~
7 Ionz-lived Iow-level wrote
45 mixed waste

m
3 trms.ranic and d~ha waste
TREATME~ S&e asexpectedwrote forecast
DISPOSAL
25 shatlow land disposd trenches
9 low-activity waste vaulb
2 intermediate.level waste ,,qujB
2 I RCRA disposatfacilities

COST: $4.2x 109

291 m~xed waste

&
19 transuranic and alpha waste

m

4 organic waste in S-Area

26 organic waste in E-Area

43 aqueous waste in E-Area
~ATMENT Continue ongoing andplanned
waste treatment activities
DISPOSAL
29 shallow land disposal trenches
10 low-activity wrote vaults
5 intermediate-level waste vaulb

1 RCRAb disposal facitity

COSTc: $6.9x109d

STORAGE: ~
24 lone-fived low-level waste I ti~ti~dmwaste

79 mixed wwte I 757m~xedwaste

m m
12 trans.ranic and alpha waste 1,168 Uansurmic and afpha waste
TREATME~ Continue ongoing and planned waste TREATME~ Same as expectedwaste forecast
tiabnc.t activities; Ireat Iimiled quantitiesof mixed and except wntainment buildlng modttied to i“cl”de
PCB waste offsitq opemtc tie Comotidated laci”erafion wastewater tiatment c~abi[ity m treat spent
Facility for hazardousand mixed wrote, modify the dewntamination solution%-.1 iti second~ w=te at
faciliW to accept mixed wasfc soils and sludges; the Co.sol idaled Incineralio” FacifiV
consbuct and operatea mixed waste conrai”ment DISPOSAL
building; constructand operate a mixed waste soil sort 644 shallow land dispmd h’enches
facility; cowbuct and o~rate a transuranicwaste 31 low-activity waste vaults
chakrimtiodcefii ficatio” facility 3 I intermediate-level wasti vaults
DISPOSAL 347 RCRA dispsal facilities
73 shilow land dispsal tinches COST $24x 109
12 low-activity wastevaults
5 intennedie-level waste vaults
61 RCR4 dis~sd facilities

COST $6.9.109

TC



Additiond treabnenl storage, and dispO~ facilities fOr =ch ~temative (cOntinud)
:

Alternative
~.

Waste forecast
z

~ ~ Maximum :

B

STORAGE ~ STORAGE: ~ STORAGE ~

7 long-lived low-level waste 24 long-lived low-level waste 34 long-lived low-level waste

39 mixed waste 79 mixed waste 652 mixed waste

N M m
2 transuranic and alpha wrote 10 transuranic and alpha waste 1,168 transuranic and alpha waste

TREATMENT. Same as expected waste forecast, TREATMENT Continue ongoing and planned TREATMENR Same as expected waste forecast,

except no non-alpha waste vitrification faciliv, waste treatment activities; treat fimited quantities except containment building modified to include

modify Consolidated Incineration Facilityto wccpt ofmixedmd PcB w~tesOtTsite;beginvO1ume wastewatertreatmentcapability to treat spent

mixed waste soils and sludges reduction of low-activity job-contiol and decontamination solutions; treat is secondary

DISPOSAL equipment wate offsitq begin smelting low- waste at tie Consolidated Incineration Facility

37 shallow land disposal trenches activity equipment waste offsitq opemte tie DISPOSAL

1 low-activity waste vault Consolidated IncinerationFacility for low-level, 371 shallow land disposal trenches

2 intermediate-level waste vault hazardous,and mixed wastes; conwct and 8 low-activity w=e vaults

20 RCRA disposal facilities operate a low-level waste soil sort facili~, 9 intermediate-level waste vaults

COST $4.2x 109 constict and operate a mixed waste containment 96 RCRAdisposal facilities
building construct and operate a non-alpha COST$20X109
vitrification facility for mixed waste soils and

sludge% constmct and operate a tisurmic w~te
characterizatioticertification faciliy, construct and
operate an alpha vitrification faciliv
DISPOSAL
58 shallow land disposd tienches
1 low-activity waste vaults
5 intermediate-level waste vault
21 RCRA disposal facilities
COSR $6.9x 109



Table 2-38. (continued).

Additional treatment,storage, and dispod facilities for each aftemative (continued)

Alternative Waste forecti

~

STORAGE ~
7 long-lived low-level waste
39 mixed waste
&
2 transuranic and alpha waste
TREATMENT Samea.s expected waste forecast
DISPOSAL
45 shallow land disposal trenches
2 low-activity waste vaults
1 intermediate-level waste vault

c 10 RCRA disposal facilities

COST $3.8X109

M
STORAGE ~
24 long-lived low-level waste
79 mi{ed waste

ti
11 transuranic and alpha waste

TREATMENT Continua ongoing andplanned

waste treatment activities treat limited auatities

of mixed and PCB wmtes offsitq begin smelting

low-activi~ equipment waste offsit~ operate the

Consolidated Incineration Facility for low-level,

hazardous, and mixed waste until vitrification

facility is availabl% constmct and operate a

hazardous and mixed waste containment building
construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification
facility for low-level, hazardous, and mixed waste;
construct and operate a trmsuranic waste
characterizationlcertiticationfacili~, construct and
operate an alpha vitrification facility

DISPOSAL

123 shallow land disposal trenches
2 low-activity waste vaults
2 intermediate-level waste vaults
40 RCRA disposal facilities

COS~ $5.6~109

34 long-lived low-level waste
652 mixed wrote
w
1,166 tiansuranic and alpha write
rREATME~ Same asexpected waste forecast
DISPOSAb
576 shallow land disposal trenches
5 low-activity wrote vaults
3 intermediate-level waste vaults
111 RCRA disposal facilities

COST $18x 109

a Facilitiesidentifiedare in additionto tiose c“ne”tly cansbuctek mtivities are in additionto ongoingor plannedactivities.
b. Resow conservation and RecoveI-YAct.
c. Life-cyclecnsfs~ expressedas presentworth i“ 1994dollarswith 3 ~rcent escalationand 6 pemnt discount& (referto AppendixC for details).
d. Som Cost forno-action(tfess 1w5.) cast forotherdfematives (Hess 1995f).

I

TC
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Table 2-38. (continued).

Geologic Resources

The impacts to the geologic resources of SRS can be evaluated by examining the amount of land that would be cleared to build facilities. The following amounts of developed
and undeveloped land weas could experience erosion. Except for the maximum waste forecm all clearing would take place in E-Area. Under the maximum waste forecast, the
need for land exceeds that available in E-Area. The potential for erosion and sedimentation increases as the amount of land needed for construction increases, especially for
nreviouslv uncleared land. Acreaee shown is the lweest cumulative amount of land needed for consbuction activities at anY time during the 30-yex period.

No action

A

B

c

Alternative Waste forecast

Minimum - ~

~ 81 acres

I“ndevelooed. 160 acres I
Develwed: 41 acres ~ 65 acres Develoved: 70 acres

Undeveloped: 73 acres Undcvcloned 96 acres Undeveloncd : 184 acres (witbin E-Area)

802 acres (dcvclopedundeveloped outside E-Area)

Devel oned: 25 acres ~ 51 acres Develoned: 70 acres

Undeveloped: 90 acres !Jndeveloned: 117 acres .UndeveloDed: 184 acres (within E-Area)

756 acres (developedlundeveloped outside E-Area)

Develoued: 32 acres ~ 59 acres Develovc d 70 acres

Undeveloped: 111 acres Undevelo~ : 128 acres Undeveloped : 184 acres (within E-Area)

775 acres (developed/undeveloped outside E-Area)

.



Table 2-38. (continued).

Groundwater Resources

The impacts to the groundwater resources at SRS from implementing the alternative w~te management scenarios were evaluated by examining the drinking water doses from a
hypothetical well 100 meters away. Under all alternatives!he total impactto gro.ndwater resourceswould result in a dose not greater tian 4 millirem per year The values below representtic
impacs resultingliom low-levelwastevaulu (both low-activityand intermediate-levelvaults)and fromsusp.ct soil disposalin slit trenches.

Altcmative Wute forecast

No action

A

B

c

Minimum

Plutonium-239 peak dose 0.24 millirem per year.

Six hundredth (0.06) of the 4 millirem per year
drinking water standard.

No impact.
Plutonium-239 peak dose 0.23 millirem per yea.

Less than six hundredth (0.06) of the 4 millirem
per year drinking water swdard.

No impact.

Plutonium-239 peak dose 0.15 millirem per yew.

Less than four hundredth (0.04) of tbe 4 millirem
per year drinking water standard.

No impact.

~
Plutonium-239 peak dose 0.33 millirem per year.

Less than one-tenth the 4 millirem per ye=
drinking water standard.

No impact.
Same as no action.

Same as no action.

Plutonium-239 peak dose 0.21 mittirem per ye~.

Less than six bundredtb (0.06) of the 4 millirem
per year drinking water standard.

No impact.

Maximum

Plutonium-239 peak dose 0.79 millirem per year.

Less than one-fifth the 4 millirem per yew drinking
water standard.

No impact.
Plutonium-239 peak dose 0.43 millirem per ye~.

Slightlyover one-tenththe 4 milliremper yeu
drinkingwaterstandard.

No impact.
Plutonium-239 pe~ dose 0.25 millirem per year.

Six hundredth (0.06) of the 4 millirem per year
drinking water standard.

No impact.

TE

TC
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Table 2-38. (continued).

Surface Water :U

The impacts to surface water resources can be evafuated by mamining the potential effects on people and the environment from both radiological ~d nonmdiologic~
qg

Ga
constituents present in treated wastewater. %?

Alternative Wasteforecast z
G

~
Construction@ Potential erosion impacts toSRS

No action

A

B

c

Minimum

C-CM Potential erosion impacslessthm

alternative A expected waste forec~t.

~. S~e*altemative Aexpectedwmte
forecast.

Constmction: Potential erosion impacts lesstian

alternative B expected waste forecast.

~ SaInemdtemative BexpectedwWe
forecast.

Construction Potential erosion impacts lesstbm

alternative C expected waste forecast.

~ SaInemaltemative CexpectedwNe
forecast.

streams would be very small.

~ Tritium wOuldpe~in Sav~n*
River in70t0237years. Otberradionuclides
would peak in more than 1,000 yem.
Radionuclide concentrations are ve~ small.

Constmction: Samea.s no-action alternative.

~ S~emnO-actiOn alternative

co nstmctioa : Same asno-action altcmativc.

~ S~e~nO-actiOn alternative

Construction : Sameasno-action alternative

~ S~emnO-actiOn alternative

c onstmction: Potential erosion impact.s greater

than alternative A expected waste forecast.

ODeratiOns: SaInea5altemative Aexpectedwmte
forecast.

Construction: Potential erosion impacts grcatcr

than alternative B expected waste forecast.

~ Smemdt.mative Bexpectedwmte
forecast.

Construct ion Potential erosion impacti greater

than alternative C expected waste forecast.

Q~. SaMeaSaltemative Cexpectedwmte
forecast.



Table 2-38. (continued).
AirResources

The impacts to the air in tbe viciniw of SRS can be evaluated by examining the emissions from wnstiction activities and operating facilities.

Alternative Waste fOre@

No action

Constmction: Largest increase over baseline

would be carbon monoxide (l-hour standard) at

B

394 microgramsper cubic meter

~
Radiological: MEIdose would be O.0057

milliredy car and population dose would be
0.27 person-remlyear.

Nonmdiological: Sameasaltemative Aexpected
waste forecast.

co nstruction: Largest increase over b~eline

would be carbon monoxide (1-hour standard) at
323 micrograms per cubic meter.

Ooeratiow

Radiological: ME1dosewouldbe
0.02 milliredyex and population dose would be
0.98 ~rson-redyear.

Nonradiological: Sameasalternative Bexpted
waste forecast.

~
c onstructiox Largest increase ovcrbzeline
would be carbon monoxide ( 1-hour standmd) at
1,919 micrograms per cubic’miter.

Qoerations

Radiological: MEladose would bel.2x104
milliremlyea and population dose would be

2.9x 10~ pemon-rtiyem.

Nonradiological: Criteria inqrcment?.arevcry
small. Largest increa.sewould be carbon monoxide
(l-hour standard) at 24 micrograms per cubic
meter.

&nstruc tion: Largest incrcase over baseline
would be carbon monoxide (1-hour standard) at
769 micrograms per cubic meter.

Operations

Radiological: MEIdose would be O.011
millirem/year and population dose would be
0.56 person-remlycar.

N0nradi0108icd: SaIneas no-action dtemative.

c obstruction: Largest increase over baseline

would be carbon monoxide ( l-hour standard) at
673 micrograms per cubic meter.

~

Radiological: MEIdosewouldbe
0.032 milliretiyear and population dose would be
1.5 pefson-retiy ear.

Nonradiological: Criteria incrementiwouldbe
very small. Largest incremental increme would be
carbon monoxide (1-hour standard) at
31micrograms percubicmeter, Airtoxic
increments would be very small.

Maximum

construction: Lxgestincrese over baseline

vould be carbon monoxide (1-hour standard) at
‘,751 micrograms per cubic meter.

~

<radiological: ME1dose would be O.080
nilliremlyear and population dose would be
I.4 person-remly ear.

$onradiological: Same asaltemative Aexpected
vaste forecast.
;onstm ctiox Largest increase over baseline
vould be carbon monoxide ( 1-hour standard) at
i,645 microgws per cubic meter
~

(radiological: MEIdosewouldbe
1.33milliremlyear and population dose would be
,4 person-redyear.

{onradiologic& Sameasaltemative Bexpected
vmte forecast



TC

Table 2-38. (continued).
Air Resources(mntinued)

The impacts to the air in the vicinity of SRS can & evaluated by examining the emissions tiom construction activities md operating facilities.

AI+em.,i”. Waste forecast. ... .... .. ..

~ Muimum

Construction Largest increase over baseline co nsbuction: Largest increase over baseline Construe tion: Largest increase over baseline
would be carbon monoxide (1-hour standard) at would be carbon monoxide (l-hour standard) at would be carbon monoxide ( 1-hour standard) at
33o micrograms per cubic meter. 737 micrograms per cubic meter. 6,793 micrograms per cubic meter.

Operations: ~ ~

c Radiological: ~1 dose would be Radiological: MEI dose would be Radiological: MEI dose would be
0.09 millirem/year and population dose would be 0.18 milliretiyex and population dose would be 4.0 milliretiyem and population dose would be
4.9 person-remlyear. 10 person-retiyear. 229 person-remlyear.

Nonradiological: Same as alternative C expected Nonradiological: Same as no-action alternative. Nonradiological: Same as alternative C expected
waste forecast. waste forecast.

a ~1 = offsite muimall y exposed individual.



Table 2-38. (continued).
EcologicalResources

The impact to the ecological resources of SRS cm be evaluated by examining the amount of land that would be cleared. Themorelandrequiredforthefacilities,themore
wildlifehabiiatdestroyed. Indirect impacts to nexby streams (such as siltation and increased water temperatures) also increase with increasing acreage. The following amounts
of undeveloped woodland would be cleared for each altemadve.

Alternative wa5te forecast

No action

A

B

c

~ ~ Maximum

160 acres

73 acres 96 acres 986 acres

1 1

90 acres 117 acres 940 acres

I

1I 1 acres 128 acres 959 acres

TC



Table 2-38. (continued).

Land Use

Land-use impacts were evaluated on the basis of the amount of land that would be cleaed to build facilities, that would otherwise be available for nonindustrial uses such %

natural resource conservation, research, or other ~ yet undetermined uses. For tbe minimum and expected waste forecasts in all alternatives, using cleared acreage would not

impact current land-use plans. For the maximum waste forec~ts in all a!temativcs, land-use plans for areas outside of E-Area would potentially be impacted because uncleared
land would be required. Acreage shown is the largest amount of land needed (developed and undeveloped) for wacte management facilities at any one time.

Alternative Waste f0reca5t

Minimum - Maximum

241 acres in E-Are% no impact to current land-use
No action plans.

108 acres in E-Area 152 acres in E-Area 254 acres in E-Area and 802 acres elsewhere on
A SRS. Potential imvacts to land-use Dlans outside of

E-Area.

107 acres in E-Area 158 acres in E-Area
B

254 acres in E-Area and 756 acres elsewhere on
SRS. Potential impacts to land-use tdans outside of
E-Area.

14 I acres in E-Area 167 acres in E-Area

c

254 acres in E-Area and 775 acres elsewhere on

SRS. Potential impacts to land-use plans outside of

E-Area.



Table 2-38. (continued).
Cultural Resources

Potential impacts to cultural resources w be evaluated by identifying the bom or exped significant resources in the m of potential impact and activities that muld

directly or indirectly tiect those significant rmurces. Potential impacts would vary by altaative relative to the amount of land that would be disturbed for consbuction and
operation of waste management facilities. Acreage shown is the amount of land needed for conshuction activities over the 30-year period.

Attemeiive Waste forecast

Minimum - Maximum

Disturbance of approximately241 acres’
No action

Disturbmce of approximately 114 acres Disturbance of approximately 161 acres Disturbance of approximately 1,056 acres

A

Disturbmce of approximately 115 acres Disturbance of approximately 168 acres Disturbance of approximately 1,010 acres

B

Disturbance of approximately 143 acres Disturbance of approximately 187 acres Disturbance of approximately 1,029 acres

c

a. In all forecasts, some additiond sumeying would be required. Potential indirect impacti to significant archaeologic resources norihwest of F-Area would VaIYby
alternative relative to the amount of land to be disturbed. Potential impacts would be mitigated as appropriate.

TC



Table 2-38. (continued).

Socioeconomic ~o

Impacts to socioeconomic resources can be evaluated by examining the potential effects from the construction and operation of waste management facilities on factors such as
~- o
g;

employment, income, population, and community resources, .m

Alternative
~

Waste forecast .
3

No action

A

B

c

Minimum

Construction Peakof 70 jobs; no net change in
regional construction employment; “o impact.

~. pe~ Of 1,680 jOb$ filled tbrOugh the
reassignment of existing workerq no impact.

Construction: Peak of 120jobs; no net change in

regional construction cmploymen~ no impact.

Overation% Peak of 1,600 job> tilled tbrougb the

reassignment of existing worker% no impact.

Constmction: Peak of 130job% no net change in
regionalconstructionemploymen~noimpact.

Q- Peakof l,470jobs; filled through the
reassignmentof existingworkew, no impact

w
c onstmction:
Peak of 50 job> no net change in regional
construction employment; no impact

~
Peak of 2,450 job> tilled tftrougb the reassignment
of existing worker> no impact.

co nstmction: Peak of 80 jobs no net change in
regional construction employ men< no impact.

~ pe~ Of2,560 jObs; filled ~rOugh tbe
reassignment of existing workers; no impact.

Construction: Peak of 170 job+ no net change in
regional construction employment; no impact.

~ pe~ Of2,550j0bs filled *rOugh the
reassignment of existing workew no impact.

mtl’uct ion Peak of 160 jobs; no net changein
regionalconstructionemploymen~no impact

~ P.* of 1,940job> filledthroughthe
reassignment of existing workers; no impact.

Construction: Peak of 260 job? no net change in
regional construction employment nn impact.

ODerations: Peak of 11,200 job% 3;300 new job%

3% increaseinregional employment; less than 3%
increase in reginnal population; 4% increase in
regional income.
c obstruction: Peak of 330 jobs; no net change in

regi0na3 construction employmen< no impact.

~ Peak of 10,OIOjoby 2,110 new job>
2% increase in regional emplOymenC less than 2%
increasein population; less than 3% increase in
regional income.

c obstruction: Peak of 350 jobs;

no net change in reginnal construction
employment no impact

~ P.ak of 10,060 jobs; 2,160 new jobs;
2% increase in regional employment; less than 2%
increase in regional population, less than 3“/.
increase in regional income.



Table 2-38. (continued).

TtiIc

TfiIc imDacts w exuressed as the increase in vehicles per hour and h-dous and radioactive waste shipmenb (by tick) per day.

Alternative waste forecast

No action

A

B

Y
.
G c

Construction: 809 vehicles per hour

= 802shipmentsperday

co nstmctiox 856vchicles per hour

- 804shipmenti perday

co nstruct ion: 873vehicles perhour

= 801shipments perday

co nstsuction: 788vehiclesa pcrhour, anincrcasc
of 47 per day from baseline estimates.

= 815shipmentsbperday(nochan8efrom
baseline).

co nstmctiox 824vehicles per hour

- 817shipmentsperday

co nstruction: 907vehiclespcrho”r

=: 819stipmentsperday

Construction: 896vehiclesperhour

_ 814shipments perday

~

~ 999vehicles perhour

=

- 873sbipm.nts perday

: l,068vehicles perho”r

- 872shipments perday

nstruction: l,089vehicles perhour

_ 858shipments perday

TC

a. Vehicles weprese"tcd ~vehicles mivingat E-&eadwing ficpe&tr&ichour. Additiond constiction worker veticles me~sumed todlmive during thepe&hour.

b. Tmcktilc fortiismble incl"des ~cknotinvolved inwmtemaagement activities (785 perday) (S~gefl 1994)md tiioactive mdh-dous wmteshipmen@. Details

on tmck tiIc m provided in Section 3.11.2.1 of tiis EIS.



Table2-38. (continued).

Transportation - Incident-free ~u

TE I Transportation impacts can be evaluated by comparing additional Iate”t cancm fatiities that mi@t result from transport of waste.
~- g

Ga
.41tcmative

——
Waste foremt %=~

No action

A

B

c

Minimum

~ 0.057 additional excess fatal

cancer per yeas could develop.

Uninvolvedworkers: 4.2x10-4 additiond excess
fatal cancer per ye= could develop.

Remote novulatiow 5.4x10-7 additional excess

fatal cancer per yez could develop.b

Involved workers: 0.05 additional excess fatal
cmcer per yeu coulddevelop.

~ :4.4.104 additional excess
fatal cancer per year could develop.

RemOte DODulatiOK0.0026 additional excess fatal
cancer per yex could develop.

Involved workers: 0.041 additional excess fatal
cancer per yew could develop.

~ wor em: 4.1x104 additional excess
fati cancer per ye= could develop.

1.5x104 additional cxccss
fatal cancer per yew could develop.

-
In volved workers : 0.06 additional excessfaM
cancer per yeu could develop.

U. involved workers: 8.4x10 -4 additional excess

fatal cancer per yeu could develop.a

Involved workers: 0.12 additional excess fatal
cancer per yew could develop.

Uninvolved workers: 8.8x10 -4 additional excess

fatal cancer per yew could develop.

Remote Douulatiox 1.2x10-6 additional excess
fatal cancer per yew could develop.

Involved workers 0.098 additional excess fatal
cancer per ye= could develop.

Uninvolved worke~ 8.9x10-4 additional excess

fatal cancer peryear could develop.

Remote nonulation: 0.0032 additional excess fatal
cancer per yew could develop.

hvolved workem 0.079 additional excess fatat
cancer per ye~ could develop.

Uninvolved workem 8.6x 104 additiond excess
fatal cmca per yew could develop.

Remote DODuh: 2.7x 104 additional excess

fd cancer Der year could develop.

a Remote wpulationwould not betietiti bc-usetie~ mvevfewoffsite stipmen8wder tienwatiion dtemative.

Involved worker$ 0.3additionaf excess fafal

cancer per yex could develop.

Uninvolved workcrx 0.0014 additional excess
fatal cancer per yew could develop.

Remote non”latiom 3.2x I o-6 additional excess

fatal cancer per yex could develop.

Involved worke~ 0.22 additional excess fafal
cancer per ye~ could develop.

Y~ 0.0013 additional excess
fatal cancer per yex could develop.

Dulation: 0.0038 additional excess fafal
cancer per yeu could develop.

J“”olved workem 0.15 additional excess fati
cancer per yew could develop.

Uninvolved workers 0.0013 additional excess
fataf cancer per yew could develop.

uulatiom 7.2x104 additional exmss
fatal canm per year could develop.

b. Rmotepopulation =membersoftie public dong~spotition ro"testiat would beexpoAto nomdsbipmcnb mda=iden&.



Table 2-38. (continued).

Transportation- Accidents

Dose(person-rem), probability, andrisk determine additional latentcancerfatalities fromtranspotiation accidents. Transportationimpacts can becompared by evaluating I TE
additional latent cancer fatalities that mixht result from transuort of waste.

Alternative Waste foreczt

~~

No actiond

A

c

~ 10[ m ~u
Uninvolved wockcrs 124 1.8.10-6 2.2.10-4

Offsite Pop 14 !.8. [0-6 2.4.10-5

Remote Pop 2.4.10-6 4,6.104 Ltxlo-9

~ m ~M

Uninvolved work.rs 124 L8xlo-f’ 2.2.104

OtTsite Pop 14 L8XI0-6 2.4.10-5

Remote Pop 0.18 L2.10-6 2.2.10-7

~r m ~ w

Uninvolved workers 124 L8~10-6 2,2.104

Oflsite Pop 14 Lsxlo-f’ 2.4. }0-5

m

W m’ ~b uc

Uni”volvedworkcrse 124 2.6.10-6 3.2.104

Offsite pope 14 2.6.10-6 3.5X1O-5

~ m ~M

U“involvedworkcrs 124 2.6.10-6 3.2.104

OfTsitePop 14 2.6.10-6 3.5.10-5

Remote Pop 2.4.10-6 0.001 I 2.5.10-9

~ m Probability w

Uni”volvedworkers 124 2.6.10-6 3.2x10-4

Offsite Pop 14 2.6.10-6 3.s.10-5

Remote Pop 0.18 L6X1O-6 2.9x 10-7

~ m ~ m

Uninvolved workers 124 2.6.10-6 3.2.104

Offsite Pop 14 2.6.10-6 3.5X1O-5

Remote Pop 2.4.10-6 4.6.104 LIXIO-9

a. Latent cancer fatalities per accident.

b. Annual ovcr30-y carperiod.

c. Annual risk oflatcnt cancer fatalities.

Remote Pop 2.4.10-6 0.oo1 I 2.5.10-9

W u Probability &

Uninvolved workers t24 4.2. (0-5 0.0052

Off sitePap t4 4.2xt 0-5 5.8xt04

Remote Pop 2.4.10-6 0.0027 6.5.10-9

~ m Probability m

Uninvo[vedworkcrs 124 4.2x 10-5 0.0052

Offsite Pop 14 4.2x 10-5 5.8x104

Remote Pop 0.18 1.6x IO-6 2.9x 10-7

~ m Probability m

Uninvolved workers 124 4.2x 10-5 0,0052

OtTsite Pop 14 4.2x 10-5 5.8.104

Remote Pop 2.4.10-6 0.0027 6.5x 10-9

rc

d. There arevc~fcw offsite radioactive wastcshipmcnts under theno-action alternative.

e. DOEhasadouted adose-to-risk conversion factor of O.00041atent cancer fatalities pcrpcrson-rem foruninvolved workers and O.OOO5Iatentcancer fatal ities person-rem f..

theoffsite population. Thelatter factor isslightly highcrbecause of thepresence ofgroups ofpeople likcinfants orchildrcn whomaybc more susceptible toradiationthm

.

workers.
w
o

~~
.- y
.0
::



Table 2-38. (continued).

OccupationalHealth Zu
Theprincipal potentialhumanhea!theflect fromexpsure tolowdoses ofradiation iscancer. Hummhealth cffcctsfrom exposuretochcmicals may be botitoxic effects(e.g.,

qg

TE I nervoussystemdisorders)and cancer. ForthepuTose of theanalysis, mdiologicalc~cinogenic effectsreexpressed ~theannual numberof fatal cancersforpopulation G@

estimatesandprobability ofdeatb oftbemmimally exposedindividual. Nonradiological.mci"oge"ic effectsareexpressed~tben"mber ofno"fatalcmcers.
:?

Alternative
E

waste forecat :
Minimum

No action

A

B

c

FAll involvedworkers~(“”mber of lifetime

Nonradiologicak Very small impacts
Radiological

Involved workc+ (orobabilitv of fatal cancer>

1.4 XI0-5

All involved workers~lnumber of lifetime

-: f3.030
Nonradiological: Vevsmall impacts
Radiological

Invglved worke~ (Drohabilitv of f@t cancer)

1.5.10-5

All involved workers~ (number of lifetime

~ 0.033
Nonradiologicak Very small impacts

w
Radiological

Involved workc+ (urobabilitv of fatal cancer>

1.0x10-5( Involved worker in 1993 baselinebwfi

2.0.1 o-5)

All involved workers~ (nrobabilitv of fatal cancer)
0.02 I (Value for.0 involved workers in 1993
baseline was 3.3)

Nonradiologicak Very small impactsd

Radiological

Involved workerfi (probability of fatal cancer):

1.3XI0-5

All involved workers~ (number of lifetime
_ 0.028

Nonradiologicak Very small impacts

Radiological

Involved worke+ (nrobabilitv of fatal cancer>

1.5XI0-5

AO involved workcrs~ (number of lifetime

e: 0.032
Nonradiologicak Very small impacts
Radiological

Involved worke~ (orobabili& of fatal canccr~

1.6x 10-5

All involved work ers~ (number of lifetime

b: 0.034

Nonradiologicak Very smat limpacts

Maximum

Radiological

Involved workcra (~robabihty of fatal cance~

1.9.10-5

~~ (number of Iifetimc
~ 0.046
Nonradiological: Very smaO impacts
Radiological

Involved worke$ (grobabilitv of fatal cancer):

2.3XIO”5

All involved workers$ (number of iifetime

e: ff.1358
Nonradiological: Very small impacts
Radiological

Involved worke@ [nrobab ilitv 0 f fatal cancer)

2.4.10-5

All involved workers ~ (number of lifetime
_ 0.060
Nonradiological: Very smaO impacts

a. Value fortheinvolved worker represents tbemnual probab!li@ oftiemmimally exposed worker contracting afatalcancer in bisorher lifetime dueto30 years of radiation
exposure from waste management activities.

b. B%eline valucsinciude allworkers at SRS(for30yexs of exposure).
c. Value for all involved workcarepresents themnual number oflifetime fatal cmcersexpected intbew~tc mmagement worker population dueto30 yexs of radiation

exposure from waste management activities.
d. Employee expos.re would be below Occupational Safc@md Health Administmtion -pemissible exposure iimitsmd health impacts would beexpected to beve~small.



Table 2-38. (continued).
Public Health

me principal potential human health effect from exposure to low doses of radiation is cancer. Humanhealth effects from exposure to chemicals maybe both
toxic effects (e.g., nervous system disorders) and cancer. For the purpose of the analysis, radiological carcinogenic effects are expressed as the annual number I TC
of fatal cancers for population estimates and probability of death of the maximally exposed individual. Nomadiological carcinogenic effecfi are expressed as
the Probability of excess latent cancers over a 70-year lifetime.

Alternative Waste forecast

No action

B

Radiological

Offsite MEI ~robabilitv of fatal cancer) 3.2x10-9
OffsitePov.lation (numberof fatalcancti

1,4X10-4

Nonradicdogical

Probabilityof latentfatalcancers 1.9x10-7

Radiological

Offsite MEI (urobab ilitv 0f fatal cancer) 1.2x IW8

m p... Iation (number of fatal cancer~

5.2x 104

NonradiologicaI

Probab ilitv 0f latent fatal cancers: I .9x 10-7

Radiological

Qffsite MEI~ (nrobabilitv of fatal cancer):

4.1X1O-10

(Offsite MEI in 1993 baselinec was 3.9x1V7)

offs ite Pooulation~number of fatal cancers):

3.5.10-6
(Offsite population in 1993 baseline was 0.11)

Nonradiologicalc

ProbabiliR of latent fatal cancer% 2,0.10-7

Radiological

Offsite MEI (urobabilitv of fatal cancer] 5.8x 10”9

Offsite Population (number of fatal cancer~

2.8x10-4

Nonradiological

Probabiliw of latent fatal csncers: 2.OX 1~7

Radiological

Qffsit e MEI (orobab~ : 1.8X1O-8

Offsite PODUIation (number of fatal canccti

8.0x 104

Nonradiological

probabil itv of latent fatal cancers: 2.0.10-7

Radiological

2ffsite hfEI (vrobabilitv of fatal cancer) 4.1x 10-8
Dffsite Population (number of fatal cancer$
1.0017

Vonradiological

Probability of latent fatal csncers: 2.OX10“7

biological

~ffsite -robs bilitv 0f fatal cancer) 1.8x10-7

=Pov.lat ion (number of fatal csncer~
).008

Vonradiological

‘robatilitv of latent fatsl csncers: 2.OX 1W7



Table 2-38. (continued).

Public Health (continued)

The principal potential human health effect from exposure to low doses of radiation is cancer. Human health effects from exposure to chemicals maybe both toxic effects (e.g.,

TC I nervous system disorders) and cancer. Forthepurpose of the analysis, radiological carcinogenic effects are expreswd as the annual number of fatal cancers for pop”iation
estimates and probability of death of the maximally exposed individual. Nonradiological carcinogenic effects are expreswd u the probability of excess latent cacers over a
70-year lifetime.

Alternative Waste forecast

Minimum

Radiological

Offsite ~ 1(orobabilitv of fatal cancer) 4.6x 10-8
g~ r of fatal c cer~
0.0025

Nonradiological

~ 2.1 XIO-7

~

Radiological

~ ili f fatal cancer] 9.ox Io-8
Offsite Population (number of fatal cancer~
0.0050

Nonradiological

Probability of latent fataI cancers: 2.2.10-7

Maximum

Radiological I

Offsite MEI (urobabiliN of fatal cancer) 2.ox 10-6
~ mber of fata cm cers)
0.11

Nonradiological

Probabili~ of latent fatal cancers: 2.7.10-7

a. MEI = maximallv exoosed individual.. .
b. Value for the ME1 rcuresents the annual prohabili~ of the offsite maximally cxDosed individual contracting a fatal cancer in his or her lifetime due to 30 years of radiation

exposure from waste management activities.

Y c. Baseline values include impacts from all activities at SRS.

R d. Value for offsite population represents the annual number of lifetime fatal cancers expected in the exposed population due to 30 yeas of radiation exposure from .u~te
.

manaecment activities.
e. Annual latent cancer probabi Iity adjusted for 30 yem of waste management activities,



Table 2-38. (continued).
Accidenfs

3be impactsm workers and fbe public from Psfulated radioactive accidenti at SK comideti in tie alternatives can be eval.tid and comparedby fbe increasein potential latent fatal cancerspr

Y.m. ‘f’be.stimated latent fad CmCeS wr Yem X. b~d on dose,dose-t.-beaftb effcc~ Wnvemi.. factor, and probability of an accidentoccurring. For hazardouschemical rc[eases,impam =
assumedwbe” ticeshold val”cs of co.ce”tratio”s in air titi m.ld . ..s. shorl-term effem m workers or fbe public are exceeded. The Io”g-term hedfh ca”seq.e”ces of human exposurem
bwdo.s cbemicds are not aswell undcrstmd, and tius more s.bicctive. &an tiose for radiation.

Alternative Wwte forecast

No action

B

~

The accidentscenariodproviding tie Xreatestimpscfsto
the uninvolved workers at 100 and @O mctere, the
maximally exposedoffsite ind~vid.d, and tic population
wilbi. 80 kilometerswould require tirce fewer
i“tenn.diate-level wastevale fbm lbe expected waste
forecast. ~E believes fbat tie probability of fbis
accidentwould be lessfbm for tie expectedwaste
forecast.

Chemical accidentimpactswould be the sameas for the
expectedwaste forecast.

~e accidentscenariodproviding tie greatest impacfsm
tie uninvolved workers at 100 and 640 meters, fbe
maximally exposedoffsitc individual, and tie population
witi!n 80 kilometers would require tixe fewer
i.tennedtate-level wastevaults &m he expected waste
forecast. 00E befieves tiat the pmbabilify of tiis
accidentwould h lesstbm for tie expecfedwaste
foxcmt.

Cbemicd accident impacb would h fbe same asfor the
ex~cted wxte forecast.

LCFa F~q.ency Riskb

Cwlooc 0.052 0.02 0.001

CW640’ 9.2x 104 0.02 1.8x10-5

MEIC 1.7.10-5 0.02 3.3 X1O-7

OFFPC 0.84 0.02 0.017
NO chemical acciderdsexceed tireshold for life-
threateninghcdtb cffecrs for maximally exposed
individual; 7 releasescen%iosexceed tils threshold for
CW 100; I releasescenarioexceeds ti>s fbresholdfor
cw@o.

LCF Frequency R,sk

Cwlooc 0.052 0.02 0.001

CW640C 9.2x 104 0.02 L8x10-5

MEIC 1.7.10-5 0.02 3.3.10-7

OFFPC 0.84 0.02 0.017

Cbemicai accident impac& would be tic sae as for tie
no-action aftemative.

LCF Frequency Risk

Cwlooc 0.052 0.02 0.001

CW640C 9.2x 104 0.02 1.8x10-5

ME[C L7XI0-5 0.02 3.3 X1O-7

OFFW 0.84 0.02 0.017

Chemical accident impacfswould be the sme asfor tbe
no-action aftemative.

~e accident scenaciodproviding he greatestimpactsto
the uninvolved worken at 100 and 640 meters, the
maximally exposedoffsite ind!vid.al, and tie population
witi~n 80 k~lometerswould require 26 more
intended!ate-level wrote vaul& fban fbe expected waste
forecast. NE believes tiat fbe probability of fbis
accidentwould be hlgber than for fbe expectedwaste
forecast.

Chemical accident impacti would be fbe sainew for tie
expecfedwasti forecast.

fie accidentsc.nariod providing tie greatestimpactsm
tie u“i”volvcd workers at 100 and MO meten, fbe
nw.imdly exposedoffsitc ind,viduai, and the population
witin 80 k!lomclen would require fow mo~
infennedxate-levelwastevaulw fian tie cxpecled waste
forecast. WE &lieves tiat tie probability of tits
accidentwould be higher than for he exwcted waste
forecut.

Chemical accident impactswould k tie sameas for tie
cx~cfed waste forecast. I



Table 2-38. (continued).
Accidcne(continued)

Theimpacstoworkers and fhe public from postulatedradioactive accidenti at S~ ca.sidered in tie dtematives can be evaf. ated and campared by tie increasein potential latent fatal cancen per

Yem. ‘ffIe estimated lat.nt fad cmcefi Per Y.= ~ basedon dose, d.sc-to-healfh effecfs conversion factor, and probability of m accident occuning. For hazardouschemicat releases,impacts are
assumedwhen fbresholdvalucsof concentrationsin air hat could causeshort-termeffecti to workers or fhe public are exccedcd. ~e long-term hea[fh consequen=s of human exposureto
hazardouschemicals are “ot aswell u“dcmtmd. fbus mox subjective. fban thosefor radiation.

Alternative Wnste forecast

c

Minim.m Exnccted Maximum

The accident scenariod providing the greatest impacfsto

tie uninvolved workers at 100 and 64o meters, tie
maximally exposed offsite individual, and tic population
within 80 kilometers would require one fewer
i“tertnedkite-level waste va.lfs tian tie expected waste
forecast. L)OE believes lbat fbe probability of fhis

accident would be lesstian for lb. expected wask
forecast.

Chemical accident impacts would be the sameas for tie
expectedwale forecast.

I LCF Frequency P.iska

Cwlooc 0.052 0.02 0.001

CW640C 9.2x104 0.02 1.8.10-5

MEIC 1.7.10-5 0.02 3.3.10-7

OFFPC 0.84 0.02 0.017

Chemical accident impacfs would be the sameas for the
“0-action alternative.

The accident scenariodproviding tie greatestimpacti to
fhe uninvolved workers at 100 and 640 meters, and tie
maximally exposedoffsitc ind~vidual,and fhe population
within 80 kilometers would require o.. more
intenncdlate-level waste vaults tian fhe expected wrote
forecast. ME believes hat fbe probability of this
accident WOUId b. K!gher&an for fbe expectid waste
forecast.

Chemicafaccidentimpacfswould be he same a for tie
expected waste forecast.

a. Latent cancer tatalrtles per acclacnt.

b. Point estimates of increased risk of latent cancer fatalities per yeu.

c. The impact for each receptor group is from the representative bounding accident with the greatest overall estimated risk of incre%cd fatal cancers per yew for all waste types

considered.

d. This accident scenario is a container breach at the Intermediate-Level Non-Tritium Vault (see Appendix F, Section F.5.2.2. I).

CW1OO = Uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet) (in millirem).

CW640 = Uninvolved worker at 640 meters (2,100 feet) (in millirem).

fvlSI = Offsite muima[ly exposed individud (in millirem).

OFFP = Offsite population to 80 kilometers (50 miles) (in person-rem).
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CHAPTER 3. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This chapter describes the existing environtnental and socioeconomic characteristics of the Savannah

River Site (SRS) and nearby region that could be affected by tbe proposed action or its alternatives, The

data presented in this chapter are required to assess the consequences of the proposed action and its

alternatives.

3.1 Introduction

SRS is located in southwestern South Carolina adjacent to the Savannah River, which forms the

bomrdary between South Carolina and Georgia, Itencompasses approximately 800 square kilometers

(3 OOsquare miles) witI~in the Atlantic Coastal Plain physiographic province. SRSis approximately

40 kilometers (25 miles) southeast of Augllsta, Georgia, and 32 kilometers (20 miles) south of Aiken,

South Carolina, Figure 3-1 shows tllelocatioll of SRSwitl]in the South Carolina-Georgia region, I
SRSisacontrolled areawith limited public access. Through traffic isallowed onlyon SC Higbway 125,

TE

U. S, Highway 278, SRSRoad l,alld CSXrailroad corridors (Figure 3-l). Figure 3-2shows SRS areas

and facilities, which inchrde five nuclear production reactors (C-, K-, L-, P-, and R-Reactors); a nuclear

target and fuel fabrication facility (M-Area), which asselnbled the targets and fuel that went into the

reactors; two chemical separations areas (F- and H-Areas), which processed irradiated targets and fuel

assemblies toseparate and recover various isotopes and whicb contain the Iiquidhigh-level radioactive

waste tank farms; a waste vitrification facility (S-Area), whicbvitrifies liquid high-level radioactive

waste; a saltstone facility (Z-Area), which sol idities low-level radioactive sludge into a cement-like

matrix; N-Area, where some wastes are stored; E-Area, ~vhich includes waste treatment, storage, and

disposal facilities andvarious adlninistrative, suppofl, and research facilities. These facilities have

generated a variety of liquid high-level radioactive, low-level radioactive, hazardous, mixed (hazardous

andradioactive), andtransuranic wastes. Section 3.13provides photographs anddescriptions of specific

waste management facilities. Sectio]l 4.4.15and Appendix Balsodescribe facilities at SRS,
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3.2 Geologic Resources

3,2.1 SOILS AND TOPOGRAPHY

SRS is located on the Aiken Plateau of the Upper Atlantic Coastal Plain physiographic province about

40 kilometers (25 miles) southeast of the Fall Line that separates the Atlantic Coastal Plain from the

TE \ piedmontphysi0graphicprovilce(Figure3-3). The AikenPlatea”ishighly dissectedrmdcmr~istsof

broad, flat areas betieen streams and narrow, steep-sided valleys, It slopes from an elevation of

approximately 200 meters (650 feet) at the Fall Line to an elevation of about 75 meters (250 feet) on the

southeast edge of the plateau. Because of SRS’S proximity to the Piedmont province, it is somewhat

more hilly than the near-coastal areas, with on site elevations ranging from 27 to 128 meters (90 to 420

feet) above sea level, Relief on the Aiken Plateau is as much as 90 meters (300 feet) locally. The

TB I Plateau isgenerailYwe!l drained, altlougls]nallpo orlydraineddepressionsdooccur, The~;nal

Environmental Impact Statement, Continued Operation of K-j L-, and P-Reactors, Savannah River Site,

Aiken, Soutk Carolina (DOE 1990) contains a complete description of the geologic setting and the

stratigraphic sequences at SRS.

Previously disturbed soils are mostly well drained and were taken from excavated areas, borrow pits, and

other areas where major land-shaping or grading activities have occurred, These soils are found beside

and under streets, sidewalks, build ings, parking lots, and other structures. Much of the soil in the

existing waste management areas has been moved, so soil properties can vary within a few meters,

Slopes of soils generally range from Oto 10 percent and have a moderate erosion hazard. These

disturbed soils range from a consistency of sand to clay, depending on the source of the soil material

(USDA 1990).

Undisturbed soils at SRS generally consist of sandy surface layers above a subsoil containing a mixture

of sand, silt, and clay, These soils are gently sloping to moderatel y steep (O to 10 percent grade) and

have a slight erosion hazard (USDA 1990). Some soils on uplands are nearly level, and those on

bottomlands along the major streams are level. Soils in small, narrow drainage valleys are steep. Most

of the upland soils are well drained to excessively drained. The well-drained soils have a thick, sandy

surface layer that extends to a depth of 2 meters (7 feet) or more in some areas, The soils on bottomlands

range from well drained to very poorly drained, Some soils on the abrupt slope breaks have a dense,

brittle subsoil,
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3.2.2 GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES

Several fault systems occur offsite, nofihwest of the Fall Line. DOE(1990) contains adetai1ed

discussion of these offsite geologic features. Arecent study (Stephenson and Stieve1992) identified six

faults under SRS: Pen Branch, Steel Creek, Adva[lced Tactical Training Area(A~A), Crackerneck,

‘E I Elle”ton,andUpperThreeRunsFaults. Idetificationof faultsisimpotiantbecauseeatihquakes can

occur along these faults. The Iocation of faults must reconsidered when siting hazardous waste

management facilities. South Carolina Depati]nent of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC)

regulations specify asetback distance ofatleast61 meters (200 feet) from afaultwhere displacement

during tile Holocene Epoch (approxi!llately 35, OOOyears agotothe present) hasoccumed. Noneofthe

waste management areas occur within61 meters (2 OOfeet) ofanyfaults, noristhere evidence tbatanyof

theidentified faults have moved intllelast 35, 000 years, Based oninformation developed todate, none

of the faults discussed in this section are considered “capable,” as defined by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commissioning 10 CFRIOO, Appendix A. Tllecapability ofafault isdetermined byseveral criteria, one

T~ I ofwhichiswhetherthefaulthasmovedator nearthegroundsurfacewithinthepast35,000 years.

Several subsurface investigations conducted on SRS waste management areas encountered soft

sediments classified ascalcareous sands, Tllesesallds contain calcium carbonate (calcite), which can be

dissolved bywater. Thecalcareous sands were encountered in borings in S-, H-, and Z-Areas beWeen

33and45meters (l10to 150 feet) below ground surface. Preliminary infornration indicates thatthese

calcareous zones arenotcontinuous overlarge areas, norarethey very thick. Ifthecalcareous material

TE dissolved, possible underground subsidence could result insetiling atthe ground surface. No such

settling has been reported at any of the waste management facilities; however, tbe U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE) is currently investigating potential impacts of subsidence.

3.2.3 SEISMICITY

Twomajor eafihquakes have occurred within 300kilometers (186miles)of SRS, The first wasthe

Charleston, South Carolina, earthquake of 1886, which had an estimated Richter scale magnitude of 6.8

andoccumed approximately 145 kilometers (90miles)from SRS. The SRSarea experiencedan

estimated peak horizontal acceleration of 10 percent of gravity (0, 10g) during this earthquake

(URS/Blume 1982). Tllesecond major eatil,quake wastl]e U1lion County, South Carolina, eafihquakeof

1913, which hadanestimated Richter scale jllagtlitude of6.0and occurred about 160kilometers

(99miles) from SRS(Bollinger 1973). Because tl)eseeafil]quakes havenot beenconclusively associated

with a specific fault, researchers cannot determine the amouut of displacement resulting from them.
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TWO earthquakes occurred during recent years inside the SRS boundary. On June 8, 1985, an earthquake

with a local Richter scale magnitude of 2,6 al]d a focal depth of 0.96 kilometer (0.59 mile) occurred at

SRS, The epicenter was west of C- and K-Areas (Figure 3-4), The acceleration produced by the
TE

earthquake did not activate seismic monitoring instruments in tbe reactor areas (which have detection

limits of 0.002g), On August 5, 1988, an earthquake with a local Richter scale magnitude of 2.0 and a

focal depth of 2.68 kilometers (1.66 miles) occurred at SRS. Its epicenter was northeast of K-Area

(Figure 3-4). The seismic alarms in SRS facilities were not triggered, Existing information does not
TE

conclusively correlate the WO earthquakes with any of the known faults on the site.

A report on the August 1988 earthquake (Stephet]son 1988) reviewed tbe latest earthquake history. The

report predicts a recurrence rate of 1 earthquake per year at a Richter scale magnitude of 2.0 in the

southeast Coastal Plain. However, the report also notes that historic data that can be used to accurately

calculate recurrence rates are sparse.

A Richter scale magnitude 3.2 earthquake occurred oil August 8, 1993, approximately 16 kilometers

(10 miles) east of the city of Aiken near Couchton, South Carolina. Residents repofied feeling this

earthquake in Aiken, New Ellenton (immediately l]orth of SRS), and North Augusta, South Carolina

[approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles) northwest of SRS]. Although detected by SRS instruments, no

seismic alarms were triggered,

The current design basis earthquake that nuclear safety-related facilities are engineered to withstand is

one that would produce a horizontal peak ground acceleration of 20 percent of gravity (0.2g). Based on

current estimates, an earthquake of this magnitude or greater can be expected to occur about once every

5,000 years,

3.3 Groundwater

This section updates the detailed water resources information provided in the Final Envirorrmen[al

Impact Statement, Waste Management Activities for Groundwater Protection, Savannah River Plant,

Aiken, South Carolina (DOE 1987) and in DOE ( 1990), and incorporates the latest aquifer terminology

used at SRS.

3.3.1 AQUIFER UNITS

The most important hydrologic system underlying SRS occurs above the Piedmont hydrogeologic

province in the Coastal Plain sediments, in which groundwater flows through porous sands and clays.
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Figure 3-4. Geologic faults of SRS. ITE
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Figure 3-5 names the geologic formations based on the physical character of the rocks (lithostratigraphy)

and the corresponding mimes used to identify their water-bearing properties (hydrostratigraphy); this

figure also identifies the shallow, intermediate, and deep aquifers. This EIS uses depth-based

identification to simplify discussions of grnundwater resources and consequences, More detailed

discussions of SRS groundwater features are available in DOE (1 987) and DOE (1 990).

3.3.2 GROUNDWATER FLOW

Gromrdwater beneath SRS flows at rates ranging from a few centimeters (inches) per year to several

hundred meters (feet) per year toward streams and swamps on the site and into the Savannah River,

At SRS, groundwater movement is controlled by the depths of the incisions of creeks and streams where

water discharges to the surface, The valleys of the smaller perennial streams collect discharge from the

shallow aquifers. Groundwater in the intermediate aquifer flows to Upper Three Runs or to the

Savannti River, Water in the deep aquifer beneath SRS flows toward the Savannah River or southeast

toward the coast, Beneath some of SRS, gromrdwater flow is predominantly downward from the upper

to the lower parts of the shallow aquifer. This downward flow occurs under A-, M-, L-, and P-Areas. In

other areas, groundwater flow is upward, from the lower to the upper parts of the shallow aquifer and

from the deep aquifer to the lower part of the shallow aquifer, This upward flow occurs, for example, in

the separations (F and H) areas and around C-Area. The upward flow increases near Upper Three Runs,

This section and Section 3,3,3 present groundwater flow and quality, respectively, associated with waste

units with known or potential releases to the subsurface. Waste units discussed in these sections are

listed in the SRS Federal Facility Agreement (EPA 1993a); Appendix G. 1 of this EIS (Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)/Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and

Liability Act Units List) - sites with known releases; Appendix G,2 of this EIS (RCRA Regulated Units)

nr Appendix G.3 of this EIS (Site Evaluating List) - sites with potential releases to be investigated.

Table 3-1 lists these waste units by area and the known contaminants for each area (or group of waste

units). Refer to Figure 3-6 for the location of these units.

Some SRS facilities that will be investigated ill the future for potential groundwater remediation (and the

horizontal flow directions of the groundwater beneath them) include the M-Area Metallurgical

Laborato~ (horizontal flow to the west-northwest in the shallow aquifer and to the south toward Upper

Three Runs in the intermediate aquifer); K-Area seepage basin (flow to the southwest toward Indian

I TE
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Table 3.1. Waste units associated with k!lown or potential releases to the groundwater at SRS a

Area Waste Units Contaminants

A- and M-Areas Volatile organic compounds
(VOCS), radionuclides, metals,
nitrates

Reactor Areas

E-Area,

Separations (F and H)
Areas

G-Area

TNx

D-Area

M-Area Hazardous Waste Management
Facility

Metallurgical Laboratory Seepage Basin
Savannah River Teclmology Center

(SRTC) Seepage Basitls

Reactor Seepage Basins
Acid/Caustic Basitls

K-Area Rete]ltioll Basin
L-Area Oil/Chelnical Basin

Burial Ground Co]nplex

Mixed Waste Storage
F/H Seepage Basins
F/H Tank Farlns

H-Area Rete]ltioll Basin

Sanitary La]ldfill

Seepage Basitls
Buryillg Groul]d

Oil Disposal Basin

a. Source: Modified from Arnett, Km-apatakis, and Mamatey ( 1993).

C-, K-, L-, and P-Areas:
tritium, other radionuclides,

metals, VOCS
R-Area: radionuclides,
cadmium

Tritium, other radionuclides,

metals, nitrate, sulfate, VOCS I TE

Tritium, lead, VOCS

Radionuclides, VOCS, nitrate

Metals, radionuclides, VOCS,

sulfate

Grave Branch); L-Area seepage basin (flow toward Pen Branch and L-Lake); and the P-Area seepage

basin (flow toward Steel Creek). F- alld H-Areas a]ld vicillity are on a surface and groundwater divid~

shallow groundwater flows toward either Upper Three RUIISor Fourmile Branch,

For further technical discussions of groundwater flow beneath waste units of interest for this EIS, as well

as beneath SRS in general, for the relationships of groundwater flow between the three main aquifers, I TE

and for values for aquifer properties that are useful in analysis of groundwater flow and consequences,

see DOE (1987, 1990).

3.3.3 GROUNDWATER QUALITY

Groundwater of excellent quality is abulldaot in this regiol] of South Carolina from many local aquifers.

The water in Coastal Plain sediments is general Iy of good quality and suitable for municipal and

industrial use with minimum treatment. The water is ge!]erally soft, slightly acidic (PH of 4.9 to 7,7),
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Figure 3-6. Groundwater contamination at SRS
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and low in dissolved and suspended solids. High dissolved iron concentrations occur in some aquifers.

Groundwater is the only source of don,estic water at SRS and where necessary, it is treated to raise the

pH and remove the iron.

Industrial solvents, nretals, tritiunl, a!ld other constituents used or generated at SRS have contaminated

the shallow aquifers beneath 5 to 10 percent of SRS (Arnett, Karapatakis, Mamatey 1993). Localized

contamination of ground water in the deep aquifer was found in the early 1980s beneath M-Area. Low

concentrations of trichloroetbylene ( 1I,7 m iIIigratns per 1iter) have been detected in water from a

production well in M-Area. Similarly, low trichloroeth ylene values have been detected in a few other

wells used for process water (du Pent 1983), Groundwater contamination has not been detected outside

SRS boundaries, Figure 3-6 shows (I) the locations of faci Iities where SRS monitors groundwater,

(2) areas with constituents that exceeded drinking water standards (40 CFR Part 141) in 1992, and

(3) waste units associated with known or potential releases that may require groundwater remediation.

Most contaminated groundwater at SRS occurs beneath a few facil ities; contaminants reflect the

operations and chemical processes performed at those faci 1ities. For example, contaminants in the

groundwater beneath A- and M-Areas include chlorinated volatile organic compounds, radionuclides,

metals, and nitrate. At F- and H-Areas, contain inants in the groundwater include tritium and other

radionucl ides, metals, nitrate, chlorinated volat iIe orgatl ic conrpounds, and sulfate. At the reactors

(C-, K-, L-, and P-Areas), tritiunr, other radiot,ucl ides, and lead are present in the groundwater, At

D-Area, contain inants in the groundwater incl Ude volati Ie organic compounds, chromium, nickel, lead,

zinc, iron, sulfate, and tritiunr. A recent SRS annaal environmental report (Arnett, Karapatakis, and

Mamatey 1993) presents specific groundwater data fronr nrore than 1,600 monitoring wells at SRS,

including approximately 120 wells in A- and M-Areas, 218 plume-definition wells in these areas, 8 wells

in the areas of the reactors of interest, and nrore than 350 wells in F- and H-Areas,

Afier the discovery in 1981 that groandwater beneath A- and M-Areas was contaminated with volatile

organic compounds, SRS established an asses s!nent progranr to define the extent and migration rate of

the contamination. A groundwater extraction systenr was installed in 1983 and modified in 1985. It

consists of 1I wells which punrp lnore than 1,890 liters (500 gallons) per minute from the lower section

of the shallow aquifer and an air stripper process which removes the volatile organic compounds. The

treated waste is discharged to Tinrs Branch and Upper Three Runs through permitted outfalls.

3.3.4 GROUNDWATERUSE

Groundwater is a domestic, ]nunicipal, and indl]strial water source throughout the Upper Coastal Plain.

Most municipal alldiIldustrial water sllpplies ill Aikeil CoLlllty are frotntlle deep aquifers. Domestic
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water supplies are primarily from the intermediate and shallow aquifers. In Barnwell and Allendale

Counties, the intermediate zone and overlying units that thicken to the southeast supply some mimicipal

users, At SRS, most groundwater production is from the deep aquifer, with a few lower-capacity wells

pumping from the intermediate zone. Every major operating area at SRS has groundwater-producing

wells, Total groundwater production at SRS is from 34,000 to 45,000 cubic meters (9 to 12 million

gallons) per day, similar to the volume pumped for industrial and municipal production within

16 kilometers (10 miles) of SRS.

DOE has identified S6 major municipal, industrial, and agricultural groundwater users within

32 kilometers (20 miles) of the center of SRS (DOE 1987). The total amount pumped by these users,

excluding SRS, is about 135,000 cubic meters (36 million gallons) per day.

3.4 Surface Water

3.4.1 SAVANNAH RIVER

The Savannah River is the southwestern border of SRS for about 32 kilometers (20 miles). SRS is

approximately 260 river kilometers (160 river miles) from the Atlantic Ocean. At SRS, river flow

averages about 283 cubic meters (10,000 cubic feet) per second. Three large upstream reservoirs,

Hartwell, Richard B. Russell, and Strom Thurmond/Clarks Hill, moderate the effects of droughts and the

impacts of low flows on downstream water quality and fish and wildlife resources in the river.

The Savannah River, which forms the boundary between Georgia and South Carolina, supplies potable

water to several municipal users. Immediately upstream of SRS, the river supplies domestic and

industrial water to Augusta, Georgia, and North Augusta, South Carolina. The river also receives sewage

treatment plant effluents from Augusta, Georgi& North Augusta, Aiken, and Horse Creek Valley, South

Carolina; and from a variety of SRS operations through permitted stream discharges, Approximately

203 river kilometers ( 126 river miles) downstream of SRS, the river supplies domestic and industrial

water for the Port WentWorth (Savannah, Georgia) water treatment plant at river kilnmeter 47 (river mile

29) and for Beaufort and Jasper Counties in South Carolina at river kilometer 63 (river mile 39.2), In

addition, Georgia Power’s Vogtle Electric Generating Plant withdraws an average of 1.3 cubic meters (46

cubic feet) per second for cooling and returns an average of 0,35 cubic meters (12 cubic feet) per second,

Also, the South Carolina Electric and Gas Company’s Urquhart Steam Generating Station at Beech

Island, South Carolina, withdraws approximately 7.4 cubic meters (26 1 cubic feet) per second of once-

through cooling water.
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In 1992, SCDHEC changed the classification of the Savannah River and the SRS stresrrrs from “Class B

waters” to “Freshwater.” The definitions of C lass B waters and Freshwaters are the same, but the

Freshwaters classification imposes a more stringent set of water quality standards. Table 3-2 provides

data on water quality in the Savannah River upstream and downstream of SRS during 1992. Comparison
TE

of the upstream and downstream concentrations shows little impact from SRS discharges on the water

quality of the Savannah River, except for an increase in the tritium concentration. Constituents of SRS

discharges are within the guidelines for drinking water established by the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), SCDHEC, and DOE,

3.4.2 SRS STREAMS I TE

This section describes the pertinent physical and hydrological properties of the six SRS tributaries that

drain to the Savannah River.

The five tributaries which discharge directly to the river from SRS are Upper Three Runs, Beaver Dam

Creek, Fourmile Branch, Steel Creek, and Lower Three Runs (Figure 3-7). A sixth stream, Pen Branch,

does not flow directly into the Savannah River but joins Steel Creek in the Savannah River floodplain

swamp. These tributaries drain all of SRS with the exception of a small area on the northeast side. No

development occurs in this area of SRS, which drains to an unnamed tributaV of Rosemary Branch, a

tributary of the Salkehatchie River. Each of these six streams originates on the Aiken Plateau in the

Coastal Plain and descends 15 to 60 meters (50 to 200 feet) before discharging into the river. The

streams, which historically have received varying amounts of effluent from SRS operations, are not

commercial sources of water. The natllral flow of SRS streams ranges from 0,3 cubic meter ( 11 cubic

feet) per second in smaller streams such as Indian Grave Branch, a tributary to Pen Branch, to 6.8 cubic

meters (240 cubic feet) per second in Upper Three Runs (Wike et al. 1994).

Upper Three Runs is a large, cool [annual maximum temperature of 26.1 “C (79”F)] backwater stream

that discharges to the Savannah River in the northern part of SRS. It drains an area approximately

545 square kilometers (210 square miles), and during water year 1991 (a water year is October through

September) had a mean discharge of 6.8 cubic Imeters (239 cubic feet) per second at the mouth of the

creek (Wike et al. 1994). The 7-day, 10-year low flow (the lowest flow expected in any consecutive

7 days in any 10 years) is 2.8 cubic meters ( 100 cubic feet) per second. Upper Three Runs is

approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles) 10ng, with its lower 28 kilometers (17 miles) within the

boundaries of the SRS. This creek receives more water from underground sources than other SRS

streams and, therefore, has lower dissolved solids, hardness, and pH values. Upper Three Runs is the

only major tributa~ on SRS that has not received thermal discharges. It receives surface water rrmoff
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Table 3-2. Water quality ill the Savamlah River upstream and downstream from SRS (calendar year
1993).~b

Upstream Downstream
Unit of MCLd,e “r

Parameter measurec DCGf Minimumg Maximumg Minimum Maximum
Aluminum mg/L 0,05-0.21, 0.174 0.946 O.lgz 0.838
Ammonia mg/L
Cadmium mg/L

Calcium mg/L

Chemical oxygen demand ma
Chloride mg/L
Chromium mglL
Copper mgiL
Dissolved oxygen mglL
Fecal coliform Colonies

per 100 ml
Grossalpha radioactivity pcl/L
Iron mg/L
Lead mg/L
Magnesium mg/L
Manganese mg/L
MercuT mglL
Nickel mg/L
NitriteiNitrate (as nitrogen) mg/L
Nonvolatile (dissolved) beta pCi/L
radioactivity
PH pH units
Phosphate mg/L
Plutonium-238 pCi/L
PlutOnium.239 pCi/L
Sodium mg/L
StrOntium-90 pCi/L
Sulfate mg/L
Suspendedsolids mg/L
Temperature “c
Total dissolved solids mg/L
Tritium pCilL
Zinc mglL

NAiJ
o.oo5d
NA
NA
25011
old
1.31
>5,0!11
I ,oooln

~5d

o.3h
0.0151
NA
o.05h
o.oozd,e
old
10d
50d

6.5-8.511
NA
1.6f
I .2f
NA
8f

25011
NA
32.2°
5ooh
20,000d,e
51,

0.04
NDk

3.1
ND
4
ND
ND
8.0
13

<DLII
0.41
ND
1.08
0.067
ND
ND
0.17
0.393

6.0
ND
<DL
<DL
4.87
cDL
4.0
5
9.0
48
cDL
ND

0.13
ND
4.24
ND
13
ND
ND
11.5
1,960

0.586
1.39
0.002
1.38
0.088
ND
ND

0.31
3.17

6.8
ND
0.00086
0.000985
11.6
0. I 74
8.0
17
24.8
75
726
ND

0.02
ND
3.25
ND
4
ND
ND
6.2
5

cDL
0.516
ND
1,11
0.04
ND
ND
0.18
0.959

6.0
ND
<DL
<DL
5.28
0.009
4.0
5
9.1
49
66
ND

O.11
ND
.5.09
ND
12
ND
ND
10.5
854

0.325
1.15
0.003
1.34
0.064
ND
ND
0.31
3.12

6.7
ND
0.00174
0.0012
12.7
0.22
9.0
16
25.7
90
1,920
0.012

a. Source: Amett (1994).
b. -

d.
e.
f.

s

h.
i.
J.
k.
1.
m
n.
o. Shall not exceed weekly average of 32,2°C (90°F) after mixing nor rise“morethan 2.g”C (5”F) in 1 week unlessappropriate

temperaturecriterion mixing zone hasbeen established.

Parametersare those DOE routi”cly measuresas a regulatory req”ircmcnt or as partof o“goi”g monitoring programs.

mti = milligr~s Per lite~ a measureof concentrationequivalent to the weightivolume ratio.
pCi/L = picocuriesper !iteq a picoc”rie is a unit of radioactivity; one trillionth of a curie.
Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL), EPA National Primary Drinking Water Standards(40 CFR Pm 141). See glossq.
Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL): SCDHEC ( 1976a). See glossary,
DOE Derived Concentration Guides (DCGS) for water (DOE Order 5400.5, ‘“RadiationProtectionfor the Public and the
Environment”). DCG values are basedo“ committed effective doseof 100 millirem per yem for consistencywith drinking water
MCL of 4 millirem per year, See glossary.
Minimumconce”tratiom of samples, The maximum listed concentrationis the highestsingle result found during one sampling
event.
SecondaryMaimum Contami,,antLevel (SMCL). EPA Nfitional SecondaryDrinking Water Regulations(40 CFR Pafi 143),
NA = none applicable.
Dependent upon pH and temperature,
ND= none detected.
Action level for lead a“d copper.
WQS = water quality standard. See glossary.
Lessthan (<) indicatesconcentrationbelow analysesdetection timit (DL).
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Legend:

H SRSdefenseprocessing and
environmental management areas

❑ lf10-yearfloodplain

& Existingwaste managementfacilities

■ Crtherfacilities

Source: Modified from DOE (1990).

PK56

Figure 3-7. Major stream systems and facilities at SRS. Im
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andwater from perrnhtedd ischargesi nA-,E-,F-, H-, M-, S-, and Z-Areas. Table 3-3 presents

TE maximum andminilnum values fOrwater qllality para]neters for Upper Three Runs for 1993. Water

quality parameters for other onsite streams are presented in Appendix E.

Table 3-3. Water quality ill Upper Three R~l!lsdowllstreatll froln SRSdischarges (calendar year

1993).~b

Parameter Unit of measurec MCLd,e or DCGf Minimumg Maximumg

Aluminum mg/L 0.05-0.211 0.018 0.261
Ammonia mg/L
Cadmium mg/L

Calcium mglL
Chemical oxygen demand mg/L

Chloride mg/L

Chromium n18/L
Copper mg/L
Dissolved oxygc” Ing/L
Fecal coliform Colonies per 100 ml
Gross alpha radioactivity pCi/L
Iron mg/L
Lead mg/L
Magnesium mgiL
Manganese mglL
Mercury mglL
Nickel mg/L
NitriteiNitrate (as nitrogen) mg/L
Nonvolatile (dissolved) beta pCi/L
radioactivity
PH pH units
Phosphate mg/L
Sodium mg/L
Strontium-89190 pCi/L
Sulfate mg/L
Suspendedsolids mglL
Temperature “c
Total dissolved solids mglL
Tritium pCi/L
Zinc mg/L

a. Source: Amett (1994).
b. PUmeters Uethose DOEroutinely measuresasarcgulatory reqllircment orasapti ofongoing monit0ringprogrms.
c. mglL = milligrams per Ii<e< a measureof co[lccntration equivalent to the weightivolume ratio.

pCi~ = picocuries per Iiteh a picoc”ric is a unit of radioactivity; a trillionth of a curie.
d. Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL), EPA Natio"al Primary l>ri,,king Water Sta"dards(40 CFRP@l4l).

See glossary.
e, Maximum Contaminant Level; SCDHEC(1976a), See glossary,
f. DOE Derived Co"ce"tration G"ides(DCGs) for\vatcr (DOE Ocdcr54OO,5). DCGvalues me baseduncommitted effective

dosesof4millirem peryczforco,]sistcncy \vitl>drinking water MCLof4millirem peryez. Seeglossary
g. Minimum co"ce"trations ofsamplcs takej>at thedo--"strea,n monitoring station. Themaxitnum listed concentrationisthe

highest single result during one sanlpling event.
b. Second~Mmim"m Co"ta!ni"ant Level (SMCL), EPA National Seco"d~Drinki"g Water Regulations

(40 CFR Part 143).
i. NA = none applic’’ble,

Depends on PH and temperature,
ND= “one detected

NAi~
o.oo5d
NA
NA
25011
o.t~
1.31
>jlll

I .000m
, jd

0.311
0.0151
NA
o.osh
o.oo2d,e
old
, Od
sod

6.5-8.5h
NA
NA

zsob
NA
32,2°
5ooh
20,000d,e
~h

NDk

ND
ND
ND
2
ND
ND
5.0
52
<DLn
0,363
ND
0.034
0.012
ND
ND
0.10
0.205

5.2
ND
1.44
<DL
I
I
9.7
t9
<DL
ND

0.04
ND
ND
ND
3
ND
ND
12.5
1>495
3.57
0,709
0.002
0.356
0.034
ND
ND
0.19
3.94

8.0
ND
2.01
0,783
3
20
24.4
47
17,900
ND

j.
k,
1, Action level for lead &ndcopper,
m. WQS = water quality standard. See glossary.
n. Lessthan (<) indicatesconcentration,belo\\ analysisdetectio,, Iinlit (DL).
o. Shall not exceed weekly average of 32.2°C (900F) after lmixingr,c>rrise more than 2,8°C (5°F) i“ I week unlessappropriate

temperaturecritcrio” mixing ZO(]Chasbeen eslnblished
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Beaver Dam Creek is approximately 5 kilometers (3, I mi Ies) long and drains approximately 2.2 square

kilometers (approximately 1 square mile). Beaver Dam Creek originates at the effluent canal of D-Area

and flows south, parallel to Forrrmile Branch. Some of the discharges of Fourmile Branch and Beaver

Dam Creek mix in the Savannah River floodplai!l swamp before entering the Savannah River. Prior to

SRS operations, Beaver Dam Creek had oil Iy illterm ittel)t or low flow, It has received thermal effluents

since 1952 as a result of the cooling water operations from the heavy water production facility (shut

down in 1982) and a coal-fired power plant ill D-Area. Currently, Beaver Dam Creek receives condenser

cooling water from the coal-tired power platlt, oeutral izatioll wastewater, sanitary wastewater treatment

effluent, ash basin effluent waters, and various laboratory wastewaters. In water year 1991, the mean

flow rate for Beaver Dam Creek take!l approximately 1 kilometer (0.6 miles) south of D-Area was

2.6 cubic meters (93 cubic feet) per second. The meatl temperature found during the comprehensive

cooling water study (conducted between 1983 and 1985) (Gladden et al. 1985) was 25°C (77”F), with a

maximum temperature of 34°C (93”F) (Wike et al. 1994). As required by a Record of Decision (DOE

1988), water from the Savannah River is added to the D-Area powerhouse condenser discharges during

the summer months to maintain the temperature of the stream below 32.2°C (90”F) (DOE 1987).

Foumrile Branch is a backwater stream that previous SRS operations have affected. It originates near

the center of SRS and follows a southwesterly y route for approximately 24 kilometers (15 miles). It

drains an area of about 57 square kilometers (2 1 square miles), receiving effluents from F- and H-Areas.

It received C-Reactor effluent until C-Reactor was placed 0]1shutdown status in 1987; however, thermal

discharges ceased in 1985. When C-Reactor was operating, its discharge resulted in water temperatures

in excess of 60°C ( 140”F). Since the shlltdowj] of C-Reactor, the maximum recorded water temperature

has been 31 “C (89”F), with a mean temperature of 18.5°C (65°F). With C-Reactor discharge, the flow in

Fourmile Branch measured about 11.3 cubic meters (400 cubic feet) per second. The average flow at

SRS Road A- 12.2 (southwest of SC Highway 125) in water year 1991 was 1.8 cubic meters (63 cubic

feet) per second (Wike et al. 1994). In its lower reaches, Fourmile Branch broadens and flows via

braided channels through a delta formed by the deposition of sediments eroded from upstream during

high flows. Downstream of the delta, the channels rejoin it)to one main channel. Most of the flow

discharges into the Savannah River at river kilometer 245 (river mile 152. 1), while a small portion of the

creek flows west and enters Beaver Dam Creek. Whetl the Savamlah River floods, water from Fourmile

Branch flows along the northern boundary of the floodplain] swamp and joins with Pen Branch and Steel

Creek, exiting the swamp via Steel Creek il]stead of flowing directly into the river,

Pen Branch and Indian Grave Branch draio ail area of about 55 square kilometers(21 square miles). Pen

Branch is approximately 24 kilometers (15 nliles) loIIg and follows a southwesterly path from its

headwaiters about 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) east of K-Area to the Savannah River Swamp. At the swamp,
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it flows parallel to the Savannah River for abotlt 8 ki Iolmeters (5 miles) before it enters and mixes with

the waters of Steel Creek. In its headwaiters, Pen Branch is a largely undisturbed backwater stream.

Until K-Reactor shut down in 1988, Indian Grave Branch, a tributary of Pen Branch, received the

thermal effluent from the reactor. When K-Reactor operated, Indian Grave Branch’s average natural

flOW of 0.3 cubic meters ( 10 cubic feet) per secOlld increased tO abOut 11.3 cubic meters (400 cubic feet)

per second. As required by a Record of Decision (DOE 1988), a recirculating cooling tower was

completed in 1992 to cool water for K-Reactor. This system has not operated because K-Reactor was

placed in cold standby in 1992. However, if it were to operate, the flow in Indian Grave Branch would

be reduced to 1.6 cubic meters (55 cubic feet) per second with 1.3 cubic meters (45 cub]c feet) per

second coming from cooling tower blowdown (DOE 1987). This change would alter the water quality

and temperature and flow regimes in Pen Branch. Currently, the Pen Branch system receives non-

thermal effluents (e.g., non-process cooling water, ash basin effluent waters, powerhouse wastewater,

and sanitary wastewater) from K-Area and sanitary effluent from the Central Shops ~-) Area, In water
TE

year 1991, the mean flow of Pen Branch at SRS Road A (SC 125) was 4.1 cubic meters (145 cubic feet)

per second. During reactor operation, the mean water temperatures of Pen Branch ranged from 33.5 to

48°C (92 to 119“F). Since the shutdown of K-Reactor, the mean temperature of Pen Branch has been

22°C (72”F) (Wike et al, 1994).

The headwaters of Steel Creek originate near P-Reactor. The creek flows southwesterly about

3 kilometers (approximately 2 miles) before it enters tbe headwaters of L-Lake. The lake is

6.5 kilometers (4 miles) long and relatively narrow, with an area of about 4.2 square kilometers

(1,034 acres). Flow from the outfall of L-Lake travels about 5 kilometers (3 miles) before entering the

Savannah River swamp and then another 3 kilometers (approximately 2 miles) before entering the

Savannah River. Meyers Branch, the main tributary of Steel Creek, flows approximately 10 kilometers

(6.2 miles) before entering Steel Creek downstream of the L-Lake dam and upstream of SRS Road A.

The total area drained by the Steel Creek-Meyers Branch system is about 91 square kilometers

(35 square miles), In 1954 (before the construction of L-Lake or Par Pond), Steel Creek started to

receive effluents from L. and P-Reactors, By 1961, a total of 24 cubic meters (850 cubic feet) per

second of thermal effluents was being released to Steel Creek. From 1961 to 1964 P-Reactor partially

used the Par Pond recirculating system. In 1964, al I P-Reactor effluent was diverted to Par Pond, and in

1968 L-Reactor was put on standby. ]n 1981, DOE initiated activities to restart L-Reactor, L-Lake was

constructed in 1985 along the upper reaches of Steel Creek to cool the heated effluent from L-Reactor,

and it received these effluents for several years unti I L-Reactor was shut down in 1988, In addition to

receiving the cooling water from L-Reactor, Steel Creek also received ash basins runoff, nonprocess

cooling water, powerhouse wastewater, reactor process effluents, sanitary treatment plant effluents, and

vehicle wash waters, From october ]990 to September 1991, the mean flow rate of Steel Creek at SRS
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Road A was 4,7 cubic meters ( 18S ctlbic feet) per second, with an average temperature of 19°C (66°F)

(Wike et al. 1994).

Lower Three Runs is a large backwater creek draining about 460 square kilometers (286 square miles),

with a 10-square kilometer (2,500-acre) impoundment, Par Pond, on its upper reaches. From the Par

Pond dam, Lower Three Runs flows about 39 kilometers (24 miles) before entering the Savannah River

The SRS property includes Lower Three Runs and its floodplain from Par Pond to the river, The mean

flow rate of Lower Three Runs in water year 1991 at Patterson Mill [8 kilometers (5 miles) below Par

Pond] was 1,8 cubic meters (65 cubic feet) per second. The mean temperature at the Patterson Mill

location during the period 1987 to 1991 was 18°C (64°F) (Wike et al. 1994).

Tables E. 1-3 through E, 1-7 present maximum and minimum values for water quality parameters for each

of the remaining five major SRS tributaries that discharge to the Savannah River for 1993 (1992 for
TE

Beaver Dam Creek). The analytical results indicate that the water quality of SRS streams is generally

acceptable, with the exception of the tritium concentrations, SCDHEC regulates tbe physical properties

and concentrations of chemicals and metals in SRS effluents under the National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System program. SCDHEC also regulates chemical and biological water quality standards

for SRS waters.

3.5 Air Resources

3.5.1 CLIMATE AND METEOROLOGY

The climate at SRS is temperate, with short, mild winters and long, humid summers. Throughout the

year, the weather is affected by warm, moist maritime air masses (DOE 1991).

Summer weather usually lasts from May through September, when the area is strongly influenced by the

western extension of the semi-permanent Atlantic subtropical “Bermuda” high pressure system. Winds

are relatively light, and migratory low pressure systems and fronts usually remain well to the north of the

area. The Bermuda high is a relatively persistent feature, resulting in few breaks in the summer heat,

Climatological records for the Augusta, Georgia, area indicate that during the summer months, high

temperatures were greater than 32.2°C (90”F) on more than half of all days. The relatively hot and

humid conditions often result in scattered afternoon and evening thunderstorms (Hunter 1990),
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The influence of the Bermuda high begins to dilnillisb doritlg the fall, resulting in relatively dry weather

and tnoderate temperatures. Fall days are freql[ently characterized by cool, clear mornings and warrrr,

sunny afternoons (Hunter 1990).

During the winter, low pressure systems a!ld associated frotlts frequently affect the weather of the SRS

area, Conditions often alternate betweel) warm, moist subtropical air from the Gulf of Mexico region

and cool, dry polar air, The Appalachian Moutltaills to the north and northwest of SRS moderate the

extremely cold temperatures associated with occasional outbreaks of arctic air. Consequently, less than

one-third of all winter days have m in imu!n tetllperatures below freezing, and temperatures below -7°C

(20°F) occur infrequently. SI1OWaild sleet occ,!r o,] average less than once per year (Hunter 1990).

Outbreaks of severe thullderstorlns and torl]adoes occur Inore frequently during the spring than during

the other seasons. Although spring weather is variable and relatively windy, temperatures are usually

mild (Hunter 1990).

Data on severe weather conditions are impofiatlt co!lsiderations in the selection of design criteria for

buildings and structures at SRS. Inforlnation 011the freqtlency and severity of past incidents provides a

basis for predicting the probabilities ai]d collseqlletlces of releases of airborne pollutants.

3.5.1.1 Occur rence of Violent W eather

The SRS area experiences an average of 55 thollderstorins per year, half of which occur durirlg tJre

summer months of Jmle, July, and August (S bedrow 1993), On average, lightning flashes will strike six

times per year on a square kilometer (0.39 sqoare IlliIe) of ground (Hunter 1990), Thunderstorms can

TE I generatewindspeedsas ligllas64kilo]eters(40 iles)perlo"ra]ldevenstr ongergusts, The highest

l-minute wind speed recorded at Bush Field ill Augusta, Georgia, between 1950 and 1990 was

TE I 100ki10meters(62 miles) perlour~oAA 1990).

TE I Since SRSoperationsbegan, nine cofirnedtor)ladoeslaveoccurredonorclosetoSRS. Eight caused

light to moderate damage. The torlladO of October 1, 19s9, caused considerable damage to timber

resources on about 4.4 square kilometers ( 1,097 acres) and lighter damage on about 6 square kilometers

(1,497 acres) over southern al]d eastern areas of the site. Wil,ds produced by this tornado were estimated

to have been as high as 240 kilometers per hour(150 !niles per hour) (Parker and Kurzeja 1990). No

tornado-related damage has occurred to SRS production facilities.
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Based on tornado statistics for the SRS area, the average frequency of a tornado striking any given

location in South Carolina was estimated to be 7.11 x 10-5 per year. This means that a tornado could

strike any given location about once every 14,000 years (Bauer et al, 1989).

The nuclear materials processing facilities at SRS were bll iIt to withstand a maximum tornado wind I TE

speed of451 kilometers per hour (280 miles per hour) (Bauer et al, 1989), The estimated probability of

any location on SRS experiencing wind speeds equal to or greater than this is 1.2x 10-7 per year, Such a

tornado would occur about once every 10 million years (Bauer et al, 1989).

A total of 36 hurricanes have caused da!nage ill South Carolina between 1700 and 1989. The average

frequency of occurrence of a hurricane in the state is once every 8 years; however, the obsewed interval

between hurricanes has ranged from as short as 2 months to as long as 27 years. Eighty percent of

hurricanes have occurred in August and September.

Winds produced by Hurricane Gracie, which passed to the north of SRS on September 29, 1959, were as

high as 121 kilometers (75 miles) per hour in F-Area. No other brrrricane-force wind has been measured

on SRS. Heavy rainfall and tornadoes, which frequently accompany tropical weather systems, usually I TE

have the greatest hurricane-related impact on SRS operations (Bauer et al, 1989).

3.5.1.2 Wind Sneed and Direction

A joint frequency summary (wind rose) of hourly averaged wind speeds and directions collected from the

H-Area meteorological tower at a height of61 meters (200 feet) during the 5-year period 1987 through

1991 is shown in Figure 3-8. This figure indicates that the prevailing wind directions are from the south, I TE

southwest, west, and northeast, Winds from the south, southwest, and west directions occurred during

about 35 percent of the monitoring period (Shedrow 1993).

The average wind speed for the 5-year period was 13.7 kilon3eters (8.5 miles) per hour, Hourly averaged I TE

wind speeds less than 7.2 kilometers (4.5 miles) per hour occurred about 10 percent of the time.

Seasonally averaged wind speeds were highest during the winter [14.8 kilometers (9.2 miles) per hour]

and lowest during the summer [12.2 kilolneters (7.6 miles) per hour] (Shedrow 1993),
TE !

3.5.1.3 Atmnsss heric Stability

Air dispersion models that predict downwind ground-level concentrations of an air pollutant released

from a source are based on specific parameters such as stack height, wind speed, pnllutant emission rate,
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Figure 3-8. Windrose for SRS,1987through 1991.
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andairdispersion coefficietlts. Tlleair dispersio[l coefficients used inmodeling are determinedly

atmospheric stability.

The ability of the atmosphere to disperse air pol Iutants is frequently expressed in terms of the seven

Pasquill-Gifford atmospheric turbulet}ce (stability) classes Atllrougll G, Occurrence frequencies for

each of the stability classes at SRS have beetl determined usi!lg turbulence data collected from the SRS

meteorological towers during tl]e5-year period 1987 through 1991. Relatively turbulent atmospheric

conditions that increase atmospl]eric dispersion, represented bytheunstable classes A, B,and C,

occurred approximately 56 percent of the time, Stability class D, which represents conditions that are

moderately favorable foratmosplleric dispersiotlj occurred approximately23 percent of the time.

Relatively stable conditions that minimize atlmospberic dispersion, represented by classes E, F, and G,

occurred about21 percent of thetime (Shedrow 1993).

In the southeastern United States, high air pol ILltiotl levels typical] y occur when the air is stagnant and

there islittle dispersion of pollutants. Stagllallt episodes ge!lerally occur when atmospheric pressure is

high (i.e., thearea isunder ahigll-pressure system). Utldera stagnating higb-pressures ystem,the

maximum height ofairmixing islesstba]l l,524!neters (5, OOOfeet), andtheaverage wind speed is less

than 4.0meters persecond (9miles per hour). Accordillg toupper airdata, episodes ofpoor dispersion

inthevicinity of SRSlasted foratleast2 dayson 120ccasions overa5-year period (1960 through

1964), Episodes lasting atleast 5daysoccurred on two occasions, Astagnation episode is defined as

limited dispersion lasting 40rmore days. Twostagllatioll episodes have occumed inthe SRS area each

year overthe 40-year period from 1936 throLlgh 1975. Thetotal number ofstagnant days averaged about

10 per year (Bauer et al. 1989),

3.5.2 EXISTING RADIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

3.5.2.1 Background and Baseline Radiological Conditions

Ambient air concentrations of radionuclides at SRS inclllde nuclides of natural origins, such as radon

from uranium in soils; man-made radionuclides, such as fallout from testing of nuclear weapons; and

emissions from coal-fired and nuclear power plants. SRS operates a 35-station atmospheric surveillance

program. Stations arelocated inside the SRSperitneter, olltlle SRSperimeter, alldatdistances up to

161 kilometers (100 miles) from SRS (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994).

I TE
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Routine SRS operations release quantities of al pha- and beta-gamma-emitting radioactive materials in

the form ofgases andparticulates. Gross alpllaa[ld llol]volatile betameasurements areused asa

screening method fordeterm ining the concentration of all mdionuclides ill the air.

The average 1990 to 1993 gross alpha radioactivity and nonvolatile beta radioactivity measured at SRS

andatdistances of40kilometers (25 miles)to 161 kilometers( 100 miles) from SRS are shown in

Table 3-4. Themaximuln levels ofol]site gross alpl]aai]d gross beta radioactivity were found near

productiotiprocessing areas. Foreacll year, average ol)site gross alpha andnonvolatile betaradioactivi~

concentrations were similar to the average concentrations measured in offsite air (Arnett, Karapatakis,

and Mamatey 1994). Nonvolatile beta concentrations do not include tritium (which accounts forrnore

than 99 percent of the airborne radioactivity released from SRS) or carbon-14.

Tab1e3-4. Average collce!ltrations ofgross alpllaa]ld !lo]lvolatile beta radioactiviV measured in air

(1991 to 1993) (microcuries per milliliter of air).a
Number of Average gross alpha radioactivity Average nonvolatile beta radioactivity

Location Locations 1991 1992 1993 1991 1992 1993
Onsite 5 2.5x10 -15 I.8x10-15 1.9XI0-15 1.8x IW14 1.9x10-14 1.8x10-14
SRS perimeter 14 2.6x10 -15 I.8x10-]5 1.8x1V1S 1.8x1W14 1.9X1O-I4 1.9X1O-14

40-kmb radius 12 2.5x10-[S 1.7XI0-15 1.8x1V15 1.8x 10-14 1.8x10-14 1.8x10-14
16I -km radius 4 2,6x10-15 1.7XI0-15 2.oxl@15 1,8x10-14 1,7x1o-I4 2.ox1o-14

a. Source: Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey (1994),
b. Kilometer toconvert tomiles, multip[yby O.621.

Tritium levelsin 1993are notdirectly colnparable totllose obsewed inprevious years because the

sampling protocol foratmospl]erict ritiLm) oxide wascbanged in 1993. For 1993, tbe highest annual

average concentration oftritiuln inairover SRS\vas l,06x10-9microcuries per milliliter. The maximum

offsitetritium concentration was slightly higher than tile 1992 level of5,3 x10-11 microcuries per

milliliter (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Ma!natey 1994).

3.5.2.2 Sources of Radiological Emissions

The major SRS production facilities and the types and quantities of radionuclides released during 1993

arepresented in Table 3-5, Thedose toatne(nber oftllepublic from tllesereleases, calculated by the

MAXIGASP computer model, was O,ll millirem, Tbisdoseisl,l percent of the 10-millirem-per-year

EPAlimit (see 40 CFR 52.21), TritiLlm (H-3), ill botllelemetltal andoxide fores, constitutes more than

99 percent of the radioactivity released to the atmosphere from SRS operations (Arnett, Karapatakis, and

Mamatey 1994).
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Table 3-5. Atmospheric releases by source facil ity ill 1993a I ‘l-E
Curiesc

Diffuse
Reactor Heavy md

Radionuclideb Half-life Reactors Separations materials water SRTCd fugitivee Total

Gases and Vapors
H-3 (oxide) 12,3 yrs 3.85x104 9.39x 104 ~~f 448 NR 43,1 1.33X105

H-3 (elem,) 12.3 yrs NR 5.82x104 “N-i NR NR NR 5.82x104
H-3 Total 12,3 ylS 3.85x 104 1.52x IOS NR 448 NR 43.1 1,91X105
Carbon-14 s.7x103 yrs NR 0.0169 NR NR NR 4.OOX1O-G0,0169
Iodine- 129 l,6x107 yrs NR 0.00496 NR NR NR 6.88x10-7 0.00496
Iodine-13 I 8 days NR 8.89x I0-5 NR NR 5.92x105 NR 1.48x 104
Iodine-133 20.8 hrs NR NR NR NR 0.00196 NR 0.00196
Xenon- 135 9.1 hrs NR NR NR NR 0.0319 NR
Ptiiculates

0.0319

s-35 87.2 days NR
Cobalt-60 5.3 yrs NR
Ni-63 100 yrs NR

Sr-89,90g 29.1 yrs l,81x10-4

Zr-95(Nb-95) 64days NR
Ru- 106 1.0 yrs 3.99x10-6
Sb-125 2,8 yrs NR
Cesium-134 2.1 yrs NR
Cesium-137 30,2yrs 1.O4X1O-4
Cesium-144 285 days NR
Eu-154 8.6 yrs NR
Eu-155 4.7 yrs NR
U-235,238 4.5x109 yrs NR

Pu-238 87.7 ylS NR

pu-239h 2.4x104yrs 4.1 Ix Io-6

Am-24 1,243 7.4X103yrs NR
Cm-242,244 18.1 yrs NR

NR
5.89x 1o-9

NR

0.00188

NR

5.76x10-9
NR

I.49x1o-6
5.28x104

NR
NR
NR

0.00186

0.00121
0.00106

1,42x104
4.96x10S

NR NR NR 2,00x10-6 2.00X104
NR NR NR 3.34x1017 5,89x1 O-9
NR NR NR 2,00 X10-7 2.00 X10-7

8.32x 105 7.19x105 1.19x10-S 1.11x104 0.00227

NR NR NR 2.39x1014 2,39x 10-14
NR NR NR 4.96x1oI2 4.00x 10<

NR NR NR 7.27x 10-15 7.27x 1o-1$
NR NR NR 1,4OX1O-171.49x106
NR NR 1.51x 10< 4.33x 1OII 6,34x10~
NR NR NR 1.13XI0-13 1.13X1O-I3
NR NR NR 3.44X1013 3.44 X1O-I3
NR NR NR 1.63x 10-]3 I.63x1013

1.55x I0-5 NR 2,89x1wS 4.74x10-S 0.00192
NR NR 1.oox1o-8 4.63x10-12 0.00121

3.50x 106 8.42x l&7 9,41x10-6 4.7ox1O7 0,00108

NR NR 1.34x10-6 8,86x10-13 1.43x104
NR NR 6,83x 10< 7.33x 10-12 5.64x10-$

a. Source: Amett, Ka.rapatakis, and Mamatey (1994),
b. H-3 = tritium Eu = europium

s = sulfur u = uranium
Ni = nickel Pu = plutonium
Sr = strontium Am = americium
Zr = zirconium Cm = curium
Nb = niobium
Ru = rubidium
Sb = antimony

c. Onecurie equals 3.7x1010 becquerels,
d. Savannah River Technology Center.
e. Estimated releases from minor unmonitored diffuse and fugitive sources (i.e., sources other tiastacks orvents

such as windows and doors).
f. NR=notreported.
g. Inchrdes mridentified beta-gamma emissions.
h. Includes unidentified alpha emissions.
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3.5.3 NONRADIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

3.5.3.1 Back~rounrl Air Orrality

SRS is in an area that is designated all attai]llne!lt area becallse it complies with National Ambient Air

Quality Standards for criteria pollutants, i!lcludillg s,dfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides (reported as nitrogen

dioxide), particulate matter (less than or equal to 10 Inicrot)s in diameter), carbon monoxide, ozone, and

lead (see 40 CFR 8 1). The closest nollattailmlc!]t area (atl area that does not meet National Ambient Air

Quality Standards) to SRS is the Atlanta, Georgia, air q,[ality region, which is 233 kilometers (145 miles)

to the west.

Sources in attainment areas !rrust CO!lIPIYwith Prevention!] of Significant Deterioration regulations. Tbe

regulations apply to new and )rrodified sollrces of air pollution if the net increase in emissions from the

new or modified source is detemrined to exceed the Preve!ltioll of Significant Deterioration annual

threshold limit (see 40 CFR S2.21). Developllle!}t at SRS has not triggered Prevention of Significant

Deterioration permitting requirements, I]or is it expected to trigger such requirements in the future.

3.5.3.2 Air Pollutant Source Emissions

DOE has delrronstrated colrrpl iallce \vith state and Federal air quality standards by modeling ambient air

concentrations that would result from lnaxitn cun potetltial emission rates using the calendar year 1990

(most recent available) air etllissions iijvel~tory data as the baseline year. Tbe compliance demonstration

also included sources forecast for construct iot] or operatio(] through 1995 and permitted sources

supporting the Defense Waste Processi[lg Fac iIity (WSRC 1993b). SRS based its calculated emission

rates for the complia)]ce deulollstratio!l sollrces oil process knowledge, source testing, permitted

operating capacity, material bala!]ce, al]d EPA air pollution etl]issiojl factors (EPA 1985).

3.5.3.3 ,4mbient Air Monitoring

At present, SRS does not perfomr otlsite alllbie]lt air quality monitoring, State agencies operate ambient

air quality monitoring sites in Barllwell at]d Aikell Counties in South Carolina, and Richmond County in

Georgia. These coutlties, which are [Iear SRS, are it] compliaj]ce with National Ambient Air Quality

Standards for particulate matter, lead, ozo(le, slllftlr dioxide, Ilitrogen oxides, and carbon monoxide (see

40 CFR 50).
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3.5.3.4 ~os oheric Dispersion Modeling

SRS has modeled atmospheric dispersion of both maximum potential and actual emissions of criteria and

toxic air pollutants using EPA’s Industrial Source Complex Short Term Model (EPA 1992). This

modeling was performed using the most recent ( 1991) quality-assured onsite meteorological data. The

maximum potential emissions data included sources of air pol Iution at SRS that either existed or were

pemritted to operate as of December 1992. Emissions data for 1990 were used for the modeling of actual

emissions (WSRC 1993b; Hunter and Stewart 1994). The results of this modeling are summarized in

Tables 3-6 asrd 3-7, which list the maximum concentrations occurring at or beyond the SRS bounda~.

Actual SRS boundary concentrations are probably lower than values reported in these tables,

TE

3.5.3.5 Summa~ o f Norsradioloxical Air Ouality

SCDHEC has air quality regulatory authority over SRS and determines compliance based on pollutant

emission rates and estimates of ambient concentrations at the SRS perimeter based on modeling. SRS

complies \vith National Ambient Air Quality Standards and the gaseous fluoride and total suspended

particulate standards, as required by SCDHEC Regulation R.6 1-62.S, Standard 2 (“Ambient Air Quality

Standards”), These standards are shown io Table 3-6. SRS complies with SCDHEC Regulation I TE

R.61 -62.5, Standard 8 (“Toxic Air Pollutants”), which regulates the emission of 257 toxic air pollutants

(EPA 1992). SRS has idel]tified emission sources for 139 of the 257 regulated air toxics; the modeling

Iresults indicate that SRS complies with SCDHEC air quality standards. Table 3-7 lists concentrations of TE

air toxics at the SRS boundary which exceed 1 percent of SCDHEC standards. Concentrations of all

other air toxics are less than 1 percent of SCDHEC standards and are shown in Table E.2- 1 in

Appendix E,

3.6 Ecological Resources

The United States acquired the SRS property in 1951. At that time, the site was approximately I TE

60 percent forest and 40 percent cropland and pasture (Wike et al. 1994). At present, more than

90 percent of SRS is forested. An extensive forest management program conducted by the Savannah

River Forest Station, which is operated by the U.S. Forest Service under an interagency agreement with I TE

DOE, has converted many former pastures atld fields to pine plantations. Except for SRS production and

support areas, natural succession has reclaimed many previously disturbed areas.
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Table 3-6. Estimated ambient concentmtiml contriblltions of criteria air pollutants from existing SRS

sources and sources planned for constrtlction or operatiml throltgh 1995 (micrograms per cubic meter of

air).a.b

Maximum

SRS maximmn Concentrations Most stringent potential

potential based on actual AAQSd concentration as a

Averaging concentration emissions (Federal or state) percent of

Pollutant time (~lg/m3) (yglm3) (Ltim3) AAQSe

S02

co

TC IGaseous fluorides

(as HF)

I
PMIO

03

TSP

Lead

3 hours

24 hours

Annual

Annual

1 hour

8 hours

12 hours

24 hours

1 week

1 month

24 hours

Annual

1 hour

Calendar

1,514 (l,245)t

449 (300)

22,9

14.8

4?4

57.8

2.22

1.16

0.44

0.11

80.4

5.2

NAi

16.1

823

196

14.5

5.7

171

22

1.99

1.04

0.39

0.09

50.6

2.9

NA

12.6

l,joog>h

365g>h

80g

1Oog

40,000g

Io,ooog

3.7e

2.9e

1.6e

o.8e

I5og

50’s

235g

75.

96

82

29

15

1

0.6

60

40

28

14

54

10

NA

21

quaner

mean 0.00 I 0.0004 1.5e 0.07

:.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g
h.
i.—

Source Stewart (1994).
The concentrations are the maximum valt!es at the SRS boundary.
S02 = sulfur dioxide; NOX = Ilitrogen oxides; CO = carbon monoxide; HF = hydrogen fluoride; PM1o =

particulate matters 10 microlls in diameter; 03 = ozone; TSP = total suspended particulate.

AAQS = Ambient Air Quality Stalldard.
Source: SCDHEC (1976 b).
Tbe value in parentheses is tbe second highest ]maximum potential value,
Source 40 CFR Pan 50.
Concennation not to be exceeded more than once a year,
NA = not available.

SRS land management practices have !mail]tail]ed the biodiversity ill the region. Satellite imagery reveals

that SRS is a circle of wooded habitat sljrrollndcd by a imatrix of cleared nplands and narrow forested

wetland corridors. SRS prnv ides more tball 730 sqLlare k iIometers (280 square miles) of contiguous
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Table 3-7. SRS modeling results for toxic air pollutants that exceed 1 percent of SCDHEC air quality I ‘fE

standards (micrograms per cubic Imeter of air), a,b,c

Concentration
Maximum allowable at SRS boundary Percent of

Pollutant concentration (yg/m3) (pg/m3) standardd

Chlorine 75.00 7.63023 10.17

Formic Acid 225.00 2.41990 1.08

Nitric Acid 125.00 50.95952 40.77

Phosphoric Acid 25.00 0.46236 1.85

Acrolein

Benzene

Bis (chloromethyl) Ether

Cadmium Oxide

Chloroform

Cobalt

3,3-Dichlorobenzidine

Manganese

1.25

150.00

0,03

0.25

250.00

0.25

0.15

25.00

0,01585

31.71134

0.00180

0.02136

4.95658

0.20628

0.00180

0,82129

1.27

21.14

6.00

8.54

1.98

82.51

1,20

3.29

Mercmy 0.25 0.01393 5.57

Nickel 0,50 0.27106 54.21

Parathion 0,50 0.00737 1.47

a. Source: WSRC (1993 b).
b. Concentrations are based on maximum potential emissions.
c. See Table E.2- 1 for a comnlete list of toxic DOIIutant results

d. Percent of standard =
Concentration at SRS boundary ~ ,0.

Maximum allowable co[lcentration

forest that supports plant communities in various stages of succession. Carolina bay depressional

wetlands, the Savannah River swamp, and several relatively intact Iongleaf pine-wiregrass (Pinus

pa/ustris-Aristida stricta) communities contribute to the biodiversity of SRS and the region. Table 3-8 I TE

lists land cover in undeveloped areas of SRS.

The land used for production and support faci Iities is heavily industrialized and has little natural

vegetation inside the fenced areas. These areas ccmsist of buildings, paved parking lots, graveled

construction areas, and Iaydown yards. While there is some landscaping around the buildings and some

vegetation along the surrounding drainage ditches, most of these areas have little or no vegetation.

Wildlife species common to the vegetated habitat surrolmding the facilities often frequent the developed

areas.
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TE I Table 3-8. Land cover of undeveloped areas of SRS.a

Types of land cover Square kilometers Square miles Percent of total

Longleaf pine 150 58 20

Loblolly pine 258 100 35

Slash pine 117 45 16

Mixed pinefiardwood 23 9 3

Upland hardwood 20 8 3

Bottomland bardwood 117 45 16

Savannah River 49 19 7

swam p

Totalb 734 284 100

a. Source: USDA (1991a).

b, Excludes production areas; total reflects undeveloped land only.

TE

TC I

TE I

TE I

Most new development needed to support waste management would be witbin previously disturbed areas

andwould occur onexisting graveled or paved areas. Undeveloped land required forexpandedwaste

management facilities is located in E-Area near thecenterof SRS and approximately 1.6 kilometers

(1 mile) southeast of Upper Three Runs (FigLlre 3-2),

Figure 3-9 shows the existing land cover of the area where most new waste management facilities would

be located, Tlleundeveloped latldis coIllprised of 0,2square kilometer (49acres) oflongIeafpine

planted in 1988; 0,4 square kilometer (99 acres) of slash pine (P. elliotti) planted in 1959; 0,36 square

kilometer (88acres) ofloblolly pine planted in 1946; 0.73 square kilometer (180 acres) ofwhite oak

(Quercus alba), red oak (Q, rubra), and hickory (Ccrr,va sp,) regenerated in 1922; 0.64 square kilometer

(158 acres) of Iongleaf pine regenerated in 1922, 1931, or 1936; 0,32 square kilometer (79 acres) of

Ioblolly pine planted in 1987; and 0,12 square kilometer (30 acres) of recently hawested mixed pine

hardwood (see Figure 3-9).

3.6.1 TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY

SRS is near the transition between northern oak-hickory-pine forest and southern mixed forest. Thus,

species typical of both associations are found on SRS (Dukes 1984), Farming, fire, soil, and topography

have strongly influenced SRS vegetation patterns.

A variety of plant communities occurs in the tlpland areas (Dukes 1984). Typically, scrub oak

communities are found O“ the drier, sandier areas, Longleaf pine, turkey oak (Quercus laevis), bluejack

oak (Q. irrcarra), and blackjack oak (Q, rr?arila}~diccr) dominate these communities, which typically have

rmderstories of wire grass and huckleberry ( Vaccirrium spp.). Oak-h icko~ communities are usually
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located on more fertile, dry uplands; characteristic species are white oak, post oak (Q. sfeIIafa), red oak,

mockemut hickory (Carya tomentosa), pignut hickory (C. glabra), and Ioblolly pine, with an understory

of sparkleberry ( Vacciniurn arboreu~]t), ho! Iy (//ex spp. ), green briar (Srnilux spp.), and poison ivy

(Toxicodendron radicarrs) (Dukes 1984; Wike et al, 1994).

The departure of residents in 1951 and the sllbsequent reforestation have provided the wildlife of SRS

with excellent habitat. Forbearers such as gray fox ( Urocyon cirzereoargenfeus), opossum (Dide/phis

virginiana), and bobcat (Felis rufus) are relatively common throughout the site. Game species such as

gray squirrel (Sciurus carolirzensi.c), fox squirrel (S, niger), white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virgbriantis),

eastern cottontai[ (Sylvilagus floridanus), mourn ing dove (Zenaida rnacroura), northern bobwhite

(Colinw virginiarzus), and eastern wild turkey (A4e/eagris gal[opavo) are also common (Cothran et al.

199 1; Wike et al. 1994), Waterfowl are common 00 most SRS wetlands, ponds, reservoirs, and in the

Savannah River swamp and have been stlldied extensively (Mayer, Kennamer, and Hoppe 1986a; Wike

et al. 1994). The reptiles and amphibian species of SRS include 17 salamanders, 26 frogs and toads,

I crocodilian, 12 tutiles, 9 lizards, and 36 snakes. Gibbons and Semlitsch ( 199 1) provides an overview,

description, and identification keys to the reptiles and amphibians of SRS,

Undeveloped land in E-Area contains suitable habitat for white-tailed deer and feral hogs (Sus scrofa), as

well as other animal species common to the mixed pine/hardwood forests of South Carolina,

3.6.2 WETLANDS

SRS has extensive, widely distributed wetlands, most of which are associated with floodplains, creeks, or

impoundments. Inadditioll, approximately 200Carolina bays occur on SRS(Shieldsetal. 1982;

Schalles etal. 1989), Carolina baysare unique wetland features oftl~esoutheastern United States. They

meisolated wetland habitats dispersed throughout tlleuplandsof SRS. Themore than200hayson SRS

exhibit extremely variable hydrology and a range of plant communities from herbaceous marsh to

forested wetland (Shields et al. 1982; Schalles et al. 1989),

The Savannah River bounds SRStotlle soLltllwest forapproximately 32kilometers (2 Omiles), The river I TE

floodplain supports an extensive swamp, covering about 49 square kilometers ( 19 square miles) of SRS;

anatural levee separates theswamp from the river. Timber wascutin theswampin the late 1800s. At

present, the swamp forest consists of secood-growfh bald cypress (Taxodiuvt distichum), black gum

(Nyssa sylva(ica), and other hardwood species (Sharitz, lrwin, and Christy 1974; USDA 1991 A Wike et

al. 1994).
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TE Figure 3.9. Existing land cover of SRS area considered for expansion of waste management facilities
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Six streams drain SRS and evelltllally flow into the Savamlah River. Each stream has floodplains with

bottomland hardwood forests or scrub-shrub wetlands ill varying stages of succession. Dominant species

include red maple (Acer rubrum), box elder (A. tregzmdo), bald cypress, water tupelo (Nyssa aquatica),

sweetgum (Liquidambar soractflua), and black wi Ilow (Salix rrigra) (Workman and McLeod 1990).

Raccoon (Procyon [o(or), beaver (Caslor cafraderrsi.s), and otter (Lulra canadensis) are relatively

common throughout the wetlands of SRS. The Savamlah River Ecology LaboratoV has conducted

extensive studies of reptile a]ld almphibiail use of the wetlands of SRS (Schalles et al. 1989).

Bottomland hardwood forest wetlands are located north of E-Area along Upper Three Runs. These

wetlands, dominated by sweetgrrm and yellow poplar (Liriodendron tzdip~~era), are flooded during most

winters.

3.6.3 AQUATIC ECOLOGY

Theaquatic resources of SRSllave beel]tlle subject ofit)tensive study formore than 3Oyears. Research

TE I hasfocusedonthefloraand farrnaoftheSavmmah River, thetributm’iesoftheriverthatdrainSRS, and

theaflificial impoundments ontwooftlle tributary systems. Section 3,3.3 describes thewaterqualityof

those aquatic systems. lnadditioil, several lllo!lograplls (Patrick, Cairns, and Roback1967; Dahlberg

and Scott 1971; Bennett and McFarlat1e 1983), tlleeigllt-volume comprehensive cooling water study

(du Pent 1987), and three EISS (DOE 1984, 1987, 1990) describe the aquatic biota (fish and

macroinvertebrates) and aquatic systems of SRS.

Based on studies by the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and others (Floyd, Morse, and

McArthur 1993), Upper Three Rrms has o!le of the richest aquatic insect faunas of any stream in North

America. Atleast 551 species ofaquatic insects, includillg atleast 52species and2genera newto

science, have been identified (Wikeet al. 1994). Arecent study identitied93 species ofcaddisflies,

including three species tllathad notpreviously beellfoulld ill South Carolina andtwospecies that are

newtoscience (Floyd, Morse, and McArthrrr 1993). Other insect species found inthe creek are

considered endemic, rare, oroflilnited distriblltio}l (Floyd, Morse, and McAtihurl993), BeWeen 1987

and 1991, thedensity andvariety ofillsects collected fro!n Upper Three Rullsdecreased for unknown

reasons. Data from 1991 indicate tbatthe i[lsect colnmLltlities lnayberecovering from this disturbance

(Wike et al. 1994).
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The American sandburrowing mayfly (Dolarria amcrica~?u), a relatively common mayfly in Upper Three

Runs, is listed by the Federal government as a candidate species for protection under the Endangered

Species Act, The species is sensitive to siltation, orgailic loading, and toxic releases (Wike et al

A recent study (Davis and Mulvey 1993) has identified an extremely rare clam species (Elliptio

hepaticcr) in the Upper Three RLMSdrainage.

3.6.4 THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

1994).

Several threatened, endangered, or candidate plant and animal species are known to occur on SRS.

TabIe3-91ists those species (Wikeeta[. 1994). SRScotltains llodesignated critical habitat forany listed

threatened or endangered species.

Thesmootb coneflower (Eckinacea /aevigata) istlleollIy e[ldallgered plant species found on SRS. One

colony islocated on Burma Road approximately5 kilo1meters(3 miles) south of the waste management

sites. Asecond colony islocated neartllejullctiolls of SRSRoads 9and B(LeMasterl994a). Tbe

habitat of smooth coneflower is open woods, cedar barrens, roadsides, clearcuts, and powerline rights-of-

way, Optimum sites are characterized byabu!ldant sunlight and Iittle competition intheherbaceous

layer (USFWS 1992), Suitable l!abitat fortllis species occurs tl]rougbout SRS, including undeveloped

land near E-Area,

Botanical srrrveys performed during 1992 and 1994 bytbe Savannah River Forest Station located four

Wpulations ofrareplants intheareanotihwest of F-Area (Figure 4-4). Onepopulation of Nestroniaand

three populations of Oconee azalea (Rhododerrdronflamrrzeum) were located on the steep slopes adjacent

tothe Upper Three Runs floodplain (LeMaster1994b). Tl~e Oconeeazalea isastate-listed rare species.

Nestronia was a Federally-listed Category 2 species that was found to be more abundant than previously

believed; consequently, it was determ ined that Iisti Ingas threatened or endangered was not warranted

(USFWS 1993).

Wood storks (Mycteriu america}lu) feed ia the Savannah River Swamp and the lower reaches of Steel

Creek, Pen Branch, Beaver Dam Creek, and Fourmile Bral~cl~. They foraged at Par Pond during the

drawdown in1991(Bryan 1992). Theulldeveloped latldiIl E-Area contains nosuitable foraging babitat,

andwood storks have not been reported inthisarea(Coulter 1993). Bald eagles (Haliaeefus

Ieucocephalus) nest near Par Pond and L-Lake and forage on these reservoirs (USDA 1988; Brooks

1994), One bald eagle wasrepotied flyi!)g tleartllejullction of SRSRoads Eand4, soutbof H-Area, on

November 15, 1985(Mayer, Kellllalmer, and Hoppel986b). However, E-Area does notcontain suitable
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TE I Table 3-9. Threatened, endallgered, alldcandidate plant andanilnal species of SRS.a

TE I

Common Name (Scientific Name) statusb

Animals

American sandburrowing may fly (Do[arria arrrericana) FC2

Shortnose sturgeon (Aciperrser brevirostrtint) E

American alligator (Alligalor mississippierrsis) TISA

Southern hognose snake (He/erodon simus) FC2

Northern pine snake (Pituophis melanoleucus melano[eucus) FC2

Carolina crawfish (= gopher) frog (Ra~ta areolata capito) FC2

Loggerhead shrike (La~zius Iudavicianus) FC2

Bachman’s sparrow (Aimophila aestivalis) FC2

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucacephahis) E

Wood stork (Mycteria anlcricanu) E

Red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis) E

Peregrine falcon (Falca percgrirrus) E

Kirtland’s warbler (Derrdroica kirt[arrdii) E

Bewick’s wren (Thyramanes bewickii) FC2

Ratinesques (= southeastern) big-eared bat (Plecotus rafirresquii) FC2

Plants

Smooth cone flower (Echinacea laevigata) E

Bog spice bush (Lindera subcoriacea) FC2

Boykin’s lobelia (Lobelia boykirrii) FC2

Loose watermilfoil (Myriaphyllum taxunr) FC2

Nestronia (Nestronia umbellula) FC3

Awned meadowbeauty (Rhexia aristosa) FC2

Cypress knee sedge (Carex dccan~posita) FC2

Elliott’s croton (Crotorr el[iottii) FC2

a. Source: Wikeetal. (1994).
b. FC2=under review (acandidate species) forlisting bythe Federal Government.

FC3 = found to be more abundant than previously believed.

E = Federal endangered species.
T/SA = threatened due to similarity of appearance,

nesting or foraging habitat for bald eagles. Peregri!le falcons (Falcoperegrinus) have been repofiedin

thepast asrarewinter visitors to SRSnear Par Pond. Kirtland’s war’rder (Dendroica kirilandii)isaisoa

raretemporary visitor (Wikeetal. 1994), Shoflllose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirosfrum), ~pically

residents of large coastal rivers and estuaries, have not been collected in the tributaries of the Savannah

R1verthatdrain SRS. Sturgeon iclltllyoplallkto!l l)avebeell collected inthe Savannah River near SRS

(Wike et al. 1994).

The Red-Cockaded Woodpecker Standards and Guidelines, Savatlnah River Site (USDA 1991 b)

describes SRSmanagement strategy fortlle reel-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis). Themost
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important element of this management strategy is the conversion of slash (P, e[lio[rii) (and some

Ioblolly) pine in a designated red-cockaded woodpecker management area to Iongleaf pine, with a

harvest rotation of 120 years, These birds inhabit and Llseopen pine forests with mature trees (older thao

70 years for nesting and 30 years for foraging) (Wike et al. 1994), While the undeveloped land

surrounding E-Area contains no red-cockaded woodpecker nesting or foraging areas crn’r’ently used by

the species, it does contain unoccupied habitat of a suitable age (LeMaster 1994c),

As presented in Appendix J, DOE has consl!lted with the U .S, Fish and Wildlife Service to determine the

potential for endangered species to be affected, as required by the Endangered Species Act.

3.7 Land Use

SRS occupies approximately 800 sqllare ki Iometers (300 square miles) in a generally rural area in

western South Carolina, Administrative, production, and support facilities make up about 5 percent of

the total SRS area. Of the remaining land, approximate] y 70 percent is planted pine forest managed by

tbe U.S. Forest Service (under an interagency agreement with DOE), which harvests about 7.3 square

kilometers (2.8 square miles) of timber from SRS each year (DOE 1993a). Approximately 57 square

kilometers (22 square miles) of SRS have been set aside exclusively for nondestructive environmental

research (DOE 1993a) in accordance with SRSS designatiotl as a National Environmental Research Park,

Research in the set-aside areas is coordinated by the University of Georgia’s Savannah River Ecology

LaboratoV.

A number of factors will determine the fllture development and use of SRS, Prima~ among these arc

.

.

.

.

.

funding and priority of DOE defense programs atld environmental management activities

decisions on the disposition of nc[clear materials at SRS and other sites, which DOE is crrmently

evaluating under the National Environmental Po] icy Act (NEPA)

the role of SRS in the reconfigured DOE weapons complex, which is also being evaluated through

the NEPA process

possible alternative uses of SRS land, faci Iities, and human resources

compliance with regulatory reqllirements concerning environmental protection, worker safety and

health, and nuclear facility safety
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. public input and participation

. community support (DOE 1994a)

Decisions on future Ialld uses at SRS \vill be Inade by DOE through the site development, land-use, and

future-use planning processes. There will be a study of each DOE site to determine possible uses. The

study will address DOE In issions and the publ it’s perspectives and interests; and it will aid in deciding

the most appropriate use for each site (DOE 1994a). SRS has established a Land Use Technical

Committee composed of representatives froth DOE, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, and other

SRS organizations. The colll!nittee is evaluati[lg potential uses for SRS, DOE prepared an FY 1994

DraJt Site Development Plan (DOE 1994a), which describes the current SRS mission and facilities,

evaluates possible future Inissiolls of SRS a!ld their requirel]lellts, and outlines a master development

plan now being prepared. 111additiotl, DOE has projected requirements for land and other SRS resource

needs for the next 20 years, This plannit]g process must cot]sider activities that will involve all DOE

sites (e.g., reconfiguration of the nuclear weapo!ls colnplex and strategies for spent nuclear fuel

management) and SRS-specific actions (e.g., waste management and environmental restoration

activities), The plan will take il]to accou(lt risks, betlefits, possible final disposition of nuclear materials,

potential facility deconta!n itlatio!l and decommissioning, lalld-use strategies, cleanup standards, and

facilities required for potential future In issio!ls. Once decisions on the future use of SRS have been

made, appropriate cleanup levels will be deterlni!led and relnediatioll techniques will be selected and

submitted for regulatory approval.

3.8 Socioeconomic

This section discusses existing socioecotlonr ic cond itiol]s within the “region of influence” where

TE I aPPr0ximatelY90 PerceltOftheSRSw 0rkf0rcelived i, 199Z(Figure~-~0). The SRSregionof

influence inchrdes Aikell, Allendale, Bamberg, al]d Bartlwell Counties in South Carolina, and Columbia

and Richlnond Cou!lties ill Georgia.

3.8.1 EMPLOYMENT

Between 1980 and 1990, total employl]lellt ill the SRS region of influence increased from 139,504 to

199,161, an average annual gro~ll rate of approxitnately 4 percent, The unemployment rates for 1980
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Figure 3-10. Counties and cities within the SRS vicinity.
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and 1990 were 7.3 percent and 4.7 percent, respective y (HNUS 1992). Table 3-10 lists projected
TE

employment data for tbe six-county regio!l of illfluellce. By 2025, regional employment is forecast to

increase to approximately 269,000 (HNUS 1994).

TE I Table 3.10. Forecast employmel]t, populatio!l, and personal income data for the SRS six-county region

of influence.a

Personal Income

Year Employment Population (Billions)

1994 239,785 456>892 $8.259

1995 242,033 461,705 $8.770

2000 252,861 474,820 $11.645

2005 267,138 479,663 $15.608

2010 273,187 486,727 $21.297

2015 274,541 497>226 $28.771

2020 271>186 508,205 $37.927

2025 268>659 517,080 $50.194

a. Source: HNUS (1994).

In fiscal year 1992, employmetlt at SRS was 23,351, approximately 10 percent of reginnal employment,

TE I with an associated payroll of more than $1, I bill ion. SRS employment in 2000 is expected to decrease to

approximately 15,800, representillg 6 percent of regional employment, and it is expected to continue to

decrease as a percent of regiol]al employment ill subseque[)t years.

3.8.2 INCOME

‘E I Personal income i]ltllesix-cou!]ty regioiofit)fluecei]c reasedfromalmost$2.9 billionin ~980to

approximately $6.9 bill iOn ill 1990. TOgetller, Richmotld and Aiketl Counties accounted for 78 percent

of personal income in the region of it]fluence during 199 I; these two counties provided most of the

TE I emPIOYmentoppO~unitiesi ltlereg inn. As!istedi]l'I'able 3-10,personalincome intheregionis

projected to increase 27 perce(lt to almost $8,8 billioll in 1995 and to approximately $50,2 billion by

TE I 2025 (HNUS 1994).

3.8.3 POPULATION

Between 1980 and 1990, populatiojl ill tile regioil of influence increased 13 percent, from 376,058 to

425,607. More tl)al188percent oftlle1990 popL[latiol~ lived i[l Aiken(28.4 percent), Columbia
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(15.5 percent), or Richmond (44.6 percent) counties, Tahle3-10also presents population forec.asts for

theregion ofinfluence to2025(HNUS 1994), According tocensus data, theaverage number of persons

perhousehold inthesix-coul]ty region ofinfluence was2.72in 1990, andthemedian agewas31.2 years

(HNUS 1992).

3.8.4 COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

Public education facilities in the six-county region of influence include 95 elementary or intermediate

schools and 25 high schools, In addition to the public schools, there are 42 private and 16 post-

secondary schools in the region (HNUS 1992),

The average number of students per teacher ill 1988 was 16, based on a combined average daily

attendance for elementary and high school stlidents i!) the region of influence. The highest ratio was in

Columbia County high schools, where there were 19 students per teacher (1987/1988 academic year).

The lowest ratio occurred in Barn well County’s district 29 high school, which had 12 students per teacher

(1988/1989 academic year) (HNUS 1992),

The six-county region of influence has 14 major public sewage treatment facilities with a combined

design capacity of 302,2 million liters (79.8 tnillion gallons) per day. In 1989, these systems were

operating at approximate y 56 percent of capacit y, with an average daily flow of 170 million liters

(44,9 million gallons) per day. Capacity ,Itilizatio!) ranged from 45 percent in Aiken County to

80 percent in Barnwell County (HNUS 1992).

There are approximately 120 public water systems in the region of influence, About 40 of these county

and municipal systems are major facilities, WIIiIe the remainder serve individual subdivisions, water

districts, trailer parks, or miscellaneous facilities. ]n 1989, the 40 major facilities had a combined total

flow of 576.3 million liters (152.2 nlillian gallons) per day. With an average daily flow rate of

approximately 268.8 million liters (7 I m iIIion gal Ions) per day, these systems were operating at

47 percent of total capacity in 1989. Faci lit y uti Iization rates ranged from 13 percent in Allendale

County to 84 percent in the City of Aiken (HNUS 1992).

Eight general hospitals operate in the six-county region of influence, with a combined capacity in 1987

of2,433 beds (5.7 beds per 1,000 population). Four of the eight general hospitals are in Richmond

County; Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg, and Bartlwell Counties each have one general hospital. Columbia

County has no hospital. In 1989, there were approximately 1,295 physicians serving the regional

population, which represents a physicia!l-to-popli lation ratio of 3 to 1,000. This ratio ranged from 0.8
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physician per 1,000 people in Aiken a!ld Allendale comities to 5.4 physicians per 1,000 people in

Richmond County (HNUS 1992).

Fifty-six fire departments provide fire protection in the regiO]l of influence. Twenty-seven of these are

classified as municipal fire departments, but many provide protection to rural areas outside municipal

limits. The average number of firefighters in the region in 1988 was 3.8 per 1,000 peopie, ranging from

1.6 per 1,000 in Richmond County to 10.2 per 1,000 in Barnwell County (HNUS 1992).

TE I County sheriff andmunicipalpolicedepati(e]]tsprovide]nostlawenforcementintheregionof

influence. In addition, state law enforcement agents and state troopers assigned to each county provide

protection and assist cOunty and municipal Officers. In 1988, the average ratio in the regiOn Of influence

of full-time police officers employed by state, comity, and local agencies per 1,000 population was 2.0.

This ratio ranged from 1.4 per 1,000 in Cnlumbia County to 2.5 per 1,000 in Richmond County (HNUS

1992),

3.8.5 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Executive Order 12898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and

Low-Income Populations,” requires that Federal agel]cies identify and address, as appropriate,

disproportionate adverse human health or e(lvirrmmentai effects of their programs and activities on

people of color and the poor. DOE is developing official guidance on the implementation of the

Executive Order. This ElS’s approach to implementing the Order is to identify the potential effects of

waste management activities at SRS on people of color or those with low incomes, The following

describes the analysis of environmental justice issues for the alternatives considered in this EIS.

Potential offsite health impacts wnuld result from releases to the air and to the Savannah River. For air

releases, standard population dose analyses are based on an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius from SRS

,oo4~ I because expected dose levels beyond that distance are very small, Table 3-11 and Figure 3-11 provide

data on the 1990 population distribution within a 80-kilnmeter (50-mile) radius of SRS. For releases to

TE I water, the region of analysis includes areas along the Savannah River that draw on it for drinking water

[Beaufort and Jasper Counties in South Carolina and Port Wentworth (Savannah), Georgia]. Therefore,

the analysis examines populations in al I census tracts that have at least 20 percent of their area within the

80-kilometer (50-mile) radius of SRS and all tracts from Beaufort and Jasper Counties in South Carolina

and Effingham and Chatbam Counties in Georgia. It should be noted that offsite health effects are based

on the population within an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius of SRS and those people who use the
LO04-01

Savannah River for drinking water. The population considered in estimating drinking water dose is

beyond the 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius. DOE used data from each census tract in this combined
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TE ] ‘1’abie3-11. Populationdistributio i 1990withinsr]] 80-k~lometer(50-mile)radiusofSRS.a
Kilometersb

Direction O-8 8-16 16-32 32-48 48-64 64-80 Total
N o 26 5,321 10.020 5,067 12,210 32,620

NNE
NE
ENE
E
ESE
SE
SSE
s

Ssw
‘SW
Wsw

w
WNw
NW
NNw
Total

o
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6
I

27
155
36
26
40

2
17

60
55

449
271

363
1,535

1,320
2,945
3,126
6,743
1>556

547
391
558
897
944

1,103

3,314
3,342
5,899

18,030

56,040

2“;066
2,928
4,483
5,305
1,931
6,511

769
1,332
2,008

2,240
7,112
7,941

106,900

87,930
27,160

276,600

4,445
5,269
5,337
8,812
2,711
6,685
1,356
7,251
4,181

2,606
2,285
7,994

50,310
26,570

6,665
147,500

14,370
10,200
40,770

4,334
3,253
8,577
2,539

3,335
2,944

2,660
5,818
6,780

11,550

3,025
6,079

138,400

22,200

21,340
53,740
25,350

9,487
22,350

5,095
12,480
10,030
8,467

16,380
26,080

172,500
123,700
58,300

620,100

TE I

TE

TE I

TE I

I

a. Source: Amett (1993)
b. To convert to miles. rnultiuly by 0,6214

region to identify the racial composition of cotnlnunities and the number of persons characterized by the

U.S. Bureau of the Census as living ill poverty. The conlbined region of analysis contains 247 census

tracts, 99 in South Carolina and 148 itl Georgia.

Tables 3-12 and 3-13 list racial and eco[lonlic characteristics of the population witbin the combined

region. The total population ill the colnbitled area is ]nore than 993,000. Of that total population,

aPProxinrately 6 18,1313fI(62.2 percent) are white Within the population of people of color (375,000),

approximately 94 percent are African Alnericall; the relnainder are Asian, Hispanic, or Native American.

Figure 3-12 gives the distribution of people of color by census tract areas within the region of analysis.

Table 3-12. General racial characteristics of the population in the region of analysis.a

Percent
Total African Native People of peovle of

State population White American Hispanic Asian American Other color
Sc 418,685 267,639

coiorb

144>147 3,899 1,734 911 335 151,046 36.08%

GA 574,982 350,233 208,017 7,245 7,463 1,546 478 224749 39.09%

Total
- —

993,667 617,872 352,164 11,144 9,197 2,457 833 375,795 37.82%

a. Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1990a).
b. Methodologies used to collect census data result in situations in which the total population does not equal the

sum of the populations of the identified racial gro~Ips. III this table, people of color is calculated by subtracting
the white population froln the total population
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Table 3-I3. Percentage of the population Iiving in poverty in the region of analysis.a / TE

Area Total population persons living in povertyb Percent living in poverty

Sc 418,685 72,345 17.28%

GA 574,982 96,672

Total 993,667 169,017

16.81%

17.01%

a. Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1990b).
b. Fanrilies with incomes less than $8,076 in 1989 for a family of two.

Executive Order 12898 does not define nrinority populations. However, one approach is to identify

communities that contain a simple majority of people of color (greater than or equal to 50 percent of the

total population of the community), A second approach, proposed by EPA, defines communities of

people of color as those that have higher-tha!l.average (over the region of analysis) percentages of people

of color (EPA 1994). In Figure 3-12, two different shadings indicate census tracts where (1) people of

color constitute 50 percent or more of the total population in the tract, or (2) people of color constitute

be~een 35 percent and 50 percent of the total population in the tract. For purposes of this analysis,

DOE adopted the second, more expansive, approach to identi~ing minority populations.

In the combined region, there are 80 tracts (32.4 percent) where the number of people of color are equal

to or greater than 50 percent of the total population. In an additional 50 tracts (20,2 percent), people of

color comprise beWeen 35 and 49 percent of the population. These tracts are well distributed throughout

the region, although there are more of thenr toward the south and in the immediate vicinities of Augusta

and Savannah, Georgia.

Low-income communities are defined as those in which 25 percent or more of the population live in

poverty (EPA 1993b). The U.S. Bureau of the Census defines persons in poverty as those with incomes

less than a “statistical poverty threshold.” This threshold is a weighted average based on family size and

the age of the persons in the family. The basel ine threshold for the 1990 census was an income of $8,076

for a family of two during the previous year, 1989.

I TE

TE

1~

TE

I TC

In the region of analysis, more than 169,000 persons (1 7.0 percent of the total population) live in poverty

(Table 3-13), In Figure 3-13, shaded census tracts identify low-income communities. In the region, 72 ‘E

tracts (29. 1 percent) are low-income communities. These tracts are distributed throughout the region of

analysis, but are primarily tn the south and west of SRS.
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E I Figure 3.12. Distribution of people of color by census tracts in the SRS region of analysis,
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3.9 Cultural Resources

3.9.1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AND HISTORIC STRUCTURES

Field studies conducted over the past two decades by the South Carolit~a Institute of Archaeology and

Anthropology of the University of Solltb Carolilm, under contract to DOE and in consultation with the

South Carolina State Historic F’reservatioll Officer, have provided considerable information about the

distribution and contellt of archaeological and historic sites on SRS. By the end of September 1992,

approximately 60 percent of SRS had bee[l examil]ed, and 858 archaeological (historic and prehistoric)

sites had been identified. Of these, 53 have bee!l determined to be eligible for the National Register of

Historic Places; 650 have not been evaluated. No SRS facilities have been nominated for the National

Register of Historic Places, and there are 110plal]s for no!nillations at this time. The existing SRS nuclear

production facilities are not likely to be eligible for the Natio!~al Register of Historic Places, either

because they lack architectural integrity, do !Iot represent a particular style, or do not contribute to the

broad historic theme of the Manhattan Project and the production of initial nuclear materials (Brooks

1993, 1994).

Archaeologists have divided SRS into three zones related to their potential for containing sites with

multiple archaeological componel]ts or de[lse or diverse artifacts, and their potential for nomination to

the National Register of Historic Places (SRARP 1989).

. Zone 1 is the zone of the highest archaeological site density, with a high probability of

encountering large archaeological sites \vith dense and diverse artifacts, and a high potential for

nomination to the National Register of Historic Places,

. Zone 2 includes areas of lnoderate archaeological site density. Activities in this zone have a

moderate probability of ellcoullterillg large sites with more than three prehistoric components or

that would be eligible for nomillatiol] to the Natiotlal Register of Historic Places.

. Zone 3 includes areas of low archaeological site density, Activities in this zone have a low

probability of encountering archaeological sites and virtually no chance of encountering large

sites with more than three prehistoric co[llpotlents; the Ileed for site preservation is lnw, Some

exceptions to this definition have bee)) discovered itl Zone 3; some sites in the zone could be

considered eligible for no]ninatiot] to tke Natiol]al Register of Historic Places,
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S- sad Z-Areas were extensively surveyed prior to construction of the Defense Waste Processing

Facility. NO archaeological or historic artifacts were fotmd (DOE 1982). The construction of F- and

H-Areas during the 1950’s is likely to have destroyed ally historic or archaeological resources in those

areas (Brooks 1993).

3.9.2 NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL RESOURCES AND CONCERNS

In conjunction with studies in 1991 related to the New Production Reactor, DOE solicited the concerns

of Native Americans about religious rights in the Central Savannah River Valley. During this study,

three Native American groups, the Yuchi Tribal Organ izatio!], the National Council of Muskogee Creek,

and the Indian People’s Muskogee Tribal TOWI1Confederacy, expressed general concerns about SRS and

the Central Savannah River Area, but did Ilot identify specific sites as possessing religious significance.

The Yuchi Tribal Organization and the National Council of Muskogee Creek are interested in several

pkmt species traditionally used in tribal ceremonies, such as redroot (Lachnarrfhes caroliniarrum), button

snakeroot (EWngium yucc]~olium), and American ginseng (Parrux guirrgue~olium) that may occur on SRS

~S 1991a). Redroot and button snakeroot are known to occur on SRS (Batson, Angerman, and Jones

1985), DOE included all three tribal organizations on its mailing lists and sends them documents about

SRS environmental activities,

3.10 Aesthetics and Scenic Resources

The dominant aesthetic settings in the vicill ity of SRS are agricultural land and forest, with some limited

residential and industrial areas. The reactors and most of the large facilities are located in the interior of

SRS (Figure 3-2). Because of the distance to the SRS bou[ldary, the rolling terrain, normally hazy

atmospheric conditions, and heavy vegetatio(l, SRS facilities are not usually visible from outside SRS or

from roads with public access, The few locations that have views of some SRS structures (other than the

administrative area) are distant from the structures [8 ki Iometers (5 miles) or more]; these views have

low visual sensitivity levels because most of these structures were built as many as 40 years ago and are

well established in the viewer’s expectatiol]s.

I ‘rE

I ‘rE

SRS land is heavily wooded (predominantly pine forest, \vhich minimizes seasonal differences), and

developed areas occupy approximate y 5 percent of the total land area. The facilities are scattered across

SRS and are brightly lit at night. Typically, the reactors and principal processing facilities are large

concrete structures as much as 30 meters (100 feet) tal I adjacent to shorter administrative and support 1 ‘t-E

buildings and parking lots. These facilities are visible i!] the direct line-of-sight when approaching them

on SRS access roads. The only structure visible from a distance is the recently completed K-Reactor
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Cooling Tower. Since this tower wi II not be operated, the absence of a steam plume ensures no further

visual impact. Otherwise, heavily wooded areas that border the SRS road system and public highways

crossing the Site limit views of the facilities.

3.11 Traffic and Transportation

3.11.1 REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

SRS is surrounded by a systeln of interstate highways, U.S. highways, state highways, and railroads.

Barge traffic is possible on the Savannah River; however, neither SRS nor commercial shippers routinely

use barges (DOE 1991). Figure 3-14sl)o\vs tlleregio{lal transponation infrastructure.

3.11.2 SRS TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE

The SRS transportation infrastructure consists of nlore than 230 kilometers (143 miles) of primary roads,

1,931 kilometers ( 1,200 Iniles) of Llnpaved secondary roads, and 103 kilometers (64 miles) of railroad

track (WSRC 1993c). These roads and railroads provide connections among the various SRS facilities

and links to offsite transportation. Figure 3-15 shows the SRS network of primary roadways, access

points, and the SRS railroad system,

3.11.2.1 SRS Roads

In general, heavy traffic occurs ill the early nJoming and late afternoon when workers commute to and

from SRS. Table 3-14 provides data 011SRS roads dliring peak travel times, and Table 3-15 provides

peak baseline traffic for the primary offsite access roads and Road E. During working hours, official

vehicles and logging trucks constitute lnost of the traffic, As many as 30 logging trucks, which can

iinpede traffic, may be operating sinlultaneously on SRS, with an annual average of 15 trucks per day

(WSRC 1992a). A total of 785 trucks longer than about 8 meters (25 feet) enter and exit SRS daily

(Swygeti 1994a),

3.11.2.2 SRS Railroads

The SRS rail yard is east of P-Reactor. This eight-track facility sorts and redirects rail cars, Deliveries

of shipments to SRS occur at two rai I stations itl the forlner towns of Ellenton and Dunbarton. From

these stations, an SRS engine moves tbe railcars to the appropriate facility. The Ellenton station, which

is on the main Augusta-Y emassee Iine, receives coal for the large powerhouse located in D-Area. The
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Legend:

❑ SRSdefense processing and
environmental management areas

❑ Site road numbers

o State ro.te”urntlers

~ US, ro.tenumbers

n,,.. .

TE Figure 3-15. Location of principal SRS facilities, roads, and railroads
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Table 3-14. Traffic counts on major SRS roads,a

Average
Daily Peak speed

Measurement point Date Direction total Peakb timec (mph)d
Road 2 between Roads C and D 9-29-93 East 3.224 794 1530 52

Road 4 between Roads E and C

Road 8 at Pond C

Road C between Imdfill and Road 2

Road C north of Road 7

Road D at old gunsite

Road Eat E-Area

Road Fat Upper Three Runs

Road F noti of Road 4

Road F south of Road 4

9-29-93

12-9-92
12-9-92

2-23-92
2-23-92

12-16-92
12-16-92

1-20-93
1-20-93

9-29-93
9-29-93

8-25-93
8-25-93

2-2-93
2-2-93

8-25-93
8-25-93

8-25-93
8-25-93

West

East

West

East
West

North
South

Notth
South

North

South

Noflh
South

North
South

North
South

North

South

3;225

1,624
1,553

634
662

6,931
6,873

742
763

I ,779
1,813

3,099
3,054

3,239
3,192

3,097
255

126
290

a, Source: Swygert (1994b).
b. Number of vehicles in peak hour,
c, Start of peak hour.
d. mph= miles per hrmL to convert to kilometers per hour, multiply by 1.6093
e. NA = not available.

897

352
306

274
331

2,435
2,701

288
223

218
220

669
804

1,438
1,483

1,239
75

41
68

0630

1530
0615

1530
0615

1530
0630

0630
1530

1500
0845

1530
0630

1530
0630

1530
0645

0645
0645

47

NAe

NA

58
56

53
58

45
47

43
52

35
38

53
51

NA
39

29
35

Table 3-15. Traftic counts on major SRS arteries duri!lg peak hours (vehicles per hour).

Road Design capacity 1994 baseline traffica Percent of capacity

Offsitea

Sc 19 3,000b 2,800b 93

SC 125 3,200b 2,700b 84

Sc 57 2,100b 700C 33

Onsite<d

Road E at E-Area 2>300c 741e 32

I TE

I TE

a. Baselinetraffic for 1994 was estimatedfrom actual traffic countsmes”red in 1989 (offsite) md 1992/1993 (mrsitc) by
adjustingtotal vehicles by the percentof change in SRS employment betweentbe measuredyews and 1994.

b. Adapted from Smith (1989).
c. Adaptedfrom TRB (1985).
d. Source Svgeti ( 1994b).
e. Morning traffic traveling to E-Area.
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Dunbarton station receives the other rail shipments and coal for the smaller powerhouses located

throughout SRS (McLain 1994).

Under normal conditions, about 13 trains per day use the CSX tracks through SRS (Bums 1993).

Movement of coal and casks containing radioactive material constitutes the bulk of rail traffic (DOE

1991),

3.11.3 NOISE

Previous studies have assessed noise impacts of existing SRS operational activities @US 1991b; DOE

TE I 1990, ,991). These studies co!)cludedtl]at, because oftlleremotelocationsoftheSRSoperational~eas,

there are no known conditions associated with existing sources of noise at SRS that adversely affect

individuals at offsite locations,

3.12 Occupational and Public Radiological Health and Safety

3.12.1 PUBLIC RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH

A release of radioactivity to the environment from a nuclear facility is an important issue for both SRS

workers and the public. However, the environnlent contains many sources of radiation, and it is

important to understand all the sources of ionizing radiation to which people are routinely exposed.

3.12.1.1 so urces of Environmental Radiation

Environmental radiation consists of natural background radiation from cosmic, terrestrial, and internal

body sources; radiation from medical diagnostic and therapeutic practices; radiation from weapons tests

fallout; radiation from consumer and industrial products; and radiation from nuclear facilities. All

radiation doses mentioned in this EIS are “effective dose equivalents” (i.e., organ doses are weighted for

biological effect to yield equivalent whole-body doses) unless specifically identified otherwise

(e.g., “absorbed dose,” “thyroid dose,,, “bone dose”).

Releases of radioactivity to the environment from SRS account for less than 0.1 percent of the total

TE I ann"alaverageenvironmeltalradiatiodosetoiidividalswithin 80kilometers(50 miles) of SRS

(Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994). Standard population dose analyses for air releases are based

on an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius because expected dose levels beyond that distance are very small.
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Natural background radiation contributes about 82 perce!]t of tbe annual dose of 357 millirem received

by an average member of the population withi[l 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS (Figure 3-16), Based on I TE

national averages, medical exposure accoul]ts for atl additional 15 percent of the annual dose, and the

combined doses from weapons tests fallout, co(}sumer and i(ldustrial products, and air travel account for

about 3 percent of the total dose @CRP 1987a).

External radiation from natural sources comes from cosmic rays and emissions from natural radioactive

materials in the ground. The radiation dose from external radiation varies with location and altitude.

Internal radiation from natural terrestrial sources consists primarily of potassium-40, carbon- 14,

rubidium-87, and daughter products of rad iutm-226 that are consumed in food grown with fertilizers

containing these radionuclides. The estimated average illterl]al mdiatioll exposure in the United States

from natural radioactivity (primarily indoor radol] daughter products) is 240 millirem per year (NCRP

1987b).

Medical radiation is the largest source of mall-made radiation to which the population of the United

States is exposed. The average dose to ail itldividual from medical and dental x-rays, prorated over the

entire population, is 39 millirem per year (NCRP 1987a). In addition, radiopharmaceuticals administered

to patients for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes account for an average annual dose of 14 millirem

when prorated over the poprrlatioll. Thus, the average medical radiation dose in the U.S. population is

about 53 millirem per year. Proratitlg the dose over the population determines an average dose that,

when multiplied by the population size, produces an estimate of population exposure. It does not mean

that every member of the poprrlatioll receives a radiation exposure from these sources.

In 1980, the estimated average annual dose frolm fallout from nuclear weapons tests was 4.6 millirem

(0,9 millirem from external gamma radiatio!] and 3.7 millirem from ingested radioactivity), Because

atmospheric nuclear weapons tests have not been col]ducted since 1980, the average annual dose from

fallout is now less than 1 millirem. This decline is due principally to radioactive decay.

A variety of consumer and industrial products yield ionizijlg radiation or contain radioactive materials

and, therefore, result in radiation exposure to the general population. Some of these sources are

televisions, luminous dial watches, airport x-ray inspection systems, smoke detectors, tobacco products,

fossil fuels, and building materials. The estimated average annual dose for the U.S. population from

these sources is 10 millirem per year WCRP 1987a). About one-third of this dose is from external

exposure to naturally occurring radicmucl ides in bu ilditlg materials.
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SRS contribution:
0.25 milliremDBryear

Internalfrom terrestrialsources:
40 milliremper year Medcal radiation:

24m~mpeyea ~

53 milliremoer vear

Externalfrom Ierrestr!alsources:

Notes: 1.
2.

3.

4.

Air travel:

Radon in homes!
200 milfhemper year

Values are effectivedose equivalentfrom NCRP (1987a) unlessothe~ise noted.
Externalterrestrial: NCRP (1987a) repofls26 milliremper year for sea level. Multiplyingthat value by 1.1 to
correctfor the altitudeof 300 metersabove sea level gives29 milliremper year,
Internalterrestrial: NCRP (1987b) reportsan absorbeddose rate forAugusta,Georgia,of 4 mlcrorad~r,
whichis 35 mifliradperyear. NCRP (1987b) uses a factorof 0.7 to convertabsorbeddose in air to effective
dose equivalent,so 35 x 0.7.24 milliremper year.
Value for SRS contributionisfromArnetf Karapatakls,and Mamatey (1994).

PK51

~ I Figure 3-16. Major sources of radiation exposure in the vicinity of SRS.
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People who travel by aircraft receive additional exposure from cosmic radiation because at high altitudes

tbe atmosphere provides less shielding from this solirce of radiation. The average annual airline

passenger dose, when prorated over the entire U.S. population, amounts to 1 millirem @CRP 1987b).

3.12.1.2 Radiation Levels in the Vicinitv of SRS

Figure 3-16 summarizes the major sources of exposure for the population within 80 kilometers

(50 miles) of SRS and for populations i]l Beallfort and Jasper Counties, South Carolina, and in Chatham

County, Georgia, that drink water from the Savannah River, Marry factors, such as natural background

dose arrd medical dose, are independent of SRS.

Atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons deposited approximately 25,600,000 curies of cesium- 137 on

the earth’s surface (United Nations 1977). About 104 m i11icuries ofcesium-137 per square kilometer

were deposited in the latitude band where South Carolina is located (30°N to 40°N), The total resulting

deposition was 2,850 curies on the 27,400 square kilometers (1 0,580 square miles) of the Savannah

River watershed and 80 curies on SRS, Thecesium-137 attached to soil particles and has slowly been

transported from the watershed. Results from routine health protection monitoring programs indicate

that since 1963 about 1 percent of the 2,850 curies ofcesium-137 deposited on the total Savannah River

watershed has been transported down the Savannah River (du Pent 1983),

Onsite monitoring shows that an average of 50 millicuries of cesium- 137 per square kilometer (1976 to

1982 average) are in the upper 5 centimeters (2 inches) of the soil column. This is one-half the original

amount. Some of the cesium has moved down in the soi I column, and some has been transported in

surface water to the Savannah River.

Other nuclear facilities within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS include a low-level waste burial facility

operated by Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc., near the eastern SRS bomrda~, and Georgia Power Company’s

Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, located directly across the Savannah River from SRS. In additinn,

Carolina Metals, Inc., which is northwest of Boiling Springs in Barnwell County, South Carolina,

processes depleted uranium. The Chem-NLlclear facility, which began operating in 1971, releases

essentially no radioactivity to the environ n]ent (Chem-NLlclear Systems, Inc. 1980), and the population

dose from normal operations is very smal 1. The 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius population receives an

immeasurably small radiation dose from transportation of Inw-level radioactive waste to the burial site.

Plant Vogtle began commercial operation in 1987, and its releases to date have been far below DOE

guidance levels and Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulatory requirements (Davis, Martin, and Todd

1989).

I TE

I TE
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In 1993, releases of radioactive lnaterial to the e!wirollment from SRS operations resulted in a site

perimeter maximutn dose from all pathways frotn atnrospheric releases of 0.11 millirem per year (in the

north-nnrthwest sector), and a maxilnuln dose froln releases into water of 0,14 millirem per year, for a

maximum total annual dose at the SRS peri!lleter of 0.25 lnil Iire!n (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey

1994). The maximuln dose to downstrealn co!lsutllers of Saval]nah River water was to users of the Port

Wentworth public water supply, and was 0.05 in iIIireln per year (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey

1994),

In 1990, the populatiotl within 80 kilo!lleters (50 lni]es)ofSRSwas620,100 (Arnett, Karapatakis, and
TE

Mamatey 1993 and Table 3-1 l). The collective effective dose equivalent to the 80-kilometer (50-mile)

population in 1993 was 7.6 person-relm fronl atlnospberic releases (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey

1994), The 1990 population of 65,000 people using water from Port Wentworth (Savannah), Georgia,

and from Beau fort and Jasper Cou[lt ies, Sooth Carol il]a, received a collective dose equivalent of

1.5 person-rem (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994).

Controlled deer and hog hunts are conducted ant]ual]y at SRS to control their populations. Field

measurements perforined On each a!lilllal prior to release to the hunter determine the levels of Cesium.

137 present in the allilnal. Field measurelnents are subsequel]tly verified by laboratory analysis, and

dose calculations are perforlned to estilrrate dose to the nraximally exposed individual among the hunters,

In 1993, the maximally exposed individual Illlllter killed four deer and three hogs. The dose to this

hunter was estimated based on thecesiutn-137 nleasuretne!lts of the deer and hog muscle taken from

these animals and the conservative assl!tl]ption that the Ilullter consumed all of the edible portions of

these animals (337 pounds of nreat). The dose to this nlaxinrally exposed individual was estimated to be

57 millirem (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Manlatey 1994), which represents 57 percent of the DOE annual

limit of iOO nrillireln (DOE Order 5400.5).

In 1993, the maximally exposed illdivid~!al fisherll]all was assumed to eat 19 kilograms (42 pounds) of

fish per year, The dose to the fisherman was based otl consmnptioll of fish taken only from the mouth of
TE

Steel Creek on SRS, The dose to this il]dividllal was estilllated to be 1,30 millirem (WSRC 1994a) or
LO04-04

1.3 percent of the DOE annual Iil]]it (DOE 1993a).

The hunter population dose was estijnated based 011the fact that 1,553 deer and 147 hogs were killed in

1993, These deer and hogs contained average cesiuln - 137 concentrations of 4.69 picocuries per gram

and 5.64 picocuries per grain, respective y. The regional average of cesium - 137 concentration in deer is

0.7 picocuries per gram (Fledder]na], 1994). The population) dose due to tbe consumption of SRS
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animals is estimated to be 8,3 person-rem. The portion of this dose attributable to the presence of

cesium- 137 above the regional average concentration is 7.1 person-rem (Rollins 1994).

Gamma radiation levels, including natural background terrestrial, and cosmic radiation measured at 179

locations around the SRS perimeter during 1993, yielded a maximum dose rate of 102 millirem per year

(Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994), This level is typical of normal background gamma levels

measured in the general area (84 millirem per year measured by the EPA at Augusta, Georgia, in 1992).

The maximum gamma radiation level measured onsite ~-Area) was 460 millirem per year (Amett,

Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994).

Detailed summaries of releases to the air atld water from SRS are provided in a series of annual

environmental reports (e.g., Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994 for the year 1993). Each of these

environmental reports also summarizes radiological and nonradiologica] monitoring and the results of

the analyses of environmental samples. These reports also summarize the results of the extensive

groundwater monitoring at SRS, which uses more than 1,600 wells to detect and monitor both

radioactive and nonradioactive contain i!lants in the ground water and drinking water in and around

process operations, burial grounds, and seepage basins.

3.12.1.3 Radiation Le vels in E-. F-. H-, N-. S-. an d Z-Areas

Table 3-16 presents gamma radiation levels measured in E-, F-, H-, N-, S-, and Z-Areas in 1993, These

values can be compared to the average dose rate of35 mi Ilirem per year measured at the SRS perimeter.

This difference is attributable to differences in geologic composition, as well as facility operations,

I ‘i-E

I n134.05

I TE

TE

Table 3-16. External radiation levels (m illiRoentgen per year) at SRS facilities.a,b I TE
Location Average Maximum
E-Area 158 345
F-Area 91 126
H-Area 103 146
N-Area 178 460 I LO04-05
S-Area 101 117
Z-Area 72 80

a. Source Amen (1994).
b. One milliRoentgen is approximately 1 millirem.

Analyses of soil samples from uncultivated areas measure the amount of particulate radioactivity

deposited from the atmosphere. Table 3-17 Iists lmaximum measllrements of radionuclides in the soil for ] TE

1993 at E-, F-, H-, S-, and Z-Areas, the SRS perimeter, and at background [160-kilometer (100-mile)]
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monitoring locations. Measured elevated concentrations of strontium-90 and plutonirrm-239 around

F- and H-Areas reflect releases from these areas

Table 3-17. Maximum measurements of radionuclides in soil for 1993 [picocuries per gram;

O to 8 centimeters (O to 3 inches) depth].a
Location StrOntiuln-90 Cesium-137 Plutrmium-238 PlutOnium-239

F-Area 0.133 1.26 0.0784 0.360

H-Area 0.0863 1.57 0.0262 0.178

S-Area 0.0331 0.353 0.0355 0.0540
Z-Area 0.0825 0.820 0.00663 0.0504
E-Area 0.0264 0.27 I

Site perimeter

(b) (b)
0.0095 0.652 0.00187 0.0201

Background [160-kilometer 0.0772 0.352 0.00105

(100-mile) radius]

0.00835

a, Source: Amett (1994).
b. No data available.

3.12.2 WORKER RADIATION EXPOSURE

The major goals of the SRS Health Protectio!l Program are to keep the exposure of workers to radiation

and radioactive material withitl safe limits al]d, within those Iimits, as low as reasonably achievable. An

effective radiation protection program must minimize doses to individual workers and the collective dose

to all workers in a given work group.

3.12.2.1 Sources o Radf iation Exnosure to Wo rkers at SRS

Worker dose comes from exposure to external radiation or from internal exposure when radioactive

material enters the body, In most SRS faci Iities, the predominant source of worker exposure is from

external radiation. In the SRS facilities that process tritillm, the predominant source of worker exposure

is the internal dose from tritium that has heel] inhaled or absorbed into internal body fluids. On rare

occasions, other radionuclides can cojltribute to internal dose if they have accidentally been inhaled or

ingested.

External exposure comes mostly from gamma radiation emitted from radioactive material in storage

containers or process systems (tanks and pipes). Neutron radiation, which is emitted by a few special

radionuclides, also contributes to worker external radiation in a few facilities. Beta radiation, a form of

external radiation, has a lesser impact tha[l gamma and neutron radiation because it has lower penetrating

energy and, therefore, produces a dose ml Iy to the skin, rather than to critical organs within the body.

Alpha radiation from external sources does not have all impact because it has no penetrating power,
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Internal exposure occurs when radioactive material is inhaled, ingested, or absorbed through the skin.

Once the radioactive material is inside the body, low-energy beta and non-penetrating alpha radiation

emitted by the radioactive material io close proximity to organ tissue can produce dose to that tissue. If

this same radioactive material were outside the body, the low penetrating ability of the radiation emitted

would prevent it from reaching the critical organs, For purposes of determining health hazards, organ

dose can be converted to effective dose eq~livale,)ts. The mode of exposure (internal versus external) is

irrelevant when comparing effective dose equivalents.

3.12.2.2 Radiation Protection Regulations and Guidelines

The cm-rent SRS radiological control progratm implements Presidential Guidance issued to all Federal

agencies on January 20, 1987. This guidance \vas subsequeotl y codified (10 CFR 835) as a federal

regulation governing all DOE activities (58 FR 238). Policies and program requirements, formulated to
TE

ensure the protection of SRS workers and visitors, are documented in the S~ Radiological Control

Procedure Manual, WSRC 5Q (WSRC 1993d). DOE performs regular assessments to ensure the

continuing quality and effectiveness of the SRS radiological control program by monitoring radiological

perforrrrance indicators and by making periodic independent internal appraisals as required by

10 CFR 835.102. External appraisals are also conducted periodically by DOE and the Defense Nuclear

Facilities Safety Board to provide additional assurance of co!ltinuing program effectiveness.

Appropriate control procedures, engineered safety syste(ms, and worker trail~ing programs are established

and implemented to ensure compliance with applicable regulations before beginning radioactive

operation of any facility at the SRS.

3.12.2.3 SRSWorker Dnse

‘fhepurpos eoftheradiatio nprotectio nprograln istolnitlimize dose from external and internal exposure;

itmust consider both individual and collective dose. It would bepossible to reduce individual worker

dose to very low levels by using numerous \vorkers to perform extremely small portions of the work task.

However, frequent changing of workers would be inefficient and would result in a higher total dose

received byallthe workers than if fe\ver workers were used and each worker were allowed to receivea I TE

slightly higher dose.

Worker doses at SRS have consistently been well below the DOE worker exposure limits.

Administrative exposure guidelines are set at a fraction of the exposure limits to help ensure doses are as

lowas reasonably achievable. Forexatllple, tllecurrel]t DOEworker exposure limit is5rem peryear,
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TE I andthe SRSadministrative exposure guideline was l.5remperyearin 1993. Table 3-18 shows the

maximum andaverage individual doses andtlle SRScollective doses for1988 through 1993.

TE I Table 3-18. SRS annual individual a!ldcollective radiation doses.a
Individual dose (rem) SRS collective dose

Year Maximum Averageb (person-rem)

1988 2.040 0.070 864

1989 1.645 0.056 754

1990 1.470 0.056 661

1991 1.025 0.038 392

1992 1,360 0.049 316

1993 0.878 0.051 263

a. Adapted from: duPont(1989), WSRC(1991, 1992b, 1993d, 1994a), Petiy(l993).
TE I b, Theaverage dose iscalculated ol)lyfor workers wlloreceived ameasurable dose during the year.

3.12.2.4 Worker Risk

In the United States, 23.5 percent of Ilmma!l deaths each year are caused by some form of cancer (CDC

1993). Anypopulation of5,000 people isexpected tocolltract approximately l,200fatal cancers from

non-occupational causes during their Iifetimes, depending on the age and sex distribution of the

population, Workers whoareexposed toradiatio!l llavean additional risk of O.00041atent fatal cancers

TE I PerPerson-remof radiation exposure (NCRp 1993).

In 1993,5,157 SRSworkers received atlIeasurable dose ofradiation amounting to263 person-rem

‘E I (Table 3-18) TherefOrethisgrOpmay exPerienceptoO.1 (0.0004 x263) additional cancerdeathdue

to its 19930ccupational radiation exposLlre. Continuing operation of SRScouid result inupto

0.1 additional cancer deatlleacl] year ofoperatioll, assu!nillg future annual worker exposure continuesat

the 1993 level. Inother words, foreacll 10 years ofoperatiotl, tllerecould beoneadditional death from

cancer among tl]ework force tllatreceives a!lleasllrable dose attlle 1993 level.

3.12.3 WORKER NONRADIOLOGICAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

Industrial safety, industrial hygiene, medical monitoring, and fire protection programs have been

‘E I ‘mP1ementedatSRS toensurethenonradiological heakhandsafetyof SRSworkers.

The Occupational Safety and Health Adm inistratioll requires the use of incidence rates to measure
TE

worker safety andllealth(DOL 1986). Illcide!lce rates relate thenumber ofinjuries andillnesses and the
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resulting days lost from work to exposure (i e., the nllmber of hours worked) of workers to workplace

conditions that could result in injuries or illnesses. Incidence rates, which are based on the exposure of

100 full-time workers working 200,000 kours ( 100 workers times 40 hours per week times 50 weeks per

year), automatically adjust for differences in the hours of worker exposure, The Occupational Safety and

Health Administration also specifies the types of injuries and illnesses that must be recorded for

inclusion in incidence rate calculations. incidence rates are generally calculated for total number of

recordable cases, total number of lost workday cases, and total number of lost workdays.

Each year, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the resll Its of its am~ua] survey of job-related injuries

and illnesses in private industry. The illj ury and iIIness data supplied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

provide the most comprehensive survey data available on work-related injuries and illnesses in private

industry, Tbe Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that in 1991, private industry employers experienced

8.4 work-related injuries and illnesses per 100 fttll-time workers (DOE 1993 b).

Incidence rates provide an objective measure of the performance of SRS safety programs, The data in

Table 3-19 compare the performance of SRS operations to that of general industry, the manufacturing

industry, and the chemical industw (DOE 1993a). SRS safety programs have produced incidence rates

that are far below comparable rates for general indllstry, the manufacturing industry, and the chemical

industry. The numbers reported in Table 3-19 for SRS i!lclude only management and operating

contractor employers because these are the only ones that would be involved in waste management.

Table 3-19. Comparison of 1992 illness and injury incidence rates for SRS operations to 1991 illness

and injury incidence rates for general industry, the manufacturing industry, and the chemical indust~
(number of illnesses and injuries per 100 full-time workers),

SRS M&Oa Ge!leral Manufacturing
Incidence rate operations

Chemical
industry industry industry

Total recordable cases 0.s 8.4 12.7 6,4

Lost workday cases 0.1 3.9 5.6 3.1

Lost workdays 2.0 86.5 121.5 62.4

I TE

TE

TE

I TE

a. M&O = management and operating contractor.

Occupational exposure to noise is controlled through the management and operating contractor hearing

consewation program outlined in Industrial Hygiene Manual 4Q, Procedure 501, This program

implements tbe contractor requirements for identifying, evaluating, and controlling noise exposures to

meet the requirements of 29 CFR 1910.95, Occupational Noise Exposure.

TE

TE

ITE
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3.13 Waste and Materials

SRS activities in SUppOrt of the llational defe!lse Illission produced liquid high-level radioactive waste,

low-level (low- and intermediate-activity) radioactive waste, hazardous waste, mixed waste (radioactive

and hazardous combined), and tral)suranic waste. This sectio!l discusses current treatment, storage, and

disposal of these wastes at SRS and Illailagel]le!lt of wastes generated from facility operations discussed

in Chapter 2.

Wastes at SRS were and colltitllle to be generated both by facility operations and environmental

restoration, with facility operations ge!lerati!lg [Ilost of the waste. Facility operations include nuclear and

non-nuclear research; nlaterial testing; laboratory analysis; high-level waste processing and nuclear fuel

storage; manufacturing, repair, and mai!]tellallce; and general office work. Facility operations also

include operating all waste management faci Iities for treatlnent, storage, and disposal of SRS-generated

wastes.

DOE treats, stores, and disposes of \vastes generated froln all onsite operations in waste management

facilities, most of which are located in E-, F-, H-, N-, S-, and Z-areas (Figure 3-2). Major facilities

include the high-level waste tank famls; the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility; the F- and

H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility; the Defe!lse Waste Processing Facility (undergoing startup testing);

and the Consolidated Incineration Facility (under co!)structioll).

The environmental restoration nlissioll has increased in recent years and includes two programs: (1) the

decontamination and decolnmissiollillg of sLlrplus facilities (see Section 3.14) and (2) the remediation

program, which identifies a!ld, \vhere necessary, a!-ral]ges for cleanup of potential releases from inactive

waste sites (see Section 3.1 5),

DOE stores liquid and solid wastes at SRS, Liquid high-level radioactive waste is stored in underground

storage tanks in accordance with an SCDHEC wastewater treatlnent permit (Figures 3-17 and 3- 18). The

tanks are managed in accordance with federal laws, SCDHEC regulations, and DOE Orders. Figure 3-19

shows the management process for Iiqtlid high-level radioactive waste at SRS. Transuranic mixed waste

is stored on interim-status storage pads in accordatlce with SCDHEC requirements and DOE Orders

(Figure 3-20). Wastewater colltamitlated \vith lo\v-level radioactivity is stored and treated at the

F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, a sCf3HEC penn itted facility (Figure 3-21), Hazardous and

mixed wastes are stored iII pertll itted or i!lteriln-status faci Iities, such as the hazardous waste storage

facilities (buildings and pads) and ill the ]Ilixed waste storage buildings (Figures 3-22 and 3-23,

respectively), Figure 3-24 shows the process for I)alldli]lg other for]ns of waste at SRS.
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Figure 3-17. F-Area liquid high-level waste tank farm.
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Figure 3-19. Management process for liquid high-level radioactive waste at SRS, 1~
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TE Figure 3-24. Flow diagram for waste management at SRS.
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Through waste minimization and treatment programs, DOE continues to reduce the amount of waste

generated, stored, and disposed of at SRS, DOE minimizes waste by reducing its volume, toxicity, or

mobility before storage and disposal. Waste reduction includes intensive surveys, waste segregation, and

the use of administrative and engineering controls.

3.13.1 LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Low-level radioactive waste is defined as waste that contains radioactivity and is not classified as high-

Ievel waste, transuranic waste, spent nuclear fuel, or byproduct material.

SRS packages low-level waste for disposal onsite in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility

(Figure 3-25) according to its waste category and its estimated surface dose. DOE places low-activity

wastes in carbon steel boxes and deposits them in low-activity waste vaults in E-Area. Tbe vaults are

concrete structures approximately 200 meters (643 feet) long by 44 meters (145 feet) wide by 8 meters

(27 feet) deep,

DOE packages intermediate-activity waste accord ing to its form and disposes of it in intermediate-level

waste vaults in E-Area. Smne intermediate-activity waste, such as contaminated pieces of equipment, is TE

wrapped in canvas before disposal.

DOE will store long-lived wastes, such as resins, in the Long-Lived Waste Storage Building in E-Area

until DOE develops treatment and disposal technologies for them (Figure 3-26).

The E-Area vaults began receiving low-level radioactive \vaste in September 1994. This facility includes

low-activity, intermediate-level nontritium, and intermediate-level tritium vaults (Figures 3-27 and

3-28).

3.13.2 LIQUID HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Liquid high-level radioactive waste is highly radioactive material from the reprocessing of spent nuclear

fuel that contains a combination of transuranic waste and fission products in concentrations requiring

permanent isolation. It includes both the Iiquid \vaste produced by reprocessing and any solid waste

derived from that liquid. The solid waste is also classified as liquid high-level radioactive waste,
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SRS generates liquid high-level radioactive waste during the recovery of nuclear materials from spent

fuel and targets in F- and H-Areas, and stores it in 50 underground tanks. Waste was previously stored in

an additional tank; however, waste in that tank has been removed, and the tank is no longer in service.

These tanks also contain other radioactive effluents (primarily low-level radioactive waste such as liquid

process waste and purge water from storage basins for irradiated reactor fuel or fuel elements). The

liquid high-level waste is neutralized and then stored in these tanks until short-lived radionuclides have

decayed to inconsequential levels and insoluble components of the waste (about 5 to 10 percent) have

settled out to form a sludge layer on the tank bottom. The liquid waste is then heated to evaporate the

water, thereby reducing its volume and crystallizing the solids as salt. The Firra/ Supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement Defense Waste Processing Facili& (DOE 1994b) provides details on

this process. The evaporated liquid is transferred to the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, which is

designed to decontaminate routine process effluents from F- and H-Areas. The salt fraction is further

processed by in-tank precipitation to separate it into a highly radioactive portion for vitrification at the

Defense Waste Processing Facility (when it becomes operational) and a low radioactive salt solution that

is stabilized and disposed of at the Z-Area Saltstone Facility,

3.13.3 TRANSURANIC WASTE

Transuranic waste contains alpha-emitting rad ionuclides that have an atomic weight greater than uranium

(92), half-lives greater than 20 years, and concentrations greater than 100 nanocuries per gram of waste.

Before 1982, transuranic waste was defined as any waste containing transuranic radionuclides with

concentrations in excess of 10 nanocuries per gram. Buried and stored wastes containing concentrations

of transuranic radionuclides between 10 and 100 mmocuries per gram are now referred to as alpha-

contaminated low-level waste (or “alpha waste” in this El S). Alpha waste is managed like transuranic

waste because its physical and chemical characteristics are similar and because similar procedures will

be used to determine its final disposition, SRS stores waste containing 10 to 100 nanocuries of alpha

activity per gram with transuranic wastes until disposal requirements can be determined. Currently,

there are no treatment faci Iities or disposal capacities for transuranic waste; however, DOE plans to

retrieve, repackage, certify, and ship al I transumn ic wastes offsite for final disposition.

Historically, DOE used three types of retrievable storage for transuranic waste at SRS. Transuranic

waste generated before 1974 is buried in approximately 120 below-grade concrete culverts in the Low-

Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility. Transuranic waste generated between 1974 and 1986 is

stored on five concrete pads and one asphalt pad that have been covered with approximately 1.2 meters

(4 feet) of native soil. DOE stores waste generated since 1986 on 13 concrete pads that are not covered

with soil. Transuranic waste includes waste mixed with hazardous waste which is stored on Pads 1
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through 17 that operate under interiln status approved by SCDHEC (Figures 3-20 and 3-29). DOE I ‘rE

currently uses Pads 18 and 19 to manage nonbazardol)s transuranic wastes only. DOE filed for approval

under a RCRA Part A permit application (to describe the waste and facilities) for additional storage of

transuranic mixed waste on Pads 20 through 22, which are currently empty, All of these pads are located

in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility.

3.13.4 HAZARDOUS WASTE

Hazardous waste is defined as any discarded !naterials that are either characteristically hazardous or are

listed as hazardous under RCRA. Cbaracteristical Iy hazardous nraterials are corrosive, ignitable,

reactive, or toxic. Wastes listed as hazardolls inclLlde certain process wastes, solvents, and discarded

commercial chemicals.

At SRS, hazardous waste is generated by routine faci Iity operations and environmental restoration

projects, Hazardous waste is temporarily stored at storage facilities (Figure 3-22) located in new

buildings in B- and N-Areas, prior to sbip)nent to permitted treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.

DOE began offsite shipments of hazardous \vastes to treatlnent and disposal facilities in 1987, In 1990,

DOE imposed a moratorium on shiplnents of hazardolis waste that came from radiological materials

areas or that had not been proven to be nonradioactive. SRS continues to send hazardous waste that is

confirmed as not subject to the moratoriu!n (e.g., recyclable solvents) offsite for recycling, treatment, or

disposal.

3.13.5 MIXED WASTE

Mixed waste contains both hazardolls waste (sobject to RCRA), and source, special nuclear, or byproduct

material (subject to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954). Mixed waste is classified according to its

radioactive component. Low-level jn ixed waste is (nanaged with its hazardous components as its

primary consideration, while high-level and transuraoic mixed wastes are managed with their radioactive

component as the primary consideration.

The SRS mixed waste progranl consists pritnari Iy of safel y storing lnixed wastes until treatment and

disposal facilities are available. Mixed \vaste storage facilities are located in E-Area (Figure 3-23),

N-Area, M-Area, S-Area, and A-Area. These facilities include Burial Ground Solvent Tanks S23

through S30, M-Area Process Waste Interiln Treatlnent/Storage Faci Iity (Figure 3-30), Savannah River

Technology Center Mixed Waste Storage Tanks, and the Organic Waste Storage Tank (Figure 3-3 1),

TE

TE
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Figure 3-30. M-Area Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage Facility.
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DOE has also requested approval under RCRA for interinl storage capacity at a pad in M-Area for

treated M-Area sludge and stabilized ash and blowdown waste from the Consolidated Incineration

Facility.

DOE is constructing the Consolidated Incineration Facility in H-Area to treat mixed, low-level, and \ TE

hazardous waste. The Consolidated Incineration Facility is designed to annually process approximately

17,830 cubic meters (63 0,000 cubic feet) of solid waste (e.g., boxed mixed, low-level, or hazardous

waste) at 50 percent utility and approximate y 4,630 cubic meters (163,610 cubic feet) of liquid waste

(e.g., liquid hazardous, mixed, and low-level waste) at 70 percent utility (Figure 3-32). I TE

3.13.6 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

The SRS Tier Two Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventoty Report (WSRC 1994b) for 1993 lists

more than 225 hazardous chemicals that were present at some time during the year in excess of their

respective minimum threshold level (10,000 pounds for hazardous chemicals and 500 pounds or less for

extremely hazardous substances), Ten of these hazardous chemicals are designated as extremely

hazardous substances under the Emergency Planning and Conlrnunity Right-to-Know Act of 1986. The

actual number and quantity of hazardous cbe]nicals present on SRS, as well as at individual facilities,

change daily as inventories are used and replenished. The annual reports filed under the Superfund

Amendments and Reauthorization Act for the SRS facilities include year-to-year inventories of these

chemicals,

3.14 Decontamination and Decommissioning

3.14.1 DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING PROGRAMS

The objective of the decontamination and decolnlnissioning programs at SRS is to plan and implement

the surveillance, maintenance, and cleanup of contaminated areas that are no longer needed by DOE,

The program’s goal is to ensure that risks to hu!nan health and safety and to the environment posed by

these areas are eliminated or reduced to safe levels ill a tilnely and cost-effective manner. This goal will

be accomplished by cleaning up and reusing facilities, returning sites to greenfield conditions (in which

the facility, its foundation, and the contan3 inated soil would be relnoved), or entombing facilities in

concrete. The methods selected will deterln ine the quantities of waste materials needing disposal.

Decontamination and decommissioning methods have not been identified for most SRS facilities; the

selection process would be subject to separate NEPA review. This section describes the surplus areas

TE

TE
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that will eventually be decontaminated and decommissioned and esti]nates the amount of waste that will

be generated by decontamination and decounnissioning.

There are more than 6,000 buildillgs at SRS that will eventually be declared surplus and will need to be

decommissioned. As of April 1994,2,862 of these facilities had been identified as SUWIUS(WSRC

1994c). Two-hundred-thirty-four of the buildings are now surplus or will be within 5 years. Some of

these facilities may be used in new missions, but others pose risks unless they are properly maintained

and decommissioned.

SRS prepared a 30-year forecast of the amounts of wastes that would be generated by decontamination

and decommissioning (WSRC 1994d). This forecast was based on a 5-year forecast that identified 53

facilities to be decontaminated and decommissioned between 1995 and 1999, Both forecasts relied on

the Surplus Facility Inventory and Assessnrent Database dated March 4, 1994, which contains

infornration on SRS facilities such as building size, type of construction, radiological characterization,

and hazardous material characterization. The database is continuously updated as new information

becomes available.

Facilities that need to be decontaminated and decommissioned have been categorized according to the I ‘rE

types of work required (WSRC 1994e). These categories will ensure incorporation of on-the-job lessons

learned and assignment of specialized work crews to silnilar projects across SRS. The following sections

describe some tentative categories of facilities with common traits or factors,

3.14.1.1 Asbestos A batement Pro~ram

Two-hundred-eleven buildings contain asbestos, including 142 buildings for which asbestos is the only

contaminant present. The R-Area surplus buildings are the first ones scheduled for asbestos removal.

Experience at these facilities will ilnprove asbestos abatement at other SRS facilities.

3.14.1.2 Decommissioning Pro~ram for Higher-Risk Facilities

Most of the surplus buildings have only slnal I amounts of contamination. However, a few surplus

facilities have more contamination, pose risks of releasing contaminants under special circumstances, or

are located near large numbers of employees or near the SRS bounda~. These facilities have been given

a priority for immediate decontamination and decolnmissioning and are assigned to the higher risk

facilities decommissioning program. Facilities ill this prograln include the Separations Equipment
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Development Facility, the 235-F Plutonium Fabrication Facility, and the 232-F Tritium Manufacturing

Building.

3.14.1.3 Decommissioning Pro~ram for Nuclear Reactor Facilities

The buildings associated with nuclear reactors are included in the nuclear reactor facilities

decommissioning program. Tbe Heavy Water Component Test Reactor is the prototype for this

TE I PrOgram Bystafiingwitll asmallfaciiit~, DOE can leamfrcanexperienceanddevelopmethod~and

procedures which will then be applied to the larger reactors.

3.14.1.4 Decommissionirrr Program for High-Level Waste Stora~e Tanks

Fifty-one high-level waste storage tanks and their ancillary equipment will eventually be

decommissioned. Type I, II, and IV tanks will be closed in place once the waste (supematant, saltcake,

and sludge) stored in the tanks has been removed, prior to decontamination and decommissioning.

Decontamination and decommissioning activities wi II include stabilizing residual waste, removing

associated equipment and small buildings, and abandoning in place underground transfer lines and

TE I diversimrboxes. Type IIItanks,wliclla vesecol]daryco, tainment,willbeus edduringthewaste

vitrification process at the Defense Waste Processing Faci Iity, which is expected to continue for

24 years. To date, waste has been removed from one high-level waste storage tank,

3.14.1.5 Decommissiorrin~ Program for Separations Facilities

The separations facilities present the greatest challenge for decontamination and decommissioning

because of their size, high levels of contamination, need for security, and process complexity. The

transition of these facilities from operational statlls to one suitable for final disposition will require a long

and expensive sequence of activities, The Separations Equ ipmellt Development facility (located within

the Savannah River Technology Center) was sht]t down in 1978 and tral)sferred to the DOE

environmental restoration decontam inatio}] and decommissioning program in 1982 (see

Section 3.14, 1.2). Lessons learned from the deco!ltamination and decommissioning of this facility will

be Llsed to develop procedures for the larger chemical separations facilities in F- and H-Areas.

3.14.1.6 Decommissioning Program for Waste Handling Facilities

Waste handling faci Iities wil I process waste geilerated by decolltam illation and decommissioning. The

decontamination and decommissioning of these faci Iities cannot begin until this processing has been
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completed, However, there are a number of obsolete waste handling facilities that can be

decommissioned sooner,

3.14.1.7 Decommissioning Program for Miscellaneous Facilities

Facilities that do Ilot fit i!lto other categories are included ill the miscellaneous facilities category. At this

time only a few facilities (in M-, N-, and Z-Areas) have been assigned to this category. Other unique

facilities will probably be added to the tnisce]laneous facilities category, Decontamination and

decommissioning of these areas is not scheduled to begin until 1998.

3.14.2 DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING WASTE GENERATION

Decontamination and decomm issionillg wi II ge!lerate large amounts of waste for a long period of time.

These wastes will include equipment, rubble, coil tam inated clothillg, and tools, Most of the quantitative

data regarding waste generated by decolltamitlation and decommissioning have been collected during the

dismantling of plutonium production al]d processing facilities. The volumes of waste generated by

decontaminating and decommissioning these facilities is expected to represent an upper estimate of the

amount of waste generated because of the high contamination levels and special packaging requirements I ‘rE

inherent in transuranic waste.

For phrtonium-238 facilities, approximately 13 cubic meters (459 cubic feet) of solid waste per square

meter (10.76 square feet) of contamil]ated floor area are get]erated by decontamination and

decommissioning. Of this, approximately 50 percent is trmlsuranic waste; the rest is low-level waste.

Less than 0,03 cubic meters (1.05 cubic feet) is mixed waste (primaril y lead shielding) per square meter

of area (Smith and Hootman 1994; Hootman and Cook 1994).

For plutonium-239 processing facilities, approximate y 4 cubic meters (141 cubic feet) of transuranic

waste and 5 cubic meters (177 cubic feet) of low-level \vaste are generated per square meter

(10,76 square feet) of contaminated floor duril)g decontamination and decommissioning (Hootman and

Cook 1994).

3.15 Environmental Restoration

The fundamental goal of environmental restoration at SRS is to ensure that the environment is protected

from fufiher degradation caused by past activities, atld that the safety and health of people exposed to the

environment are protected. This goal is met throtlgh the cleanup of inactive facilities. “Cleanup” refers
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to actions taken to prevent the release or potential release of hazardous substances to the environment.

These actions may involve complete removal of the substances from the environment; or stabilizing,

containing, or treating the substances so that they do not affect human health or the environment.

In accordance with Section 120 of the Comprehensive Etlvironmental Response, Compensation and

Liability Act, DOE negotiated a Federal Facility Agreement with EPA and SCDHEC that organizes

remedial activities at SRS into one comprehensive strategy that fulfills both RCRA corrective action

requirements, including closure and post-closllre of RCRA-regulated units, and Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act investigation and remedial action

requirements. Environmental restoration of inactive waste sites at SRS is controlled by the Federal

Facility Agreement. The number of sites to be assessed and considered for cleanup under the Federal

Facility Agreement is estimated to be 420, Newly identified sites are still being added to Appendix G of

the Federal Facility Agreement. Sites are listed i!] the following Federal Facility Agreement appendixes:

● Appendix C - Sites with known releases

. Appendix G - Sites with potential releases to be investigated

. Appendix H - Sites subject to RCRA

Each of these lists appears in Appendix G of this EIS

To date, DOE has prepared approximately 55 work plans detailing the proposed investigations for

RCRA/Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act units identified in

Appendix C of the Federal Facility Agreement. These work plans must be approved by EPA and

SCDHEC prior to implementation, Eleven of the work plans have been approved. Additional site

characterization and field sampling is underway at these units,

Of the 304 areas identified on the original Site Evaluation List (Appendix G of the Federal Facility

Agreement), DOE has prepared site evaluation reports for 36 and received EPA and SCDHEC

concurrence on 17 of the proposed response actiol)s. Six closures of RCRA-regulated units (Appendix H

of the Federal Facility Agreement) have been completed and approved by SCDHEC,

Each cleanup and closure will generate significant y different quantities of waste materials. Specific

cleanup methods have not been identified for most of the SRS waste sites. The methods will be selected

in accordance with procedures established by the Federal Facility Agreement and will be subject to

separate NEPA review. Tbe remainder of this section discusses the extent and type of site contamination

in E-Area and hazardous and mixed \vaste sites.
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3.15.1 SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER QUALITY

Contamination of the shallow groundwater aquifers beneath the SRS with industrial solvents, metals,

tritium, and other constituents, and contamination of the surface waters with tritium are discussed in

Sections 3,3 and 3,4, respectively.

3.15.2 HAZARDOUS AND MI~D WASTE SITES

Six types of waste units are common to SRS, The descriptions for these waste sites are derived from

Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey ( 1993).

3.15.2.1 Acid/Caustic Basins

The acid/caustic basins found in F-, H-, K-, L-, P-, and R-Areas are unlined earthen pits, approximately

15 meters by 15 meters by 2 meters (50 feet by 50 feet by 7 feet) deep, that received dilute sulfuric acid

and sodium hydroxide solutions used to regenerate ion-exchange units, Other wastes discharged to the

basins included water rinses from the ion-exchange units, steam condensate, and runoff from

containment enclosures for storage tanks. The dilute solutions are mixed and neutralized in the basins

before they are discharged to nearby streams. Constituents identified as exceeding standards in

monitoring wells near the acid/caustic basins include lead, cadmium, sulfates, nitrates, tritium, gross

alpha radioactivity, nonvolatile beta radioactivity, technetium-99, and total dissolved solids (Arnett,

Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1993),

The basins were constructed between 1952 and 1954. The R-Area basin was abandoned in 1964, the

L-Area basin in 1968, and the H-Area basin not until 1985. The other basins remained in service until

new neutralization facilities became operational in 1982. The basins will be remediated in accordance

with requirements of the Federal Facility Agreement; however, SRS and SCDHEC have not determined

the level of cleanup that will be required.

3.15.2.2 Burnin~/Ru bble Pits

From 1951 to 1973, wastes such as paper, wood, plastics, rubber, oil, degreasers, and drummed solvents

were burned in one of the burning/rubble pits in A-, C-, D-, F-, K-, L-, N- (Central Shops), P-, or

R-Areas. In 1973, the burning of waste stopped, and the bottoms of the pits were covered with soil.

Rubble wastes including paper, wood, concrete, and empty galvanized-steel barrels and drums were then

disposed of in the pits until they reached capacity and were covered with soil. All dumping into
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burning/rubble pits stopped by 1982, and al I are covered except the R-Area pit, which has not been

backfilled. These pits will be remediated in accordance with requirements of the Federal Facility

Agreement. Work plans to fully characterize the extent of contamination at all of the pits have been

subnritted to EPA and SCDHEC. Constituents idetltified as exceeding standards in monitoring wells

near the burnindrubble pits include lead and volatile organics (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1993).

3.15.2.3 C oal Pile Runoff Contairrtrrent Basins

Electricity and stealm at SRS are generated by bllrning coal, \vhich is stored in open piles. The coal is

generally moderate-to-low sldfur coal (I to 2 percent), which is received by rail, placed on a hopper,

sprayed with water to control dust, and loaded onto piles. Coal pi Ies originally existed in A-, C-, D-, F-,

H-, K-, L-, P-, and R-Areas. The coal pile in R-Area was re[noved in 1964, the L-Area coal pile was

ren30ved in 1968, and the coal piles in C- atld F-Areas were removed in 1985. In 1991, the K-Area coal

pile was reduced to a 2-inch base, aad 75 percent of the P-Area coal pile was also removed. Constituents

identified as exceeding standards in Illonitoring wel Is Ilear the former coal piles include gross alpha

radioactivity, nonvolatile beta radioactivity, volati Ie orgal] its, sulfates, tritium, total dissolved solids, and

lead (Arnett, Karapatakis, aad Malnatey 1993).

The coal piles generally contained a 90-day reserve of coal, which was not rotated; this resulted in

Iollg-term exposure to the weather. Chealical and biological oxidation of sulfur compounds in the coal

during this weathering resulted in the fnr)mation of sulfuric acid.

To comply with the National Pollutant Discharge Elitllination System permit issued in 1977, DOE built

runoff containment basins around the coal piles ill A- a!ld D-Areas in October 1978, and around the coal

piles in the C-, F-, H-, K-, and P-Areas in March 1981.

Currently, rainwater runoff fronr the renlaill ing coal piles ill several areas (A, D, H, K, and P) flows into

the coal pile runoff coatainaretlt basins via ditches and sewers. The basins allow mixing of the water

runoff with seepage below the surface, thus preventing the discharge of large surges of low pH (acidic)

runoff into streams. All the basias are functional, inch}ding those in C- and F-Areas which still collect

runoff, although no coal relnains at either location. These basitls will be remediated in accordance with

requirements of the Federal Faci Iity Agree nlent.
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3.15.2.4 ksemb ly Basins

Disassembly basins were constructed adjacent to each reactor to store irradiated reactor fuel and target

rods prior to their shipment to the separations areas. The disassembly basins are’concrete-lined tanks

containing water, Although the irradiated assemblies were rinsed before being placed in the basins,

some radioactivity was released to the water from the film of Iiquid on the irradiated components, the

oxide corrosion film on the irradiated compol]ellts, and it]frequet]tly, from leaks in porous components.

Sand filters were used to remove radioactive particulate from the disassembly basin water. Filtered

basin water was circulated through chemical filters (deionizes) to remove additional constituents and

was periodically purged through regenerated deiol]izers to the reactor seepage basins. The disassembly

basin then was filled with clean water.

Constituents identified as exceeding standards ill mol)itori(lg wells Ilear the disassembly basins include

lead, tritium, and alkalinity (as calcium carbotlate) (Arllett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1993). The

disassembly basins will be remediated in accordance with the Federal Facility Agreement.

3.15.2.5 ~ Ba sins

Since 1957, active reactor seepage basil]s have received purged water with low-level radioactivity from

disassembly basins. This water purge is I)ecessary to keep the tritium concentration in disassembly basin

water within safe levels for operating perso]]nel. Although really radionuclides have been discharged to

the basins, almost all of the radioactivity is d lie to tritium and small amounts of strontium-90,

cesium-137, and cobalt-60. Constituents idei~tified as exceeding standards in monitoring wells near the

reactor seepage basins include alkalinity (as calcium carbonate), lead, tritium, gross alpha radioactivity,

nonvolatile beta radioactivity, nitrates, volatile organics, mercury, potassium-40, and strontium-90

(Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1993).

Before the use of sand filters began ill the 1960s (see Sectio!] 3.15.2.4), purge water was pumped directly

from tbe disassembly basins to the seepage basins. From 1970 to 1978, the seepage basins for active

reactors were bypassed, and the filtered, deionized purge water was discharged directly into nearby

streams. In 1978, the seepage basins for C-, L-, and P-Reactors were reactivated. The K-Reactor

Seepage Basin was used from 1957 to 1960 OIIIY. The R-Area seepage basins have been tilled and

covered with asphalt. The K- and R-Area Reactor seepage basins will be remediated in accordance with

the Federal Facility Agreement.
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3.15.2.6 SewaFe Slud~e Application Sites

Beginning in 1980, the sewage sludge application sites were the subject of a research program using

domestic sewage sludge to reclaim borrow pits and to enhance forest productivity. After sludge was

applied to the sites according to the provisions of a SCDHEC permit, hardwoods and pines were planted

to determine whether sludge could be used as a fertilizer and soil amendment to increase wood

production. Constituents identified as exceeding standards in monitoring wells near these sites include

gross alpha radioactivity, nonvolatile beta radioactivity, radiunr-226, radium-228, and lead (Amett,

Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1993.). These sludge application sites will be remediated in accordance with

the Federal Facility Agreement. Work plans to fully characterize the extent of contamination at the

K-Area and Par Pond sites have been sobnritted to EPA and SCDHEC.

3.15.3 BURIAL GROUND COMPLEX

The Burial Ground Conrplex (E-Area) occupies about 1.3 square kilometers (330 acres) in the central

part of SRSbetween F-and H-Areas. The Burial Ground Complex isdivided into anorthem area

containing 1 square kilometer (254 acres) alldasoutllern area containing O.3 square kilometer (76 acres).

The southern area is known as the Old Radioactive Waste Burial Ground; it was a trench disposal area

that began receiving waste in 1952 andwas filled in 1972. After 1973, wastes were disposed ofinthe

TE I northemdisposal area(Figire3 -33).

Disposal in the notthern area of the Borial Ground Complex, referred to as the Low-Level Radioactive

Waste Disposal Facility, continues, 10 1986, itwasdetertnined that hazardous wastes mayhave been

placed inceflain areas oftlle Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facili&, These areas were

TE I designatedastheMixed WasteManagenrent Facility (Figure 3-33). Sincethattinre, DOE has

determined that additional areas of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility contain solvent

rags; these areas have been added totlle Mixed Waste Management Facility. The Mixed Waste

Management Facility includes shallow, onlined trenches in which various low-level radioactive wastes

containing solvents andlnetals were placed. ARCRAClosure Plan wasapproved by SCDHEC forthe

original Mixed Waste Managenrent Facilityil] 1987; closure wascompleted in December 1990, and

SCDHECissued theclosure cefiification ill April 1991, Closure of theportions of the Mixed Waste

Management Facility that contain the solvent rags is pending.
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Hazardous substances, including cadmium, lead, mercury, tritium, and volatile organic compounds, have

been detected in groundwater beneatb the Mixed Waste Management Facility. The shallow aquifer

contains levels of tritium, trichloroetllylene, and tetracllloroethy lene that exceed EPA’s primary drinking

water standards (Figures 3-33 and 3-34).
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This chapter describes the impacts of waste management activities on the environment (described in

Chapter 3) at the Savannah River Site (SRS), including the construction and operation of new facilities ~E

(described in Chapter 2). As described in Chapter 2, 10 scenarios are evaluated. The no-action

alternative (see Section 2,2) is evaluated first (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2, alternative A (limited

treatment configuration; see Section 2.4) is evaluated for the expected, minimum, and maximum

amounts of waste forecast for SRS, In Section 4.3, alternative C (extensive treatment configuration; see

Section 2.5) is evaluated for the same three forecasts. Section 4.4 analyzes alternative B (moderate

treatment configuration; see Section 2.6), which incorporates a mix of technologies being considered by

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for the different waste ~pes. The three alternatives place

different degrees of emphasis on the objectives of the proposed action. DOE believes that these

alternatives represent the full range of reasonable alternatives and has identified alternative B as the

preferred alternative.

This chapter also discusses potential cumulative impacts from alternative B when it is added to impacts

from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions and presents the unavoidable adverse impacts and

irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources under alternative B. Cumulative impacts were

assessed only for the moderate treatment configuration alternative B – expected waste forecast because

the impacts for it generally fall between those for the other alternatives, and because impacts do not vary

greatly between alternatives. Despite some variation in impacts, this approach allowed for an assessment

of the likely magnitudes of the cumulative impacts of the other alternatives based on the cumulative

impacts of alternative B. Appendix B.5 examines the impacts of processing low-level, hazardous, and

mixed wastes in the Consolidated Incineration Facility under alternatives A, B, and C.

ITE

I ‘rE

I ‘i-E

Impacts are assessed in terms of direct physical disturbance or consumption of affected resources and as

the effects of effluents and emissions on the chemical and physical quality of the environment. When
TE

annual data (such as annual doses) are presented, they are based on the calendar year rather than the

fiscal year. Assessments focus on impacts to such natural resources as air, water, and plants and animals,

as well as on human resources, including the health of workers and the public, and socioeconomic.

Min. Exp.Mu
NO _
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To aid the reader, the same stacked-box symbol used in Chapter 2 is used in
a

Chapter 4. For example, a section that begins with the symbol shown at left is
c

discussing alternative A – minimum waste forecast.
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4.1 No Action

This section discusses the effects of the no-action alternative described in Section 2,2.

4.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Under the no-action alternative, which continues current practices to manage waste, DOE would:

.

.

.

.

TC I

.

.

.

.

.

.

Continue waste minimization activities as described in Section 2.2.1,

.
Continue receiving and storing liquid high-level waste in the F- and H-Area tank farms and begin

removing it for treatment at the Defense Waste Processing Facility and associated facilities.

Continue operating the existing liquid high-level waste evaporators and operate the Replacement

High-Level Waste Evaporator presently under construction.

Operate the Defense Waste Processing Facility and associated liquid high-level waste

management facilities as described in Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement,

Defense Waste Processing Facili@ (DOE/EIS-O082S) and its Record of Decision (60 FR 18589),

Continue to compact some low-level waste using the three existing compactors.

Continue to dispose of low-level wastes in vaults and by shallow land disposal,

Store certain low-level wastes in long-lived waste storage buildings.

Continue to store naval hardware on pads in E-Area with possible shallow land disposal.

Continue to store hazardous wastes until they are sent for offsite treatment and disposal,

Continue to treat aqueous hazardous wastes collected from groundwater monitoring well

operations (investigation-derived wastes) in the M-Area Air Stripper,
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- Continue offsite treatment anddisposal of PCB wastes,

- Continue tostore mixed wastes andconstruct additional storage forthem,

. Continue totreat mixed wastes byionexchange inthetanks atthe Savannah River Technology

Center.

. Construct andoperate the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility anduseit tovitri& mixed wastes

from M-Area electroplating operations, asdiscussed inthe EnvironmenfalAsse~sment, Treatmerr/

of M-Area Mixed Wastes at the Savannah River Site (DOEIEA-09 18),

. Continue totreat aqueous mixed wastes collected from groundwater monitoring wells

(investigation-derived waste) in the F~-Area Effluent Treatment Facility,

. Continue tostore radioactive PCBwastes with planned offsite treatment of the PCBfraction and

onsite shallow land disposal of the radioactive residuals,

. Construct andoperate Resource Consewation and Recove~Act (RCW)-pemitied disposal

vaults for disposal of residuals from the treatment of mixed waste, as evaluated in Final

Environmental Impact Statement, Waste Marragerrrent Activities for Groundwater Protmtion,

Savannah River Plant (DOE/EIS-O 120).

. Continue tostore transuranic andalpha wastes ontransuranic waste storage pads, retrieve waste

drums from mounded storage pads, and construct additional waste storage capacity.

. PerfomfaciliV upgrades andcontinue cooperate the Experimen@l Transuranic Waste Assay

Facility/Waste Certification Facility to characterize transuranic and alpha wastes,

. Dispose ofnewly-generated nonmixed alpha waste inlow-activi@ waste vaults.

. Continue toconstruct the Consolidated Incineration Facili~

The locations of these waste management facilities are identified in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1. Location of SRS waste management facilities under the no-action alternative.
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The no-action alternative requires additional storage facilities for transuranic and alpha waste and

additional disposal areas for low-level radioactive waste and mixed waste in the vicinity of the existing

vaults in E-Area. New mixed waste storage facilities would be constructed in the area between the Low-

Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility and the M-Line railroad. A portion of this area has been

cleared, graded, and stabilized with vegetation to prevent erosion. Additional undisturbed lands located

(1) adjacent to and south of the M-Line railroad and (2) northwest of F-Area would be required for the

remainder of the mixed waste storage facilities (Figure 4-2).

Construction for the no-action alternative would require 0,35 square kilometer (86 acres) of tmdeveloped I Tc

land northwest of F-Area and 0.30 square kilometer (74 acres) of undeveloped land between the Low-

Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility and M-Line railroad. Other construction would be on

previously cleared and developed land in the eastern part of E-Area.

M“. EXP. M,,.
N.
A,,io”

A

B

m

4.1.2 GEOLOGIC mSOURCES
c

Under the no-action alternative, impacts to geologic resources can be evaluated by comparing the

amounts of land needed to build the facilities for this alternative. The more land required for the

facilities, the greater the impacts, namely soil erosion, on these resources.
TE

Except for some small gravel deposits, there are no economically valuable minerals or unique geologic

features located in the vicinity of the waste management areas considered in this alternative, or any of

the other alternatives. Waste management activities in the no-action alternative would mainly impact

soils in the uncleared parts of E-Area. Construction would have less impact on soils in those parts of

E-Area where the land has been cleared of trees and already disturbed by the construction of existing

buildings. In E-Area, approximately 0.33 square kilometer (8 I acres) has been cleared and developed, TC

and approximately 0.65 square kilometer (160 acres) would be cleared to build additional vaults, storage

pads, tanks, and buildings (Figure 4-2).

The undisturbed soils in E-Area have a slight to moderate erosion hazard rating (USDA 1990). That is,

erosion could occur if site preparation activities, such as grading, expose these soils and no precautions

are taken to prevent erosion. Most of the soils in the cleared patts of E-Area consist of spoil from

excavated areas, borrow pits, and previous grading activities; these soils also have a slight to moderate
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❑ Long-livedWaste Storage S.ildings (24)
(Suildlngsize= 50.50, spaced 50’x50)

❑ TransuranicWaSte Storage Pads (19)
(Pad size = 50x150’, spaced 50’x50’)

❑ OrganicWaste (30,000 Gallon)Tanks (26)
(Tankslze = 70’.70, spaced 20 apart)

nAq”eo.sWaste(30,000 Gallo”)Ta”b {4)

(Tank size = 60’x2D’,swced 20 apati)

❑ Mix6d W6ste St.rag. S.ildings (291)
(Buildingsize = 60XI 60, spaced 50X50)

❑ RCRA DisposalVaults (1)
(Vault SiZe= 200’x50’, spaced 50’x50)

❑ Low-ActivityWaste Va.lts(lO)
(Vault size = 650’x150’, spaced 50’x50)

❑ intermediate-Le.el Waste Va.its (5)
(vault size = 250’.50’, spaced 50’x50’)

~ShallowLandDlsposalTre”ches(29)
tTrench size= 20’xI 00’, spaced 20 apart)

—
-

Mixed Waste
Storage
Buildings 7

~

ExistingFacilities

k.

~/<
,,

ProposedSediment POnds ;
as required { (

ExistingSedimentPonds

PK56-I 8

Figure 4-2. Confi@ration oftreatment, stnrage, mddisposal facilities in E-Area under theno-action
alternative by 2024.
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TE

erosion hazard rating. The potential for erosion and sedimentation effects increases as the amount of

land needed for construction increases, especially undeveloped land.

Potential adverse effects to geologic resources would be very smal I and could be mitigated by installing

sediment and erosion control devices, properly grading slopes, and stabilizing the site, All new

construction activities at SRS must comply with state regulations to prevent erosion. As a condition of

the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) National Pollutant

Discharge Elimination System general permit for storm water discharges from construction activities at

SRS, a stormwater pollution prevention plan (WSRC 1993a) must be developed for each construction

site covered by the permit, and each plan must provide for erosion and sediment controls. E-Area

erosion and sediment control activities are addressed in the Solid Wasre Operations Erasion and

Sedimentation Conirol Maintenance Program Plan - E-Area (WSRC 1992a), For those areas already

cleared and ready for construction of new facilities and those areas already operating, proper

construction and maintenance of sediment ponds, stornrwater basins, and other erosion and sediment

control devices would mitigate adverse effects to soi Is during operation of waste management facilities,

Construction and operation activities might produce accidental occasional spills (e.g., oil, fuel, and

process chemicals) on the soil, SRS has formal spill prevention, control, and countermeasures plans to

prevent, identify, and mitigate spi 1IS of petroleum products (WSRC 199 la, b). Both the Savannah River

Sire Best Management Practices Plan (WSRC 199 Ia) and the Savannah River Site Spill Prevention,

Control, and Countermeasures Plan (WSRC 1991 b) are updated as conditions warrantor at least every

3 years. In addition, SRS is obligated under the Federal Facility Agreement (EPA 1993) to identifi,

evaluate, and, if necessary, remediate spills of hazardous substances, including radionuclides (e.g., high-

Ievel liquid radioactive waste leaks). This remediation could include removing, storing, or disposing of

contaminated soil. Because SRS has controls to prevent spills, large spills of waste requiring

remediation of extensive areas of soil are not expected; therefore, impacts to soi IS would be very small,

Mi,,, Exp. Max.
N.
A.,,..

A

B

B

4.1.3 GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
c

Facilities and activities that are part of the no-action alternative which could affect groundwater quantity

orquality include the M. Area Air Stripper, additional mixed waste storage buildings, intermediate-level,

low-activity, and RCRA.permitted waste disposal vaults, long-lived waste storage buildings, !hallow

land disposal units, transuranic and alpha waste storage pads, and the Defense Waste Processing Facility.
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Since these facilities do not withdraw groundwater in quantities that would materially affect the

availability of this resource, the focus of these assessments was on their potential to impact groundwater

quality.

The M-Area Air Stripper (see Appendix B. 14 for description) removes volatile organic compounds from

contaminated groundwater beneath A- and M-Areas. Based on current data, DOE anticipates that it

would need to operate the M-Area Air Stripper for the remainder of its 3O-year post-closure period (1987

to 2017) to meet the groundwater protection standard (40 CFR 264.92) for the contaminants

trichloroethylene and tetrachloroethy lene. The air stripper would also treat investigation-derived

hazardous wastes generated from groundwater monitoring wells. Effects of the continued operation of

the M-Area Air Stripper on groundwater quality at SRS would be beneficial because of the continued

removal of volatile organic compounds from groundwater beneath A- and M-Areas.

For the remaining storage and disposal facilities, the most important impact to the groundwater resources

of SRS is the potential for the leaching of radioactive and hazardous constituents by rainfall infiltration.

There is also a potential for groundwater contamination during construction as a consequence of leaks

and spills of oil, fuel, or other chemicals from construction equipment. However, the potential impacts

of such spills or leaks would be mitigated by using spill prevention plans and best management practices,

as described in Section 4.1.2.

DOE would design and construct waste storage facilities and engineered disposal vaults to prevent

releases, as described for the individual facility types in Appendix B, and would inspect and monitor

them to ensure their continued integrity. Their operation, therefore, is very unlikely to adversely affect

groundwater quality during the 30-year period considered in this EIS. Releases to groundwater could

occur, however, whenever active maintenance is discontinued. For shallow land disposal facilities

(i.e., slit trenches), releases could occur sooner. For purposes of assessment, it is assumed that

institutional controls, including active maintenance, would be continued for 100 years. Tbe potential

impacts of releases from both disposal vaults and slit trenches were evaluated by calculating tbe effects

of infiltration and the leaching of radionucl ides from wastes on the concentration of radionucl ides in

groundwater beneath these facilities at a compliance point defined as a hypothetical well 100 meters

(328 feet) away (Toblin 1995). The predicted groundwater concentrations were derived from

information provided in the Radiological Performance Assessment for the E-Area Vaults Disposal

Facili& (Martin Marietta, EG&G, and WSRC 1994). The Radiological Performance Assessment

evaluated disposal of unstabilized waste forms in the intermediate-level waste vaults, low-activity waste

vaults, as well as suspect soil in slit trenches. This evaluation calculated the groundwater concentrations

for each nuclide per curie of that nuclide in each of the waste disposal facilities (intermediate-level waste

I TE

I TE
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TC
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vaults, low-activity waste vaults, and slit trenches). The grOundwater cOncentratiOns predicted in this

environmental impact statement (EIS) were derived by applying these Radiological Performance

Assessment-determined unit dilutiOn factors to the anticipated inventories in each type of facility for

each alternative and waste forecast.

After the draft El S was issued, DOE reevaluated the isotopic inventory of wastes and modified the

inventories assumed in this El S to better reflect waste composition. Because curium-247 and -248 are

not present at detectable concentrations in the current wastes and are not expected to occur at detectable

concentrations in any future waste, these isotopes were removed from the inventories considered in

analysis. Therefore, the curium-247 and -248 exceedances discussed in the draft EIS do not occur under

any alternative.

Thus, the groundwater concentrations were predicted for the alternatives in this EIS by scaling from the

Radiological Performance Assessment based on the number and type of facilities required, the

radionucl ide inventories, and the characteristics of the unstabilized waste forms. Factors such as

retardation of radionuclide movement in groundwater by sorption processes, which differ between

nuclides, were considered, as were the characteristics of the shallow aquifer (through which migration to

surface water would occur). These concentrations were not added to existing groundwater contamination

levels since, as noted below, they would not occur unti I a century or more in the future, after current

groundwater concentrations would have been reduced by natural means (decay) or remediation activities,

Potential contain ination of the deep Middendorf aquifer (former] y known as the Tuscaloosa) was

determined in an earlier EIS (DOE 1987) not to be a concern because of the isolation of that aquifer from

the shallow aquifer affected by these facilities,

The disposal of stabilized waste fores (ashcrete, glass) in slit trenches was not evaluated in the

Radiological Performance Assessment and is subject to completion of performance assessments and

demonstration of compliance with performance objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A

(“Radioactive Waste Management”), Therefore, DOE was unable to base an analysis of stabilized waste

in slit trenches on the Radiological Performance Assessment. The analysis presented in the draft El S did

not account for the reduced mobility of stabilized waste fores in slit trenches, The final EIS assumes

that releases from these wastes in slit trenches would not exceed the performance objectives specified by

DOE Order 5820,2A, As a result of the modified assessment approach, exceedances for uranium and

plutonium isotopes identified in the draft EIS under some alternatives and waste forecasts are no longer

predicted to occur. DOE would re-evaluate the performance assessment and, if necessary, adjust either

the waste acceptance criteria or the inventory limit for the storage or disposal units to ensure compliance
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with these criteria, or standards which may become applicable in the future. The results of apply ing.this

assessment methodology to the different storage and disposal facilities are presented below.

The performance objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A include ensuring that groundwater

resources are protected as required by federal, state, and local requirements. Additionally, public

drinking water standards promulgated in 40 CFR 141 which limit dose to 4 millirem per year were

adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5 (“Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment”).

Compliance with the performance objectives required by DOE is determined by comparing the annnal

dose resulting from drinking 2 liters per day of the contaminated groundwater, This annual dose was

compared with the 4 millirem per year effective dose equivalent criterion specified in DOE

Order 5400.5. The factors used to convert from groundwater concentrations to dose are specified in DOE

Order 5400.5. Assessment of compliance with this dose criterion was based on the potential additive

effects of new units contaminating the same groundwater. The concentration values do not, however,

include the groundwater contamination from prior waste disposal activities at SRS, as presented in

Chapter 3. Grormdwater contamination resulting from the waste disposal under this EIS would be in

addition to existing contamination from past waste disposal. By the time that concentrations resulting

from waste disposal activities evaluated in this EIS reached their peak (at least 97 to 130 years in the

future), the concentrations of contaminants introduced by past disposal will have been substantially

reduced below present concentrations as a result of natural decay processes and any environmental

restoration programs.

Three types of vaults – RCRA-permitted disposal vaults, intermediate-level waste vaults, and

low-activity waste vaults – would be used in E-Area. The existing vaults are subsurface structures

designed to comply with the performance objectives of DOE Order 5820.2A. The performance

assessment described above considered intact vaults operating as designed and a worst-case scenario of a

fractured protective cap and fractured vaults (Martin Marietta, EG&G, and WSRC 1994). The

groundwater analysis (Toblin 1995) determined that during the 30-year period of this EIS ( 1995 through

2024), releases of radionuclides from intermediate-level waste vaults or low-activity waste vaults are not

expected to reach the 100-meter (328-foot) compliance point, even conservatively assuming an

infiltration rate of 40 centimeters per year. The analysis also assumes that failure and collapse of either

type of vault would be expected to occur as a result of normal deterioration within a period ranging from

570 years for the development of cracks in a vault’s roof to over 1,000 years for a root’s collapse.

Under normal conditions vaults are slightly permeable, so some easily-leachable constituents will move

through them and into the groundwater. The modeling results from this groundwater analysis indicate
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that tritium would be the first radiOnuclide detected at the compliance point. Assuming infiltration at a

rate of 40 centimeters per year, the peak concentration of tritium in ground water at the compliance point

would occur after 130 years for the intermediate-level waste vaults and after 97 years for the low-activity

waste vaults. Peak concentrations of tritium in groundwater from these facilities would be 7.3x 10-4 and

1.Ox 10“6 picocuries per liter, respectively, which are very small fractions of the 20,000 picocuries per

liter limit specified in the EPA drinking water standard for this nuclide, and are not measurable by

current instrumentation. In addition, during the 100-year institutional control period, periodic site

inspections would discover any visible degradation of the cover and drainage system constructed over

the vaults after the vaults are closed, and corrective actions fvould be taken.

The modeling results of the groundwater analysis for both types of low-level waste vaults beyond the

institutional control period predicts that no dose of any constituent placed in these vaults under the

no-action alternative would exceed the 4 millirem per year drinking water dose criterion at any time after

disposal. The disposal of wastes in the RCRA-permitted vaults was not evaluated quantitatively. It

would be subject to completion of performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with the

performance objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, DOE has conservatively assumed

that groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-permitted vaults and

all other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would remain within the DOE

performance objective of4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

Releases of nonradioactive constituents from the RCRA-permitted vaults were not evaluated in this EIS.

Hazardous constituent releases to groundwater could occur as a result of vault failure after loss of.

institutional control. The hazardous constituents in these vaults would consist primarily of metals, such

as mercu~ and lead. These do not decay over time as do radioactive constituents such as tritium.

Potential groundwater concentrations of hazardous constituents have not been evaluated, but some

hazardous metals might enter groundwater following degradation of the vaults and waste forms.

Under the no-action alternative, shallow land disposal of radioactive waste would also continue. DOE

Order 5820,2A as now implemented requires that performance assessments for radioactive waste

management at DOE facilities be conducted prior to disposal of wastes. Recently issued guidance for

management of low-level waste at SRS (WSRC 1994a) prohibited shallow land disposal of wastes

without a radiological performance assessment afier March 31, 1995 (see Appendix B.27), The

performance assessment referred to above (Martin Marietta, EG&G, and WSRC 1994) evaluated the

impact of shallow land disposal of suspect soils on groundwater quality near the center of SRS (west of

the E-Area vaults). Modeling results for suspect soils under tbe no-action alternative (Toblin 1995)

indicate that none of the radionuclides analyzed would exceed the 4 millirem per year drinking water
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dose criterion at any time. The projected impacts on groundwater resources at SRS from E-Area disposal

facilities do not consider existing groundwater contamination beneath the Burial Ground Complex, TC

because of the time displacements of the impacts, as discussed earlier,

Under the no-action alternative, DOE would store packaged mixed wastes on concrete pads within each

of the mixed waste storage buildings; each pad would include a concrete sump to collect and contain

leaks per RCRA requirements (see Appendix B. 18). Therefore, it is not anticipated that operation of

these mixed waste storage buildings through the year 2024 would affect the quality of groundwater in the

area. Shallow groundwater in this area flows to Upper Three Runs and Crouch Branch to the north and

northeast and to Foumrile Branch to the south. Mixed waste storage buildings would be located a short

distance from two of these streams (see Figures 4-1 and 4-2). However, these buildings would be above-

grade, zero-release facilities and, as discussed above, releases would not be expected to soils, streams, or

groundwater. If, however, releases did occur, groundwater monitoring around such facilities would

detect contaminants in groundwater and mitigation by containment, removal, and proper disposal of

contaminated media would be implemented,

The no-action alternative also calls for construction of 24 long-lived radioactive waste storage buildings,

19 transuranic and alpha waste storage pads, 26 114-cubic-meter (30,000-gallon) organic waste storage 1:

tanks, and 431 I4-cubic-meter (30,000-galIon) aqueous waste tanks in E-Area (see Figure 4-2). These

storage facilities would be designed and constructed to meet regulatory requirements to protect human

health and the environment, including maintenance of zero releases as noted above. The long-lived

waste storage buildings and the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads would include sumps to collect

and contain leaks. Below-grade organic waste tanks would be constructed with secondary containment

and leak detection and Ieachate collection systems, as required by the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA). Neither the low-level waste and transuranic and alpha waste storage facilities

nor the above- and below-grade mixed waste tanks are expected to adversely affect the quality of

groundwater at SRS under nor3nal circumstances.

Because DOE would not intend to release the areas containing these storage facilities to unrestricted

access, the facilities would not be designed to function for extended time intervals without institutional

control and maintenance. Accordingly, no assessment of potential releases from long-term unattended

operation of these facilities and their contents has been performed.

Tbe Defense Waste Processing Facility and the Z-Area Saltstone Facility would operate under the

no-action alternative for this EIS. High-1evel waste stored in the F- and H-Area tank farms would be

gradually removed for vitrification, storage and pemranent disposal. As the high-level waste is removed
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from the tanks and vitrified, the potential for inadvertent releases to grmrrrdwater would decrease.

Possible effects on groundwater would be minimized with the treatment and ultimate disposal of the

high-level waste. In case Of accidental spills Of salt solution (e.g., from transfer pipes in the tank famrs)

during Defense waste processing Facility operations, the soil would be expected to slow the migration of

contain in ants in the subsurface, and remedial actions would be undertaken to recover as much of the

spilled material as is feasible and to minimize the dispersal of the residual material, The effects on

groundwater of the operation of the Defense Waste Processing Facility and the Saltstone Facility were

presented in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Defense Waste Processing

Facility.

M,. EXP, Max
No
Action

A

B

Q

4.1.4
c

SURFACE WATER RESOURCES

This section examines the no-action alternative activities (described in Section 2.2) that would produce

wastewater discharges tosurface waters andpresents the potential effects on the environment from both

radiological andnonradiological constituents contained in treated wastewater. Theevaluation of these

consequences is based on Section 4.1.3. Evaluation of these consequences assumed that existing

regulatory limits would continue toapply forthevarious nonradiological constituents. The radiological

criterion used asthebasis forthis evaluation comply with DOE Order 54 OO.5and4OCFR 141, the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) national prima~ drinking water regulations.

Spills orleaks could occur from various tanks andequipment. Sumpsand secondary containment armrnd

tanks andvulnerable equipment would capture andcollect spills orleaks iftheywere to occur. Material

that accumulates in sumps and secondary containment would be sampled to determine if contaminants

were present. Ifcontaminated, thewastewater would retreated intheappropriate treatment facility,

such as tbe F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility or the M-Area Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility,

Uncontaminated wastewater would bedischarged viaapemitied outfall tosurface waters. SRShas and

would maintain a best management practices plan, a spill prevention control and countermeasures plan,

andadministrative procedures formonitoring andcleaning upspills topreventthem from reachinga

surface stream.

In construction of the various storage facil ities needed under tbe no-action alternative in E-Area, DOE

would prepare sedimentation and erosion control plans in compliance with state regulations on

stomwater discharges, wbichbecame effective in 1992 aspartofthe Clean Water Act. SRS was issued
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a pemit by SCDHEC (Permit SCR1 00000) that applies to storrnwater runoff during construction

activities. If a project requires disturbing more than 0.02 square kilometer (5 acres) of land, SCDHEC

must approve the sediment and erosion control plan. Facilities or measures taken to control erosion

during the construction phase would be regularly inspected by SCDHEC; the Management and Operating

Contractor’s Environmental Protection Department the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service

(formerly the Soil Conservation Service); and the U.S. Forest Sewice to monitor the effectiveness of the

erosion control measures (particularly following a storer). Corrective measures, if needed, would be

taken by DOE, After facilities begin operating, they would be included in the SRS Storrnwa[er Pollution

Prevention Plan, which details the required stormwater control measures and is one of the criteria of the

stormwater general permit issued to SRS by SCDHEC (Pemrit SCROOOOOO)for operating facilities.

Also, as required by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit, the facilities would be

included in the SRS Best Management Practices Plan,

Studies have been performed to detemrine the effect of stormwater that might infiltrate waste in the

disposal facilities in E-Area and then enter the groundwater. As noted in Section 4.1.3, the incremental

increase in groundwater concentrations of the radionucl ides present in the waste would be small. Most

of the radionuclides would not reach peak concentrations in the river until at least 10,000 years beyond

the present. The tritium would peak in 70 to 237 years at a concentration below 105 picocuries per liter,

which is one billion times below the regulatory limits; iodine-129, selenium-79 and technetium-99 would

peak in 150 to 9,700 years at concentrations below Io-6, 10-6, and 10“4picocuries per Iiter, respective y,

which are also well below regulatory limits (Tnblin 1995). Thus, the impact on tbe Savannah River from

groundwater which reaches the surface and eventually enters the river would be very small.

The M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility (see Appendix B. 15) would not discharge wastewater directly to

a surface stream. However, the wastewater discharged from the scrubber system [an average flow of

approximately 0.5 liter (O.13 gallon) per minute] would be directed to the M-Area Dilute Effluent

Treatment Facility (DOE 1993a), which can adjust the wastewater pH, add alum as a coagulanL settle the

resulting suspended solids, and dewater the solids. Since the wastewater from the scrubber system would

be similar in composition to the wastewater already being treated, the surface water would receive little,

if any, impact from the discharge of this additional treated water. The water resources section in

Appendix E lists the minimum and maximum chemical concentrations found in the effluent from the

M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility, which includes the Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility

(outfall M-004). The treatment facility has been meeting the discharge criteria. The M-Area Liquid

Effluent Treatment Facility has been processing approximately 53 liters (14 gallons) per minute for the

last several years (Amett 1994), but it is designed to treat 100 liters (26 gallons) per minute. Thus, the

additional flow of 0.5 liter (O.13 gallon) per minute from the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility would

I ‘rE

TC

TC
TE

I TE

I TE
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have a very smal I effect on the flOW rate of the water being treated and the effectiveness of the treatment

facility. The treated water would be discharged to Tires Branch via National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System permitted outfall M-004. A DOE environmental assessment (DOE 1993a)

concluded that water quality and indigenous biota within the receiving stream (Tires Branch) would not

be adversely impacted by this discharge of treated water.

Additional wastewater streams would be treated in existing SRS wastewater treatment facilities. The

M-Area Air Stripper removes volati Ie organic compounds from the groundwater beneath A- and

M-Areas. The air stripper is permitted by SCDHEC to treat 2,270 liters (600 gallons) per minute of

contaminated groundwater and operates at approximately 1,900 liters (500 gallons) per minute. Purge

water containing voiati Ie organic compounds from the monitoring wel Is would be treated by the air

stripper. An additional 2 liters (0.53 gallon) per minute average flow of purge water would be treated by

the air stripper. The operation of the air stripper would not be compromised, and the quality of the

effluent would not change.

Additional wastewater would be sent to the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, either directly or after

being treated in one of the high-level waste evaporator systems. The F/H-Area Effluent Treatment

Facility has a design flow rate of 1,135 liters (300 gallons) per minute. The projected additional

wastewater stream for the no-action alternative (based on the expected waste forecast) is estimated to be

1.8 liters (O.48 gallon) per minute. There would also be 26 liters (6.9 gallons) per minute of recycle

water from the Defense Waste Processing Facility being sent to the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment

Facility. Thus, the additional flow of wastewater to be treated would he 27.8 liters (7.3 gallons) per

minute. Since the facility processes approximately 1I4 liters (30 gallons) per minute, this additional

flow would be within its design capability, The Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

Dejerrse Waste Processing Facili~ discusses the effects of this wastewater on the treatment processes.

This release, on an annual basis, represents approximately 15 percent of the total dose to the offsite

maximally exposed individual from liquid releases from SRS in 1993. The water resources section in

Appendix E lists the minimum and maximum chemical concentrations which were reported for the F/H-

Area Effluent Treatment Faci Iity outfall (outfall H-O 16) for 1993. The effluent concentrations have been

in compliance with the permit limits. Since the additional wastewater is of similar composition to the

wastewater already being treated by this system, the quality of the effluent from the F/H-Area Effluent

Treatment Facility is not Iikel y to change. The calculated dose of the various radionucl ides is included in

the tables in Appendix E. TWO mdionuclides account for more than 99 percent of the calculated dose:

tritium and cesium-137 together account for 0.0206 millirem of the total dose of 0.0208 millirem to the

offsite maximal Iy exposed individual over the 30-year period (1995 through 2024)., The impact on

Upper Three Runs from radionuclides would be very small.
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The Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator would eventually replace existing evaporators and

would produce distillate of the same quality as produced by the present evaporators and which would be

treated in the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility. Concentrated waste from the evaporator would be

sent to the Defense Waste Processing Facility (WSRC 1994b). Operation of the replacement evaporator TE

would not change the quality of the wastewater discharges, The wastewater flow would be

approximately the same because the older evaporators would be retired.

Min. EXP.Max
N.
Action

A

B

m

4.1.5 AIR RESOURCES
c

The no-action alternative would result in additional nonradiological and radiological emissions from

SRS. In both cases, the resulting incremental increase in air concentrations at and beyond the SRS

bomrda~ would be very small compared to existing concentrations at and beyond the SRS boundary. I TE

Operations under the no-action alternative would not exceed state or Federal air quality standards.

4.1.5.1 co nstruction

Potential impacts to air quality from construction activities under the no-action alternative would include

fugitive dust and emissions from construction equipment. Fugitive dust results from soil transportation

activities, moving and maintenance of soil piles, and clearing and excavation of soil, Approximately

182,500 cubic meters (239,000 cubic yards) of soil would be displaced in E-Area for the construction of

the treatment, storage, and disposal facilities listed in Section 2.2.7.

The amount of fugitive dust produced was assumed to be proportional to the land area disturbed.

Amounts of fugitive dust for the no-action alternative were calculated from the estimated annual average

amount of soil excavated during construction activities over the 30-year analysis period. Fugitive soil

emissions are based on U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) AP-42 emission factors and the

number of cubic meters of soil excavated (EPA 1985; Hess 1994a). Maximum downwind concentrations

at the SRS boundary for total suspended particulate and particulate matter less than 10 microns in

diameter were calculated using EPA’s TSCREEN model (EPA 1988).

Exhaust emissions from construction equipment were calculated from estimates of the types and number

of earth-moving equipment required and from EPA AP-42 emission factors. Maximum downwind
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: the SRS boundary were calculated using EPA’s TSCREEN modelconcentrations for criteria

(EPA 1988).

pollutants al

The 30-year average annual concentrations due to construction activities are shown in Table 4-1. The

increases in SRS-boundary concentrations due to construction activities would be less than state and

Federal ambient air quality standards for all air contaminants.

Table 4-1. Average increase over baseline’ of criteria pollutants at the SRS boundary from construction-
related activities under the no-action alternative.

Existing + increase

TE

TC

TE

No-action alternative SCDHEC as p;rcent of

Averaging Baseline Increased standarde standard

Pollutant time (mg/m3)b,c (m~m3) (m#m3) (%)f

Nitrogen

oxides

Sulfur dioxide

1 year 14 0.01 100 14

3 hours
24 hours
I year

857
213

17

65.65
1,27

<0.olg

1>919
302

0.01

1,300
365

80

71
59
21

Carbon
monoxide

Total
suspended
particulate

Particulate
matter less than
IOmicrons in
diameter

1 hour
8 hours

171
22

40,000
I0,000

5
3

1 year 43 75 57

24 hours
1 year

85
25

5.24
0.01

150
50

60
50

a. Baseline includes background concentrations and the contributions from existing sources.
b. Micrograms per cubic meter,
c. Source: Stewart (1994).
d. Source: Hess (1994a).
e. Source SCDHEC (1976).
f. Percent of standard = 100 x (existing sources+ baseline+ increase) divided by regulatory standard.
g. < is read as “less than.”

4.1.5.2 @rations

The following facilities were included in the no-action alternative air dispersion modeling analysis: the

Defense Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation; additional organic waste storage

tanks; the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; additional mixed waste storage tanks (E-Area); and

hazardous and mixed waste storage facilities.
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Air emissions from disposal vaults in E-Area are very small because solvents and solvent-contaminated

rags are not disposed of in the vaults. Solvents and solvent-contaminated rags are stored in drums, with

pressure relief valves that release with pressures greater than 280 grams per square centimeter (4 pounds

per square inch), located in the hazardous waste and mixed waste storage buildings, Emissions are very ~E

small under routine operating conditions because pressure changes greater than 280 grams per square

centimeter (4 pounds per square inch) would occur only during emergency conditions, such as a fire.

To determine which facility source terms should be revised to accurately reflect the structure of

operations of the no-action alternative, a thorough review of facilities was performed, The following

summarizes facility source terms that were not changed and the rationale for not modifying them,

Changes in impacts to maximum boundary-line concentrations would not be expected to result from the

continued operation of the F- and H-Area evaporators, the FiH-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, the lead

melter, solvent reclamation units, the silver recovery unit, the Organic Waste Storage Tank, Savannah

River Technology Center ion exchange process, the low-level waste compactors, or the M-Area Air

Stripper, because these facilities are currently operating. Additional organic emissions from the M-Area

Air Stripper due to the treatment of investigation-derived waste from groundwater monitoring well

operations would be less than 13 kilograms (29 pounds) per yea~ the incremental contribution to

maximum boundary-line concentrations would be very small [less than 0.005 micrograms per cubic

meter, based on TSCREEN modeling and Hess ( 1995a)]. Additional organic emissions from the

F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility would be 2.7 kilograms (6 pounds) per yeaq the incremental TC

impact would he very small (Hess 1994b),

4.1.5.2.1 Nonradiological Air Emissions Impacts

Table 4-2 shows maximum ground-level concentrations at the SRS boundary for nonradiological air

polhrtants emitted under the no-action alternative. Air dispersion modeling was perfomed with

calculated emission rates for facilities not yet operating and actual 1990 emission levels for facilities

currently operating (Stewart 1994). For proposed facilities for which permit limits have not yet been

established, emissions were estimated based on operational processes (see Appendix B) and data

obtained from similar activities at SRS and other waste management facilities. The dispersion

calculations for criteria pollutants were performed with 1991 meteorological data from H-Area. DOE

used periods ranging from 1 hour to 1 year to model criteria pollutant concentrations, which correspond

to the averaging periods found in South Carolina’s “Ambient Air Quality Standards” (SCDHEC 1976).

I TC
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ITable 4-2. Changes in maximum ground-level concentrations of criteria pollutants at the SRS boundary
from operation activities under the no-action alternative.

I Existing
Existing +

Regulatory Background Increase in background +

TC Averaging sources standards concentration concentration increase as percent

‘b I Poli”tant time (p/m3)a,b (p/m3)c (~/m3)d (y/m3) of standard (“A)e

Nitrogen oxides 1 year 6 100 8 0.11 ldf

Sulfur dioxide 3 hour
24 hour
1 year

823
196

14

171
22

13

51
3

4X1O-4

2
1
0.4
0. I

I300
365

80

34
17
3

15.36
2.8
0.08

67
59
21

I Carbon monoxide 1 hour
8 hour

NA8
NA

24.2
4.03

0.5
0.3I0;000

75Total suspended 1 yew

TC parriculates

30 2.02 60

I Paniculate matter 24 hour
< 10 microns in I year
diameter

150
50

34
22

5.20
0.13

60
50

Lead 3 months I.5 0.o1 I o 0.8

Gaseous fluorides 12 hour
(as hydrngen 24 hour
flunride) I week

3.7
2,9
1,6

0.8

NA
NA
NA
NA

0.0019

9XI0-4

3.5XI0-4

9XI0-5

54
35
25
131 month

a.
b.
c,
d.

TE I e.

Micrograms per cubic meter.
Source: Stewart (1994).
Source: SCDHEC ( 1976).
Source: SCDHEC ( 1992).
Percent of standard’= 100 x (existing sources+ background+ increase in concentration) divided by regulato~
standard,
For example, 6 + 8 +0, I I divided by 100 would equal 14.11 percent, rounded to the nearest whole number,
14 percent.

f.

NA = not applicable.g.—

Maximum ground-level concentrations for nonradiological air pollutants were determined from the

Industrial Source Complex Version 2 Dispersion Model using maximum potential emissions from all the

facilities proposed in the no-action alternative (Stewart 1994). The calculations for the dispersion of

carcinogenic toxic substances were performed with 199 I meteorological data from H-Area. Modeled air

toxic concentrations for carcinogens were based on an annual averaging period and are presented in

Section 4.1.12.2,2. To get a 30-year exposure period, annual averages were calculated by adding all

emissions occurring in an annual period, and then proportioning the emissions on a unit-time basis

(e.g., grams per second). Under the no-action alternative, emissions of noncarcinogenic air toxics are

very small. Maximum boundary-line concentrations for all SCDHEC air toxics are very small and are

below SCDHEC regulato~ standards. They are presented in the SCDHEC Regulation No. 62.5 Srandard
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No. 2 and Standard No. 8 Compliance Modeling Report Input/Output Data (WSRC 1993b) and in

Section 3,5 of this EIS.

4.1.5.2.2 Radiological Air Emissions Impacts

Offsite maximally exposed individual and population doses are presented for atmospheric releases

resulting from routine operations under the no-action alternative. The largest sources of radionuclides

would be from activities at the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads, the F- and H-Area tank farms,

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, and the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility.

SRS-specific computer models MAXIGASP and POPGASP (Hamby 1992) were used to determine the

maximum individual dose at the SRS bounda~ and the 80-kilometer (50-mile) population dose,

respectively, resulting from routine atmospheric releases. See Appendix E for detailed facility-specific

isotopic and dose data,

Table 4-3 shows the doses to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population as a

consequence of the normal radiological emissions from the no-action alternative activities. The

calculated incremental committed effective annual dose equivalent to the hypothetical offsite maximally

exposed individual would be 1.2x 10-4 millirem [doses were calculated using dose factors provided by

Simpkins (1994a)], which is well within the annual dose limit of 10 millirem for SRS atmospheric

releases. In comparison, an individual living near SRS receives a dose of 0,25 millirem from all current

releases of radioactivity at SRS (Amett 1994).

Table 4-3. Annual radiological doses to individuals and the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles)

of SRS from atmospheric releases under the no-action altemative,a

Offsite maximally

exposed individual Population

Release Dose Dose
Pathway (millirem) (verson-rem)

LO04-13

LO04-13

TE

Atmospheric 1.2 X10-4 2.9x I0-4 I TC

a. Source: Simpkins (1994a). I TE

The annual incremental dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 mi Ies) of SRS from the no-action

alternative would be 2,9x 10-4 person-rem. In comparison, the collective dose received from natural

sources of radiation is approximately 1.95x 105 person-rem (Amett, Karapatakis, Mamatey 1994),

Sections 4.1.12.1 and 4.1.12.2 describe the potential health effects of these releases on the workers and

public, respectively.
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No
Acfi.n

A

B

Q

4.1.6 ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

c

Under the no-action alternative, disturbed areas would be cleared and graded to build new waste storage

TE Iand disposal facilities. (Areas aregiven inacres; toconveti tosquare kilometers, multiply by O.OO4O47.)

TC Approximately 160 acres of the following types of woodlands would be cleared and graded by 2024:

. 7acresofslash pineplantedin 1959

. 42acres ofloblolly pine planted in 1987

. 26acres ofwhite oak, redoak, andhickory regeneratedin 1922

TC I . 44acres oflongleafpine planted in1922,1931,0r 1936

. 3acresoflobiolly pineplantedin 1946

. 20acres oflongleafpine planted in 1988

. 18acres from which mixed pine/hardwood wasrecently hawested

Larger, more mobile animal species inhabiting the undeveloped portions Of the site, such as fOx, raccoOn,

bobcat, gray squirrel, and white-tailed deer would be able to avoid the clearing and grading equipment

and escape; smaller, less mobile species such as reptiles, amphibians, and small mammals could be killed

ordisplaced bythelogging andearth-moving equipment. Although theanimals displaced by

construction will likely suwivefor some time innewly established home ranges, these individuals or

TE I those whose homeranges they infringe onmaydie orexperience decreased reproduction. The net result

of theconstruction would belesshabitat andtherefore fewer individuals. lftheclearing were done in the

spring andsummer, birds' nests, including nestlings andeggs, would be destroyed. Hardwood-

TE I dorninatedsi tesonsteep slopes andinwetlands would beavoided whenever possible. Approximately

15 percent of the total acreage of mature hardwoods in or near E-Area would be cleared (Figure 3-9).

The clearing of hardwoods would be restricted to some upland areas required for sediment ponds

(Figures 3-9 and 4-2).

Construction and operation of storage and disposal facilities within the previously cleared and graded

portions of E-Area would have little effect on terrestrial wildlife, Wildlife habitat in these areas is poor

and characterized by mowed grassy areas with few animals. Birds and mammals that use these areas,

Inostly for feeding, would be displaced by construction activities, but it is unlikely that they would be

physically harmed or killed.
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The undeveloped land between the M-Line railroad and the E-Area expansion and extending northwest

of F-Area is described in Section 3.6, Animal species common to these areas are typical of the mixed

pinehardwood forests of South Carolina and are described in Section 3.6.1.

Wetlands would not be affected by construction on the developed or undeveloped lands (Ebasco 1992).

Potential adverse effects to the downstream wetlands, aquatic macroinvertebrate, and fish species of

Crouch Bmncb and five small unnamed tributaries to Upper Three Runs would be minimized during

construction by installing sediment and erosion control devices before clearing begins, maintaining the

sediment and erosion control devices, properly grading the slopes, and stabilizing the site, By state law,

construction activities on SRS must have an approved sediment and erosion control plan (see Section

4. 1.2). Proper construction and maintenance of sediment ponds and stormwater basins would mitigate

adverse effects to the wetlands during operation of waste storage and disposal facilities, Additional

sediments are not likely to reach the wetlands adjacent to Upper Three Runs.

The effect of additional wastewater discharges to surface waters for the no-action alternative are

presented in Section 4.1.4. Small changes would occur to discharge rates, but the wastewater discharges

would remain within permit limits. The aquatic biota in the receiving streams would not be affected

because the water quality would not change.

Suitable habitat for tbe red-cockaded woodpecker exists in the area adjacent to E-Area. Red-cockaded

woodpeckers prefer to nest in living pine trees over 70 years of age and forage in pine stands over

30 years of age (Wike et al. 1994). Trees suitable for nesting and foraging are found throughout SRS. In

1986, DOE and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service agreed on a red-cockaded woodpecker management

plan at SRS, which is based on dividing SRS into two management areas (Henry 1986) (Figure 4-3).

One management area (11 2,000 acres; Management Area Two) forms a natural buffer just within the

SRS bounda~. This management area contains most of the suitable red-cockaded woodpecker habitat

on SRS and all the active colonies. Timber in this area is managed to produce a viable population of

red-cockaded woodpeckers. The red-cockaded woodpecker population has increased from 5 in 1985 to

77 in 1994 (LeMaster 1994a).

The other management area (69,000 acres; Management Area One; Figure 4-3) includes developed areas

of SRS and adjacent woodland. E-Area and the area of proposed expansion are located within this

management area. While potential red-cockaded woodpecker habitat occurs within this area, no active

colonies or birds have been identified. By agreement between DOE and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Management Area Two, the outer ring of the SRS, has been dedicated to enhancement of
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Figure 4-3. SRSnatural reso"rce management weas, Savannah River Swamp, kwer~ree Runscomidor, and
research set-aside areas.
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red-cockaded woodpecker populations and habitat, and reserved for timber management activities

compatible with this goal. In the same agreement, Management Area One, the central core of SRS that

includes E-Area, has been dedicated to DOE mission requirements and intensive timber management,

The area northwest of F-Area contains suitable nesting and foraging habitat, This area was surveyed for

red-cockaded woodpeckers in 1993 and no colonies or foraging birds were located (LeMaster 1994a),

Because of tbe intensive red-cockaded woodpecker management conducted on most of SRS, clearing of

this land would not affect red-cockaded woodpeckers.

The smooth coneflower is another Federally protected species on SRS. It grows in open woods, in cedar

barrens, along roadsides, in clearcuts, and in powerline rights-of-way – habitat which is available in the

area. However, the species was not found in or near E-Area during 1992 or 1994 botanical surveys

(LeMaster 1994b),

One Federally listed Category 2 species, tbe American sandburrowing mayfly, is known to occur in

Upper Three Runs. Several Federally listed Category 2 animal species could occur on the site proposed

for new construction. These species include the southern hognose snake, northern pine snake,

loggerhead sbrike, and Bacbman’s sparrow,

Botanical surveys performed during 1992 and 1994 by the Savannah River Forest Station located four

populations of rare plants in or adjacent to E-Area (see Figure 4-4). One population of Nestronia

umbellrda (a shrub) and three populations of Oconee azalea (Rhododerrdrorrflammeum) were located on

the steep slopes adjacent to the Upper Three Runs floodplain (LeMaster 1994b). Tbe Oconee azalea is a

South Carolina-listed rare species. Nesfrorria timbellrda was a Federally listed Category 2 species that

was found to be more abundant than previously believed; consequently, it is no longer 1isted (USF WS

1993). These species would not be adversely impacted by the no-action alternative.

DOE prepared a Protected Species Survey (April 1995) based on information presented in tbe draft EIS

and submitted it to tbe U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service as part

of the formal consultation process in compliance with the Endangered Species Act of 1973. The survey

is included as Appendix J of this EIS. Both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and tbe National Marine

Fisheries Service concur with DOE’s determination of no jeopardy (i.e., no impact to endangered

species) for the proposed project in the no-jeopardy opinions contained in Appendix J. However, both

agencies stated that additional consultation would be necessa~ as siting for new facilities proceeds.

DOE has committed to conduct additional protected species surveys as needed, and to consult with these

agencies should changes occur in the proposed project and as new waste management facilities are

planned.

I TE
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Figure 4-4. Rmeplants located near E-Amaduring Savannah River Forest Station l992md
1994 botanical surveys.
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TC I

TE I

No
Action

A

B

m

4.1.7 LAND USE

c

Land use impacts were evaluated on the basis of the amount of land that would be cleared to build

facilities that otherwise would be available for non-industrial uses such as natural resource conservation

or research, or future, but unidentified, land options.

DOE would use approximately 0.98 square kilometer (160 acres of undeveloped; 81 acres of developed)

of land in E-Area for activities associated with the no-action alternative. SRS has about 181,000 acres of

undeveloped land, which includes wetlands and other areas that cannot he developed, and 17,000 acres of

developed land.

Activities associated with the no-action alternative would not affect current SRS land-use plans; E-Area

was designed as an area for nuclear facilities in the Draft 1994 Lar?d- Use Baseline Report (WSRC

1994c). Furthermore, no part of E-Area has been identified as a potential site for future new missions.

According to the FY 1994 Draft Site Deve[oprrrerrt P/an (DOE 1994a), proposed future land management

plans specify that E-Area be characterized and remediated for environmental contamination in its

~ntiret~, if necessarY. Decisions on future SRS land uses will be made by DOE through the site

development, land-use, and future-use planning processes, including public input through avenues such

as the Citizens Advisory Board as required by DOE Order 4320. I B.

Min. EXD. Max.
No
Aclion

A

a

m

4.1.8 SOCIOECONOMICS
c

This section describes the potential effects of the no-action alternative on the socioeconomic resources in

the region of influence. This assessment is based on the estimated construction and operations personnel

required to implement this alternative (Table 4-4). Impacts to socioeconomic resources can be evaluated

by examining the potential effects from both the construction and operation of each waste management

alternative on factors such as employment, income, population, and community resources in the region

of influence.
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Table 4-4. Estimated construction and operations employment under the no-action altemative.a

Construction Operations

Year employment employment

1995 30 1,880

1996 50 1,880

1997 50 2,000

1998 40 2$210

1999 40 2,310

2000 40 2,420

2001 40 2,420

2002 40 2>420

2003 40 2>450

2004 40 2,450

2005 40 2,450

2006 40 2,450

2007 40 2,450

2008 40 2,450

2009 40 2,450

2010 40 2,450

2011 40 2,450

2012 40 2>450

2013 40 2,450

2014 40 2,450

2015 40 2,450

2016 40 2,450

2017 40 2,450

2018 40 2,450

2019 40 2,450

2020 40 2,450

2021 40 2,450

2022 40 2,450

2023 40 2,450

2024 40 2,450

a. Source: Hess (1995 a, b).

TC
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4.1.8.1 Construction

Construction employment associated with the no-action alternative is expected to peak in 1996 and 1997
TC

with approximately 50 jobs (Table 4-4). Given the normal fluctuation of employment in the construction

industry, DOE does not expect a net change in regional construction employment from implementation

of the no-action alternative. Therefore, DOE does not expect socioeconomic resources in the region to

be affected.

4.1.8.2 0? erations

Operations employment associated with implementation of the no-action alternative would peak during
Tc

2003 through 2024 with an estimated 2,450 jobs (Table 4-4), which represents approximately 12 percent

of the 1992 SRS employment. DOE expects that these jobs would be filled through the reassignment of

existing workers, Thus, DOE anticipates that socioeconomic resources would not be affected by changes

in operations employment,

Min. Exp. Max.
N.
Action

A

s

m

4.1.9 CULTURAL RESOURCES
c

Potential impacts on cultural resources can be evaluated by identifying tbe known or expected impofiant

resources in the areas of potential impact and activities that could directly or indirectly affect those

significant resources, Potential impacts \vould vary by alternative relative to the amount of land

disturbed for construction, modification, and/or operation of waste management facilities. No areas of

religious impoflance to Native American tribes have been identified within areas to be disturbed by

construction and operation of facilities associated with the no-action alternative. While several tribes

have indicated general concerns about SRS (see Section 3.9.2), no tribe bas specifically identified SRS or

specific portions of SRS as possessing religious importance,

A Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement between the DOE Savannah River Operations Office, the

South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

(SRARP 1989), which was ratified on August 24, 1990, is the instrument for the management of cultural

resources at SRS. DOE uses this memorandum to identify cultural resources, assess them in terms of

eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places, and develop mitigation plans for affected
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resources in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer. DOE will comply with the ~erms

of the memorandum for activities required to support waste management activities.

Construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area would not affect archaeological

resources because this area has been disturbed. Most of the construction activities that would take place

to the north of the currently developed portion of E-Area would be within an area that was surveyed in

1986 as a potential site for waste disposal facilities (Figure 4-5) (Brooks, Hanson, and Brooks 1986). No TE

important cultural resources were discovered during that sumey, and further archaeological work would

not be required prior to construction in this area,

As shown in Figure 4-5, there are two small areas of unsurveyed land to the east and northeast of the

currently developed portion of E-Area that would be used to support the no-action alternative. In

compliance with the Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement (SRARP 1989), DOE would survey

these areas before beginning construction. If important resources were discovered, DOE would avoid

them or remove them.

The Savannah River Archaeological Research Program has recently completed an archaeological survey

of a 4-square-kilometer (1,000-acre) parcel of undeveloped land within E-Area to the north and

northwest of F-Area (Figure 4-5). During this survey,33 archaeological sites were identified, 120f

which may reeligible forlisting on the National Register of Historic Places. However,

recommendations oneligibi litymade by the Savannah River Archaeological Research Program are not

binding until the South Carolina State Historic Preservation Officer concurs with the recommendations.

DOEexpects toreceive concurrence in 1995. Oneofthe 12sites that may reeligible forlisting on the

National Register of Historic Places would bedisturbed byconstruction ofasediment pond. Some

potential exists that other important archaeological sites in the vicinity of new waste management

facilities could be indirectly affected if the introduction of contamination were to make the area

unsuitable foradditional research activities orifoperation of thenewfacilities were to bringa larger

pemanent workforce closer tothe sites. Before beginning construction inthisarea, the Savannah River

Archaeological Research Program and DOE would complete the consultation process with the State

Historic Preservation Officer and develop mitigation action plans to ensure that important archaeological

resources would beprotected andpreserved (Sassaman 1994).

I TE
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Figure 4-5. Location ofprevious mchaeological suweyareas andsignificant archaeological sites
in E-Area.
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B
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4.1.10 AESTHETICS AND SCENIC RESOURCES

c

Impacts were evaluated onthebasis ofvisibili& ofnewfacilities from offsite. Under the no-action

alternative, the facilities DOE plans to construct in E-Area would not adversely affect scenic resources or

aesthetics. E-Area isalready dedicated to industrial use. Newconstmction would not bevisibleoff SRS

or from public access roads on SRS. Thenewfacilities would notproduce emissions to the atmosphere

that would be visible or that would indirectly reduce visibility,

B

w

4.1.11 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION
c

DOE analyzed impacts under each alternative that would result from changes in daily commuter and

truck traffic. Traffic impacts are expressed as increases in vehicles per hour and in the number of

hazardous and radioactive waste shipments by truck. As a road’s carrying capacity is approached, the

likelihood of traffic accidents increases. Similarly, the more truck shipments on a given road, the

greater the probability of a traffic accident involving a truck, Increases in either condition could cause

an increase in traffic fatalities,

DOE also evaluated the impacts that transportation of low-level, mixed, transuranic, and hazardous

wastes would have on individuals located onsite and offsite, These impacts were determined by the

TE I calculatiOnOfdOse andexpressedashealth effects (i.e,thenumberO fexcessfatalca"cersresultingfrom

exposure to radioactive waste shipments). High-level waste was excluded from the analyses because it is

not transported by vehicle.

Impacts from incident-free (normal) transport and postulated transportation accidents involving onsite

shipment of radioactive waste over 30 years were calculated for the no-action alternative. Offsite

transportation impacts were also calculated. The only traffic increases considered were from

construction workers traveling to and from the site,
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4.1.11.1 m

Vehicle counts were estimated from current and projected levels of SRS employment (Turner 1994) and

waste shipments. The baseline number of vehicles per hour was estimated from values in Smith (1989)

and Swygert ( 1994). Table 4-5 shows estimated peak vehicles per hour for representative on site and

offsite roads. The table also shows the design carrying capacity for the roads (vehicles per hour) and the

percentage of this design carrying capacity that the expected traffic represents. Vehicles per hour on

offsite roads represent daily maximum values, while vehicles per hour onsite represent peak morning

traffic. For the no-action alternative, the year when the most people would be employed was used to

determine the change from the baseline. These traffic analyses conservatively assume that each worker

drives a vehicle and arrives at E-Area during the peak commuter traffic hour.

Table 4-5. Number of vehicles per hour during peak hours under the no-action alternative.

Design capacity 1994 baseline traffica No-action alternative change
(vehicles per (percentage of design (percentage of design

Road hour) capac ity)b capacity)c

Offsite

Sc 19 3,000d 2,800d(93) 21 (94)

SC 125 3,200d 2,700d(84) 20(85)

Sc 57 2,100d 7ooe(33) 6(34)

Onsite

TC

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

f,

g
h,

Road Eat E-Area 2,300e 741 f>g(32) 47h(34) 1:
Vehicles per hour baseline traffic for 1994 was estimated from actual counts measured in 1989
(offsite) and 1992/1993 (onsite) (Smith 1989) by adjusting vehicle counts by the change in SRS
employment be~een measured years and 1994.

Numbers in parentheses indicate percentage of carrying capacity.
Percentage of design capacity changed between the draft and final EIS because the manpower
numbers are based on construction costs which were modified after the draft was issued to better

reflect actual costs.
Adapted from Smith (1989).
Adapted from TRB (1985).

Source: Swygert ( I994).
Morning traffic traveling to E-Area.

Maximum number of construction workers (Hess 1995a, b). I TE

For the no-action alternative, the roads’ carrying capacities would not be exceeded by the workforce

increase of 47 vehicles per hour. DOE would not expect adverse impacts from traffic associated with the I TC

no-action alternative.
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Impacts of daily truck traffic associated with onsite shipments of hazardous and radioactive waste were

analyzed for the no-action alternative. These shipments, presented in Table 4-6, are assumed to occur

during normal working hours (versus cOmmuter hours), and therefore, would have very little effect on

the roadway carrying capacity. Hazardous waste shipments include shipments from accumulation areas

to the RCRA-permitted storage buildings and from the storage buildings to offsite treatment and disposal

facilities, Shipments of radioactive waste include those from the generators to the treatment, storage, or

disposal facilities.

Table 4-6. Projected SRS hazardous and radioactive waste shipments by tmck.a

No-action alternative

Waste Type Destination Total Shipments (1994 baseline traffic)b

Hazardous Onsite/Offsite 101,437 14

Low-level On site 1,559 7

Mixed Onsite/Offsite 58,349 8

Transuranicc Onsite 3,790 1

Total Shipments per day 30

a, To arrive at shipments per day, the total number of waste shipments estimated for the 30 years

considered in this EIS was divided by 30 to determine estimated shipments per year, These numbers
were divided by 250, which represents working days in a calendar year, to determine shipments per
day.

b. Shipments per day. 1994 baseline traffic is assumed to equal the no-action alternative using
expected waste volumes,

c, Includes mixed and nonmixed transuranic waste shipments,

Under tbe no-action alternative, daily truck shipments would be the same as for tbe baseline. This

assumption was based on transportation data (Hess 1994c) developed from historical shipping

configurations for each \vaste. Baseline waste volumes were estimated from the 30-year expected waste

forecast. DOE expects that impacts from waste shipments under the no-action alternative would be the

same as for baseline waste management activities. Numbers of shipments assumed under the no-action

alternative aregiven in Tables E,3-1 through E,3-3,

[n 1992, South Carolina had a highway fatality rate of 2,3 per 100 million miles driven (SCDOT 1992),

At this rate, an estimated 5.5 fatalities would be expected to occur annually within the commuter

population for the baseline case based on a 40-mile round-trip commute 250 times a year (see

Section 3.11,2.1). Fortheno-action alternative, anadditional 47workers would beexpected to drive an

additional one-half million miles per year, which ispredicted to result in Iessthan one additional traffic

fatality.
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The occurrence of highway injuries and prompt fatalities for truck accidents can be estimated from data

reported by the National Highway Safety Council (DOT 1982), Injuries occur in 24 percent of all single

truck accidents. The estimated injury- and fatality-causing accident rates are 3.2x 10-7 and 1,2x 10-7 per

mile traveled, respectively.

Trucks carrying hazardous waste have an accident rate of 1.4x 10-6 accidents per mile traveled for all

road types. An estimated 20 percent of these truck accidents will result in a release of hazardous

materials (EPA 1984).

Based on these statistics, an analysis (Rollins 1995) was pcrfomed to determine impacts from shipments

of hazardous and radioactive materials for the 30-year period of interest for this EIS, For the no-action

alternative, 7,200 annual (onsite and offsite) hazardous and radioactive waste shipments would travel TC

approximately 600,000 miles and would result in slightly less than 1 accident with 0.074 prompt fatality. TE

Accidents involving the release of hazardous material would be expected to occur, on average, once in 6

years.

The analysis determined that the largest impacts would occur for alternative B – maximum waste

forecast. For this case, 22,000 annual (onsite and offsite) hazardous and radioactive waste shipments

would travel approximately 1.9 million miles, leading to an expectation of less than 3 accidents with 0.23

prompt fatality, Accidents involving the release of hazardous material would be expected to occur, on

average, once in 4 years. Impacts for all other alternatives and waste forecasts would be lower. These

impacts are considered very small and are not discussed further in this EIS.

4.1.11.2 Transportation

DOE used tbe RADTRAN (Neuhauser and Kanipe 1992) computer codes to model the transportation of

radioactive materials. These computer codes were configured with applicable SRS demographics and

transportation accident rates (HNUS 1995a). The parameters for the RADTRAN analysis include the

package dose rate, the number of packages per shipment, the number of shipments, the distance traveled,

the fraction of travel in rural, suburban, and (for offsite transportation) urban population zones, traffic

counts, travel speed, and type of highway traveled. Transpofi of radioactive material within a particular

facility was excluded from this assessment because it involves operational transfers that are not defined

as transportation and that would be included in facility accidents (e.g., Section 4.1. 13). A more detailed

breakdown of the transportation analysis by waste type is provided in Appendix E. Other model

assumptions and input parameters are described in HNUS (1995a).

TC

TE

TE
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DOE analyzed the impacts that transportation of low-level, mixed, transuranic, and hazardous wastes

would have on individuals located onsite and offsite. Doses from incident-free (normal) transport of

waste over 30 years and from postulated transportation accidents involving radioactive waste were

calculated for each alternative. Finally, health effects, expressed as the number of excess latent cancer

fatalities associated with tbe estimated doses, were calculated by multiplying the resultant occupational

and general public doses by the risk factors of 0.0004 (for occupational health) and 0.0005 (for the

general public) excess latent cancer fatalities per person-rem (ICRP 1991 ). For individuals, the

calculated value represents the additional probability of developing a latent fatal cancer.

The AXAIR89Q (Hess 1995c) computer code uses SRS-specific meteorological data to model releases

offsite from postulated onsite accidents. AXAIR89Q conservatively calculates the offsite individual and

population doses because it uses very conservative air quality parameters (99.5 percent of the time the

actual meteorology at SRS is less severe than that used by the model). For the transportation analyses,

seven hypothetical human receptor groups were identified:

Uninvolved worker: The SRS employee who is not assigned to the transportation activity but is

located along tbe normal transportation route at an assumed distance of 30 meters (98 feet) and

would be exposed to radiation from the normal transport shipment. Doses are repofied in units of

rem,

Uninvolved workers: The collective SRS employee population not assigned to the transportation

activity that would receive external or internal radiation exposure from normal onsite shipments

and accidents. About 7,000 SRS employees would be exposed to routine shipments and as many

as 6,OOOcould be exposed to radiation in the event of an accident. Doses are reported in units of

person-rem,

Involved workers: The collective SRS employee population assigned to the transportation activity

(i.e., twO transpOfi crew and six package handlers per shipment) that would receive external

radiation exposure from normal transport of shipments. These workers are allowed to receive a

greater radiation dose than the general public. Doses are reported in units of person-rem,

Offsite maximally exposed individual: The member of the public located at the point along the

SRS bounda~ that receives the highest ground-level radioactive material concentration and who

would receive external or internal radiation exposure from an onsite transportation accident.

Doses are reported in units of rem,
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Offsite population: The members of the public in the compass sector most likely to experience

the maximum collective dose due to radioactive material released from an onsite transportation

accident. Approximate y 182,000 people are considered part of the offsite population. Doses are

reported in units of person-rem.

Remote maximally exposed individual: The member of the public located along the offsite

transportation route who would receive radiation exposure from normal transport. Doses are

reported in units of rem.

Remote population: Members of the public (as many as 1,837 people per square kilometer) along

the offsite transportation route who would receive external or internal radiation exposure from

nornral shipments and accidents. Members of the remote population who would be exposed to

incident-free shipments by rail number about 200,000, and about 130,000 for truck shipments. As

many as 3 million people have the potential to be exposed to offsite accidents involving the

transport of radioactive wastes.

4.1.11.2.1 Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

The magnitude of incident-free impacts depends on the dose rate at the surface of the transport vehicle,

the exposure time, and the number of people exposed. Radiological consequences of incident-free

transport would result from external exposure to radiation by the vehicle crew and package handlers and

by the uninvolved workers along the transportation route (including those in vehicles sharing the route at

the time of transport). For each waste and package @pe, external dose rates at 1 meter (3,3 feet) from the

transport vehicle were calculated and used to calculate incident-free consequences to onsite receptors

(HNUS 1995a). Duration of exposure depends on the speed of the transport vehicle and the distance it

travels. Additionally, occupational exposure time depends on the number of shipments and how long it

takes to load each transport vehicle.

Annual incident-free doses for the no-action alternative are shown in Table 4-7. The uninvolved worker

dose represents the maximum annual exposure from each waste type (shown in Appendix E). Using

conservative assumptions, involved workers would experience the highest doses because they would be

closest to the waste. Of the waste types handled by these workers, low-level waste would deliver the

highest dose due to the types of radionuclides present.

TC

TE

ITE
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Table 4-7. Annual dose and associated excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free onsite transport
of radioactive material under the no-action alternative.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers

Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.011 2.0 150

Mixed 5.5 XI0-5 0.12 4.3

I Transuranic I,3X1O-4 0.0095 0.15

Totalc o.olld 2.le 150e

Excess latent

I cancer fatalities 4,5xlo-6f 8.4x 10-4g 0.060g
—
a.

e.
f.

&

See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which makeup each waste type. Dose is based on
exposure to all waste streams of a particular waste type.
See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of the receptors.
Totals are rounded to two significant figures.

Assumes the same individual has maximum exposure to each waste stream (Appendix E) for a single
year.
Dose from 1 year of exposure to incident-free transportation of all waste streams (see Appendix E).

Represents additional probability of an excess latent cancer fatality.
Values equal the total dose x the risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem),

The concepts of fractions of fatalities may be applied to estimate the effects of exposing a population to

radiation, For example, in a population of 100,000 people exposed only to background radiation

(0.3 rem per year), 15 latent cancer fatalities per year would be inferred to be caused by the radiation

(I 00,000 persons x 0.3 rem per year x 0.0005 latent cancer fatalities per person-rem = 15 latent cancer

fatalities per year).

Sometimes calculations of the number of latent cancer fatalities associated with radiation exposure do

not yield whole numbers, and, especially in environmental applications, may yieId numbers less than 1.0.

For example, if a population of 100,000 were exposed as above, but to a total dose of only 0.001 rem, the

collective dose would be 100 person-rem, and the corresponding estimated number of latent cancer

fatalities would be 0.05 ( 100,000 persons x 0.001 rem x 0.0005 latent cancer fatalities per person-rem

= 0.05 latent fatal cancers).

In this instance, 0,05 is the average number of deaths that would result if the same exposure situation

TE I were appliedtOmanydiffere”tgro”psof 100,000 people. Inmostgroups,no cme(Opeople)wmddin cur

a latent cancer fatality from the 0.001 rem dose each member would have received. In a small fraction of

the groups, I latent fatal cancer would result; in exceptionally few groups, 2 or more latent fatal cancers

would occur. The average number of deaths over all of the groups would be 0,05 latent fatal cancers

fjust as the average of O, 0,0, and 1 is 1/4, or 0.25). The most likely outcome is O latent cancer fatalities.
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4.1.11.2.2 Radiological Transportation Accident Impacts

How great the consequences of an accident are depends on the amount of radioactive contamination to

which the individual(s) are exposed, how long they are exposed, and the number of people exposed.

DOE considered both the consequence and probability of vehicle accidents in the transportation impacts

model, The joint probability of a given severity of accident occurring for each type of waste shipped was

calculated based on the probability of a range of impact forces that a package could receive in a

hypothetical accident (NRC 1977), vehicle accident rates, and number of miles traveled. The severity of

an accident is determined by the amount of damage tn the package and subsequent release of material.

Joint probabilities of a given accident severity greater than approximately 1x10-7 were selected for
TE

further analysis to determine the magnitude of accident consequences. Dispersion of radioactive

material from the damaged package, combined with assumed release fractions, the fraction of released

material that becomes airborne, and the fraction of airborne material that is of a size capable of being

breathed in, is modeled to calculate the amount of radioactive contamination to which the individuals(s)

are exposed. Generally, the requirements for package integrity and transport vehicles for onsite waste

shipments are not as stringent as for transportation on public highways where package and vehicle

requirements are regulated by the Department nf Transportation and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. Consequently, impacts from onsite accidents would be much greater than those for offsite

accidents, because it is assumed that larger fractions nf material would be released in an onsite accident.

Accident probabilities are best understood by assuming that many trips occur for a given type of

transportation event (i.e., shipping low-level waste to an offsite facility). The number of trips when an

accident occurs for a given number of trips is the accident probability. For example, if on a single trip,

there was an accident, the probability of having an accident would be 1. If there was a second trip

without an accident, the number of trips with accidents which occurred nverall ( 1 out of 2 possible)

would bc one-half (0.5). However, since the number of accidents can only be whole numbers (i e., it is

impossible to have half an accident), the probability of having an accident is now I out of 2 trips, or 0.5,

or 50 percent probability, Note that the probability is a unitless number.

Over the 30-year analysis period, for all accidents resulting in any consequence, the total probability of

an accident involving low-level waste would be 0.49; from mixed waste, it would be 0.52; and from

transuranic waste, it would be 0.038. The most probable accidents would not result in a dose because TC

radioactive material would not be released. Table 4-8 presents the consequences to both onsite and

offsite receptors from high consequence (low probability) postulated accidents. The results indicate that

the highest consequences would result from accidents involving the release of transuranic waste and

occur through inhalation of high-energy alpha pafiicles associated with transuranic mrclides.
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Table 4-8. Annual accident probabilities, doses associated with thOse accidents, and associated excess
latent cancer fatalities from high consequence (low probability) accidents involving the transport of
radioactive materials under the no-action alternative.

Dose

Uninvolved workersa Offsite population Offsite MEIb

Annual Dose Excess Dose Excess latent Excess latent
accident (persOn- Iatent cancer (persOn- cancer Dose cancer

Waste type probability rem) fatalities rem) fatalities (rem) probability

Low-level S.6X10-7 720 0.29 65 0.032 0.0092 4.6x 1o-6

Mixed 7. I.10-5 140 0.058 14 0.0071 0.0020 1,0.10-6

Transuranic 4.8. Io-8 3.1.105 120 2.7x I04 14 3.9 0.00 I9

a. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of the receptors.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
c. Excess latent cancer fatalities= risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem for uninvolved

workers and 0.0005 per person-rem for tbe offsite population) x total dose.
d. Additional nrobabilitv of an excess fatal cancer.

The greatest consequence from postulated transportation accidents involving radioactive materials would

be to the uninvolved workers (with an estimated 120 latent cancer fatalities; Table 4-8) as the result of an

accident in which it is assumed that all of the conservatively estimated transuranic nuclides in a

transuranic waste container would be released over an area of about 3 square kilometers (1.1 square

miles) in a single transportation accident. The number of cancers would be highest for the uninvolved

workers due to the larger number of people that would be exposed and the greater amount of radioactive

material to which they would potentially be exposed. Over the 30-year analysis period, the probability

that an accident of this consequence would occur is 1,44x 10-6.

4.1.11.2.3 Nonradiological Transportation Accident Impacts

Since the actions evaluated in this EIS do not introduce new dispersible, nonradioactive, hazardous

materials to the SRS transportation system, DOE reviewed the results of prior transportation accident

analyses (WSRC 1991 c, 1992b) for applicability to the waste management alternatives. These analyses

were based on the facilities, equipment, and operations representative of SRS conditions between 1982

and mid- 1985, when SRS’S them ical inventory and the movement of chemicals were at their peak,

Because the actions evaluated in this EIS involve the shipment of hazardous waste (rather than hazardous

materials whose concentrations are generally much larger) and current and future site chemical

inventories would be less than those previously analyzed (WSRC 1992b), this prior conclusion that there

would be very small onsite and offsite impacts from onsite shipments of hazardous waste remains valid.

This conclusion is fufiher supported by recent analysis (see Section 4.1, 11.1) which determined that
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accidents resulting in the release of hazardous material would occur, on average, only once in 6 years for

the no-action alternative, This analysis also predicted that for the scenario with the largest impacts

(alternative B - maximum waste forecast), accidents resulting in the release of hazardous material would

occur, on average, only once in 4 years. Based on the waste forecasts (Appendix A) over the next

30 years, most hazardous waste shipments (91 percent) are expected to be soil and debris. These wastes

do not contain high concentrations of toxic materials, and accidental release of these solid materials

would nnt lead to an explosion har.ard or atmospheric release of dangerous chemicals, Accident

consequences are therefore expected to be localized and result in minimal impacts to human health or the

environment. These impacts are considered very small and are nnt discussed further in this document.

4.1.11.3 h

As discussed in Section 3.11.3, studies have cnncluded that, because of the remote locations of the SRS

operational areas, no known conditions are associated with existing onsite noise sources that adversely

affect offsite individuals @US 1991; DOE 1990, 1991, 1993b). Since the vast majority of waste

management activities occur onsite, adverse impacts due to noise are not expected for any of the

alternatives or waste forecasts. Thus, noise impacts are not discussed further in this EIS.

Min. EXP, Max.
No
Action

A m4.1.12 OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH
B

c

This section discusses the radiological and nonradiological exposures due to normal operations under the

no-action alternative andsubsequent impacts tothepublic and workers. This analysis, further discussed

in Section 4.1.12.1.1, shows that the health effects (specifically latent cancer fatalities) associated with

the no-action alternative are themselves small and are small relative to those normally expected in the

worker and regional area population groups from other causes.

Theprincipal potential human health effect from exposure tolowlevels ofradiation is cancer. Human

TC

I

I TE

health effects from exposure to chemicals maybe toxic effects (e.g., nervnus system disorders) or cancer,

Fnr the purpose of this analysis, radiological carcinogenic effects are expressed as the number of fatal

cancers for populations and the maximum probability of death nf a maximally exposed individual.

Nonradiological carcinogenic effects are expressed as the total number of fatal and non-fatal cancers.
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In addition to latent cancer fatalities, other health effects could result from environmental and

occupational exposures tO radiation. These effects include nonfatal cancers among the exposed

population and genetic effects in subsequent generations. To enable comparisons with fatal cancer risk,

the International Commission of Radiological protection (ICRP 199 I ) suggested use of detriment

weighting factors which take into consideration the curability rate of non-fatal cancers and the reduced

quality of life associated with non-fatal cancer and heredity effect. The commission recommended

probability coefficients (risk factors) for the general public of 0.0001 per person-rem for non-fatal

cancers and 0.00013 per person-rem for hereditary effects. Both of these values are approximately a

factor of four lower than the risk factors for fatal cancer. Therefore, this EIS presents estimated effects

of radiation only in terms of latent cancer fatalities, because that is the major health effect from exposure

to radiation.

For nonradiological health effects, risks are estimated as the incremental probability of an individual

developing cancer (either fatal or nonfatal) over a lifetime as a result of exposure to the potential

carcinogen. The overall potential for cancer posed by exposure to multiple chemicals is calculated by

summing the chemical-specific cancer risks to give a total individual lifetime cancer risk.

For radiological emissions from facilities considered under the no-action alternative, the largest

occupational and public health effects were projected from the following facilities: ( 1) for involved

workers, the transuranic and alpha waste storage pads and the F- and H-Area (high-level waste) tank

farm> (2) for the public and uninvolved workers, the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; and (3) for the

public only, the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility. To simpli~ the calculation, 30-year process

volumes were used to estimate occupational and public health effects,

Nonradiological air emissions are expected to produce very small health impacts for involved and

uninvolved workers, Although overall pub] ic health impacts would be very small, the greatest

contribution to these impacts would occur due to emissions from benzene waste generated from the

Defense Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation,

4.1.12.1 Occupational Health and Safety

4.1.12.1.1 Radiological Impacts

Doses to involved workers were estimated based on a review of exposures resulting from waste

management activities for the no-action alternative. Direct radiation and inhalation would be the largest

exposure pathways. Doses to uninvolved workers were calculated using the MAXIGASP computer code
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(see Section 4.1, 12.2), An uninvolved worker was conservatively assumed to be located 100 meters

(328 feet) from the release point (of the affected facility) for 80 hours per week; another was

conservatively assumed to be located 640 meters (2, 100 feet) from tbe release point for 80 hours per

week. The weekly exposure period was conservatively estimated to ensure that doses to overtime

workers were not underestimated, Doses were estimated for the inhalation, ground contamination, and

plume immersion exposure pathways. Data required to calculate doses to the uninvolved worker

population are not currently available; however, dose to an individual uninvolved worker at 100 meters

(328 feet) and 640 meters (2,1 00 feet) would bound the impact to the individual members of the

population.

I TE

The incremental worker doses (the increase in dose due to activities under tbe no-action alternative) are

given in Table 4-9. DOE regulations ( 10 CFR 835) require that annual doses to individual workers not

exceed 5 rem per year. DOE assumes that exposure to the maximally exposed involved worker at SRS

would not exceed 0.8 rem per year due to administrative controls (WSRC 1994d). / TC

From these radiological doses, estimates of latent cancer fatalities were calculated using the conversion

factor for workers of 0.0004 latent cancer fatali~ per rem (lCRP 199 1). Based on this factor, the

probability that the average involved worker would develop a fatal cancer sometime during his lifetime

as the result of a single year’s exposure to waste management-generated radiation would be 1,Ox10-5, or

approximately I in 100,000. For the worker exposed to the administrative limit (0,8 rem), the probability

of developing a fatal cancer sometime in his lifetime as a result of a single year’s exposure would be I TE

3.2x 10“4, or approximately 3 in 10,000. For tbe total involved workforce, the collective radiation dose

could produce up to 0.022 additional fatal cancer as the result of a single year’s exposure; over the

30-year period the involved workers could have 0.65 additional fatal cancer as a result of exposure. The I TC

probability of any individual uninvolved worker developing a fatal cancer as a result of the estimated

exposure would be very small (Table 4-9). I ‘rC

The calculated numbers of fatal cancers due to worker exposure to radiation can be compared with the

number of fatal cancers that would normally be expected among the workers during their lifetimes.

Population statistics indicate that, of the U.S. population which died in 1990,23.5 percent died of cancer

(CDC 1993). If this percentage of deaths from cancer remains constant, 23.5 percent of the U.S.

population will develop a fatal cancer during their lifetime. Therefore, in the group of 2,088 involved

workers, about 491 would normally be expected to die of cancer.

The probability of developing a radiation-induced fatal cancer associated with the no-action alternative is

much less than the probability of developing a fatal cancer from other causes.
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Table 4-9. Worker radiological dosesa and resulting health effects associated with the no-action alternative.

Individual All workers

Probability of a Number of fatal
Receptor(s) Dose (rem) fatal cancer Dose (person-rem) cancers

Average involved worker

● Annualb
TC

0.025 1.OXIO-5 NAc NA

. 30-year 0.75 3. IXIO-4 NA NA

All involved workersd

. Annualb NA NA 52e 0.02 I
TC

. 30-year NA NA 1,600 0.62

Uninvolved worker at 100 metersf,g,h

. Annualb 1.OXIO-5 4. IXIO-9 NCi NC

TC I o30-year 3.OX1O-4 1.2x1 o-7 NC NC

?. Uninvolved worker at 640 metersf,g

‘TC I . Annualb 2.9x107 1.1X1O-10 NC NC

. 30-year 8.6 X1O-6 3.4 X1O-9 NC NC

a. Supplemental facility information is provided in Appendix E.
b. Annual individual worker doses can be compared with the regulatory dose limit of 5 rem (10 CFR 835) and with the SRS administrative

exposure guideline of 0.8 rem. Operational procedures ensure that the dose to the maximally exposed worker will remain as far below the
regulato~ dose limit as is reasonably achievable. The 1993 average dose for all site workers who received a measurable dose was 0.051 rem

(see Table 3-18).

c. NA = not applicable.

d. The number of involved workers is estimated to be 2,088.
e. Total for involved workers; 1993 SRS total for all workers was 263 person-rem (see Table 3- 18).

f. M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility.
g. Doses conservatively assume 80 hours per week of exposure.

h. To convert to feet, multiply by 3.28.

TE I i. NC= not calculated. Uninvolved worker population doses were not calculated because not all facilities have “ot been sited.
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4.1.12.1.2 Non radiological Impacts

Potential nonradiological impacts to SRS workers were considered for air emissions emanating from the

following facilities: Defense Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation; M.Area

Vendor Treatment Facility; M-Area Air StrippeL hazardous and mixed waste storage buildings; and the I TC

E-Area organic waste storage tanks. Occupational health impacts to employees in the Defense Waste

Processing Facility and In-Tank Precipitation are presented in the Final Supplemental Environmental \ Tc

Impact Statement Defense Waste Processing FociIip.

Table 4-10 presents a comparison between Occupational Safety and Health Administration-permissible

exposure limit values and potential exposures to employees at both 100 meters (328 feet) and 640 meters

(2, 100 feet) from each facility considered, Downwind concentrations were calculated using EPA’s

TSCREEN model. In all cases, employee exposure would be below Occupational Safety and Health

Administration-permissible exposure limits, and health impacts would be expected to be very small,

4.1.12.1.3 Noise

Occupational exposures to noise are controlled through the contractor hearing conservation program

activities in Industrial Hygiene Manual 4Q, Procedure 501. This program implements the contractor

requirements for identifying, evaluating, and controlling noise exposures to meet the requirements of

29 CFR 1910.95, Occupational Noise Exposure. All personnel with 8-hour time weighted average

exposures greater than 85 dBA are enrolled in the program. Significant aspects of the hearing

conservation program include: routine noise exposure monitoring, audiometric testing, hearing

protection, employee information and training, and recordkeeping.

4.1.12.2 Public Health and Safety

4.1.12.2.1 Radiological Impacts

To estimate the health effects associated with the no-action alternative on the public, it was necessary to

calculate radiological doses to individuals and population groups. Estimates of latent cancer fatalities

were then calculated using the conversion factor of 0.0005 latent cancer fatality per rem for the general

population (ICRP 1991). This factor is slightly higher than that for workers (Section 4.1.12.1), because

infants and children are part of the general population.

TC

LO04-06
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Table 4-10. Calculated maximum 8-hour average pollutant concentrations (micrograms per cubic meter

of air).

Receptor locations

Facility Pollutant OSHA PELa,b 100 metersc 640 metersc

M-Area Air Stripper

M-Area Vendor
Treatment Facility

Hazardous waste
storage building
(645-N)

Mixed waste stnrage

building (645-2N)

E-Area facilities

Trichloroeth ylene

Tetrachloroethy lene

Methyl chloroform

Nitrogen dioxide
Sulfur dioxide

PM-led
Carbon monoxide

Total suspended solids
PM- Iod

Total suspended particulate

PM- Iod

Vinyl chloride
1,1 Dichloroethene

Methyl ethyl ketone

Chloroform
Carbon tetracbloride

Benzene
1,2 Dlchloroethane

Trichloroethene

Tetrachloroethy lene

Chlorobenzene

a. Source: NIOSH (1990).

2.7x 105

1.7XI05

1.9x I06

9,000

1.3XI04
5,000

4XI04

1.SXI04
5,000

1.5XI04
5,000

2,600
NAe

5.9XI05
9,780

I,26x104
3,250

NAe

2.7x Io5

I.7X105

3.5X105

0.0046

0.0023

0.0008

37.4
1.6

2,0

6.0

25.13
8.79

7.0

2.5

0.26
0.020

1.13

0,12
0.0098

0.16
0.0065

0.0062

0.0014

8.6x10-4

0.0092

0.0047

0.0016

43.6
1.9

2.3

7.0

10.56
3.70

2.9

1.1

0.11
0.0083

0.48

0.051
0.004

0.067
0.0027

0.0026

5.8x10-4

3.6x10-4

b. OSHA PEL is Occupational Safety and Health Administration Permissible Exposure Limit
c. To convert to feet multiply by 3.281.
d. Particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter,
e. NA = not applicable.

Effects are estimated for two separate population groups: (l) the 620,100 people living within

80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS and the 871,000 people living within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of the

offsite facility who would be exposed to atmospheric releases; and (2) the 65,000 people using the

Savannah River whn would be exposed to releases to the river (Artlett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994).

Impacts are estimated for tbe maximally exposed individual in each of these population groups.
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To facilitate the prediction of the radiological doses associated with the no-action alternative, current and

future waste management practices at SRS were assessed. Wastes were aggregated into treatability

groups to estimate the radionuclide releases to air and water.

Airbnrne radiological releases were converted to doses using tbe MAXIGASP and POPGASP computer

codes (Ham by 1992). Doses were calculated using dose factors provided in Simpkins (1994a). These

codes calculate the dose to a hypothetical maximally exposed individual at the SRS boundary and the

collective dose to the population within an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius, respectively. The inhalation,

food ingestion, ground contamination. and plume exposure pathways were evaluated. Bnth codes utilize

the GASPAR (Eckemran et al. 1980) and XOQDOQ (Sagendorf, Croll, and Sandusky 1982) modules,

GASPAR and XOQDOQ have been adapted for use at SRS (Hamby 1992 and Bauer 1991, respectively).

For the assessments, DOE assumed that the population would remain constant over the 30-year period of

analysis. This assumption is justified because (1) cument estimates indicate that the population will

increase by less than 15 percent during this period (HNUS 1995b), (2) there are uncertainties in the

determination of year-to-year population distributions, and (3) although the absolute impacts would

increase proportionately with population growth, the relative impact comparison between alternatives

would not be affected.

Calculated atmospheric doses are given in Table 4-1 I (releases from operation of tbe Defense Waste

Processing Facility are not included). The annual doses (0.00012 millirem to the offsite maximally

exposed individual and 0.00029 person-rem to the offsite population) would be small fractions of the

dose from total SRS airborne releases in 1993 [0.11 millirem to the offsite maximally exposed individual

and 7.6 person-rem to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS (Amett, Karapatakis, and

Mamatey 1994)]. Doses from 1993 operations were well within the EPA requirements given in 40 CFR

161 and adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5, which allow an annual dose limit to the offsite maximally

exposed individual of 10 millirem from all airborne releases.

Waterborne releases were converted to doses using the LADTAP XL computer code (Hamby 1991 ),

This code calculates the dose to a hypntbetical maximally exposed individual along the Savannah River

just downstream of SRS, and to tbe population using the Savannah River from SRS to the Atlantic

Ocean. Fish ingestion, water ingestion, and recreational exposure pathways were evaluated. The

aqueous dnse-producing-releases were discharges from the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility; seeps

from grnundwater discharges were too small to affect the totals,

TE

TC

TC

TE
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Table 4-11. Radiological dosesa associated with the no-action alternative and resulting health effects to the public.

Individual Population

Dose(mitlirem) Dose(Person-rem)b

Atmospher Aqueous Probabilityof Atmospheric Aqueous Numberof fatal
Receptor(s)c ic releases releases Total a fatal cancer releases releaes Total cancers

Offsite maximallyexpased individual

TC ] . Annual 1.2X10-4 6.9xI0-4 8.1xIO-4 4.IX1O-10 NAd NA NA NA

. 30-yew 0.0037 0.021 0.025 1.2xto-8 NA NA NA NA

Population

. Annual NA NA NA NA 2.9xl&4 0.0068 o.oo7t 3.5x I0-6

TC I . 30-year NA NA NA NA 0.0086 0.20 0.21 I.txlo-’r

a. Supplemental information is provided in Appendix E.
* b. For atmospheric releases, the dose is to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS. For aqueous releases, the dose is to the people using the
z Savannah River from SRS to the Atlantic Ocean.

c The doses to the public from total SRS operations in 1993 were 0.25 millirem to the offsite maximally exposed individual (O.I I millirem from airborne
releases and 0.14 millirem from aqueous releases) and 9.1 person-rem to the regional population (7.6 person-rem from airhome releases and 1.5 person-rem
from aaueous releases). Source: Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey (1994).

d. NA = n~t applicable.
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AS was done for the atmospheric assessments, the population was assumed to remain constant over the’

30-year period of analysis.

Calculated doses from releases to water are given in Table 4-11, The annual doses (0,00069 millirem to

the offsite maximally exposed individual and 0,0068 person-rem to the offsite population) would be

small fractions of the doses from total SRS releases to water in 1993 [0.14 millirem to the maximally

exposed member of the public and 1,S person-rem to the population using the Savannah River from SRS

to the Atlantic Ocean (Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994)]. Doses from 1993 operations were well

within the regulatory requirements specified in DOE Order 5400,5 and by EPA in 40 CFR 141, which

allow an annual dose limit to the offsite maximally exposed individual of 4 millirem from drinking

water.

Using the fatal-cancer-per-rem dose factor given above, the probability of the maximally exposed

individual developing a fatal cancer and the numbers of fatal cancers that could occur in the regional

population under the no-action alternative were calculated (Table 4-1 I). The probability of the

maximally exposed individual dying of cancer as a result of 30 years of exposure to radiation from

activities under the no-action alternative is slightly more than I in 100 million; the number of additional

fatal cancers that might occur in the regional population for this same exposure period would be

l.l XIO-4,

About 23,5 percent of the U.S. population die from cancer from all causes (Section 4,1.12. 1);

accordingly, the probability of an individual dying of cancer is 0.235, or approximately I in 4, In a

population of 620,100 people (the number of people living within 80 kilometers [50 miles] of SRS), the

number of people expected to die of cancer is 145,700. In a population of 65,000 (the number of people

using the Savannah River as a source of drinking water), tbe number of people expected to die of cancer

is 15,275. Thus, the incidence of radiation-induced fatal cancers associated with the no-action

alternative (see Table 4-11 ) would be much smaller than the incidence of cancers from all causes,

4.1.12.2.2 Nonradiological Impacts

Potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite were considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants. Maximum SRS boundary-line concentrations for criteria pollutants are

discussed in Section 4.1.5.

For routine releases from operating facilities under the no-action alternative, criteria pollutant

concentrations would bewithin both state and federai ambient airquali~standards and are discussed in
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Section 4,1.5. During periods ofconstruction under nomaloperating conditions, the criteria pollutant

concentrations at the SRS boundary would not exceed air quality standards, and very small health

impacts would be expected from crheria pollutant emissions.

Offsite risks due to carcinogens were calculated using the Industrial Source Complex 2 model for the

same facilities discussed in Section 4.1.12 .l.2. The assumptions in the model are conservative.

Emissions of carcinogenic compounds were estimated using permitted values for facilities not cumently

operating (e.g~ the Defense Waste processing Facility) and emission factors for facilities cumently

operating (e. g., aqueous andorganic waste storage tanks) (EPA 1985). Table 4-12 shows estimated

latent cancers based on EPA’s Integrated Risk Information System database (EPA 1994).

Table 4-12. Estimated probability ofexcess latent cancers inthe SRSoffsite population.

Unit risk factor Concentration

Pollutant (latent cancers per #g/m3)a (P4m3) Latent cancersc

Carbon tetrachloride 1.5XI0-5 2,0 X10-7 1.3x 10-12

Benzene 8.3x10-6 0,048 I,7XI0-7

1,1 Dichloroethene 5.OX1O-5 4. OX1O-7 8,6x10-12

Total 2.0 XI O-7

I Chloroform 2.3x I0-5 0,0029 2.9x I0-5

TC

TE
TC I

a. Micrograms percubic meter of air.
b. Source: Stewafl (1994).
c. Latent cancer probability equals unit risk factor times concentration times 30years divided by7Oyears.

The unit risk (cancer risk per unit of air concentration) for a chemical is the highest lifetime risk (over 70

years) of developing cancer (either fatal or nonfatal) when continuously exposed to the chemical at an air

concentration of 1 microgram per cubic meter. Asshown in Table 4-12, theestimated lifetime risk

associated with routine emissions from facilities included intheno-action alternative isapproximately2

in I.0x107. Health impacts tothepublic would be very small,

4.1.12.2.3 EnvironmentalJ usticeAssessment

Environmental justice has assumed an increasingly prominent role in the environmental movement over

the past decade. Ingeneral, theterm ''environmental justice' 'refers to fairtreatment ofallraces, cultures,

andincome levels with respect tolaws, policies, andgovemment actions, In February 1994, Executive

Order 12898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-

Income Populations,’’ was released. This order directs federal agencies toidentify andaddress, as

appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse effects of its programs, policies, and activities on
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minority and low-income populations. Executive Order 12898 also directs the Administrator of EPA to

convene an interagency federal working group on environmental justice (referred to below as the

Working Group). The Working Group will provide guidance to federal agencies for identifying

disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on minority and low-income

populations. The Working Group bas not yet issued this guidance, It has developed working draft

definitions. Although the definitions are in draft form, DOE used them in the analysis for this EIS. In

coordination with tbe Working Group, DOE is developing internal guidance on implementation of the

executive order, DOE’s internal guidance was used in preparing this EIS,

This EIS addresses environmental justice concerns in three areas: (1) potential air emissions,

(2) potential impacts from transportation of wastes offsite, and (3) potential impacts from consuming tisb

and game. Based on these analyses, DOE concluded that none of the alternatives would have

disproportionate adverse effects on minority populations or low-income communities.

Although adverse health effects are not expected under the no-action alternative, in tbe spirit of

Executive Order 12898 an analysis was performed to determine whether any impacts would have been

disproportionate y distributed. Figures 3-12 and 3-13 identify census tracts with significant proportions

of people of color or low income. This section presents the predicted average radiation doses that would

be received under the no-action alternative by individuals in these census tracts and compares them to the

predicted per capita doses received in the remaining tracts within the 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius of

SRS. This section also discusses impacts of doses received in the downstream communities from liquid

effluents from all alternatives and cases.

Figure 4-6 shows a wheel with 22.5-degree sectors and concentric rings from 16 to 80 kilometers (1O to

50 miles) radiating at 16-kilometer (10-mile) intervals from tbe center of SRS. A fraction of tbe total

dose (see Appendix E) was calculated for each sector based on meteorological data (Simpkins 1994b),

the sector wheel was laid over the census tract map, and each tract was assigned to a sector. For

purposes of this analysis, if a tract fell in more than one sector, the tract was assigned to the sector with

the highest dose.

DOE anal yzed the effects by comparing the per capita dose received by each type of community to the

other types of communities within a defined region. To eliminate the possibility that effects to a small

community close to SRS would be diluted and masked by including it with a larger community located

farther from SRS, comparisons were made within increasingly larger concentric circles, the radii of

which increase in 16-kilometer (10-mile) increments.

TE
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Figure 4-6. Identification of annular sectors around SRS. (See Appendix E for dose fractions by
sector.)
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To determine the per capita radiation dose in each census tract for the no-action alternative, the number

of people in each tract was multiplied by that tract’s dose value to obtain a total population dose for each

tract. These population doses were summed over each concentric circle and divided by the total

community population to obtain a mean per capita dose for each circular area, The dose determined for

each tract was compared to this mean dose. Figure 4-7 illustrates these results for the no-action

alternative. Appendix E provides the supporting data.

As shown, the per capita dose is extremely small for each community type. This analysis indicates that

communities of people of color (in which the minority population is equal to or greater than 35 percent

of the total population) or low income (in which the number of low income persons is equal to or greater

than 25 percent of the total population) would not be disproportionately affected by atmospheric releases,

Table 4-11 lists predicted doses to the offsite maximally exposed individual and to the downstream

population from exposure to water resources. The doses reflect people using the Savannah River fnr

drinking water, sports, and food (fish). Because the communities of people of color or low income living

in the areas downstream from SRS are well distributed and because persons in the downstream region

would not be affected (the 30-year dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual for all alternatives

and forecasts would be 0.021 millirem), there are no disparate adverse impacts on low-income or

minority communities in the downstream areas for any of the alternatives.

The distribution of carcinogen and criteria pollutant emissions due to routine operations, and of criteria

pollutants from construction activities, would be essentially identical to those presented for airborne

radiological emissions, so people of color and the poor would not be disproportionately affected by non-

radiological emissions under any of the alternatives. Because non-radiological pollutant emissions have

only very small impacts in any of the alternatives, and are not disproportionate] y distributed among types

of communities, there are no environmental justice concerns related to these pollutants for any of the

alternatives.

Environmental justice concerns were also considered for the impacts associated with the offsite

transportation of hazardous and radioactive waste that would occur under the alternatives. A recent

impact analysis (see Section 4.1 .11.1 ) determined that for the no-action alternative, accidents resulting in

the release of hazardous material would be expected to occur, on average, only once in 6 years (i.e., five

accidents resulting in hazardous material release over the 30-year period of this El S). The impact

analysis determined that for the scenario with largest impacts (alternative B – maximum waste forecast),

accidents involving the release of hazardous material would be expected to occur, on average, only once

in 4 years. In addition to the expected frequency of such accidents, their impacts can be mitigated by
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Figure 4-7. Dose to individuals in communities within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS under the no-action alternative.
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existing training and technology for controlling spills from vehicles, Because these rare events are

expected to occur randomly in time with equal distribution throughout various types of communities,

there are no disproportionate adverse impacts on poor or minority communities from transportation of

hazardous and radioactive waste for any of the alternatives evaluated in this EIS.

DOE also considered impacts associated with consumption of wildlife from SRS and fish from the

Savannah River from the perspective of environmental justice. Doses to the maximally exposed hunter

and fisherman (see Section 3.12.1 .2) have been determined to be 57 and 1.3 millirem, respectively.

These analyses assumed that the hunter consumed 153 kilograms (337 pounds) of meat from deer and

hogs taken from SRS and 19 kilograms (42 pounds) of fish from the Savannah River at the mouth of

Steel Creek each year. If the rate of fish consumption, for conservatism, was doubled to 39 kilograms

(84 pounds) per year, the total annual dose to an individual consuming both game and fish would be

59.6 millirem or 59.6 percent of the DOE annual limit (DOE 1993c). A dose of this magnitude would

result in an annual probability of contracting a latent fatal cancer of 3 .Ox10-5 (approximate] y

3 in 100,000). It is highly unlikely that communities of people of color or low income consume game

and tisb at a rate greater than that calculated for the maximally exposed individual who both hunts and

fishes, as that person is assumed to eat 42 I pounds of fish and game each year. Because the doses

received by this maximally exposed individual from fish and game are not significant, there would be no

disproportionate adverse impacts from consumption of wildlife by people of color or low income.

4.1.13 FACILITY ACCIDENTS

This section summarizes the risks to workers and members of the public from potential accidents at

facilities associated with the various waste types under the no-action alternative. An accident is a series

of unexpected or undesirable events leading to a release of radioactive or hazardous material within a

facility or to the environment. Appendix F provides further detail and discussion regarding the accident

analysis,

4.1.13.1 Methodology

Accident assessment is based on potential accidents identified and described in safety documentation for

SRS facilities and on material inventories at SRS facilities that support the no-action alternative.

Accidents include events resulting from external initiators (e.g., vehicle crashes, nearby explosions),

internal initiators (e.g., equipment failures, human error), and natural phenomena initiators

(e.g., earthquakes, tornadoes). Radioactive and hazardous material releases resulting from accidents are

considered in this analysis.

[ TC
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The accident scenarios selected for this evahration were chosen to represent the full spectrum of events

which could occur (i.e., both high- and low-frequency events and large- and small-consequence events).

The frequency ranges, as presented in Table 4-13, areas follows: anticipated accidents, unlikely

accidents, extremely unlikely accidents, and beyond-extremely-unlikely accidents. A more complete

discussion on accident frequencies is given in Section F.2 of Appendix F. However, it should be noted

that all frequency ranges may not have representative accident scenarios identified for them. Accident

scenarios in the beyond-extremely-unlikely frequency range are so unlikely that they often are not

analyzed in safety documentation.

Table 4-13. Accident frequency categories.a
Frequency range

Frequency category (accidents per year)b

Anticipated accidents lml?p>lo-z

Unlikely accidents 1o’22p21 0-4

Extremely unlikely accidents 10-4ZPZ1 o-6

Beyond-extremely-unlikely accidents 10-62P

a. The frequencies for accidents are from DOE Standard 3009-94 (DOE 1994b).
b. xzy. The number “x” is greater than or equal to the number” y.” Conversely, tbe number “y” is less

than or equal to the number “x” (e.g., 52423).

Radiological consequences are defined in terms of (1 ) the dose to an individual and collective dose to a

population; and (2) latent fatal cancers from a postulated accident. The human health effect of concern is

the development of latent fatal cancers. The International Commission on Radiological Protection

(ICRP) has made specific recommendations for quantifying these health effects (ICRP 199 I). The

results of these health effects are presented in terms of increased latent fatal cancers (i.e., number of

additional fatal cancers expected in the population) calculated using ICRP-60 conversion factors of

0.0005 for the public and 0,0004 for onsite workers if the effective dose equivalent is less than 20 rem.

For individual doses of 20 rem or more, the ICRP-60 conversion factors are doubled. For hazardous

materials, consequences are defined in terms of airborne chemical concentrations.

Radiological doses for the postulated accident scenarios were extracted from information provided in the

following technical reports: Bounding Accident Determination for the Accident Input Analysis of the

SRS Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement (WSRC 1994e), Solid Was(e Accident Analysis

in Support of the Savannah River Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement (WSRC 1994fl,

and the Liquid Waste Accident Analysis in Support of the Savannah River Waste Management

Environmental Impact Statement (WSRC 1994g), These technical reports compiled pre-existing safety
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documentation addressing the risks of operating waste management facilities, Figure 4-8 is a flowchart

for the preparation of radiological accident analysis information, “No new analyses were perfomzed

because existing documentation adequately supported a quantitative or qualitative estimation of potential

impacts, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). ,4s indicated by the last step of

the flowchart (Figure 4-8), impacts resulting from the expected, minimum, and maximum forecast are

evaluated and discussed for the representative bounding accidents. However, the no-action alternative

only considers the expected waste forecast,

The figures presented in Section 4,1,13.2 reflect the increase in cancers estimated using the above

conversion factors. The AXAIR89Q computer code (WSRC 1994h) predicted impacts in terms of dose

for onsite and offsite receptor groups. The code then calculated the collective dose to the affected

population living within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS. This population exposure is given as person-

rem dose equivalent, as if the accident occurred. Increases in latent fatal cancers as tbe result of an

accident would he in addition to the number of cancers expected from all other causes.

The point estimate of increased risk is provided to allow consideration of accidents that may not have the

highest consequence, but due to a higher estimated frequency, may pose a greater risk. An example of

this concept for the no-action alternative can be seen in the representative bounding accidents selected

for liquid high-level radioactive waste. An accidental release of radioactive material due to a

pressurization and breach at the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator would result in the greatest

consequence, which would be 6.8x 10-1 latent fatal cancer per occurrence for the offsite population

within 80 kilometers (50 miles). Because this accident is estimated to occur once eve~ 20,000 years, a

time-weighted average of these consequences over the accident frequency time span (i.e., consequences

times frequency) results in an annualized point estimate of increased risk of 3 .4x 10-5 latent fatal cancer

per year. A release due to a feed line break at the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator produces

lower consequences than the pressurization and breach scenario: 9.1 x10-3 latent fatal cancer per

occurrence. However, this accident is estimated to occur every 14 years, resulting in a point estimate of

increased risk of 6.3x 10-4 latent fatal cancer per year. Thus, by factoring in the accident probability, a

more accurate comparison of the resulting risks can be made.

To fully understand the hazards associated with SRS facilities under the alternatives considered in this

EIS, it is necessary to evaluate potential accidents involving both hazardous and radiological materials,

For chemically toxic materials, several government agencies recommend quantifying chemical

concentrations that cause short-term effects as threshold values of concentrations in air.

I TE
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Figure 4-8. Radiological accident analysis process flowchart.
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Because the Iong-tem health consequences of human exposure to hazardous materials are not as well

understood as those related to radiation exposure, a determination of potential health effects frnm

exposures to hazardous materials is more subjective than a determination of health effects from exposure

to radiation, Therefore, the consequences from accidents involving hazardous materials are in terns of

airborne concentrations at various distances from the accident location. Emergency Response Planning

Guidelines (ERPG) values are the onl y well-documented parameters developed specifical Iy for use in

evaluating the health consequences of exposure of the general public to accidental releases of hazardous

materials (WSRC 1992c). EWG-3 values represent the threshold concentration for lethal effects, while

ERPG-2 values represent the threshnld concentration for severe or irreversible health effects in exposed

populations (see Appendix F, Table F-3), The quantities and airborne concentrations of toxic chemicals

at the various receptor Incations were extracted from information provided in the technical reports

(WSRC 1994g, h) supporting this EIS. The analysis presented in Appendix F presents facility-specific

chemical hazards.

4.1.13.2 ~DaCtS

Figures 4-9 through 4-12 summarize the projected impacts of radiological accidents to the population,

the offsite maximal Iy exposed individual, and uninvolved workers at 100 and 640 meters (328 and

2,100 feet), respectively. Data required to calculate uninvolved worker population doses are not

currently available; however, doses to uninvolved wnrkers at 100 and 640 meters (328 and 2,100 feet)

would bound impacts to the individual member of the population. For example, Figure 4-9 shows the

estimated increase in latent fatal cancers resulting from the estimated population dose for the

representative bounding accidents selected for each waste type. Representative bounding accidents are

identified by each frequency range for each applicable waste type. An anticipated accident (i e., one

occurring between once every 10 years and once every 100 years) involving low-level and mixed waste

is the accident scenario under the no-action alternative that would present the greatest risk to the

population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS (see Figure 4-9). This accident scenario would

increase the risk to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) by 1.7x 10-2 latent fatal cancer per

year.

I TE

ITE

Figures 4-10,4-11, and 4-12 present similar information for the offsite maximally exposed individual,

uninvolved workers at 640 meters (2,100 feet), and uninvolved workers at 100 meters (328 feet),

respectively. An anticipated accident involving either mixed waste or low-level waste would pose the

greatest risk to the offsite maximally exposed individual (Figure 4- 10) and the uninvolved worker at

640 meters (2, 100 feet) (Figure 4-11 ). The anticipated accident increases the risk to the offsite
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maximally exposed individual by 3.3x 10-7 latent fatal cancer per year and to the uninvolved worker at

640 meters (2, 100 feet) by 1.8x10-5 latent fatal cancer per year.

An accident involving either mixed waste.or low-level waste would also pose the greatest risk to the
TE

uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet) (Figure 4-12). This accident scenario would increase the risk

to the uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet) by 1.OX10-3 latent fatal cancer per year.

Except for an accident in the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility (discussed under

alternatives A, B, and C), radiological accidents considered in this EIS would not result in doses that

would result in substantial acute or latent health effects.

A complete summary of all representative bounding accidents considered for the no-action alternative is

presented in Table 4-14. This table provides accident descriptions, annual frequency of occurrence,

accident scenario. Details regarding the individual postulated accident scenarios associated with the

various waste types are provided in Appendix F.

For all the waste types considered, a summary of the them ical hazards associated with the no-action

alternative estimated to exceed ERPG-2 values is presented in Table 4-15. For the uninvolved worker at

100 meters (328 feet), nine chemical-release scenarios are estimated to exceed ERPG-3 values.

Moreover, another five chemical-release scenarios estimate airborne concentrations that exceed ERPG-2

values where equivalent ERPG-3 values were not identified, For the offsite maximally exposed

individual, no them ical-release scenario identified airborne concentrations that exceeded ERPG-3

values, Only the lead-release scenario estimates airborne concentrations that exceed the ERPG-2

TE I ~uidelines(Table F-25 in Appe”dix F),

Fuflherrrrore, the benzene-release scenarios (see Table F- 19) result from an explosion and tornado at the

Organic Waste Storage Tank, respectively. Under the no-action alternative, the Consolidated

TC I lrrcirreratimrF acilhy is unavailable as a benzene treatment option, As a result, an additional four organic

waste storage tanks would be required for the management of benzene mixed waste, Therefore, DOE

assumes an increase in the likelihood that a catastrophic benzene release could occur (i.e., more organic

waste storage tanks that could explode or be bit by a tornado),

In addition to the risk to human health, secondary impacts from postulated accidents on plant and animal

TE I resources, water resources, the economy, national defense, environmental contamination, threatened and

endangered species, Ia”d use, and Native American treaty rights are considered, DOE believes

secondary impacts from postulated accidents as assessed in Appendix F, Section F.7 to be minor,
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Table 4-14. Summary of representative bounding accidents under the no-action altemative,a

Increased risk of latent fatal cancers per yearb

Uninvolved Uninvolved Maximally Population
Affected Frequency worker at worker at exposed offsite within

Accident Description waste tvDesc (Der vear) I 00 meters 640 meters individual 80 kilometers. . .,, .

RHLWEd release due to a feed line break High-level

RHLWE release due to a design basis earthquake High-level

RHLWE release due to evaporator pressurization High-level
and breech

Design basis ETFh airborne release due to tornado High-level
Mixed

Container breach at the ILNTVj Low-level
Mixed

High wind at the ILNTV Low-level
Tornado at the ILNTV Low-level

Earthquake at the SRTCk storage tanks Mixed

F3 tornado] at Building 3 16-M Mixed

Deflagration in culvert during TRUm drum retrieval Tmnsumnic
? activities
s

Fire in culveti at the TRU waste storage pads (one Transuranic

drum in culvert)
Vehicle crash with resulting fire at the TRU waste Transuranic

storage pads

0.07’
2,00x Io-4f
5.09x lo-5g

3.69x 10-7i

0.02’

O.oolf
2.00X1O-jg
2.00X1o-4f

2.80x 10-5g
I.OoxI0-2

8.10x 10-4f

6.50x 10-5g

1.79 XI0-5

1,54x I o-6

I,95x I0-6

3.2ox1o-I3

0.00104

4.04 XI0-10
3.26x10-12
4.80x 10-7

5.35x I0-12

8.96x 10-4

3.07XIo-4

4.47x I o-6

6.38x10-8
5.46x Io-8
3.46x Io-8

1,02X10-14

1.84x I0-5

2.43x10-lo
6.18x lo-lt3

1.54x I0-8
1.29x 10-9

1.59XI0-5

5.48xI0-6

7.96x I0-8

1.32.10-8

1,12X10-9
7.13 XI0-10

7,20x I0-15

3.31 XI0-7

1.52x 10-10

1.18xl&10

8.06x lo-lo

1.65x I0-9

2.86 X1O-7

9.84x10-8

1.43x 10-9

6.34x10-4

5.43 XI0-5

3 .44x I o-5

6.35x I0-14

0.0168

1.06x 10-5
1.18x I0-7

3.60x 10-6
1.12X10-9

1.45x I0-2
I TC

0.0498

7.25x10-5

a. A completedescriptionand analysisof the representativeboundingaccidentsare presentedin Appendix F.
b. Increwed riskoffatal cmccrsperyear iscalculated bymultiplying the[consequence(dose) xlatent cmcerconve~ion factor] xanual frequency. Fordose consequences

md latent cancerfatalities per dose,seetablesin Appendix F.
c. Thewmte type forwhich theaccident scenaio isidentified aarepresentitive boundingaccident. Arepresentative boundin8accident may beidentificd formorcthmo"c

waste type. Thescwste Qpesaehigh-Ievel, low-level, mixed, mdtrmsuranic.
d. ReplacementHigh-Level Waste Evaporator.
e. The frequencyofthisaccidcnt sccn=io iswithin themticipated accidentrmge.
f. The frequencyofthisaccident scenwio iswithin theunlikely accidentmge.
g. The frequencyofthisaccident scenwio iswithin theextremely uniikcly accidentrange.
h. F/H-Area Emuent Treatment Facility.
i. The frequency of this accidentscenariois within the beyond-extremely-unlikely accidentrange.

j. Intermediate-Level Nontritium Vault.
k. Savann& River Technology Center.
1. F3tomadoes havcrotitional windspeeds of254to 331kilomcters (158t0206miles) perhour.
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Table 4-15. Summawofchemical hazards associated with theno-action alternative estimated toexceed

ERPG-2a values.

Appendix F 100-meter 640-meter Offsite Reference concentrations
table concentration concentration concentration

Chemical name
ERPG-2 ERPG-3

reference (mg/m3)c (mglms) (mglm3) (melm3) (me/mS)
.U. . -.

Nitric acid 39 77

Nitrogen dioxide

Oxalic acid

Nitric acid

Benzene

Cadmium

Chromium

Lead

Mercury

Methyl ethyl ketone

Benzeneg
TE

Benzeneg

Beryllium

Cadmium

Chloroform

Chromium

Copper

Lead

Lead nitrate

Mercuric nitrate

Mercury

Nickel nitrate

Silver nitrate

Sodium chromate

Toluene

Uran yl nitrate

F-6

F-7

F-7

F-7

F-18

F-18

F-18

F-18

F-18

F-18

F-19

F-19

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

830d

79.6d

276

181d

670

2.7

2.7

160

15

1,800

1.4ox 104d

1.02xlo4d

16.7d

333d

8,330d

16,7

66.7

66.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

8,330d

16.7

100

0.339

1.18

0.771

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

610

1,210

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

L

0.159

0.552

0.361

0.42

0.0017

0.0017

0.10

0.0094

1.1

5.7

15.4

0.00823

0.165

4.11

0.00823

0.0329

0.329

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

4.11

0.00823

1.88

5

38.7

160

0,25

2.5

0.25

0.20

845

160

160

0.01

0.25

488

2.5

5

0.25

0.25

0.2

0.2

5

0.5

0.25

754

0.25

56.4

500

77.3

9,600

500

(0

700

28

1.OIX1O4

9,600

9,600

10

50

4,880

(0

(f)

700

700

28

28

(0

(0

30

7,450

30

a. Emergency Response Planning Guidelines. (See glossary,)

b. Analyses regarding specific chemical releases areprovided inthereferenced Appendix Ftables.

c. Milligrams percubic meter of air.
d. Concentration atl OOmeters (328 feet) exceeds EWG-3 values,

e. Airborne concentrations at640meters (2,1 OOfeet) were notavailable from existing safety documentation,

f. Noequivalent value found.

g. Benzene appears twice under the F-19catego~ duetodifferent accident initiators: explosion ortomado,
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Mi., E.p. MU.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.2 Alternative A - Limited Treatment Configuration
c

This section describes the effects alternative A (described in Section 2,4) would have on the existing

environment (described in Chapter 3).

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Alternative A (limited treatment practices for waste at SRS) includes the continuation of ongoing

activities listed under theno-action alternative (Section 4.l,l), lnaddition DOE would:

.

.

.

.

.

Construct and operate a containment building to process mixed wastes.

Operate a mobile soil sort facility,

Treat small quantities of mixed and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) wastes offsite.

Burn mixed and hazardous wastes in the Consolidated Incineration Facility,

Construct and operate a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility,

Store trsnsursnic wastes until they can be sent to tbe Waste Isolation Pilot Pkurt.
TE

I TE

I TE

I
TE

Storage facilities would beconstmcted onpreviously cleared land in E-Area. Thenewwaste treatment

facilities for characterization/certification of transuranic and alpha wastes and for

decontamination/macroencapsulation (containment) of mixed waste would be built on undeveloped land

northwest of F-Area.

Construction related to this alternative would require 0.22 square kilometer (55 acres) of undeveloped

land noflhwest of F-Area and O.04square kilometer (9acres) ofundeveloped land nofiheastof F-Area Tc
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by 2006 (Figure 4-13). An additional 0.13 square kilometer (32 acres) of undeveloped land would be

required by 2024 for construction of disposal vaults northeast of F-Area (Figure 4-14). Other

construction would be on previously cleared and developed land in the eastern portion of E-Area. The

minimum waste forecast for this alternative would require 0.29 square kilometer (73 acres) of

undeveloped land, and the maximum waste forecast would require 4.0 square kilometers (986 acres).

Additional site-selection studies would be required to locate suitable land if the maximum waste forecast

is realized.

4.2.2 GEOLOGIC RESOURCES

Min. EXP Max.
N. n
4cfio.

A

B

m ‘eo

4.2.2.1 o~ic Resources – Exnected Wast e Forecast
c

Effects on geologic resources from alternative A – expected waste forecast would result primarily from

the construction of new facilities. The effects discussed under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1.2)

form the basis for comparison and are referenced in this section.

Although the number of facilities required for this case would be substantially fewer than for the

no-action alternative because more waste would be treated and less would be stored, waste management

activities associated with alternative A expected waste forecast would affect soils in E-Area. The fewer

number of facilities and the corresponding decrease in the amount of land needed would result in smaller

effects on soils under this alternative. Cleared and graded land required for this alternative totals

approximately 0.26 square kilometer (65 acres) (by 2006). Approximately 0.26 square kilometer

(65 acres) of undeveloped land in E-Area would be cleared and graded for the construction of new

facilities through 2006, Later, an additional 0,13 square kilometer (32 acres) would be cleared for

construction of additional RCRA-perrnitted disposal vaults, This total of 0.39 square kilometer

(96 acres) is approximately 60 percent of the 0,65 square kilometer ( 160 acres) of undisturbed land that

would be required for the no-action alternative.

The potential for accidental oil, fuel, and chemical spills would be lower under this alternative than under

tbe no-action alternative because of reduced construction and operation activities. Spi II prevention,

control, and countermeasures for this scenario would be the same as for the no-action alternative

discussed in Section 4,1,2, and impacts to soils would be very small,
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M“, EXP. Max
No
Action

A

B

a

4.2.2.2 Geologic Resou rces – M inimum Waste Forecast

c

Effects from alternative A – minimum waste forecast would be slightly less than those for the expected

waste forecast because less land would be disturbed during construction activities, Approximately 0.17

square kilometer (4 1 acres) of cleared land (by 2008) and 0.29 square kilometer (73 acres) of uncleared

land (by 2024) would be used for construction of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.

For operations activities, spill prevention, crrntrol, and countermeasures plans for this case would be the

same as for the no-action alternative.

TC

Min. Exp. Mm.
N.
A.!;..

A

a

@

4.2.2.3
c

~t Iicer m Waste F

Effects from alternative A – maximum waste forecast would be greater than from the minimum or

expected forecasts previously discussed, because more land would be disturbed during construction

activities. Approximately 0.283 square kilometer (70 acres) of cleared land, 0.745 square kilometer

(184 acres) of uncleared land in E-Area, and 3.25 square kilometers (802 acres) of land outside E-Area, I Tc

approximately 7 times as much land as would be required for the expected waste forecast, would be used

for construction of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.

For operations activities, spill prevention, control, and countermeasures plans for this alternative would

be the same as for the no-action alternative; the potential for spills would be greater because there would

be more facilities, and larger amounts of wastes would be managed.
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Wetlands

■ Existing Facilities

❑ Proposed Sediment Ponds as req.ir.d

~

❑ Long-Lived Waste Storage Buildings (7)

(Building size . 50,x50, spaced 50X50)

❑ Transuranic Waste Storage Pads (12)

(Pad size = 50x15V spaced 50X50)

❑ Mixed Waste StOrage Buildings (79)

(Buil~ng size. 60x160, spaced 5vx50)

❑ RCRADisposal Vaults(5)

(Vault size = 200x50, spaced 50x50)

❑ Low-Activi&Waste Vaulls (4)

(Vault size = 650x150, spaced 50x5V)

❑ intermediate. Level Waste Va.its (2)

(Vault size . 250x50, spaced 50x50’)

ri”, Shallow Land Disposal Trenches (12)

~~~ (Trench size. 20.100, spaced 20 apatt)

~ Existing Setitrrentpo.ds

PK56-22

Figure 4-13. Configuration oftreatment, storage, anddisposal facilities in E-Area foraltemative A-
TCI expected waste forecast by 2006.
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Wetlands

~

H L.ng-Uved Waste Storage B.ildngs(24)

(Building size = 50x50, spaced 50X50)

NOTE larger footpdnts.rethree 50x50 b.llding$

on the Iou”d.tie” of formertra”s. ranicWaSte

StoragePads

❑ RCRADispOsal Va.lts(61)

(Vault size = 200.50, spaced 50x50)

❑ Low.Acti.ily Waste Va.lts (12)

(Vault size = 650.150, spaced 50.50’)

❑ intermediate-Level Waste Va.its (5)

(Vault size. 250.50, spaced 50’x50)

~, Sh.11.w Land ~sposal Tr8n.hos (73)
(Trench size . 20xI 00, spaced 20 apad)

■ Existing FaciHties

❑ PrOposed Sedment P.nds asrequired

❑ Existing Sediment Ponds

PK51

Figure 4-14. Configuration of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities in E-Area for alternative A –
expected waste forecast by 2024,
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4.2.3 GROUNDWATER RESOURCES

TE

TC I

TC

TE
TC

TE I

Min. EIp. M...
No
Action

A

B

@

4.2.3.1
c

Groundwater Reso urces– Exr)ected Waste Fo recast

This section discusses the effects of alternative A – expected waste forecast on groundwater resources at

SRS. Effects can reevaluated bycOmparing theconcentrations ofc6ntaminants predicted toenterthe

groundwater foreach alternative and waste forecast. Effects ongroundwater resources under the no-

action alternative (Section 4.1.3 )form the baaisfor comparison among thealtematives and are

referenced in this section,

Operation and impacts of the M-Area Air Stripper and the F- and H-Area tank farms would be the same

as under the no-action alternative.

For the expected forecast and as noted in Section 4.1.3, releases to groundwater from RCRA-permitted

disposal vaults would be improbable during active maintenance; however, releases could eventually

occur after loss of institutional control and degradation of the vaults. Impacts from the RCRA-permitted

disposal vaults would be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1.3),

There would be two more additional low-activi~ and intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal

vaults (17) than undertbe no-action alternative (15). Modeling has shown that releases from these vaults

would notcause groundwater standards to be exceeded during the30-year planning period or the

100-year institutional control period. Asinthe no-action alternative, noradionuclide exceededtbe

4millirem peryear standard forauser ofshallow groundwater from thehypothetical we1l 100 meters

(328 feet) fromthe waste disposal facility atanytime afierdisposal (Toblinl995). Alsoas in the

no-action alternative, thepredicted concentrations oftritium would beavery small fraction of the

drinking water standard, Thediscussion in Section 4,1,30n the basis forthe4millirem standard also

applies tOthiscasc. impacts under this forecast would besimilar totheeffects under the no-action

alternative,
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Under this waste forecast, 73 additional slit trenches would be constructed. Twentyseven (27) of these

slit trenches would be used for disposal of suspect soil and have been evaluated using results from the

previous Radiological Performance Assessment (Martin Marietta, EG&G, and WSRC 1994). Under this

waste forecast, modeling results indicate that none of the radionucl ides analyzed would at any time

exceed DOE’s perfomrance objective of 4 millirem per year for drinking water (Toblin 1995). The

remaining trenches would be tilled with stabilized waste forms (e. g., ashcrete) subject to completion of

performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with the performance objectives required by

DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, DOE has conservatively assumed that groundwater concentrations as a

result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-pemrhted vaults mrd all other low-level waste disposal

facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would remain within the DOE performance objective of 4 millirem per

year adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

In summary, effects on groundwater for alternative A – expected waste forecast would be very small and

similar to the effects discussed under the no-action alternative.

Min. EXP. Ma,
No
Action

A

a

Q

4.2.3.2
c

~ ter Resources – ini urn Wa Forecast

For the minimum forecast, and as discussed in Section 4.1.3, releases to groundwater from the disposal

vaults would be improbable during active maintenance; however, releases could eventually occur after

the loss of institutional control and degradation of the vaults. Impacts from the disposal vaults would be

similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4.1.3).

There would be four fewer additional low-activity and intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal

vaults (11 ) than under the no-action alternative (15). Impacts of disposal in these vaults are similar to the

impacts discussed in Section 4.1.3. Exceedance of the 4 millirem per year drinking water standard does

not occur for any radionuclide in shallow groundwater at any time after disposal (Toblin 1995).

For this forecast there would be limited direct disposal of radioactive waste by shallow land disposal (25

additional slit trenches). Eleven (11 ) of these slit trenches would be used for disposal of suspect soil and

have been evaluated using results from the previous Radiological Performance Assessment (Martin

Marietta, EG&G, and WSRC 1994). Under this waste forecast, modeling results indicate that none of
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the radionuclides analyzed wOuld at any time exceed DOES performance objective of 4 millirem per

year for drinking water. The remaining trenches would be tilled with stabilized waste forms

(e.g., ashcrete) subject to completion of performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with

the performance objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, DOE has conservatively

assumed that groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-perm itted

vaults and all other low- level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would remain within the

DOE performance objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

In summary, effects on groundwater for alternative A – minimum waste forecast would be sim ilar to the

effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4.1.3) and the effects for alternative A – expected waste

forecast.

Min.Exp.Ma,.
N. —
Act,..

A

a

“-m

4.2.3.3 Groundwater Resources – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

For the maximum forecast under alternative A, a total of 347 disposal vaults would have been

constructed by 2024. However, these vaults would have double liners and leak-detection and

Ieachate-collection systems, as required by RCRA (see Section 4, 1.3), Therefore, despite the large

number of vaults required, releases to groundwater would be improbable during active maintenance;

however, releases could eventually occur after loss of institutional control and degradation of the vaults.

Impacts from the RCRA-permitted disposal vaults would be similar to the effects under the no-action

alternative (Section 4, 1.3). Potential effects on groundwater resources due to the construction of RCRA-

pemritted disposal vaults would be similar to the potential effects due to the construction of mixed-waste

storage buildings under the no-action alternative discussed in Section 4.1.3.

There would be more than four times the number of low-activity and intermediate-level radioactive

waste disposal vaults (62) than under the no-action alternative (15). Predicted effects on groundwater

resources from low-activity and intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal vaults would be similar to

those effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1.3); no radionuclide would exceed the 4 millirem

drinking water standard at any time after disposal (Toblin 1995),

For the maximum forecast, 644 additional slit trenches would be needed to support shallow land

disposal. Four hundred twenty six (426) of these slit would be used for disposal of suspect soil and have

been evaluated using results from the previous Radiological Performance Assessment (Martin Marietta,
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EG&G, and WSRC 1994). IJnder this waste forecast, modeling results indicate that none of the

radionucl ides analyzed would at any time exceed DOES performance objective of 4 millirem per year

from drinking water (Toblin 1995), The remaining trenches would be filled with stabilized waste forms

(e.g., ashcrete) subject to completion of performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with

the perfomrance objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A, Therefore, DOE has conservative y

assumed that groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-permitted

vaults and all other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would remain with tbe

DOE performance objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400,5.

In summary, predicted impacts to groundwater for alternative A - maximum waste forecast would be

similar to those under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1,3) and alternative A – expected waste

forecast (Section 4.2.3. 1).

4.2.4 SURFACE WATER

Min. Exp. Mu,
No m
A.t).n

A

m

4.2.4.1
B

c

RESOURCES

Surface Water Resour ces – Exr)ected Waste Forecast

The impacts of the alternatives can be compared by examining the pollutants that would be introduced to

the surface waters. The effect of alternative A – expected waste forecast on SRS streams would not

differ from present effects, except that flow rates of the discharged treated wastewater would increase

slightly.

As discussed in Section 4.1.4, construction of facilities would require sedimentation and erosion control

plans to prevent adverse effects to streams by silt, oil/grease, or other pollutants that could occur in

runoff. Regular inspection of the implementation of these plans would be performed as outlined in

Section 4.1.4. After facilities were operating, they would be included in the S~ Stormwater Pollution

Prevention Plan, and erosion and pollution control measures would be implemented as indicated in this

plan.

For alternative A – expected waste forecast, the M-Area Air Stripper, the M-Area Dilute Effluent

Treatment Facility, and the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility would receive the same additional

wastewater flows for treatment as those received in the no-action alternative. Each of these facilities has

the design capacity to treat the additional flows and maintain discharge levels in compliance with
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established pemr it conditions. The treated effluent from these facilities would, as explained in

Section 4.1.4, continue to have little, if any, impact to receiving streams. Radionuclide concentrations

would be tbe same as those reported for the no-action alternative. Drinking water doses due to

stormwater infiltrating the vaults and trenches and draining to surface water would be many times lower

than regulatory standards (Toblin 1995).

The Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator (as noted under the no-action alternative) would

evaporate the liquid waste from the high-level waste tanks in the F- and H-Area tank farms. It would be

used in the same manner as the present F- and H-Area evaporators, with the distillate being sent to the

F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Faci Iity for treatment prior to being discharged to Upper Three Runs, The

concentrate from the evaporator would be sent to the Defense Waste Processing Facility for vitrification.

Since the Replacement High Level Waste Evaporator would be used in the same manner as the existing

evaporators and would produce a distillate similar in composition to the present distillate, the effect of

the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility effluent on Upper Three Runs would be the same as it is now.

Wastewater from the containment building would be transferred to the Consolidated Incineration Facility

for treatment, The containment building would not discharge to a stream.

Wastewater discharges would not occur from the mobile soil sort facility under this alternative.

Min, EXP M,,.
N. n
A.,,.”

A

B

cm 4.2.4.2 Su rface Water Res ources – Minimum Waste Forecast

The M-Area Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility would receive the same additional wastewater flow for

treatment as under the no-action alternative, The M-Area Air Stripper and the F/H-Area Effluent

Treatment Facility would each receive approximate y 0,4 gallon (1,5 liters) per minute less than that sent

to each facility under the no-action alternative, As explained in Section 4,1.4, the treated effluent from

these facilities would continue to have little, if any, impact on receiving streams. Each facility has the

necessa~ capacity to treat the additional wastewater and maintain discharges in compliance with

established permit conditions. Also, because of less waste disposal, groundwater discharging to surface

water would have a very small impact (Toblin 1995), Drinking water doses due to stormwater

infiltrating waste disposal vaults a“d trenches and draining to surface waters would be many times lower

than regulatory standards.
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As discussed in Section 4.1.4, erosion and sedimentation control plans would be prepared and

implemented for the construction projects, and the operators of the facilities would be required to abide

by the SRS Pollution Prevention Plan.

Min. Exp, Max.
N.
Action

A

B

as

4.2.4.3 rfce Wtr R r~
c

Storage and disposal facilities would be as described in Section 4,2,4,1. Surface waters would not be

affected by operation of these facilities.

For the maximum waste forecast, wastewater from the containment building would not be transferred to

the Consolidated Incineration Facility because that facility could not handle the increased volume. A

new wastewater treatment facility would be installed to treat this wastewater to meet outfall discharge

limits established by SCDHEC. The average flow rate for this discharge would be approximately

11 liters (2.9 gallons) per minute. The dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual would be

2.1 x10-5 millirem (Appendix E). The flow of properly treated water would not affect the water quality

of the receiving stream,

The M-Area Air Stripper and the M-Area Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility would receive

approximately the same additional wastewater flOWSas under the no-action alternative. The F/H-Area

Effluent Treatment Facility would receive additional wastewater flow of 0.28 gallon (1. 1 liter) per

minute above that for the no-action alternative. The facilities have the capacity to treat the additional

flow.

Stormwater infiltrating the disposal vaults and trenches would drain to surface water at concentrations

many times less than regulatory standards (Toblin 1995), I TC

Erosion and sediment control during construction projects and pollution prevention plans after operations

begin would be required, as discussed in Section 4,1,4.
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4.2.5 AIR REsOURCES

Min. Exp. Max.
No n

TE

TE I

Action

.4

B

@

4.2.5.1 Air Resources – ExDected Waste F
c

0 recast

Impacts to air can be compared among the alternatives by evaluating the pollutants introduced to tbe air.

Under alternative A expected waste forecast, DOE would continue ongoing and planned waste treatment

activities and construct and operate the additional facilities identified in Section 4.2.1. Additional

nonradiological and radiological emissions would come from these facilities. Tbe resulting increases of

pollutant concentrations at and beyond the SRS boundary would be very small compared to existing

concentrations. Operations for alternative A – expected waste forecast would not exceed state or Federal

air quality standards.

4.2.5.1.1 Constriction

Potential impacts to air qual ity from construction activities would include fugitive dust (particulate

matter) and exhaust from earth-moving equipment. For this case, approximately 5.73x105 cubic meters

(7,5ox 105 cubic yards) of soil in E-Area would be moved. Fugitive dust emissions for alternative A -

expected waste forecast were estimated using the calculations described in Section 4.1.5.1.

Maximum SRS boundary-line concentrations of air pollutants from a year of average construction

activity are shown in Table 4-16. Tbe sum of the incremental increases of pollutant concentrations due

to construction and the existing baseline concentrations would be within both state and Federal air

quality standards.

4.2.5.1.2 Operations

In addition to the current emissions from SRS, nonradiological and radiological emissions would occur

due to the operation of new facilities such as the Defense Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank

Precipitation; the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; the Consolidated Incineration Facil hy; the mixed

waste containment building; mixed waste soil sort facility; and the transuraDic waste characterization/

certification facility, Air emissions from facilities such as disposal vaults and mixed waste storage

buildirrgs would be very small.
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Table 4-16. Maximum SRS boundary-line concentrations resulting from a year of construction activities under alternative A (in micrograms per
cubic meter of air).

Average increaseb Baseline + increase

(vg/m3) SCDHECC as percent of standard

Averaging Baselinea standard

Pollutant time (P~m3) Expected Minimum Maximum (Pg/m3) Expected Minimum Maximum

Nitrogen oxides 1 year 14 0.01 <o.oid 0.02 100 14 14 14

Sulfur dioxide 3 hours

24 hours

1 year

Carbon monoxide 1 hour

8 hours

Total suspended 1 year

particulate

Paniculate matter less 24 hours
than 10 microns in 1 year
diameter

a. Source: Stewan (1994).
b. Source: Hess (1 994a).
c. Source: SCDHEC ( 1976).

857 37.06
213 0.70

17 <0.01

171 769

22 54

43 0.01

85 2.7 I
25 0.02

17.61
0.34

<0.01

394

62

0.01

I .30
0.01

414
7.82

<0.01

7,751

1,177

0.06

28.00
0.09

1,300
365

80

4.OX1O4

1.0XI04

75

150
50

69 67 98
59 58 60 I21 21 21

2 1 20

1 1 12

TC
57 57 57

59 58 75
50 50 50

d, < is read as ,,less than.”
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According to the rationale provided about similar facil ities contained in Section 4.1.5.2, increases in

maximum boundary-line concentrations of pollutants would not result from the continued operation of

the F- and H-Area tank farm evaporators, the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, the scrap-lead

melter, solvent distillation units, tbe silver recovery unit, tbe Organic Waste Storage Tank, Savannah

River Technology Center ion exchange process, low-level waste compactors, or the M-Area Air Stripper.

Additional emissions from the M-Area Air Stripper and the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility would

be very small, as addressed in Section 4.1.5.2.

Norrradiological Air Emissions Impacts

Maximum ground-level concentrations for nonradiological air pollutants were determined from the

Industrial Source Complex Version 2 Dispersion Model using maximum potential emissions from all tbe

facilities included in alternative A (Stewart 1994). Tbe bases for calculating the dispersion of toxic

substances that are carcinogenic are presented in Section 4.1.5.2. Modeled air toxic concentrations for

carcinogens are based on an annual averaging period and are presented in Section 4.2.12.2.2. The

methodology for calculating an annual averaging period is presented in Section 4,1.5.2.1. Air dispersion

modeling was performed using calculated emission rates for facilities not yet operating and actual 1990

emission levels for facilities currently operating (Stewart 1994).

The following facilities were incorporated in the modeling analysis for alternative A air dispersion: the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, including the ashcrete storage silo, the ashcrete hopper duct, and the

asbcrete mixer; four new solvent tanks at the Consolidated Incineration Facility; the Defense Waste

Processing Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation; the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; the mixed

waste containment building; the transuranic \\,aste characterization/certification facility; hazardous waste

storage faci Iities; and mixed waste storage facilities.

Emissions of air toxics would be very small. Maximum bounda~-line concentrations for air toxics

emanating from SRS sources, including the Consolidated Incineration Facility and the Defense Waste

Processing Facility, would be well below regulatory standards and are presented in the SCDHEC

Regulation No. 62.5 Starrdurd No. 2 and Standard No. 8 Compliance Modeling Input/Output Data.

The Savannah R)ver Technology Center laboratory’s liquid waste and the E-Area vaults would have very

small air emissions, as described in Section 4,1.5,2,
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Table 4-17 shows the increase in maximum ground-level concentrations at the SRS bounda~ for

nonradiological air pollutants due to treating the expected, minimum, and maximum waste forecasts

under alternative A.

Concentrations at the SRS boundary would be within both state and Federal ambient air quality

regulations, Minimal health effects would occur to the public due to routine emissions.

Offsite lead decontamination operations (described in Appendix B.2 1) would result in a maximum

ground-level 3-month concentration of 0.008 micrograms per cubic meter for all alternatives and

forecasts, less than tbe 0,011 micrograms per cubic meter background concentrations of lead in the SRS

area (EPA 1990). Both the concentrations at the offsite facility and at SRS are less than 1 percent of the

SCDHEC regulatory standard (SCDHEC 1976). Impacts would be very small,

l-c

Radiological Air Emissions Impacts I l-E

Offsite maximally exposed individual and population doses were determined for atmospheric releases

resulting from routine operations under alternative A. The major sources of radionuclides would be the

Consolidated Incineration Facility (mixed waste only), the transuranic waste characterization/

certification facility, and the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility. Other facilities with radiological

releases would be tbe M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, the mixed waste containment building, and the

soil sort facility.

SRS-specitic computer codes MAXIGASP and POPGASP were used to deternrine the maximum

individual dose snd the dose to the population within an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius of SRS

respectively, from routine atmospheric releases. See Appendix E for detailed facility-specific isotopic

and dose data.

Table 4-18 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population from

atmospheric pathways. The calculated maximum committed effective annual dose equivalent (see

glossary for definitions of dose, dose equivalent, effective dose, and committed effective dose

equivalent) to a hypothetical individual would be 0.011 millirem (Chesney 1995), which is 1,000 times

less than the annual dose limit of 10 millirem from SRS atmospheric releases, In comparison, an

individual living near SRS receives a dose of 0.25 millirem from all current SRS releases of radioactivity

TE

LO04-0I

TE

TC

(Arnett 1994). The 0.011 millirem annual dose is greater than the 1.3x 10-4 millirem dose shown for the I TC

no-action alternative.
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Table 4-17. Changes in maximum ground-level concentrations of air pollutants at the SRS boundary for alternative A – expected, minimum,

and maximum waste forecasts (micrograms per cubic meter of air).

Existing Regulatory Background
Averaging sources standards concentration Increase in concentration (pg/m3) Percent of standarde

Pol Iutarrt time (P~m3)*b (pg/m3)c (p4m3)d Expectedb Minimum Maximum Expected Minimum Maximum

I Nitrogerr oxides 1 year 6 100 8 0.46 0.46 0.47 14 14

Sulfur dioxides 3 hours 823
TC 24 hours 196

1 year 14

ICarbon monoxide 1 hour 171

8 hours 22

Total suspended I year 13
particulate

Particulate matter 24 hoursF 51
% Iessthan 10 microns I year 3

in diameter

Lead 3 months 4.OXIo-4

Gaseous fluorides 12 hours 2
(as hydrogen 24 hours 1
fluoride)

1 week 0.4
1 month o. I

1,300
365

80

40,000

10,000

75

150
50

1.50

3.70
2.90

1.60

0.80

34
17
3

NAf

NA

30

34
22

0.01

NA
NA

NA

NA

3.78 3.78 3.79
0.69 0.69 0.69
0.23 0.23 0.23

22.93 22.93 22.93

5.37 5.37 5.37

2.01 2.01 2.01

4.61 4.61 4,61
0.10 0.10 0.10

8.OXIO-6 4.9x I0-6 6.2x I0-6

0.00187 0.00187 0.00187

9.3XI0-4 9.3XI0-4 9.3xl&4

3.5XI0-4 3.5XI0-4 3.5XI0-4
9.OXIO-5 9.OX1O-5 9,0XI0-5

a. Micrograms percubic meter of air.

b. Source: Stewart (1994).

c. Source: SCDHEC (1976).
d. Source: SCDHEC (1992).

TE I e. Percent ofstandard =lOOx(existing +background +increase) divided bytheregulato~ standard.

f. NA=rrot applicable.

66
59
22

0.5

0.3

60

60
50

0.8

54
35

25

13

14

66
59
22

0.5

0.3

60

60
50

0.8

54
35

25

13

66
59
22

0.5

0.3

60

60
50

0.8

54
35

25
13
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The annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS from treatment of the expected

amount of waste would be 0.56 person-rem, This dose is greater than the population dose of 2 .9x 10-4

for the no-action alternative. In comparison, the collective dose received by the same population from

natural sources of radiation is approximately 195,000 person-rem (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey

1994), Section 4.2.12.1.2 describes the potential health effects of these releases.

Table 4-18. Annual radiological doses to individuals and the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles)

of SRS from atmospheric pathways under alternative A.a

Offsite maximally Popukitionb
exposed individual dose dose

Waste forecast (millirem) (person-rem)
Expected waste forecast 0.011 0.56
Minimum waste forecast 0.0057 0.27
Maximum waste forecast 0.080 3.4

a. Source: Chesney (1995).
b. For atmospheric releases, the dose is to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS.

Min. EXP, Mu.
N.
Ac,)o.

A

B

Q

4.2.5.2 Air Resource s – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

4.2.5.2.1 Construction

Impacts were evaluated for the construction of storage, treatment, and disposal facilities listed in

Section 2.4.7. Maximum concentrations at tbe SRS boundary resulting from a year of average

construction activity are shown in Table 4-16 for alternative A – minimum waste forecast.

Construction-related emissions would yield SRS boundary-line concentrations less than both state and

Federal air quality standards.

4.2.5.2.2 Operations

Both radiological and nonradiological emission changes were determined for tbe same facilities listed in

Section 4.2.5.1.2. Air emissions would be less than those for the expected waste forecast.

Nonradiological Air Emission Impacts

Nonradiological air emissions would be only slightly less than those for the expected waste forecast.

Maximum SRSboundav-line concentrations arepresented in Table 4-l7. Modeled concentrations are
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similar to those shown for the expected waste forecast and under the no-action alternative (Table 4-17).

rotal concentrations would be less than applicable state and Federal ambient air quality standards.

Radiological Air Emission Impacts

Table 4-18 presents the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population due to

atmospheric releases. The calculated maximum committed annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical

individual is 0.0057 millirem (Chesney 1995), which is less than the dose for the expected waste forecast

and well below the annual dose limit of 10 millirem from SRS atmospheric releases.

The annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS would be 0.27 person-rem,

which is less than the population dose calculated for the expected waste forecast.

Mi.. Exp. Max.
N.
Action

A

a

B

4.2.5.3 Air Resources – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

Alternative A – maximum waste forecast would have greater air quality impacts than the expected waste

forecast.

4.2.5.3.1 Construction

Impacts were evaluated for the constructiorr of storage, treatment, and disposal facilities listed in

Section 2.4,7. Maximum concentrations at the SRS boundary resulting from a year of average

construction activity are presented in Table 4-16 for the maximum waste forecast. Construction-related

concentrations would yield SRS boundary concentrations less than both state and Federal air quality

standards.

4.2.5.3.2 Operations

Both radiological and nonradiological emissions increases were determined for the same facilities listed

in Section 4,2.5.1.2. Air emissions would be greater than in the expected waste forecast therefore,

impacts to air quality would be greater, However, they would remain within state and Federal ambient

air quality standards.
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[ ‘rEIIonraalo[oglcal Alr Emissions Impacts

Nonradiological air emissions would be slightly higher than those associated with the expected waste

forecast, Maximum concentrations at the SRS boundary are presented in Table 4-17, Modeled

concentrations are similar to those for the expected waste forecast, Cumulative concentrations would be

below applicable state and Federal ambient air quality standards.

Radiological Air Emissions Impacts

Offsite maximally exposed individual and population doses were determined for atmospheric releases

resulting from routine operations at the facilities identified in Section 4.2.5.1.2.

Table 4-18 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and to the population due to

atmospheric releases. The calculated maximum committed annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical

individual is 0.080 millirem (Chesney 1995), which would be greater than the dose from the expected

waste forecast but well below the annual dose limit of 10 millirem from SRS atmospheric releases.

The annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS would be 3.4 person-rem,

which would be greater than the population dose calculated for the expected waste forecast. Section

4.2,12,1.2 describes the potential health effects of these releases,

4.2.6 ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Min. EXP. Max
N.
Acli..

A

B

@

4.2.6.1
c

Ecological Resoar ces – EXDected Waste Forecast

Construction of new waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities for alternative A – expected waste

forecast would result intheclearing andgrading ofundisturbed areas. (These areas aregiven in acres;

toconvert tosquare kilometers, multiply by O.004047.) Sixty-four acres ofwoodland would be cleared

andgraded by2006and an additional 32acres would beneeded by2024, as follows:

. 27acres ofloblolly pine planted in 1987

. 15acres ofwhite oak, redoak, andhickory regeneratedin 1922

. 18acres oflongleafpine regenerated in 1922, 1931,0r 1936
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. 4 acres from which mixed pine/hardwood was recently harvested

. 20 acres of Ioblolly pine planted in 1987 would be cleared between 2007 and 2024

. 3 acres of Ioblolly pine planted in 1946 would be cleared between 2007 and 2024

. 9 acres of longleaf pine planted in 1988 would be cleared between 2007 and 2024

Effects on the ecological resources are described in Section 4. 1.6; however, because less land would be

required for this case (96 acres versus 160 under the no-action alternative), the overall impact due to loss

of habitat would be less. For example, fewer animals would be displaced or destroyed.

Min. EXP. Max
N. _
Ac[ion

A

a

“m

4.2.6.2 “= 1Resources – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

Approximately 73 acres of undeveloped land located between the M-Line railroad and the E-Area

expansion and extending northwest of F-Area would be required. Because less undeveloped land would

he required under this waste forecast, impacts to the ecological resources of the area would be slightly

less than for the expected waste forecast.

Min.E*P. Max.
No
Ac!ion

A

B

@ ‘cO-

4.2.6.3 logical Resources – Max
c

imum Waste Forecast

Approximately 184 acres of undeveloped land located between the M-Line railroad and the developed

portion of E-Area and extending northwest of F-Area would be required for the maximum waste

forecast. By 2006, an additional 802 acres of undeveloped land in an undetermined location would also

be required. Impacts to the ecological resources of SRS under this forecast would be approximately

7 times greater than the impacts described in Section 4,1,6 due to the greater acreage required. For

example, many more animals would be destroyed or displaced during clearing of this much land. Loss of

cover from several hundred acres in a watershed can alter the water chemistry of the creeks in the

drainage, which in turn could influence the kinds of organisms that live in the streams.

Wetlands constitute nearly 21 percent of SRS (DOE 1991). Should the maximum amount of waste be

treated, and 802 acres of additional land be required, it is probable that some sites needed for the

expansion could contain wetlands. Additionally, a large portion of SRS soils are on steep slopes and
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highly erodible, with conditions so difficult to overcome that special facility designs, substantial

increases in construction costs, and increased maintenance costs would be required (WSRC 1994c),

Soils on the steep slopes adjacent to E-Area would be avoided under all alternatives due to these

construction and maintenance problems, It is likely that a portion of a site selected for additional waste

management construction would contain some unsuitable soils. Threatened and endange~d species and

significant historic and pre-historic cultural resources are also found throughout SRS and could occur on

portions of any site selected for additional waste management facilities, Because of these

considerations, it is likely that a tract of land substantially larger than 802 acres would be needed to

provide tbe required acreage. Threatened and endangered species surveys and floodplains and wetland

assessments would be required before final site selection.

I TC

4.2.7 LAND USE

M,”, EXP. Mm.
N.
Act)on

.4

@

4.2.7.1 Land Use – Exr)ected Wast e Forecast
a

c

DOE would use approximately 0.52 square kilometer (64 acres of undeveloped; 65 acres of developed)

land in E-Area through 2006 for activities associated with alternative A – expected waste forecast. By TC

2024, 0.61 square kilometer ( 152 acres) would be required, about 89 acres less than under the no-action

alternative. SRS has about 181,000 acres of undeveloped land, which includes wetlands and other areas

that cannot be developed, and 17,000 acres of developed land.

Activities associated with alternative A would not affect current SRS land-use plans; E-Area was

designated as an area for nuclear facilities in the draft 1994 Land-Use Baseline Report. Furthermore, no

part of E-Area has been identified as a potential site for future new missions. According to the FY 1994

Dra~t Sire Development Plan, proposed future land management plans specify that E-Area should be

characterized and remediated for environmental contamination in its entirety, if necessary. Decisions on

future SRS land uses will be made by DOE through the site development, land-use, and future-use

planning processes, including public input through avenues such as the Citizens Advisory Board,
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Min. EXP. Mat.
v.
4ction

A

@

4.2.7.2 Land Use – Minimum Waste Fo recast

B

c

Activities associated with alternative A – minimum waste forecast would not affect current SRS land

uses. By 2024, approximately 0.44 square kilometer (108 acres; slightly less acreage than would be

required in tbe expected waste forecast) in E-Area would be used for the facilities described in

Section 4.2.1.

Min. EXP, Max.
N. n
Action

A

B

m

4.2.7.3 Land Use – Maximum Wast
c

e Forecast

Activities associated with alternative A – maximum waste forecast would not affect current SRS land

uses. By 2006, DOE would need a total of 1.03 square kilometers (254 acres) in E-Area and 3.24 square

kilometers (802 acres) elsewhere for the facilities described in Section 4.2.1. This acreage is nearly

10 times the land that would be required for the expected or minimum waste forecast, but less than

1 percent of the total undeveloped land on SRS (DOE 1993d), However, considerably more acreage than

this may be affected (see Section 4,2.6.3). Current land uses in E-Area would not be impacted. Tbe

location of tbe 3.24 square kilometers (802 acres) outside of E-Area has not been identified and the site

selection would involve further impact analyses. However, DOE would minimize the impact of clearing

3.24 square kilometers (802 acres) by locating these facilities within the central industrialized portion of

SRS, as described in Section 2,1.2 and shown in Figure 2-1,

4.2.8 SOCIOECONOMIC

This section describes tbe potential effects of implementing alternative A on the socioeconomic

resources intheregion ofinfluence discussed in Section 3.8. This assessment is based on the estimated

construction and operations employment required to implement this alternative.
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Min. EXP, Max
N.
A<lion

A

B

@

4.2.8.1

c

i~ n mics –

4.2.8.1.1 Construction

Table 4-19 shows the estimated construction employment associated with the expected waste forecast for

this alternative. DOE anticipates that construction employment would peak during 2003 through 2005

with approximately 80 jobs, 30 more jobs than during peak employment under the no-action alternative.

This employment demand represents much less than 1 percent of the forecast employment in 2005.

Given the normal fluctuation of employment in the construction industry, DOE does not expect a net

change in regional construction employment from implementation of this forecast. Given no net change

in employment, neither the population nor personal income in the region would change. As a result,

socioeconomic resources would not be affected.

4.2.8.1.2 Operations

Operations employment associated with implementation of the expected waste forecast under this

alternative is expected to peak from 2008 through 2018 with an estimated 2,560 jobs, 110 more jobs than

during peak employment under the no-action alternative. This employment demand represents less than

1 percent of the forecast employment in 2015 (see Chapter 3) and approximately 12 percent of 1995 SRS

employment. DOE believes these jobs would be tilled from the existing SRS workforce. Thus, DOE

anticipates that socioeconomic resources would not be affected by changes in operations employment.

Min. EXP. Max
No
Action

A

B

@

4.2.8.2 Socioeconomic – M~ Waste Forecast
c

4.2.8.2.1 Construction

Construction employment associated with the minimum waste forecast under this alternative would be

slightly less than that for the expected waste forecast and would peak during 2003 through 2005 with

TC

TC

approximately 70 jObs, which rePresents much less than 1 percent Of the forecast employment in 2005. I TC

Socioeconomic resources in the region would not be affected.
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Table 4-19. Estimated construction and operations employment for alternative A – expected, minimum,

and maximum waste forecasts.a

Waste Forecast

Minimum Expected Maximumb

Year Construction Operations Construction ODeratiOns Construction

1995 20 920 50 i,650

1996 20 1,150 30 1,920

1997 20 1,150 30 1,920

I998 20 1,150 40 2,060

I999 20 1,150 40 2,170

2000 20 1,230 40 2,280

2001 20 1,230 40 2,280
2002 30 1,310 60 2>330

2003 70 1,350 80 2,330
2004 70 1,350 80 2,330
2005 70 1,350 80 2,330

2006 40 1,430 60 2,270
2007 20 1,390 40 2,190
2008 20 I ,680 40 2,560
2009 20 1,610 40 2,560
2010 20 1,610 40 2,560
2011 20 I,61O 40 2,560
2012 20 1,610 40 2,560
2013 20 1,610 40 2,560
2014 20 I,61O 40 2,560
2015 20 1,610 40 2,560
2016 20 1,610 40 2,560
2017 20 1,610 40 2,560
2018 20 1,610 40 2,560
2019 20 1,310 40 2,190
2020 20 1>310 40 2,190
2021 20 1,310 40 2,190
2022 20 1,310 40 2,190
2023 20 I,31O 40 2,190
2024 20 I,31O 40 2,190

a. Source: Hess (1995a, b).

b. Operations employment for the maximum waste forecast is provided in Table 4-20.

290

80
80

I90
190

I90
190
230

260
260

260
210

80
160
160
160

160
160
160

160
160
160

160
160

80
80
80

80
80

80

4.2.8.2.2 Operations

Operations employment associated with implementation of the minimum waste forecast is expected to

peak in the year 2008 with an estimated 1,680 jobs, 880 fewer jobs than for the expected waste forecast.

This employment demand represents less than 1 percent of the forecast employment in 2008 and

approximately 8 percent Of 1995 SRS employment. DOE believes these jobs would be filled from the
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existing SRS workforce and anticipates that socioeconomic resources from changes in operations

employment would not be affected.

M!.. EXP. Max
N“ —.
Aclion

A

B

@

4.2.8.3 Socioecon “ –~
c

4.2.8.3.1 Construction

Construction employment associated with alternative A – maximum waste forecast would be greater than

that for the expected waste forecast and would peak during 2003 through 2005 with approximately 260

jobs, which represents much less than 1 percent of the forecast employment in 2005. DOE does not

expect a net change in regional construction employment from implementation of this case. As a result,

socioeconomic resources in the region would not be affected.

4.2.8.3.2 Operations

Operations employment associated with implementation of alternative A – maximum waste forecast is

expected to peak during 2002 through 2005 with an estimated 11,200 jobs (Table 4-20), which represents

4 percent of the forecast employment in 2005 and approximately 56 percent of 1995 SRS employment.

DOE assumes that approximately 50 percent of the total SRS workforce would be available to support

the implementation of this case. If DOE transfers 50 percent of the SRS workforce, an additional 3,300

new employees would still be required during the peak years. Based on the number of new jobs

predicted, DOE calculated changes in regional employment, population, and personal income using the

Economic-Demographic Forecasting and Simulation Model developed for the six-county region of

influence (Treyz, Rickman, and Shao 1992).

Results of the modeling indicate that the peak regional employment change would occur in 2002 with a

total of approximately 7,540 new jobs (Table 4-2 I ) (HNUS 199Sb). This would represent a 3 percent

increase in baseline regional employment and would have a substantial positive impact on the regional

economy.

Potential changes in regional population would lag behind the peak change in employment because of

migration lags and also because in-migrants may have children after they move into the area. As a result,

the maximum change in population would occur in 2005 with an estimated 12,900 additional people in
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the six-county region (HNUS 1995b). This increase is approximately 2.7 percent above the baseline

regional population forecast (Table 4-2 1) and could affect the demand for community resources and

services such as housing, schools, police, health care, and fire protection.

Table 4-20. Estimated new operations jobs required to support the alternative A – maximum waste

forecast,a

SRS employment available Total operations employment for

Projected total SRS for waste management the alternative A- maximum waste

Year employment activities forecast New hiresc
I995 20.000 10.000 2.620 0
1996 ;5;800
1997 15,800
1998 15,800
I999 15,800
2000 15,800
2001 15,800
2002 15,800
2003 15,800
2004 15,800
2005 15,800
2006 15,800
2007 15,800
2008 15,800
2009 15,800
2010 15,800
2011 15,800
2012 15,800
2013 15,800
2014 15,800
2015 15,800
2016 15,800
2017 !5,800
2018 15,800
2019 15,800
2020 15,800
2021 15,800
2022 15,800
2023 15,800
2024 15,800

a. Source: Hess (1995a, b).

7;900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900

4;420
4,730

10,200
10,490
10,510
10,510
11,200
I 1,200
11,200
11,200
10,040
4,600
9,060
9,060
9,060
9,060
9,060
9>060
9,060
9,060
9,060
9,060
9,060
4,600
4,600
4,600
4,600
4,600
4,600

0
0

2,300
2,590
2,610
2,610
3,300
3,300
3,300
3,300
2,140

0
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160
1,160

0
0
0
0
0
0

b. DOE assumed that approximately 50 percent of the total SRS workforce would be available to support waste
management activities.

c. New hires are calculated by comparing tbe required employment (column 4) to available employment
(column 3); new hires would be needed only in those years when required employment exceeds available
employees,
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Table 4-21. Changes in employment, population, and personal income for alternative A – maximum waste forecast,a

Change in
Change in

Net .ha”g. in Percent change Change in Percent change cegionai personal Percent change
indirect regional total regional in regional regional in regional income in regional

Year New hiresb emvlovmentc employment employment population population (millions) personal income

1998

I999

2000

200 I

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

.

2,300 3,300 5,600 2.26 1,960 0.42 270 2.6o

2,590

2,610

2,610

3,300

3,300

3,300

3,300

2,140

0

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

1,160

3,640

3,490

3,330

4>240

4,100

3,990

3,920

2,170

3,060

760

910

1,070

I ,220

1,340

1,450

1,530

1,600

1,650

1,6g0

1,710

6,230

6,100

5,940

7,540

7,400

7,290

7,220

4,310

3,060

1,920

2,070

2,230

2,380

2,500

2,610

2,690

2,760

2,810

2,840

2,870

2.49

2.41

2.32

2.92

2.83

2.76

2.70

1.60

1.13

0.71

0.76

0.82

0.87

0.91

0.95

0.98

1.01

I .03

I .04

I .05

4,600

6,380

7,770

9,460

1I ,020

f2,080

12,900

12,490

11,270

9,880

8,690

7,850

7, I 70

6,630

6,200

5,850

5,560

5,310

5, I 00

4>920

0.97

I.34

1,63

1.98

2.30

2.52

2.69

2.60

2.34

2.04

1.79

1,61

I.47

1.35

1.26

1.18

1.t2

1.06

I.02

0.98

340

370

390

520

550

580

610

430

340

240

240

250

260

280

310

330

360

380

410

440

3.09

3,18

3.16

3,9g

3.96

3,94

3.91

2.59

1.92

1.27

1.20

1.17

1.15

1,[7

I .22

I .22

1,25

1.25

1.27

1.29

a. Source: Hess ( 1995a, b); ~US ( 1995b).
b. From Table 4-20.

c. Change in employment related to changes in population.
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Potential changes in total personal income would peak in 2005 with a$610 million increase over forecast

income levels for that year (HNUS 1995b). This would be a 4 percent increase over baseline income

levels (Table 4-2 l) and would have a substantial, positive effect on the regional economy.

4.2.9 CULTURALRESOURCES

This section discusses the effect of alternative A on cultural resources.

Min. EXP. Max,
No
Action

A

a

@

4.2.9.1
c

Cultural Resource s – Exoecte d Waste Forecast

Waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities would be constructed within the currently developed

portion of E-Area, to the north and notihwest of this area, and to the northwest of F-Area (see

Figures 4-13 and 4-14),

Construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area would not affect cultural or

archaeological resources because this area has been previously disturbed.

Two small areas of unsurveyed land to the east and northeast of the current] y developed portion of

E-Area that would be used for the construction of sediment ponds (see Figure 4-5) would be surveyed

before beginning construction. Ifimpotiant resources were discovered, DOEwould avoid them or

remove them,

Construction of the RCRA-permitted disposal vaults to the nofihwest of the currently developed portion

of E-Area (see Figure 4-13) would not affect archaeological resources because when this area was

surveyed important sites were not discovered,

Archaeological sites intbearea ofexpansion could beimpacted asdescribed in Section 4.l.9. If this

occurred, DOE would protect these resources as described in Section 4.1.9,
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Min. E*P, Mu,
No
Action

A

B

@ CU’tu

4.2.9.2 ral Resources – Minimum Waste Fo recast

c

Construction of new waste management storage facilities for this forecast would require approximately

0.18 fewer square kilometer (44 fewer acres) than that for the expected waste forecast. Although the

precise configuration of facilities is currently undetermined, construction would take place within

previously disturbed parts of E-Area.

I Tc

As discussed in Section 4.2,9.1, construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area or to the

northwest of this area would not have an effect on archaeological resources. Before construction would

begin in the undeveloped area northwest of F-Area, the Savannah River Archaeology Research Program

and DOE would complete the consultation process with the State Historic Preservation Officer and

develop mitigation action plans to ensure that important archaeological resources would be protected and

preserved (Sassaman 1994)

Min. Exp, Max.
No
Action

A

a

@

4.2.9.3
c

~ ximum Wa recast

Construction of new waste management storage, treatment, and disposal facilities for this forecast would

require approximately 4.27 square kilometers (1,056 acres), 3.66 kilometers (904 acres) more than for I ‘rC

the expected waste forecast. Some of the new facilities would be sited within E-Are~ however, DOE

would need an estimated additional 3.24 square kilometers (802 acres) outside of E-Area. I ‘rC

Construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area or to the rrmthwest of this area would be

preceded by consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer and the development of a

mitigation plan to ensure that archaeological resources would be protected.

Until DOE determines the precise location of the additional 3.24 square kilometers (802 acres) that I Tc

would be used outside of E-Area, effects on cultural resources cannot be predicted. The potential

disturbance of important cultural resources would be proportional to the amount of land disturbed,

However, in compliance with the Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement, DOE would survey areas
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proposed for new facilities prior tO disturbance. If important resources were discovered, DOE would

avoid or remove them.

M,”, Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

@

4.2.10 AESTHETICS AND SCENIC RESOURCES-EXPECTED,

1% MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM WASTE FORECASTS
c

Activities associated with alternative A – expected, minimum, and maximum waste forecasts would not

adversely affect scenic resources or aesthetics. E-Area is already dedicated to industrial use. In all

cases, new construction would not be visible from off SRS or from public access roads on SRS. The new

facilities would not produce emissions that would be visible or that would indirectly reduce visibility.

4.2.11 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION

4.2.11.1 _

Min. Exp. Max,
No n
4.,,0.

A

B

m

4,2.11.1.1 Traffic – Expected Waste Forecast
c

rhe additional traffic under alternative A – expected waste forecast (Table 4-22) would result from

construction activities, The increase would be greatest in 2003, when the greatest number of people

would be employed. In the table, the additional traffic is distributed among offsite roads based on the

percentage of baseline traffic each road carries. Traffic on all roads would remain within design

capacity, and the effects of increased traffic would be very small,

Additional truck traffic due to increased construction activities was estimated to be fewer than It) trucks

per day for all alternatives (Hess 1994d), DOE would not expect this increase in construction-related

truck traffic during nnrmal working hours to adversely affect traffic; therefore, it will not be discussed in

subsequent sections.

For the expected waste forecast, there would be two additional waste shipments per day over the

no-action estimates (Table 4-23). This would be due to shipments of stabilized ash and blowdown from
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the Consolidated Incineration Facility to disposal facilities. DOE would not expect the additional truck

traffic during normal working hours to adversely affect traffic. Numbers of shipments assumed under

each alternative are given in Tables E.3- 1 through E.3-3,

Table 4-22. Number of vehicles per hour during peak hours under alternative A,

TE

No-action
altemat ive Waste Forecast

Design capacity (Percentage of
Road (vehicles per hour) design capacity) Minimum Expected Maximum

Offsite (percentage of design capaci~)

Sc 19 3,000b 2,821(94) 2,83 1(94) 2,837(95) 2,9 17(97) r
SC 125 3,200b 2,720(85) 2,730(85) 2,736(85) 2,812(88) i Tc

Sc 57 2,100b 706(33) 707(34) 709(34) 729(35)

Onsite
Road Eat 2.300c 788434) 809T35) 824T36) 999<43)
E-Area

. . .

a, Number in parentheses represents percentage of design capacity.
b. Adapted from Smith (1989).
c, Adapted from TRR (1985).
d. Includes baseline PIUSthe maximum number (47) of construction workers (Hess 1995a, b).
e. Includes baseline plus the maximum number (68 for the minimum, 83 for the expected, and 258 for the

maximum waste forecast) of construction workers (Hess 1995a, b).

Table 4-23. SRS daily hazardous and radioactive waste shipments by truck under alternative A,a
Change from no-action

Waste type 1994 no-action traff]ca Minimum Expected Maximum

Hazardous 14 -6 <lb 6

Low-level 7 -3 0 12
Mixed 8 -4 2 25

Trarrsuranicc I <1 <1 15

Total change NAd -13 2 58

Total shipments per day 30 17 32 88

TC

TC

a. Shipments per day To arrive at shipments per day, the total number of waste shipments estimated for the
30 years considered in this EIS was divided by 30 to determine estimated shipments per year. These numbers
were divided by 250, which represents working days in a calendar year, to determine shipments per day,
Supplemental data are provided in the traffic and transportation section of Appendix E.

b. Values less than I are treated as zero for purposes of comparison.
c. Includes mixed and nonmixed tmnsurarsic waste shipments.
d. NA = not applicable.
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Min. E.P, Mm.
NO _
Act,..

A

““mm 4.2.11.1.2 Traffic – Minimum Waste Forecast

TC I For the minimum waste forecast, there would be21 more vehicles than in the no-action alternative

during peak commuter hours (Table 4-22). Traffic on all roads would remain within design capacity.

The effects of traffic under this case would be very small. There would be 13 fewer waste shipments per

day compared to no-action estimates (Table 4-23). This decrease is due to smaller volumes of all types

of waste. The lower volume of truck traffic would result in a slightly positive effect on traffic.

M,.. EXP. Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.2.11.1.3 Traffic – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

TC

TC

TE I

As discussed in Section 4.1.11.1, the 1992 highway fatality rate of 2.3 per 100 million miles driven in

South Carolina provides a baseline estimate of 5.5 traffic fatalities annually. Under alternative A, the

largest increase in construction workers would occur for the maximum waste forecast(21 I more workers

than under the no-action alternative). These workers would be expected to drive 2.6 million miles

annually (2.1 million miles more than under the no-action alternative), which would result in less than

one additional traffic fatality per year.

Even with the addition of211 vehicles above the estimates under the no-action alternative, traffic on all

roads would remain within design carrying capacity; therefore, effects on traffic would be very small.

Depending on the areas to which these employees were assigned and the shifts they worked, DOE would

need to examine the design capacity of the affected roads.

Daily waste shipments would increase by 58 (Table 4-23), primarily due to overall increases in waste

volumes and shipment of stabilized ash and blowdown to disposal facilities. The shipments would

originate at various SRS locations (primarily F. and H-Areas) and teminate at the E-Area treatment and

disposal facilities. Shipments from the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility and

containment building would not affect traffic because these shipments would occur on a dedicated road

that would be upgraded to accommodate expected traffic flows, The additionof58 trucks during normal

working hours is expected to have very small adverse effects on traffic.
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4.2.11.2 ~ rtation

Min. E,.. Mm.
No
Action

A

@

4.2.11.2.1 Transportation – Expected Waste Forecast
B

c

Consequences from incident-free onsite transportation over 30 years under alternative A were based on

those under the no-action alternative, adjusted by the changes in the number of waste shipments (as a

result of changes in volumes of waste shipped). The percent change in dose from the no-action

alternative and corresponding health effects are shown in Table 4-24 for incident-free transportation.

Consequences of onsite transportation accidents for any given shipment are independent of the number

of shipments and are, therefore, the same as for the no-action alternative (Table 4-8).

Table 4-24. Annual dose (percent change from the no-action alternative) and associated excess latent
cancer fatalities from incident-free onsite transport of radioactive material for alternative A – expected
waste forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers
Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.011 (o%) 2.0 (2%) 280 (94%)

Mixed 84x Io-5 (52%) 0.17 (36%) 5.3 (23%)
TC

See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which makeup each waste type. Dose is based on exposure to all I TCa.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g

Transuranic L3xio-4 (0%) 9.5x Io-3 (o~.) o.15 (oY.)

Totalsc O.Olld 2.2e 290e
Excess latent 4.6x lo-6f 8.8x 10-4g O.lg
cancer fatalities

waste streams of a particular waste type. I
See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of the receptors.
Totals were rounded to two significant figures.
Assumes the same individual bas maximal exposure to each waste Vpe (Appendix E) for a single year.
Dose from 1 yea of exposure to incident-free transportation of treatability groups (see Appendix E).
Additional probability of an excess latent cancer fatality.
Value eauals the total dose x the risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem).

Doses from incident-free offsite shipments of mixed wastes were calculated as in Section 4.1.11.2 using

calculated external dose rates 1 meter (3.3 feet) from the transport vehicle for each waste and package

type (HNUS 1995a). Additionally, occupational exposure time depends on the number of shipments and TE

how long it takes to load each transport vehicle. The results are shown in Table 4-25.
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Table 4-25. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of mixed

waste under alternative A – expected waste forecast.
Involved workersa Remote MEIb Remote population

Waste (person-rem) (rem) (person-rem)

Mixed 0.012C 3.2x 1o-8c 2,5x 10-3c

Excess latent cancer fatalities 4.8x10-6 1.6x10-lld I,3x1o-6

a. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of the receptors.
b. MEI=maximally exposed individual.

TC ] c. Dose fortheremote ME1assumes exposure toeachwaste inasingle year; forthepopulation, dose istheresult

ofexposureto 1 year ofincident-free banspoflation ofeachwaste (see Appendix E),
d. Additional probability ofanexcess latent fatal cancer.

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

For the expected waste forecast, there would be increases in dose to all onsite receptors and in the

associated number of excess fatal cancers compared to the no-action alternative (Table 4-24) due to the

increased volume of mixed waste. Additionally, involved workers’ exposures would increase drse to their

exposure to the increased volume of low-level equipment shipped,

Transportation Accident Impacts

Refer to Sections 4.1.11 .2.2 and 4.1.11,2,3 for radiological and non radiological accident impacts,

respectively. The probability of an onsite accident involving low-level or mixed wastes would increase

or decrease compared to the no-action alternative depending on the volumes of wastes being shipped;

however, the consequences due to a particular accident would be the same as described in

Section 4,1.11 .2.2. Accident probabilities foronsite shipments remain thesame under allaltematives

and are summarized in Table 4-26, Impacts ofaccidents involving offsite shipments were calculated as

described in Section 4.1.11,2 .2. Theresults aresummarized in Table 4-27.

Table 4-26. Annual accident probabilities foronsite shipments forallaltematives andwaste forecasts,a

Waste forecast

Waste type Expected Minimum Maximum

Low-level 5.62x1 O-7 2.19x I0-7 7.7OX1O-7

Mixed 7,08x I0-5 I,78x1O-5 3.53 XI0-4

Transuranic 2.57x I0-6 1,79x I0-6 4,24x I0-5

a. The accident probabilities under the no-action alternative are the same as for the expected waste forecast. See
Appendix E for numbers of shipments,
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Table 4-27. Annual accident probability, doses associated with an accident, and excess latent cancer
fatalities from an accident during offsite transport of m ixed waste under alternative A.

Accident probabilities Remote population

Minimum Expected Maximum doses Number of latent
Waste forecast forecast forecast (person-rem) cancer fatalities

Mixed 4.6x1 o-4 1.IXIO-3 2.7x1 O-3 0.0047 2.4x I0-6

a. See Section 4.1.11.2 for description of rcceDtor.

The consequences and associated excess latent cancer fatalities from offsite shipments of mixed waste

under this alternative (Table 4-27) would be similar to the consequences to uninvolved workers under the

no-action alternative (Table 4-8). However, because of the small volume of waste shipped offsite, a high

consequence offsite accident would have less severe impacts than an onsite shipment,

Min. EXP, Mm.
No
Attic,”

A
&

4.2.11.2.2 Transportation – Minimum Waste Forecast

BI Ill

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

For the minimum waste forecast, there would be decreases in dose (Table 4-28) to all onsite receptors

compared to those from the expected waste forecast due to the smaller volumes of all wastes shipped

onsite,

Table 4-28. Annual dose (percent change from the expected waste forecast) and associated excess latent
cancer fatalities from incident-free onsite transport of radioactive material for alternative A –minimum

waste forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers
Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.0057 (49%) 0.98 (52%) 140 (51%) I
Mixed 3.2x 10-5 (62%) 0.067 (62%) 2.0 (620A)

Tmnsuranic 9.OXIO-5 (30%) 6.6x Io-3 (30%) 0.10 (30%)

Totalsc 5.8x10-3d I .oe I4oe

Excess latent cancer fatalities 2.3x lo-6f 4.2x lo-4g o.057g

b.
c.
d,
e.
f.

g.

TC

TC
TE

a. See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which makeup each waste VP. Dose is based on exposure to all

TE

waste streams of a particular waste type.
See Section 4. J. 11.2 for descriptions of receptors.
Totals rounded to two significant figures.
Assumes the same individual has maximal exposure to each waste type (Appendix E) for a single year..

Dose from 1year of exposure to incident-free tmuspor’tation of treatability groups (see Appendix E).

Additional probability of an excess fatal cancer.
Value equals the total dose x the risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem).
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For the minimum waste forecast, impacts from incident-free offsite transportation of radioactive

materials (Table 4-29) would be very small.

Table 4-29. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of mixed

waste for alternative A – minimum waste forecast.

Involved workersa Remote MEIb Remote population

Waste (person-rem) (rem) (person-rem)

I Mixed
TC

5.2x1w3C I.4x1o-8c I. IX1O-3C

Excess latent cancer fatalities 2.1x1 o-6 7.oxlo-12d 5.5 XI0-7

a. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors.
b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.

TE \ C. Dose for the remote MEI assumes exposure to each waste in a year; for the population, dose is the result of
exposure to 1 year of incident-free transportation of treatability groups (see Appendix E).

d. Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer,

Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an onsite accident involving radioactive wastes would decrease slightly for the

minimum waste forecast (Table 4-26) because less waste would be shipped compared to the expected

waste forecast; however, the consequences due to an accident would be the same as described in

SectiOn 4.1.11 .2.2.

Effects of offsite accidents would be the same as for the expected waste forecast; however, the

probability of an offsite accident would decrease by about one-third compared to the expected waste

forecast because of the smaller volumes of wastes shipped (Table 4-27).

Min. EXP, Max.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.2.11.2.3 Transportation – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

For the maximum waste forecast, there would be large increases in dose to all receptors (Table 4-30) due

to the increases in volumes of al 1wastes shipped.

mixed waste (Table 4-3 1) would be very small.

Impacts from incident-free offsite transportation of
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Table 4-30. Annual dose (percent change from the expected waste forecast) and associated excess latent

cancer fatalities from incident-free onsite transport of radioactive material for alternative A – maximum

waste forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers

Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0,014 (27%) 2.8 (32%) 7.3 XI0- (155%) I
Mixed 3.3X10-4 (29 I%) 0.70 (300%) 24 (342%)

I

Tmnsuranic 0.0021 (1,550%) 0.16 (1,550%) 2.4 (1,550%)

Totalc o.o17d 3.7e 750e
Excess latent cancer 6.7x 10-6f 1.4x lo-3g o.3og

a. See Appendix Eforalistofwaste stieams which m&eupeachwaste~pe, Dose is based onexposure to all
waste streams of a particular waste type.

b. See Section 4,1.11 .2 fordescriptions of receptors.
c. Totals rounded totwosigniticant figures.
d. Assumes tiesame individual hasmaximum exposure toeachwaste ~pe(Appendix E) forasingle year.
e. Dose from 1 yearofexposure toincident-free transpofiation ofwaste (see Appendix E).
f. Additional probability ofanexcess fatai cancer.
g. Value equals thetotal dose xtherisk factor (O.0004excess latent fatal cancers perperson-rem).

TC

TE

Table 4-31. Annual doseand excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transpofl of mixed
waste for alternative A – maximum waste forecast.

Involved workersa Remote MEIb Remote population

Waste (person-rem) (rem) (person-rem)

Mixed 0.031C 8.2x 10-8C 6.3x 10-3c

Excess latent cancer fatalities I.2x1o-5 4.lxlo-lld 3.2x I0-6 I LOO4-10

a. See Section 4.1.11 .2 fordescriptions of receptors
b. MEI=maximally exposed individual.
c. Dose fortheremote MElassumes exposure toeachwaste inayea6for thcpopulation, dose istieresultof 1 TE

exposure to 1 year ofincident. free transportation ofwaste (see Appendix E).

d. Additional probability ofanexcess latent fatal cancer.

Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an on site accident involving radioactive wastes would increase for the maximum

waste forecast (Table 4-26) because more waste would be shipped compared to the expected waste

forecast; however, the consequences due to an accident would be the same as described in Section

4,1.11.2.2. Effects ofoffsite accidents would bethesame as fortheexpected waste; however, tbe

probability of an offsite accident would be three times greater than that in tbe expected waste forecast

because of the larger volumes of wastes shipped (Table 4-27).
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4.2.12 OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Radiological and nonradiological impacts to workers and the public are presented in this section for the

three waste forecasts. Asexpected, theimpacts aresmallest fortbeminimum waste forecast and largest

for the maximum waste forecast.

Under this alternative, the Consolidated Incineration Facility, the transuranic waste characterization/

certification facility, the mixed waste containment building, compaction facilities, andthe mobile soil

sort facility would operate. These facilities and changes in waste management would result inan

increase inadverse health effects over the no-action alternative for the three waste forecasts. However,

the effects would besmall overall, except to involved workers under the maximum waste forecast,

The waste management operations that produce most of the occupational and public health effects are as

follows:

. Fortheinvolved workers, thesources oflargest exposure would bethetransuranic waste storage

pads, the H-Area high-level waste tank farm, and the transuranic waste characterization/

certification facility.

o Forthepublic anduninvolved workers, thesources oflargest exposure would he the Consolidated

incineration Facility andthetransuranic waste characterization/cefiificationfacili~. (Doses and

health effects for the Consolidated Incineration Facility are presented in Appendix B,5,)

. Forthepublic only, the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facili~would bethesource of greatest

exposure.

For radiological assessments, the same general methodology was used as under the no-action alternative

(see Section 4.1.12). Thesame risk estimators were used toconveti doses to fatal cancers, andwastes

were classified into treatability groups to facilitate the evaluations. However, thedevelopmentof

radiological source terms andworker exposures wasmuch more involved. Thereleases of radioactivity

totheenvironment andtheradiation exposures ofworkers were detemined foreach waste forecast. The

expected performance of new facilities was based on actual design information, augmented as necessary

by operating experience with similar facilities,
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Radiological impacts of facility operations were estimated for the 30-year period of analysis based on

total material throughput. Annual impacts to workers and the offsite population were estimated by

dividing the total 30-year impact by 30.

Min. EXP. Max
NO
Action

A

a

@

4.2.12.1 Occerr)at ional and Public Health – ExDected Waste Forecast
c

For alternative A – expected waste forecast, the volumes of wastes to be treated would be the same as

under the no-action alternative.

4.2.12.1.1 Occupational Health and Safety

Table 4-32 presents the worker doses and resulting health effects associated with the expected waste

forecast. Doses would remain well within the SRS administrative guideline of 0.8 rem per year, The

probabilities and projected numbers of fatal cancers from 30 years of waste management operations

under this alternative would be much lower than those expected from all causes during the workers’

lifetimes. It is expected that there could be 0.86 additional fatal cancer in the workforce of 2,123, In

comparison, the lifetime fatal cancer risk from all causes is 23.5 percent (refer to Section 4.1.12.1),

which translates to a 1 in 4 chance of any individual (including a worker) contracting a fatal cancer, or

499 fatal cancers in the workforce of 2,123.

Nonradiological Impacts

DOE considered potential nonradiological impacts to SRS workers from air emissions from the

following facilities: the Defense Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation; the M-Area

Vendor Treatment Facility; the Consolidated Incineration Facility; Building 645-N, hazardous waste

storage; Building 645-2N, mixed waste storage; the mobile soil sort facility; four new solvent tanks; the

transuranic waste characterization/certification facilitfi and the mixed waste containment building,

Occupational health impacts to employees at the Defense Waste Processing Facility and In-Tank

Precipitation were discussed in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Defense Waste

Processirrg Facili@. Occupational health impacts to employees associated with the Consolidated

TE

I l-c
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Table 4-32. Worker radiological doses and resulting health effects associated with implementation of alternative A.a
Fu
.- g

No-action Wnste forecast Gti.. ---- . . . . . . .
:p

ReceDtotis) alternative Expected Minimum Maximum 0./
5

Individual involved worker

. Average annual dose (rem)b

. Associated probability ofa fatal cancer

. 30-year dosetoaverage worker (rem)

TC I - Associated probability ofafatal cancer

All involved workersc

. Annual doseb (person-rem)

. Associated number of fatal cancers

. 30-year dose(person-rem)

. Associated number of fatal cancers

Individual uninvolved workerb,d

?

I . Annual doseatlOOmeteF (rem)s
0 (associated probability of a fatal cancer)

I . Annual doseat640meters (rem)
TC (associated probability of a fatal cancer)

I ● 30-year doseatlOOmeters (rem)
(associated probability of a fatal cancer)

. 30-year doseat640meters (rem)
(associated probability of a fatal cancer)

0.025

1.OXIO-5

0.75

3.OXIO-4

52

0.021

1,600

0.62

1.OX1O-5

(4. IX IO-9)

2.9x107

(1.lxlo-lo)

3.OXIO-4

(1.2x I0-7)

8.6 X1O-’5

(3.4x 1o-9)

0.033

1.3XI0-5

0.99

4.OX10-4

70

0.028

2,100

0.84

0.0054

(2.1x1 o-6)

l,6x10-4

(6.2x I0-8)

0.16

(6.4x 1O-5)

0.0047

(1.9x I0-6)

0.032

1.3X1O-5

0.96

3.9 X1O-4

67

0.027

2,000

0.81

3.7 XI0-3

(1.5xI0-6)

1.1X1O-4

(4.3 x1o-8)

0.11

(4.5 XI0-5)

0.0033

(I.3x1o-6)

0.047

I.9X1O-5

I .4

5.7 X1O-4

113

0.045

3,400

I .4

0.088

(3.5 X1O-5)

0.0026

(1.oxIo-6)

2.7

0.0011

0.077

(3.1 X1O-5)

a. Supplemental faciliV infomation isprovided in Appendix E.
b. Annual individual worker doses can becompared witithe regulator dose limit of5rem(l 0CFR835) andwith the SRSadminisEative exposure

guideline of O.8rem. Operational procedures ensure thatthe dosetothe maximally exposed worker remains as far below theregulatow dose limit as is
reasonably achievable.

c. The number of involved workers is estimated to be 2,123 for the expected waste forecast 2,104 for the minimum waste forecast, and 2,379 for the
maximum waste forecast.

d. Dose isdueto emissions from the&ansuranic waste characterimtionlce flification facili~except fortheno-action alternative. Doses conservatively
assume 80hours perweek of exposure. Exposures forawpical 40-hour work weekwould beapproximately 50percent ofdoses given in the table.

e. Tocnnvert to feet, multiply by3.28.
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Incineration Facility were discussed in the Environmental Assessment, Consolidated Incineration

Facili~ (DOE 1992).

Table E,2-2 in Appendix E presents a comparison between Occupational Safety and Health

Administration permissible exposure limit values and potential exposures to uninvolved workers at both

100 meters (328 feet) and 640 meters (2, 100 feet) from each facility for the expected, minimum, and

maximum waste forecasts, Downwind concentrations were calculated using EPA’s TSCREEN model I TE

(EPA 1988). For each facility’s emissions, based on tbe expected waste forecast, uninvolved workers

occupational exposure would be less than Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible

exposure limits. In most instances, downwind concentrations would be less than 1 microgram per cubic TE

meter, whereas the Occupational Safety and Health Administration Iim its are greater than

2,000 micrograms per cubic meter,

4.2.12.1.2 Public Health and Safe~

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-33 presents the radiological doses to the public and the resulting health effects associated with

the expected waste forecast. The annual doses to the offsite maximally exposed individual

(0.012 millirem) and to the regional population (0,57 person-rem) surrounding SRS are small fractions of

the doses that resulted from SRS operations in 1993, which were well within regulatory limits (Amett,

Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994), For the offsite facility (assumed to be located in Oak Ridge,

Tennessee, for the pu~oses of this assessment) under this forecast, the annual doses to the offsite

maximally exposed individual (5. 1x 10-7 millirem) and to the regional population (2.3x 10-7 person-rem)

surrounding Oak Ridge, Tennessee, represent a very small fraction (less than 0.0 I percent) of the

comparable doses to the SRS regional population. These doses remain less than 0.0 I percent of the

comparable SRS doses for all waste forecasts under this alternative (see Appendix E for facility-specific

data). For this waste forecast, radiologically induced health effects to the public would be very small

(Table 4-33).

Nonradiological Impacts

TC

Potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite were considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants. Maximum SRS boundary-line concentrations for criteria pollutants are

discussed in Section 4.2.5.1.2.
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Table 4-33. Radiological doses associated with implementation of alternative A and resulting health effects to the public.a ::

No-action alternative
m

Alternative A =R

Doseb Dose := ~

Probability
N

Atmospheric
Probabilityd -

Aqueous or number of Atmospheric Aqueous or number of

Waste forecastlreceptor(s)c releases releases Total fatal cancers releases g releases Total fatal cancers

ExDected waste fOreCaSt

Oftsite MEIe
. Annual, millirem 4. IX1O-10

1.2x I0-8

0.011

0.33
6.9x10-4
0.02}

0.012
0.35

5.8x I0-9

1.7XI0-7

1.2X10-4
0.0037

6.9x I0-4

0.021

8. IXIO-4
0.025. 30 years, millirem

POpulatiOD
. Annual, person-rem 0.56

17

0.0068

0.20

0.57

17

2.8x10-4

0.0085
2.9x 10-4
0.0086

0.0068

0.20

0.0071
0.21

3.5x I0-6

1.1X1O-4. 30 years, person-rem

Minimum waste forecast
Offsite MEI

. Annual, millirem NA

NA

0.0057

0.17

0.0064

0.19

3.2xI0-9

9.6xI0-8

NAf

NA

NA

NA

6.9x 10-4

0.021. 30 years, millirem

Population
. Annual, person-rem 0.27

8.2

0.0068

0.20

0.28

8.4

1.4XI0-4

0.0042

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA. 30 years, person-rem
Maximum waste forecast

Offsite MEI
. Annual, millirem

. 30 years, millirem

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

0.08

2.4
6.9x I0-4

0.02 r
0.081
2.4

4. IXIO-8

1.2x I0-6

PODulatiOn
3.4 0.0017

0.052
. Annual, person-rem NA NA NA NA 3.4 0.0068

. 30 years, person-rem NA NA NA NA 100 0.20

Suuulementai facilitv information is provided in Appendix E.

100

a.

b.

c,

d.

e.

K-—

Fo~ atmospheric rel~uses,the dose is;o the poptda~on within 80 kilDmetelS(50 miles) of SRS. For aqueDus releases, tbe dose is to the people using tbe Savannah River

from SRS’to tbe Atlantic Ocean.

Tbe doses to tbe public from total SRS operations in 1993 were 0.25 millirem to tbe offsite maximally exposed individual and 9.1 person-rem to tbe regional population.
These doses. when added to the incremental doses associated with the waste mana~ement alternative given in this table, are assumed to equal total SRS doses. Source:

Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey ( 1994).

For the offsite maximally exposed individual, probabilig of a latent fatal cancer; for tbe population, number of fatal cancers.
MEI = maximatty exposed individual.

Atmospheric releases for MEI and population include contribution from off-site facilities, wbicb contribute less than 0.01 % to tbe atmospheric releases repofled here.
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For routine releases from operating facilities under the expected waste forecast, criteria pollutant

concentrations would be within state and federal ambient air quality standards, as discussed in

Section 4.2,5.1.2, and health impacts to the public would be very small.

Offsite risks due to carcinogens were calculated using the Industrial Source Complex 2 model (Stewart

1994) for the same facilities listed in Section 4.2.12.1.1, Emissions of carcinogenic compounds were

based on the types and quantities of waste being processed at each facility. Table 4-34 shows the excess

individual lifetime cancer risks calculated from unit risk factors (see Section 4.1. 12.2.2) derived from

EPA’s Integrated Risk Information System database (EPA 1994). As shown in Table 4-34, the estimated

incremental lifetime cancer risk associated with routine emissions under the expected waste forecast is 2

in ten million. This is the same as that for the no-action alternative and represents a small overall

increase in risk,

4.2.12.1.3 EnvironmentalJustice Assessment

Section 4.1.12.2.3 described DOE’s methodology for analyzing radiological dose to determine if there

might be adverse and disproportionate impacts on people of color low income, Figure 4-15 illustrates

the results of the analysis for alternative A – expected waste forecast for the 80-kilometer (50-m ile)

region of interest in this EIS. Supporting data for the analysis can be found in Appendix E.

I ‘E

The predicted per capita dose differs very little between types of communities at a given distance from I TC

SRS, and the per capita dose is extremely small in each type of community. This analysis indicates that

people of color or with low incomes in the 80-kilometer (50-mile) region would be neither

disproportionately nor adversely affected.

Min. EXP, Mm,
No n
ActIon

A

B

B

4.2.12.2 Occuuat onali -blic Health - Minimum Waste Forec ast
c

Because the waste amounts for alternative A – minimum waste forecast would be smaller than for the

expected waste forecast and the treatment operations would be the same, the impacts to workers and the

public would be smaller than described for the expected waste forecast,
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Table 4-34. Estimated number of excess latent cancers in the offsite population from nonradiological carcinogens emitted under alternative A. :8

Concentrationb,c Latent cancersd Ga
:7

f_lnitrisk factora Expected waste Minimum waste Maximum waste z
(latent cancersl

Pollutant
(Utim3)e

Acetaldehyde 2.2x I0-6

Acrylamide

Acrylonitrile

Arsenic Pentoxide

Asbestos

Benzene

Benzidine

Bis(chloromethyl)ether

Bromoform

Carbon Tetrachloride

Chlordane

Chlorofoml

Cr(+6) Compounds

Formaldehyde

Heptachlor

Hexachlorobenzene

Hexachlorobutadiene

Hydrazine

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane

1,1,2-Trichloroethane

Toxapbene

1,1-Dichloroetherre

Methylene Chloride

0.001

6.8x10-5

0.004

0.23

8.3x I0-6

0.067

0.062

1.IXIO-6

l,5xlo-5

3.7 XI0-4

2.3x I0-5

0.012

I.3X1O-5

0.0013

4.6x1 O-4

2.2 X10-5

0.0049

S.8X10-5

1.6x10-5

3.2x I0-4

5.OX1O-5

4,7 X1O-7

forecast forecast forecast Expected Minimum Maximum S

(ptim3) (ptim3) (v#m3) waste forecastf waste fOrecast waste forecast

2.7x I0-8

2.7x I0-8

5.OXIO-7

4.1.10-10

0.044
2.7x I0-8

2.7xI0-8

2,7x I0-8

2.7x I0-8

2.7x I0-8

0.003

4.5X1O-II

2.7x I0-8

6.7x10-7

2.7x1 o-8

2.7x1 o-8

2.7x1 o-8

4.9XI0-7

2.7x1 o-8

6.7x I0-7

4.8x I0-5

2.7x I0-8

9. IXIO-8

9. IXIO-8

9. IXIO-8

6.3x I0-7

2.2x I0-8

0.044

9. IXIO-8

9. IXIO-8

9. IXIO-8

9. IxI&8

9. IXIO-8

0.003

2.3x I0-9

9.1x Io-8

8.3x I0-7

9. IXIO-8

9.1x Io-8

9.1x Io-8

1.8XI0-6

9.lxlo-~

8.3x1 O-7

5.6x I0-5

9. IXIO-8

1.5XI0-7 2.7xI0-8 1.4xlo-13 2.5x I0-14 8.6x10-14

1.5X1O-7

1.5XI0-7

8. IxIO-7

3.5XI0-9

0.044

1.5XI0-7

1.5XI0-7

1.5XI0-7

1.5XI0-7

1.5XI0-7

0.003

4.2x I0-9

1.5XI0-7

9.7XI0-7

1.5XI0-7

1.5XI0-7

1.5XI0-7

2.9x 10-6

I.5X1O-7

9.7X1O-7

2.9x 10-5

1.5XI0-7

TOTAL

8.2x10-11

4.3x10-12

1.5XI0-9

3.5XI0-10

1.6x10-7

4.2x I0-9

3.9XI0-9

7.OX1O-I4

9.5xlo-13

2.3x10-11

3.ox1o-8

2.2 XI0-I I

8.2x10-13

5.4XI0-10

2.9x10-II

1.4x I0-12

3.1XIO-10

7.2x10-11

I.OX1O-I2

1.3XI0-10

6.3x10-lo

1.5xlo-tl

7.9XI0-13

9.lxlo-to

4.OX10-1I

1.6x I0-7

7.8x10-lo

7.2x I0-9

1.3xlo-r4

I.7X1O-I3

4.3x10-r2

3.OXIO-8

4.9 X1O-I3

1.5XI0-13

3.7xlo-rfJ

5.3x I0-12

2.5x10-13

5.7X1O-II

1.2XI0-11

1.9XI0-13

9.2x10-11

1.OXIO-9

5. IXIO-11

2.7x I0-12

1.2X10-9

2.2 X10-9

1.6x I0-7

2.6x 1O-9

2.4x I0-9

4.3 XI0-14

5.9X1O-I3

I,4XI0-11

3.OXIO-8

I.2X1O-II

5. IXIO-13

4,6x10-lo

1.8x I0-11

8.6x 10-t3

1.9XI0-10

4.4 X1O-I I

6.2x10-13

I.lxlo-lo

I.2X10-9

1.8x10-143.OXIO-14 5.4XI0-15

2.0XIO-7 I,9XI0-7 2.0 XIO-7

TEI a. Source: EPA(1994).

b. Maximum annual boundary -iineconcentration.

c. Source: Stewart (1994).

d. Latent cancer probability equals unit risk factor times concentration times 30yexsdivided by7Oyems.

e. Microgra!ns per cubic meter of air.

TC
f. Under themmimum wmteforec%t, w%tewatcr wo.ldbe treated inthecontainmcnt building, which would lower themount ofwastewater going tothe Consolidated

Incineration Facility. There fore, slightly higher impacts rnayoccur intheexpected watcforecmt thminthc maimumw~teforccmt.
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4.2.12.2.1 Occupational Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-32 includes the worker doses and resulting health effects associated with the minimum waste

forecast. Doses and health effects associated with this case would be smaller than those associated with

the expected waste forecast.

NorrradiologicalImpacts

Table E.2-2 in Appendix E presents a comparison of the nonradiological air concentrations to SRS

workers for the minimum waste forecast to permissible exposure limits under the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration. Exposures to SRS workers are either equal to or less than those that would

occur in the expected waste forecast. For each facility, employee occupational exposure would be less

than Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible exposure limits.

4.2.12.2.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-33 includes the doses to the public and the resulting health effects associated with the minimum

waste fnrecast, Doses and health effects associated with this case would be smaller than those associated

with the expected waste forecast,

NonradiologicalImpacts

Potential nnnradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite are considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants under the minimum waste forecast, For routine releases from operating facilities,

criteria pollutant concentrations would be within state and Federal ambient air quality standards, as

discussed in Section 4,2.5.2.

Offsite risks due to carcinogens are presented in Table 4-34, The overall incremental lifetime cancer risk

‘c I ‘saPPrOximatelY 19intenmillion. Thislatentcancerrisk isslightlyiessthanthatexpectedfromtheno-

action alternative. DOE expects very small health impacts to the public from emissions from facilities

under alternative A minimum waste forecast.

4-I 16
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4.2.12.2.3 Environmental Justice Assessment

Figure 4-16 illustrates the results of the analysis for alternative A – minimum waste forecast for the

80-kilometer (50-mile) region of interest in this EIS, Supporting data for the analysis can be found in the

environmental justice section of Appendix E, No community within 80 kilometers (50 miles) would be

disproportionately affected by emissions under this case.

Min. EXP. M=
NO
Action

,4

B

4.2.12.3 Occupational and Public Health – Maximum Wast e Forecast
B

c

The volumes of wastes to be treated for alternative A – maximum waste forecast would be larger than for

the minimum and expected waste forecasts, but the treatment operations would be the same. Therefore,

the maximum waste forecast would result in the greatest health impacts to workers and the public for this

alternative,

4.2.12.3.1 Occupational Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-32 includes the worker doses and resulting health effects associated with the maximum waste

forecast. The doses would remain well within the SRS administrative guideline of 0.8 rem per year.

However, it is projected that less than 2 people in the involved workforce of 2,379 could develop a fatal

cancer sometime during their lifetimes as the result of exposure to radiation during the 30-year period of

analysis.
TC

Nonradiological Impacts

DOE assessed concentrations for exposure to SRS workers. Table E.2-2 in Appendix E presents a

comparison between the nonradiological air concentrations SRS workers would be exposed to for the

maximum waste forecast with Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible exposure

limits values. Exposures to SRS workers are either equal to or greater than those occurring in the

expected waste forecast. However, for all facilities, employee occupational exposure would be less than

Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible exposure limits.
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4.2.12.3.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-33 includes the doses and resulting health effects to the public associated with the maximum

waste forecast. The annual doses to the offsite maximally exposed individual (0.08 millirem) and to the

SRS regional population (3,4 person-rem) would be about one-third of the doses that resulted from SRS

operations in 1993, which were well within regulatory limits (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994).

For alternative A - maximum waste forecast, radiologically induced health effects to the public would be

very small.

Nonradiological Impacts

Potential nmrradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite are considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants under the maximum waste forecast. For routine releases from operating

facilities, criteria pollutant concentrations would be within state and Federal ambient air quality

standards, as discussed in Section 4.2,5,3. During periods of construction, the criteria pollutant

concentrations at the SRS boundaV would not exceed air quality standards under normal operating

conditions. With good construction management practices, such as wetting dirt roads twice a day,

particulate concentrations would he approximately 50 percent of those shown in Section 4.2,5.3.

Table 4-34 presents offsite risks from carcinogens. Tbe overall incremental lifetime cancer risk is

aPPrOxlmatelY 2 m 10 mill iOn. This latent cancer risk is the same as expected under the no-action

alternative, DOE expects very small health impacts to the public from emissions from facilities in the

maximum waste forecast.

4.2.12.3.3 Environmental Justice Assessment

No community within 80 kilometers (50 miles) would be disproportionately affected by emissions under

this scenario (Figure 4-1 7).

4.2.13 FACILITY ACCIDENTS

This section summarizes the risks to workers and members of the public from potential facility accidents

associated with the various amounts of wastes that might be managed under alternative A. The
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methodologies used to develop the radiological and hazardous material accident scenarios are the same

as those discussed in Section 4,1,13, I under the no-action alternative,

Min. Exp. Max.
No —
Actioo

A

B

“m

4.2.13.1 Facil’~
c

Figures 4-18through4-21 summarize theestimated increases inlatent fatal cancers from radiological

accidents involving the various waste types on the population, offsite maximally exposed individual, and

uninvolved workers at640meters (2,100 feet) and 100meters (328 feet) foralternative A expected waste

forecast. Analyses are based ondosefrom theestimated bounding accident, Theaccident presenting the

greatest overall risk to the population within 80 kilometers (SO miles) of SRS under this case is an

anticipated accident (i.e., oneoccurring beWeenonceeve~ 10 years and once every 100 years)

involving either mixed waste or low-level waste, which would increase the risk to the population within

80 kilometers (50 miles) by 1,7x 10-2 latent fatal cancer per year (Figure 4- 18).

An anticipated accident involving either mixed waste or low-level waste would pose the greatest risk to

the offsite maximally exposed individual (Figure 4-19) and the uninvolved worker at 640 meters

(2,100 feet) (Figure 4-20). Theanticipated accident scenario would increase therisk tothe offsite

maximally exposed individual by 3.3x10-7 latent fatal cancer per year andto the uninvolved worker at

640 meters (2, 100 feet) by 1.8x10-5 latent fatal cancer per year.

An anticipated accident involving either mixed wastes or low-level wastes would also pose the greatest

risk to the uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet) (Figure 4-21). The anticipated accident scenario

would increase therisk to the uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet)by I,0x10”3 latent fatal cancer

per year.

For each receptor group, regardless of waste type, the greatest estimated risks associated with alternative

Aareidentical totheno-action alternative. However, there could bedifferences intheoverall riskto

each receptor group forspecitic waste types. Forexample, the overall risks fortransuranic waste

increase approximately 100times between theno-action alternative andaltemative A. Table 4-35

provides a comparison of overall risk for specific waste types between the no-action alternative and

alternative A. Amultiplicative change factor is used to illustrate differences between no-action a“d

alternative A risks. lftherisks presented areidentical, themultiplication factor is one. However, if the
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risks presented are different, the multiplication factor is the ratio of the two values (i.e., higher estimated

risk divided by smaller estimated risk). ArTOWSindicate the alternative A risks that are larger than the

no-action risks.

Table 4-35. Comparison of risks from accidents under the no-action alternative and alternative A.

Estimated risks

Receptor Waste typeb No-action alternative Alternative A Change factorc

Population within Low-level waste 0.017 0,017 I .0

80 kilometers Mixed waste 0.017 0.017 I .0
Transuranic waste 0.005 0.015 ?3.0
High-level waste 6.3x I0-4 6.3x1 O-4 1.0

Offsite maximally Low-level waste 3.3 XI0-7 3.3 XI0-7 1,0

exposed individual Mixed waste 3.3 XI0-7 3.3XI0-7 I.0
Transuranic waste 9.8x1 o-8 2.9x10-7 ?3.0
High-level waste I.3x1o-8 I.3x1o-8 1.0

Uninvolved worker to Low-level waste I.sxlo-j 1.8 XI0-5 1.0

640 meters Mixed waste I.8x1O-5 1.8x10-5 I .0

Transuranic waste 5.5x I0-6 1.6x I0-5 ?2.9
High-level waste 6.4x1 O-7 6.4x10-7 1.0

Uninvolved worker to Low-level waste 0.00 I 0.001 1.0

I 00 meters Mixed waste 1,Oxl o-7 0.001 1,0

Transuranic waste 3. IXIO-4 9. OXIO-4 ?2.9
High-level waste 1.8x I0-5 I,8x1O-5 1.0

a. Increased risk of latent fatal cancers per year,
b. Waste types are described in Appendix F.
c. Change factors represent the multiplication factor rtquired to equate no-action alternative risks to alternative A risk (e.g.,

no-action risk times change factor equals alternative A risk), The up arrow (~) indicates that the alternative A risk is

A complete summary of all representative bounding accidents considered for alternative A is presented

in Table 4-36, This table provides accident descriptions, annual frequency of occurrence, increased risk

of latent fatal cancers for al 1receptor groups, and the waste type associated with the accident scenario.

Details regarding the individual postulated accident scenarios associated with the various waste types are

provided in Appendix F,

Table 4-37 presents for each waste considered a summary of the them ical hazards estimated to exceed

ERPG-2 values for the uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet), For this worker, seven chemical

release scenarios would exceed ERPG.3 values. Moreover, another five chemical release scenarios

would have estimated airborne concentrations that exceed ERPG-2 values where equivalent ERPG-3

values were not identified, For the offsite maximally exposed individual, no chemical release scenario
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Table 4-36. Summary of representative bounding accidents under alternative A.a

Increased risk of latent fa[al cancers per yearb

Maximally
Affected waste Frequency Uninvolved worker Uninvolved worker

Accident Description

exposed offsite Population wilbin

typesc (per year) at I 00 meters at 640 meters individual 80 kilometers

RHLWEd release due to a feed line break High-1evel o.07e I .79X 10-5 6.38x10-7 L32x I0-7 6.34x 10-4

RHLWE release due to a design basis earthquake High-1evel 2.00x Io-4f 1.54.10-6 5.46x 10-8 1.12.10-9 5.43x10-5

RHLWE rcleue due to evaporator pressurization and breech High-1evel 5.09. I O-jg 1.95x I o-6 3.46.10-8 7.13.10-10 3.44.10-5

Design basis ETFh airborne release due to tornado High-1evel 3.69.10-71 3.20.10-13 1.02X10-14 7.20.10-15 6.35.10-14

Container breach at the ILNTVJ Low-1.,.1 0.02. 0.00104 1.84x 10-5 3.31 .10-7 0.0168
Mixed

High wind at the ILNTV Low-1evel O.oolf 4.04.10-10 2.43x10-lo 1.52x10-lo L06x10-5

Tornado at the ILNTV Low-1evel
2.ooxlo-5g 3.26.10-12 6.18.10-10 L18x10 -lo LJ8x10-7

Release due to multiple open containers at the containment Mixed o.oo3f 4.69x 10-7 6.91.10-7 1.22.10-8
bui!di”g

5.70 XI0-4

F3 tomadok at Building 316-M Mixed 2.80, 10-5g s.35.10-12 1.29x 10-9 1.65x 10-9 1.12.10-9

Aircraft crash at the containment b“ildi.g Mixed 1,60. 10-7i 9.73x J0-lo
f

3.46.10-11 6.66x I 0-13 3.19.10-8

s De flagratio” in culverl during TRUI retrieval activities Trans. ra”ic o.o]e 8.96x 10-4 I .59x 10-5 2.86.10-7 1.45.10-2

Fire i. culvefi at the TRUlwaste stocagepads (O”C drum i“ Tra”s”ranic 8. 10x 10-4f 3.07.10-4 5.48x 10-6 9.84x 10-8 0.00498

culvert)

Vehicle crash with resulting fire at the TRUlwaste storage Trans” ra” ic
6.50. 10-5g 4,47.10-6 7.96x 10-8 L43XI0-9

pads
7.25x 10-5

a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
f.

g
h.

i.

j
k.

A complete description and analysis of the rcprcsc”tative bounding accidents are presented in Appendix F.
lncre~ed risk of fatal ca”cct’s per year is calculated by multiplying the [consequence (dose) x latent cancer conversion factor] x annual frequency. For dose consequences and Iale”t

cancer fatalities per dose, see tables in Appendix F.
The waste type for which tbe accident scenario is identified as a representative bounding accidenL A rcpresentati.e bounding accident may be ide”titied for more than OIIe waste

type. These waste types are high-level, low-level, mixed, and transura”ic.
Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator.
The frequency of this accident scenario is within lhe anticipated accident range.

The frequc”cy of this accidc”t scenario is within the unlikely accident range.
The frequency of this accident scenario is within tbe extremely unlikely accident range.

F~.Area Eftl”ent Treatment Facility.

The freq”e”cy of this accident scenario is within beyond extremely unlikely accidc”t range. u

lntenncdiate-Levet Nontriti.m Vault.
o

F3 tornadoes have rotational wind speeds of 254 to 33 I kilometers ( 158 to 206 miles) per hour. ~fi
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Table 4-37. Summary of chemical hazards associated with alternative A estimated to exceed ERPG-2
values.

I 00-meter 640-meter Offsite
Appendix F concentration concentration concentration ERPG-2C ERPG-3

Chemical name table reference” (mg/m3)b (mg/m3) (mg/m3 )

Nitric acid F-6

(mtim3) (m.e/nr3)

830a IOoc 2 39 77

Nitrogen dioxide

Oxalic acid

Nitric acid

Benzene

Cadmium

Chromium

Lead

Mercuw

Methyl ethyl ketone

Beryllium

Cadmium

Ch(orofom

Chromium

Copper

Lead

Lead nitrate

Mercuric nitrate

Mercury

Nickel nitrate

Silver nitrate

Sodium chromate

Toluene

Uranyl nitrate

F-7

F-7

F-7

F-17

F-17

F-17

F-17

F-17

F-17

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

F-25

79.6f

276

Is]d

670

2.7

2.7

160

15

1,80ctd

16.7d

333d

8,330d

16,7

66.7

667

16.7

16,7

16,7

16.7

16.7

16.7

8,330d

16.7

0.339

1.18

0.771

(0

(0

(f)

(f)

(f)

(f)

(0

(0

(0

(0

(0

(f)

(f)

(fl

(0

(0

(f)

(9

(f)

(0

0.159”

0.552

0.361

0.42

0.0017

0.0017

0.10

0.0094

1.1

0.00823

0.165

4.11

0.00823

0.0329

0.329

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

0.00823

4.11

0.00823

1.88

5.00

38.7

160

0.25

2.5

0.25

0.20

845

0.01

0.25

488

2.5

5.0

0.25

0.25

0.2

0.2

5

0.5

0.25

754

0.25

54.6

500

77,3

9,6oo

500

(g)
700

28

1.01%104

10

50

4,880

(8)

(g)
700

700

28

28

(g)

(g)
30

7,450

30

a. Analyses rcgardi”g specific chemical releases are provided in the referenced Appendix F tables,
h. Milligrams per cubic meter of air.
c, Emergt”cy Rcspo”se Planning Guidelines.
d. Concentration at 100 meters exceeds ERPG.3 concentration.
e. Concentration at 640 meters exceeds ERPG.3 concentration.
f, Airborne concentrations at 640 meters (2, 100 feet) were “ot available from existing safety documentation.
g. No cq”ivalent value found,

would have airborne concentrations that exceed ERPG-3 values. In fact, in only one instance would a

chemical release scenario have an airborne concentration that exceeds an ERPG-2 value for the offsite

maximally exposed individual (release of lead; see Table F-25 in Appendix F). Appendix F provides

further detail and discussion regarding chemical huards associated with each waste type,

In addition to the risk to human health from accidents, seconda~ impacts from postulated accidents on

plant and animal resources, water resources, the economy, national defense, contamination, threatened

and endangered species, land use, and Native American treaty rights are considered, This qualitative
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assessment (see Appendix F) detemrined that no substantial impacts would result from accidents for

alternative A – expected waste forecast.

Min. EXP, Mu,
No n
Act)..

A

B

m

4.2.13.2 Facilitv Accidents – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

DOE assumes that conclusions regarding representative bounding accident scenarios could change with

the amount of waste generated. Since accident analyses in this EIS are based on a conservative

assumption of peak utilization of facilities, the various waste forecasts would only affect how long a

facility (e.g., the Consolidated Incineration Facility) would operate. Therefore, while consequence or

frequency for the postulated accidents would not change, the time the risk from a facility-specific

accident would exist could be the same, more, or less, depending on the waste forecast. Alternative A –

minimum waste forecast would not he expected to increase or decrease the duration of risk associated

with the representative bounding accidents (see Appendix F).

The size and number of new facilities needed to meet waste management requirements would be affected

by the amount of waste generated. Thus, the consequences or frequencies for specific accident scenarios

could increase or decrease with the addition or subtraction of facilities, depending on the waste forecast.

DOE expects that a slight decrease in risk would occur for alternative A – minimum waste forecast. A

comparison of the number and type of facilities needed for the minimum and expected waste forecasts is

provided in Section 2.4.7.

Transuranic waste provides the most dramatic example of why the risk would increase or decrease. It

should be noted that the risk remains constant for an alternative and waste forecast, regardless of the

waste type evaluated. For example, while alternative A – expected waste forecast calls for 12 transuranic

waste storage pads, the minimum waste forecast estimates only 3 additional transuranic waste storage

pads. Since the number of drums would be reduced, a resultant decrease in the overall risk is assumed

between the two waste forecasts.

I ‘rE

I ‘rC
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Min. EXP, Max,
No
Action

A

B

B

4.2.13.3

c

Facilitv Accidents – Maximum Waste Forecast

The maximum waste forecast would not be expected to increase or decrease the duration of risk for the

facilities associated with the representative bounding accidents identified under alternative A (see

Appendix F).

While the expected waste forecast calls for 12 transuranic waste storage pads, the maximum waste

forecast estimates that 1,168 additional trmrsuranic waste storage pads would be needed to store the

maximum amount of waste SRS could receive. Since the number of drums would increase, an increase

in risk over the expected waste forecast would occur.
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Min. EXP. Max.
No
Action

A

B

Q

4.3 Alternative C – Extensive Treatment Configuration
c

This section describes the effects of implementing alternative C (described in Section 2.5) on the existing

environment (described in Chapter 3).

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Alternative C would use an extensive treatment configuration, which would minimize the long-term

impacts of waste storage and disposal at SRS. This alternative includes continuing ongoing activities I ‘I-E

listed for tile no-action alternative (Section 4.1. 1), In addition, DOE would:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Construct and operate a containment building to treat mixed and hazardous wastes.

Roast and retort contaminated process equipment to remove mercu~ and treat mercu~ by

amalgamation at the containment building,

Oxidize a small quantity of reactive metal at the containment building,

Construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility for hazardous, mixed, and low-level wastes

to replace the Consolidated Incineration Facility in 2006. The facility would include low-level

and mixed waste soil sort capability to separate soil with nondetectable amounts of contamination

from contaminated soil.

Decontaminate and recycle low-activity equipment waste (metals) offsite. Treatment residues

would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Treat small quantities of radioactive PCB wastes offsite; residuals would be returned to SRS for

shallow land disposal.

Operate the Consolidated Illcilleratioll Facility for mixed, hazardous, low-level, and alpha wastes

until the vitrification facilities become operational.

Construct and operate a transurauic waste characterization/certification facility.
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. Dispose of transuranic waste at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,

. Construct an alpha vitrification facility.

Alternative C would also require additional disposal areas for low-level radioactive wastes and mixed

wastes, Four of six new waste treatment facilities [for characterization/certif ication of transuranic and

alpha waste; for vitrification of transuranic and alpha wastes; for vitrification of mixed, hxzardous, and

low-level wastes; and for decontamination/macroencapsulation (containment) of mixed and hazardous

waste] would be built in E-Area on undeveloped land northwest of F-Area,

Construction related to this alternative would require 0.40 square kilometer (99 acres) of undeveloped

land northwest of F-Area and 0.036 square kilometer (9 acres) of undeveloped land northeast of F-Area

TC by 2006 (Figure 4-22). An additional 0.081 square kilometer (20 acres) of undeveloped land would be

required by 2024 for construction of RCRA-permitted disposal vaults northeast of F-Area (Figure 4-23).

Other construction would be on previously cleared and developed land in the eastern portion of E-Area,

The amount of undeveloped land required for the minimum waste forecast would be 0.45 square

TC I kilometer(lll acres), andthemaximumwasteforecastwouldrequire3.9sq"arekilometers(959acres).

If alternative C were implemented, additional site-selection studies would be required to locate suitable

land.

4.3.2 GEOLOGIC RESOURCES

Min. EXP, Max.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.3.2.1 Geologic Resources –Exnected Waste Forecast
c

Effects from alternative C – expected waste forecast would be mainly from the construction of new

facilities. Theeffects discussed under tlleno-action alternative (Section 4.1.2)form the basis for

comparison and are referenced in this section.

Although the number of facilities needed would be fewer for this forecast than under the no-action

alternative, waste management activities associated witllthis case would affect soils in E-Area. Land

that has been cleared and graded that wolild be required for this case totals approximately 0,239 square

kilometer (59acres). Approximately 0.44square kilometer (108acres) in E-Area would becleared and
TC

graded fortheconstruction ofnewfacilities tllrougll2OO6, Later, anadditiona10.081 square kilometer
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(20acres) would beclemed forconstruction of RCW-permitied disposal vaults. ‘fhetotalof

0.518 square kilometer(128 acres) is approximately 80 percent of the 0,65 square kilometer(160 acres)

ofundisturbed landthat would becleared andgraded fortheno-action alternative. Fewer facilities and

the corresponding decrease in the amount of land needed would reduce the soils that would be affected

under this case by about 15 percent.

The potential for accidental oil, fuel, and chemical spills would be less for alternative C – expected waste

forecast than under the no-action alternative because of reduced construction and operation activities.

Spill prevention, control, and countermeasures for this alternative would be the same as for the no-action

alternative discussed in Section 4.1.2; therefore, impacts tosoils would be minimal.

Min. BXP, Max
No _
Action

A

B

a

4.3.2.2 ~~
c

Effects from alternative C – minimum waste forecast would be slightly less than those from the expected

waste forecast because less land would bedisturbed during constmction. Approximately 0,129 square

kilometer (32 acres) of cleared land (by 2008) and 0.45 square kilometer(111 acres) (by 2024) of

uncleared land worddbe used for new facilities,

For operations activities, spill prevention, control, and countermeasures for this scenario would be the

same as forthe no-action alternative.

M. bP. Max
No
Action

A

B
4.3.2.3

c

Effects from alternative C – maximum waste forecast would be greater than those from the minimum or

expected waste forecasts because more land would be disturbed during construction. Approximately

0.283 square kilometer (70 acres) of cleared land and 0.745 square kilometer(184 acres) of uncleared

land in E-Area, and 3.14 square kilometers (775 acres) of land outside E-Area would be used for new

facilities.

TC

rc

TC
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TC

TC

TC

~

❑ Long-Lived Waste Storage Buildings (7)

(Building size = 50.50, spaced 50’x50)

❑ Transuranic Waste Storage Pads(11)

(Pad size. 50x1 50, spaced 50X50)

❑ Mixed Waste Storage Buildings (79)

(Building size . 60X16cI’, spaced 50X50)

❑ RCRA Oisposal Vaults (5)

(Vault size = 200.50, spaced 50x50)

❑ Low-Activi~WasteVa.its(2)

(Vault size = 650.150, spaced 50.50’)

❑ lnterm8tiate-Level Waste Va.its (2)

(Vault size. 250x50, spaced 50x50)

~ Shallow Land Dsposal Trenches (23)

(Trench size = 2O’X1OO, spaced 20 apart)

■ Existing Facilities

❑ Proposed Setiment Ponds asrequired

H Existing Sediment Ponds

PK56-22

Figure 4-22. Configuration oftreatment, storage, anddisposal facilities in E-Area for
TCI alternative C–expected forecast by2006.
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TC

TC

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

on the foundationof f.nner transuronicwaste

storagepads,

RCRA ~SpOSal Vaults (4o)

(Vault size = 200x50, spaced 50x50)

Low.Acuvity Waste Vaults (2)

(Vault size = 650x1 50, spaced 50X50)

lntermedlat8-Level Waste vaults (z)

(Vault size. 250x50, spaced 50x50’)

Shallow Land Dsposal Trenches (IZ3)

{Trench size = 20x I 00, spaced 20 apart)

■ Existing Facilities

❑ Proposed Sediment Ponds as required

❑ Exi?.ti”g Sediment Ponds

PK56-22

TC I Figure 4-23. Configuration of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities in E-Area for
alternative C – expected forecast by 2024.
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For operations activities, spill preve!ltioll, control, and countermeasures for this forecast would be the

same as for the no-action alternative and the potential for spills would he greater than for the expected

waste forecast because more facilities would he operated and larger volumes of wastes would be

Inanaged.

4.3.3 GROUNDWATER RESOURCES

Min. EXP. Mm.
NO n
Action

A

B

m

4,3.3.1 Grounrlwater Resorrrces -Expected Waste Forecast
c

This section discusses the effects of alternative C – expected waste forecast on grorsndwater resources at

SRS. Effects can reevaluated bycomparing tlledoses from contaminants predicted toenterthe

groundwater from each alternative andwaste forecast. Effects ongroundwater resources under the

no-action alternative (Section 4.1.3) form the basis for comparison among the alternatives and are

referenced in this section,

Operatiol~ and impacts of the M-Area Air Stripper and the F- and H-Area tank farms would be the same

as for the no-actinn alternative.

For this forecast, and as noted in Section 4.1,3, releases to the groundwater from RCRA-pemritted

disposal vaults would be improbable during active maintenance; however, releases cnuld eventually

occur after loss ofinstitutional contrnl a]lddegradatioll oftlle vaults, Impacts from the RCRA-permitted

disposal vaults would be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4, 1.3).

There would be 11 fewer additional low-activi& andintermediate.level radioactive waste disposal vaults

(4)than under theno-action alternative (15), Modeling hasshnwnt hatanyr eleasesf romthesevaults

would not cause groundwater standards to be exceeded during the 30-year planning period or the

100-year institutional control period oratany tilneafter disposal (Toblin 1995). Asinthe no-action

alternative, the predicted concentrations of tritium would be a very small fraction of the drinking water

standard. The discussion in Sectio114.1 .30nt11e basis oft11e41nilliren1 stat] dardisapplicable to this

case. Forthis waste forecast, ilnpacts togrouildwater resources frolndisposal vaultswould be similar to

the impacts under the no-action altemativc.
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For this waste forecast, 123 additional slit trenches would be constructed. SJnder this alternative, waste

disposed in slit trenches would be stabilized (ashcrete, glass, smelter ingots), These disposal activities

would be subject to completion of performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with the

performance objectives required by DOE Order 5820,2A. Therefore, DOE has conservatively assumed

that groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-permitted vaults and

all other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would remain within the DOE

performance objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400,5,

In summary, impacts to groundwater from alternative C – expected waste forecast would be similar to

the impacts under the no-action alternative,

Min SXp. Max
NO
Action

A

B

&

4.3.3.2
c

Groundwater Resources - Minimum Waste Forecast

For alternative C – minimum waste forecast, and as noted in Section 4,1,3, releases to the groundwater

from RCRA-permitted disposal vaults would be improbable during active maintenance; however,

releases could eventually occur after loss of institutional control and degradation of the vaults. Impacts

from the RCRA-permitted disposal vaults would be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative

(Section 4.1 .3).

There would be 12 fewer additional low-activity and intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal vaults

(3) than under the no-action alternative (15). Modeling has shown that the 4 millirem per year drinking

water standard would not be exceeded by any radionuclide (Toblin 1995). Impacts to groundwater

resources from disposal vaults, including minimal doses from tritium would be similar to thnse under the

no-action alternative.

There would be less disposal of radioactive waste by shallow land disposal (45 additional slit trenches

compared to 123 for the expected waste forecast). Under this alternative, waste disposed in slit trenches

would be stabilized (ashcrete, glass, smelter ingots). These disposal activities would be subject to

completion of performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with the performance

objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, DOE has conservatively assumed that

groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-permitted vaults and all

other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) wnuld remain within the DOE

performance objective of 4 millirem per year adnpted by DOE in Order 5400,5.
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[n summary, impacts to groundwater from alternative C – minimum waste forecast would be similar to

the impacts discussed under the no-action alternative (Section 4.1.3).

%. Sxp.Mu.
No
Action

A

a

@

4.3.3.3 Groundwater Resources - Maximum Waste Fore@
c

For this forecast, and as noted in Section 4.1.3, releases to the groundwater from RCRA-permitted

disposal vaults would be improbable during active maintenance; however, releases could eventually

occur after loss of institutional control and degradation of the vaults. Impacts from the RCRA-permitted

disposal vaults would be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4.1.3).

There would be seven fewer additional low-activity and intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal

vaults (8) than under the no-action alternative (15). Modeling has predicted that the 4 millirem per year

drinking water standard would not be exceeded for any radionuclide at any time after disposal (Toblin

1995). The impacts of the vaults in this case would be similar to those impacts in the no-action

alternative (Section 4.1 .3).

For alternative C – maximum waste forecast, there would be 576 additional slit trenches. Under this

alternative, waste disposed in slit trenches would be stabilized (ashcrete, glass, smelter ingots). These

disposal activities would be subject to completion of performance assessments arrd demonstration of

compliance with the performance objectives required by DOE Order 5g20.2A. Therefore, DOE has

conservatively assumed that groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the

RCRA-perrnitted vaults and all other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would

remain within the DOE performance objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

In summary, impacts to groundwater from alternative C – maximum waste forecast would be similar to

tbe impacts under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1,3) and those for the expected waste forecast of

this alternative (Section 4.3.3. 1).
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4.3.4 SURFACE WATER RESOURCES

Mi.. Exp, %.
No
Action

A

B

@ ‘ater - ‘wasteForecast

4.3.4.1
c

- ExDecte

The extensive treatment configuration would use the treatment facilities presently available or being

installed at SRS and several new facilities, Of the three alternatives, alternative C would treat waste

most extensively prior to disposal. Impacts can be compared between the alternatives by evaluating the

pollutants that would be introduced to the surface waters. The 4-millirem-per-year drinking water

standard would not be exceeded for any radionuclide (Toblin 1995).

Under this alternative, the Consolidated Incineration Facility would operate until the non-alpha

vitrification facility began operating. The incinerator would not discharge wastewater (blowdown)

because it would be treated in the ashcrete process, and the stabilized ash and blowdown would be

disposed of in RCRA-permitted disposal vaults or sent to shallow land disposal as discussed in

Section 4.3.3.1.

The Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator would evaporate the liquid waste from the high-level

waste tanks in the F- and H-Area tank farms (as noted in the no-action alternative), It would be used in

the same manner as the present F- and H-Area evaporators, with the distillate being sent to the F~-Area

Effluent Treatment Facility for treatment prior to being discharged to Upper Three Runs. The

concentrate from the evaporator would be sent to the Defense Waste Processing Facility for vitrification.

Since the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator would be used in the same manner as the existing

evaporators and would produce a distillate similar in composition to the present distillate, the effect of

the effluent on Upper Three Runs would be the same as it is now.

DOE would also construct two vitrification facilities. The wastewater from both vitrification facilities

would be treated at dedicated wastewater treatment facilities using an ion-exchange process, and the

treated water would be recycled to each vitrification facility. Wastewater from the containment building

would be transferred to the non-alpha vitrification facility for treatment and disposal. Wastewater would

not be discharged to a surface stream.

Investigation-derived waste from groundwater wells that contained volatile organic compounds would be

collected and treated by the M-Area Air Stripper. Since this water would be similar in composition to
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the groundwater presentIy being treated by the M-Area Air Stripper, surface waters would not be

affected by the discharge of additional treated water.

As discussed in Section 4.2.4.1, additional wastewater would be treated in existing SRS facilities without

exceeding the design capacity of any facility.

DOE would construct new facilities and additional storage buildings, pads, and vaults under this

alternative. Erosion and sedimentation control plans would be developed and implemented for these

projects, as noted in Section 4.1.4. After the facilities were operating, they would be inciuded in the

Savannah River Site Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, which details stormwater control measures.

Min. E.xP, Max.
N. _

B

m

4.3.4.2 Surface Water - Minimum Waste Forecas(
c

As discussed in the other minimum waste forecasts (Sections 4.2.4.2 and 4,4,4.2), additional wastewater

would be treated by the existing wastewater treatment facilities,

Erosion and sedimentation control plans for construction projects, and pollution prevention plans would

be required as they are under the no-action alternative,

Min. =P. Mu.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.3.4.3
c

Surface Water – M aximum Waste Forecast

Facilities and discharges would be as described in Section 4.3.4,1. The previously described

requirements for erosion and sedimentation control plans and pollution prevention plans would apply.
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4.3.5 ~ RESOURCES

M, hp. M-.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.3.5.1 Air Resources - ExDected Waste Forec~
c

Impacts tD air resources can be evaluated by comparing pollutants introduced under the various

alternatives. For alternative C – expected waste forecast, DOE would continue ongoing or planned waste

treatment activities and construct and operate additional waste management facilities. Additional

nonradiological and radiological emissions would occur, The resulting increases of pollutant

concentrations at and beyond the SRS boundary would be minimal compared to existing concentrations. /m

Neither state nor Federal air quality standards would be exceeded by operations under alternative C.

4.3.5.1.1 Construction

Potential impacts to air quality from construction activities would include fugitive dust and earth-moving

equipment exhaust. Approximately 6,19x 105 cubic meters (8. 10x 105 cubic yards) of soil would be

disturbed in E-Area for the construction of facilities for alternative C – expected waste forecast.

Maximum SRS boundary-line concentrations of air pollutants resulting from a year of average

construction are shown in Table 4-38. These concentrations would be similar to those for the no-action

alternative. During a year of average construction, the sum of the increase over baseline pollutant

concentrations due to construction plus the existing baseline would be within both state and Federal air

quality standards.

4.3.5.1.2 Operations

There would be additional radiological and nonradiological emissions at SRS due to the operation of new

facilities such as the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, the mixed and hazardous waste containment

building, the non-alpha waste vitrification facility, the transuranic waste characterizatiorr/certification

facility, the alpha waste vitrification facility, and the Consolidated Incineration Facility (assuming it

operates as scheduled until it is replaced by the vitrification facilities).
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Table 4-38. Maximum SRS boundaw-line concentrations resulting from a year Of average cOnstructiOn activities under alternative C [in
micrograms per cubic meter of air).

Existing Average changeb SCDHEC Existing baseline+ change as percent
Averaging baselinea (wg/m3) standardc of standard

Pollutant time (u~m3) Expected Minimum Maximum (y~m3) Expected Minimum Maximum

Nitrogen oxides 1 year 14 <0.01d <0.01 0.03 100 14 14 14

Sulfur dioxide 3 hours 857 38.71 15.94 362.25 1,300 69 67 94
24 hours 213 0.72 0.30 6.83 365 59 58 60
I year 17 <0.0 I <0.0 I <0.01 80 21 21 21

Carbon monoxide 1 hour 171 737 330 6,793 40,000 2 1 17
TC 8 hours 22 115 52 1,030 10,000 I I II

Total suspended 1 year 43 0.01 ~o.o 1 0.03 75 57 57 57
particulate

Patiiculate matter less 24 hours 85 2.47 1.03 23.51 150 58 58 72
than 10 microns in I ye~ 25 0.0 I <0.0 I 0.04 50 50 50 50
diameter

?
z. a. Source: Stewati (1994).

b. Source: Hess (1994a).
c. Source: SCDHEC (1976).
d. < is read as “less than.”
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Emissions from new or proposed facilities are estimated from processes occurring in the facilities or

similar facilities, annual average waste flow volumes, and air permit applications. Air emissions from

facilities such as disposal vaults and mixed waste storage buildings would be very small.

Per the rationale provided in Section 4.1.5.2 regarding similar facilities, no increase in maximum

bounda~-line concentrations of pollutants would result from the continued operation of cumently

operating facilities, Additional emissions from the M-Area Air Stripper and the F/H-Area Effluent

Treatment Facility due to the expected waste forecast would be very small and are discussed in

Section 4. I .5.2.

Nosrradiological Air Emissions Impacts

Maximum ground-level concentrations for nonradiological air pollutants are estimated from the

Industrial Source Complex Version 2 Dispersion Model using maximum potential emissions from all

facilities included in alternative C (Stewart 1994), Calculations for the annual averaging period and for

the dispersion of toxic substances that are carcinogenic are presented in Section 4.1.5.2. Modeled air

toxic concentrations for carcinogens are based on an annual averaging period and are presented in

Section 4.3.12.1.2. Air dispersion modeling was perfomred with calculated em ission rates for facilities

not yet operating and actual 1990 emission levels for facilities currently operating (Stewart 1994).

The following facilities were included in the modeling analysis for alternative C air dispersion: the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, including the ashcrete storage silo, the ashcrete hopper duct, and the

ashcrete mixe~ four new solvent tanks; the M-Area Vendor Treatment FaciliW, the hazardous and mixed I TC

waste containment building, the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility; hazardous waste

storage facilities; mixed waste storage facilities; the non-alpha waste vitrification facility; and the alpha

waste vitrification facility.

Emissions of air toxics would be negligible. Maximum boundary-line concentrations for air toxics

emanating from existing SRS sources, including the Consolidated Incineration Facility and the Defense

Waste Processing Facility, would be well below regulatory standards and are presented in the SCDHEC

Regulation No. 62.5 Standard No. 2 and Standard No. 8 Compliance Modeling Input/Output Data.

The Savannah River Technology Center Iaboratow’s liquid waste and E-Area vaults would have very

small air emissions, as discussed in Section 4.1.5.2.

TE
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Table 4-39 shows the increase in maximum ground-level concentrations at the SRS bomrda~ for

nonradiological air pollutants due to routine releases for alternative C – expected, minimum, and

maximum waste forecasts. Concentrations due to routine emissions resulting from alternative C –

TC
expected waste forecast are similar to those under the no-action alternative. Refer to Section 4.2.5.1,2

for a discussion of the emissions from offsite lead decontamination.

TE I Radiological AirEmissio”sImpacts

Offsite maximally exposed individual and population doses were determined for atmospheric releases

resulting from routine operations. The major sources of radionuclides would be tbe Consolidated
LO04-13

Incineration Facility, the alpha and non-alpha vitrification facilities, and the transuranic waste

characterizatio n/cefiiti cation facility. Other facilities with radiological releases i~clude the M-Area

Vendor Treatment Facility and the mixed and hazardous waste containment building.

SRS-specific computer codes MAXI GASP and POPGASP were used to determine the maximum offsite

individual dose and the 80-kilometer (50-m ile) population dose, respectively, resulting from routine

LCICJ4-13I atmospheric releases, See Appendix E for detailed facility specific isotopic and dose data,

Table 4-40 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population, Tbe

calculated maximum committed effective annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical individual is

‘c I 0.18 rnillirem(Ches”ey 1995), wbichiswellwithin theann”aldoselirnitof IOmillirem from SRS

atmospheric releases. In comparison, an individual living near SRS receives a dose of 0,25 millirem

from all current SRS routine releases (Amett 1994).

For alternative C – expected waste forecast, tbe annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers

‘c I (SOmiles)OfSRS wOuld be 10persOn-rern. IncOmparison,tbe collectivedosereceivedfromnat"ral

sources of radiation is approximately 195,000 person-rem (Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994) to

tbe same population. Section 4,3.12.1.2 describes tbe potential health effects of these releases on

individuals residing offsite,
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Table 4-39. Changes in maximum ground-level concentrations of air pollutants at the SRS bounda~ for alternative C – expected, minimum, and

maximum waste forecasts.
TE

TC

Existing Regulato~ Background
Averaging ~o”rce~ standards concentration Increase in concentration (~g/m3) Percent of standarde

Pollutant time (Ptim3)a,b (pg/m3)c (Pg/m3)d Expectedb Minimum Maximum Expected Minimum Maximum

Nitrogen oxides 1 yeal 6

823
196

14

171

22

100

1,300
365
80

40,000
10,000

8

34
17

3

~Af

NA

30

34

22

0.011

NA

NA

NA

NA

0.28

2.70

0.39
0.01

24.19

4.02

0.28

2.69

0.39

0.0 I

24.19
4.02

0.32

2.74

0.40

0.01

24.19

4.02

14 14 14

66 66 66

58 58 58
21 21 21

0.5 0.5 0.5

0.3 0.3 0.3

60 60 60

59 59 59

50 50 50

Sulfur oxides 3 hours
24 hours

1 year

Carbon monoxide 1 hour
8 hours

Total suspended 1 year
patticulates

13 75 1.98 1.98 1.98

Particulate matter 24 hours

less than I year
10 microns in

diameter

Lead 3 months

51
3

150

50

3.20

0.08

3.18

0.08
3.52
0.10

4. OXIO-4

2

1

0.4
0.01

I .5 2.50x I0-5

0.0012

8.60x I0-4

3.40 XI0-4

1. IOXIO-4

1.90 XI0-5

0.0011

8.60x10-4

3.40 XI0-4

1.IOXIO-4

6.60x10-5

0.0012

8.80x10-4

3.50 XI0-4

I. IOX1O-4

0.8 0.8 0.8

54 54 54

35 35 35

25 25 25
13 13 13

Gaseous fluorides 12 bours

(as hydrogen 24 hours

fluoride) 1 week

1 month

3.7

2.9

1.60
0.80

a. Micrograms percubic meter of air.

b. Source: Stewart (1994).

c. Source: SCDHEC (1976).

d. Source: SCDHEC (1992)..,
e. Percent of standard = 100 x (actual + background+ increment) divided by tbe regulatory standards. I TE
f. NA = not applicable.
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Table 4-40. Annual radiological doses to individuals and the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles)

of SRS under alternative C.a
Offsitemaximally
exposed individual Population

Dose Dose

Waste forecast (millirem) (person-rem)
Expected 0.18 10
Minimum 0.09 4.9

Maximum 4.0 229

a. Source: Chesney ( 1995).

Min. EXP. M,,.
NO
Act10.

A

B

&

4.3.5.2 Air Resources – Minimum Waste Fo recast
c

The alternative C – minimum waste forecast would have a smaller impact to air resources than the

expected waste forecast,

4.3.5.2.1 Construction

Impacts were evaluated for the construction of facilities listed in Section 2.5.7. Maximum

concentrations at the SRS bounda~ resulting from average annual emissions during the 30-year

construction period are presented in Table 4-38. As discussed in Section 4.3.5.1.1, SRS would still be in

compliance with both state and Federal air quality standards,

4.3.5.2.2 Operations

Both radiological and nonradiological impacts were determined for the same facilities listed in

Section 2,5.7, Air emissions would be less than for the expected waste forecast.

Nonradiological Air Emissions Impacts

Nonradiological air emissions would be less than those estimated for the expected waste forecast.

Maximum concentrations at the SRS boundaV are presented in Table 4-39. Modeled concentrations are

similar to the expected waste forecast. Total concentrations would be less than both state and Federal
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srnbient air quality standards, and SRS would remain in compliance with both state and Federal

standards.

Radiological A1r Emissions Impacts ITE

Table 4-40 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population due to

atmospheric releases, The calculated maximum committed annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical

individual is 0.09 millirem (Chesney 1995), which is less than the dose from tbe expected waste forecast I ‘rC

and below the annual dose limit of 10 millirem from SRS atmospheric releases. The annual dose to the

population witbin 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS would be 4.9 person-rem, less than tbe population I ‘rC

dose calculated for tbe expected waste forecast,

Min. EXP. Max
No
Action

A

B

m

4.3.5.3 Air R source –
c

~

Alternative C – maximum waste forecast would have greater impacts than the expected waste forecast.

4.3.5.3.1 Construction

Maximum concentrations at the SRS boundary that would result from average annual emissions during

the 30-year construction period are presented in Table 4-38.

During a year of average construction, the sum of concentrations of air pollutants resulting from

construction activities plus the existing baseline would be below both state and Federal air quality

standards. Good construction management procedures would require the wetting of roads to reduce

particulate emissions.

4.3.5.3.2 Operations

Nonradiological Air Emissions Impacts

Nonradiological air emissions would be greater than those estimated for the expected waste forecast.

Maximum concentrations at the SRS boundary are presented in Table 4-39. Cumulative concentmtions

would be within applicable state and federal ambient air quality standards.

4-149
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Radiological Air Emissions Impacts

Table 4-40 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population due to

atmospheric releases from the facilities operating for the maximum waste forecast, The calculated

maximum committed annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical individual is 4.0 millirem (Chesney 1995),

which is greater than the dose calculated for the expected waste forecast but within the annual dose limit

of 10 millirem from all SRS atmospheric releases.

The annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS would be 229 person-rem,

which is greater than the population dose calculated for the expected waste forecast. The collective dose

the same population receives from natural sources of radiation is approximately 195,000 person-rem

(Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994).

these releases.

4.3.6 ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Min.EXD,M,.,

‘~c%l

Section 4.3.12,1,2 describes the potential health effects of

: M 4“3”’”’‘cO’O’ica’ResO”rces-Expec’edw
Development ofnewfacilities would result intheclearing andgrading ofundisturbed land. (These land

areas arepresented inacres; toconveti from acres tosquare kilometers, multiply by O.OO4O47.) Clearing

and grading would affect 108 acres of woodland by 2006 and an additional 20 acres by 2024, as follows:

. 27acres ofloblolly pine planted in 1987

. 20acres ofwhite oak, redoak, andhicko~regenerated inl922

. 57acres oflongleafpine regenerated in1922, 1931, orl936

. 4acresfrom which mixed pine/hardwood wasrecently hawested

. 20acres ofloblolly pine planted in1987would becleared beMeenthe years 2OO8and2O24

Effects on tbe ecological resources would be the same as those described in Section 4,1.6 for the

no-action alternative; however, because slightly less Iand(i, e,, 128 acres versus 160 under the no-action

alternative) would be required, the overall impact would be slightly less.
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Min. EXP. Max
No
Aclion

A

B

&

4.3.6.2 Ecological Resources –Minimum Waste Forecast

c

Approximately 111 acres ofundeveloped landlocated beWeentbe M-Line railroad andthe E-Area

expansion andextending nofihwest of F-Area wouId be required. Impacts totheecological resources of

the area would be slightly less than under the expected waste forecast due to the reduced area.

Min, Exp. MM.
NO
Action

A

a

@

4.3.6.3 ~
c

Approximately 184 acres of undeveloped land located between M-Line railroad and tbe E-Area

expansion and extending northwest of F-Area would be required. By 2006, an additional 775 acres of

land in an undetermined location would also be required for alternative C – maximum waste forecast,

Impacts to the ecological resources would hc considerably greater than for the expected waste forecast

due to the greater area, and similar to those described for alternative A – maximum forecast (see

Section 4.2.6.3). Additional threatened and endangered species surveys and a floodplain/wetlands

assessment would be required as part of the site-selection process,

4.3.7 L~ USE

Min. Exp. Max
NO _
Act,..

,4

B

m ‘amduse-Exuectedwaste ‘cast

4.3.7.1 For
c

DOE would use approximately 167 acres (108 acres of undeveloped; 59 acres of developed) of land in

E-Area through 2006 for activities associated with alternative C – expected waste forecast. By 2024, the

total would have been reduced to about 155 acres because as wastes would be treated and disposed, the

storage buildings would be taken out of service and decontaminated and decommissioned; some would

be demolished and the land converted back to a natural area. SRS has about 181,000 acres of

undeveloped land wbicb includes wetlands and other areas that cannot be developed, and 17,000 acres of

developed land.

I Tc

I Tc

TC
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Activities associated with alternative C would not affect current SRS land-use plans; E-Area was

designated as an area for nuclear facilities in the Draft 1994 Land-Use Baseline Reporl. Furthermore, no

part of E-Area has been identified as a potential site for future new missions. And according to the FY

1994 Draft Site Development Plan, proposed future land management plans specify that E-Area be

characterized and remediated for environmental contamination in its entirety, if necessary. DOE will

make decisions on future SRS land uses through the site development, land-use, and future-use planning

processes, including public input through avenues such as the Citizens Advisory Board.

Min. EXP. Max.
NO
Action

A

B

&

4.3.7.2 Land Use – Mirrimu m Waste Forecast
c

Activities associated with alternative C – minimum waste forecast would not affect current SRS land

TC I uses. Appmximatelyf3.57 square kilometer(141 acres) (slighdylesstharr forthe expected waste

forecast) in E-Area would be utilized.

Min. EXP, Max.
NO
Act)..

A

a

@

4.3.7.3 Land Use – Maximum Waste Fo
c

recast

Activities associated with alternative C – maximum waste forecast would not affect current SRS land

TC I uses. By20136,D0Ewmdduseatotalof l,029acres(254acres i" E-Areaand775acreselsewhere)for

the facilities listed in Section 4,3.1, This acreage is nearly 10 times the land that would be required

under the expected or minimum waste forecasts, but is less than 1 percent of the total undeveloped land

on SRS (DOE 1993d), However, considerably more acreage than this may be affected (see Section

TC I 4.2.6.3). ‘fherewouldbe”o impacttocurrent land uses irrE-Area. Thelocatio”ofthe 775acresoutside

of E-Area has not been identified and would be the subject of further impact analyses, However, DOE

would minimize the impact of clearing 775 acres by siting new facilities using the central industrialized
TC

portion of SRS, as described in Section 2.1,2 and Figure 2-1,
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4.3.8 SOCIOECONOMIC

This section describes the potential effects of alternative C on the socioeconomic resources in the region

ofinfluence discussed in Section 3,8, This assessment is based ontheestimated construction and

operations employ mentrequired toimplement this alternative, as listed in Tables 4-41 and 4-42.

Min. EXF, Max
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.3.8.1 Socioeco rromics-ExDected Waste Fnrecast
c

4.3.8.1.1 Construction

DOE anticipates that for alternative C – expected waste forecast, construction employment would peak

during 2004through 2005with approximately 160jobs (Table 4-4l), llOmore than during peak I TC

employment under theno-action alternative, This employ mentdemand represents less than I percent of

the forecast employ mentin 2005. Given thenormal fluctuation of employment in the construction

industV, DOEdoes notexpect anetchange inregional construction employment from implementation

ofthis case. Given no net change unemployment, neither population nor personal income in the region I TC

would change, As a result, socioecmromic resources would not be affected.

4.3.8.1.2 Operations

Operations employment associated with implementation of alternative C – expected waste forecast is

expected to peak from 2002 through 2005 with an estimated 2,160 jobs, 290 fewer than during peak

employment under therreaction alternative (Table 4-41). This employment demarrd represents less than

1 percent of the forecast employment in 2005 and approximately 10 percent of 1995 SRS employment.

DOE believes these jobs would be tilled from the existing SRS workforce. Thus, DOE does not

anticipate impacts to socioeconomic resources from changes in operations employment.

TC
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Table 4-41. Estimated construction and operations employment for alternative C – minimum, expected,

and maximum waste forecasts.a

Waste Forecast

Minimum Expected Maximumb

rear ~mrstluGL1ult
., a – .. ..-. .-.. -..

Operations Construction Operations Construction

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000
200I
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

60

90

130

130

90

60

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

810

970

970

970

I ,090

1,100

I,loo

1,230

1,230

I ,470

1,350

1,300

1,230

1,330

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

I,lso

1,180

1,180

1,180

1,180

1,180

30

20

20

20

20

20

20

90

IIo

160

160

100

70

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

980

1,250

1,250

1,360

1,480

1,610

1,610

2,160

2,160

2,160

2>160

I ,940

1,830

1,910

1,910

1,910

1,910

1,910

1,910

1,910

1,910

1,910

1,910

1>910

1,820

1,820

1,820

1,820

1,820

1,820

170

40

50

I40

140

I40

140

270

300

350

350

230

210

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

70

70

70

70

70

70

a. Source: Hess (1995a).

b. Operations employment forthemaximum waste forecast isprovided in Table 4-42.
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Table 4.42. Estimated new operations jobs required to support alternative C – maximum waste

forecast .a

I995

1996

I997

1998

I999

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

Total operations

Projected Site employment employment for

total site available for alternative C –
Year employment WM activities maximum case New hires’

20,000 I0,000 1,260 0
15,800

15>800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

15,800

7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7>900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7>900
7,900
7,900
7>900
7,900
7,900
7>900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900
7,900

2,620

2,800

7,720

7,720

7,880

7,880

10,060

10,060

10,060

10,060

8,870

8,910

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,540

4,020

4,020

4,020

4,020

4,020

4,020

0
0
0
0
0
0

2,160

2>160

2,160

2>160

970

I,olo

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a. Source: Hess (1995a).
b. DOE assumed that approximately 50 percent of the total site workforce would be available to work on

waste management activities.

c. New hires are calculated by comparing the required employment (column 4) to available employment
(column 3); new hires would result only in those years when required employment exceeds available

employment.

TC
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Min. EXP. Max.
N.
A,,;..

A

B

& ‘0 ‘no

4.3.8.2 cioec mics – Minimum Waste Forecast

c

4.3.8.2.1 Construction

Construction employment associated with alternative C – minimum forecast would be slightly less than

that for the expected waste forecast and would peak in 2004 and 2005 with approximately 130 jobs

(Table 4-4 1), which represents much less than 1 percent of the forecast employment in 2005. DOE does

not expect a net change in regional construction employment from implementation of this case. As a

result, socioeconomic resources in the region would not be affected.

4.3.8.2.2 Operations

Operations employment associated with implementation of the minimum waste forecast is expected to

peak in 2004 with an estimated 1,470 jobs, approximate y 690 fewerjobs thanundertheexpectedwaste

forecast (Table 4-4 1). This employment demand represents less than 1 percent of the forecast

employment in 2005 (see Chapter 3) and approximately 7 percent of 1995 SRS employment. DOE

believes these jobs could be filled from the existing SRS workforce and, therefore, anticipates that

socioeconomic resources would not be affected by changes in operations employment.

Min. EXP. Max,
N.
Action

A

B

@

4.3.8.3
c

4.3.8.3.1 Construction

Construction employment associated with alternative C – maximum waste forecast would be greater than

that for the expected waste forecast and would peak in 2004 and 2005 with approximately350 jobs

(Table 4-4 I), which represents less than 1 percent of forecast employment for 2005. DOE does not

expect a net change in regional construction employment from implementation of this case. As a result,

socioeconomic resources in the region would not be impacted.
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4.3.8.3.2 Operations

operations employment associated with the implementation of alternative C – maximum waste forecast

is expected to peak during 2002 through 2005 with an estimated 10,060 jobs (Table 4-42), which

represents 3.7 percent of the forecast regional employment in the year 2005 and approximate y 50

percent of 1995 SRS employment, DOE assumes that approximately 50 percent of the total SRS

workforce would be available to support implementation of this case. If DOE transfers 50 percent of the

SRS workforce, an additional 2,160 new employees would still be required in the peak years. Based on

the number of new jobs predicted, DOE calculated changes in regional employment, population, and

personal income using the Economic-Demographic Forecasting and Simulation Model developed for the

six-county region of influence (Treyz, Rlckman, and Shao 1992).

Results of the modeling indicate that the peak regional employment change would occur in 2002 with a

total of approximately 5,320 new jobs (Table 4-43) (HNUS 1995b). This would represent a 2 percent

increase inbaselineregionalemploymentandwould have a substantial positive impact on the regional

economy,

Potential changes in regional population would lag behind the peak change in employment because of

migration lags and because in-migrants may have children after they move into the area, As a result, the

maximum change in population would occur in 2005 with an estimated 6,630 additional people in the

six-county region (Table 4-43) (HNUS 1995b). This increase is approximately 1.4 percent above the

baseline regional population forecast and could affect the demand for community resources and services

such as housing, schools, police, health care, and fire protection.

Potential changes in total personal income would peak in 2005 with a $410 million increase over forecast

regional income levels for that year (Table 4-43) (HNUS 1995b). This would be a 2.6 percent increase

over baseline income levels and would have a substantial, positive effect on the regional economy.

4.3.9 CULTURALRESOURCES

TC

TC

This section discusses the effect of alternative C on cultural resources.
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Table 4-43. Changes in employment, population, and personal income for alternative C – maximum waste forecast.a

Change in

Change in Net change in Percent change Change in Percent change regional personal Percent change

indirect regional total regional in regional regional in regional Income in regional

Year New hiresb employment employment employment population population (millions) personal income

I
2002 2,(60 3,160 5,320 2.06 1,870 0.39 310 2.37

I 2003 2, i 60 3,110 5,270 2.02 4,130 0.86 350 2.52

TC I 2004 2,160 22970 5,t30 1.94 5,510 1.15 380 2.58

I 2005 2,160 2,860 5,020 1.88 6,630 1.38 410 2.63

I 2006 970 980 I ,950 0.72 6,450 I .34 220 1.32

I 2007 1,010 980 1,990 0.74 5,900 1,23 220 1.32
I

a. Source: Hess ( 1995a~ HNUS ( 1995b).

b. From Table 4-42.

c. Change in employment related to changes in population.
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Min. EXP. Max
No
Action r-l

A

B w 4.3.9.1 Cultural Resou rces – Exnected Waste Forecast

c

Waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities would be constructed within the cumently developed

portion of E-Area, to the north and northwest of this area, and to the northwest of F-Area (Figures 4-22

and 4-23).

Construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area would not affect cultural or

archaeological resources because this area has been previously disturbed.

The two small areas of unsurveyed land (Figure 4-5) would be surveyed and any resources would be

protected as described in Section 4.1.9. Archaeological sites in tbe proposed area of expansion could be

impacted as described in Section 4.1.9. If this occurred, DOE would protect the cultural resources as

described in Section 4.1.9.

Min. Exp. Max
No m
Action

,4

B

w Cu

4.3.9.2 Itural Resources~nimum Waste Fo recast
c

Construction of new waste management facilities under this case would require approximately

0.11 fewer square kilometer (26 fewer acres) than for the expected waste forecast, Although tbe precise TC

configuration of facilities is currently undetermined, construction would take place within the areas

identified in Section 4.3.9.1.

As discussed in Section 4.3.9.1, construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area or to the

northwest of this area would not affect archaeological resources. Before construction could begin in the

undeveloped area northwest of F-Area, the Savannah River Archaeology Research Program and DOE

would complete the consultation process with the State Historic Preservation Officer and develop

mitigation action plans to ensure that important archaeological resources would be protected and

preserved (Sassaman 1994).
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Min. Exp, Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.3.9.3 Cultural Resources – Maxium Waste Fo recast

c

Construction nf new waste management facilities for this forecast would require approximately

4.2 square kilometers (1,029 acres), 3.5 square kilometers (862 acres) more than for the expected waste

forecast. Much of the proposed construction would take place within the areas identified in

Section 4.3.9.1. However, these areas are not large enough to support all of the new facilities required

under this case. DOE would need an estimated 3.1 square kilometers (775 acres) outside the areas

identified in Section 4.3.9.1.

Construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area or to the northwest of this area would

not affect archaeological resources. Before construction could begin in the undeveloped area northwest

of F-Area, the Savamrah River Archaeology Research Program and DOE would complete the

consultation process with the State Historic Preservation Officer and develop mitigation action plans, as

described in Section 4.3.9.2.

Until DOE determines the precise location of the additional 3.1 square kilometers (775 acres) that would

be used outside of F- and E-Areas, effects on cultural resources cannot be predicted. The potential

disturbance of important cultural resources would be proportional to the amount of land that would be

disturbed. However, in compliance with the Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement, DOE would

survey all areas proposed for construction activities prior to disturbance. If important resources are

discovered, DOE would avoid or remove them,

Min. Exp, Ma,
N“ —.
Action

A

a

c
m

4.3.10 AESTHETICS AND SCENIC RESOURCES – EXPECTED,

MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM WASTE FORECASTS

Activities associated with alternative C waste forecasts would not adversely affect scenic resources or

aesthetics. E-Area is already dedicated to industrial use. In all cases, new construction would not be

visible from off SRS or from public access roads on SRS. The new facilities would not produce

emissions to the atmosphere that would be visible or that would indirectly reduce visibility.
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4.3.11 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION

4.3.11.1 m

Min. Exp, Max
No
Action

A

B

m

4.3.11.1.1 Traffic – Expected Waste Forecast
c

The alternative C – expected waste forecast would require 108 more construction workers than the I TC

no-action alternative, As shown in Table 4-44, no roads would exceed carrying capacity.

Traffic effects would be minimal. There would be one less waste shipment per day compared to the

estimate for the no-action alternative (Table 4-45) due to fewer hazardous waste shipments to and from TC

the RCRA-pemritted storage facility. The effect on traffic would be very small,

M“. EXD.Ma,
No
Action

A

a

&

4.3.11.1.2 Traffic – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

For the minimum forecast, there would be 85 more construction workers than under the no-action I TC

alternative. Roads would remain within the design carrying capacity (Table 4-44), Effects on traffic

would be minimal.

There would be 14 fewer daily waste shipments compared to no-action estimates (Table 4-45). This I TC

decrease would be due to smaller volumes of all types of waste. The lower number of hazardous waste

shipments would also be due to a lower number of shipments to and from the storage facility. The lower

volume of truck traffic would result in a slight] y positive effect on traffic.
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Table 4-44. Number of vehicles per hour during peak hours under alternative C,

Design capacity, No-action

alternative

(percentage of Waste forecast

Road vehicles per hour design capacity) Minimum Expected Maximum

Offsite (percentage of design capacity)

Sc 19 3,000’ 2,821 (94) 2,860(95) 2,870(96) 2,957(99)

SC 125 3,200a 2,720(85) 2,757(86) 2,768(87) 2,853(89)

Sc 57 2.loos 706(34) 714(34) 71 7(34) 738(35)

Onsite

Road E at 2,300b 788 C(33) 873d(38) 896d(39)
E-Area

1,089d(47)

a. Adapted from Smith (1989).
b. Adapted from TRB (1985).

c. Includes baseline plus the maximum number (42) of construction workers (Hess 1995a),
d. Includes baseline plus the maximum number ( 132 for the minimum, 155 for expected, and 348 for the maximum

waste forecast) of construction workers (Hess 1995a).

Table 4-45. SRS daily hazardous and radioactive waste shipments by truck under alternative C,a

Change from no-action

Waste I 994 no-action traftica Minimum Expected Maximum

Hazardous 14 -6 -1 4

Low-level 7 -3 <lb 10

Mixed 8 -5 <1 14

Transuranicc 1 <1 <1 15

Total change NAd -14 -1 43

Total shipments per day 30 16 29 73

a. Shipments per day: To arrive at shipments per day, the total number of waste shipments estimated for the

30 years considered in this EIS was divided by 30 to determine estimated shipments per year. These numbers

were divided by 250, which represents working days in a calendar year, to determine shipments per day.

Supplemental data are provided in the traffic and transportation section of Appendix E.

b. Values less than 1 are treated as O for purposes of comparison.
c. Includes mixed and nonmixed transuranic waste shipments.

d. NA = not applicable.
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Min. EXP.Max
No
Action

A

B

m

4.3.11.1.3 Traffic – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

As discussed in Section 4.1.11.1, the 1992 South Carolina highway fatality rate of 2,3 per 100 million

miles driven provides a baseline estimate of 5.5 traffic fatalities annually. Under alternative C, the

largest increase in construction workers would occur for the maximum waste forecast (30 1 more workers

than under tbe no-action alternative). These workers would be expected to drive 3.5 million miles

annually (3.0 million miles more than under the no-action alternative), which is predicted to result in

1.5 additional traffic fatalities per year. Traffic on roads would remain within design carrying capacity

(Table 4-44). Effects on traffic would be minimal.

There would be 43 additional daily waste shipments compared to no-action estimates (Table 4-45),

primarily due to larger volumes of waste and shipments of asbcrete to E-Area. These shipments would

originate at various SRS locations (primarily F- and H-Areas) and terminate at the E-Area treatment and

disposal facilities. Shipments from the transurmric waste characterization/certification facility, alpha

vitrification and non-alpha vitrification facilities, and containment building are not considered because

these shipments would occur on a dedicated road that would be designed to accommodate expected

traffic flows. The addition of 43 trucks during normal work hours would have minimal adverse effects

on traffic.

4.3.11.2 TransDo rtation

Consequences from incident-free onsite transportation under alternative C were based on those

calculated under’the no-action alternative adjusted for changes in number of shipments (as a result of

changes in volumes of wastes shipped). Consequences and corresponding health effects from on site

transportation accidents for any given shipment are independent of the number of shipments and are,

therefore, the same as the no-action alternative. These results are provided in Table 4-8. The probability

of an accident occurring for each type of waste shipped is provided in Table 4-26.

For alternative C, DOE analyzed the impacts that would result from offsite shipments of mixed waste

(lead) and low-level waste. Methodology and receptors are defined in Section 4.2. I I. Incident-free

doses from offsite shipments were calculated as in Section 4.1, I 1.2.1.

TC

I Tc

Tc

TE
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4.3.11.2.1 Transportation – Expected Waste Forecast

c

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

The dose and number of excess fatal cancers from incident-free transportation for alternative C –

expected waste forecast would not change from the no-action alternative in any receptor group except

involved workers (Table 4-46) because of the minimal increases in volumes of waste shipped under this

alternative. Involved workers’ exposures would increase slightly due to the increased volume of

low-level equipment shipped.

Table 4-46. Annual dose (percent change from the no-action alternative) and associated excess latent
cancer fatalities from incident-free on site transport of radioactive material for alternative C – expected
waste forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers
Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.011 (o%) 2.0 (2%) I90 (31 %)

Mixed 5.8x I0-5 (5%) 0,12 (4%) 4.4 (2%)

Transuranic 1.3X1O-4 (o%) 0.0095 (o%) 0.15 (o%)

Totalc o.olld 2,1e 2ooe

Excess latent cancer fatalities 4.5x10-6f 8.6x 10-4g o.079g

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f

See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which makeup each waste type. Dose is based on exposure to all
waste streams of a particular waste type.
See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors
Totals rounded to two significant figures,
Assumes the same individual has maximal exposure to each waste (Appendix E) for a single year.
Dose from I year of exposure to incident-free transportation of waste (see Appendix E).
Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer

g. Value equals the total dose x the risk factor (0,0004 excess latent fatal cancer per person-rem).

The probability of an uninvolved worker developing an excess fatal cancer would be about 1 in 220,000

from incident-free onsite transportation of radioactive material (Table 4-44). The number of additional

fatal cancers in the involved and uninvolved workers workforce due to incident-free onsite transportation

would be about two, whi Ie the uninvolved workers would be less than one.

The annual probability of a member of the public developing an excess fatal cancer would be about 1 in

58 million from incident-free offsite transportation of radioactive material (Table 4-47). The additional
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Table 4-47. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of’

radioactive material for alternative C – expected waste forecast,

Involved workersa Remote MEIb Remote population
Waste (person-rem) (rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.36 3.3 X1O-5 0.54

Mixed 0.012 3.2x1 o-8 0.0025

Totalsc 0.37 3.3 X1O-5 0.54

Excess latent cancer fatalities 1.5 XI0-4 1.7x 10-8d 2.7x10-4

TC

a. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors.
b MEI = maximally exposed individual.

c. Dose for the remote MEI assumes exposure to each waste (see Appendix E) in a yeaq for the ] TE

populations, dose is the result of exposure to 1 year of incident-free transportation of waste (see
Appendix E).

d. Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer.

fatal cancers that could develop in members of the public and involved workers from exposure to offsite

waste shipments would be less than one.

Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an onsite accident would be similar to that under the no-action alternative because

similar waste volumes would be shipped; the consequences due to an accident would be the same as

described in Section 4.1.11.2.2. Effects from accidents involving offsite shipments were calculated as in

Section 4.1.11.2.2. The results are summarized in Table 4-48, Probabilities of an accident involving

each waste type are presented in Table 4-26,

Table 4-48. Probability of an accident during 30 years of offsite transport of radioactive material for

each waste forecast under alternative C, dose, and excess latent cancer fatalities from an accident. I
Probability of an accident

Minimum Expected Maximum Dose Number of excess
Waste forecast forecast forecast (person-rem) latent fatal cancers

Low-1evel 7.2x10-7 1.3x I0-6 3.4x1 o-6 5.2x10-4 2.6x10-7

Mixed 4,6x10-4 l.l XIO-3 2,7x10-3 0.0047 2,4x10-6

TC

The low consequences and associated excess latent cancer fatalities in the remote population from offsite

shipments for alternative C – expected waste forecast (Table 4-48) would be comparable to

consequences to the onsite population under the no-action alternative (Table 4-8) and alternative A

(Table 4-25). An offsite accident would be less severe than one involving onsite shipments because of
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the small volume of waste shipped offsite. There would be less than one additional cancer to members

of the general public from accidents during 30 years of waste shipments

Min. EXP. Ma,
No
Act)..

A

B

%

4.3.11.2.2 Transportation – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

For alternative C – minimum waste forecast, there would be decreases in dose to all receptors from

radioactive waste shipments (Table 4-49) compared to the expected waste forecast (Table 4-46) as a

result of the decrease in volumes of all wastes. The annual probability of an uninvolved worker

developing a fatal cancer from incident-free onsite transpon would be about I in 430,000 (Table 4-49).

Table 4-49. Annual dose (percent change from the expected waste forecast) and associated excess latent

cancer fatalities from incident-free onsite transpofi of radioactive material for alternative C - minimum
waste forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers
Wastea (rem)

I Low-level

(person-rem) (person-rem)

0.0057 (-49%) 0.98 (-5 l%) 100 (-47%)

TC Mixed 2.3x1 o-5 (-61%) 0.050 (-60%) 1.7 (-62%)
Transuranic 9.OX1O-5 (-30%) 0.0066 (-30%) 0.10 (-30%)

Totalc 0.0058d I .oe Iooe

] Excess Jatent cancer 2.3x lo-6f 4.lxlo-4g o.041g
fatalities

a. See Appendix E for a list of \\,aste streams ~vhich make up each \vaste &pe. Dose is based on

exposure to all waste streams of a particular waste type.
TE I b. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors.

c. Totals were rounded to two significant figures.
d. Assumes the same individual has maximal exposure to each waste (Appendix E) for a single year.
e. Dose from 1 year of exposure to incident-free transportation of waste (see Appendix E),
f. Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer,
g. Value equals the total dose x the risk factor (0,0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem).

The involved worker population and the uninvolved workers could expect less than one additional fatal

cancer per year from on site transportation,

The probability per year that a member of the public would develop an excess fatal cancer from incident-

TC I freeoffsitetranspoflationofradioactivematerialwouldbe 1 in l10mi!limr(Table4-50). ‘fhenumberof
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Table 4-50. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of

radioactive material for alternative C – minimum waste forecast.

Involved workers Rem&$m4EIa Remote population
Waste (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.20 1.8x10-5 0.31

Mixed 0.0052 1.4x 10-8 0.001 I

Totalsb 0.21 1.8x10-5 0.31 TC

Excess latent cancer fatalities 8.4x 1o-5 9.0 XIO-9C 1.6x10-4

a. ME1 = maximally exposed individual.
b. Dose for the remote MEI assumes exposure to each waste (see Appendix E) in a yea~ for the I TE

populations, dose is the result of I year of incident-free transportation of waste (see Appendix E).
c. Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer.

additional fatal cancers in both the remote population and the involved worker population would be less

than one.

Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an onsite accident involving radioactive wastes would decrease slightly (Table 4-26)

for the minimum waste forecast because of the decreased volumes that would be shipped compared to

tbe expected waste forecast however, the consequences due to an accident would be the same as

described in Section 4.1.11.3. Effects of offsite accidents would be the same for the expected case

(Table 4-48); however, the probability of an offsite accident would decrease by about one-half compared

to the expected waste forecast because of the decrease in volume of waste shipped.

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.3.11.2.3 Transportation – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

For the maximum waste forecast, there would be large increases in dose to all receptors rable 4-51) due

to the increases in volumes of wastes shipped. These increases would be similar to those that would

occur for alternative A – maximum waste forecast. The annual probability of an uninvolved worker

developing an excess fatal cancer would be about 1 in 150,000 (Table 4-5 I ). The involved workers
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Table 4-51. Annual dose (percent change from the expected waste forecast) and excess latent cancer

fatalities from incident-free onsite transport of radioactive material for alternative C – maximum waste

forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers
Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0,014 (27%) 2.6 (31%) 350 (83%)

Mixed 2,0 X10-4 (247%) 0.45 (263%) 19 (321%)

TC Transumnic 0.0021 (1,550%) 0.16 (1,550%) 2.4 (1,550%)
TE Totalc 0.016a 3.2’ 370e

Excess latent cancer 6.6 X1O-6’ o.oo13g o.15g
fatalities

a. See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which make Up each waste type. Dose is based on
exposure to all waste streams of a particular waste type.

TE I “b. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors.
c. Totals rounded to wo significant figures.
d. Assumes the same individual has maximal exposure to each waste type (Appendix E) for a single

year.

e, Dose from 1 year of exposure to incident-free transportation of waste (see Appendix E).
TC I f. Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer.

g. Value equals the total dose x tbe risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem).

population and tbe uninvolved workers could expect less than one additional fatal cancer per year from

30 years of incident-free transpofi

Table 4-52 shows that the probability of a member of the public developing a fatal cancer is about 1 in

23 million per year from incident-free offsite transportation of radioactive material. The number of

cancers that could develop in members of the public and involved workers would be less than one.

Table 4-52. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of
radioactive material for alternative C – maximum waste forecast.

Involved workers Rem(:om~a Remote population
Waste (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.94 8.6x10-5 1.4

TC Mixed 0.031 8.2x10-8 0.0064

Totalsb 0.97 8.6x 10-5 1,4

Excess latent cancer 3.84x IV4 4,3x 10-8C 7.0 X10-4

I fatalities

a. MEI = maximally exposed individual.
TE I b. Dose for the remote lvfEI assumes exposure to each waste (see Appendix E) in a yea~ for the

populations, dose is the result of exposure to 1 year of incident-free transportation of waste (see

Appendix E),
c, Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer.
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Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an onsite accident involving radioactive wastes would increase (Table 4.26) under the

maximum waste forecast because more waste would be shipped compared to the expected waste I TE

forecast; however, the consequences due to a particular accident would be the same as described in

Section 4,1.11.3, Effects of offsite shipments would be the same as for the expected case (Table 4-48);

however, the probability of an offsite accident would be three times greater than that in the expected

waste forecast because of the increase in volume of waste shipped.

4.3.12 OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Under alternative C, the non-alpha vitrification facility (including soil sorting), the transuranic waste

characterization/certification facility, the Consolidated Incineration Facility, the alpha vitrification

facili~, compaction facilities, andtbecontainment building would operate, Emissions from these

facilities would increase adverse health effects over the no-action alternative for each of the three waste

forecasts. However, effects would besmall overall, except toinvolved workers under the maximum

waste forecast,

For involved workers, the sources of most exposure would be the transuranic waste storage pads, the

non-alpha vitrification facility, tbe Consolidated Incineration Facility, the H-Area high-level waste tank

farm, and the transuranic waste characterizatiorr/certification facility; for the public and uninvolved

workers the sources of most exposure would be the environmental releases from the alpha vitrification

facility, the non-alpha vitrification facility, the Consolidated Incineration Facility, and the transuranic

waste characterization/certificationfacility. (Consolidated Incineration Facili& impacts are summarized

in Appendix B.5,)

For radiological assessments, the same general methodology was used as under the no-action alternative

(Section 4.1.12). Thesame risk estimators were usedtoconveti doses to fatal cancers, andwastes were

classified into treatabiIi~ groups to facilitate the evaluations. However, thedevelopment of radiological

source terrnsand worker exposures was much more involved. Theexpected performance of new

facilities was based on actual design infomration, if available, augmented as necessary with operating

experience with similar facilities,
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TE I
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A

B

@

4.3.12.1

c

Occupational and Public Health – ExDected Waste Forecast

For alternative C – expected waste forecast, the amounts of wastes would be the same as under the

no-action alternative. Refer to Section 4.1.12 for a discussion of the no-action alternative.

4.3.12.1.1 Occupational Health And Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-53 presents the worker doses and resulting health effects associated with alternative C –

expected waste forecast. The doses (0.04 rem per year) would remain well within the SRS

administrative guideline of 0.8 rem per year. The probabilities and projected numbers of fatal cancers

from 30 years of alternative C waste management operations under this forecast would be much lower

than those expected from all causes during the workers’ lifetimes. It is expected that there would be 1.1

additional fatal cancers in the projected workforce of 2,184 involved workers.

Nonradiological Impacts

DOE considered potential non radiological impacts to SRS workers from air em issions from the

following facilities: the Defense Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation; the M-Area

Vendor Treatment Facility; the Consolidated Incineration Facility; Building 645-2N, mixed waste

storage; four new solvent tanks; the transuranic waste characterizatiorr/certification facility (includingsoil

sorting); the containment building; the non-alpha vitrification facility (including soil sorting); and the

alpha vitrification facility. Occupational health impacts to employees in the Defense Waste Processing

Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation, were discussed in the Final Supp/emerr[al Environmental

Impact S[alemerrj, Defense Waste Processing Facili@. Occupational health impacts to employees

associated with the Consolidated Incineration Faci Iity were discussed in the Errvirorrrirenlal Assessment,

Consolidated Incineration Fucili~.

Table E.2-3 in Appendix E presents a comparison between Occupational Safety and Health

Administration perrrr issible exposure limit values and potential exposures to uninvolved workers at both

100 meters (328 feet) and 640 meters (2, 100 feet) from each facility for the expected, minimum, and

maximum waste forecasts. Downwind concentrations were calculated using EPA’s TSCREEN ]nodel
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Table 4-53. Worker radiological doses and resultinz health effects associated with the implementation of alternative C.a

Receptor(s)

No-action Waste fnrecast

alternative Expected Minimum Maximum

Individual involved workerb

o Average annual dose (rem) 0.025

0 Associated probability of a fatal cancer 1.OXIO-5

. 30-year dose to average worker (rem) 0.75

. Associated probability of a fatal cancer 3.9x lo-

AI I involved workersc,b

. Annual dose (person-rem) 52

. Associated number of fatal cancers 0.021

. 30-year dose (person-rem) 1,600

. Associated number of a fatal cancer 0.62

Individual uninvolved workerb,d

.

.

.

.

Annual dose at 100 meters (rem)a

(associated probability of a fatal cancer)

Annual dnse at 640 meters (rem)

(associated probability of a fatal cancer)

30-year dose at 100 meters (rem)

(associated probability of a fatal cancer)

30-year dose at 640 meters (rem)
(associated probability of a fatal cancer)

1.OXIO-5

(4. IXIO-9)

2.9x I0-7

(1.lxlo-lo)

3. OXIO-4

(1,2 X10-7)

8.6 X1O-’5

(3.4 XI0-9)

0.040

1.6x 10-5

1,2

4.8x I0-4

86

0.035

2,600

I .0

0.0094

3.8x1 o-6

0.0031

I,2x I0-6

0.28

1.IX IO-4

0.092

3.7 XI0-5

0.038

I.5X1O-5

1.2

4.6x I0-4

83

0.033

2,500

1.0

0.0045

1.8XI0-6

0.0014

5.7 X1O-7

0.14

5.4 XI0-5

0.043

1.7XI0-5

0.060

2.4x I0-5

1.8

7.2x 10-4

I 50

0.060

4.5XI04

1.8

0.22

(8.8 XI0-5)

0.073

2.9x 10-5

6.6

(0.003)

2.2

(0.0009)

a. Supplemental facility information is provided in Appendix E
b. Annual individual worker doses can be compared with the regulatory dose limit of 5 rem (1 OCFR 835) and with tbe SRS administrative

exposure guideline of 0.8 rem. Operational procedures ensure that the dose to tbe maximally exposed worker will also remain within the

regulatory dose limit as is reasonably achievable. D

c. The number of involved workers is estimated to be 2,184 for the expected waste forecast, 2,169 for the minimum forecast, and 2,526 for the
o
Q

maximum forecast.
z~
q?

d. Dose isdueto emissions from thealpha andnon-alpha vitrification facilities. Doses conservatively assume 80hours perweek of exposure. z:
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(EPA 1988). Foreach faciliW's emissions under theexpected waste forecast, employee occupational

exposure would be less than occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible exposure limits.

DOE expects minimal health impacts as a result of uninvolved worker exposure to emissions from these

facilities.

4.3.12.1.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-54 presents the radiological doses to the public and resulting health effects associated with the

alternative C–expected waste forecast. Theannual doses totheoffsite muimally exposed individual

TC [ (0.18 millirem) andtOthe SRS regional pop”lation(lOperson-rem) would beabouttbesame as those

that resulted from total SRS operationsin 1993, which were more than 10times lower than the

regulatory limits (Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994). Fortheoffsite facility (assumed to be

located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, for the purposes of this assessment) under this forecast, the annual

doses to the offsite maximall y exposed individual (3 .6x 1V4 millirem) and to regional population

Tc (2.4 x 10-3 person-rem) surrounding Oak Ridge, Tennessee, represent a very small fraction (less than

0.3percent) of thecomparable doses tothe SRS regional population. These doses remain less than

0.3 percent of the comparable SRS doses for all waste forecast under this alternative (see Appendix E for

facility specific data). Forthis waste forecast, radiologically induced health effects tothe public

(O.15 fatal cancers from 30 years of exposure) would be very small (Table 4-54),

Nonradiological Impacts

Potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite are considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants. Maximum site boundaV-line concentrations forcriteria pollutants are discussed

in Section 4.3.5.1.2.

For routine releases from SRS operating facilities for the expected waste forecast, criteria pollutant

concentrations would be within state and federal ambient air quality standards, as discussed in

Section 4.3,5 .l.2. During periods ofconstruction, thecriteria pollutant concentrations atthe SRS

boundary would notexceed airquali~standards under nomal operating conditions. Neither the state

nor the federal air quality standards would be exceeded by actual emissions from SRS, Emissions of

criteria pollutants would have negligible health effects on offsite individuals.
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Table 4-54. Radiological doses associated with theimplementition ofalternative Candresulting health effects tothepublic.a
No-action alternative Alternative C

Doscb Doseb

Probability
Atmospheric

Probahilityc
Aqueous or numberof Atmospheric Aqueous o, n.mher of

Waste forecastlreceptor(s) releases releases Total fatal cancer releasesf reiemes Total fatal callccrs

&ectedwastc ecncration
Offsite MEId

Annual, millirem 1,2.10-4 6.9x10-4
30-year,millirem 0.0037 0.021

Population
Annual,person-rem 2.9.10-4 0.0068

30-year,person-rem 0.0086 0.20
Minimumwastezcncration

Offsite MEI
. Annual, millirem NAe NA

30-year, millirem NA NA

Population
Annual, person-rem NA NA

. 30-year, person-rem NA NA
Max imum wa5te generation
Offsite MEI

Annual, millirem NA NA
. 30-year, millirem NA NA

Population
Annual, person-rem NA NA
30-year, person-rem NA NA

a. Supplementalfacili@ information isprovided in Appendix E.

8. fx10-4
0.025

4.fxlo-7
1.2.10-8

0.18

5.4
6.9x 10-4
0.02I

0.0068

0.20

6.9.10-4
0.021

0.0068
0.20

6.9x10-4
0.021

0.0068
0.20

0.18

5.4
9.0.10-8
2.7.10-6

0.0071
0.21

3.5xI0-6
1.0.10-4

10 10
302

0.0050

0.15

TC NA

NA

NA

NA

0.09
2.71

0.09
2.7

4.6x 10-8

1.4.10-6

NA
NA

NA
NA

4.9
148

4.9
148

0.0025
0074

?-
Z. NA

NA

NA

NA

4.0
I20

4.0
I20

2.0. I o-6

6.OX10-5

NA
NA

NA
NA

229 229
6,880

0.11
3.4

b. Foratmosphcric releaes, thedose istotbc populationwithin 80kilometers (5Omiles)of SRS. Foraqucous rele~cs, thedose istothe people usingthe Savmnah River from
SRS to the Atlantic Ocean.

c. Fortheoffsite mmimally exposedindividual, probability ofafatal cmceKfor population,number of fatal canccrs
d. MEl=maximally exposedindividual.
e. NA=notapplicahle,
f. Atmospheric rele~es for ME[mdpopuiation includecontributionfromoffsite facilities, wbichcontrihute lesslhan 0.3percent totheatmospheric relcmesrepofledhcre.
Note Thedoses tothepuhlic fromtotal SRSoperations in1993were 0.25millirem totheoffsitc mmimally exposedindividual md9.1person-cem totheregional population.
Thcsedoses, wbenaddcd tothcdoses ~sociated with thew~[e mmagement alternativethat megiven inthistahle, are%sumcd toequal total SRS doses. Forthemmimum
waste forecast(which gives the highestdoses),the total annual doseto the offsite maximally exposedindividual and the regional pop”bttionwould equal 4.42 millicem
(0.25+4.17) andapproximately 248person-rem (9.1+239), respectively. Thcindividual dosewould fall below thcproposed annual reg.lato~limits oflOmillircmfrom
airborne releases,4millirem from drinking watcr2and 100millirem from aRpathways combined(proposed 10CFR834); thepopulalion dosewould belower thm the proposed
annuainotitication Iimitof 100nersOn-rcm(nrODOsedIO CFR 834).
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Offsite risks due to carcinogens are calculated using the Industrial Source Complex 2 model (Stewati

1994) for the facilities listed in Section 4.3.12.1.1. Emissions of carcinogenic compounds are based on

the types and quantities of waste being processed at each facility. Table 4-55 shows the individual

lifetime cancer risks calculated frOm unit risk factors (see Section 4.1.12.2.2) derived from EPA’s

Integrated Risk Information System data base (EPA 1994). The estimated increased probability of an

individual developing cancer over a lifetime due to routine SRS emissions under the expected waste

forecast is approximately 2 in 10 million (Table 4-55). DOE expects minimal health impacts from

emissions of carcinogenic compounds.

4.3.12.1.3 Environmental Justice Assessment

Section 4.1.12.2.3 describes the methodology for analyzing radiological dose emissions to determine if

there would be environmental justice concerns. Figure 4-24 illustrates the results of the analysis for

alternative C expected waste forecast for the 80-kilometer (50-mile) region of interest in this EIS.

Supporting data for the analysis can be found in the environmental justice section of Appendix E.

The predicted per capita dose differs very little beween types of communities at a given distance from

SRS, and the per capita dose is extremely small in each type of community. This analysis indicates that

people of color or low income in the 80-kilometer (50-mile) region would be neither dispropoflionately

nor adversely impacted. Therefore, environmental justice issues would not be a concern for the

alternative C – expected waste forecast.

Min. Exp. Max,
No
Action

A

B

& ‘ona,a

4.3.12.2 i nd Public Health – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

Because the waste amounts for alternative C – minimum waste forecast would be smaller than for the

expected forecast and the treatment operations the same, the impacts to workers and the public would be

smaller than described in Section 4.3.12,1.
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Table 4-55. Estimated probability of excess latent cancers in the offsite population from nonradiological carcinogens emitted under
alternative C.

Concentrationb,c Latent cancersd

I Unit risk factor, Expected Minimum Maimum

I

Acetaldehyde

Acrylamide

Acrylonitrile

Arsenic Pcntoxide

Asbestos

Benzene

Benzidine

Bis(chlommethyl) ether

Bromoform

Carbon Tetrachloride

Chlordane

Chloroform

Cr(+6) Compounds

Formaldehyde

Heptachlor

Hexachlorobenzene

Hexachlorobutadiene

Hydrazine

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane

1,1,2-Trichiorocthane

Toxaphene

1,1 Dichlomethene

Methylenc Chloride

2.2xI0-6
0.0013

(latent canccrsl wute forecast wasteforecast wasteforecast Expected waste
Pollutant

Minimum waste Maximum waste
pg/m3)e (Ptim3) (Ptim3) (p#m3) forecast fOrecOst forecast

2.4x1 o-7 1.0.10-6 4.4 XI0-13 2.3x10-13 9.6x 10-13

6.8x10-5

0.0043

0.23

8.3x I0-6

0.067

0.062

1.IXIV6

1.5XI0-5

3.7.10-4

2.3x10-5
0.012

1.3XI0-5

0.0013

4.6x I0-4

2.2x 10-5

0.0049

5.8.10-5

L6x10-5

3.2x to-4

5.0.10-5

4.7XI0-7

4.6x I W7

4.6x 10-7

4.6x Iw7

1.OX10-6

5.9x1 o-8

0.044

4.6x 10-7

4.6x 10-7

4.6x 10-7

1.1.10-5

4.6x tW7

0.003

1.4xI o-8

9.4x 10-7

1.1.10-6

4.6x I&7

4.6x 107

4.6x 10-7

9.2x I0-6

4.6x 1W7

1.1.10-6

2.2x 10-5

9.4x Io-7

2.4x 10-7

2.4.10-7

4. IX IO-7

4.6.10-8

0.044

2.4x I0-7

2.4x Iw7

2.4x 10-7

1.IXIO-5

2.4x I0-7

0.003

7.4.10-9

7.2x 10-7

5.9x 10-7

2.4x I o-7

2.4x10-7

2.4xI0-7

4.7.10-6

2.4x 10-7

5.9.10-7

2.2.10-5

7.2x 10-7

1.OXIO-6

1.Ox10-6

2.0. Io-6

2.3.10-7
0.044

1.Ox10-6

1.OXIO-6

1.OxIO-6

1.4xIo-5

LOXIO-6
0.003

3.2xIo-8

1.5.10-6

2.5xI0-6

1.Ox10-6

1.OXIO-6

1.OXIO-6

2.0. Io-5

1.OXIO-6

2.5xto-6

2.8x10-5

1.5xI0-6
TOTAL

2.6x 10-10

1.3.10-11

L8x10-9

5.8.10-9

1.6x 10-7

I.3x1o-8

1.2xI0-8

2.2.10-13

7.lxlo-11

7.3.10-11

3.0.10-8

7.2x10-I I

5.3x IV12

6.4x10-lo

9.lxlo-11

4.4x10-12

9.7%10-[0

2.3x10-lo

3.2.10-12

1.4xlo-lo

4.8x10-lo

L9XI0-13

2,2x I o-7

1.3.10-10

7.0.10-12

7.6xt0-lo

4.5 XI0-9

1.6x10-7

6.9x 10-9

6.4x10-9

1.IX IO-13

6.8.10-11

3.8x10 -11

3.ox1&8

3.8x10-11

4.0XIO-12

3.3X1O-10

4.7,10-11

2.3xlo-t2

5.oxlo-to

1.2xlo-lt3

L6x10-12

8.1x10-tl

4.6x10-lo

1.5.10-13

2.1.10-7

5.6x10-lo

3.OXIO-11

3.7.10-9

2.3.10-8

1.6x 10-7

2.9x I0-8

2.7x I0-8

4.8x I0-13

9.0.10-11

1.6x10-to

3.OXIO-8

L6x10-lo

8.3x1o-I2

1.4x I o-9

2.0.10-10

9.6x I0-12

2.1XIO-9

5.OXIO-10

7.0. ]0-12

3.5XI0-10

6.0x 10-lo

3.OXIO-13

2.7.10-7

a. Source: EPA (1994).
b. Maximum annual boundary line concentration,
c. Source: Stewati ( I 994).
d. Latent cancerprobability equals unit risk factor times concentrationtimes 30 years divided by 70 years.
e. Micrograms per cubic metccof air. ;$
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4.3.12.2.1 Occupational Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-53 includes the worker doses and resulting health effects associated with the minimum waste

forecast. Doses (0.039rem perycar) andhealth effects associated with thiscase would besmallerthan

those associated with theexpected waste forecast. From 30years ofexposure, there wordd be one

additional fatal cancer in the workforce of 2,169.

Nonradiological Impacts

Table E.2-3 in Appendix E presents a comparison of the nonradiological air concentrations to SRS

workers exposed under the minimum waste forecast based on Occupational Safety and Health

Administration perrrrissible exposure limits values. Exposures to SRSworkers areeither equal to or less

than those occrrrring intheexpected waste forecast. Forallfaciiities, employee occupational exposure

would be less than Occupational Safety and Health Administration pemrissible exposure limits.

Negligible impacts to worker’s health would occur due to emissions under the minimum waste forecast. I ‘rE

4.3.12.2.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-54 includes the doses to the public and the resulting health effects associated with the minimum

waste forecast. Doses andhealth effects associated with this case would besmaller than those associated

with the expected waste forecast.

Nonradiological Impacts

Potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite are considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants under the minimum waste forecast. Forroutine releases from operating facilities,

criteria pollutant concentrations would be within state and Federal ambient air quality standards, as

discussed in Section 4.3.5.2. During periods ofconstruction, thecriteria pollutant concentrations at the

SRSboundav would notexceed airqualiW standards under nomal operating conditions. DOE expects

very small health impacts to the public from emissions of criteria pollutants.
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Table 4-55 presents offsite risks frOmemissions of carcinogens. Theoverall incremental lifetime cancer

TC risk isapproximately2 in 10 million. DOEexpects very smal Ihealth impacts tothe public from

emissions of carcinogenic compounds.

4.3.12.2.3 Environmental Justice Assessment

Figure 4-25 illustrates theresults of theanalysis foralternative C-minimum waste forecast forthe

80-kilometer (50-mile) region ofinterest inthis EIS. Nocommunities would bedisproportionately

affected byemissions resulting from this case

Min. Exp, Max.
No
Actro”

A

B

@

4.3.12.3 Occurmtional and Public Health –Maximum Waste Forecast
c

The amounts of wastes to be treated for alternative C – maximum waste forecast would be larger than for

theminimum andexpected waste forecasts, butthetreatment operations would bethe same. The

maximum waste forecast would result in the greatest effects on worker and public health.

4.3.12.3.1 Occupational Health and Safe@

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-53 incltldes theworker doses andresulting health effects associated with the maximum waste

forecast. Thedoses would remain below the SRSadministrative guideline of 0.8rem peryear.

TE/H owever, it isprojected that two people in the involved workforce of2,526could develop a fatal cancer

sometime during their lifetimes as the result of 30 years of exposure.

Nonradiological Impacts

Table E.2-3 in Appendix E presents a comparison of the nonradiological air concentrations to SRS

workers exposed under the maximum waste forecast based on Occupational Safety and Health

Administration permissible exposure limits values. Exposures to SRS\vorkers areeitherequal to or

greater than those occurring intheexpected waste forecast. However, forallfacilities, employee

occupational exposure would beless than Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible
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exposure Iim its. DOE expects minimal health impacts from emissions from facilities under the

maximum waste forecast.

4.3.12.3.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-54 includes the doses to the public and resulting health effects associated with the maximum

waste forecast. The annual doses to the offsite maximally exposed individual (4.0 millirem) and to the
TC

regional population (229 person-rem) would exceed the corresponding doses of 0.25 millirem and

9.1 person-rem, respectively, from total SRS operations in 1993 (Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey

1994). However, regulatory dose limits would not be exceeded (refer to note on Table 4-54).

TE I Thehealtheffects associatedwiththemaximum waste forecastarei"cluded inTabie4-54. Basedmra

risk estimator of 0.0005 latent cancer fatality per rem (Section 4.1. 12.2), the probability of the offsite

maximally exposed individual developing a fatal cancer from 30 years of exposure to radiation

TC Iassociated with this waste forecast would be 6 in 100,000, and the number of additional fatal cancers in

LO04-12 the regional population could be 3.4. This probability of a fatal cancer is much smaller than the one

chance in four (23.5 percent) that a member of the public will develop a fatal cancer from all causes, and

the number of fatal cancers is much less than the 145,700 fatal cancers that the regional population of

620,100 can expect to develop from all causes during their lifetimes.

TE Each alternative C waste forecast would result in larger radiological doses to the public and consequent

health effects than would alternative A (see Tables 4-33 and 4-54).

Nonradiolngical Impacts

Potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite are considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants for alternative C – maximum waste forecast.

For routine releases from operating facilities, criteria pollutant concentrations would be within state and

Federal ambient air quality standards, as discussed in Section 4.3.5.3. During periods of construction,

the criteria pollutant concentrations at the SRS boundary would not exceed air quality standards under

normal operating conditions,
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Table 4-55 presents offsite risks from carcinogens. The overall change in lifetime cancer risk is

approximately 3 in 10 million, which is greater than the risk associated with expected waste forecast.

Nonetheless, very small health effects to the public are expected from facilities in the maximum waste
TC

forecast,

4.3.12.3.3 Environmental Justice Asessment

Figure 4-26 illustrates the results of the analysis for alternative C – maximum waste forecast for the

80-kilometer (50-mile) region of interest in this EIS. No communities would be disproportionately

affected by emissions resulting from this case,

4.3.13 FACILITY ACCIDENTS

This section summarizes the risks to workers and members of the public from potential facility accidents

associated with the various wastes under alternative C, The methodologies used to develop the

radiological and hazardous material accident scenarios are the same as those discussed in

Section 4.1.13.1 for the no-action alternative.

Mi.. Exp. Max
No —
Act,..

A

B

m

4.3.13.1 s Accidents – Exrs
c

ected Waste F orecast

Figures 4-27 through 4-30 summarize the projected impacts of radiological accidents on the population,

the offsite maximally exposed individual, and uninvolved workers at 640 meters (2,100 feet) and

100 meters (328 feet) for alternative C – expected waste forecast. An anticipated accident (i.e., one

occurring be~een once every 10 years and once every 100 years) involving mixed waste presents the

greatest risk under alternative C to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS (see

Figure 4-27). This accident scenario would increase the risk to the population within 80 kilometers

(50 miles) by 1.7x l&2 latent fatal cancer per year. The postulated accident scenarios associated with the

various waste types are described in Appendix F.
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An anticipated accident involving mixed waste would pose the greatest risk to the offsite maximally

exposed individual (Figure 4-28) and the uninvolved worker at 640 meters (2, 100 feet) (Figure 4-29).

The anticipated accident scenario would increase the risk to the offsite maximally exposed individual by

3.3x 10-7 latent fatal cancer per year and to the uninvolved worker at 640 meters (2, 100 feet) by 1.8x 10-5

latent fatal cancer per year,

An anticipated accident involving mixed waste would pose the greatest risk to the uninvolved worker at

100meters (328 feet) (Figure 4-30). Theanticipated accident scenario would increase therisk to the I TE

uninvolved worker at 100meters (328 feet)by I.0x10-3 latent fatal cancer per year.

Regardless of waste type for each receptor group, the greatest estimated risks associated with

alternative Care identical to those fortheno-action alternative, However, there could be differences in

theoverall risk toeachreceptor group forspecific waste &pes, Forexample, theoverall risks for

low-level, mixed, and transuranic wastes are different to greater or lesser degrees between the two

alternatives,

Table 4-56 provides a comparison of overall risk for specific waste types between the no-action

alternative andaltemative C. A multiplicative change factor is used to illustrate differences between

no-action andaltemative C risks. If the risks presented are identical, the multiplication factor is one,

However, iftherisks presented aredifferent, themultiplication factor istheratio of the Wo values.

Arrows indicate whether the alternative C risks are larger or smaller than the no-action alternative risks,

A complete summary of all representative bounding accidents considered for alternative C is presented in

Table 4-57. This table provides accident descriptions, annual frequency of occurrence, increased risk of

latent fatal cancers for all receptor groups, and the waste type with which the accident scenario was

associated. Details regarding the individual postulated accident scenarios associated with the various

waste types are provided in Appendix F,

The impacts resulting from chemical hazards associated with the alternative C – expected waste forecast

are the same as those discussed for alternative A in Section 4.2.13.1. Only one chemical release scenario

would expose an offsite maximally exposed individual to airborne concentrations greater than ERPG-2

values, Appendix F provides further detail and discussion regarding chemical hazards associated with

each waste type.
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Table 4-56. Comparison Of risks frOm accidents under the no-action alternative and alternative C.

Estimated risks

No-action

Receptor Wasteb alternative Alternative C Change factorc

Population within Low-level 0,017 0.0081 J2.I

80 kilometers Mixed 0,017 0.017 1.0

Transuranic 0.005 1.4XI0-5 ?3.0

High-level 6.3x10-4 6.3x10-4 I .0

Offsite maximally Low-level 3.3 XI0-7 1.6x10-7 J2. I

exposed individual Mixed 3.3 XI0-7 3.3 X1O-7 I .0

Trarrsurraric 9.8x10-8 2.9x10-7 ?3.0

High-level 1.3x 10-8 1.3.10-8 1.0

Uninvolved worker to Low-level 1.8x10-5 s.9x I0-6 $2,1

640 meters Mixed I,8x10-5 l,8x10-5 1.0

Transuranic 5.5x1 o-6 L6x10”5 ?2.9

High-level 6.4x10-7 6.4x10-7 I .0

Uninvolved worker to Low-level 0,001 2.5x Iw4 J4.O

I 00 meters Mixed 0.001 0,001 I .0

Transuranic 3. IXIO-4 9. OXIO-4 ?2.9

High-level l,8x10-5 L8x10-5 I .0

a. Increased risk of latent fatal cancers per year,

b. Wastes are described in Section 2. I and Appendix F.

c. Change factors represent the multiplication factor required to equate no-action alternative risks to rdtemative C
risks (e.g., no-action risk times change factor equals alternative C risk ). The up arrow (?) indicates that

alternative C presents the greater risk and the down arrow (~) indicates that alternative C presents the lesser
risk.

In addition to the risk to human health from accidents, secondary impacts from postulated accidents on

plant and animal resources, water resources, the economy, national defense, environmental

contamination, threatened and endangered species, land use, and Native American treaty rights are

considered. This qualitative assessment (see Appendix F) determined that there would be no substantial

impacts from accidents for alternative C – expected waste forecast.
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Table 4-57. Summary of representative bounding accidents under alternative C.a

Increased risk of latent fatal cancers per yearb

Uninvolved Uninvolved Maximally Population
Affected Frequency worker at worker at exposed offsite within

Accident Description waste typesc (per year) 100 meters 640 meters individual 80 kilometers

RHLWEd release due to a feed line break High-level 0.007’ I .79x I o-5 6.38x10-7 1.32x I0-7 6.34x I0-4

RHLWE release due to a design basis earthquake High-level 2,00x Io-4f 1.54x I0-6 5.46x I0-8 1.12.10-9 5.43 XI0-5

RHLWE release due to evaporator pressurization High-level 5.09x lo-5g I,95x I0-6 3.46x I o-8 7.13 XI0-10 3.44x 10-5
and breech

Design basis ETFh airborne release due to tornado High-level 3.69x 10-7i 3.20x I0-13 1.02.10-14 7,20x Io15 6,35x 10-f4

Fire at the LLWS~ Low-level 0.0830’ 2.51 xI0-4 8.93x 10-6 1.61x I0-7 0.00813

Container breach at the ILNTVk Mixed 0.02’ 0.00104 1.84x1 O-5 3.31 XI0-7 0.0168

Release due to multiple open containers at the Mixed 3.ooxlo-4f 4.69x I o-7 6.91 xI0-7 I,22x I0-8 5.7OX1O-4
Containment Building

F3 tomadol at Building 316-M Mixed 2.80x 10-5g 5.35xI0-12 1.29x 10-9 1.65x I0-9 1.12 X10-9

Aircraft crash at the Containment Building Mixed 1.60x 10-7i 9.73 XI0-10 3.46x 10-11 6.66 XI0-13 3.19x I0-8

Deflagration in culvert during TRUm dmm ~e~ieval Transuranic O.ole 8.96x 10-4
~

1.59 XI0-5 2.86 X1O-7 0.0145

activities
z

Fire in culveri at the TRU waste storage pads (one Transuranic 8.10x10-4f 3.07X I o-4 5.48x1 O-6 9.84x I0-8 0.00498
drum in culvert)

Vehicle crash with resulting tire at the TRU waste Transuranic 6.50x 10-5g 4.47x I o-6
storage pads

7.96x I0-8 1.43 XI0-9 7.25x1 O-5

a. Acomplete description andanalysis of therepresentative bounding accidents arepresented in Appendix F.

b. increased riskoffatal cancers peryewis calculated bymultiplying the[consequence (dose) xlatent cancer conversion factor] xannual frequency. Fordose
consequences and latent cancer fatalities per dose, see tables in Appendix F.

c, Thewaste Vpeforwhich theaccident scen~io isidentified asarepresentative bounding accident, Arepresentative bounding accident may beidentitied for

more than one waste type. ~esewmte ~pesare listed mhigh-level, low-level, mixed, and@ansuranic waste ~pes.

d. Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator.
e. ~efiequency ofthisaccident scenwio iswithin themticipated accident range.

f. The frequency ofthisaccident scenario iswithin tieunlikely accident range.
g. The frequency ofthisaccident scenmio iswithinthe ex@emely unlikely awidentrange.

h. F~-Area E~uent Treatarent Facility.

i, 71re frequency of this accident scenario is within beyond-extremely-unlikely accident range.

j. Long-lived waste storage building.

k. Intermediate-level nontritium vault.

1. F3 tornadoes have rotational wind speeds of 254 tn331 kilometers ( 158 to 206 miles) per hour.

m. Transuranic.
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Min. Exp, Max.
No
A,f)om

A

B

@

4.3.13.2 Facilitv Accidents – Minimnm Waste Forecast

c

Alternative C – minimum waste forecast is not expected to change the duration of risk for the facilities

associated with the representative bounding accidents (see Appendix F).

DOE does expect that a slight decrease in risk would occur for the alternative C minimum waste forecast

A comparison of the number and types of facilities needed for the minimum and expected waste

forecasts is provided in Table 2-31.

M.. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

m

4.3.13.3
c

Facilitv Accidents – Maximum Wast e Forecast

The maximum waste forecast would not be expected to increase or decrease the duration of risk for the

facilities associated with the representative bounding accidents identified under alternative C (see

Appendix F).

DOE does expect that an increase in risk over the expected waste forecast would occur for the maximum

waste forecast under alternative C. A comparison of the number and types of facilities needed for the

maximum and expected waste forecasts is provided in Section 2.5.7.
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Min. Exp, Mu,
N.
Action

A

B

B

4.4 Alternative B – Moderate Treatment Configuration and

c DOE’s Preferred Treatment Alternative

—. ,.. . . /. .,..” ,. - . . . . .“1’hlssection discusses the Impacts or moderate management practices ~aescrlDea In secoon ~,oj on tne

existing environment (described in Chapter 3).

4.4.1 INTRODUCTION

Moderate treatment practices (alternative B) for waste at SRS include the ongoing activities listed under

the no-action alternative (Section 4.1. 1). In addition, DOE would:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Constrrrct and operate a containment building to treat mixed waste.

Construct and operate a non-alpha vitrification facility for mixed waste soils and sludges.

Son mixed waste soils at the non-alpha vitrification facility to separate uncontaminated soils for

reuse.

Operate a mobile low-level soil sort facility to separate uncontaminated soils for reuse and low-

activity and suspect soils for disposal.

Decontaminate and recycle low-activity equipment waste (metals) offsite. Treatment residues

would be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Treat small quantities of mixed and PCB wastes offsite.

Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility for mixed, hazardous, and Iow-levpl wastes.

Construct and operate a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility.

Construct and operate an alpha vitrification facility.

Dispose of transuranic wastes at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
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TC
I

TC I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Treat small quarrtities ofmixed and PCBwastes offsite. Treatment residuals would beretumedto

SRS for disposal.

Operate the Consolidated Incineration Facility for mixed (benzene generated by the Defense

Waste Processing Facility, organic and aqueous liquid wastes, decontamination solutions from the

containment building, PUREX solvent, radioactive oil, sludges, and debris), hazardous, and low-

Ievel wastes.

Treat low-activity job-control and equipment wastes offsite; residuals would be returned to SRS

for treatment at the Consolidated Incineration Facility or for disposal.

Store tritiated oil to allow time for radioactive decay.

Send elemental mercury and mercury-contaminated materials to tbe Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory for treatmerr~ residuals would be returned to SRS for RCRA-permitted disposal or

shallow land disposal.

Send calcium metal waste to the Los Alamos National Laboratory for treatment; residuals would

be returned to SRS for shallow land disposal.

Send lead offsite for decontamination and recycling; treatment residuals would be returned for

RCRA-permitted disposal at SRS.

Construct disposal vaults for stabilized ash and blowdown from the incineration process (Hess

1995a),

Mixed waste storage facilities would reconstructed onpreviously cleared lanolin E-Area. Fourofthe

six new waste treatment facilities (for characterizatiorr/certification of transuranic and alpha waste; for

vitrification of transuranic and alpha wastes; for vitrification of mixed wastes; and for decontamination/

macroencapsulation of mixed and hazardous waste) would be built on undeveloped land northwest of

F-Area. (See Figures 4-31 and 4-32,)

Construction under alternative B would require 0.40 square kilometer (99 acres) of undeveloped land

northwest of F-Area and 0,032 square kilometer (8 acres) of undeveloped land northeast of F-Area by

2006, Anadditional O.040square kilometer (l Oacres) ofundeveloped landwould berequiredby2O24
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for construction of disposal vaults northeast of F-Area. All other construction would be on previously

cleared and developed land in the eastern portion of E-Area.

4.4.2 GEOLOGIC WSOURCES

Min. EXP.Max
No
Action

A

a

@

4.4.2.1
c

Geolocic Resources – Expected Waste Fore cast

Effects from alternative B – expected waste forecast would be mainly from the construction of new

facilities. Theeffects discussed under theno-action alternative (Section 4,1,2)fom the basis for

comparison and are referenced in this section.

Waste management activities associated with alternative B – expected waste forecast would affect soils

in E-Area, Thenumber of new facilities would be substantially fewer than under the no-action

alternative. Approximately 0,433 square kilometer (l 07acres) ofundeveloped land in E-Area would be

cleared andgraded fortheconstruction ofnewfacilities through approximately 2OO6, Later, an

additional 0,040 square kilometer (10 acres) would be cleared for construction of additional RCRA-

permitted disposal vaults. This total of 0.47square kilometer (l17acres) isapproximately 73 percent of TC

the 0.65 square kilometer ( 160 acres) of undisturbed land that would be required under the no-action

alternative. Approximately 0,21 square k]lometer(51 acres) ofdeveloped land (by2006) would be

required fornewfaciiities. Thereduction innumber of facilities andcomesponding decrease in the

amount of land needed would reduce the area of soils that would be affected by approximately

25 percent.

The potential for accidental oil, fuel, and chemical spills would be less under this scenario than under the

no-action alternative because ofreduced construction and operation activities. Spill prevention, control,

andcountemeasures forthis scenario would bethesame as fortheno-action alternative discussed in

Section 4.1.2; therefore, impacts to soils would be very small. I TE
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Wetlands

-

❑ Long-lived Waste Storage B.ildings(7)
(Buildingsize = 50’x50, spaced 50x50)

❑ Trans. ranicWaste Storage Pads (10)
(Pad size = 50’x150, spaced 50’x50’)

❑ Mixed Waste Storage B.ilding (79)
(Buildingsize = 60x160, spaced 50’x50)

❑ RCRA DisposalVa.lis (4)
(Vault size = 200,x50, spaced 50x50’)

❑ Low-ActivityWast eVault s(O)
(Vault size = 650’.150, spaced 50’.50)

~ lntemrediate-LevelWaste Va.its (2)
(Vault Size= 250x50,, spaced 50’x50’)

~ ShallowLand OisposalTrenches (16)
Urench size= 2O,X1OO,spaced 20 apaft)

■ ExistingFa.illties

❑ Pro~sed SedlnrentPondsasreq”ired

❑ Exlsti”gSediment Ponds

—

PK56-22

Figure 4-31. Configuration oftreatment, storage, mddisposal facilities in E-Amafor alternative B-
expected waste forecast by 2006.
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TC i

Tc

TC I

TC I

\

I

Wetlands

~

❑ LongLived Waste Storage Buildings(24)
(Buildingsize = 50x50’, spaced 50’.50)
NOTE largerfootprintsarethree50x5V buildngs
onthefoundation.1formertrans.ranicwaste
stmagepads

❑ RCRA DisposalVaults(21)
(Vault size = 200.50, spaced 50’.50)

❑ Low-ActivityWaste V..lts (1)
(Vault size = 650x150, spaced 50x50’)

❑ Intermediate-LevelWaste Vaults (5)
- (Vault size = 250’x50’, spaced 50’.50’)

‘ ~Shal,owLa”dUsposa! Tre”.hes(58,
(Trench size = 20.100’, spaced 20’ span)

■ ExistingFacilities

❑ ProposedSediment Pondsas required
●

- ❑ ExistingSedimentPonds

Tcl Figure 4-32. Configumtion of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities in E-Area for alternative B -
expected waste forecast by 2024.
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TC

TC I

TC I

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

m-

4.4.2.2 olopic Resources – inimum Waste recast

c

Effects on geologic resources from alternative B – minimum waste forecast would be less than those

from the expected waste forecast, because less land would be disturbed by construction activities.

Approximate! y 0.10 square kilometer (25 acres) of cleared land (by 2008) and 0.36 square kilometer

(9o acres) of uncleared land (by 2024) would be used for new facilities.

For operations activities, spill prevention, control and countermeasures plans would be the same as for

the no-action alternative

Min. EXP.Max.
No _
Action

A

B

m

4.4.2.3
c

Effects on geologic resources from alternative B – maximum waste forecast would be substantially

greater than from tbe expected waste forecast, because of the large number of new facilities.

Approximately 0.283 square kilometer (70 acres) of cleared land and 0.745 square kilometer ( 184 acres)

of uncleared land in E-Area, and 3.06 square kilometers (756 acres) of cleared or uncleared land outside

E-Area would be used for construction.

For operations activities, spill prevention, control and countermeasures would be tbe same as for the no-

action alternative,

4.4.3 GROUNDWATER RESOURCES

Mi”, EXP.Mu,
No
Action

A

B

m
4.4.3.1 r undwa er es

c
~

I I I I

This section discusses the effects of alternative B - expected waste forecast on groundwater resources at

SRS. Effects can be evaluated by comparing tbe concentrations of contaminants predicted to enter the
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groundwater from options under alternative B. Effects to groundwater resources under the no-action

alternative (Section 4,1,3) form the basis for comparing the alternatives and are referenced in this

section.

Operation and effects of the M-Area Air Stripper and the F- and H-Area tank farms would be the same as

for the no-action alternative.

For this alternative and forecast and as noted in Section 4,1.3, releases to the groundwater from the

disposal vaults are improbable during active maintenance; however, releases could eventually occur after

loss of institutional control and degradation of the vaults. Impacts from the RCW-permitted disposal

vaults would be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4.1.3).

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, the number of additional low-activity and intermediate-level

radioactive waste disposal vaults would be less than half(6) the number required for the no-action

alternative (15). Modeling has shown that releases from these vaults would not cause current

groundwater standards to be exceeded during the 30-year planning period, the 100-year institutional

control period, or at any time after disposal (Toblin 1995). As in the no-action alternative, the predicted

concentrations of tritium would be a very small fraction of the drinking water standard. See the

discussion in Section 4.1.3 on the hasis for the 4 millirem standard for evaluating the effects of disposal

in the E-Area vaults on shallow groundwater at SRS.

For this forecast, 58 additional slit trenches would be constructed. Fifteen ( 15) of these slit trenches

would be used for disposal of suspect soil and have been evaluated using results from the previous

Radiological PerfoJ’mance Assessment (Martin Marietta, EG&G, and WSRC 1994). Under this waste

forecast, modeling results indicate that none of the radionuclides analyzed would at any time exceed

DOE’s performance objective of 4 millirem per year for drinking water (Toblin 1995). The remaining

trenches would be tilled with stabilized waste forms (ashcrete, glass, smelter ingots) subject to

completion of performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with the performance

objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, DOE has conservatively assumed that

groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-permitJed vaults and all

other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would remain within the DOE

performance objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

In summa~, effects to groundwater resources for alternative B – expected waste forecast are expected to

be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1.3).

TE

TC

TE

TC

TC

I ‘rC
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TE

TC

TE

TC

TC

Action
A

B

@

4.4.3.2 Groundwater Resources – Miuimum Wast e Forecast

c

For this forecast and as noted in Section 4.1.3, releases to the groundwater from disposal vaults would be

improbable during active maintenance; however, releases could eventually occur after loss of

institutional control and degradation of the vaults. Impacts from the RCRA-permitted disposal vaults

would be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4.1,3).

There would be fewer additional low-activity and intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal vaults (3)

than under the no-action alternative (15). Modeling has shown that releases from these vaults would not

cause groundwater standards to be exceeded during the 30-year planning period, the 100-year period of

institutional control period, or at any time after disposal (Toblin 1995). Impacts to groundwater

resources from disposal vaults would be similar to the impacts under the no-action alternative

(Section 4, 1,3), The predicted concentrations of tritium would be a very small fraction of the drinking

water standard.

For alternative B – minimum waste forecast, 37 additional slit trenches would be constructed. Six (6) of

these slit trenches would be used for disposal of suspect soil and have been evaluated using results from

the previous Radiological Performance Assessment (Martin Marietta, EG&G, and WSRC 1994). Under

this waste forecast, modeling results indicate that none of the radionuclides analyzed would at any time

exceed DOES perfornrance objective of 4 millirem per year for drinking water (Toblin 1995). The

remaining trenches will be tilled with stabilized waste fornrs (ashcrete, glass, smelter ingots) subject to

completion of performance assessments and demonstration of compliance with the performance

objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, DOE has conservatively assumed that

groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the RCRA-perrrritted vaults and all

other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would remain within the DOE

performance objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

[n summary, impacts to groundwater for alternative B – minimum waste forecast would be similar to the

impacts under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1.3) and expected waste forecast (Section 4.4,3.1).
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Min. Exp. M-.
No
Acct..

A

B

@

4.4.3.3
c

Groundwater Resources – Ma ximum Waste Forecasl

For this forecast and as noted in Section 4.1,3, releases to the groundwater from disposal vaults would be

improbable during active maintenance; however, releases could eventually occur after loss of

institutional control and degradation of the vaults. Impacts from the RCRA-perrnitted disposal vaults

would be similar to the effects under the no-action alternative (Section 4. 1,3).

There would be more additional low-activity and intermediate-level radioactive disposal vaults ( 17) than

under the no-action alternative (15), Modeling has shown that releases from these vaults would not

cause groundwater standards to be exceeded during the 30-year planning period, the 100-year period of

institutional control period, or at any time after disposal (Toblin 1995). Impacts to groundwater

resources from disposal vaults under this case would be similar to those impacts discussed under the

expected waste forecast and the no-action alternative (Section 4.1,3). The predicted concentrations of

tritium would be a very small fraction of the drinking water standard,

For alternative B – maximum waste forecast, 371 additional slit trenches would be constructed. Two

hundred thirty eight (238) of these slit trenches would be used for disposal of suspect soil and have been

evaluated using results from the previous Radiological Performance Assessment (Martin Marietta,

EG&G, and WSRC 1994). Under this waste forecast, modeling results indicate that none of tbe

radionuclides analyzed would at any time exceed DOES performance objective of 4 millirem per year for

drinking water (Toblin 1995). The remaining trenches would be filled with stabilized waste forms

(ashcrete, glass, smelter ingots) subject to completion of performance assessments and demonstration of

compliance with the performance objectives required by DOE Order 5820.2A. Therefore, DOE has

conservatively assumed that groundwater concentrations as a result of radioactive releases from the

RCM-perrrritted vaults and all other low-level waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would

remain witbin the DOE performance objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

In summary, impacts to groundwater for alternative B – maximum waste forecast would be similar to the

impacts under both tbe no-action alternative (Section 4. 1.3) and alternative B – expected waste forecast

(Section 4.4.3.1).

TC

TC

TC

TC
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4.4.4 SURFACE WATER RESOURCES

Min. EXP, Ma..
N. —

TE I

Aition
A

B

@

4.4.4.1 Surface Water –Expected Waste Forecast
c

impacts to surface water were compared by evaluating the concentrations of pollutants that would be

introduced.

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, the F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, the M-Area

Vendor Treatment Facility, and the M-Area Dilute Effluent Treatment Facility (which is the final stage

of the M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility )wouldoperate inthesame manner discussed in

Section 4.1.4. Thewastewater would besimilar incomposition towastewater already treated in these

facilities and would be discharged to surface streams via existing permitted outfalls.

The Consolidated Incineration Facility would not directly discharge wastewater to the environment.

Instead, the wastewater would be used in the ashcrete process and the stabilized ash and blowdown

would be disposed of in disposal vaults or sent to shallow land disposal.

The Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator would evaporate the liquid waste from the high-level

waste tanks inthe F-and H-Area tank farms (asinthe no-action alternative). Itwouldbeused in the

same manner as the present F- and H-Area evaporators, with the distillate being sent to the F/H-Area

Effluent Treatment Facility fortreatment prior to being discharged to Upper Three Runs. The

concentrate from the evaporator would be sent to the Defense Waste Processing Facility for vitrification.

Since the Replacement High Level Waste Evaporator would be used in the same manner as the existing

evaporators and would produce a distillate sim iIar in composition to the present distillate, the effect of

the effluent on Upper Three Runs would be the same as it is now.

Alternative B would require the construction and operation of two vitrification facilities, a containment

building, additional storage buildings, storage pads, the transuranic waste characterizationlcertitication

facility, low-level waste disposal trenches, and vaults, Asdiscussed in Section 4.1.4, before facilities

would be constructed, DOE would prepare erosion and sedimentation control plans to comply with state

regulations on stomwater discharges; after facilities began operating, they would be included in the SRS

Storm water Pollution Prevention Plan.
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Other than through stormwater discharges, the containment building, the storage buildings, the storage

pads, andthevaults would notaffect SRS surface waters. Liquid waste discharged from processes in the

containment building would be sent to the Consolidated Incineration Facility and not discharged to

surface waters, Thealpha vitrification facility andthenon-alpha vitrification facility would have

wastewater discharges that would be treated and recycled for reuse inthe vitrification processes.

Leakage or spills at the storage pads, storage buildings, or vaults would be collected in sumps or

seconda~containment andchecked forcontamination before being discharged. [fthe accumulated

liquid were found to decontaminated, itwould retreated prior todischarge. Stormwater infiltrating the

vaults andtrenches would eventually discharge to surface waters. Appendix Econtains a detailed list of

drinking water doses from these discharges. Thedoses would bel OO,OOOtimes lessthan the regulatory

standards (40CFR 141) (Toblin 1995),

Min. EXD.Max.
N.
Action

A

a

@

4.4.4.2 Surfac e Water – Minimum Waste Fore cast
c

For the minimum waste forecast, fewer new facilities would be built than for the expected waste forecast,

The amount of wastewater needing treatment would he less than that for the expected waste forecast

discussed in Section 4.4.4.l. Wastewater would retreated inexisting SRS treatment facilities, The

receiving streams would not be additionally impacted. As in the expected waste forecast, surface water

would not be impacted bygroundwater discharges.

Erosion and sedimentation would be controlled during construction activities, as discussed in

Section 4,1.4. Afierthe facilities areoperating, they would reincluded inthe S~Sformw.afer Pol/urion

Prevention Plan.

Min. EXP.Max
No —
Act,..

A

B

m
4.4.4.3 Surface Water –Maximum Waste Forecast

c

I TC

I TC

TC

I TE

The wastewater from the vitrification facilities would be treated with ion exchange systems in dedicated

wastewater treatment systems and recycled tothevitrification process for reuse, not discharged toa

surface stream.
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Wastewater fromthe containment building would retreated inanewwastewater treatment plant, The

treated water would bedischarged tosurface water through apemitied outfall. SRSwould comply with

thepermit limits established bYSCDHEC. Thepredicted dose totheoffsite maximally exposed

individual would be 1.39x 10”5millirem peryear (Appendix E). Wastewater would not be discharged

from the mobile soil sort facility.

Erosion and sedimentation control plans and pollution prevention measures would be the same as for

other cases.

4.4.5 AIR RESOURCES

Min. EXP.Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.4.5.1 Air Resources – Exnecte d Waste Forecast
c

This section presents the impacts to air quality as a result of alternative B – expected waste forecast. The

increases of pollutant concentrations at and beyond the SRS boundary from waste management under

this alternative are small when compared to existing concentrations. Operations under alternative B

would not exceed state or Federal air quality standards.

4.4.5.1.1 Construction

Potential impacts to air quality from construction activities could include fugitive dust and exhaust from

earth-moving equipment. Approximately 2,90x 105 cubic meters (2.22x 105 cubic yards) of soil would be

disturbed in E-Area for the construction of new facilities in this case.

Maximum concentrations at SRS’S boundary resulting from a year of average construction are shown in

Table 4-58. These concentrations are generally lower than those shown for the no-action alternative.

The sum of the increase over baseline of pollutant concentrations due to construction activities PIUSthe

existing baseline concentrations would be within both state and federal air quality standards.

4.4.5.1.2 Operations

In addition to existing SRS emissions there would be nonradiological and radiological emissions due to

the operation of facilities such as the Defense Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank
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Table 4-58. Maximum SRS boundary-line concentrations resulting from a year of average construction activities under alternative B (in
micrograms per cubic meter of air),

SCDHEC

Averaging Baseline Average increase (Pg/m3)b standard Baseline + increase as percent of standard

Pollutant time (pg/m3)a Expected Minimum Maximum (Pdm3)c Expected Minimum Maximum

Nitrogen oxides

Sulfur dioxide

Carbon monoxide

Total suspended

particulate

Particulate matter less

?- than 10 microns in
z. diameter

1 year 14 <o.old <0.01 0.03 I00 14 14 14

3 hours

24 hours

1 year

1 hour

8 hours

1 year

857 28.53 14.89
213 0.54 0.28

19 <0.01 <0.0 I

334

6.33

<0.01

1,300
365

80

68
59
21

67

58

21

92
60
21

171 673 323

22 106 51
6,645

1,010
40,000 2

1
I
1

17
1010,000

43 <0.01 <0.01 0.03 75 57 57 57

24 hours

1 year

85 1.99 1,03

25 0.01 0.01

22.54

0.04
150
50

58
50

57
50

72
50

a. Source: Stewart (1994).
b. Source: Hess ( 1994a).

c. Source: SCDHEC (1976).
d. < is read as “less tharr.,,
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Precipitation; the Consolidated Incineration Facility; the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; the mobile

TC soil sort facility; the mixed and hazardous waste containment building; the non-alpha waste vitrification

facility (including soil sorting); the transuranic waste characterizatioticer-tification facility; and the alpha

waste vitrification facility.

Emissions from new or proposed facilities are estimated based on processes occurring in the facilities or

similar facilities, annual average waste flow volumes, and air permit applications. Air emissions from

such facilities as storage vaults and mixed waste storage buildings would be minimal.

Increases to maximum boundary-line concentrations of pollutants would not occur as a result of the

continued operation of existing facilities, Additional emissions from the M-Area Air Stripper and the

‘E I F/H-Area Effi"entTreatmentFacili~ fromtheexpectedwaste forecastwouidbe small, asdiscussedin

Section 4.1.5.2.

TE \ Nonradinlogical Air Emissions Impacts

Maximum ground-level concentrations for nonradiological air pollutants were estimated from the

Industrial Source Complex Version 2 Dispersion Model using calculated emissions from all facilities

included in alternative B (Stewart 1994), Modeled air toxic concentrations for carcinogens are based

on an annual averaging period and are presented in Section 4.4.12.1.2. Air dispersion modeling was

performed with calculated emission rates for the above-listed facilities (Stewart 1994),

The following facilities were incorporated into the modeling analysis for alternative B air dispersion: the

Consolidated Incineration Facility, including the ashcrete storage silo, the ashcrete hopper duct, and the

ashcrete mixeC four new solvent tanks to support the Consolidated Incineration Facility; the Defense

Waste Processing Facility, including In-Tank Precipitation; the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; the

mixed and hazardous waste containment building; the transuranic waste characterizatim r/certification

TC Ifacility; hazardous waste storage facilities; mixed waste storage facilities; the mobile soil sort facili~,

the non-alpha waste vitrification facility (including soil sorting); and the alpha waste vitrification facility.

Tbe emissions of air toxics would be minimal. Maximum boundary-line concentrations for air toxics

emanating from existing SRS sources, including the Consolidated Incineration Facility and the Defense

Waste Processing Facility, would be well below SCDHEC regulatory standards and are presented in the

TE ISCDHEC Regulation No. 62.5 S[arrdard No. 2 and Standard No. 8 Compliance Modeling Input/Output

Data.
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The Savmmah River Technology Center laboratory’s liquid waste and E-Area vaults would have minimal

air emissions, as described in Section 4.1.5,2,

Table 4-59 shows the increase in maximum ground-level concentrations at the SRS boundary for

nonradiological air pollutants due to routine releases from facilities for alternative B – expected,

minimum, and maximum waste forecasts. For the expected waste forecast, maximum ground-level

concentrations would be similar to those under the no-action alternative. Refer to Section 4,2.5 ,1.2 for a

discussion of the emissions from offsite lead decontamination.

Radiological Alr Emissions Impacts

Offsite maximally exposed individual and population doses were determined for atmospheric releases

resulting from routine operations under alternative B. The major sources of radionuclides would be the

alpha and non-alpha vitrification facilities, the transuranic waste characterization/certification facility,

and the Consolidated Incineration Facility. Other facilities with radiological releases would include the

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, the mobile soil soti facility, and the containment building,

SRS-specific computer codes MAMGASP and POPGASP were used to determine the maximum

individual dose mrd the 80-kilometer (50-mile) population dose, respectively, resulting from routine

atmospheric releases. See Appendix E for detailed facility-specific isotopic and dose data.

Table 4-60 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population, The

calculated maximum committed effective annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical individual .is

0,032 millirem (Chesney 1995), which is well within the annual dose limit of 10 millirem from SRS

atmospheric releases. In comparison, an individual living near the SRS receives a dose of 0.25 millirem

from all current SRS releases of radioactivity (Amett 1994). The 0.032 millirem annual dose is greater

than the 1.3x 10“4 millirem annual dose shown for the no-action alternative.

The annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS would be 1.5 person-rem. In

comparison, the collective dose received from natural sources of radiation is approximately

195,000 person-rem (Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994). Section 4.4.12.1.2 describes the potential

health effects of these releases on individuals residing offsite. The 1.5 person-rem annual dose is greater

than the 2.9x 10-4 annual dose shown for the no-action alternative.

TC

I ‘rE

[ LO04-,3

/ l-c

I LO04-,3

I TC

[ TC
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ITable 4-59. Changes in maximum ground-level concentrations of air pollutants at SRS boundary for alternative B – expected, minimum, and ~ ~
TE maximum waste forecasts.

m

Existing

=6

Regulatory Background
z?

Averaging sources standards concentration Increases in concentration(pglm3) Percentof standarde
z

Pollutant
z

time (Pg/m3)%b (pglm3)c (y#m3)d Expected Minimum Minimum Expected Minimum Maximum

0.79 0.79 0.83 15 Is 15Nitrogen oxides I year 6 100 g

Sulfur oxides 3 hours 823 I ,300 34
24 hours 196 365 17
1 year 14 80 3

3.82 3.81 3.85
0.81 0.81 0.8 I
0.05 0.05 0.05

66 66 66
59 59 59
21 21 21TC

Carbon monoxide I hour 171 40,000
8 hours

~~f
22 10,000 NA

31.45 31.46 31.46
7.68 7.68 7.68

0.5 0.5 0.5
0.3 0.3 0.3

2.01 201 2.01 60 60 60Total suspended
particulate

I year 13 75 30

Pariicubde matter less
than 10 micronsin

* diameter

24 hours
1 year

51
3

150 34
50 22

4.61 4.61 4.61
0.[0 0.10 0.10

60 60 60
50 50 50

3 months 4.0XI04

2
I
0.4
0.1

1.5 0.011 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 S.00E-05 0.8 0.8 0.8

Gaseousfluorides
(as hydrogen
fluoride)

12 hours
24 hours
I week
I month

3.7 NA
2.9 NA
1.60
0.80 NA

0.00187 0.00187 0.00 [87

9.30 XI0-4 9.30 XI0-4 9.30XI0-4

7.00 XI O-5 7.00 XI O-5 7.00XI O-5

9.00 XI O-5 9.00 XI O-5 9.00 XI O-5

54 54 54
35 35 35
25 25 25
13 13 13

a. Micrograms per cubic meter of air.
b. Source: Stewafi (1994).
c. Source: SCDHEC(1976).
d. Source: SCDHEC(1992).

TE
I

e. Percentofstmdard =lOOx(actual +background +increment) divided byregulatoW standard.
f. NA=not applicable.
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Table 4-60. Annual radiological doses toindividuals andthepopulation within 80kilometers (5 Omiles)

of SRS from atmospheric pathways under alternative B.a

Offsite maximally exposed individual Population

Dose Dose
Waste Forecast (millirem) (person-rem)

Expected 0.032 1,5 I

Minimum 0.02 0.98

Maximum 0.33 14 TC

a. Source: Chesney (1995), I

Mi.. Exp. Max
No
Action

A

a

@

4.4.5.2 Air Resour ces – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

The minimum waste forecast would have fewer adverse effects than the expected waste forecast.

4.4.5.2.1 Construction

Impacts were evacuated fortheconstmction of facilities listed in Section 2.6,7. Maximum

concentrations at the SRSboundary resulting from a year ofaverage construction are presented in

Table 4-58. These concentrations areless than those fortheexpected waste forecast. The construction-

related emissions would meet both state and federal air quality standards.

4.4.5.2.2 Operations

Increases in radiological and non radiological impacts were determined for the same facilities listed in

Section 4.4,5.1.2.

Nonradiological Air Emissious Impacts I TE

Nonradiological air emissions would be less than those estimated for the expected waste forecast.

Maximum boundav-line concentrations arepresented in Table 4-59. Modeled concentrations would be

lessthan those shown fortheexpected waste forecast. Total concentrations would be lessthan

applicable state and federal ambient air quality standards.
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Radiological Air Emissions Impacts

Table 4-60 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population due to

atmospheric releases. The calculated maximum committed annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical

individual is 0.02 millirem (Chesney 1995), which is less than the dose for the expected waste forecast

and below the annual dose limit of 10 millirem from SRS atmospheric releases.

rhe annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS would be 0.98 person-rem,

which would be less than the population dose calculated for the expected waste forecast.

Air quality would change as a result of construction and operation activities. The minimum waste

forecast would have less impact than the expected waste forecast.

MLn. ErD. Mu.
N.
A.,,..

A

a

@

4.4.5.3 Air Resources – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

4.4.5.3.1 Construction

Impacts were evaluated for the construction of facilities discussed in Section 2.6.7. Maximum

concentrations at the SRS boundary resulting from a year of average construction are presented in

Table 4-58. These concentrations are greater than those in the expected waste forecast. Construction

management procedures would require wetting of roads to reduce patiiculate emissions.

During a year of average construction, the sum of the additional concentrations of air pollutants resulting

from construction activities plus the existing baseline concentrations would be less than both state and

federal air quality standards.

4.4.5.3.2 Operations

Both radiological and nonradiological impacts were determined for the facilities listed in

Section 4.4.5,1.2. Air emissions would be greater than in the expected waste forecast, and effects on air

quality would also be greater.
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Nonradiologicrrl Air Emissions Impacts I TE

Nonradiological air emissions would be greater than those estimated for the expected waste forecast.

Maximum boundary-line concentrations are presented in Table 4-59, Modeled concentrations are greater

than those in the expected waste forecast. Cumulative concentrations would be less than applicable state

and federal ambient air quality standards.

Radiological Air Emissions Impacts I ‘rE

Offsite maximally exposed individual and population doses were determined for atmospheric releases

resulting from routine operations at the facilities presented in Section 4.3.5.2.2.

Table 4-60 shows the dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual and the population due to

atmospheric releases. The calculated maximum committed annual dose equivalent to a hypothetical

individual is 0.33 millirem (Chesney 1995), which would be greater than the dose for the expected waste [ Tc

forecast, but within the annual dose limit of 10 millirem from SRS atmospheric releases.

The annual dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS would be 14 person-rem,

which is greater than the population dose calculated for the expected waste forecast. In comparison, the

collective dose to the same population from natural sources of radiation is approximately

195,000 person-rem (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994). Section 4.4.12.1.2 describes the potential

health effects of these releases on individuals.

4.4.6 ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Min. E.P, Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.4.6.1 Ecolo~ical Resou rces– ExrJected Waste Forecast
c

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, undisturbed land would be cleared and graded to build new

facilities. (The landareas aregiven inacres; toconvefi tosquare kilometers, multiply by O.OO4O47.)
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Clearing and grading would affect 107 acres of woodland by 2006 and an additional 10 acres by 2024, as

follows:

.

.

.

.

.

26 acres of Ioblolly pine planted in 1987

20 acres of white oak, red oak, and hickory regenerated in 1922

57 acres of Iongleaf pine regenerated in 1922, 1931, or 1936

4 acres from which mixed pine/hardwood have recently been harvested

10 acres of Ioblolly pine planted in 1987, which would be cleared between 2006 and 2024

Effects of clearing and grading the land are described in Section 4.1.6. The land required for this

alternative is less than that required under the no-action alternative or alternative C, but 21 acres more

than under alternative A.

Min. Exp. Max.
No
&ctian

A

B

B

4.4.6.2
c

Eco lo~i@Resou rces – M inimum Waste Fore cast

Approximately 90 acres of undeveloped land located between the M-Line railroad and the E-Area

expansion and extending northwest of F-Area would be required for alternative B – minimum waste

forecast by 2024. Impacts to the ecological resources of the area would be slightly less than those

described in Section 4.4.6.1.

Min. Exp. Mm.
No n
A<ii.Ll

A

B

B

4.4.6.3 Ecolo~ical Resources – Max imum Waste Forecast
c

Approximate y 184 acres of undeveloped land located between the M-Line railroad and the E-Area

expansion and extending northwest of F-Area would be required for the maximum waste forecast. By

2008, an additional 756 acres of land in an undetermined Iocatinn would also be required. Impacts to the

ecological resources of the area would be considerably greater than described in Section 4.4.6.1 due to

the greater area (see Section 4,2.6,3 for some possible adverse effects). Additional threatened and

endangered species surveys and wetlands assessments would be required as part of the site-selection

process should this case be implemented.
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4.4.7 LAND USE

Min. EXP.Max
NO
Actio.

A

B

@

4.4.7.1 Land Us e – Exrre cted Waste Forecast
c

DOE would use approximately 158 acres (107 acres of undeveloped land; 51 acres of developed land) in

E-Area through 2006 for activities associated with alternative B – expected waste forecast. By 2024, the

total would have been reduced to about 136 acres because as wastes are treated and disposed of, the

storage buildings would be taken out of service and decontaminated and decommissioned; some would

be demolished. SRS has about 181,000 acres of undeveloped land, which includes wetlands and other

areas that cannot be developed, and 17,000 acres of developed land.

Activities associated with alternative B would not affect current SRS land-use plans; E-Area was

designated as an area for nuclear facilities in tbe drafi 1994 Land-Use Baseline Report. Futihermore, no

part of E-Area has been identified as a potential site for future new missions. And according to the FY

1994 Draft Site Development P/an, proposed future land management plans speci~ that E-Area be

characterized and remediated for environmental contamination in its entirety, if necessary. DOE will

make decisions on future SRS land uses through the site development, land-use, and future-use planning

processes, including public input through avenues such as the Citizens Advisory Board.

Min. EXP.Max
No
Action

A

B

@

4.4.7.2 Land Use – Mlnimu m Waste Forecast
c

Activities associated with alternative B – minimum waste forecast would not impact cur’rent SRS land

uses. DOE would use approximately 107 acres (51 fewer than for the expected waste forecast) in E-Area

through 2008 for the facilities described in Section 4.4.1.
TC
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Min. Exp. Max.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.4.7.3 ~t

c

Activities associated with alternative B – maximum waste forecast would not affect current SRS land

uses. By 2006, DOE would use a total of 1,010 acres (254 acres in E-Area and 756 acres elsewhere) for

the facilities described in Section 4.2.1. This acreage is nearly 10 times the land that would be required

for the expected or minimum waste forecasts, but is less than 1 percent of tbe total undeveloped land on

SRS (DOE 1993d). However, considerably more acreage than this maybe affected (see Section 4.2.6.3).

Current land uses in E-Area would not be impacted. The location of the 756 acres outside of E-Area bas

not been identified and would be the subject of further impact analyses (see Appendix J). However,

DOE would minimize the impact of clearing 756 acres by using the central industrialized portion of the

site, as described in Section 2.1.2 and Figure 2-1.

4.4.8 SOCIOECONOMIC

This section describes the potential effects of alternative B on the socioeconomic resources in the region

of influence discussed in Section 3.8.

Min. EIP. Max,
No
Action

A

a

@

4.4.8.1
c

s~ nomics – ected Waste o

4.4.8.1.1 Construction

DOE anticipates that construction employment would peak during 2004 through 2005 with

approximately 170 jobs (Table 4-6 1), 120 more than during peak employment under the no-action

alternative. This employment demand represents much less than 1 percent of the forecast employment in

2005, Given the normal fluctuation of employment in the construction industry, DOE does not expect a

net change in regional construction employment from implementation of alternative B. Given no net

change in employment, neither population nor personal income in the region would change, As a result,

socioeconomic resources would not be affected.
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Table 4-61. Estimated construction and operations employment for alternative B – minimum, expected,

and maximum waste forecasts.a

Waste Forecast

Minimum Expected Maximumb

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

40

70

120

120

90

60

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

Year Construction Operations Construction Operations Construction

1995 920 50 1,640 200

1,110 30

1,110 30

1,110 30

1,110 30

1,120 40

1,120 40

1,170 70

1,170 120

1,250 170

1,320 170

1,420 100

1,360 80

1,600 40

1,530 40

1,530 40

1,530 40

1,530 40

1,530 40

1,530 40

1,530 40

1,530 40

1,570 40

1,570 40

1,430 30

1,430 30

1,430 30

1,430 30

1,430 30

1,430 30

1,940

1,940

1,940

2,050

2,270

2,270

2,330

2,330

2,330

2,330

2,360

2,250

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,550

2,390

2,390

2,390

2,390

2,390

2,390

70

70

170

170

180

180

250

330

330

330

240

60

100

I 00

100

100

100

100

100

I 00

100

100

100

60

60

60

60

60

60

a, Source: Hess (1995a),
b. Operations employment for the maximum waste forecast is provided in Table 4-62.

TC
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4.4.8.1.2 Operations

operations employment associated with implementation of the alternative B – expected waste forecast is

I expectedtopeakin 2008through2018 with anestimated2,550 jobs(Table4-6l), 100morethandurirrg

TC peak employment under the no-action alternative. This employment demand represents less than

[ I pementofforecastemployment in2015(seeChapter3) and approximately 12percentof 1995 SRS

employment. DOE believes these jobs would be filled from the existing SRS workforce. Thus, DOE

does not anticipate an impact on socioeconomic resources from changes in operations employment.

Min. EXP. Max.
N.
Act)..

A

a

m
4.4.8.2 ci con ics –~t aste Forec

c

4.4.8.2.1 Construction

Construction employment associated with alternative B – minimum waste forecast would be slightly less

TC than that for the expected waste forecast and would peak during 2004 through 2005 with approximately

120 jobs (Table 4-6 1), which represents much less than 1 percent of tbe forecast employment in 2005.

DOE does not expect a net change in regional construction employment from implementation of this

alternative. As a result, socioeconomic resources in the region would not be affected.

4.4.8.2.2 Operations

Operations employment associated with implementation of the minimum waste forecast is expected to

peak during 2017 and 2018 with an estimated 1,570 jobs (Table 4-60), 980 fewer than the expected waste

TC forecast, This employment demand represents less than I percent of the forecast employment in 2018

and approximately 8 percent of 1995 SRS employment. DOE believes these jobs would be tilled from

the existing SRS workforce and, therefore, anticipates that socioeconomic resources would not be

affected by changes in operations employment.
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Min EXP.Mu
No —
Action

A

B

m

4.4,8.3 socioeconomic - Maximum waste Fo~e~ ast
c

4.4.8.3.1 Construction

Construction employment associated with alternative B – maximum waste forecast would be greater than

that for the expected waste forecast and would peak during 2003 through 2005 with approximately 330 I l-c

jobs (Table 4-6 1), which represents much less tharr 1 percent of the forecast employment in 2005. DOE

does not expect a net change in regional construction employment from implementation of this

alternative. As a result, DOE does not expect socioeconomic resources in the region to be affected,

4.4.8.3.2 Operations

Operations employment associated with the implementation of alternative B – maximum waste forecast

is expected to peak be~een 2002 through 2005 with an estimated 10,010 jobs (Table 4-62), which

represents 3.7 percent of the forecast regional employment in 2005 and approximately 50 percent of

SRS’S employment in 1995. DOE assumes that approximately 50 percent of the total SRS workforce

would be available to support implementation of this case, If DOE transfers 50 percent of the SRS

workforce, an additional 2,110 new employees would be required in the peak years. Based on the

number of new jobs predicted, DOE calculated changes in regional employment, population, and

personal income using the Economic-Demographic Forecasting and Simulation Model developed for the

six-county region of influence (Treyz, Rlskman, and Shao 1992).

Results of the modeling indicate that the peak regional employment change would occur in 2002 with a

total of approximate y 4,800 new jobs (Table 4-63) (HNUS 1995b). This would represent a 1,8 percent

increase in baseline regional employment and would have a substantial positive impact on the regional

economy.

Potential changes in regional population would lag behind the peak change in employment because of

migration lags and because new residents may have children after they move into the area, As a result,

the maximum change in population would occur in 2005 with an estimated 8,340 additional people in tbe

six-county region (Table 4-63) (HNUS 1995b). This increase is approximately 1.7 percent above the

baseline population forecast and could affect the demand for community resources and services such as

housing, schools, police, health care, and tire protection.

TC
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Table 4-62. Estimated new operations jobs required to support alternative B, – maximum waste

forecast.a

Projected total site Site employment available Tntal operations employment for

Year employment fnr w activities alternative B maximum case New hiresc

1995 20,000 10,000 2,620 0

1996 15,800 7,900 4,000 0

1997 15,800 7,900 4,000 0

1998 15,800 7,900 9,470 1,570

1999 15,800 7,900 9,470 1,570

2000 15,800 7,900 9,680 1,780

2001 15,800 7,900 9,680 1,780

2002 15,800 7,900 10,010 2,110

2003 15,800 7,900 10,010 2,110

2004 15,800 7,900 10,010 2,110

2005 15,800 7,900 10,010 2,110

2006 15,800 7,900 9,310 I,41O

2007 15,800 7,900 4,040 0

2008 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2009 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2010 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2011 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2012 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2013 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2014 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2015 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2016 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2017 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2018 15,800 7,900 6,020 0

2019 15,800 7,900 4,040 0

2020 15,800 7,900 4,040 0

2021 15,800 7,900 4,040 0

2022 15,800 7,900 4,040 0

2023 15,800 7,900 4,040 0

2024 15,800 7,900 4,040 0

a. Source: Hess (1995a).
b. DOE assumed that approximately 50 percent nf tbe total site workforce wnrdd be available to work on waste

management activities,
c. New hires are calculated by cnmparing the required employment (column 4) to available employment

(cnlumn 3); new hires would result nnly in thnse years when required employment exceeds available
emDlOvment.
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Table 4-63. Changes in employment, population, and personal income for alternative B – maximum waste forecast.a

Change in
Change in Net changei“ Percentchange Changein Percentchange regional personal Percentchange

indirect regional total regional in regional regional in regional income in regional
Year New hiresb employmcntc employment employment population population (milliom) personalincome

I 99a 1,570 2,260 3,a30 1.55 1,350 0.29 180 1.73

I 999 1,570 2,190 3,760 1.50 2,990 0.63 210 1.91

2000 1,780 2,390 4,170 1.65 4,I70 0.8g 250 2.15

2001 I ,7ao 2,290 4,070 I .59 5,200 1.09 270 2.19

2002 2,110 2,690 4,aoo 1.86 6,250 1.31 330 2.52

2003 2,110 2,610 4,720 1.81 7,190 1.50 350 2.52

2004 2,110 2,550 4,660 1.76 7,840 1.64 370 2.51

2005 2,110 2,510 4,620 I .73 8,340 1.74 390 2.50

2006 1,410 1,430 2,a40 1.05 a,080 1.68 zao 1.69

a. Source: Hess(1995a~HNUS(1995b).
b. From Table 4-62.
c. Change in employment relatedto changesin population.
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Potential changes in total personal income would peak in 2005 with a $390 million increase over forecast

regional income levels for that year (Table 4-63) (HNUS 1995b). This would be a 2.5 percent increase

over baseline income levels and would have a substantial, positive effect on the regional economy,

4.4.9 CULTURAL RESOURCES

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

@ Cu alResO - ‘was cast

4.4.9.1 ltur urces – ExDecte te Fore
c

This section discusses the effects of alternative B – expected waste forecast on cultural resources. As

illustrated in Figure 4-31, waste management facilities under alternative B would be constructed

primarily within the currently developed, fenced portion of E-Area. Construction within this area would

not affect archaeological resources because this area has been disturbed.

Construction of disposal vaults to the northwest of the currently developed portion of E-Area

(Figure 4-3 1) would not affect archaeological resources because when this area was surveyed, no

important sites were discovered. No additional archaeological work is planned.

Archaeological sites in the area of proposed expansion could be impacted as described in Section 4.1.9.

If this occurred, DOE would protect the cultural resources as described in Section 4.1.9.

Min. EXP.Ma...
NO —
Act,..

A

B

@

4.4.9.2 ItCu ural Resources – Mlrdrnum Waste Forecast
c

Construction of new waste management facilities for this forecast would require approximately

TC I 0.21 square kilometer(51 acres) lessthanfortheexpectedwasteforecast. Althoughtheprecise

configuration of facilities is currently undetermined, construction would take place within the areas

discussed in Section 4.4.9.1.

As discussed in Section 4,4,9.1, construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area or to the

northwest of this area would have no effect on cultural or archaeological resources. Before construction

could be initiated in the undeveloped area northwest of F-Area, the Savannah River Archaeology
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Research Program and DOE would complete the consultation process with the State Historic

Preservation Officer and develop mitigation action plans to ensure that important archaeological

resources would be protected and preserved (Sassaman 1994).

Min. Exp. Ma.
No
Act,..

A

a

@

4.4.9.3 Cultural Reso errces – Ma
c

ximum Waste Forecast

Construction of new waste management facilities for this forecast would require approximately

4.1 square kilometers (1,0 10 acres), 3.4 square kilometers (852 acres) more than for the expected waste I l-c

forecast. Much of the proposed construction would take place within E-Area, However, this area is not

large enough to support ail of the new facilities. DOE would need an additional estimated 3.1 square
TC

kilometers (756 acres) outside of the areas addressed in Section 4.4.9.1.

Construction within the developed and fenced portion of E-Area or to the northwest of this area would

not affect archaeological resources. Before construction could begin in the undeveloped area northwest

of F-Area, the Savannah River Archaeology Research Program and DOE would complete the

consultation process with the State Historic Preservation Officer and develop mitigation action plans, as

described in Section 4,3.9,2.

Until DOE has determined the precise location of the additional 3.1 square kilometers (756 acres) that

would be used outside of E-Area, effects on cultural resources cannot be predicted. The potential

disturbance of important cultural resources would be proportional to the amount of land disturbed.

However, in compliance with the Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement, DOE would survey all

areas proposed for construction activities prior to disturbance. If important resources were discovered,

DOE would avoid or remove them.

MI,. ExD.Mm.

4.4.10 AESTHETICS AND SCENIC RESOURCES - EXPECTED,

MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM WASTE FORECASTS

TC

TE

Activities associated with alternative B and the three waste forecasts would not adversely affect scenic

resources or aesthetics. E-Area is already dedicated to industrial use. New construction would not be
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visible from off SRS or from public access roads on SRS. The new facilities would not produce

emissions to the atmosphere that wOuld be visible Or that wOuld indirectly reduce visibility.

4.4.11 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.4.11.1 m
c

4.4.11.1.1 Traffic – Expected Waste Forecast

This section discusses the effects of alternative B – expected waste forecast on traffic and transportation.

TC IThis case would require 119 more construction workers than the no-action alternative. Traffic on all
TE

roads would remain within carrying capacity (Table 4-64), and effects on traffic would be minimal.

Table 4-64. Number of vehicles per hour during peak hours under alternative B.

Design No-action

capacity, alternative

vehicles per (percentage of Waste forecast

TE I Road hour capacity)a Minimum Expected Maximum

Offsite Percentage of design capacity

\ SC J9 3,000b 2,821 (94) 2,852 (95) 2,875 (96) 2,948 (98)

I SC 125 3,200b 2,720 (85) 2,750 (86) 2,772 (87) 2,842 (89)

I SC57 2,100b 706 (34) 713 (34) 7J9 (34) 737 (35)

Onsite

TC Road Eat
TE E-Area 2,300c 788d (34) 856e (37) 907e (39) 1,068e (46)

a. Number in parentheses represents percentage of design capacity.

b. Adapted from Smith (1989).
c, Adapted from TRB ( 1985),

d. Includes baseline plus the maximum number (47) of construction workers (Hess 1995a).

e. Includes baseline plus the maximum number (1 J5 for the minimum, 166 for the expected, and 327 for the

maximum waste forecast) of construction workers (Hess 1995a).
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There would be four additional daily waste shipments over the no-action estimate (Table 4-65). These

additional shipments are due primarily to the shipment of low-level waste to offsite processing facilities,

Offsite trucks with shipments of low-level waste would travel approximately 340,000 miles per year and

w,ould be expected to result in 0,04 prompt fatality annually, DOE does not expect effects on traffic.

Table 4-65. SRS daily hazardous and radioactive waste shipments by truck under alternative B.a

1994 no-action Change from no-action
Waste type alternative traftica Minimum Expected Maximum

Hazardous 14 -6 <]C 6

Low-1evel 7 <1 4 22

Mixed 8 -4 <1 14

Transuranicb 1 <1 <1 15

Total change NA -lo 4 57

Total shipments per day 30 19 34 87

a. Shipments per day: To arrive at shipments per day, the total number of waste shipments estimated for tbe

30 years considered in this EIS was divided by 30 to detemrine estimated shipments per year, These numbers
were divided by 250, which represents working days in a calendar year, to detemrine shipments per day.

Supplemental information is provided in tbe traffic and transportation section of Appendix E.
b. Includes mixed and nonmixed transuranic waste shipments.

c. Values less than I are treated as zero for purposes of comparison,

As discussed in Section 4.1.11.1, the 1992 South Carolina highway fatality rate of 2,3 per 100 million

miles driven leads to a baseline estimate of 5.5 traffic fatalities annually. Under alternative B, the largest

increase in construction workers would occur for the maximum waste forecast (280 more workers than

under the no-action alternative). These workers would be expected to drive 3,3 million miles annually

(2,8 million miles more than under the no-action alternative), which is predicted to result in 1.4

additional prompt fatalities per year,

Min. EXP,Max
No
,4Cti..

A

B

@

4.4.11.1.2 Traffic – Minimum Waste Forecast
c

TC

TC

I

TC

Alternative B – minimum waste forecast would require 68 more construction workers (Table 4-64) than I TC

the no-action alternative. Traftic on all roads would remain within design capacity, and the effects of

increased traffic would be minimal.
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There would be 11 fewer waste shipments per day compared to estimates for the no-action alternative

(Table 4-65), This would be due to smaller volumes of all types of waste. The effects of decreased truck

traffic would be minimal.

Min. Exp, Max
N,, —
Action

A

B

@

4.4.11.1.3 Traffic – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

Alternative B – maximum waste forecast would require 280 more construction workers than the

no-action alternative (Table 4-64). However, traffic on all roads would remain within carrying capacity,

and effects to traffic would be minimal.

rhere would be 57 additional daily waste shipments over the no-action estimate (Table 4-65), primarily

due to the larger volumes of wastes [offsite shipments of low-level waste would be approximately equal

to the expected case (2 per day)]. Except for offsite shipments, these shipments would originate at

various SRS locations (primarily F- and H-Areas) and terminate at the E-Area treatment and disposal

facilities. Shipments from the transuranic waste characterizatioticer’tification facility, alpha vitrification

and non-alpha vitrification facilities, and containment building are not considered because these

shipments would occur on a dedicated road that would be designed to accommodate expected traffic

flows. The addition of 57 trucks during normal work hours would be expected to have a very small

adverse effect on traffic.

4.4.11.2 Transpo_

Consequences of incident-free onsite transportation over 30 years under alternative B were based on

those calculated for the no-action alternative adjusted for changes in number of shipments (as a result of

changes in volume of waste shipped), Consequences and health effects of onsite transportation accidents

for any given shipment are independent of the number of shipments and are, therefore, the same as for

the no-action alternative (Table 4-8). The probability of an accident occru’ring for each type of waste

shipped is shown in Table 4-26.

For alternative B, DOE analyzed the impacts from offsite shipments of mixed waste (lead) and low-level

waste. Other offsite shipments were excluded from the analyses because the volumes over the 30-year

period are very small or the shipments occur only once. The methodology and receptors are defined in

Section 4.2.11.
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Min. Exp. Max
No
Aclion

A

B

@

4.4.11.2.1 Transportation – Expected Waste Forecast
c

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

For the expected waste forecast, there would be a small increase in dose and in the number of excess

fatal cancers compared to the no-action alternative because of the addition of stabilized ash and

blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration Facility that would be shipped onsite (Table 4-66) for this

alternative,
I ‘rC

The probability per year of an individual uninvolved worker developing an additional fatal cancer from

incident-free on site shipments is about 1 in 200,000 (Table 4-66). Members of the involved and I ‘rE

uninvolved worker populations could expect less than one fatal cancer from transportation exposure.

Table 4-66. Annual dose (percent change from the no-action alternative) and excess latent cancer

fatalities from incident-free onsite transport of radioactive material for alternative B – expected waste
forecast.

Uninvolved worker b Uninvolved workers Involved workers

Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.01 I (o%) 2.1 (5%) 240 (64%)

Mixed 6.7x1 O-5 (21%) 0.14 (19%) 4.8 (I o%)

Transuranic 1.3x1O-4 (o%) 0.0095 (o%) 0.15 (o%)

Totalsc 0.01 ld 2.2e 240e

Excess latent 4.6x 10-6f 8.9x 10-4g 0.0988
cancer fatalities

a. See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which makeup each waste Wpe. Dose is based on exposure to all
waste streams of a panicular waste Wpe.

b. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors.

c. Totals rounded to two significant figures.
d. Assumes the same individual has maximal exposure to each waste (Appendix E) for a single year.
e. Dose from 1 year of exposure to incident-free transportation of waste (Appendix E),

f. Additional probabili~ of an excess latent cancer fatality.

g. Values equal the total dose x the risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem).

Radiological effects of offsite shipments would be similar to those under alternative A and are

summarized in Table 4-67. The probability of an individual member of the public developing an

TC

TE

additional fatal cancer would be about I in 15 million per year from incident-free offsite transportation of I TC

radioactive material (Table 4-67). The number of additional fatal cancers that could be expected among
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Table 4-67. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of

TC

radioactive material for alternative B – expected waste forecast.

Involved workersa Remote MEIb Remote population’
Waste (person-rem) (rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0,57 5.2x1 O-5 0.87

Mixed 0.012 3.2x108 0.0025

TC

Low-level volume reduction 16 8.lxl&5 6.4

Totalse 17 1.3X104 7.3

Excess latent cancer 6.6xlb3 6.5x lo-8f

fatalities

3.6xl@3

a, See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors.

b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.

c. Offsite population along the transportation route.

d. Includes only low-level waste sent offsite for size reduction, supercompaction, or incineration. This represents
a change from the drafi EIS.

e. Dose for the remote ME1 assumes exposure to each waste (see Appendix E) in a yew for the populations, dose
is the result of exposure to 1 year of incident-free transportation of waste (see Appendix E).

f. Additional probability of an excess latent cancer fatality.

members of the public and involved workers would be less than one per year from incident-free onsite

transportation. This analysis assumes that offsite shipments occur between SRS and a facility located in

Oak Ridge, Tennessee. This route was selected as representative of possible offsite vendnr locations.

Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an on site accident would be similar to that under the no-action alternative because

similar waste volumes would be shipped; the consequences due to a particular accident would be the

same as described in Section 4.1.11.3, Probabilities of an accident involving each waste type are given

in Table 4-26.

The consequences and associated excess latent cancer fatalities in the offsite population along the

transportation route (“remote population”) from offsite shipments under this alternative are similar to

those for the uninvolved workers from onsite shipments as summarized in Table 4-67 and Table 4-27.

An offsite accident would be less severe than one involving onsite shipments due to the smaller volume

of waste in an individual shipment (Table 4-68), The number of fatal cancers that could be expected

among members of the public would be less than one from incident-free offsite transport.
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Table 4-68. Probability of an accident during 30 years of offsite transport of radioactive material for
each waste forecast under alternative B, dose, and excess latent cancer fatalities from an accident.

Probability of an accident

Minimum Expected Maximum Dose Number of excess
Waste forecast forecast forecast (Derson rem) latent fatal cancers

Low-level 1.1x I&6 2,1.10-6 6,5x 1o-6 “ 4.8x10-4 2.4xlw7

Mixed 4,6x 10-4 I.1X1O-3 2.7x 10-3 0.0047 2.4x I0-6

Low-1evel volume 1,2.10-6 1,6.10-6 1.6.10-6 370 0.19
reductions

a. Includes only low-level waste sent offsite for size reduction, supercompaction, or incineration. Tlris represents
a change from the drafi EIS.

Min. Exp. Max.
No
Action

A

B

@

4.4.11.2.2 Transportation - Minimum Waste Forecast
c

Isrcident-Free Mdiological Impacts

For the minimum waste forecast, there would be decreases in dose to all onsite receptors from all

radioactive shipments compared to doses from the expected waste forecast (Table 4-69) due to the

decrease in volumes of waste.

The annual probability of an uninvolved worker developing an additional fatal cancer from incident-free

onsite transport would be about 1 in 430,000 (Table 4-69). Involved workers and uninvolved workers

could expect less than one additional excess fatal cancer per year.

For the minimum waste forecast, the annual probability of a member of the public developing an

additional fatal cancer would be about 1 in 21 million from incident-free offsite transport of radioactive

material (Table 4-70). The number of additional fatal cancers that could be expected among members of

the public and involved workers would be less than one.

TC

TC
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Table 4-69. Annual dose (percent change from the expected waste forecast) and excess latent cancer

fatalities from incident-free Onsite transport Of radioactive material for alternative B – minimum waste
forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers

Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 5.7 XI0-3 (-49%) 1.0 (-51%) 120 (-49%)

Mixed 4.4 XI0-5 (-34%) 0.091 (-53%) 2.5 (-47%)

Transuranic 9.OXIO-5 (-30%) 0.0066 (-30%) 0.1 (-30%)

Totalsc 5.9xl&3d l.le 120e

Excess latent cancer 2.3x1@6f 4.4x 1o-4g o.050g

fatalities

a, See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which makeup each waste type. Dose is based on exposure to all
waste streams of a panicular waste ~pe.

b. See Section 4.1. I I.2 for descriptions of receptors.

c. Totals rounded to two significant figures.

d. Assumes the same individual has maximal exposure to each waste type (Appendix E) for a single year.
e, Dose from 1 year of exposure to incident-free transportation of waste (see Appendix E).

f. Probability of an additional excess latent fatal cancer.
g. Value equals the total dose x the risk factor (00004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem).

Table 4-70. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of

radioactive material for alternative B – minimum waste forecast.

Involved workersa Remote MEIb Remote population

Waste (person-rem) (rem) (person-rem)

I
Low-level 0.29 2.7x10-5 0.45

I Mixed 0.0052 1.4x1 o-8 0.0011

TC ‘
Low-level volume reduction 20 6,6x10-5 5.2

Totalsc 20 9.3 X1O-5 5.7

TE Excess latent cancer fatalities 8.0xl&3d 4.7 XIO-8e 2.8x 10-3d

TE

TE

.004-14

a. See Section 4.1.11.2 for descriptions of receptors.

b. MEI = maximally exposed individual.

c. Dose for the remote MEI assumes exposure to each waste (see Appendix E) by the same individual in a year;

for the populations, dose is tbe result of exposure to 1 year of incident-free transport of waste (see Appendix C).

Totals are rounded to two significant figures.

d. Value equals the total dose times the risk factor (0.0004 excess fatal cancers per person-rem for involved
workers; 0,0005 excess fatal cancers per person rem for the remote population).

e. Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer.
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Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an onsite accident involving radioactive wastes would decrease slightly for the

minimum waste forecast (Table 4-26) because of the decreased volumes that would be shipped compared

to those for the expected waste forecast; however, the consequences due to a particular accident would be

the same as described in Section 4,1, I I .2.2. Effects of offsite shipments would be the same as in

Table 4-8; however, the probability of an offsite accident would decrease by about one half compared to

the expected waste forecast due to the decrease in volume of waste shipped (Table 4-68),

Min. EXP,Mu,
No
Act,..

A

B

@

4.4,11.2.3 Transportation – Maximum Waste Forecast
c

Incident-Free Radiological Impacts

For the maximum waste forecast, there would be large increases in dose to all receptors compared to the

expected waste forecast (Table 4-7 1), due to the increases in volumes of all wastes that would be

shipped, These increases would be similar to those described under alternative A – maximum waste

forecast.

Table 4-71. Annual dose (percent change from the expected waste forecast) and excess latent cancer
fatalities from incident-free onsite transport of radioactive material for alternative B – maximum waste

forecast.

Uninvolved workerb Uninvolved workers Involved workers

Wastea (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low-level 0.014 (27”/.) 2.7 (3 1%) 540 (1260/,)

Mixed 2.1 XIO-4 (211%) 0.47 (228%) 19 (296%)

Transuranic 0.0021 (1,550%) 0.16 (1,550%) 2.4 (1,550%)

Totalsc 0.01 7d 3.3e 560e

Excess latent 6.6x lo-’5f o.oo13g o.22g
cancer fatalities

See Appendix E for a list of waste streams which makeup each waste type. Dose is based on exposure to all

waste streams of a particular waste Wpe.

See Section 4.1. I I.2 for descriptions of receptors.
Totals are rounded to two significant figures.

Assumes the same individual has maximal exposure to each waste type (Appendix E) for a single year.

Dose from 1 year of exposure to incident-free transportation.

Additional probability of an excess latent fatal cancer.
Values equal the total dose x the risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem for involved

a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
workers; 0.0005 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem for the uninvolved population),

TC

TE

—
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The annual probability of an uninvolved worker developing an additional fatal cancer would be

about 1 in 150,000 (Table 4-71). The involved workers population and the uninvolved workers could

expect less than one additional excess fatal cancer from 30 years of incident-free onsite transportation

under the maximum waste forecast.

Tbe annual probability of a member of the public developing an additional fatal cancer is about

1 in 7,700,000 from incident-free offsite transport of radioactive material (Table 4-72). The number of

additional fatal cancers that could be expected among members of the public and involved workers

would be less than one.

Table 4-72. Annual dose and excess latent cancer fatalities from incident-free offsite transport of

radioactive material for alternative B – maximum waste forecast.

Involved

—
a.
b.

c.

d.

workers R.mot. MEla(rem) RemOt’population
Waste (person-rem) (person-rem)

Low level 1,8 1.6x10-4 2.7

Mixed 0.03 I 8.2x10-8 6.4x10-3

Low-level volume 80 9.6x1 O-5 7.5
reduction

Totalsb 82 2.6x IO”4 10

Excess latent 0.033C 1.3xl@7d 0.051C
cancer fatalities

MEI = maximally exposed individual.
Dose for the remote ME1 assumes exposure to each waste in a year; for the population, dose is the result of
exposure to 1 year ofincident-free transpotiation of waste. Totals arerounded tohvo significant figures.
Values equal the total dose times the risk factor (0.0004 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem for involved
workers; 0.0005 excess latent fatal cancers per person-rem for the uninvolved population).
Additional Drobabilitv of an excess latent fatal cancer.

Transportation Accident Impacts

The probability of an onsite accident involving radioactive wastes would increase (Table 4-26) because

more waste would be shipped compared to the expected waste forecast however, the consequences due

toapafiicular accident would bethesame asdescribed in Section 4.l,ll.3. Effects ofoffsite shipments

would be the same as for the expected case (Table 4-68); however, the probability of an offsite accident

would be three times greater than the expected waste forecast because of the increase in volume of waste

shipped.
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4.4.12 OCCUPATIONAL ANBPUBLICHEALTH

Radiological and nonradiological impacts to workers and the public are presented in this section for

alternative B, Asexpected, theimpacts aresmallest fortheminimum waste forecast and Iargest for the

maximum waste forecast.

Under alternative B,the Consolidated Incineration Facili~, thealpha andnon-alpha vitrification

facilities, the mixed and hazardous waste containment building, the mobile soil sort facility, compaction

facilities, andthetransuranic waste characterization/cefiificationfacili~wouldoperate. Emissions from

these facilities (see Appendix E for detidiled facility dose infomration) would increase adverse health
TC

effects overthe no-action alternative forthethree waste forecasts. However, effects would remain small

relative tothose nomally expected intheworker andregional population groups from all causes. in

addition, significant quantities of low-level radioactive waste would be shipped offsite for processing

(supercompacting, sorting, incinerating, or smelting),

Under this alternative tbe major sources of potential exposure the involved workers would be the

transuranic waste storage pads, the F- and H-Area tank famrs, and the transuranic

characterization/certification facili~, for the public and uninvolved workers, the major sources of

potential exposure would be environmental releases from the alpha and non-alpha vitrification facilities,

the transuranic characterization/certification facility, and tbe Consolidated Incineration Facility

I
(Consolidated Incineration Facility impacts are summarized in Appendix B.5). The report Dose

I
Comparison for Air Emissions From Incineration and Compaction of SRS Low-level Radioactive Job ,

/
Control Waste (Mulholland and Robinson 1994) compared mdionuclide releases from treating solid low-

Ievel waste by incineration and compaction. The report evaluated release mechanisms and control

equipment efficiencies to estimate quantities of radionuclides released by each process. These emissions
I

were used to estimate doses to the nearest uninvolved worker and the maximally exposed offsite

individual based on treatment of similar volumes of job-control waste by each technology. The report

I estimated that the annual dose to the uninvolved worker (baseline emissions estimate) at a distance of
d

350 meters (1, 148 feet) from the Consolidated Incineration Facility and to the maximally exposed offsite

II individual would be 7.7x 10-4 millirem and 8.6x 10-4 millirem, respectively. As a perspective, these dose
I
I rates are 400,000 times lower than the background radiation dose (357 millirem, see Section 3.12.1.1 )

I that tbe average member of the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS receives.
I

The Mulholland and Robinson (1994a) report estimated the annual dose to the maximally exposed offsite I TE

individual from compaction of low-level job control waste to range from 1.3x Io-6 millirem to

4.1 x 10-5millirem, depending on the percentage of tritium assumed to be released in the process.
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storage; the mobile soil sort facility; four’ new solvent tanks; the transuranic waste characterization/

TC certification facility; the containment building, the non-alpha vitrification facility (including soil

sorting); and the alpha vitrification facility. OccupafiOnal health impacts tO employees in the Defense

Waste Processing Facility, inchrdlng in-Tank Precipitation were discussed in the Final Supplemental

TEIE rrvtrorrmen(al Impacf Sfafemenf Defense Waste Processing Facili~. Occupational health impacts to

employees associated with the Consolidated Incineration Facility were discussed in the Environmental

Assessment for the Consolidated Incineration Faci!i&.

Table E.2-3 in Appendix E presents a comparison between Occupational Safety and Health

Administration permissible exposure limit values and potential exposures to uninvolved workers at both

100 meters (328 feet) and 640 meters (2, 100 feet) from each facility for the expected, minimum, and

maximum waste forecasts. Downwind concentrations were calculated using EPA’s TSCREEN model

TE I (EpA 1988). F0reachfaciliV'semissions,undertheexpectedwasteforecast,emP]oYeeoccupational

exposure would be less than Occupational Safety and Health Administration permissible exposure limits.

Worker exposure is approximately the same as would occur in the no~action alternative due to the

M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility and Building 645-2N mixed waste storage operations. In most

instances, downwind concentrations would be less than 1 percent of the applicable Occupational Safety

and Health Administration permissible exposure guidelines. DOE expects minimal health impacts to

uninvolved workers due to air emissions from these facilities.

4.4.12.1.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-74 presents the doses to the public and resulting health effects that are associated with the

TC I exPectedwasfe forecast. Theannualdosestothemaximallyexposedindividual(O.O32miIlirem)andto

the SRS regional population ( 1,5 person-rem) would be lower than those that resulted from total SRS

operations in 1993, which were much lower than the regulatory limits (Amett, Karapatakls, and

Mamatey 1994), For the offsite facility (assumed to be located in oak Kldge, Tennessee, for the

purposes of this assessment) under this foreeast, the annual doses to the offsite maximally exposed

individual (1.7x 10-3 millirem) and to regional population (1.2x 102 person-rem) surrounding Oak Ridge,

TC Tennessee, represent a small fraction (less than 6 percent) of the comparable doses to the SRS regional

population. These doses remain less than 6 percent of the comparable SRS doses for all waste forecast

under this alternative (see Appendix E for facility specific data). For this waste forecasts, radiologically

induced health effects to the public (0,023 fatal cancers from 30 years of exposure) would be very small

(Table 4-74).
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TE I Table 4-74. Radiological doses associated with implementation of alternative B and resulting health effects to the public.a

No-action alternative Alternative B

Doseb Doseb

Probability or
Atmospheric

Probability or
Aqueous numberof Atmospheric Aqueous number of

TC I

Offsite ME1e

. Annual millirem

. 30-year, millirem
Population

. Annual, person-rem

. 30.year, person-rem
Minimum waste for-
Offsite MEI

. Annual, millirem

. 30-year, millirem
Population

. Annual, person-rem
. 30-year, person-rem

Max”mum
Offs~teME;

. Annual, millirem

. 30-yew, millirem
Population

. Annual, person-rem

. 30-year, person-rem

I.2X10-4

0.0037

2.9x10-4

0.0086

N*f

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

6.9XIT4 8.1x IV4

0.021 0.025

0.0068 0.0071

0.20 0.21

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA
NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA
NA NA

4.1.10-10

1.2xI0-8

3.5.10-6

1.IXIO-4

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

0.035

1.046

1.6

48

0.023

0.69

1.025
31

0.36

10.7

15
437

6.9XIK4
0.021

0.0068

0.20

6.9.104

0.021

0.0068
0.20

6.9x104

0.021

0.0068
0.20

0.036

1.067

1.6

48

0.024

0.71

1.032
31

0.36

10.7

15
437

I.8X1O-8

5.3XI0-7

8.0.10-4

0.024

1.2x IO-8

3.6.10-7

5.2xlfr4
0.015

1.8x10-7

5.4x I0-6

0.008
0.22

a. Supplemental facility information provided in Appendix E.
b. For atmosphericreleases.the doseis to the Dooulationwithin 80 kilometen (50 miles) of SRS. For aoueousreleases.the doseis to the people using the SavammhRtver from. .

SRS to th~ Atlantic Oceti.
c. The dosesto the public from total SRS operationsin 1993 were 0.25 millirem to the off sitemaximally exposedindividual aud 9. I person-remto the rc8ional population.

These doses,when addedto the incrementaldosesassociatedwith the proposedactionthat are given in this table, are assumedto equal total SRS doses. For the maximum
waste forwast (which gives the highestdoses),the total annualdosesto the offsite maximally exposedindividual md the regional population would equal 0.58 millirem
(0.25 + 0.33) and approximately 23. I person-rem(9.1 + 14), respectively. The individual dosewould fall below the proposedannual regulatory limits of 10 millirem from
airborne releases,4 millirem from drinking water, and 100 millirem from all pathwayscombined(proposed 10 CFR 834L the populationdosewould be lower than the
proposedannual notification limit of 100 person-rem(propod 10 CFR 834).

d. For the offsite maximally exposedindividual, probability of a fatal cancer;for population,numberof fatal cmcers.
e. ME1 = maximally exposedindividual.
f. NA = Not applicable.
g, Atmospheric releasesfor ME1 aud population includecontributionsfrom offsite facilities, which contribute lesstbm 6 percentto the atmosphericreleasesreportedhere.
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Nonradiological Impacts

potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite are considered for botb criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants. Maximum site boundary-line concentrations for criteria pollutants are discussed

in Section 4,4.5,1.2.

For routine releases from SRS operating facilities under the expected waste forecast, criteria pollutant

concentrations would be within state and federal ambient air quality standards, as discussed in

Section 4.4.5.1.2. During periods of construction, the criteria pollutant concentrations at the SRS

boundary would not exceed air quality standards under normal operating conditions.

Risks due to carcinogens for the SRS offsite population were calculated using the Industrial Source

Complex 2 model for the same facilities discussed in Section 4.4.12.1.1. Emissions of carcinogenic

compounds are based on the types and quantities of waste being processed at each facility. Table 4-75

shows the individual lifetime cancer risks calculated from unit risk factors (see Section 4.1. 12.2.2)

derived from EPA’s Integrated Risk Information System data base (EPA 1994). As shown in Table 4-75,

the estimated increased probability of an individual developing cancer over a lifetime due to routine SRS

emissions under the expected waste forecast is approximately 2 in 10 million. This risk is equal to the

calculated excess latent cancer risk for the no-action alternative. DOE expects minimal health impacts

from offsite exposures.

4.4.12.1.3 Environmental Justice Assessment

Section 4.1.12.2.3 describes the methodology for analyzing radiological dose emissions to detemine if

there would be dispropofiionate and adverse impacts on people of color or low income. Figure 4-33

illustrates tbe results of the analysis for alternative B – expected waste forecast for the 80-kilometer

(50-mile) region of interest in this EIS, Supporting data for the analysis can be found in Appendix E,

The predicted per capita dose differs very little between types of communities at a given distance from

SRS, and the per capita dose is extremely small in each type of community. This analysis indicates that

people of color or low income in the 80-kilometer (50-mile) region would be neither disproportionately

nor adversely impacted. Therefore, environmental justice issues would not be a concern in this

alternative.
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c. Source: Stewart ( 1994)
d. Latent cancer probability equals unit risk factor times concentration times 30 yexs divided by 70 years.

u
om

e. Micrograms per cubic meter of air.
~s

I f. Under the maximum waste forecast,wastewaterwould be treatedin the containmentbuild~ng,wbicb would lower the amount of wastcwatergoing to the Co”solidattd
.- y

TE Incineration Facility. Therefore, slightly bigber impactswould occur in the expectedwastefareczt than in tbe maximum wasteforecast.
GE
X=

Concentrationb,c Latent Cancersd

Unit risk factora Expectedwaste Minimum waste Maximum wate

(latent cancerd forecast forecast forecast Expected waste Minimum waste Maximum waste

AceIaldehyde

Acrylmide

AcUlonitrile

Arsenic Pentoxidc

Asbestos

Benzene

Benzidine

Bis(chiorometbyl)ether

Bromofonn

Carbon Tetrachloride

Cblordane

Chloroform

Cr(+6) Compounds

Formaldehyde

Heptacblar

Hexachlorobcnzcne

Hexachlorobutadiene

Hydrazine

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane

1,1,2-Trich{oroethane

Toxaphene

1,1 Dichloroethene

Methylene chloride

2.2x1o-6

0.0013

6.8xl~5

0.0043

0.23

8.3.10-6

0.067

0.062

I.1x1o-6

1.5XIO”5

3.7XI0-4

2.3xto-5

0.012

1.3XI0-5
0.0013

4.6x10-4

2.2X10-5

0.0049

5.8.10”5

L6x10-5

3.2x10-4

5.0XIT5

4.7xio-7

1.4.10-7

1.4XI0-7

1.4xto-7

7. IXIO-7

2.7x I0-8

0.044

I .4x 10-7

I .4x I o-7

I.4X1O-7

L2X10-5

1.4X10-7

0.003

4.7.10-9

1.4.10-7

3.5.10-7

1.4X1O-7

L4XI0-7

1.4x10-7

2.8x10-6

1.4XI0-7

3.5.10-7

2.7x10-5

I.4x10-7

6.9XI0-8

6.9x I o-8

6.9.10-8

4.6x10-7

L5x I0-8

0.044

6.9x I o-8

6.9x I o-8

6.9X1O-8

9.9XI0-6

6.9XIO”8

0.003

Z.3X10-9

6.9.10-8

1.7XI0-7

6.9.10-8

6.9x I m8

6.9x I o-8

1.4.10-6

6.9.10-8

1.7XI0-7

2.3.10-5

9.3.10-8

1,2X10-7

L2X10-7

L2X10-7

6.9x10-7

7.5.10-8

0.044

L2X10-7

L2X10-7

L2X10-7

1.4XI0-5

L2X10-7

0.003

4.IXIO-9

1.2X10-7

3.IXIO-7

L2X10-7

L2X10-7

L2X10-7

2.4x1o-6

I.2XIo-7

2.5x10-7

3.4XI0-5

1.4.10-7

TOTAL

Pollutant pg/m3)Q (P8fm3) (P8fm3) (Ptim3) forecastd forecast forecast

1.3.10-13 6.5x10 -14 1.ZXIO-13

7.8x10-11

4. Ix Im12

1.3.10-9

2.7x 10-9

1.6x 10-7

4.OXIO-9

3.7XI0-9

6.6x 10-14

7.4.10-!1

2.2.10-1 I

3.0.10-8

2.4x 10-1]

7.8x 10-]3

1.9.10-10

2.8x IW11

1.3x10-12

2.9.10-10

6.9x 10-11

9.6x 10-13

4.8x10 -11

5.7x lo-ltJ

2.9x10 -14

2.0 XIO-7

3.8x10-11

2.0.10-12

8.5x10-10

1.5XIW9

L6x10-7

2,0X10-9

L8x10-9

3.3.10-14

6.4x10-11

1.1.10-11

2.9x I o-8

1.2XI0-11

3.8x10-13

9.6x10-11

L4XI0-11

6.5XIV13

1.4.10-10

3.4XIO”I I

4.7.10-13

2.4.10-11

5.0.10-10

1.9XI0-14

L9X1O-7

6.9.10”11

3.6x10-12

1.3.10-9

7.4x 10-9

L6x IO”7
3.5XI0-9

3.3XI0-9

5.8x10-14

9.3.10-1 I

2.0.10-11

3.ox1o-8

Z.lxlo-11

6.9. ]0-13

I.7XIO”1O

2.4x10-11

L2XI0-12

2.6.10-10

6.0xIO”l1

8.4x10-13

3.5xlo-11

7.3XI0-10

Z.8X10-14

2.0XI O-7

a. Source: EPA (1994).

b. M=imum annual boundat-f-lineconcentration
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Min. E.p. Max
No
Action

A

B

@

4.4.12.2

c

OCcUDat oni al and Pu blic Health – Minimum Waste Forecast

Because the waste amounts for alternative B – minimum waste forecast would be smaller than for the

expected waste forecast and the treatment operations would be basically the same, the impacts to workers

and the public would be smaller than described in Section 4.4,12.1,

4.4.12.2.1 Occnpatiorml Health and Safe&

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-73 includes the worker doses and resulting health effects associated with the minimum waste

forecast. Doses (0.036 rem per year) and health effects associated with this case would be smaller than

those associated with the expected waste forecast. The dose from 30 years of waste management could

result in one additional fatal cancer in the involved workforce,

Nonradiological Impacts

Table E.2-4 in Appendix E presents a comparison of the nonradiological air concentrations to

permissible exposure limits under the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. Exposures to

SRS workers are either equal to or less than those occurring in the expected waste forecast. However,

for all facilities, employee occupational exposure would be less than Occupational Safety and Health

Administration permissible exposure limits. Worker exposure is less than that which would occur under

the no-action alternative due to the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility and Building 645-2N mixed

waste storage operations.

4.4.12.2.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-74 includes the doses and resulting health effects to the public that are associated with the I TE

minimum waste forecast. Doses and health effects associated with this case would be smaller than those

associated with the expected waste forecast. An 0.015 additional fatal cancer in the exposed public could I TC

occur from 30 years of minimum waste generation under alternative B.
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Nonradiological Impacts

Potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite are considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants for the minimum waste forecast. For routine releases from operating facilities,

criteria pollutant concentrations would be within state and federal ambient air quality standards, as

discussed in Section 4.4.5.2. During periods of construction, the criteria pollutant concentrations at the

site boundary would not exceed air quality standards under normal operating conditions.

Table 4-75 presents offsite risks due to emissions of carcinogens. The overall increased lifetime cancer

risk is approximately 3 in 10 million, which is less than for the expected waste forecast. DOE expects

minimal health impacts from the minimum waste forecast.

4.4.12.2.3 Environmental Jnstice Assessment

TE I Fig"re4-34illustratesthe resultsoftheanalysisforaitemativeB-minimumwasteforecastforthe

80-kilometer (50-mile) region of interest in this EIS. No communities would be disproportionately

affected by emissions resulting from this scenario.

Min. EXP. Max.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.4.12.3 Occupational and Public Hea Ith – Maximnm
c

Waste Forecast

The amounts of wastes to be treated for alternative B – maximum waste forecast would be greater than

for the minimum and expected waste forecasts, but the treatment operations would be the same. The

maximum waste forecast would result in the largest health impacts to workers and the public for this

alternative.

4.4.12.3.1 Occupational Health and Safe@

Radiological Impacts

‘fE I Table4-73 includestheworkerdosesandresultinghealtheffectsassociatedwiththemaximumwaste

forecast. The doses would remain below the SRS administrative guideline of 0.8 rem per year. Based on

a risk estimator of 0,0004 latent cancer fatality per rem (Section 4,1. 12,1), the probability of a worker

contracting a fatal cancer as the result of a 30-year occupational exposure to radiation would be about
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7 chances in 10,000. It is also projected that 2 people in the workforce of 2,501 could develop a fatal

cancer sometime during their lifetimes as the result of a 30-year exposure. Based on a lifetime fatal

cancer risk from all causes of 23.5 percent (refer to Section 4.1.12.1), 588 people in this workforce

would be expected to develop a fatal cancer independent of their occupational exposure.

Nonradiological Impacts

Nonradiological air concentrations were assessed for exposure by SRS workers under the maximum

waste forecast. Table E.2-4 in Appendix E presents a comparison of these concentrations to permissible

exposure limits under the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. Exposures to SRS workers

would be either equal to or greater than those that would occur under the expected waste forecast.

However, for all facilities, employee occupational exposure would be less than Occupational Safety and

Health Administration permissible exposure limits.

4.4.12.3.2 Public Health and Safety

Radiological Impacts

Table 4-74 includes the doses associated with the maximum waste forecast and resulting health effects to

the public. The annual doses to the maximally exposed individual (0.33 millirem) and to the regional

population (14 person-rem) would exceed the corresponding doses (0.25 millirem and 9.1 person-rem)

from total SRS operations in 1993 (Arnett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994). However, regulato~ dose

limits would not be exceeded (refer to Note on Table 4-54).

The health effects associated with the maximum waste forecast are included in Table 4-74. Based on a

risk estimator of 0.0005 latent cancer fatality per rem (see Section 4.1.12.2), the probability of the

maximally exposed member of the public developing a fatal cancer from 30 years of exposure to

radiation associated with this waste forecast would be about 5 in 1 million. The number of additional

fatal cancers in the regional population could be 0.20 (effectively zero). This probability of a fatal

cancer is much smaller than the 1 chance in 4 that a member of the public would contract a fatal cancer

from all causes, and the total fatal cancers would be much fewer than the 145,700 cancers that would be

expected in the regional population of 620,100 from all causes sometime during their lifetimes.

Alternative B would result in radiological doses and health effects to the public that are intermediate

between those associated with the alternatives A and C (Tables 4-33,4-54, and 4-74), This would be

true regardless of the amount of waste generated.
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Nonradiological Impacts

Potential nonradiological impacts to individuals residing offsite were considered for both criteria and

carcinogenic pollutants under tbe maximum waste forecast.

For routine releases from operating facilities, criteria pollutant concentrations would be within state and

Federal ambient air quality standards, as discussed in Section 4.4,5.3. During periods of construction,

the criteria pollutant concentrations at the SRS boundary would not exceed air quality standards under

normal operating conditions. With good construction management procedures, such as wetting dirt roads

twice a day, particulate emissions would be approximately 50 percent of the levels shown in

Section 4.4,5.3. DOE does not expect adverse health impacts due to routine air releases from operating

facilities and construction activities,

Table 4-75 presents offsite risks due to carcinogens. The overall increased lifetime cancer risk is

approximately 3 in 10 milliOn, which is approximately equal to the expected waste forecast risk. DOE I TE

expects minimal health impacts from emissions of carcinogenic compounds,

4.4.12.3.3 Environmental Justice Assessment

Figure 4-35 illustrates the results of the analysis for alternative B – maximum waste forecast for the

80-kilometer (50-mile) region of interest in this EIS, Emissions resulting from this case would not

disproportionately affect any communities.

4.4.13 FACILITY ACCIDENTS

This section summarizes the risks to workers and members of the public from potential facility accidents

associated with tbe various wastes under alternative B. The methodologies used to develop the

radiological and hazardous material accident scenarios are the same as those discussed in

Section 4.1.13.1 for the no-action alternative,

Min. Exp. Mu.
No
Action

A

@

4.4.13.1 Facilitv Accidents – ExDected W aste Fore cast
B

c

Figures 4-36 through 4-39 summarize the projected impacts of radiological accidents on the population,

offsite maximally exposed individual, and uninvolved workers at 640 meters (2,100 feet) and 100 meters
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1.0

0.1

0.01

0.001

IX1O-4

IXIO-5

lXIO-6

1xl o-7

IXIO-8

lXIO-9

1X1O-10

1X1O”11

1X1O”12

1X1O-13 -t

Low-level waste Mixed waste Transuranic waste a High-level waste

Legend:

■ Anticipated accide.ta

❑ Unhkely accidents

❑ Extremely unlikely accidents

❑ Beyond-extremely-unlikely accidents

Notes
a. NObeyond-extramely-unhkelyaccidentswere identifiedfor Iransuranicwaste.

PK56-31

I~ Figure 4-39. Summary of radiological accident impacts to the uninvolved worker within 100 meters (328 feet) for alternative B – expected waste
forecast.
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(328 feet) for alternative B expected waste forecast. An anticipated accident (i.e., one occurring between

once every 10 years and once every 100 years) involving either low-level waste Or mixed waste. is the

accident scenario under alternative B that presents the greatest risk to the population within

80 kilometers (50 miles) of SRS (see Figure 4-27). This accident scenario would increase the risk to the

population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) by 1.7x 10-2 latent fatal cancer per year. The postulated

accident scenarios associated with the various waste types are described in Appendix F.

An anticipated accident involving either low-level waste or mixed waste would pose the greatest risk to

the offsite maximally exposed individual (Figure 4-37) and the uninvolved worker at 640 meters

(2, 100 feet) (Figure 4-38). The anticipated accident scenario would increase the risk to the offsite

maximally exposed individual by 3,3x10-7 latent fatal cancer per year and to the uninvolved worker at

640 meters (2, 100 feet) by 1.8x 10-5 latent fatal cancer per year.

An anticipated accident involving either low-level waste or mixed waste would also pose the greatest

risk to the uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet) (Figure 4-39). The anticipated accident scenario

would increase the risk to the uninvolved worker at 100 meters (328 feet) by 1,Ox 10-3 latent fatal cancer

per year.

For each receptor group, regardless of waste ~pe, the greatest estimated risks associated with the

no-action alternative and alternative B are identical. However, there could be differences in the overall

risk to each receptor group for specific waste ~pes. Table 4-76 provides a comparison of overall risk for

specific waste types between the no-action alternative and alternative B. A multiplicative change factor

is used to illustrate differences between no-action and alternative B risks. If the risks presented are

identical, a multiplication factor of one is used. However, if the risks presented are different, a

multiplication factor that would equate the two values is used. Arrows indicate whether the alternative B

risks were larger or smaller than the no-action risks,

A complete summary of all representative bounding accidents considered for alternative B is presented in

Table 4-77. This table provides accident descriptions, annual frequency of occurrence, increased risk of TE

latent fatal cancers for all receptor groups, and the waste type with which the accident scenario was

associated, Details regarding the individual postulated accident scenarios associated with the various

waste types are provided in Appendix F.

The impacts resulting from chemical hazards associated with alternative B are the same as those

discussed for alternative A in Section 4.2.13.1. Only one chemical release scenario would expose an
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Table 4-76. Comparison ofrisks fromaccidents under theno-action alternative andaltemative B.

Estimated risks

Receptor Wasteb No action Alternative B Change factorc

I Population within Low-level 0.017 0.017 1.0

80 kilometers Mixed 0.017 0.017 ?1,0

Transurarric 0.005 0.015 T3.O

High-level 6.3x10-4 6.3x10-4 1.0

10ffsiternaximally Low-1evel

~exposedindivid”al Mixed

3.3X1O-7 3.3X1O-7 I ,0

3.3X1O-7 3.3 X1O-7 1,0

Tmnsumnic 9.8X1O-8 2.9x Iv7 ?3,0

I High-level 1.3x I0-8 I.3x1o-8
TE

I .0

lUninvolvedworkerto Low-1evel 1.8x10-5 L8xlW5 I .0

I 640rneters Mixed 1.8x IO”S L8x10-5 I .0

Transuranic 5.5x1 o-6 L6x10”5 ?2.9

High-level 3.4 X1O-7 3.4 X1O-7 I ,0

Uninvolved worker to Low-level 0.001 0.001 1.0

100 meters Mixed 0.001 0.001 1.0

Transuranic 3.1 X1 O-4 9,0X 1W4 ?2.9

High-level 1.8x10-S L8x10-5 1,0

TE I

a. Increased riskoflatent fatal carrcers peryear.

b. Wastes aredescribed in Section 2,1and Appendix F,

c. Chmgefactors represent themultiplication factor required toequate theno-action alternative risks to the
alternative Brisks (e.g., no-action alternative risk times change factor equals alternative Brisk), The up arrow

(?) indicates that the alternative B risk is the greater risk.

offsite maximally exposed individual to airborne concentrations greater than ERPG-2 values,

Appendix F provides further detail and discussion regarding chemical hazards associated with each waste

type.

In addition to the risk to human health from accidents, secondary impacts from postulated accidents on

plant and animal resources, water resources, the economy, national defense, environmental

contamination, threatened and endangered species, land use, and Native American treaty rights are

considered, This qualitative assessment (see Appendix F)detemined thatthere would benosubstantiaI

impacts from accidents under alternative B expected waste forecast.
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Table 4-77. Summary of representative bounding accidents under alternative B.a

lncre=ed risk of latent fatal cancersper yearb

Uninvolved Uninvolved Maximally Population
Affected waste Frequency worker at worker at exposedoffsite within

Accident Description typesc (per year) 100 meters 640 meters ;ndividual 80 kilometers

RHLWEd releasedue to a feed line break High-level o.07e I.79x10-5 6.38x10-7 1.32xIv7 6.34x10-4
RHLWE releasedue to a designbasisearthquake High-level

High-level
2.00x IW4f

5.09x l&5g

1.54x 10-6

1.95x1o-6
5.46x I o-8

3.46xI0-8

1.12X10-9

7.13xl&Io

5.43x I o-5

3.44X I0-5

6.35x 1o-I4
0.0168

1.12.10-5

1.18x 10-7

8.t4x10-9

5.70X I o-4

1.12X10-9

3.19x I0-8

0.0145

0.0498

7.25x 10-5

RHLWE releasedue to evaporatorpressurizationand
breecb

Design basisETFh airbornereleased“e to tornado Hi8h-level

Low-level
Mixed

Low-level

Low-level

Low-1evel

Mixed

3.69xl@7i

o.02e

3.20x I0-13
0.00104

1.02X10-14

1.84x10-5

7.20x I0-15

3.31.10-7Container breachat the ILNTVJ

Large fire at the CIFk

Tornado at tbe ILNTV

Explosion at CIF

Releasedue to multiple open containersat the
Containment Building

F3 tomadol at Building 3 16-M
Aircratl crashat the Containment B“ildi”g

2.34x lv4f

2.ooxl&5g

3.40X I o-7i

o.oo3f

2.39x 10-7

3.26x10-12

1.74.10-10

4.69xl@7

7.63x 10-9

6.18x10-to

5.54x to-12

6.9tx10-7

t.64x10-lo

1.t8xt0-lo

1.19x lo-t3

1.22x I o-8

Mixed

Mixed

Transuranic

2.80x 1V5g

1.60xI &7i

O.ote

5.35x I0-12

9.73X1O-10

8.96xt 0-4

1,29x10-9

3.46x I0-1 I

L59X1O-5

L6SX10-9

6.66xl@13

2.86x 10-7Deflagration in culvert during TRUm drum retrieval
activities

Fire in culvefl at the TRU wastestoragepads(one drum
in culvert)

Vehicle crashwith resulting tire at the TRU wrote storage

Transuranic 8. IOXI @4f 3.07.10-4 5.48x I0-6 9.84x I o-8

Transuranic 6.50xt&5g 4.47.10-6 7.96x I o-8 1.43x l&9
pads

A completedescriptionand analysisof the representativebou”dinz accidentsarc ~resentedin Aoocndix F.
—
a.
b.

c.

d.
e.
f.

8
h.
i.

j.
k.
1.

Increm”edrisk of Fatalcancersperyew is calculatedby multiplying the [consequence(dose) x latentcancerconversionfactor] x annual frequency. For doseco”scque”ces
. .

and latent cancerfatalities per dose,seetablesin Appendix F.
Tbe wastetype for which tbe accidentscenariois identifieds a representativeboundingaccident. A representativeboundingaccidentmay be identified for more than one
waste type, These wastetypes are high-level, iow-tevel, mixed, and transuranic.
ReplacementHtgh-Level Wrote Evaporator.
The frequency of this accidentscenariois within the anticipatedaccidentrange.
The frequencyof this accidentscenariois within the unlikely accidentrange.
The frequencyof this accident scenariois within the extremely unlikely accidentrange.
F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility.
Tbe frequency of this accidc”t scenariois witbin the hcyond-extremely-unlikely-accident rm8e.
Intermediate.Lcve! Non-Tritium Vault.
ConsolidatedIncineration Facility
F3 tornadoeshave rotational wind speedsof 254 to 331 kilometers(158 to 206 miles) per hour.

m. Transuranic.

,., ,. “,,,,”,
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Mi., Exp. Max
N.
Action

A

B

@

4.4.13.2 Facilitv Ac cidents – Minimum Waste Forecast

c

The minimum waste forecast is not expected to change the duration of risk for the facilities associated

with the representative bounding accidents identified under alternative B (see Appendix F).

DOE expects that a slight decrease in risk would occur for alternative B – minimum waste forecast. A

comparison of the number and types of facilities needed for the minimum and expected waste forecasts is

provided in Section 2.6.7.

Min.EKP. M=.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.4.13.3 Facilitv Acc idents – Ma ximum Was te Forecast
c

The maximum waste forecast is not expected to change the duration of risk for the facilities associated

with the representative bounding accidents identified under alternative B (see Appendix F).

DOE expects that an increase in risk would occur for the alternative B maximum waste forecast over the

expected waste forecast. A comparison of the number and type of facilities needed for the maximum and

expected waste forecasts is provided in Section 2.6.7.

4.4.14 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS AND IRREVERSIBLE OR IRRETRIEVABLE

COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES UNDER ALTERNATIVE B

This section describes adverse impacts that would result from alternative B that cannot be avoided. It

also describes the irreversible and imetrievable commitment of resources that would be associated with

alternative B. As indicated in the preceding sections, the major variations in impacts are much more

strongly influenced by the amount of wastes to be managed than by variations in the degree of treatment

applied. Accordingly, the unavoidable adverse impacts and the irretrievable commitments of resources

for the various waste forecasts for alternative B are also representative of the same forecasts under

alternatives A and C,
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4.4.14.1 Urravoidabl e Adverse Imp acts

Several unavoidable adverse impacts would be expected as a result of implementing alternative B. The

following sections identifi impacts for the expected, minimum, and maximum waste forecasts.

Min. hp. Max
No
Action

A

a

@

4.4.14.1.1 Expected Waste Forecast
c

Construction activities would generate transient and minor air quality impacts as a result of fugitive dust

and vehicle emissions.

Unavoidable radiation exposures to workers and the public from normal operation for alternative B –

expected waste forecast would be well below established DOE limits, The hypothetical offsite

maximally exposed individual would receive an annual average effective dose equivalent of

0.032 millirem from facility operations, compared to about 300 millirem from natural radiation sources,

The two radioisotopes contributing the most to the potential exposure would be cesium- 137 and

plutOnium-239.

New facilities would require the conversion of approximately 0,64 square kilometer ( 158 acres; both

developed and undeveloped) to waste management use by 2006. Long-term impacts are expected to be ITC

limited to the loss of 0.47 square kilometer(117 acres) of undeveloped terrestrial habitat and associated

natural resources. Small mammals, reptiles, and birds occupying this habitat would be displaced,

disturbed, or killed by land clearing and associated construction activities, but local and regional

populations of these wildlife species would not be severely affected,

Construction of waste management facilities would prohibit use of associated land areas for other

purposes (e.g., agriculture or timber production) for the foreseeable future. However, E-Area was

designated as an area for nuclear facilities in the 1994 Dra~f Land-Use Baseline Report, and is being used

as intended.

Releases of radioactive constituents from low-level and mixed waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit

trenches) would introduce radioactive contaminants to groundwater. Resulting concentrations would

remain within the performance of objective of 4 millirem per year adopted by DOE in Order 5400,5.
TE

Hazardous constituents would also be released from the disposal facilities. Grormdwater would
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:ventually carry contaminants to the onsite streams. In addition, onsite streams would receive

vastewater discharges containing hazardnus and radioactive constituents, such as the discharge from the

~/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility to Upper Three Runs. These streams would eventually carry the

}azardous and radioactive constituents to the Savannah River. Impacts nn groundwater resources,

mrface water resources, and aquatic organisms would be small.

I’raftic increases under alternative B are expected to be small and the impacts on onsite and offsite roads

;mall.

DOE anticipates that only minor unavoidable adverse impacts on public or worker health would result

from the expected waste forecast. The calculated discharges and exposures of pollutants (including

radioactivity) to the public and facility workers would be many times below normal risk levels. This

case would result in an additional 7.5x 10-4 latent cancer fatality per year to the offsite population from

airborne releases of radioactivity.

Archaeological sites eligible for the National Register of Historic Places could be affected during

construction of waste management facilities on undeveloped land within E-Area. Mitigation action plans

developed by the Savannah River Archaeological Research Program and approved by the South Carolina

State Historic Preservation Office would protect, recover, or preserve these resources.

An unavoidable adverse impact resulting from operation of the proposed waste management facilities

would be the generation of new waste, including low-level radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and

nonhazardous solid waste. Disposal of these wastes has been accounted for in planning the proposed

waste management facilities, with the exception of nonhazardous solid waste, which \vould be

accommodated in existing onsite sanitary and industrial landfills and their successors.

Min.EXP.Max.
No n
A.ti..

A

a

m

4.4.14.1.2 Minimum Waste Forecast
c

The adverse impacts associated with the minimum waste forecast that cannot be avoided would be

TC I slightly less than those associated with the expected Waste forecast. FIJr example, only 0.36 square

kilometer (90 acres) of undeveloped woodland would be cleared and graded. A maximum of 107 acres

(both developed and undeveloped) would be converted to waste management use by 2008.
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Min. EXB.Mm.
NO —
Acti..

A

B

m

4.4.14.1.3 Maximum Waste Forecast

c
I ,

The adverse impacts associated with the maximum waste forecast that cannot be avoided would be

greater than those associated with the expected waste forecast. For example, 3.8 square kilometers (940

acres) of undeveloped woodland would be cleared and graded. A maximum of 1,010 acres (both

developed and undeveloped) would be converted to waste management use by 2006, The loss of this

much natural habitat could adversely affect protected natural resources such as wetlands and threatened

and endangered species. Impacts would require mitigation measures,

There would be 57 additional daily waste shipments over the 1994 baseline, primarily due to the larger

volume of waste and the shipment of stabilized ash and blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration

Facility to E-Area. This would almost triple the 1994 baseline traffic, but would be expected to slightly

increase the total volume of onsite traffic and would not be expected to impact the SRS road system.

4.4.14.2 Irreversible or Irretrie vable Commitment of Resources

Several irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources would be expected to result from

implementing alternative B. The sections which follow identify these commitments for the expected,

minimum, and maximum waste forecasts.

Mi” EXP,Max.
NO
Action

A

B

@

4.4.14.2.1 Expected Waste Forecast
c

The implementation of alternative B – expected waste forecast would commit approximately 0.47 square

kilometer (117 acres) of undeveloped land and associated natural resources and a total of 158 acres (both

developed and undeveloped) to waste management use for an indefinite period of time.

Construction and operation of the facilities needed for alternative B – expected waste forecast would

involve the commitment of land resources. At present, most of this land is dedicated to industrial,

nuclear, and waste management uses. With the exception of the land supporting existing facilities, all

other land could be recommitted to other purposes, if required.
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Construction of the various facilities wOuld require the consumption of materials such as concrete and

steel. Operation of the non-alpha vitrification facility and the Consolidated Incineration Facility would

consume chemicals such as nitrogen, sodium hydroxide, nitric acid, glass frit, sodium nitrite, and others.

Operation of the waste management facilities would generate small volumes of nonhazardous solid,

hazardous mixed, and low-level radioactive wastes and would require additional land area for disposal of

these wastes.

Construction and operation of the waste management facilities associated with alternative B - expected

waste forecast would include consumption of fossil fuels. Gasoline and diesel fuel would be consumed

by heavy equipment used to clear and grade land and construct facilities. Fuel oil would be used as

auxiliary fuel in each of the thermal treatment facilities. Auxiliary fuel consumption by the Consolidated

Incineration Facility under alternative B has been evaluated in this EIS and is presented in Table B.5-2 of

Appendix B. Comparable amounts of auxiliary fuel would be consumed by the thermal pretreatment

units of the non-alpha and alpha vitrification facilities. Fuels would also be consumed to provide

electrical power, including diesel fuel for emergency generators.

Releases from low-level and mixed waste disposal facilities (vaults and slit trenches) would introduce

radioactive and hazardous contaminants to groundwater and streams. Concentrations of radioactive

constituents in groundwater would remain within the performance objective of 4 millirem per year

adopted by DOE in Order 5400.5.

Min. Exp. Mu,
No
Action

A

B 4.4.14.2.2 Minimum Waste Forecast
c

The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources for alternative B – minimum waste forecast

would be slightly less than for the expected waste forecast. For example, approximately 0.43 square

kilometer (107 acres) of land (both developed and undeveloped) would be committed to waste

management,
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Mi.. Exp. Max
No
Action

A

B

m

4.4.14.2.3 Maximum Waste Forecast

c

The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources for alternative B – maximum waste forecast

would be substantially greater than for the expected waste forecast. For example, approximately

0.74 square kilometer ( 184 acres) of undeveloped woodland in E-Area and 3.1 square kilometers

(756 acres) of undeveloped woodland in an undetermined location would be required for the maximum

waste forecast. A maximum of 1,010 acres (both developed and undeveloped) would be used for waste

management by 2006.

4.4.15 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS RESULTING FROM ALTERNATIVE B

This section presents potential cumulative impacts from alternative B when it is added to impacts from ~E

past, present, and reasonably foreseeable onsite activities and impacts of offsite industrial facilities.

Cumulative impacts were assessed only for the moderate treatment alternative with the expected waste

forecast because the impacts for this case generally fall between the other cases, and impacts do not vary

greatly behveen alternatives. Despite some variation in impacts, using this approach allows for an

assessment of the cumulative impacts that are representative of the magnitude of the cumulative impacts ~E

of the other alternatives. Assessing the cumulative impacts of one case also simplifies the presentation

of the analysis.

4.4.15.1 Existin ~ Facilities

The existing facilities and activities that are included in the analysis of baseline impacts are summarized

in the following sections. Projected releases from normal operations of these facilities are reflected in

the descriptions of baseline environmental conditions in Chapter 3 and are included in the analysis of

impacts in Sections 4.1 through 4.3 and 4.4.1 through 4.4.13.

4.4.15.1.1 Savannah River Technology Center

The Savannah River Technology Center is the major research and development laboratory at SRS. It

conducts research on fuels and targets, waste management, and process modifications and provides

support for SRS improvements (WSRC 1994i).
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4.4.15.1.2 F- and H-Area Separations Facilities

At the F- and H-Area separations facilities, irradiated fuel and target elements are dissolved in nitric

acid. A solvent-extraction process yields ( 1) a solution of plutonium, uranium, and neptunium and (2) a

highly radioactive liquid waste containing nonvolatile fission products. After the product solutions are

separated from the fission products, further processing converts plutonium, uranium, and other products

in solution to solid forms fOr shipment, recycling, or fmther processing. Chemical processing in F-Area

was suspended in March 1992 pending resolution of a potential safety concern and resumed after

resolution of the safety concerns (DOE 1994c) and issuance of the Record of Decision on the F-Canyon

Plutonium Solutions at SRS EIS (DOE 1995a). H-Area chemical processing has continued in support of

a National Aeronautics and Space Administration space exploration program (DOE 1994b).

4.4.15.1.3 Reactors

Of the five production reactors, four are permanently shut down, and the remaining reactor is defueled

and mothballed but capable of being restarted (WSRC 1994i).

4.4.15.1.4 Replacement Tritium Facility

The Replacement Tritium Facility, a I-acre underground facility in H-Area, is designed to minimize

tritium losses to the environment and reduce waste generation. The Replacement Tritium Facility

separates, mixes, and loads tritium in one facility (WSRC 1994i).

4.4.15.1.5 F/l-l-Area Effluent Treatment Facility

The F~-Area Effluent Treatment Facility, located in H-Area, stores and treats wastewater from the

chemical separations facilities in F- and H-Areas. The F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility will treat

wastewater from the Defense Waste Processing Facility when it begins operating, and would treat

wastewater from some facilities proposed in this EIS. Spills and inadvertently contaminated water from

any of the waste management facilities would be treated at the F~-Area Effluent Treatment Facility

(DOE 1992, 1994d).
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4.4.15.1.6 Offsite Facilities

Radiological impacts from the operation of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (Plant Vogtle), a

two-unit commercial nuclear electric facility operated by Georgia Power directly across the Savannah

River from SRS, are very small (for example, annual latent cancer fatalities are estimated to be 2.9x 10-5)

and have been included in the analysis,

Radiological impacts from the operation of the Chem-Nuclear Services facility, a commercial low-level

waste disposal facility just east of SRS in the Bamwell County Industrial Park (see Figure 3-2), are very

small and are not included in this analysis.

TC

South Carolina Electric and Gas Company’s Urquhart Station, a three-unit, 250-megaWatt, coal- and

natural-gas-tired steam electric plant in Beech Island, South Carolina, is about 32 river kilometers

(20 river miles) north of SRS. Because of the distance between SRS and the Urquhart Station and the [m

regional wind direction frequencies, there is little opportunity for any interaction of plant emissions, and

no significant cumulative impact on air quality (DOE 1990).

4.4.15.2 ~S or Pr~
. . .

I ‘l-E

In addition to the ongoing SRS and offsite operations, there area number of planned actions and

facilities at SRS included in the cumulative impacts analysis.

4.4.15.2.1 Defense Waste Processing Facility

The Defense Waste Processing Facility is almost complete, and the high-level waste pre-treatment

processes and the vitrification process are nearly ready to begin operating. The decision to operate the

Defense Waste Processing Facility is the subject of a separate NEPA document (DOE 1994d). The EIS

on the Defense Waste Processing Facility has been completed, and a Record of Decision was issued in

April 1995 (DOE 1995a). The decision stated that DOE will complete facility construction and begin

operating the Defense Waste Processing Facility to pretreat, immobilize, and store high-level radioactive

waste. The environmental impacts from the operation of tbe Defense Waste Processing Facility are

included in all alternatives and are therefore included in this cumulative analysis.

TE
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TE ] 4.4.15.2.2 F-canyon Plutonium Solutions

TC

In March 1992, DOE suspended chemical processing in F-Area until potential safety concerns could be

adequately addressed. Those concerns were addressed; however, before processing resumed, the

Secretary of Energy directed SRS to phase out defense-related chemical separations. There have been no

operations since March 1992. Approximately 3.03 x105 liters (80,000 gallons) of solutions containing

plutonium have been held in tanks in the processing facility since the suspension of operations. DOE

proposed to process these solutions into forms that can be stored with less risk to the public, worker

health and safety, and the environment and prepared a separate NEPA review for that proposal (DOE

1994c). Processing resumed in F-Canyon following issuance of a Record of Decision on this EIS (DOE

1995b). The environmental impacts associated with the processing of these solutions to plutonium metal

are included in this cumulative impact analysis,

4.4.15.2.3 Interim Management of Nuclear Materials

The cessation of nuclear reprocessing operations at SRS resulted in significant amounts of materials in

various stages of the production and recovery cycle, These materials include irradiated and rmirradiated

fuel, targets, and control rods; acidic solutions containing dissolved targets or fuels and recovered

isotopes; product forms of isotopes (oxide powders and metals) packaged in storage containers; and

irradiated fuel and targets stored in the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuels in H-Area. The Drafz Irr[erirn

‘E [ ManagementOfNuclearMaterialsEIS(DOE 1995c)evaluates howtomanagetheseexisti”g SRS

nuclear materials in a safe and environmentally sound manner until disposition decisions can be made,

while maintaining the required inventory of usable fomrs of special isotopes. The environmental impacts

TE I identified fr0mthePr0cessesevaluatedintheDrqfiInie7imManagemen/qfNuclearMaterialsEIsare

inchsded in this cumulative analysis,

4.4.15.2,4 Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs

TC I DOEpreparedaseparate EIStoinfomtworelateddecisionmakingprocessesconcerning: (I)the

transport, receipt, processing, and storage of spent nuclear fuel at the DOE Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory over the next 10 years; and (2) programmatic decisions on spent nuclear fuel management

over the next 40 years, SRS is a candidate for spent nuclear fuel management operations under several

alternatives that DOE considered in the EIS (DC)E 1995d). In that EIS, alternative 5 for spent nuclear
TC

fuel [Centralization, Processing option; see DOE (1995d)] would have had the greatest onsite impacts to

SRS; SRS would have had to manage approximately 2,700 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel, most of
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which would have been transported to SRS from other DOE sites. The environmental effects at SRS of

spent nuclear fuel actions under alternative 5 are included in this cumulative impact analysis. In the

Record of Decision (DC)E 1995e), however, DOE selected the regionalization alternative. Under the TE

regionalization alternative, SRS will manage approximately 213 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel,

I
4.4.15.3 Moderate T reatment C orrti~uration Alternative

For the alternative B, the following new or additional facilities are proposed to manage the wastes

prnjected under the expected waste forecast and were the basis for predicting impacts in Sections 4.4.1 TE

through 4.4,13 as summarized in Table 2-38:

. 24 long-lived lnw-level waste storage buildings

. 79 mixed waste storage buildings

. 10 transuranic and alpha waste storage pads

. a mixed waste containment building

. a non-alpha vitrification facility

. an alpha vitrification facility

. a mobile soil sort facility

. the Consolidated Incineration Facility

. a transuranic waste characterization/certification facility

c 58 shallow land disposal slit trenches

. 1 low-activity waste vault

o 5 intermediate-level waste vaults

. 21 RCRA-permitted disposal vaults

. the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility

Refer to Appendix B for complete descriptions of the facilities and actions.

4.4.15.4 Cumulative Imnacts

I ‘c

I ‘rC

This section presents data on potential impacts from alternative B – expected waste forecast which, when

added to impacts from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable SRS operations and offsite facilities, I ‘rE

constitute the cumulative impacts on the affected environment.
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Discussions of cumulative impacts for the following subjects are omitted because the impacts of the

proposed waste management activities would be so small that their potential contribution to cumulative

impacts would be negligible:

.

.

.

.

.

geologic resources

ecological resources

aesthetics and scenic resources

environmental justice

cultural resources

traffic

4.4.15.4.1 Groundwater Resources

Cumulative impacts to groundwater resources would be very small from stabilizing the plutonium

solutions, the interim management of nuclear materials, the Defense Waste Processing Facility, or waste

management activities.

Under alternative B – expected waste forecast, only small impacts to groundwater resources are

anticipated. Any releases from shallow land disposal, disposal of low-level waste in vaults, or disposal

in RCRA permitted vaults would not cause current groundwater standards to be exceeded during the

30-year planning period, the 100-year period of institutional control, or any time after disposal (see

Section 4.1.3). Releases from RCRA storage facilities are unlikely.

Groundwater contamination resulting from the waste disposal under this El S would be in addition to

existing contamination from past waste disposal, By the time that concentrations resulting from waste

disposal activities evaluated in this EIS reached their peak (at least 97 to 130 years in the future), the

concentrations of contaminants introduced by past disposal will have been substantially reduced below

present concentrations as a result of natural decay processes and any environmental restoration programs

Radioactive releases from the Defense Waste Processing Facility that result in future doses to the offsite

maximally exposed individual of 0,03 millirem per year (via groundwater infiltration to surface water)

are projected from saltstone disposal in the vaults (DOE 1994d). In comparison, total SRS aqueous

releases in 1993 resulted in doses to the offsite maximally exposed individual of 0.14 millirem (WSRC

1994i). For spent nuclear fuel activities, additional groundwater withdrawals would total about 67.7

million liters (17.9 million gallons) per year compared to current site withdrawals of 34.1 to 45.4 million

liters (9 to 12 million gallons) per day.
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4.4.15.4.2 Surface Water Resources

Cumulative impacts to surface water resources would be very small. Few or no impacts are expected

from spent fuel management, plutonium stabilization, interim management of nuclear materials, the

Defense Waste Processing Facility, or waste management.

For alternative B – expected waste forecast, very small impacts to surface water resources are

anticipated. Storrnwater infiltrating the vaults and trenches and migrating into surface waters would

contain radionucl ides; however, doses in the Savannah River would be 10,000 times less than the

municipal system drinking water limits of 4 millirem per year. Additional wastewater directed to the

F/H-Area Effluent Treatment Facility would meet applicable effluent permit limits, and calculated

radionuclide doses would be very small,

4.4.15.4.3 Air Resources

Cumulative maximum boundary-line ground-level concentrations due to nonradiological air emissions

from existing facilities (using actual emissions) and proposed facilities (using calculated emissions) are

shown in Table 4-78. The cumulative concentration for each criteria pollutant would be less than either

state or federal ambient air quality standards. Non-SRS facilities (such as Plant Vogtle and Chem-

Nuclear Services) make very small contributions by comparison to air emissions over the area

surrounding SRS.

As discussed in previous sections of this chapter, toxic air emissions from existing facilities and new

facilities such as the Defense Waste Processing Facility and the Consolidated Incineration Facility would

be very small, and compliance with SCDHEC standards has been demonstrated in the SCDHEC

Regulation No. 62.5 Standard No. 2 and Standard No. 8 Compliance Modeling Input/Output Data.

Collective emissions of air toxics from the proposed facilities, such as the transuranic waste

certification/characterization facility, the non-alpha vitrification facility, or the mixed waste containment

building, would be very small.

4.4.15.4.4 Land Use

As indicated in Section 4.4.7.1, implementation of alternative B – expected waste forecast would require

0.64 square kilometer (158 acres) in E-Area; implementation of the centralization option for spent

nuclear fuel management at SRS would require an additional 0.53 square kilometer (130 acres)
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Table 4-78. Cumulative maximum SRS boundary-line ground-level concentrations for criteria pollutants (in micrograms per cubic meter of air). a

Increased

Concentrations Increased Increased concentrations,

due to existing lncre~cd cotlcentcations, concentrations, interimmanagement
sitewide Background concentrations, plutonium spent nuclear nucle= materials Regulatory Percent

Averaging
Criteria pollutant

emissions concentrations alternative Bb,d solutions fuelf
ttme (yg/m3) standards of standwdi

(p#m3) (Pg/m3) (tt~m3) (y~m3) (ptim’) ()~m3) (%)

I Nitrogen oxides A“”ual 6 8 0.79 0.32 11.1 1.3 I 00 27.5

Sulfur dioxide 3 hours
24 hours
Annual

TC
Carbon monoxide 1 hour

8 hours

I ‘fetal suspended A“n.al
partictdates

I Particulate matter 24 hours
lessthan 10 Annual

$ ~icron~ i“
z* diameter

Lead Q.aflerly

Gaseousfluorides 12 hours

(as hydrogen 24 hours

fluoride) 1 week

Monthly

823
196
14

34
17
3

3.82
0,81
0.05

2.7
0.33
0.006

3.5
0.49
0.02

0.040
0.0089
0.00056

1,300
365

go

66.7
58.8
21.3

171

22
Nti
NA

31.45

27.07

22

2.7

37

5.1

68

16

40,000

10,000

0.8

0.7

13 30 2.01 0.005 <0.01 (k) 75 60.0

51
3

34

22
4.61

0.10

0.16

0.005

0.4

0.01

(k)

(k)

150

50

60.5

50.2

0.01 I 2.8x 10-5 (k) (k) (k) 1.5 0.84.OX1O-4

2.0

1.0

0.4

0. I

NA

NA

NA

NA

0.0019

9.3XI0-4

7.0.10-5

9,0.10-5

0.045

0.024

0.0094

0.0026

0.4

0.1

0. I

0.02

0.18

0.095

0.037

0.010

3.7

2.9

1.60

71.0

42.1

34.2

16.60.80

a. Tbe scopeof cumulative impactsas displayed in this table is basedon the best information available in 1994. DOE recognizesthat other actionsmay be undcnvay.
b. Source: Stewart (1994).
c. SCDHEC ( 1992)
d. Alternative B includesDefense Waste ProcessingFacility and ConsolidatedIncineration Facility operation.

I e. Preferred alternative from F-Canyon Plutonium SolutionsEIS (DOE 1994c).

TE f. Alternative 5 from the ProgrammaticSpentNuclearFuel Management and Idaho Nalional Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and WasteManagement

I Program, E/S(DOE 1995d).
g. Prefcmcdaltemativc fromtbc Drafi[nt.rim Management o~,VuclearMaterials E[S(DOEl995c).
b. SCDHEC(1976).
i. Percentof standard= 100 x (actual + background+ increment) divided by regulatorystandard.

j. NA = not available.
k. Notreported.
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(locations undetemined) (DOE 1995c). Additional landcommitments arenotanticipated forthe

Defense Waste Processing Facili~or theplutonium solutions operations. The cumulative land

commitment of 1.2 square kilometers (288 acres) associated with these potential activities constitutes

ahout 0.1 percent of the SRS land area.

4.4.15.4.5 Socioeconomic

The maximum potential change in employment associated with alternative B – expected waste forecast,

spent nuclear fuel management, interim management ofnuclear materials, stabilization of plutonium

solutions, and other SRS activities would occur around 2002, when approximately 3,000 (mostly

construction) jobs would recreated. This compares toa predicted regional labor force of258,300in

2002. This small increase, roughly lpercent, indirect employment would havecorrespondingly small

and temporary impacts on socioeconomic in the six-county region of influence.

4.4.15.4.6 Transportation

The cumulative radiological doses and resulting health effects from incident-free transportation are

presented in Table 4-79, Data forthe Defense Waste Processing Facility andthe stabilization of

plutonium solutions are not included because transportation was not a factor in these EI Ss,

Table 4-79. Estimated annual average radiological doses andpotential health effects from transpoflation
activities.

Normal (incident-free) transportation

Interim
Waste management of Spent nuclear

management nuclear materia]b fuelc Total

Remote population dose (person-rem) 7.3 (d) 0.23 7.53

Remote population excess LCFse 3.6x 10-3 (d) 1,2X10-4 3.7X1O-3

Uninvolved workers dose (person-rem) 2.2 105 (0 107 TE

Onshe population excess LCFS
TC

8.9x10-4 4.2ox 10-2 (f) 4.3x10-2

Involved workers dose (person-rem) 240 6.09 2,5 249

Involved workers excess LCFS 0.098 2.44x 10-3 I.OX1O-3 0.101

a. Alternative B-expected waste forecast.

b. Prefered alternative fiomhe Draj Interim Management ofNuclear Materials ElS(DOEl995c).
c. Higbest consequence option; from DOE(1995d),

d. Notcalculated -nooffsite transpmt. TE

e. Latent cancer fatalities.
f. Notcalculated -little onsite transport.
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4.4.15.4.7 Occupational and Public Health

Radiological

TE I

Table 4-80 summarizes the cumulative radiological doses and resulting health effects to the offsite

population from airborne and liquid releases from current activities (1993 SRS baseline conditions),

operation of the proposed waste management facilities, actions planned for spent nuclear fuel

management, stabilization of plutonium solutions, operation of the Defense Waste Processing Facility,

actions associated with interim management of nuclear materials, and operation of Georgia Power

Company’s Plant Vogtle. Doses and resulting health effects are also presented for involved workers from

direct radiation exposure for the same activities (except Plant Vogtle). Health effects from alternative B

represent a small fraction of the minimal health effects due to current SRS practices. Doses and health

effects due to alternative B represent less than 10 percent of the cumulative values listed in Table 4-80.

For all activities listed in Table 4-80, the annual cumulative dose to the offsite maximally exposed

TE individual would increase approximately tenfold over the dose received from current SRS practices (to

TC 0.0020 rem from 0.00025 rem). Alternative B would contribute less than 2 percent of the total

increment. The resulting cumulative health effects for all activities would increase the excess annual risk

to the offsite maximally exposed individual of developing a fatal cancer from approximately I in

1.Ox 107 to 1 in 1.OX106. Alternative B would contribute only about 2 percent of this increase.

Offsite cumulative population doses from all activities presented in Table 4-80 would increaseby less

than tenfold compared to current levels (to 70 person-rem from 9. I person-rem). Alternative B would

TC contribute slightly more than 2 percent of the total. The resulting cumulative dose from ail activities

would increase the annual expected excess latent cancer fatalities from 0.0046 to 0.035. Alternative B

would contribute slightly more than 2 percent of the increase.

TE
TC

For all activities listed in Table 4-80, the annual cumulative collective dose to involved workers would

increase by a factor of 3 compared to the dose from current practices (to 799 person-rem from

263 person-rem). Alternative B would contribute approximately 10 percent of the total, The resulting

cumulative dose to the involved workers would increase from 0.11 latent cancer fatality per year for

current practices to 0.32 latent cancer fatality per year from all activities presented in Table 4-80.

Alternative B would contribute approximately 10 percent of the total increase.
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Table 4-80. Estimated maximum annual cumulative radiological doses aod resulting health effects to offsite population and facility workers,

Total co!lectivca(to 80-kilometerpopulation) All Workers
Offsite mmimally exposedindividual (rem) (person-rem) (person-rem)

Dose
Dose from Dose from Dose from from Latent Latent
airborne aqueous Totat FaIal cancer airborne aqueous Total cancers cancer

Activity rcleasesb re]easesb doseb riskc reieasesd releasesd dosed fatalities Dosed fatalities

Waste Management- 3.2x I0-5 6.9x10-7 3.3XI0-5 1.7X10-8 1.5 0.0068 1.5 7.5XI04 81
Alternative B

0.032

Currept SRS proctices 1.IXI04 1.4x I 04 2.5x10~ 1.3XI0-7 7.6 1.5 9. I 0.0046 263 0.11

Interim managementof 0.00097 2.4x 10-5 0.00099 5.OX1O-7 40 0.09 40 0.02
0“05’ I TC

nuclearmaterials
127

Stabilization of 8.61xtO~ 2.9x 10-7 8.9x 10~ 4.5.10-9 0.38 3.7E-4 0.38 I.9X104 131

plutonium soiutionsg

0.052

Defense Waste 1.0.10-6 NAi I .OxIO-6 5.0.10-10 0.07 Nti 0.07
ProcessingFacilityh

3.5XI0-5 118 0.047
I

plant Vogtlek 3.7XI0-7 1.7XI04 1.7xlo4 8.5.10-8 0.047 0.0097 0.057 2.9x I0-5 NA NA 1 TC

SRS spentnuclear fuell 4.0.1 o~
+

1,0. lo~ ‘ox 10-4 2.5.10-7 16.0 2.4 18.4 0.0092 79 0.032
— — _ —. .— ._

%. Total 0.0015 4.4E-04 0.0020 9.9E-07 66 4.0 70 0.035 799 0.32
I

a. Collective dose: for the 80-kilometer (50-mile) populationtier atmosphericrelease$ for downstreamusersof SavannaftRiver water after liquid releases.
b. Dose in rem.
c. Probability of an excessfatal cancer.
d. Dose in pefson-rem.
e. Incidence of excesslatent fatal cancers.
f. Preferredalternative from the Drafi Interim Managem.nf ofNuclearMaterials EIS (DOE 1995c).
g. Source DOE (1994c).
h. Source: DOE(1994d) TE
i. NA = not applicable. There are no direct radioactive releasesto surfacewater from the Defense Waste ProcessingFacility operations.

j. NA = not applicable.
k. NRC (1994).
1. HighestvaluesfromAppendixCofDOE(1995d).
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Nonradiological

The cumulative occupational health impacts resulting from the operation of the proposed waste

management facilities and the Defense Waste Processing Facility, in addition to facilities associated with

spent nuclear fuel management, stabilization of plutonium solutions, are analyzed qualitatively because

most of the facilities associated with these programs are not yet operating. Each EIS for the above

facilities concludes that nonradiological air emissions from routine operations for the facilities involved

with these programs would be well below applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration

guidelines. In addition, concentrations of air contaminants near facilities operating under alternative B

would be less than I percent of the applicable permissible exposure guidelines under the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration.

Cumulative maximum boundary-line ground-level concentrations from the routine operation of facilities

associated with alternative B, spent nuclear fuel management, and the stabilization of plutonium

solutions were calculated for criteria pollutants, as shown in Table 4-78. For each criteria pollutant,

maximum boundary-line concentrations would be less than either state or federal ambient air quality

standards. EPA considers ambient air not to be harmful to the public when concentrations of air

contaminants are less than federal standards.

Cumulative public health impacts due to carcinogenic emissions from facilities associated with the

proposed programs are presented in Table 4-81. Unit risk factors for latent nonfatal cancers were

obtained from EPA’s Integrated Risk Information System. Total estimated latent nonfatal cancers due to

the routine operation of the proposed facilities would be approximately 5 in 100 million.
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Table 4-81. Maximum SRS bounda~-line concentrations (in micrograms per cubic meter of air) arrd cumulative public health impacts from
carcinogenic emissions.

Unit risk factor F-Canyon plutonium Interim management
(latent cancers SRS baseline Alternative B Spentnuclear fuel solutions nuclear materials Latent cancer

Pollutant probability/pg/m3 )b (Pdm3)c (Pdm3)d (wtim3)’ (Ptim3) (Pdm3) probabi[ityf

Acetaldehyde 2.2.10-6 NIA t.4.10-7 NIAg NIA NIA (.3.10-13
Ac~lamide

Acrylonitrile

Arsenic pentoxide

Asbestos

Benzene

Benzidine

Bis (cblorometbyl) ctber

Bromofonn

Carbon tetracbloride

Chlordane

Chloroform

Cr (+6) compounds

Formaldehyde

Heptachlor

Hexachlorobenzene

Hexacblorobutadlene

Hydrazine

1,t ,2,2-Tetrachlomctbme

1,1,2-Trichlometbane

Toxapbenc

t, I Dicbloroethcnc

Metbylene chloride

Total

o.oot3

6.8.10-5

0.0043

0.23

8.3xt0-6

0.067

0.062

1.lxto-6

1.5XI0-5

3.7.104

2.3.10-5

0.012

1.3XI0-5

0.0013

4.6x 10~

2.2.10-5
0.0049

5.8.10-5

1.6x I0-5

3.2x10~

5.OX1O-5

4.7x to-7

NIA

0.002

NIA

NIA

0.17

NIA

NIA

0.002

2.6x 10-4

2.3x10-4
0.62

NIA

1.6x 10-4

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

9.9x I o-5

0.002

NIA

6.3x i0-6
L3t

I .4x 10-7
1.4.10-7
7.lxto-7
2.7.10-8

0.044

1.4xto-7
I.4x10-7
t .4.10-7
1.2.10-5

I.4x10-7
0.003

4.9.10-9

1.4.10-7

3.5.10-7
1.4XI0-7

1.4XI0-7
1,4X1O-7
2.8xt0-6

L4X1O-7
3.5xto-7
2.7xto-s

1.4xto-7

NIA

NIA

NIA

N/A

0.005

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

0.0013

NIA
NIA

N/A
NIA
NIA

NIA
N/A
NIA

0.0025

NIA

NIA

N/A

N/A

0.001

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

N/A

NIA

N/A

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

NIA

NIA
N/A
NIA

NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
N/A

N/A
N/A
NIA

NIA

1.3XI0-13

I .9x 10-9

6.7.10-13

2.5x to-14

2.txlo-7 I TC

t.3xto-f3

1.3xlo-f3

1.6x tO-9

2.6x10-lo

2.1.10-10

5.9XI0-7

4.4.10-15

1.3xto-9

3.3x to-f3

1.3.10-13

1.3xlo-f3

1.3XI0-13

9.6x 10-11

1.9.10-9

3.3XI0-13

3.txto-fl

1.2.10-6 I TC

2.OXI o-6

a.

b.

:

e.

f.

g. . . . .

Background values are not available because there is no ambient air monitoring existing for air toxics.

Source: EPA (1994),

Calculated maximum potential annual concentration from WSRC (1993 b).

Alternative B includes Defense Waste Processing Facility and Consolidated Incineration Facility operations.

Spent nuclear fuel values are adjusted from 24-hour concentrations to annua[ concentrations.

u
g

Latent cancer probability adjusted for 30 years of waste management activities. Total probability for each pollutant equals unit risk factor x concentration x ~ ~

30 years/70 years.
NA = not aDn[icable.
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4.5 Environmental Restoration and

Decontamination and Decommissioning

There are407waste storage facilities thatwould reconstructed under theno-action alternative. These
TE

facilities consist ofstorage buildings, pads, andtanks. About 100newwaste handling and storage
TC

facilities wouidbe required bytheaction alternatives -expected forecast. Decisions on decontaminating

and decommissioning these facilities would not be made until the facilities’ missions have been

completed, which in mOst cases will be 30 Or mOre years in the future.

DOE requires that new waste storage and handling facilities use pollution control systems that meet

applicable regulatow requirements and ensure that the environmental restoration of these facilities wi]]

beminimized orunnecessav (DOEOrder 643 O.l A'' General Design Criteria''). Inaddition, DOE

requires that these facilities be designed to simplify periodic decontamination and ultimate facility

decommissioning orreuse. Measures that simplify future decontamination include minimizing and

limiting the use of items such as service piping, conduits, and ductwork to areas designed to facilitate

decontamination. Walls, ceilings, and floors aretobe finished with washable orstrippable coverings.

Cracks, crevices, and joints are to be caulked or sealed and finished smooth to prevent the accumulation

ofcontaminated material in inaccessible areas. DOEalso requires special design principles that preclude

contamination of fixed portions of the structure, avoid buried pipelines, provide visual inspection points,

use materials that are easily decontaminated, and other measures that anticipate the need for eventual

decommissioning of the facilities.

More than 6,000 buildings on SRS will eventually be declared surplus and will need to be

decommissioned, asdescribed in Section 3,14, Thedecommissioning ofnewwaste storage andhandling

facilities proposed in the alternatives will result in minimal additional decontamination and

decommissioning at SRS; however, some of these facilities could contain radioactive or hazardous

material. Regardless of thealtemative selected, environmental restoration and decontamination and

decommissioning of these facilities would be subject to environmental and public review as the facilities’

missions are completed,
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4.6 Mitigation Measures

As required by the Council on Environmental Quality, this section considers mitigation measures that

could reduce or offset the potential environmental consequences of waste management activities and that

are not part of the proposed action or its alternatives, DOE has not identified specific measures, other

than management controls and standard engineering practices, that would reduce impacts beyond

measures that are part of each alternative. If future activities lead to impacts beyond those described

herein, mitigation action planning would begin concurrent with consideration of the appropriate NEPA

documentation, Based on tbe potential environmental effects described in this chapter for each

alternative, DOE will consider establishing additional programs to reduce environmental impacts.

Many mitigation measures have been implemented as a result of current waste management. Current

mitigation measures include administrative or management controls and engineered systems (e. g.,

backup systems, failsafe designs) that are required by environmental regulations or DOE Orders, and

implemented through operating procedures. These activities would continue under each alternative

described in this EIS,

Management controls include erosion and sedimentation control plans instituted through storrnwater

pollution prevention plans and their pemits; spill prevention control and countermeasures plans; and

best management plans. These plans and others are referenced throughout Chapter 4.

As described in Section 4.1.9, DOE has surveyed the undeveloped portions of E-Area for cultural

resources and identified 12 archaeological sites that might be eligible for listing on the National Register

of Historic Places. Mitigation of potential impacts on these sites will be by avoidance, if possible, If

avoidance is not possible, effects of facility construction and operation will be mitigated by data

recovery (i.e., an archaeological excavation of the site). Mitigation will be conducted in consultation

with the South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office in accordance with the Programmatic

Memorandum of Agreement between the South Carolina State Historic Presewation Office, DOE, and

the Advisory Council on Historic Presewation.

TE

I ‘J-E
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the Savannah River Waste ManagementE nvironmentalI mpactStatement, WSRC-TR-94-0271,

Revision O, Savannah River Site, Aiken, South Carolina, July.

WSRC (Westinghouse Savannah River Company), 1994h, ~lR89Q Users A4anuaI,

WSRC-RP-94-3 13, Aiken, South Carolina.

WSRC(Westinghouse Savannah River Company), 1994i, Savarrnah River Site Environmental Reportjor ~~

1993, WSRC-TR-94.075, Aiken, South Carolina.
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CHAPTER 5. FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS, CONSULTATIONS, AND

REQUIREMENTS

This chapter identifies regulatory requirements and evaluates their applicability to the alternatives

considered in this environmental impact statement (EIS). These requirements are established by major

federal statutes that impose requirements on the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), In addition, there

are other federal and state laws, Executive Orders, DOE Orders, regulations, and other compliance orders

and agreements applicable to the management of waste at the Savannah River Site (SRS). More detailed [ ‘rE

information on SRS regulatory requirements for waste management is available in Final Environmental

Impact Statement, Waste Management Activities for Groundwater Protection (DOE 1987). Existing

environmental permits at SRS are listed in Appendix B of the Savannah River ,Si/e Erzvironrrrersla[Report

for 1993 (Amett, Karapatakis, and Mamatey 1994). Table 5-1 summarizes the permit and approval

status of SRS waste management facilities.

Section 5.1 discusses regulatory requirements applicable to tbe no-action alternative. Section 5.2

addresses differences in the regulatory requirements that apply to the no-action alternative and the other

alternatives, and any differences related to the waste volumes. A number of requirements apply to all the

alternatives. When that is the case, Section 5. I includes a discussion of the requirement, which is not

repeated in Section 5.2.

Min. Exp, Max.
No
Action

,4

B

c Q

5.1 No-Action Alternative

5.1.1 NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (42 USC 54321 et seq.) requires federal

agencies to evaluate the effect proposed actions would have on the quality of the human environment and

to document this evaluation with a detailed statement. NEPA requires consideration of environmental

impacts of an action during the planning and decisionmaking stages of a project.
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Table 5-1. Permit and approval status of existing and planned SRS waste management facilities. Zo
.- g

Permittingand reportingrequirements SubjectsconsideredinNEPA G=:=
Wetlandd Endangered

tloodvlain :sDeclcs Environmental Cultural z

Facility NEPAa

E-Area Vaults No actioti

Low-Lcve[ Radioactive Waste
Disposal facility

Compactors

Consolidated Incineration
Facility - Construction

Consolidated Incineration
Facility - Operation

HWiMW Disposal Vaults

Mixed Waste Storage
Buildings and Pads20-22

~ Hazardous Waste Storage
. Facility

M-Area Vendor Treatment
Facility

M-Area Liquid Effluent
Treatment Facility

ProcessW=te Interim
TreatmcntiStoragc Facil ity

Burial Ground Solvent Tanks

SRTC Mixed Waste Storage
Tanks

Transuranic Waste
StoragePads

Experimental ‘rransuranic
Waste Assay Facility

F- and H-Area Tank Fwms

Replacement HLW Evaporator

Other NEPAk

No action
Other NEPA

No action

No action
Other NEPA

Proposed
action

No action
Other NEPA

No action
Other NEPA

No action

No action
Other NEPA

No action

No action

No action

No action

No action
OtherNEPA
No action

NOaction
OtherNEPA
No action
Other NEPA

AEAb CERCLAc EPCRAd RCRAe CWAf SDWAg CAAh Exec. Orders ‘Actlothers z
justicei resources

s NA ON NA NA P NA

s

s

s

s

s

s

NA

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

N.4

NA

NA

NA

NA

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

NA

NA

P

NA

Ps

l/Ps

P

NA

NA

I/Ps

1

I

[

I

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Ps

P

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

NA

NA

CP

PR

NA

NA

NA

cP/
OPS

PR

PR

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

●

*

●

J

*

●



Table 5-1. (continued).
Permittingand reportingrequirements Subjectsconsideredin NEPA

Wetlands/ Endangered
tlood”lai. Snecies Environmental Cultural

Facility AEAb CERCLAc EPCRAd RCRAe CWAf Sf)WAg c~h

,

NEPAa

. .
Exec. Orders Actlotbers justicei resOurces

F/H-Area Eftluent Treatment No action s NA ON NA P P NA
Facility Other NEPA

Defense Waste Processing No action

Facility Other NEPA

Organic Waste StorageTank No action
Other NEPA

a. NEPA = National Environmental Policv Act

b.
c.

d.

j.
k.

* * ●

s NA ON NA P P CP
* ● * ●

s NA ON I/PS NA P OP
* ● * *

S = subjectto req.ireme”ts.
AEA = Atomic Energy Act. NA = requirementsnot applicable.
CERCLA = Compre~~nsiveEnvironmental Response, ON = ongoingconsultationlre~oni”a requirements.

Compensation,and Liability Act.
EPCRA = Emergency Plmning and Community

Right-to-Know Act.
RCRA = ResourceConservationand Recovery Act.
CWA = Clca” Water Act.
SDWA = Safe Drinking Water Act.
CAA = Clean Air Act.
The Executive Order on environmentaljustice was issuedin 1994, NEPA

documentspreparedfor facilities built before 1994 do not address
environmentalj“sticc.

Included in the no-action alternative of this EIS.
Subject of a previousNEPA review (i.e., E[S, environmentalassessment,or

categoricalexclusion).

.“. .

P = pcrm~nedor approved.
Unk = requirementsunknown.
CP = constmctionpermit.
PS = permit application submitted,
1 = operatingunderan interim permit,
OPS = operatingpermit bm beensubmitted.
PR = permit will be required.
OP = operating permit.

HW/MW = hazardous waste/mixed waste.
TRU = tra”suranic waste.
HLW = high-level wate.
SRTC = SavannahRiver Technology Cc”ter.

* = consideredin previousNEPA review.
{= co”sidercd in this EIS.

– = previous NEPA documentation did not require an analysis
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The Council on Environmental Quality has issued regulations that federal agencies must follow (40 CFR

TE I I soo. 1508); agencies were also directed to develop their own regulations to ensure compliance with

NEPA requirements. DOE’S regulations can be found at 10 CFR 1021. An agency is required to prepare

TE \ an EISwhen itproposesamajor federal action that maysig"ificantly affect the environment

_ – Analyses presented in this EIS describe the environmental impacts of the alternatives.

TE I AdditionalNEPAanalyses may berequiredbefore some facilities could reconstructed.

5.1.2 ATOMIC ENERGY ACT

The Atomic Energy Actof1954(42 USC~201 etseq.) makes the federal government responsible for

regulatory control of the production, possession, anduseof three types ofradioactive material: source,

special rruclear, andhyproducts. The Atomic Energy Actalso requires DOEtoestablish standards that

protect health and minimize dangers to life or property from activities under DOE’s jurisdiction.

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, DOE established an extensive system of standards and requirements,

called DOE Orders, to ensure compliance with the Atomic Energy Act. The Atomic Energy Act and the

Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 [5 USC (app. at 1343)] and other related statutes gave the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) responsibility and authority for developing generally applicable

TE Ienvironmental standards forprotecting theenvironment from radioactive material. EPA has

promulgated several regulations under this authority, including “Environmental Radiation Protection

Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic

Radioactive Wastes” (40 CFR 191).

TE

In response to public comments during the scoping period, DOE presents in Appendix H a comparison of

alternative regulatory approaches forthedisposal oflow-level waste. Tbeappendix presents an analysis

of the simi Iarities and differences in requirements established by DOE and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission forthedisposal oflow-level waste. Table H-lcorrelates specific DOEand Nuclear

Regulatory Commission requirements, Theconclusion of theanalysis isthat DOE regulations are

substantially equivalent to Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations.

Appendix H also provides a comparative analysis of DOE and Nuclear Regulatory Commission

low-level waste disposal requirements with EPArequirements forahazardous waste landfill. The

analysis indicates that the vaults proposed for disposal of low-level waste at SRS (discussed in

Appendix B.8) exceed the EPA hazardous waste landfill requirements.
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_ - Construction, prestartup evaluations, and operation of radioactive waste management facilities

will meet the requirements in DOE orders and other applicable regulations.

5.1.3 COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND

LIABILITY ACT

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (42 USC $9601 et seq.)

(CERCLA; also called the Superfund Act) is administered by EPA. It provides a statutory framework for

the cleanup of waste sites containing hazardous substances and requires that faci Iities have an emergency

response program in the event of a release (or threat of release) of a hazardous substance to the

environment. CERCLA also includes requirements of reporting to state and federal agencies releases of

certain hazardous substances in excess of specified amounts. CERCLA and Executive Order 12580,

“Superfund Implementation, ” require that federal facilities comply with the Act. Releases of hazardous

substances occurring during cleanups at waste management facilities are subject to both CERCLA’S

requirements and to the requirements of DOE Order 5000.3B, “Occurrence Reporting and Processing of

Operations Information.”

_ – DOE, the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC), and

EPA have signed a Federal Facility Agreement to coordinate cleanups at SRS, as required by Section 120

of CERCLA. Since 1989, SRS has conducted cleanup activities under the framework established in the

draft Federal Facility Agreement. The comprehensive remediation of SRS will continue as directed by

the Federal Facility Agreement,

5.1.4 EMERGENCY PLANNING AND COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW ACT

The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 (42 USC $11001 ef seq. ) requires

emergency planning and notice to communities and government agencies of the presence and release of

specific chemicals. EPA implements the Act under regulations found at 40 CFR 355, 370, and 372.

Under Subtitle A of this Act, federal facilities, including those owned by DOE, provide a variety of

information (such as inventories of specific them icals used or stored, and releases that occur from these

facilities) to state emergency response commissions and local emergency planning committees to ensure

that emergency plans are ready to respond to accidental releases of hazardous substances. Executive

Order 12856, “Federal Compliance with Right-to-Know Laws and Pollution Prevention Requirements,”

requires federal agencies to comply with the Act.
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M – Each year SRS submits hazardous chemical inventory and toxic release inventory reports to

SCDHEC and to local emergency planning organizations in Aiken, Allendale, and Bamwell Counties,

South Carolina. Changes in faciliv operating status will lead tO changes in chemical inventories and use

of toxic chemicals; the hazardous chemical inventory and toxic release inventory reports will reflect

these changes.

5.1.5 RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND~COvERYACT

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulates the treatment, storage, and disposal of

hazardous and solid waste. RCMand Executive Order 12088, ''Federal Compliance with Pollution

Control Standards, ''require federal facilities tocomply with RCWsrequirements. Anystate that wants

to administer and enforce a hazardous waste program under the requirements of RCRA may apply to

EPA forauthorization ofitsprogram. EPAregulations implementing RCRAare found at

40 CFR260 -280. These regulations define h=ardous wastes andsetfotih requirements governing

transporting, handling, treating, storing, and disposing of hazardous wastes.

The regulations imposed on managing hazardous wastes vary according to the type and quantity of

waste. Themethod oftreatment, storage, anddisposal also impacts theextent andcomplexi~ of the

requirements. RCWestablishes three distinct regulator programs fordifferent &pes of waste:

Hazardous and Mixed Waste – EPA has delegated regulato~ responsibility over hazardous and mixed

(containing bothradioactive andhazardous components) wastes to SCDHEC. EPAretains authorityto

restrict storage and disposal of certain kinds of hazardous wastes, which are referred to as “land disposal

restriction wastes.” Under theauthority of the South Carolina H&zardous Waste ManagementAct,

SCDHEC has established a program for regulating hazardous waste management (South Carolina

Hazardous Waste Management Regulations R.61-79.260 through 27 O). SCDHEC iscurrently

developing programs that will allow EPA to delegate authority over land-disposal-restriction wastes.

DOE and EPA signed a Federal Facility Compliance Agreement regarding land disposal restriction

mixed wastes. Among other things, the Agreement requires SRStoprovide status repoflson

construction and operation of various waste management facilities and to obtain permits for the

construction andoperation ofadditional facilities tomeet SRS'streatment needs for mixed waste. SRS

has provided, and will continue to provide, these reports and is preparing the required permit

applications,
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Underground Storage Tanks – Requirements under RCRA for underground storage tanks apply to tanks

containing hazardous substances or petroleum products. Under the South Carolina Underground Storage

Tank Act, SCDHEC established a program for implementing RCRA requirements and has issued permits

fordiesel fuel storage tanks atseveral SRSwaste management facilities, Tanks with high-level

radioactive waste arenotregulated under RCRA; they are regulated under the Clean Water Act, BeIow-

grade hazardous waste storage tanks are not regulated as underground storage tanks hut as hazardous

waste,

Nonhazardous Solid Waste – Under the authority of the South Carolina Pollution Control Act and the

South Carolina Solid Waste Policy and Management Act, SCDHEC established a program for regulating

nonhazardous solid waste disposal units. South Carolina Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Regulations

(R.61-107.258) implement RCRA regulations. South Carolina Construction, Demolition, and Land

Clearing Debris Landfill Regulations (R.61-1 07.1 1) regulate landfills for the disposal of construction

debris. South Carolina Industrial Landfill Regulations (R,61-66) regulate industrial landfills.

Nonhazardous solid waste is not within the scope of this EIS,

=–The SRSRCRA part Bperrrzit was issuedin 1987 and modified in 1992. The permit covers

storage of wastes at four buildings, treatment attbe Consolidated Incineration Facility, and maintenance

andgroundwater remediatiorz at three closed waste units. Other waste management facilities at SRS are

presently operating under interim status: SRSsubmitted to SCDHECa pernzit application that covers

those facilities’ activities and they can continue to operate in conformance with regulatory requirements

wbileapplications arereviewed bytheregulatoV agencies and a final permit decision is issued.

Additional waste management facilities (e.g., F- and H-Area tank farms, Replacement High-Level Waste

Evaporator) arecurrently operating under orwilloperate under Clean Water Actpemits. Although

these facilities manage hazardous wastes, they are exempt from RCRA permitting requirements under its

exclusion for wastewater treatment facilities.

Under the no-action alternative, commitments under the Land Disposal Restrictions Federal Facility

Compliance Agreement to treat mixed waste would not be met because only ongoing waste management

activities (primarily storage) would be continued.

Tbe no-action alternative includes continued storage and limited ongoing treatment activities at existing

waste management facilities that are permitted or operating under interim status. Tbe no-action

alternative includes several additional waste management activities that have not yetoccurred, but for

which NEPA reviews have been completed or will be completed prior to issuing aRecord of Decision

forthis EIS. Tbeseactivities include retrieval, sampling, andoveWacking oftransuranic waste drums
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from mounded storage pads; preparation of waste (size reduction and repackaging) in anticipation of

treatment; construction and operation of the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility; and operation of the

Mixed Waste Storage Buildings.

5.1.6 FEDERAL FACILITYCOMPLIANCEACT

The Federal Facility Compliance Act, enacted on October 6, 1992, waives sovereign immunity for fines

and penalties for violations Of RCRA at federal facilities. However, DOE’s immunity continues if DOE

prepares plans for developing the treatment capacity for mixed waste stored or generated at its facilities.

The appropriate state agency or EPA must then issue a consent order requiring compliance with the plan.

DOE is not subject to tines and penalties for RCRA violations involving mixed waste as long as it is in

compliance with an approved plan and meets all other applicable regulations.

- – DOE publisbed the Interim Mixed Waste inventory Report in April 1993, annual updates, and

periodic updates since, describing its inventory of mixed wastes and treatment capabilities. SRS

prepared a site treatment plan (WSRC 199S), which identifies DOE’s preferred approach for treating

mixed waste at SRS. Under the no-action alternative, commitments under the site treatment plan would

not be met because only ongoing waste management activities would be continued. The treatment

capacity required by SRSS plan would not be available and SRS would probably lose its immunity from

fines and penalties.

5.1.7 CLEAN WATER ACT

The objectives of the Clean Water Act are to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological

integrity of the nation’s waters. The Clean Water Act prohibits the “discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic

amounts” to navigable waters of the United States, Section 313 requires all branches of the federal

government to comply with federal, state, interstate, and local requirements.

In addition to setting water quality standards for the nation’s wateways, the Clean Water Act establishes

guidelines and limitations for discharges from point-sources and a permitting program known as the

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

program is administered by the Water Management Division of EPA pursuant to regulations at 40 CFR

122 et seq.

The Clean Water Act also requires that EPA establish regulations for permits for stormwater discharges

associated with industrial activi~, Although such discharges require National Pollutant Discharge
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Elimination System permits, regulations for separate storrnwater permits have not yet been issued by IE

EPA.

EPA has overall responsibility for enforcing the Clean Water Act, but has delegated to SCDHEC primaV

enforcement authority for waters located within South Carolina. Under the South Carolina Pollution

Control Act, SCDHEC operates a permitting program. The Clean Water Act and state regulations do not

aPPIY tO DOE discharges Of radionuclides, which are subject to the Atomic Energy Act.

_ – SCDHEC has issued Clean Water Act perruits for the F- and H-Area tank farrrrs, Defense Waste

Processing Facilityj Z-Area Saltstone Facility, Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator, F/H-Area

Effluent Treatment Facility, and M-Area Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility. SCDHEC approved certain

discharges from the outfalls at these facilities. DOE has submitted an industrial wastewater treatment

permit application for the M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility, SRS is currently in compliance with

Clean Water Act requirements.

5.1.8 SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT

The Safe Drinking Water Act protects tbe quality of public water supplies and other sources of drinking

water. It establishes drinking water quality standards that must be met. The Act and Executive Order

12088 direct federal facilities to comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act. EPA has promulgated

regulations implementing the Safe Drinking Water Act at 40 CFR 100-149, The regulations speci~

that the average annual concentration of man-made radionuclides in drinking water as delivered to the

user shall nnt produce a dose equivalent to the total body or an internal organ greater than 4 millirem of

beta activity per year. EPA has overall regulatory responsibility for the Safe Drinking Water Act, but

has delegated primary enforcement responsibility to SCDHEC for public water systems in South

Carolina. Under the authority of the South Carolina Safe Drinking Water Act, SCDHEC has established

a drinking water regulatory program. At SRS, Westinghouse Savannah River Company operates under

the SCDHEC perrrrit program for construction of water supplies. Under this program, Westinghouse

Savannah River Company may construct water line extensions that are less than or equal to 2,500 feet

long witbout obtaining construction and operating perrrrits; water line extensions longer than 2,500 feet

require formal construction and operating permits,
.

- – Westinghouse Savannah River Company obtained a construction permit for the water line I ‘J-E

extension that will serve the Consolidated Incineration Facility,
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s.1.9 CLEAN AIR ACT

The Clean Air Act establishes a national program to protect air quality and regulates sources of air

pollution. Requirements include pemits, emissions and operating standards, and monitoring. The Act is

intended to “protect and enhance the quality of the Nation’s air resources so as to promote the public

health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population.” Section 118 of the Act and Executive

Order 12028 require that each federal agency, such as DOE, with jurisdiction over any property or

facility that might result in the discharge of air pollutants, comply with “all federal, state, interstate, and

local requirements” with regard to the control and abatement of air pollution.

The Act requires EPA to establish National Ambient Air Quality Standards as necessary to protect public

health, with an adequate margin of safety, from any known or anticipated effect of a regulated pollutant.

It also requires establishment of national standards of performance for new or modified stationa~

sources of air pollutants (42 USC $741 I) and requires specific emission increases to be evaluated to

prevent significant deteriorations in air quality. Hazardous air pollutants, including radionuclides, are

regulated separately. Air emissions are regulated by EPA in 40 CFR 50-99. In particular, radionuclide

emissions are regulated under the National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants program

(40 CFR 61).

EPA has overall enforcement responsibility through a regulatory program (40 CFR 50- 87); it can

delegate primag authority to states. For facilities located within South Carolina, EPA has retained

authority over DOE radionuclide emissions (40 CFR 6 I ) and has delegated to SCDHEC lead

responsibility for the rest of the regulated pollutants and other requirements. Under the authority of the

South Carolina Pollution Control Act, SCDHEC established the state’s air pollution control program.

SCDHEC issues construction permits for construction and testing of facilities, and operating permits

after satisfactory startup testing and inspection.

_ – The Air Quality Control construction permit for the Consolidated Incineration Facility was

granted by SCDHEC on November 25, 1992, Emergency power diesel generators are covered under this

permit. The M-Area Vendor Treatment Facility emergency diesel generator is exempt from permitting

requirements because of its limited capacity and expected use. SCDHEC has granted a permitting

exemption for the emergency diesel generator at the Replacement High-Level Waste Evaporator. SRS is

currently in compliance with the requirements of the Clean Air Act.
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5.1.10 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT AND OTHER STATUTES

The Endangered Species Act is intended to prevent the further decline of endangered and threatened

species andtorestore these species and their habitats. The Endangered Species Act also promotes

biodiversity ofgenes, communities, and ecosystems. The U, S. Department of Commerce @ational

Marine Fisheries Service) and the U.S. Department of the Interior (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)

jointly administer the Act. Section 7ofthe Actrequires federal agencies toconsult with the National

Marine Fisheries Service or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, as appropriate, to ensure that any action

it authorizes, funds, or performs is not Iikel y to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or

threatened species or to result in the destruction or adverse modification of any critical habitat of such

species unless the agency receives an exemption in accordance with Section 7(h).

Several other statutes require federal and state agencies to consider impacts that their actions would have

on biological resources. These acts include the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the Anadromous

Fish Conservation Act, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the Bald Eagle Protection Act, and the South

Carolina Nongame and Endangered Species Conservation Act.

_ – priOr to disturbing undeveloped land, DOE would consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Sewiceto detemine thetype andscope ofarequired biological assessment. This consultation would

provide DOE with the information necessary to avoid or mitigate impacts to threatened and endangered

species. Appendix J documents DOE’s consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

5.1.11 EXECUTIVE ORDERS 11990 AND 11988

Executive Order 11990, ''Protection of Wetlands, ''requires government agencies toavoidshofl- and

long-term adverse impacts towetlands whenever apracticable alternative exists, Executive

Order 11988, ''Floodplain Management, ''directs federal agencies toestablish procedures to ensure that

the potential effects of flood hazards and floodplain management are considered for any action

undertaken. Impacts to floodplains aretobe avoided to the extent practicable. DOE issued regulations

(10 CFR 1022) that establish procedures for compliance with these Executive Orders.

- – Because nO activities in wetlands wOuld occur under the no-action alternative, no wetlands

would be destroyed.

I TE

I TC

TC
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5.1.12 EXECUTIVE ORDER 12898

Executive Order 12898, “Environmental Justice in Minority and Low-Income Populations,” requires that

each federal agency “make environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as

appropriate, dispropofiionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects due to its

programs, policies, or activities on minority or low-income populations. ”

TE \ w-This~lS incor’poratesenvironmenta]justiceinto itsanalysesofthe rro-actionakerrrative.

5.1.13 CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resources on SRS are subject to the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (42 USC $ 1996),

the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (25 USC $300 I ), and the National Historic

Preservation Act (16 USC $470 ef seq.). The American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 reaffirms

Native American religious freedom under the First Amendment and protects and preserves the inherent

and constitutional right of American Indians to believe, express, and exercise their traditional religions.

IThe Act requires that federal actions avoid interfering with access to sacred locations and traditional
TE

resources that are integral to the practice of those religions. The Native American Graves Protection and

Repatriation Act of 1990 directs the Secretary of the Interior to promote repatriation of federal

archaeological collections and collections held by museums receiving federal funding that are culturally

affiliated with Native American tribes. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act and the Native

American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act require DOE to notify affected tribes if sites and items

of religious importance or human remains and other objects belonging to Native Americans are

discovered on SRS.

Construction of waste management facilities might unearth artifacts and destroy historic sites regulated

by these statutes. Upon discovery (and before excavation) of human remains, the affiliated tribe(s)

would be consulted to ensure the appropriate disposition of the human remains and any other objects,

DOE has committed to providing the Yuchi Tribal Organization, Inc,, the National Council of the

Muskogee Creek, and the Indian People’s Muskogee Tribal Town Confederacy copies of environmental

impact documentation for DOE activities in the Central Savannah River Valley.

The National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, provides that sites with significant national historic

value be placed on the National Register of Historic Places. There are no permits or certifications

required under the Act. However, if a particular federal activity may impact a historic property,

consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation is required and will usually lead to a
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Memorandum of Agreement containing stipulations that must be followed to minimize adverse impacts.

Coordination with the State Historic Preservation Officer also ensures that potentially significant sites

are properly identified and appropriate mitigation actions are implemented.

- – DOE will comply with these Acts with regard to artifacts discovered during implementation of

the no-action alternative.

5.2 Other Alternatives

This section discusses the permit status for the construction and operation of waste management facilities

that would beimplemented under themoderate treatment configuration (alternative B), Italso applies to

facilities that would be implemented under the Iim ited treatment (alternative A) and extensive treatment

(alternative C) configurations,

Min. EXP.Max.
No
Action

A

B

m

5.2.1 EXPECTED WASTE FORECAST
c

National Environmental Policv A ct – No change from the no-action alternative

Atomic Enerpv Act – No change from the no-action alternative

Comprehensive Environmental ResDonse. Compensation. and Liabili ty Act – No change from the

no-action alternative.

Emer~erscv Plannin~ and C ommuni~ Rieht-to-Know Act – No change from the no-action alternative.

Resource Co nservatiorr an d Recove~ Act – Facilities required for implementation of the moderate

treatment alternative would be subject to RCRA, the South Carolina Hazardous Waste Management Act,

and the South Carolina Hazardous Waste Management Location Standards.

All activities under the moderate treatment configuration would have to be coordinated and compatible

with requirements of the Land Disposal Restrictions Federal Facility Compliance Agreement,
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Treatment of low volume and one-time only waste streams in accordance with generator accumulation

requirements (South Carolina Code of Laws of 1976, as amended, R.61 -79.262.34) or via treatability

studies is being considered. RCRA permitting requirements would not apply to these situations.

TE / FederaiFacili@ Compliance Act – The SMProposed Site Treatment Plan (WSRC 1995), which

identifies DOE’s preferred approach to treating mixed wastes at SRS, was submitted to tbe state of South

Carolina in accordance with requirements of the Federal Facility Compliance Act. The site treatment

TE [ Plan addr.ssesmixedwastescurrentlystoredandthosewastesSRSanticipateswillbege"e,atedinthe

next 5 years. All mixed waste management activities would have to comply with the requirements of the

approved site treatment plan and its implementing order,

Clean Water Act – No change from the no-action alternative,

TE Safe Drinkine Water Act – DOE does not know at this time which permitting requirements would

apply tO prOpOsed prOjects, because the precise 10catiOn and water supply requirements for these projects

are unknown. Permits may be required if water-line extensions are needed for additional waste

management facilities considered in the alternatives.

Clean Air Act – The emission permit for construction of the Consolidated Incineration Facility was

issued by SCDHEC in November 1992, Before the Consolidated Incineration Facility can operate,

TE I appmvalfnrstartup mustbegm”ted. Airpermitswould berequiredforenrergency power diesel

generators for proposed new waste management facilities, At SRS, air quality permits must also be

acquired before a construction permit is granted.

End n ered ecie~ – The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has concurred withct and

DOE’s conclusion that DOE’s plans to construct and operate additional waste management facilities
TC

within the uncleared portions of E.Area should not affect any threatened or endangered species. The

concurrence letters are included in Appendix J.

Executive Orders 11990 and 11988 – Facilities and activities considered under the three alternatives

may affect wetlands or floodplains, but this cannot be determined until tbe precise location of any

additional facilities is known, Impacts to any wetland that could not be avoided would need to be

identified as an unavoidable and imetrievable loss in this EIS. Under the alternatives, any impacts to

wetlands would be lessened by mitigation as required by the Clean Water Act. Under 10 CFR 1022,

TE floodplain and wetland assessments would be required for any proposed action in a floodplain or

wet land.
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. ... . ... . - . .-”m” . . . . .fixecurlve urge r lzr5Yrs– No cnange rrom tne no-action altematlve.

Cultural Resources – No change from the no-action alternative.

Min. Exp. Ms.
NO
Actton

A

Q

5.2.2 MINIMUM WASTE FORECAST

B

c

The difference between the minimum and expected waste forecasts is that certain facilities may not be

needed. Since the waste volumes anticipated in these configurations would require less treatment

capacity, SRS may be able to implement additional low-volume or one-time only waste management

options that would not require permit modifications (Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, RCRA). SRS

would receive wastes that it had the best capability to treat or dispose of, and would ship some of its own

wastes to facilities better equipped to manage them,

Min. EXP. Mm.
No
Act,..

A

B

@

5.2.3 MAXIMUM WASTE FORECAST
c

RegulatoV requirements for tbe maximum waste forecast are the same as those for the expected case.

However, permit modifications (Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and RCRA) might be required to

accommodate the larger volumes of waste. Waste volumes anticipated under this forecast would require

additional treatment, storage, and disposal capacity. Under this forecast, the current SRS RCRA permit

would need to be modified to increase pemitted and/or interim status waste management process

capacities. The potential exists to impact wetlands with this forecast. Any impacts to wetlands would be

mitigated, as required by tbe Clean Water Act.

TE

TE
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ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, USE OF SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, AND
EXPLANATION OF NUMBER CONVERSIONS

Acronvms

AEA

CAA

CERCLA

CFR

CWA

DOE

EA

EIS

EPA

EPCRA

ERPG

FONSI

FR

FY

HWMF

NEPA

PCB

RCRA

SCDHEC

SDWA

SREL

SRL

SRS

SRTC

Atomic Energy Act

Clean Air Act

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act

Code of Federal Regulations

Clean Water Act

Department of Energy

Environmental Assessment

Environmental Impact Statement

Environmental Protection Agency

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

Emergency Response Planning Guidelines

Finding of No Significant Impact

Federal Register

Fiscal Year

Hazardous Waste Management Facility

National Environmental Policy Act

Polychlorinated biphenyl

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control

Safe Drinking Water Act

Savannah River Ecology Laborato~

Savannah River Laborato~ (renamed SRTC)

Savannah River Site

Savannah River Technology Center
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Abbre viations for mess urement$

cfm

Cfs

g

g/L

gpm

L

lb

mg

P

pCi

Pg

“c

“F

cubic feet per minute

cubic feet per second

percentage of gravity (seismology)

grams per liter

gallons per minute

liter

pound

milligram

micron

m icrocurie

microgram

degrees Celsius

degrees Fahrenheit

1 mg/L 1 part per million; an example of a unit of one millionth is I second in 11.6 days

1 pg/L 1 part per billion; an example of a unit of one billionth is 1 second in 31.7 years
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Very small and very large numbers are sometimes written using “scientific notation” or “E-notation”

rather than as decimals or fractions. Both types of notation use exponents to indicate the power often as

a multiplier (i.e., 10n, or the number 10 multiplied by itself “n” times; 10-n, or the reciprocal of the

number 10 multiplied by itself “n” times).

For example: 103= IO XI OX10=1 ,000

10-2= I— =0.01
lox 10

In scientific notation, large numbers are written as a decimal between 1 and 10 multiplied by the

appropriate power of 10:

4,900 is written 4.9 x 103 =4.9x 10 x 10x 10= 4,9x 1,000= 4,900

0.049 is written 4.9 x 10-2

1,490,000 or 1.49 million is written 1.49 x 106

A positive exponent indicates a number larger than or equal to one, a negative exponent indicates number

less than one,

In some cases, a slightly different notation (“E-notation”) is used, where “x 10“ is replaced by “E’ and

the exponent is not superscripted, Using the above examples

4,900 = 4.9X 103= 4.9E+03

0.049 = 4.9X 10-2= 4.9E-02

1,490,000 = 1.49 X 106= 1,49E+06
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EXPLANATION OF NUMBER CONVERSIONS

The following rules were used in the conversion and rounding of numbers for this EIS:

1. Original numbers were converted from metric to English equivalents (or vice versa) according

to standard conversion factors.

2. Original numbers were not rounded before they were converted.

3. Converted numbers were rounded to their appropriate level of precision; normally they were

rounded to two significant figures including decimals, for numbers below 10,000. Numbers

greater than 10,000 were normally rounded to three significant figures.

4. Figures greater than 100,000 were expressed in scientific notation to three significant figures

(e.g., 1,450,000 would be expressed as 1.45x I06).

5. Metric units are referred to first, with English units in parentheses, regardless of which was the

original number.

6. No conversions from English acres were computed for the Ecological Impacts sections in the

Summary, Section 2.7, or Chapter 4.

AA-4
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GLOSSARY

activity - See radioactivity.

adsorption

The adhesion (attachment) of a substance to the surface of a solid or solid particles.

aggregate

Any of several hard, inert materials such as sand or gravel used form ixing with a cementing material

to form concrete, mortar, or plaster.

air dispersion coefficients

Parameters that represent the dispersion of air pollutants with respect to distance from the source,

air quality

A measure of the levels of constituents in the ai~ they mayor may not be pollutants

air quality standards

The prescribed level of constituents in the outside air (ambient air) that should not be exceeded

legally during a specified time in a specified area. (See criteriapo[lrrtarrt,)

air sampling

The collection and analysis of air samples for the purpose of measuring pollutants,

alpha particle

A positively charged particle consisting of two protons and NO neutrons that is emitted from the

nucleus of certain nuclides during radioactive decay. It is the least penetrating of the four common

types of radiation (alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron).

alpha waste

Waste contaminated with alpha radioactivity measuring 10 to 100 narrocuries per gram of waste.

amalgam

An alloy of mercury with another metal that is solid or liquid at room temperature according to the

amount of mercury present.
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ambient air

The surrounding atmosphere, usually the outside air, as it exists around people, plants, and

structures. It is not the air closest to emission sources.

annulus

The space between the two walls of a double-wall tank

aqueous

Made from, with, or by water

aquifer

A geologic formation that contains enough saturated, porous material to permit movement of

groundwater and to yield groundwater to wells and springs.

ash basin

Settling pond where ash-laden water is retained to allow the ash to settle before the water is

discharged.

ashcrete

The solid that results from mixing a liquid waste with cement.

atmosphere

The layer of air surrounding the Earth.

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)

A five-member commission established after World War II to supervise the use of nuclear energy.

The AEC was dissolved in 1975 and its functions transferred to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) and tbe Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), which later became the

Department of Energy (DOE).

atomic weight

The relative weight of an atom of a chemical element based on the weight of the most abundant

isotope of carbon, which is taken to be 12 (or, prior to 1962, the most abundant isotope of oxygen,

which was taken as 16).
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attainment

A measure of through-put capacity of a facility or system expressed as a percentage.

backfill

Material used to refill an excavation. In this EIS, backfill refers to material placed around waste

storage containers.

background exposure

See exposure to radiation.

background radiation

Normal radiation present in the lower atmosphere from cosmic rays and earth sources. Background

radiation varies considerably with location depending on elevation above sea level and natural

radioactivity present in the earth or building materials such as granite,

baseline

Assessment of existing conditions before the addition of pollutants.

becquerel

The international unit of radioactivi~, equal to one disintegration or other nuclear transformation per

second.

benthic region

The bottom of a body of water. This region supports the benthos, a type of life that not only lives on

hut contributes to the character of the bottom of the body of water.

benzene

A clear, flammable, hazardous, aromatic organic compound (C6H6); it is a carcinogen.

beta particle

An elementary particle emitted from a nucleus during radioactive decay

identical to an electron, and is easily stopped by a tiin sheet of metal.

biodiversity

The variety of life, including all plants and animals within a region,

It is negatively charged, is
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biological dose

The radiation dose, measured in rem, absorbed in biological material

biological half-life

The time required by the body to eliminate half of an introduced substance through normal channels

of elimination.

biota

The plant and animal life of a region

backwater

Water in coastal plains, creeks, swamps, and/or rivers that is dark or black due to dissolution of

naturally occurring organic matter and certain minerals from soils and decaying vegetation.

blowdown

The withdrawal of water from an evaporating process to maintain a solid balance within specified

limits of concentrations of those solids.

borehole

Fiberglass-lined circular hole (9-foot-diameter) augered to a depth of approximately 30 feet that

holds fo~-two 55-gallon drums of waste grouted in place.

borosilicate glass

Achemically resistant glass made primarily ofsilica and boron. Asawaste form, high-level waste

has been incorporated into the glass to form a leach-resistant nondispersible (immobilized) material,

bottom land hardwood forest

Forested wetlands containing a predominance of hardwood species such as oak, hickory, sweetgum,

tulip poplar, bald cypress, and blackgum found adjacent to streams and rivers in the smrtheastem

United States.
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calcareous sands

Sands containing calcium carbonate; when these sands are treated with cold dilute hydrochloric acid,

bubbling (effervescing) can be oh served, representing the evolution of carbon dioxide,

cancer

A malignant tumor of potential y unlimited growth, capable of invading surrounding tissue 01

spreading to other parts of the body.

canister

A stainless-steel container in which immobilized radioactive waste is sealed,

canyon

A heavily shielded building used in the chemical processing of radioactive materials to recover

special isotopes for national defense orother programmatic purposes. Operation and maintenance

are hy remote control,

capable

Determination if a geological fault has moved at or near the ground surface within the past

35,000 years.

capping

The process of sealing or covering a waste unit with an impermeable medium

carcinogen

An agent capable of producing or inducing cancer.

carcinogenic

Capable of producing or inducing cancer,

Carolina bay

Shallow depressional wetland area found on the southeastern Atlantic Coastal Plain

catchment basin

A basin to catch drainage or runoff.
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Category 2 species

Plant or animal species for which there is some evidence of vulnerability, but for which presently

there is not enough data to support listing as threatened or endangered.

celsius

Of or relating to a temperature scale that registers the freezing point of water as O°C and the boiling

point as 10O”C under normal atmospheric pressure.

Citizens Adviso~ Board

A formally chartered group of local private citizens who provide DOE with a consensus of public

opinion on SRS issues.

collective dose

The sum of the individual doses to all members of a specific population

committed dose equivalent

The dose equivalent calculated to be received by a tissue or organ over a 50-year period after the

intake of a radionuclide into the body.

committed effective dose equivalent

The sum of the committed dose equivalents to various tissues in the body

concentration

The quantity of a substance contained in a unit quantity of a medium (e.g., micrograms of aluminum

per liter of water).

condensate

Liquid water obtained by cooling the steam produced in an evaporator system

confidence level

The certainty of a particular point (measurement, amount, value) being within a statistically

determined range.

constituents

Parts or components of a them ical system,
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criteria pollutant

Air pollutants for which the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has established concentration

standards; concentrations below the standards do not pose a threat to public health and welfare.

cumulative effects

Additive environmental, health, or socioeconomic effects that result from a number of similar

activities in an area,

curie (Ci)

Aunitofmeasure ofradioactivity equal to37,000,000,000 decays per second. Acurieis alsoa

quantity of any nuclide or mixture of nuclides having one curie of radioactivity.

daughter

A nuclide (also called decay product) formed by the radioactive decay of another nuclide, which is

the “parent.”

decay product

See daughter.

decay, radioactive

The spontaneous transformation of one nuclide into a different nuclide or into a different energy state

of thesamenuclide. Theprocess results intheemission ofnuclear radiation (alpha, beta, gamma, or

neutron radiation).

decommissioning

The removal from service of facilities such as processing plants, waste tanks, and shallow land

disposal units, andthereduction orstabilization ofradioactive contamination. Decommissioning

concepts include:

. Decontaminate, dismantle, andretum areatooriginal condition without restrictions.

o Pafiially decontaminate, isolate remaining residues, andcontinue suweillance and

restrictions.

decontamination

The act of removing a chemical, biological, or radiologic contaminant from, or neutralizing its

potential effect on, a person, object, or environment by washing, chemical action, mechanical

cleaning, or other techniques.
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defense waste

Nuclear waste generated by gOvemment defense programs as distinguished from waste generated by

commercial and medical facilities.

derived concentration guide (DCG)

The concentration of a radiOnuclide in air or water that, under conditions of continuous exposure for

1 year byoneexposure mode (i.e., ingestion ofwater, submersion inair, orinhalation), would result

inaneffective dose equivalent of 100 millirem. DCGsdonot consider decay products when the

parent radionuclide is the cause of the exposure.

destruction capability

The ability of a process to destroy an undesirable constituent or element.

detritiation

Removal of tritium.

direct disposal

Disposal without treatment.

disposal

Placement of waste in a safe place in such a manner that the materials remain permanently isolated

from the environment.

dissociate (dissociation)

Separation of chemicals into their elemental or ionic state,

distillate

A liquid prodnct condensed from vapor during evaporation

dose

Theenergy imparted tomatter by ionizing radiation. Theunit ofabsorbed dose istherad, equalto

0.0 I joules per kilogram of irradiated material in any medium,

dose conversion factor

Factor used to calculate the cancer risk for a radiation dose
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dose equivalent

A temJ used to express the amount of effective radiation when modifying factors have been

considered. It istheproduct ofabsorbed dose (rads)multiplied byaquali~factor and other

modifiingfactors. Itismeasured inrem(Roentgen equivalent man). (See ejfecfivedo$e

equivalent, )

dose rate

The radiation dose delivered per unit time (e.g., rem per year).

E-Area vault

Project that consists of several types of facilities (i.e., below-grade concrete structures, on-grade

concrete structures within an excavated area) that will store designated waste types (low-activity,

intermediate-level tritiated andnontritiated, and long-lived waste) oflow-level radioactive waste

materials,

ecology

The study of the relationships between living things and their environments.

ecosystem

The community of living things and the physical environment in which they live.

effective dose equivalent

Aquanti@ usedtoestimate the biological effect ofionizing radiation. ltisthe srrmoverall body

tissues of the product of absorbed dose, the quality factor (to account for the different penetrating

abilities of the various types of radiation), and the tissue weighting factor (to account for the

different radiosensitivities of the various tissues of the body).

effluent

Aliquid discharged into theenvironment, usually into surface streams. Inthis EIS, effluent refersto

discharged wastes that are nonpolluting in their natural state or as a result of treatment.

effluent standards

Defined limits of waste discharge in terns of volume, content of contaminants, temperature, etc.
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EIS

Environmental impact statement; a legal document required by the National Environmental Policy

Act (NEPA) of 1969, for Federal actions involving significant or potentially significant

environmental impacts.

eluate

The liquid resulting from removing the trapped material from an ion-exchange resin.

Emergency Response Planning Guidelines (ERPG)

Values used to determine potential health effects from chemical accidents.

emission standards

Legally enforceable limits on the quantities and kinds of air contaminants that maybe emitted to the

atmosphere.

endangered species

Plant or animal species that are threatened with extinction.

endemic

Found only within a certain locality,

engineered trench

Reinforced, concrete-formed, walled 100-foot-long, 50-foot-wide disposal trench with steel covers

overeach areatominimize rainwater intrusion anddirect drainage away from the trench. Aleachate

collection system installed below the floor of thetrench monitors theperfomance of the disposal

cells.

environment

The sum of all external conditions and influences affecting the life, development, and ultimately, the

sumival of an organism.
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environmental justice

The fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, incomes, and educational levels with respect to the

development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.

Fair treatment implies that no population of people should be forced to shoulder a disproportionate

share of the negative environmental impacts of pollution or environmental hazards due to a lack of

political or economic strength,

environmental restoration

The assessment, cleanup, and restoration of sites contaminated with radioactive or hazardous

substances during past production or disposal activities,

environmental transport

The movement through the environment of a substarrce, including the physical, chemical, and

biological interactions undergone by the substance.

erosion

The process in which actions of wind or water carry away soil.

exceedance

A value over a prescribed limit.

exotherm ic

Of or indicating a chemical change accompanied by a release of heat.

Experimental Transuranic Waste Assay Facility (ETWAF)

The assay facility is utilized in alternative A - limited treatment configuration for each of the three

waste forecasts.

exposure to radiation

The incidence of radiation on living or inanimate material by accident or intent. Background

exposure is the exposure to natural background ionizing radiation. Occupational exposure is the

exposure to ionizing radiation that occurs during a person’s working hours. Population exposure is

the exposure to a number of persons who inhabit an area.
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external radiation

Being exposed to radiation from sources outside your body.

“F

Degree Fahrenheit. ‘F= “C x ~ + 32.

fall line

A line drawn through the falls (or rapids) of successive rivers and roughly defining the area where

streams pass from the harder rocks of the Piedmont to the softer rocks of the Coastal Plain.

fallout

me descent to earth and deposition on the ground of particulate matter (which is usually radioactive)

from the atmosphere.

fault

A break in the Earth’s crust along which movement has occurred

fauna

Animals.

fecal coliform

Type of bacterial count used to show fe~al (bodily waste) contamination levels in water.

tiltercake

The dewatered residue from a filter, centrifuge, or other dewatering device.

fiscal year

Period of one year used to calculate financial data. As defined by the Federal government, this EIS

uses a fiscal year which begins on October I and ends on September 30.

fission products

Nuclei from the fission of heavy elements (primary fission products); also, the nuclei formed by the

decay of the primary fission products, many of which are radioactive.
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floodplain

Level land built up by flowing stream deposition and periodically submerged by floodwater from

that stream.

flora

Plants

gamma rays

High-energy, short-wavelength electromagnetic radiation accompanying fission, radioactive decay,

or nuclear reactions. Gamma rays areveWpenetrating andrequire relatively thick shields to absorb

the rays effectively.

genus/genera

A group of structurally or phylogenetically related species

geology

Thescience thatdeals withthe Earth: thematerials, processes, environments, andhistoW of the

planet, especially the lithosphere, including the rocks and their formation and structure.

greater confinement disposal facility or vaults

Storage facility (boreholes and engineered trenches) that will require minimum maintenance after

closure for disposal of the high activity fraction of the low-level solid beta-gamma waste and low-

Ievel alpha waste.

gross alpha radioactivity

A measure of total alpha radioactivity

groundwater

The supply of fresh water in an aquifer under the Earth’s surface.

half-life (radiological)

The time in which half the atoms of a radioactive substance disintegrate to another nuclear form,

Half-lives vary from millionths of a second to billions of years.
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hazardous waste storage facility

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) inlerim-sta[us or permitted temporary holding

area of hazardous waste prior to treatment or disposal.

heavy metals

Metallic elements of high atomic mass, such as mercmy, chromium, cadmium, lead, or arsenic, that

are toxic to plants and animals at known concentrations.

HEPA filter

High-efficiency particulate air filter designed to remove 99.95 percent of the particles down to as

small as 0.3 micrometer from a flowing air stream.

high-heat waste

Freshly generated waste that contains a large concentration of short-lived radionuclides from the first

extraction cycle of a separations process. High-heat waste is aged to allow radioactive decay to

prevent the potential discharge of harmful levels of radiation.

historic resources

The sites, districts, structures, and objects considered limited and nonrenewable because of their

association with historic events, persons, or social or historic movements.

hydrolysis

A process of decomposition in which a compound is broken down and changed into other

compounds by taking up the elements of water.

hydrostratigraphy

Names used to identify the water-bearing properties of rocks

immobilization

Conversion of a material into a form that will resist environmental dispersion,

incineration

The burning of waste.

inhibited water

Water treated with chemicals to retard or halt corrosion, especially of metals
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insoluble sludge

A thick layer of various heavy metals and long-lived radionuclides that will not dissolve and that

separate out of the waste over time and settle to the bottom of the waste tank,

institutional controls

Actions that limit human activities at or near facilities where hazardous and/or radioactive wastes

exist. They may include land and resource use restrictions, well drilling, prohibitions, building

permit restrictions, and other types of restrictions.

interim status

The period of operation for facilities that require Resource Conservation and Recovery Act permits

until the permitting process is complete,

internal radiation

Being exposed to radioactive materials inside the body.

investigation-derived waste

Contaminated material resulting from investigation activities at hazardous or radiological waste sites.

ion

An atom or molecule that has gained or lost one or more electrons and has become electrically

charged.

ion exchange

Process in which a solution containing soluble ions to be removed is passed through a column of

material that removes the soluble ions by exchanging them with ions from the material in the

column. The process is usually reversible so that the trapped ions can be collected (eluted) and the

column regenerated.

ion-exchange medium

A substance (e.g., a resin) that allows cesium or some other soluble ion to be removed from a

solution.

ionization

The process that creates ions. Nuclear radiation, X-rays, high temperatures, and electric discharges

can cause ionization.
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ionizing radiation

Radiation capable of displacing electrons from atoms or molecules to produce ions,

irradiation

Exposure to radiation.

isotope

An atom of a chemical element with a specific atomic number and atomic mass, Isotopes of the

same element have the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons. Isotopes are

identified by the name of the element and the total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus.

For example, plutonium-239 is a plutonium atom with 239 protons and neutrons,

joule

A unit of energy equal to the work done by a force of 1 newton acting through a distance of 1 meter

A newton is the unit of force needed to accelerate a mass of 1 kilogram 1 meter per second per

second.

latent cancer fatalities

Deaths resulting from cancer that has become active following a period of inactivity

Ieachate

Liquid that has percolated through solid waste or other media and that contains dissolved or

suspended contaminants extracted from those materials,

leaching

The process in which a soluble component of a solid or mixture of solids is extracted as a result of

percolation of water around and through the solid,

lithosphere

The solid part of the earth composed predominantly of rock.

Iithostratigraphy

Description of geological formations based on the physical characteristics of rocks

loam

A soil textural class with about equal proportions of sand, clay, and silt particles.
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long-lived ra.dionuclides

Radioactive isotopes with half-lives greater than approximately 30 years

long-lived waste

Radioactive waste with a half-llfe which is sufficiently long to remain dangerous beyond the time its

retention in a disposal unit can be assured (e.g., carbon-14 has a half-life of 5,730 years and so is

considered a long-lived waste).

low-activity vaults

On-grade concrete module structures within an excavated area that provides waste storage capacity

for waste containers of low-activity waste.

low-heat waste

Second or subsequent extraction cycle waste generated from a separations process. Low-heat waste

contains few radionuclides and does not require aging (radioactive decay). Low-heat waste is also

generated in reactor areas, the Defense Waste Processing Facility and other SRS production support

facilities. (See high-heuf waste.)

low-income communities

A community in which 25 percent or more of the population is identified as living in poverty.

low-level radioactive waste disposal facility

Disposal facility located within E-Area and consisting of E-Area Vaults, slit trenches, boreholes,

greater confinement disposal vaults, and engineered low-level trenches,

lower limit of detection

The smallest concentration/amount of the component being measured that can be reliably detected in

a sample at a 95 percent confidence level,

macroencapsulate

To seal (e.g., in a box or polymer) a contaminated component so that the contamination is contained.

material substitution

Replacing a hazardous material with a nonhazardous material to reduce the amount of hazardous

waste generated.
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MAXIGASP

A computer program used tO calculate doses or airborne releases of radioactivity to the maximally

exposed member of the public.

maximally exposed individual

A hypothetical member of the public assumed to receive the highest calculated dose.

maximum contaminant levels (MCLS)

The maximum permissible level of a contaminant in water that is delivered to a user of a public

water system.

migration

The natural travel of a material through the air, soil, or groundwater.

mothball

To place and maintain facilities in a condition practical to restart, conducting only those activities

necessary for routine maintenance or to protect human health and the environment.

nano

A prefix meaning one billionth ( 10“9) of any measurement,

National Register of Historic Places

A list maintained by the National Park Service of architectural, historical, archaeological, and

cultural sites of local, state, or national importance.

natural radiation or natural radioactivity

Background radia~iorr. Some elements are naturally radioactive, whereas others are induced to

become radioactive by bombardment in a reactor or accelerator.

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969; it requires the preparation of an EIS for Federal projects

that could present significant impacts to the environment.

neutralization wastewater

Wastewater to which acid or alkali is added to adjust the p~to a preferred range.
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neutron

An elementary particle with no electrical charge used to bombard the nuclei of various elements to

produce fission and other nuclear reactions,

non-alpha waste

Waste contaminated with alpha radioactivity measuring less than 10 nanocuries per gram of waste,

nonprocess water

At SRS, potable water.

nonvolatile beta radioactivity

A measure of total beta radioactivity less the volatile isotopes,

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission; the independent Federal commission that licenses and regulates

commercial nuclear facilities.

nuclear energy

The energy liberated by a nuclear reactor (fission or fusion) or by radioactive decay.

nuclear radiation

Radiation, usually alpha, beta, gamma, or neutron, which emanates from an unstable atomic nucleus,

offgas

Exhaust emission from an air-emission control unit,

offsite population

In this EIS, all individuals located witbin an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius of SRS,

organic compounds

Chemical compounds containing carbon and usually hydrogen and/or oxygen.

outcropping

Place where groundwater is discharged to the surface. Springs, swamps, and beds of streams and

rivers are outcrops of the water table,
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Outfal I

Place where liquid efluenfs enter the environment and maybe monitored

parameter

A characteristic element; any of a set of physical properties whose values determine the

characteristics or behavior of something.

particulate

Solid particles small enough to become airborne.

pH

A measure of the hydrogen ion concentration in aqueous solution. Pure water has a pH of 7, acidic

solutions have a pH less than 7, and basic solutions have a pH greater than 7.

people of color communities

A population that is classified by the U.S. Bureau of the Census as Black, Hispanic, Asian and

Pacific Islander, American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, or other nonwhite persons, the composition of

which is at least equal to or greater than the state minority average of a defined area or jurisdiction.

percent attainment

Percent of the time a facility is available for operations.

permeability

Ability of rock, soil, or other substance to transmit a fluid.

person-rem

The radiation dose to a given population; the sum of tbe individual doses received by a population

segment.

physiographic

Regions classified based on their physical geographic and geologic setting.

pollution

The addition of any undesirable agent to an ecosysrem in excess of the rate at which natural

processes can degrade, assimilate, or disperse it.
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pollution prevention

The prevention, rather than control, of pollution using engineering solutions, material substitutions,

and procedural changes to reduce the volume and/or toxicity of pollutants produced.

postulated accident

An accident that is forwarded as having occurred to produce the described effects

potable

Drinkable; for domestic use.

precipitate

A solid (used as a noun).

To forma solid substance in a solution by a chemical reaction (used as a verb).

precipitation

The process of forming a precipitate from a solution

process well/water

At SRS, water used within a system or process and not used as potable water.

production well/water

At SRS, water treated and used as poiable water.

prompt fatality

Death that occurs immediately or within a short time (e.g., a few weeks) as a direct result of an event

(e.g., accident).

PSD (Prevention of significant deterioration)

Establishes the acceptable amount of deterioration in air quality. When the air quality of an area

meets the standards for a specific pollutant, the area is declared to be in attainment for that pollutant.

When the air quality of an area does not meet the standard for a specific pollutant, the area is said to

be a nonattainment area for that pollutant. PSD requirements allow maximum increases in ambient

air pollutant concentrations (sulfur dioxide, particulate, nitrogen oxide) for construction or

modification of facilities, which by definition do not “significantly deteriorate” the existing baseline

air quality. (See criteria pollutant.)
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PUREX

An acronym for plutonium-uranium extraction.

rad

Radiation absorbed dose; the basic unit of absorbed dose equal to the absorption of 0,01 joules per

kilogram of absorbing material.

radiation

The emitted particles anrl/or photons from the nuclei of radioactive atoms. A shortened term for

ionizing radiation or nuclear radiation as distinguished from nonionizing radiation (microwaves,

ultra-violet rays, etc.).

radiation shielding

Reduction of radiation by interposing a shield of absorbing material between a radioactive source

and a person, laboratory area, or radiation-sensitive device.

radioactive waste

Materials from nuclear operations that are radioactive or are contain inated with radioactive materials

for which there is no practical use or for which recovery is impractical.

radioactivity

The spontaneous decay of unstable atomic nuclei, accompanied by the emission of radiation.

radioisotopes

Radioactive isotopes. Someradioisotopes arenaturally occurring (e.g., potassium-4 O), while others

are produced by nuclear reactions.

radiolysis

The decomposition of a material (usually water) into different molecules due to ionizing radiation.

In water, radiolysis results in the production of hydrogen gas and oxygen.

recycling

Return of a waste material either to the process that generated the waste or to another process to use

or reuse the waste material beneficially; recovery of a useful or valuable material from waste.
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rem (Roentgen equivalent man)

Theunit ofdosefor biological absorption, Itisequal totheproduct of theabsorbed dose inrads and

a quality factor and a distribution factor,

repository

A place for the disposal of immobilized high-level waste to isolate it from the environment,

resin

An iorr-excharrge medium; organic polymer used for tbe preferential removal of certain ions from a

solution,

Richter scale

A scale of measure used in the United States to quantify earthquake intensity.

risk

In accident analysis, a measure of the impact of an accident considering the probability of the

accident occurring and the consequences if it does occur (risk = probability x consequences).

roast, retort, and amalgamate

Heating mercury-contaminated equipment to drive off the mercury as a vapor, collecting and

condensing tbemercrrry toa liquid form. Amalgamate -alloy ingtheliquid metal with other metals

to create a semi-solid.

Roentgen

A measure of radiation exposure to gamma radiation in air.

runoff

The portion of rainfall, melted snow, or irrigation water that flows across the ground surface and

eventually isretumed to water bodies. Runoff canca~pollutants orhamless chemical constituents

into receiving waters.

saltcake

Concentrated waste in the form of crystallized salts resulting from the evaporation of liquid high-

Ievel waste.
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saltstone

Low-radioactivity fraction of high-level waste mixed with cement, flyash, and slag to form a

concrete block.

sanitary landfill

A solid-waste disposal facility which is constructed in a manner that protects the environment; waste

isspread in thin layers, compacted tothesmallest practical volume, andcovered with soil at the end

of each work day.

satellite accumulation area

Hazardous waste collection points “at or near the point of generation” (as defined by RCRA)

scintillation

Aflashofligbt produced inafluorescent material by ionizing radiation. Atechnique used to

measure the radioactivity of a sample.

scrub-shrub wetlands

Wetland areas dominated by woody vegetation less than 6 meters (20 feet) tall, including shrubs,

young trees, and trees and shrubs that are small or stunted due to environmental conditions.

scrubber

Engineered equipment used to remove corrstituerrfs from a gas stream by absorption and/or chemical

reaction.

sedimentation

The settling of excess soil and mineral solids of small particle size (silt) contained in water.

sedimentation pond

Pond constructed specifically to trap excess soil and mineral solids and prevent their deposition in

downstream waters and wetlands.

seepage basin

Anexcavation that receives wastewater. Insoluble materials settle outonthe floor oftbe basin and

soluble materials seep with the water through the soil column where they are removed partially by

ionexc/range with the soil, Constmction mayincIude dikes toprevent overflow orsurfaceruno~~
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seismic load

The force due to earthquakes.

seismicity

Refers to earth-movement events,” usually earthquakes,

shield

Material used to reduce the intensity of radiation that would irradiate personnel or equipment.

siltation

The act of depositing sediment, as by a river.

slit trench

In this EIS, mr excavated trench 6 meters wide and 6 meters deep of \,ariable length used to store

intermediate-level, bulky noncontainerized low-level (alpha and beta-gamma) and containerized

offsite wastes.

sludge

The precipitated solids (primarily oxides and hydroxides) that settle to the bottom of the storage

tanks containing liquid high-level waste.

slurry

A suspension of solid particles (sludge) in water.

socioeconomic

The societal and economic configuration of a group of people.

solvent

A substance, usually liquid, that can dissolve other substances.

source reduction

Activities that reduce or eliminate wastes before they are generated.

source term

The initial amount of radioactivity used to calculate exposure and doses to various receptor groups.
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standby (coid standby)

Facility is maintained such that it can be brought back into operation with minimum effort.

still bottoms

The sludge that remains in the bottom of a distillation apparatus after the desired product has been

evaporated and removed.

storage

Retention of radioactive waste in man-made containment, such as tanks or vaults, in a manner

permitting retrieval (as distinguished from disposal, which implies no retrieval).

stratigraphy

Branch of geologic science concerned with the description, organization, and classification of

layered rock units and associated non-layered rock units.

sump

An impermeable point of collection for liquids in a building or facility

Superfimd

A trust fund established by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and

Liability Act and amended by the Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act that finances

long-term remedial action for hazardous waste sites.

supematant, supemate

The radioactive layer of highly mobile liquid containing soluble salts; the supematant remains above

the saltcake and/or insoluble sludge in a waste tank.

surface water

All the water on the Earth’s surface (streams, ponds, etc.), as distinguished from groundwater, which

is below the surface.

suspect soil

Soil that could be radiologically contaminated

standard pressure and temperature

Air pressure at mean sea level (1 atmosphere); a temperature of O°C.
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tank fam

An installation of (usually interconnected) underground tanks for the stnrage of high-level

radioactive liquid wastes.

toxicity

The quality or degree of being poisonous or hamful to plant or animal life,

turbidity

The degree to which water is muddied or clouded by suspended sediments.

vault

A reinforced concrete structure for storing strategic nuclear materials used in national defense or

other programmatic purposes.

vitrification

Incorporation of a material into a glass form.

volatile organic compounds

An organic compound with a vapor pressure greater than 0,44 pounds per square inch at standard

temperature and pressure.

volatilized

Caused to pass off as a vapor

waste acceptance criteria

Criteria put fofih by a waste management facility which defines the waste it will accept

waste certification criteria

Criteria that must be met for transport, treatment, and disposal of waste.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

DOE facility located near Carlsbad, New Mexico, built to demonstrate the safe underground disposal

oftransuranic waste from numerous facilities owned by DOE.

waste minimization

Reduction of waste before treatment, storage, or disposal by source reduction or recycling activities.
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water quality standard

Provisions of state or Federal law that consist of a designated use or uses for the waters of the United

States and water quality standards for such waters based upon those uses. Water quality standards

are used to protect the public health or welfare, enhance the quality of water, and serve the purposes

of the Clean Water Act.

wind rose

A map showing the direction and magnitude of the wind
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DISTRIBUTION LIST

DOE is providing copies of the final EIS to federal, state, and local elected and appointed officials and

agencies of government; Native American groups; federal, state, and local environmental and public

interest groups; and other organizations and individuals listed below, Copies will be provided to other

interested parties upon request.
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A. UNITED STATES CONGRESS

A.1 Senators from Affected and Adjoining States

The Honorable Paul Coverdell
United States Senate

The Honorable Ernest F. Hollings

United States Senate

The HonombIe Lauch Faircloth
United States Senate

The Honorable Bill Frist
United States Senate

A.2 United States Senate Committees

The Honorable Strom Thurmond
Chairman

Committee on Armed Services

The Honorable Mark 0. Hatfield
Chairman

Committee on Appropriations

The Honorable Trent Lott
Chairman

Subcommittee on Strategic Forces
Committee on Armed Services

The Honorable Pete V. Domenici
Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and Water

Development

Committee on Appropriations

The Honorable Jesse Helms

United States Senate

The Honorable Sam Nunn
United States Senate

The Honorable Fred Thompson

United States Senate

The Honorable Strom Thurmond
United States Senate

The Honorable Sam Nunn
Ranking Minority Member

Committee on Armed Services

The Honorable Robert C. Byrd
Ranking Minority Member

Committee on Appropriations

The Honorable J. James Exon

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Strategic Forces

Committee on Armed Services

The Honorable J. Bennett Johnston

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Energy and Water

Development
Committee on Appropriations

A.3 Representatives from Affected and Adjoining States

The Honorable James E. Clybum The Honorable John J, Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives U.S, House of Representatives

The Honorable Nathan Deal The Honorable Lindsey Graham
U.S. House of Representatives U.S. House of Representatives
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The Honorable Jack Kingston

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Cynthia McKinney

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Charlie Norwood

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable James H, Quillen

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Floyd Spence

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable John M, Spratt, Jr

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Charles H, Taylor

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Zach Wamp

U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Mark Sanford
U.S. House of Representatives

A.4 United States House of Representatives Committees

The Honorable Floyd Spence The Honorahle Ronald V. Delhrms

Chairman Ranking Minority Member

Committee on National Security Committee on National Security

The Honorable Bob Livingston The Honorable David R. Obey

Chairman Ranking Minority Member

Committee on Appropriations Committee on Appropriations

The Honorable Duncan Hunter The Honorable Ike Skelton

Chairman Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Military Procurement Subcommittee on Military Procurement

Committee on National Security Committee on National Security

The Honorable John T, Myers The Honorable Tom Bevill

Chairman Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Energy and Water Subcommittee on Energy and Water

Development Development

Committee on Appropriations Committee on Appropriations

B. FEDERAL AGENCIES

Mr. Don Kilma Ms. Mary Lou Hoinkes
Director, Eastern Office Acting General Counsel

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation U.S. Am3s Control and Disarmament Agency

Mr. Robert Fairweather Major General R. M. Bunker

Chief Division Engineer

Environmental Branch South Atlantic Division

Office of Management and Budget U.S. Amry Corps of Engineers
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Mr. David Crosby

Savannah District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Mr. Forester Einarsen
Acting Chief

Office of Environmental Policy

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Mr. Clarence Ham

Charleston District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Colonel R. V. Locurio
Commander

Savannah District
U.S. Amry Corps of Engineers

Lt. Colonel James T. Scott
District Engineer
Charleston District
U.S. Amr y Corps of Engineers

State Conservationist
Natural Resources Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Site Coordinator
U.S. General Accounting Office

Director

Southeast Region
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration
U.S. Department of Commerce

Mr. Larry Hardy
Area Supervisor

Habitat Conservation Division
Southeast Region

National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration
U.S. Department of Commerce

Ms. Loretta L. Dunn
Assistant Secretary

Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Department of Commerce

Mr. Andreas Mager, Jr.

Assistant Regional Director

Southeast Region
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

Mr. Charles Oravetz
Chief

Protected Species Management Branch

Southeast Regional Office
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration

U.S. Department of Commerce

Mr. Harold P. Smith, Jr.
Assistant to the Secretary for Atomic Energy
US. Department of Defense

Mr. Kenneth W. Holt
NEPA Coordinator

Centers For Disease Control and Prevention
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Mr. Willie Taylor
Director

Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance

U.S. Department of the Interior

Mr. Glenn G. Patterson
District Chief

Water Resources Division
Geological Survey

U.S. Department of Interior

Mr. Edward Stern
Director

Office of Regulatory Analysis

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
U.S. Department of Labor
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Director

Office of Governmental Relations
U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Michael W. Conley

Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
U.S. Department of Energy

Ms. Judith M. Demaire

Assistant Inspector General for Policy, Planning
and Management

Office of Inspector General

U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Bruce Demars

Director
Office of Naval Reactors
U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Daniel A, Dreyfus
Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management

U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Neal Goldenberg
Director

Office of Nuclear Safety, Policy and Standards
U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Gregory P. Rudy
Director

Executive Director Policy, Planning and NEPA
Coordination

U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. John E. Scorah

Operations Division
Office of Nuclear Materials Production
U.S. Department of Energy

J. M. Steele
Office of Naval Reactors

U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Anthony Adduci
NEPA Compliance Officer
Oakland Operations CJffice

U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Leaf Erickson
Director

Tank Waste Retrieval Treatment and
Immobilization Office

U.S. Department of Energy

Mr. Jeff Crane
SRS Remedial Project Manager
Region IV

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Joseph R. Franzmathes
Assistant Regional Administrator
Office of Policy and Management

Region IV
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Marion D. Hopkins

Federal Activities Branch
Office of Policy and Management
Region IV
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Arthur G. Linton
Federal Facilities Coordinator
Federal Activities Branch
Office of Policy and Management
Region IV
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Heinz Mueller
Environmental Policy Section
Federal Activities Branch
Office of Policy and Management

Region IV
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Greer C. Tidwell
Administrator

Region IV
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Ms. Camilla Warren
Chief

DOE Remedial Section
Region IV
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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Mr. Mike Amett

Region IV
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Jon Richards

Region IV

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Robert M. Bemero

Director
Nuclear Material Safety Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mr. Ken Clark
Region II Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Argonne National LaboratoW
(U.S. Department of Energy Laboratory)

Dr. Antbony Dvorak
Argonne National Laboratory
(U.S. Department of Energy Laboratory)

Mr. Steve Folga

Argonne National Laboratories

Mr. Philip H. Kier
Argonne National Laboratory

(US. Department of Energy Laborato~)

Dr. Libby Stun

Argonne National Laboratory

(U.S. Department of Energy Laboratory)

Ms. Ann Pendergrass
Los Alamos National Laboratory

(U.S. Department of Energy Laboratory)

Mr. J. R. Trabalka
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(U.S. Department of Energy Laboratory)

Ms. Mary Young

Sandia Laboratory
(U.S. Department of Energy Laboratory)

C. STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

C.1 State Offices and Legislature

The Honorable David M, Beasley Mr. Douglas McKay, III

Governor of South Carolina Senior Executive Assistant for Economic
Development

The Honorable Bob Peeler

Lieutenant Governor of South Carolina

Tbe Honorable Charles Condon
Attorney General

Dr. Fred Carter

Senior Executive Assistant of Finance and
Administration

Oftice of Executive Policy and Programs

Mr. Tucker Eskew
Press Secretary

OffIce of the Governor

Office of the Governor

Mr. Richard B. Scott, III
Office of the Governor

Division of Economic Development

Mr. Warren Tompkins
Chief of Staff

Office of the Governor

The Honorable James L. Mann Cromer, Jr.

South Carolina Joint Legislative Committee on

Energy
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The Honorable Phil P. Leventis The Honorable Thomas N. Rhoad

Chairman Chairmmr

Committee on Agriculture& Natural Resources Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources&

South Carolina Senate Environmental Affairs

The Honorable John C. Lindsay The Honorable John L. Scott

South Carolina Joint Legislative Committee on South Carolina Joint Legislative Committee on

Energy Energy

The Honorable Thomas L. Moore Administrative Assistant

South Carolina Joint Legislative Committee on South Carolina Joint Legislative Committee on

Energy Energy

The Honorable Harvey S. Peeler, Jr. Dr. John F. Clark

South Carolina Joint Legislative Committee on South Carolina Joint Legislative Committee on

Energy Energy

C.2 State and Local Agencies and Officials

Dr. George Vogt
South Carolina Department of Archives and

History

Commissioner
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Mr. M. K. Batavia, PE
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Mr. Ronald Kinney

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Ms. Myra Reece

Director, Lower Savannah District Office
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Chief
Bureau of Alr Quality Control

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Chief

Bureau of Drinking Water Protection
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Mr. Alton C. Boozer
Chief
Bureau of Environmental Quality Control Labs
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Chief
Bureau of Radiological Health

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Chief

Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste
Management

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Mr. Alan Coffey
Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste

Management

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control
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Mr. G. Kendall Taylor
Division of Hydrogeology

Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Sharon Cribb

Nuclear Emergency Planning
Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Chief
Bureau of Water Pollution Control
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Mr. Lewis Shaw

Deputy Commissioner
Environmental Quality Control
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Stacy Richardson
Environmental Quality Control Administration
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Ms. Frances Ann Ragan
Federal Facility Liaison
Environmental Quality Control

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Mr. William L. Mcllwain
South Carolina Project Notification and Review

South Carolina Department of Highways and
Public Transportation

South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control

Mr. Dean Moss

General Manager

Beaufort-Jasper (SC) Water and Sewer
Authori&

Mr. Virgil Autry

Director
South Carolina Department of Health and

Environmental Control

Mr. W. M. Dubose, HI
Director of Preconstruction

South Carolina Department of Highways and
Public Transportation

Mr. Ian D. Hill
Intergovernmental Review Coordinator
State Historic Preservation Office

South Carolina Department of Archives and
History

Ms. Beth Pattlow
Governors Division of Natural Resources
South Carolina Project Notification and Review

Office of the Governor

Mr. Eric Thompson
Lower Savannah Regional Planning and

Development Council

South Carolina Project Notification and Review

Office of the Governor

D. STATE OF GEORGIA

D.1 State Offices and Legislature

The Honorable Zen Miller

Governor of Georgia
The Honorable Pierre Howard

Lieutenant Governor of Georgia
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The Honorable Michael Bowers The Honorable Hugh M. Gillis, Sr.
Attorney General Chairman

Committee nn Natural Resources
Georgia Senate

D.2 State and Local Agencies and Officials

Mr. James C. Hardeman, Jr. Program Manager

Environmental Protection Division Surface Water Supply

Georgia Department of Natural Resources Georgia Department of Natural Resources

Environmental Radiation Programs
Mr. Dave Rutherford

Mr. J, L. Setser Metropolitan Planning Commission

Program Coordination Branch Savannah, GA

Environmental Radiation Programs
Environmental Protection Division

Georgia Department of Natural Resources

E. STATE OF TENNESSEE

Mr. Michael H. Mobley

Division of Radiological Health
Department of Environment and Conservation
Nashville. TN

F. STATE SINGLE POINTS OF CONTACT

Administrator Ms. Omeagia Burgess

Georgia State Clearinghouse South Carolina Grant Services

Office of Planning and Budget Office of the Governor

Chrys Baggett Mr. Charles W. Brown

Director Tennessee State Planning Office

North Carolina Department of Administration Office of the Governor

G. NATIVE AMERICAN GROUPS

The Honorable Gilbert Blue The Honorable Bill S, Fife

Chaiman Principal Chief

Catawba Indian Nation Muscogee (Creek) Nation

The Honorable Tony Hill, Micco Project Director

Tribal Town Center Organization Yuchi Tribal Organization, Inc.
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H. CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS

Ms. Julie Arbogast Ms. Kathryn May

Ms. Anne N. Brown Dr. Mildred McClain

Citizens for Environmental Justice

Ms. Lenola Cooks
Mr. Larry McKinney

Mr. Thomas W. Costikyan
Ms. Jo-Ann Nestor

Mr. Brian Costner
Energy Research Foundation Mr. Lane D. Parker

Mr. Myles N. Grant, I Dr. Kamalakar B. Raut

Mr. Thomas Greene Mr. Andrew W. Rea
Executive Director

Ms. Alice Hollingsworth Citizens for Clean Air & Water

Mr. Thelonious A. Jones Mr. Robert H. Slay

Reverend Walter Jones Ms. Perjetta K. Smith

Mr. J. Walter Joseph Mrs. Patricia J. Tousignant

Mr. William F. Lawless Ms. Beaurine H. Wilkins
Departments of Mathematics and Psychology
Paine College Mr. Vernon Zinnerman

Ms. Ann G. Loadholt

I. ENVIRONMENTAL AND PUBLIC INTEREST GROUPS

1.1 National

Mr. Rudy Oswald

Secretary-Treasurer
AFL-CIO
Washington, DC

Mr. Bill Sharpe

Counsel

Defenders of Wildlife
Washington, DC

Mr. Frederick Krupp

Executive Director

Environmental Defense Fund, Inc.
National Headquarters

New York, NY

Mr. Michael Bean

Legislative Director

Environmental Defense Fund, Inc.
Washington, DC

Mr. David Albright

Federation of American Scientists

Washington, DC
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Mr. Brent Blackwelder
President

Friends of the Earth

Washington, DC

Mr. Tom Clements
Greenpeace

Washington, DC

Ms. Pamela Murphy
Project Manager
League of Women Voters

Washington, DC

Ms. Ann Rentiers
National Environmental Policy Institute
Washington, DC

Dr. Jay D. Hair
National Wildlife Federation
Washington, DC

Mr. Ashok Gupta
Natural Resources Defense Council
New York. NY

Mr. Christopher Paine
Senior Research Associate
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.

Washington, DC

Andrew Caputo
Natural Resources Defense Council

Washington, DC

Mr. Steven Dolley

Nuclear Control Institute
Washington, DC

Mr. Michael Mariotte
Nuclear Information Resource Service

Washington, DC

Daryl Kimball
Physicians for Social Responsibility

Washington, DC

Ms. Patty McCleary
National Conservation Representative

The Sierra Club
National Headquarters

San Francisco, CA

Ms. Mamatha Gowda
Associate Representative for Global Warning

and Energy Programs
The Sierra Club
Washington, DC

Mr. Burt Glass
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Mr. Witney Fosburgh
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National Fish and Wildlife Foundation

Washington, DC

Mr. George Abney

Legislative Assistant
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Washington, DC

Mr. Torn Donnelly
Executive Vice President

National Water Resources Association
Arlington, VA

Mr. Bill Magavem
Director, Critical Mass Energy Project
Public Citizen
Washington, DC

Mr. Alden Meyer
Director
Climate/Energy Program

Union of Concerned Scientists
Washington, DC

1.2 State and Local

Ms. Qasimah P. Boston
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Savannah, GA

Dr. Mildred McClain
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Savannah, GA
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Citizens for Environmental Justice
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Mr. Brian Costner
Energy Research Foundation

Columbia, SC

Ms. Anna Aurilio
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U.S. Public Interest Research Group
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20/20 Vision
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Ms. Nancy White Norkus

Coastnet
Beaufort, SC
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Lewis and Clark Law SchoolMs. Eve A1-Amasi

Mr. James E. BolenDave Alford

Mr. Peter AlIan Mr. Sam W. Booher

Dr. Dave Amick
Raytheon Engineers & Constructors

Edmund D. Boothe
Aiken Technical College

R. P. BorsodyMr. Paul Anthony

Mr. John BoswellMr. Randy Balice, Ph.D.

Mr. Carlos W. BowenMr. John Barghusen

Meta Inc.
Ms. Gaile Boyd

Marya Barker
Mr. Steve Bren

Science Applications International CorporationMr. Gary A. Benda
U.S. Energy Corp.

Mr. Scott Bronstein
Atlanta ConstitutionMs. Phyllis Bennent

Ms. Elizabeth R. Brown

Charleston Deanery
SC Council of Catholic Woman

Mr. David Bennert
Clemson University

ESE

Mr. Rob Bleil
Rust Geotech. Inc.

Ms. Jean O. Brown

Mr. Ted Brzinski
Parson Engineering Science, IncMr. William L. Boettinger

Professor John A. Bogdanski
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Deputy Superintendent
Georgia Public Television

Ms. Beth Burgoyne

Scientech

Mr. Richard Bumette

Environmental Protection Specialist

E. L, Cagle, Jr

Dr. Teresa Castelao-Lawless

Grand Valley State University
Philosophy Dept., LSH215

Mr. Michael S. Chan
Southern Defense Systems, Inc

Dr. Kailash Chandra

Ms. Ann Marie Choephel
Tetratechj Inc.

Mr. Inn Choi
Battelle Pacific North West Laboratow

S. W. Corbett

Ms. Judy Cornett
BNFL

Dr. John Cowles
TRW

Ms. Deborah B. Crews

Mr. William A. Cross
Executive Vice President

Southern Technical Services. Inc

Mr. Joseph Cmz

Mr. John D’Souza

Mr. Chris Day

Ms. Shirly 0. Dennis

Mr. Carl Di-Bells

Nuclear Technical Review Board

Mr. John Dimarzio

Mr. James Doenges
Mac Technical Services

Mr. John F. Doherty, J.D.

Ms. Gledys Drake

Ms. Connie Drury

Rogers and Associates Engineering Corporation

Mr. Dennis DuPont

RUST Geotech, Inc.

Mr. Dale Dusenbury
North Carolina Department of Environment,

Health & Natural Resources
Division of Radiological Protection

Mr. Dave Ecklund

Mr. Jerry Edmonds

Ms. Anne H. Ehrlich

Department of Biological Sciences
Stanford University

Ms. Maureen Eldridge
MilitaW Production Network

R. H. Englemann

Ms. Ardes Evje

Battelle

Mr. Frank Carlton Fiery

Mr. Jim Fiorillo

Dr. William Fleming

SRA Technologies, Inc.

Mr. Robert Deegan
Sierra Club Nuclear Waste
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Diane & Max Forkel

Professor H. Paul Friesema

Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research
Notthwestem University

Mr. Glen Galen
Bechtei Environmental

Mr. Ben Gannon
Mr. Carlos Garcia
Raytheon Engineers & Constructors

Colonel George A. Gibson

Mr. Don Gordon

Dr. Stanton Green

Dr. Martha M. Griffin
Physical Science Department

Columbia College

Mrs. Robert Hackney

Mr. John D. Haefner

Jan Hagers

Mr. Stephen D. Hale
Augusta Chronicle

Ms. Krista Harris

Mr. Bruce Henderson
Charlotte Observer

Ms. Linda Hensley

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

Dr. Tom Hinton
SREL

Mr. John Huff

STRA

Mr. Charles E. [win

W. N. Jackson

Mr. Cliff Jarrnan

B&RE

Ms. Gail F. Jemigan

Ms. Jennifer Jones
STRA

Mr. Ron Kaz

Mr. Ron Kear
Dames and Moore

Ms. Sharon L. Kidwell
Perfomrance Development Corp

Mr. Ronald E. Knotts, Sr.

Mr. Hugo Krispyn
Edge Productions

Mr. Joseph Kriz

Mr. Ten-y Kuykendall
Parson Engineering Science, Inc.

David Lakin
British Embassy

Mr. Dewey E. Large
Scientific Ecology Group, Inc

Mr. Larry Long
Martin-Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Mr. Arthur C. Long
General Physics Corp.

Mr. James C. Loomis

Cetacean Relations SocieW

Tony Honeycutt
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Mr. Steve Maheras

Mr. Sam P. Manning
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Nadelman

Mr. Joe Martillotti
Texas Department of Health
Bureau of Radiation Control

Mr. R. 1. Newman

Stephen C. Newman

Raytheon Engineers & ConstructorsDr. Laurie E. Martin
University of South Carolina

Mr. Jack Nobbs
Raytheon Engineers & Constructors

Rowena Nylund
Ms. Sherry Martin
Ra~heon Engineers& Constructors

Markie OliverMrs. Bob Matthews

Mr. William H. Ollinger

Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Mr. Carl A. Mazzola
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

William A. McCarthy Mr. Robert F. Overnran

Ms. Barbara Reed Partrich

Lexington District 5
Imo High

Mr. Clifton M, McClure
Consumer Fuels Corporation

Mr. James D. McDaniel
Ms. Barbara Patrick

Mr. William R. McDonell
Susan Payne
Savannah River Regional Diversification

Initiative
Mr. Mike McKenzie-Carter

Mr. John Emmette McLaughlin, Jr.
Mr. Jeff Petraglia

Mr. Thomas McMeekin
Mr. John Petring

OgdenMr. J. S. Medford

Duke Engineering & Services
Jan Phelps
RUST Federal ServicesRachel Meldrum

Mr. Chuck Mengan

Parson Engineering Science, Inc.

Ms. Lyn Phillips

Mr. Clifford D, Ponder

Mr. George M. Minot

Nick Monaco

META

Mr. Ron Pound
Environmental Projects Newsletter

Ms. Wendy Powell
ScientechMs. Louise M. Montgomery
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Dick Ransom

Mr. Jeff Ray

William Reinig

Mr. James M. Rivers

Mr. John E. Rogers

Mr. Ken Schaub

Ms. Kathy Schwendenman
Advanced Sciences, Inc.

Mr. John P. Seibels, Jr.

Ms. Arlene B. Selber
Vice President
Parson Engineering Science, Inc.

Dr. Harry E. Shealy, Jr.
Professor of Biology
University of South Carolina at Aiken

M, H, Shekastehband

John Shideler

Mr. Daniel W. Smith

Jason R. Smith

C. Wesley Smith, P.C.

Attorney At Law

Mr. John C. Snedeker

President
Synergistic Dynamics, Inc

S. Dennison Sprague

Mr. Norm Stanley

Mr. William C. Stegall, Jr.
RUST Federal Services

Mrs. Karen J. Stein

Mr. William Paul Stephens
Plasma Chem, Inc.

Dr. John Stewart

Mr. Edward S. Syrjala

Mr. Robert Thomas

Mrs. Elvira E. Thompson

Dr. Robert P. Thompson
Dept. of Cell Biology
MUSC

Dr. Wayne Tolbert
Sr, Program Manager
Science Applications International Corporation

Mr. John Twondly

Mr. James R. Tyler
Director
Environmental Services
Innovative Technology Systems, Inc.

Linda VanSickle
Exploration Resources

Raymond Vinton
Babcock and Wilcox

Dr. David H. Vomacka

c/0 W oolpert

Mr. James W. Voss
Director
Nuclear Services

Golder Associates
Mr. John Walker

CDM Federal Programs Corp

Ms. Jo Anne Steele

Tetra Tech, Inc.
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Mr. John Walker
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Capital Complex

Frank S. Watiers

Kim Welsch

Westinghouse
Hanford Co.

Mr. Stephen R. White

Robert H. Wilcox

Ms. Felicia Yeh
Technical Services Librarian

South Carolina State LibraW

Mr. Alex Will

Daniel Williams

Ms. Theresa Wolfe

Librarian
Ecology and Environment, Inc
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Mr. Roger Wong
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Freedom of Information Public Document
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2-126,2-155,2-156,2-157, 2-165,2-184,
2-187,2-188,2-189,2-198, 2-94,2-104,
2-105,3-16,3-18,3-31, 3-93,3-96,4-13,

4-69,4-128,4-131,4-192

Mixed waste S-3, S-4, S-5, S-6, s.7, S. I 1,

S-12, S-14, 1-3, 1-4, 1-6,,2-3,2-4,2-7,2-10,

2-13,2-15,2-17,2-23, 2-29,2-35,2-36,2-40,

2-42,2-44,2-4532-46, 2-60,2-6232-63,2-64,

2-65,2-66,2-67,2-703 2-72,2-74,2-75,2-76,

2-80,2-92,2-93,2-94, 2-95,2-99,2-100,

2-101, 2-104,2-105,2-106,2-107,2-108,

2-111,2- 112,2-113,2-116,2-118,2-120,

2-121,2 -122,2- 123,2- 124> 2-125,2-126,

2-127,2-131,2 -134,2-135,2-140,2-141,

2-142,2- 143,2-144 >2-149> 2-151,2-153,

2-154,2-155,2-156,2-157, 2-158,2-159,

2-165,2-172,2-173,2-174, 2-175,2-182,

2-184,2-185,2-186,2-187, 2-188,2-189,

2-190,2-191,2-197,3-66, 3-81,3-89,3-90,

4-2,4-4,4-6,4-9,4-14,4- 19,4-20,4-42,

4-48,4-49,4-62,4-67, 4-69,4-82,4-84,4-85,

4-103,4-104,4-105,4-106, 4-107,4-108,

4-109,4-121,4- 126,4-131,4-132,4-145,

4-164,4-171,4-182,4-188,4-191,4-192,

4-206,4-224,4-232,4-234, 4-239,4-249,

4-253,4-256,4-261>4-263, 5-6,5-7>5-8,

5-15

Mixed Waste Management Facility 2-29,2-39,

2-40,2-135,3-94,3-96

Mixed waste storage building 2-23,2-64,2-65,

2-75,2-762-122,2-123, 2-155,2-156,2-186,
3-66,4-14,4-20,4-48, 4-82,4-145,4-206,

4-26 I

Mixed waste storage pad 2-76,2-122,2-155,
2-187
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New Waste Transfer Facility S-1 1,2-51,2-52,
2-53,2-54,2-73,2-107

Occupational and public health 4-45,4-108

Organic waste 2-64,2-65,2-66,2-75, 2-76,
2-123,2-156,2-187>4-14, 4-19,4-48,4-53,

4-67

Organic waste storage tanks 2-64,2-65,2-66,

2-75,2-76,4-14,4-19, 4-48,4-53,4-67

Plutonium S-3, 1-5, 1-8, 1-9,2-9,2-16,2-21,
2-24,2-35,2-36,2-101, 2-106,2-108,2-122,
2-130,2-131, 2-134,2-162,2-164,2-191,

2-193,2-194,2-196,3-16, 3-27,3-62,3-88,
3-89,4-11,4-253,4-258, 4-260>4-262,
4-263,4-265,4-266,4-268

Pollution prevention S-1 I, 2-2,2-41,2-42,4-9,
4-81,4-142,4-204

Population S-1 5,2-88,2-125,2-147,2-178,
3-37,3-42,3-43,3-44, 3-46,3-47,3-56,3-57,
3-59,3-60,3-64,4-22, 4-24,4-26,4-29,4-37,
4-38,4-39,4-40,4-41, 4-44,4-45,4-46,4-48,
4-49,4-50,4-52,4-53, 4-56,4-59,4-60,4-62,

4-85,4-87,4-88,4-89, 4-93,4-95,4-96,
4-104,4-106,4-107,4- 109,4-111,4-119,
4-121,4- 122,4-125,4-126,4-146,4-148,

4-149,4-150,4-153,4-158, 4-166,4-167,
4-168,4-169,4- 173,4-181,4-182,4-189,
4-207,4-209,4-210,4-2 11,4-214,4-217,
4-225,4-226,4-228,4-229, 4-230,4-231,

4-234,4-236,4-242,4-243, 4-249,4-250,
4-254,4-265,4-266,5-1 1

Process Waste Interim Treatment/Storage
Facility 2-62,2-66,2-74,2-123, 2-156,

2-187,3-81

Public health S-17, 4-45,4-108,4-179,4-268,

5-11

Radiation dose 2-11,2-12,2-15,3-56, 3-57,
3-5933-64,4-39,4-46, 4-54,4-56,4-231

Radiation exposure 2-13,2-16,3-57,3-58,
3-64,4-39,4-40,4-41, 4-62,4-108,4-253,

4-266

Recycling S-3, S-13, S-14, 1-2, 1-5, 1-9, 1-10,

2-9,2-28,2-35,,2-41, 2-43,2-44,2-45,2-46,
2-47,2-48,2-49,2-60, 2-74,2-112,2-118,

2-120,2-142,2-143,2-144, 2-151,2-155,

2-157,2-174,2-186,2-198, 3-81,4-192,
4-258

Risk S-19, 2-17,2-81,2-88,2-143, 3-64,3-87,

4-39,4-41,4-43,4-45, 4-53,4-60,4-62,4-67,
4-103,4- 105,4-107,4-108,4-109,4-113,

4-116,4-119,4-121,4- 126,4-128,4-129,
4-130,4-165,4-167,4-169, 4-170,4-175>
4-179, 4-181,4-182,4-188,4-189,4-191,

4-225,4-228,4-229,4-230, 4-232,4-236,
4-240,4-242,4-243,4-249, 4-250,4-252,
4-254,4-260,4-266,4-268

Safe Drinking Water Act, 2-31,5-9,5-15

Sanitary waste S-1, 1-1,2-26,3-19,3-20

Savannah River S-1, S-3, S-4, S-18, 1-1, 1-5,
1-7,2-1,2-7,2-10,2-19, 2-21,2-23,2-41,
2-51,2-62,2-65,2-74, 2-76,2-81,2-107,
2-109,2-123,2-156,2-187, 3-1,3-2,3-4,3-7,

3-9,3-11,3-14,3-15,3-16, 3-17,3-19,3-20,
3-21,3-27,3-29,3-31, 3-32,3-33,3-36,3-37,

3-38,3-39,3-40,3-44, 3-51,3-52,3-59,3-60,
3-81,3-88,4-2,4-4,4-9, 4-16,4-20,4-25,
4-26,4-27,4-31,4-32, 4-49,4-50,4-52,4-56,

4-58,4-59,4-84,4-99, 4-142,4-145,4-160,
4-161,4-207,4-220,4-221, 4-254,4-257,

4-259,4-263,5-1,5-9, 5-10,5-13

SCDHEC 2-13,2-52,2-66,2-67, 2-70,2-72,
2-125,2-158,2-188,3-6, 3-15,3-16,3-18,
3-21,3-29,3-30,3-31, 3-66,3-81,3-90,3-91,

3-92,3-94,4-9,4-16,4-17, 4-19,4-20,4-21,
4-81,4-84,4-85,4-145, 4-204,4-206,4-261,

4-263,4-9,4-81,4-142, 4-202,4-204,5-5,

5-6,5-7,5-9,5-11,5-15
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Shallow land disposal S-5, S-1 1, S-12, S-13,

S-14, S-17, 2-4,2-54,2-56>2-57,2-59, 2-64,
2-65,2-67,2-73,2-74, 2-8332-84,2-92,
2-104,2-108,2 -111,2-116,2-117,2-118,

2-120,2-122>2-125,2-126, 2-140,2-143,
2-145,2- 147,2-148,2-149,2-151,2-152,

2-153,2 -156,2-157,2-158,2-161,2-162,

2-163,2-165,2-166,2-172, 2-178,2-180,
2-181,2-182, 2-184,2-186,2-188,2-189,
2-197,2.198,4-3>4-4, 4-9,4-10,4-13,4-77,

4-78,4- 131,4-139,4-141,4-191,4-192,
4-202,4-261,4-262

Site treatment plan S-4, S-5, S-6, 1-3,2-3,2-15,

2-36,2-80,2-87,2-92, 2-93,2-94,2-95,2-993
2-100,5-8,5-15

Slit trench, 2-54,2-57,2-58,2-59, 2.73,2-77,
4-10,4-11,4-14,4-77, 4-78,4-139,4-140,
4-199,4-200,4-201,4-253, 4-256,4-261

Smelter, 2-112,2-140,2-142,2-147, 2-148,
2-149,2- 172,2-180,2-181,4-139,4-140,
4-199,4-200,4-20 I

Socioeconomic S-1 7,3-40,4-2,4-153,4-157,
4-93,4-95,4-214,4-216> 4-217,4-265

Soil Sort Facility 2-159,2- 165,2-107,2-1 11,
2-113,2- 122,2-124,2-127,2-134,2-172,

2-178,2- 180,2-181,2-191,2-197,4-69,
4-80,4-82,4-108,4-109, 4-191,4-204,
4-206,4-207,4-231,4-2343 4-261

Soils S-17, 2-10, 2-12,2-13,2-24,2-36, 2-44,
2-56,2-72,2-73,2-80, 2-84,2-99,2-104,
2-106,2- 112, 2- 113,2-116,2-1 I7,2-122,

2-124,2- 126,2-141,2-143,2-144,2-147,
2-148,2-149,2-153,2-157, 2-173,2-174,

2-175,2- 178,2-180,2-181,2-186,2-189,
2-197,3-4,3-25,4-6,4-9, 4-13,4-14,4-70,
4-77,4-79,4-90,4-91, 4-132,4-133,4-191,

4-193,4-199,4-200,4-201

Solvent storage tank 2-62,2-66,2-74,2-76

SRS Storsnwater Pollution Prevention Plan
4-16,4-79,4-202,4-203

Stormwater permit 5-9

Supematant 2-10,2-94,3-88

Surface water S-17, 2-53, 3-15, 3-59, 3-91,

4-11,4-15,4-16,4-24, 4-79,4-80,4-81,
4-141,4-142,4-202,4-203, 4-204,4-254,

4-262,4-263

Threatened and endangered species 2-71,2-72,
4-91,4-128,4-151,4-189, 4-212,4-250,

4-25535-12

Tornadoes 3-22, 3-23,4-58

Transumnic waste S-1, S-4, S-7, S-9, S- 11,

S-12, S-13, S-18, 2-1,2-2,2-4,2-5,2-9, 2-12,
2-13,2-14,2-16,2-17, 2-19,2-23,2-29,2-36,
2-41,2-43,2-68,2-69, 2-70,2-71,2-75,2-76,
2-80,2-81,2-83,2-84, 2-87,2-88,2-92,
2-100,2- 101,2-109,2-110,2-111,2-122,

2-127,2 -128,2-129,2-130,2-131,2-132,
2-133,2-134,2-135,2-140, 2-155,2-159,
2-160,2-161,2 -162,2-163,2-164,2-165,
2-166,2-172,2 -187,2-191,2-192,2-193,
2-194,2-195,2-196,2-197, 2-198,3-1,3-66,

3-75,3-80,3-89,4-4,4-37, 4-42,4-43,4-67,
4-131,4- 132,4-143,4-145,4-146,4-163,
4-164,4- 170,4-171,4-188,4-191,4-202,
4-206,4-207,4-223,4-224, 4-231,4-234,
4-261,4-263, 5-8

Transuranic waste characterization/certification
facility S-9, S-13, 2-5,2-111,2-127,2-129,
2-130,2 -131,2-132,2-133,2-134,2-135,

2-140,2 -161,2-162,2-163,2-166,2-172,
2-191,2-193,2-194,2-197, 4-67,4-69,4-84,
4-102,4- 108,4-109,4-131,4-143,4-145,

4-146,4- 164,4-170,4-171,4-191,4-202,
4-206,4-207,4-224,4-23 1,4-261

Transuranic waste storage pads S-12, 2-23,

2-68,2-70,2-71,2-75, 2-122,2-129,2-130,
2-132,2- 133,2-134,2-135,2-161,2-162,
2-164,2-166,2-193,2-195, 2-196,2-198,

4-69,4-82,4-84,4-85, 4-101,4-102,4-108,
4-109,4- 121,4- 126,4- 129,4- 130,4-4,

4-108,4-129,4-130,4-170, 4-231
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Treatability variance 2-64,2-67, 2-7S, 2-95,

2-129,2- 131,2-157,2-163,2-194

Tritium S-3, S-18, 1-2, 1-5, 1-9, 1-10,2-10,

2-11,2-12>2-13, 2-19,2-21,2-35,2-58,

2-123, 2-156,3-11,3-13,3-15,3-16,3-18,
3-21,3-26,3-27,3-62, 3-75,3-88,3-91,3-92,

3-93,3-96,4-13,4-16, 4-17,4-76,4-138,
4-139,4-199,4-200,4-201 ,4-231,4-258

Unavoidable adverse impacts 4-2,4-252,

4-253.4-254

Upper Three Runs S-1 8,4-14,4-17,4-24,4-26,

4-80,4-141,4-202,4-254

Vitrification S-5, S-9, S-1 1, S-13, S.14, 5.17,
1-6, 1-8,2-6,2-10,2-21,2-64, 2-66,2-75,
2-80,2-83,2-84,2-88, 2-94,2-99,2-104,
2-105, 2- 106,2-107,2-109,2- 1IO,2-I23,

2-124,2-140,2-143,2-145, 2-147,2-148,
2-151,2- 152,2-153,2-155,2-156,2-157,
2-158, 2-159,2-161,2-162,2-163,2-165,
2-166,2-172,2-174,2-186, 2-187,2-188,

2-189,2-191,2-194,2-197, 3-1,3-80,3-88,
4-14,4 -80> 4-131,4-132,4-141,4-143,
4-145 >4-146,4-164,4- 170,4-171,4-191,
4-192,4-202,4-203,4-206, 4-207,4-224,

4-231,4-234,4-256,4-259, 4-26!, 4-263

Waste acceptance criteria S-4, S- 13,2-4,2-14,
2-56,2-57,2-67,2-68, 2-70,2-80,2.92,

2-1 00,2-101,2-1 16,2 -125,2- 13O,2.13I,
2-194,4-11

Waste Certification Facility S- 12,2-68,2-70,
2-75,2-109,2-129,2-131, 2-132,2-133,4-4,

4-69

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant S-4, S-13, 2-4,2-5,

2-6,2-14,2-15>2-70,2-80, 2-83,2-84>2-92,
2-1 00,2-101,2-106,2 -111,2- 127,2-I 29,

2-130,2 -131,2-132,2-134,2-135,2-140,
2-161,2 -162,2-163,2-164,2-165, 2-166,

2-172, 2-191,2-193,2-194,2-195, 2-196,
2-197,4-132,4-191

Waste minimization S-9, S-1 1,2-2,2-23, 2-41,
2-42,2-43,2-44>2-73, 2-112,2-141,2-143,

2-173,2 -174,3-75,4-3

Wastewater, 2-10, 2-21, 2-42,2-4932-51,2-53,

2-54,2-66,2-71,2-126, 2-152,2-157,2-189,
3-19,3-20,3-66,4-15, 4-16,4-17,4-18,4-24,
4-79,4-80,4-81,4-141, 4-142,4-202,4-203,

4-204,4-254,4-258,4-263, 5-7, 5-9

Wetlands S-1 5,2-72, 3-31, 3-33,3-36,4-23,

4-24,4-29,4-90,4-91, 4-151,4-212,4-213,
4-255,5-12,5-15

Vitrification facility 2-109,2-110
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